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Imagine being born without the ability to form memories. Nothing you experienced
would leave any trace: You would not be able to learn to walk or talk, you
would not remember anything that happened to you, you would be permanently
imprisoned, like a fly in amber, in the mind of an infant. Our abilities to learn and
remember are the foundation stones on which we build our lives; we would be lost
without them.

Normally, we learn and remember so effortlessly that we take the skills involved
for granted. Consider memory. You have stored information about physical skills
such as how to walk and write; you remember your experiences with countless
friends and acquaintances, the facts you learned in school about subjects such as
history and geography, the meaning of 80,000 English words, and so on. Focusing
just on vocabulary, you know how to pronounce and spell each of these 80,000
words, and in many cases you also have a vast store of information about the
words. In the case of the word cat, you know what cats look like, how they like
to be stroked, their propensity for attracting fleas, and so on. In the course of
your life, you have stored an almost unbelievable amount of information, and
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yet you usually can access information from this store almost instantly when you
need it. It is an astonishing feat, and in this book we will be looking at how you
do it.

Human learning?

The eminent learning psychologist Robert Rescorla once published a paper entitled
“Pavlovian Conditioning – It’s Not What You Think It Is.” In a similar vein, the
focus of this book both is and isn’t what the title suggests. The use of the word
“human” might seem to imply that it will be devoted exclusively to research
involving humans, with animal research having no place. That is not so. Animal
research has played a central role in the development of our understanding of
learning, and this research will be covered where appropriate.

Nevertheless, the use of the word “human” does signal a fundamental shift in
orientation. Textbooks on learning have traditionally focused on animals, with
human applications introduced only as a kind of supplement or “extra.” In a
chapter on reinforcement, for example, the core of the chapter would be research
on how reinforcement affects rats and pigeons; only once this was established
might there be supplementary material showing effects on people.

For a reader not familiar with this area, this emphasis on animals might seem
peculiar, but learning textbooks focused on animal research for the very good
reason that almost all research in this field was carried out on animals. One reason
was practical – it is easier to control the environment of animals than people,
and this makes it easier to disentangle the contributions of different variables.
Another was that animals were thought to have simpler learning systems, and
again this makes it easier to understand the fundamental processes involved. And
yet a third reason was ideological. For many decades psychology was dominated
by behaviorists who – for sound reasons – distrusted explanations that attributed
behavior to mental states that couldn’t be observed. One advantage of studying
animals was that it would be easier to avoid speculations about their mental states
and just focus on the variables that controlled their behavior. The end result was
that researchers whose real interest was learning in humans nevertheless devoted
their careers to studying rats and, later, pigeons.

Over recent decades, this picture has changed substantially. With the rise of
cognitive psychology there has been increased interest in the cognitive processes
that underlie behavior, leading to far more research on humans and far less on
animals. However, this shift has not yet been reflected in textbooks, where the
focus has remained very heavily on learning in animals.

In my view, the quantity and quality of human research has reached a point
where we no longer need to focus on rats and pigeons – if we want to understand
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learning in humans, we can do so using research that actually studies humans.
One advantage of this approach is that it frees space to cover the new paths
that research has taken. Recent years have seen a rapid growth of research on
phenomena such as causal learning and evaluative conditioning, research that
has been largely ignored in existing texts. A further advantage is that students
find it hard to believe that studying the behavior of white rats is the best way to
understand people; a textbook that focuses on human research has a far greater
chance of capturing their interest and even enthusiasm.

For these reasons, my goal in this text was to explore what we now know
about learning and memory in humans, bringing in research on animals only
where it was historically important – it would be difficult to talk about classical
conditioning, for example, without discussing the crucial contributions of Pavlov –
or where it still provides the most illuminating evidence. In working toward this
goal, several assumptions about textbook writing guided me, and in the remainder
of this preface I will discuss these orienting assumptions. Briefly, I wanted this
textbook to be stimulating, enjoyable, integrative, and practical.

Intellectually stimulating

One of my fundamental goals was to present ideas in a way that would be intellec-
tually rigorous and stimulating. All textbook authors face the difficult problem of
how to balance the need for broad coverage against the dangers of superficiality –
of losing students in a forest of facts. My own bias is toward depth rather than
breadth: I think students gain more from a deep understanding of fundamental
ideas than from a superficial familiarity with a much larger set of facts. In writing
this text, I have tried to explore the most important issues in learning and memory
in depth, rather than to provide shallower coverage of all topics.

One example is the treatment of experimental design. If students are to be helped
to think critically, it is vital that they understand the logic of experiments rather
than just memorize their conclusions. To encourage this understanding, Chapter 1
provides an introduction to the experimental method: the advantages and disad-
vantages of experiments, why learning researchers sometimes study animals, and
so on. Subsequent chapters build on this foundation by analyzing selected exper-
iments and issues in depth, while providing briefer summaries of other studies.
Where this selective approach has meant that coverage of some issues has had to
be curtailed, I have provided references that the interested reader can consult for
more information.

I have taken a similar approach to presenting theories, concentrating on
presenting a small number in detail rather than more superficial coverage of them
all. In classical conditioning, for example, I have focused on the Rescorla–Wagner
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model. Through extensive analysis of this model, I have tried to convey a feeling
for how theories can be used to explain known phenomena and to generate
novel and sometimes counterintuitive predictions. Similarly, Chapter 11 explores
Raaijmakers and Shiffrin’s SAM model, using it to show how many of the
properties of memory can be explained through just a few simple principles.
And the text concludes with an in-depth discussion of neural network models,
exploring their potential to explain behavior ranging from classical conditioning
in slugs to the acquisition of language in humans.

Enjoyable

No matter how stimulating ideas may be in principle, they will not have this effect
in practice unless readers understand them and find them interesting. I have tried
very hard, therefore, to present ideas clearly and, where possible, entertainingly; I
hope reading the text will feel more like participating in an enjoyable conversation
than listening to a formal lecture.

Applications: linking the laboratory and the real world

One way to make ideas come alive is to explore their practical implications, and
I have tried to do this throughout the text. Students sometimes find research
on learning boring because of an understandable disinclination to believe that
experiments on rats can shed much light on human behavior, and similar problems
can arise in seeing the value of experiments on the memorization of nonsense
syllables. It is not enough for teachers and textbooks to assert that laboratory
research is relevant: This relevance has to be demonstrated.

I have done this by interweaving material on laboratory research and practical
applications in every chapter. The chapters on classical conditioning, for example,
discuss the role of conditioning in generating human emotions such as fear, sexual
arousal, and cravings for drugs, and how conditioning principles can be used to
treat problems such as phobias and addictions. Similarly, the chapters on rein-
forcement look at applications such as Lovaas’s stunningly effective treatment for
autism, and issues such as whether reinforcement undermines intrinsic motivation.
The chapter on punishment also contains what I believe to be the most extensive
coverage in any text on the use of punishment for children, looking not only at
the conditions that determine punishment’s effectiveness but also at the possibility
of side effects, concluding with an examination of alternatives to spanking such
as time-out, response cost, and reinforcement.
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The chapters on memory continue this emphasis on practical applications. Appli-
cations covered include techniques for improving studying, the accuracy of eye-
witness testimony, and the painful issue of whether we should believe adults who
suddenly remember having been sexually abused when they were children, despite
having no recollection of this abuse in the intervening years.

Integrating learning and memory

Learning and memory are intimately, perhaps inextricably, intertwined. The term
learning emphasizes the acquisition of information, whereas the term memory
emphasizes its retention, but both are facets of a single system for storing infor-
mation about our experiences. You cannot remember an experience unless you
first create a record of it (learning), and you cannot learn from this experience
unless you retain this record (memory). And yet, despite this intimate relationship,
for many years learning and memory were studied separately, with only minimal
contact between investigators in the two areas. Research on learning typically
focused on the effects of rewards on rats and pigeons; research on memory typi-
cally explored people’s ability to remember verbal material. The resulting research
was published in different journals, and researchers in one area rarely knew much
about developments in the other.

One reason for this separation was practical: The almost exponential growth in
research made it increasingly difficult for researchers to follow developments out-
side their own specialty. However, this division was also driven by differences in
theoretical orientation. Almost from its inception, research on learning in animals
was heavily influenced by associationism and behaviorism: Animal researchers
believed that they should focus on visible behavior, rather than speculating about
invisible processes that might – or might not – be occurring inside an animal’s
head, and many also believed that the learning was a fundamentally simple process
involving the formation of associations. Memory researchers, on the other hand,
were persuaded by the cognitive revolution of the 1950s and 1960s that under-
standing memory required an understanding of the cognitive processes involved,
and that these processes were far more complex than simply the formation of asso-
ciations. The result was that learning and memory researchers not only studied
different behaviors but also adopted radically different approaches to explaining
their results, making communication between the two fields difficult.

More recently, this chasm has narrowed. On the learning side, researchers have
increasingly recognized the importance of cognitive processes such as memory
and attention in even the simplest forms of conditioning – Kamin’s research on
blocking and Bouton’s on extinction illustrate this trend. Learning theorists have
also increasingly borrowed ideas that first emerged on the cognitive side – Shiffrin
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and Schneider’s distinction between controlled and automatic processes provides
one example, neural network models another.

On the other side of the divide, cognitive theorists have put increasing emphasis
on the role of simple associative processes in memory. Raaijmakers and Shiffrin’s
model of memory, for example, assumes that the creation of a memory record
depends on the formation of associations between the elements of a scene and
that subsequent retrieval of this record depends on retrieval cues activating some
of these elements, with this activation then spreading to the other elements. If so,
then understanding memory requires understanding the formation of associations,
just as understanding conditioning requires understanding memory. Indeed, the
emergence of neural network models has raised the intriguing possibility that
associations might lie at the heart of all cognition, determining what we think as
well as what we remember.

In sum, the gap between associative accounts of learning and cognitive accounts
of memory has narrowed remarkably in recent years, to a degree that is perhaps
still not fully appreciated. This convergence has opened the path to a coherent and
integrated account of learning and memory, and I have tried to convey how close
we have come.

Aids to studying
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

To help readers absorb the sometimes challenging material in each chapter, I
have provided Summaries at the end. In addition, each chapter contains Review
Questions designed to encourage students to review the material they have read
and also to think about it further. If students can answer these questions, they can
be confident that they have understood the main themes of the chapter.
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In an early television series called Dragnet, police sergeant Joe Friday was forever
being confronted by incoherent witnesses to a crime. He would stoically endure
their babbling until, his patience finally exhausted, he would interrupt, “We want
the facts, Ma’am, just the facts.” Psychologists too want the facts, but, with experi-
ence, they acquire a certain wary respect for the problems involved in determining
facts. What is a fact? Of course everyone knows what a fact is; a fact is . . . ,
well . . . it’s a fact, something that everyone knows to be true. Or is it? Was it a fact
that the earth was flat because everyone before Columbus believed it to be so? Or
that the earth was the center of the universe before Copernicus and Galileo moved
it into orbit around the sun? And if we cannot be sure of the truth in cases as
obvious as these (“Can’t you feel that the earth is still? Can’t you see that the sun
is moving?”), how much more difficult must it be when the truth is more obscure,
and when experts can’t even agree among themselves? If one scientist claims that
the moon is composed of blue cheese, and a colleague tartly replies, “So’s your
mother,” how are we to decide which of their scientific views is correct?
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In older sciences, such as physics and chemistry, disputes over scientific facts
are less obvious: Over the years, basic concepts such as the atom and gravity have
become firmly established; only after considerable training to learn dispute-free
“facts” are new initiates to the profession gradually introduced to the ambiguities
and uncertainties of current research. In psychology, which is a relatively new
science, these disputes cannot be obscured so easily: The dividing line between
“old established facts” and “new controversial hypotheses” is less clear, and there
is no comforting bedrock of certainty and accomplishment to support students
when they feel overwhelmed by conflicting claims. Consider such a relatively
simple problem as the use of corporal punishment: Is corporal punishment an
effective and ultimately humane way to eliminate a person’s harmful behavior, or
is it a barbaric relic of our primitive past? There is evidence to support both views,
and it can be more than a little frustrating to try to analyze the polemics of each
side, and more than a little tempting to give up in disgust, crying “a plague on
both your houses.”

In their attempts to resolve such disagreements – to decide what is a fact and
what is not – psychologists have relied on several assumptions. These assump-
tions are now so widely accepted that psychologists rarely question them, but this
does not necessarily mean that they are correct. It is perhaps worth emphasizing
in advance that the assumptions we will be examining in this chapter really are
assumptions, slowly developed over several centuries within a particular cultural
and scientific tradition, and indeed not universally accepted even among psy-
chologists. There are good grounds for you to approach these assumptions with
a healthy skepticism and to form your own views of their validity. The better
you understand these assumptions, however, the better you will understand why
research has followed the paths that we will be tracing in subsequent chapters.

One purpose of this chapter, then, is to examine the methodological assumptions
that have guided psychological research: Why psychologists rely on experiments
to understand behavior, and the logic that guides researchers in designing these
experiments. Before considering how to do research, however, we will begin by
focusing on an even more fundamental issue: Why study behavior in the first
place?

Is behavior lawful?

The most fundamental assumption underlying research into the laws of learn-
ing and memory is that there are such laws – if people’s behavior were simply
capricious or random, there would be little point in trying to discover the laws
governing it. To clarify the issue, let us begin by defining more precisely what we
mean by a law. Within science, a law is essentially a statement of the form “If A,
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then B.” That is, if some condition A exists, we predict that event B will occur.
The statement “The sun rises every morning,” for example, predicts that if it is
morning, then the sun will rise. Similarly, Einstein’s famous equation E = mc2

says that if m has a value of 1 and c has a value of 2, then the value of E will
be 4 (the real value of c is much greater). The assertion that behavior is lawful,
therefore, is essentially a claim that behavior is in principle predictable: Whenever
a certain set of conditions arises, the same behavior will always follow.

Determinism versus free will

Most of us believe that at least some aspects of behavior are predictable. However
much we might dislike some powerful bully, for example, we don’t usually walk
over to him and punch him in the nose, because we know very well that his
reaction will not be random but intensely and unpleasantly predictable. Opinion
varies, however, as to the extent of this predictability or lawfulness.

Determinism

At one extreme, some believe that all behavior is predictable. According to the
doctrine of determinism, people’s behavior is entirely determined by their heredity
and environment (as used here, the word “environment” refers to past experiences
as well as present environment). Your decision to go to college, for example, was
probably influenced by factors such as the educational background of your parents,
the grades you received at school, the economic advantages of a degree, and so
forth. According to determinism, these factors made it inevitable that you would
eventually choose to go to college, whether or not you were consciously aware of
their influence.

Dramatic advances in physics and chemistry have accustomed us to the idea
that nature is inherently orderly, even though our ignorance sometimes makes it
appear capricious. But is the behavior of a living organism just as lawful, just
as determined, as the orbit of a rocket or the ticking of a clock? Are we really
just helpless pawns in the grasp of environmental and genetic forces beyond our
control?

Free will

Within Western civilization, strict determinism of this kind has generally been
rejected. Humans, according to most Western religions, are fundamentally free:
We all have the power to determine our actions; this free will makes each of us
responsible for our behavior and provides the basis for our concepts of morality
and responsibility. Aside from formal religious teachings, however, a deep strain
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within all of us resents the notion that we are only insignificant links within a
causal chain, like billiard balls hurtling blindly through space, propelled by forces
we cannot resist.

Why, then, do many research psychologists nevertheless believe in determinism?
The reasons are complex, and in the following sections we will consider some of
them. As you read this material, some of the arguments might strike you as
more philosophical than psychological, and you might wonder why a psychology
textbook should be devoting so much attention to this issue. The answer is that a
belief in determinism plays an important role in guiding psychological research.
If you carry out a study to find a lawful relationship and your effort fails, you
are much more likely to persist if you are convinced that there really are laws. As
a result, many of the most crucial discoveries about learning and memory have
been made by psychologists with a stubborn, even fanatical belief that behavior is
lawful. (See, for example, the discussions of Pavlov in Chapter 2 and Ebbinghaus
in Chapter 8.) In the sections that follow, we will consider some arguments that
have led to this belief.

Neural determinism

One line of evidence supporting the determinist view comes from our rapidly grow-
ing understanding of the brain’s role in determining behavior. We will discuss the
mechanisms involved in more detail in Chapter 2, but in essence the brain consists
of a vast network of interconnected cells called neurons, and the transmission
of electrical signals through these cells determines our behavior. When we see a
friend, for example, the light falling on receptors located at the back of the eye
produces electrical signals, and these are then transmitted by means of a series of
neurons to the cortex and then ultimately to the muscles that cause us to raise our
hand in greeting or to move our lips to say hello. If physicists are correct, and the
behavior of all particles in the universe is lawful, then the transmission of these
electrical impulses through our brain must also be lawful. (Indeed, neurophysiolo-
gists already have a good understanding of the chemical processes that govern the
propagation of electrical signals through neurons, and how the arrival of a signal
at a neuron’s terminal leads to the release of chemicals which then activate the
next neuron in the chain.) If these assumptions are right – if our brains control our
behavior, and if the brain’s operations are lawful – then it logically follows that
our behavior must also be lawful. If the operation of any system is lawful, then
the output of that system must also be lawful.

We will call this argument neural determinism. Its first assumption – that the
firing of neurons is governed by laws of physics and chemistry that govern all
other materials – is widely accepted, at least within science. The second, though –
that our brains control all aspects of our behavior – is more controversial. We
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will therefore focus on this second assumption, examining the brain’s role in three
fundamental activities: movement, emotion, and thought.

Movement

Our movements are entirely controlled by the transmission of electrical impulses
though our neurons. When we move an arm, for example, this movement is caused
by the contraction of muscles within the arm, and these contractions are in turn
controlled by neurons. Neurons are connected to every muscle in the body, and
electrical impulses arriving at the terminals of these neurons trigger the release of
chemicals that in turn initiate muscular contractions. If these neural connections
are damaged – for example, if the spine is damaged in an automobile accident
so that neural messages can no longer be transmitted from the brain to certain
muscles – then we lose the ability to control these muscles. Similarly, the tremors
seen in Parkinson’s disease are due to degeneration of neurons in the substantia
nigra, one of the regions of the brain involved in controlling movement, and it
is possible to treat Parkinson’s by administering L-Dopa, a drug that restores the
functioning of the affected neurons. Evidence of this kind makes it clear that
movement is entirely controlled by the nervous system.

Emotion

In a similar way, our emotions are controlled by what regions of our brains
are active. One early experiment demonstrating the brain’s role in emotions was
reported by Olds and Milner (1954), who found that delivering a tiny electrical
current to certain areas of a rat’s brain seemed to produce pleasurable sensations
in the rat, as the rat would press a lever as often as 2,000 times per hour to turn on
this current. A neurosurgeon, Heath (1963), reported similar effects in humans. One
of his patients suffered from narcolepsy, a debilitating condition in which sufferers
will suddenly and uncontrollably fall into a deep sleep, even in the middle of a
conversation. In an effort to help this patient to stay awake, and thereby retain his
job, Heath and his colleagues implanted small electrodes into several areas of the
patient’s brain. They provided the patient with a control panel that he could use to
initiate stimulation of these areas. He described one of the buttons on this panel as
his “happy button,” saying it gave him a drunk feeling, while another stimulated
sexual arousal.

Drugs such as alcohol, heroin, and Ecstasy work in a similar way; by altering
chemical activity in the brain, they change the emotions we experience. In both
animals and humans, it is possible to produce emotions ranging from rage to
euphoria by altering neural activity.
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Thought

The suggestion that our brains also control what we think is perhaps the most
controversial of these claims. Early evidence for the brain’s role in thought came
from studies of epilepsy reported by a Canadian neurosurgeon, Wilder Penfield.
Epileptic seizures are triggered by abnormal activity in one small region of the
brain, and in severe cases it is important to identify the precise region involved so
that it can be removed surgically. One way of doing this is to remove part of the
skull and use electrodes to stimulate various parts of the brain while the patient is
conscious; the patient can then report when they are experiencing the sensations
that normally precede their seizures, so that the surgeon can remove the region
producing these feelings. (This technique might sound gruesome, but the scalp is
anesthetized first, and because there are no pain receptors in the brain, the patient
suffers no discomfort.) Penfield discovered that stimulation of some areas would
give rise to specific thoughts or images. Depending on the area stimulated, patients
reported hearing someone calling their name, waiting at a station for a train, or
hearing music. If the stimulation was stopped, the sensation would cease, but it
would often return if the same spot was stimulated again (for example, Penfield,
1958). Activity in particular cortical areas thus seemed to control what thoughts a
patient experienced.

More recent studies have confirmed the close relationship between neural activ-
ity and our thoughts. In one such study by Gelbard-Sagiv et al. (2008), tiny elec-
trodes were implanted in the brains of 13 epileptics in order to indentify the source
of their seizures. Activity was then monitored while the patients were shown brief
film-clips taken from programs such as Seinfeld and The Simpsons. Then, sev-
eral minutes later, they were asked to recall the clips they had seen earlier, and
to report immediately when one of these clips came to mind. Gelbard-Sagiv and
his colleagues found that activity in individual neurons was strongly correlated
with recall of particular clips. One neuron, for example, fired whenever the patient
remembered the Simpsons episode, but not when he recalled other clips. Even
more strikingly, activity in these neurons began several seconds before the con-
scious recall. Just as in the Penfield study, activity in certain neurons seemed to
be triggering memories.

Similar results were reported in a study by Sheth, Sandkühler, and Bhattacharya
(2009). They gave participants difficult problems to solve and asked them to press a
key the instant they thought of the solution. The experimenters used EEG record-
ings to monitor activity in their brains as they worked. (EEG stands for elec-
troencephalogram; electrodes placed on the skin around the head record electrical
activity from within the brain.) The recordings revealed that activity in certain
regions of the cortex reliably preceded solution – the heightened activity was
observed shortly before solution but not otherwise. This finding was particularly
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striking because the electrical activity was observed up to eight seconds prior to
the moment when participants became consciously aware of the solution. As in
the Penfield and Gelbard-Sagiv studies, conscious experience seemed to be the
product of preceding neural activity.

In summary, it appears as if every aspect of our behavior – movement, emo-
tion, and thought – depends on the transmission of electrical impulses within our
brains. If this neural activity is lawful, the behavior that it controls must also be
lawful.

Examples of lawful behavior

The neural determinism argument claims that behavior must be lawful, but that is
not quite the same as providing evidence that behavior is lawful. There is consid-
erable evidence, though, that our heredity and environment can strongly influence
our behavior, and we will look at three examples involving early experience.

Vocabulary development

In an epic study, Hart and Risley (1995) studied 42 children and recorded every
single conversation these children heard in their homes during the first three years
of their lives. Some of the children came from families where the parents were
professionals, others where the parents were working class, and yet others where
the parents were on welfare. They found massive differences in their linguistic
environments. Whereas children from the professional families heard a total of
45 million words, those from working-class families heard only 26 million, and
those from welfare families only 13 million – the children from professional fam-
ilies heard more than three times as many words. There were also surprisingly
large differences in how the parents interacted with the children. The professional
parents relied far more on encouragement: Hart and Risley recorded a total of
700,000 encouraging comments as against only 80,000 discouraging comments.
These ratios were reversed in the welfare families, where children received twice
as many negative comments as positive ones. And these differences led to pro-
found differences in the children’s development of vocabulary, as the children
from professional families used more than twice as many words as those from
welfare families. Moreover, these differences at the age of 3 proved to strongly
predict children’s linguistic ability at the age of 10 – in the authors’ words, “We
were awestruck at how well our measures of accomplishment at three predicted
language skill at nine to 10” (Hart and Risley, 2003). Children’s early environment
seemed to be having a profound effect on their verbal skills, with all that implies
for future jobs and incomes.
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Child abuse

A further example of how powerfully our environment can influence our behavior
comes from studies of children who are physically or sexually abused. Approxi-
mately two-thirds of children who are abused develop serious symptoms, ranging
from anxiety and bed-wetting to depression and self-destructive behavior (Kendall-
Tackett, Williams, and Finkelhor, 1993). One of the saddest of these after-effects
is that many of these children have a greatly increased likelihood of themselves
becoming abusers when they become parents. Kaufman and Zigler (1987) reviewed
the many studies in this area and concluded, “approximately one-third of all indi-
viduals who were physically abused, sexually abused, or extremely neglected will
subject their offspring to one of these forms of maltreatment” (p. 190). Conversely,
most adults who abuse children were themselves abused as children. In one typical
study, Kasper and Alford (1988) studied 125 men who had sexually abused chil-
dren and found that approximately 85% were themselves abused. The experience
of abuse can profoundly influence a child’s present and future behavior.

Aggression

One of the consequences of childhood abuse is a 50% increase in the probability
that boys will behave violently when they become adults. On the other hand, not
all boys who are abused become violent. Why, then, do some boys become violent
but not others?

One possibility is genetic. Animal research has shown that an enzyme called
monamine oxidase A (MAOA) plays an important role in reducing aggression and
that a single gene regulates production of this enzyme. Perhaps, then, the reason
that some abused boys are more likely to become violent is that they lack this
inhibitory gene.

To investigate this possibility, a team led by Caspi and Moffitt studied males
who had been monitored since birth as part of a longitudinal study carried out
in Dunedin, New Zealand (Caspi et al., 2002). Accurate records of their childhood
experiences were already available, and the authors now tested them to determine
if they possessed the MAOA gene that inhibits aggression. To assess violence, Caspi
et al. used several measures, including convictions for violent crimes.

The results were striking. Males who had been abused as children and lacked
the MAOA gene were found to be roughly six times more likely to be convicted
of violent crimes than were males without these predisposing factors. Moreover,
when antisocial behavior was defined more broadly, including measures such as
a clinical diagnosis of adolescent conduct disorder, then the results showed that
85% of the boys in this category developed severe antisocial behavior. In other
words, just two factors – a history of abuse and the absence of a single gene – were
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enough to almost completely determine how these boys would behave when they
became adults (see also Miles and Carey, 1997).

A second, perhaps surprising, determinant of aggression is nutrition. Several
studies have shown that poor nutrition is associated with a wide range of violent
and criminal behaviors, and that improving nutrition can substantially reduce
this behavior. In one study, 3-year-old malnourished children in Mauritius were
enrolled in a program that provided them with healthy meals for two years. Their
behavior was then assessed 18 years later, when they were 23, and the authors
found that those who had participated in the program had 64% fewer criminal
convictions than those in a control group who had not participated (Raine et al.,
2003). In another study, Schoenthaler et al. (1997) focused on the violent behavior
of 13- to 17-year-old inmates in a prison. They all had a long history of violence,
and blood measurements revealed that they were also deficient in nutrients such
as iron and magnesium. One group was given capsules containing the missing
nutrients, while a control group received placebo capsules that looked identical
but had no nutritional value. Over the course of 3 months, there was a 92% decrease
in violence in the prisoners who received the vitamins, from 131 violent acts to
11; there was no reduction in those who received the placebos. Similar results were
reported in a study by Gesch et al. (2002), who found that nutritional supplements
produced a 26% fall in disciplinary offenses. Taken together, these studies suggest
that poor nutrition is a surprisingly important factor in producing aggression, but
that simple steps to improve nutrition can reverse this effect.

The feeling of freedom

Findings like these pose a puzzle: If our behavior is influenced so strongly by our
heredity and environment, how is it that in our everyday lives we do not experience
any sense of being controlled? When you decide what clothing to wear or what
to eat for lunch, you have no sense of compulsion that you must act in a certain
way; quite the contrary, you freely decide. How can our behavior be determined if
we constantly feel so free? The answer proposed by determinists is that although
we may feel free in such situations, our behavior is being controlled just as surely
as that of the abused children in the Caspi et al. study, who, if they also lacked the
MAOA gene, had an 85% chance of becoming extraordinarily violent adults. The
difference is simply that in everyday life we are often not aware of the forces that
are affecting us.

Advertising

A classic example of how we can be influenced without realizing it is advertising.
Most of us believe that we are not taken in by advertisements – we are not seduced
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by their glitz and instead base our decisions solely on evidence. Some research,
however, suggests that we are all more susceptible to advertising than we realize.
In one study on this point, Smith and Engel (1968) showed 120 men a picture of
an automobile. For half the subjects, the photograph showed only the car, whereas
for the other subjects a sexy redhead, dressed in black lace panties and a sleeveless
sweater, was standing in front of it. After examining the picture, participants were
asked to evaluate the car on several dimensions. Those who saw the car with the
attractive female next to it rated the car as significantly more appealing and better
designed. They also estimated it to be more expensive (by an average of $340),
faster, and less safe. When the authors later asked a subset of the participants if
their ratings had been influenced by the presence of the model, however, 22 out
of 23 denied it. One respondent claimed, “I don’t let anything but the thing itself
influence my judgments. The other is just propaganda.” Another commented, “I
never let myself be blinded by advertising; the car itself is what counts.” Thus,
although the model’s presence clearly altered the participants’ ratings of the car,
virtually none believed that he had been affected.

Sexual attraction

Another illustration of how the environment can influence us without our realizing
it comes from research on sexual attraction. Why is it that we are sexually attracted
to some individuals but not to others? Psychologists are still in the early stages of
trying to understand attraction, but some interesting evidence has begun to emerge.
One early study, by Dutton and Aron (1974), was carried out in an unusual setting
for a psychology experiment, a deep river gorge in British Columbia. There were
two ways of crossing the river: a narrow, wobbly footbridge located some 230 feet
above rapids or a much more substantial wooden bridge only 10 feet above a
small rivulet. Males were approached as they crossed either bridge by an attractive
female who asked if they would answer some questions for a research project she
was conducting. When the interview was over, she gave the males her telephone
number in case they later had any questions.

The real purpose of the study was to measure sexual attraction – would the
males later phone to ask for a date? Many did, but the study’s striking finding was
that the proportion asking for a date depended on where the interview took place:
Half the men interviewed after crossing the rickety bridge later phoned for a date,
compared with only 12% of those interviewed after crossing the solid bridge.

On the surface this result might seem bizarre – why should the location of the
interview determine whether males think a female is attractive? Dutton and Aron,
however, had predicted precisely this result on the basis of a theory of emotion
previously proposed by Schachter and Singer (1962). We will not review the theory
in detail, but in essence it proposes that all emotions are characterized by similar
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states of physiological arousal – increased heart rate, rapid breathing, and so on.
Schacter and Singer argued that we therefore need to rely on environmental cues to
help us identify what emotion we are experiencing. According to this theory, males
would have experienced strong arousal when crossing the high bridge; when they
encountered the attractive interviewer, they would have unconsciously thought,
“Aha, it must be her beauty that is making me feel so excited.” And believing that
they were attracted to her, they would have been more likely to ask her for a date.

An alternative explanation might have occurred to you, namely that the results
were due to differences in the kinds of men who used the two bridges. Perhaps
the higher bridge attracted men who were more adventurous and thus would
also have been less timid about asking for a date. To control for this possibility,
Dutton and Aron ran a second experiment. Both groups now consisted of men
who crossed the high bridge, with one group interviewed while they were on the
bridge and the other at least 10 minutes after they had crossed, so that any arousal
had time to dissipate. If the earlier results had been an artifact of differences in
adventurousness, the two groups should now be equally likely to phone for a date
because both consisted of men who chose the high bridge. If the results had been
caused by arousal, however, then the group interviewed while still on the bridge
should again have been more likely to phone, and this is what the authors found
(see also Foster et al., 1998).

The most likely explanation for Dutton and Aron’s findings seems to be that the
males who crossed the high bridge misinterpreted their arousal, attributing it to
sexual attraction rather than to the more prosaic experience of crossing a rickety
bridge. When they later decided to ask for a date, they almost certainly believed
this to be a free choice, but they were being influenced by factors of which they
were entirely unaware.

Political attitudes

A third example comes from a study by Hassin et al. (2007), who were interested
in how people decide what political party to support. We normally assume that
we make decisions as important as these by consciously evaluating the positions
of the different parties, but Hassin and his colleagues thought that our choices
might be influenced by unconscious feelings of which we are completely unaware.
To find out, they asked a group of Israeli citizens to answer questions about
their views of the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. The questions were presented on a
computer screen but, unbeknown to the participants, a picture was briefly flashed
up on the screen before they read each question. For the experimental group, the
picture was of an Israeli flag; for the control group, it was a scrambled – and
therefore unrecognizable – version of that flag. For both groups, the presentations
were very brief, less than 1/50th of a second, and each presentation was followed
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by a jumbled set of lines called a pattern mask. Previous research had shown
that masking stimuli presented under these conditions effectively erase preceding
stimuli before subjects can become consciously aware of them. The procedure is
thus sometimes referred to as subliminal presentation – limen is the Latin word for
threshold, and the stimulus remains below the threshold of consciousness.

To be sure that the stimuli had not been detected, the experimenters interviewed
participants afterwards to see if they had been aware of the flags. None had. As a
further precaution, they ran a separate experiment in which a picture of the flag
was presented subliminally on half the trials and a control stimulus on the others.
Participants were asked after each presentation which stimulus had been presented,
and they chose correctly on only 48% of the trials, a result indistinguishable from
chance. It was clear that participants had not been aware of the flag’s presence;
the question was whether it would nevertheless affect how they answered the
questions.

It did. The main change was in those whose views were initially close to the
extremes, either strongly on the left or right of the Israeli political spectrum. Both
groups’ views moved strongly toward the center, a movement so pronounced that
their views became almost indistinguishable. Even more remarkably, this exposure
also influenced how participants voted in Israeli elections held one week later. The
authors interviewed participants after the election to find out how they had voted;
they found that those who had been exposed to the flag became much more likely
to vote for parties in the center. A few brief presentations of a flag that they had
not even seen had changed how they voted. (See also Ballew and Todorov, 2007;
Rutchick, 2010.)

An obvious question raised by these findings is why exposure to the Israeli flag
should have moved attitudes toward the center ground rather than, say, strength-
ening people in their extreme views. The authors’ answer is complex, but in a
subsequent study they showed that the arousal of nationalist feelings can have
negative effects as well as positive ones. Hassin et al. (2009) found that subliminal
exposure to the Israeli flag increased Israelis’ feelings of prejudice toward Pales-
tinians, and they found comparable effects in the USA. In the American study,
conducted in 2008, citizens were asked whether they intended to vote for Barack
Obama or John McCain; exposure to an American flag while answering increased
support for McCain and decreased support for Obama.

Evaluation

It seems clear that our heredity and environment do influence a wide range of our
behaviors, from whom we find attractive to what political parties we support. The
fact that our behavior is influenced, however, does not necessarily mean that it
is totally determined. Even when under the most intense environmental pressure,
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it is possible that we still retain some freedom to choose, however circumscribed.
Consider again the effects of sexual abuse on children. We have seen that roughly
one-third of children who are abused go on to become abusers as adults. By
the same token, however, this means that two-thirds of these children do not.
Proponents of free will can thus argue that even under the most terrible pressures,
each of us retains some capacity to choose our own path.

In the end, it is unlikely that the debate between free will and determinism will
ever be resolved conclusively. Not even the most optimistic determinist believes
that we will ever be able to predict every aspect of a person’s behavior – we would
have to know every law and record every moment of the person’s life to be able
to calculate the cumulative impact of all their experiences. If we can never fully
predict behavior, however, then it will always be possible for believers in free
will to argue that this lack of predictability reflects an essential inner freedom,
whereas determinists claim that it reflects only limitations in our current state of
knowledge.

It is thus doubtful whether we will ever know whether behavior is completely
lawful. The evidence we have reviewed, however, suggests that environment and
heredity do powerfully influence our behavior, whether or not they control it fully.

How should we discover any laws?

If behavior is lawful, at least to some degree, how should we go about discovering
these laws?

Introspection

If we want to understand why people behave as they do, one obvious approach is to
have them report their thoughts and feelings, a technique called introspection. We
are all introspective on occasion, and literature abounds with references to people
“searching their souls” or “plumbing the depths of their hearts” in an attempt to
understand themselves. The first systematic application of this technique, however,
was the work of a late nineteenth-century German psychologist, Wilhelm Wundt.
The essence of Wundt’s technique was extremely simple: Subjects were exposed
to a stimulus and then asked to report the sensations aroused by it. In actual
practice, however, this technique required long and arduous hours of training.
It was important, for example, that a subject report not simply what he or she
saw (such as a chair), but the exact sensations the object elicited, the quality and
intensity of these sensations, how they changed over time, and so on.

This precise analysis of sensations is not easy. A naive observer exposed to a
brightly lighted piece of coal and a dimly lighted paper, for example, will invariably
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report that the coal appears darker, even though physically it might actually be
reflecting far more light. Observers in such cases are reporting not what they
actually see but what they expect to see. Wundt’s subjects underwent extended
training to overcome this and similar errors. Once the observers were properly
trained, Wundt hoped to use their reports to analyze the complex patterns of human
thought into their constituent elements and then discover the laws by which these
elements are combined to produce the richness and variety of mental life.

Though the rigorous demands of Wundt’s technique now seem somewhat daunt-
ing, the underlying logic has great intuitive appeal. If we want to understand the
processes of learning, what better way is there than by studying these processes at
work within our own minds? In the end, we must all rely on the judgment of our
senses – it is a brave person who strides forward when his or her eyes tell of an
abyss ahead. In the same way that our peripheral senses provide us with our most
reliable information about the external world, introspection would seem to be the
best guide to the world of the mind.

The unconscious

Yet, despite its obvious attractions, introspection gradually fell into progressively
greater disrepute, until eventually it almost disappeared from psychology. One
reason for this collapse was that, even as Wundt was painstakingly beginning to
train his subjects, a Viennese physician named Sigmund Freud was developing his
revolutionary theories – theories that, in an offhand way, would ultimately destroy
the rationale for introspection. Freud exposed for the first time the Byzantine world
of the unconscious, its primitive swirl of emotions hidden from consciousness
behind powerful defensive barriers. This metaphor of hidden, subterranean forces
had devastating implications for introspection, attacking its very foundation: a
faith in the accessibility of all thought to conscious analysis. Unless every aspect
of human thought and emotion could be observed and analyzed, introspection
could at best provide only an incomplete and fragmented picture of the causal
mechanisms of behavior. And Freud’s theories suggested that consciousness was
but the visible tip of the iceberg, with vast areas of the mind forever hidden in the
murky depths of the subconscious.

Freud’s theories suggested for the first time that there might be severe limits to
the power of conscious analysis, but it seems likely that these limits would have
become apparent in any case. Consider, for example, what happens when you try to
prove a geometry theorem. You may struggle for minutes or even hours, doggedly
searching for a solution, when suddenly the correct answer occurs to you. What
happened exactly? How did you suddenly pass from a state of complete and utter
confusion to one of confidence in the right answer? Clearly some important mental
processes intervened between these two states, but, introspectively, all is a blank,
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your mind an empty vacuum from which the correct solution emerged as if by
spontaneous generation. To take an even more homely example, how is it that we
are able to control and coordinate our bodily movements? Try, for example, to
introspect as you repeatedly flex your thumb. Concentrate intensely and try to feel
every sensation. You might be able to feel your thumb’s movement, but can you
feel the command that initiates that movement? In fact, to move your thumb, your
brain also instructs hundreds of other muscles in your back and legs to contract
to maintain your balance, but introspection provides no hint of the intricate and
coordinated sequence of movements involved. Our inability to trace the processes
involved even in such simple acts as thumb flexing suggests serious limits to the
usefulness of introspection in analyzing complex thought and learning.

The problem of confirming reports

Considerations such as these suggest that introspection can at best play only a
limited role in helping us understand behavior. It would seem, however, that we
should at least be able to use introspection in analyzing that fraction of our
experience that is accessible to consciousness. Again, however, critics have raised
serious objections to the use of introspection even in this limited domain. The
problem, fundamentally, is one of confirmability: How are we to confirm the
accuracy of an introspective report when it is based on private events that are
inaccessible to any outside observer? If a person says she or he is feeling angry,
for example, how do we know whether the person is really feeling anger or fear,
or perhaps some subtle combination of the two?

It might seem churlish to question the honesty of such a report (isn’t a person the
best judge of her or his own feelings?), but studies of perception in other situations
suggest a need for greater caution. Just as our visual senses are not flawless –
the moon is not larger at the horizon, and desert oases glimpsed from afar have
a dismaying tendency to recede as we approach – so, too, introspection can yield
data that are not necessarily accurate.

The problem of evaluating observers’ reports is not, of course, unique to intro-
spection. A person who says he feels hungry is really no different from a scientist
who reports seeing a rat or, for that matter, a flying saucer. Each of these state-
ments is simply a report of subjective experience; the fact that the stimulus for one
example originated outside the body rather than inside it does not give the former
report any greater validity. Whatever the original stimulus for these reports, we
are faced with the problem of evaluating their accuracy – that is, evaluating how
closely the original events and the verbal reports correspond.

Reports of external events can be confirmed by establishing either their relia-
bility (for example, by comparing the reports with those of other observers in the
same situation) or their consistency with other data (for example, radar reports in
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the case of flying saucers). In the case of introspective reports, however, confir-
mation is not so easy. To start with, how are we to estimate the reliability of an
introspective observer when no other observer can detect the private events on
which the report is based? One sensible solution adopted by introspectionists was
to expose several observers to the same external stimulus; if they independently
reported the same reactions, this would support the view that they were reporting
their experiences accurately.

This approach worked well in some situations, but it proved less successful in
others. One of its most spectacular failures arose in a controversy over “imageless
thought.” Some psychologists believed that the meaning of any word was simply
the image that it produced – the meaning of the word “chair,” for example, would
be the image that comes to mind when you think about this word. This approach
seems plausible when we consider concrete nouns like chair, but what of more
abstract words such as “truth” or “meaning” – do these words also produce images?
One influential introspectionist, Oswald Kulpe, reported that when he and his
colleagues introspected they could not detect any trace of an image while thinking
of such words. Another leading introspectionist, however, insisted that even the
most abstract words produced images if you introspected carefully enough. In the
case of meaning, for example, he reported seeing “the blue-gray tip of a kind of
scoop which has a bit of yellow about it (probably a part of the handle) and which
is digging into a dark mass of what appears to be plastic material” (Titchener,
1915, p. 519). This image had its origins, he suggested, in injunctions from his
youth to “dig out the meaning” of Latin and Greek phrases. Each side insisted that
the other was wrong, and there was no way to resolve their disagreement.

Evaluation

The realization that much of the mind’s functioning is unconscious, coupled with
the difficulty of reliably observing even those areas that ostensibly are conscious,
eventually led to the virtual abandonment of introspection as a scientific technique.
Do not conclude that introspection is totally without value. It is still a fertile, if
informal, technique for generating hypotheses about the causes of behavior, and it
can sometimes provide confirmable information that can be highly valuable (see,
for example, Lieberman, 1979). For the most part, however, psychologists have
abandoned introspection as a systematic technique for acquiring knowledge.

In thus rejecting introspection, we must admit that we seem to be turning our
backs on much of the richness and fascination of the mental world – indeed, of
the entire world, for what else does any of us directly know or experience besides
the workings of our own minds? It is perhaps worth emphasizing, therefore, that
this rejection was not prompted by petulance, or by a Calvinistic desire to make
psychology seem cold or dreary. The study of the mind originated as a branch of
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Figure 1.1 Four independent variables (IVs) simultaneously influencing a dependent variable (DV).

philosophy, and for centuries it was concerned exclusively with the nature and
determinants of conscious experiences. These genuinely fascinating problems were
finally put aside only when psychologists became convinced that direct study of the
mind was futile as long as observers could not reach agreement on even its most
elementary properties. In domains where agreement is obtainable, introspection
can still serve as a useful tool, but for the substantial areas of mental functioning
that are unconscious, it can play little role.

The experimental method

As the limitations of introspection became clear, psychologists turned instead to
experimentation as a means of discovering the causes of behavior. In outline, the
experimental method is very simple: We alter some aspect of the environment,
called the independent variable, and then see if it affects some aspect of behav-
ior, called the dependent variable. A consistent relationship between them – for
example, environmental condition A is always followed by behavior B – is called
a law.

One thing at a time!

If experimentation were really so simple, discovering the laws of behavior would
be easy: All we would have to do is manipulate our independent variables, observe
their effects, and combine the resultant laws into a comprehensive account of
behavior. The problem is that we must manipulate only one independent variable
at a time. If several independent variables changed simultaneously (see Figure 1.1),
then it would be impossible to say which one was responsible for the resulting
behavior. The obvious solution is to ensure that only one aspect of the environment
changes during an experiment, but in many situations this turns out to be difficult
or impossible.
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To illustrate this point, suppose that we wanted to find out which of two treat-
ments was more effective for depression. One treatment was psychotherapy –
trying to identify the emotional causes of the problem by talking to a trained
therapist – and the other was vigorous exercise. To compare their effectiveness,
suppose we ran an experiment in which one group received psychotherapy and the
other group exercised, and that only participants in the first group improved. If
this difference was statistically significant, could we conclude that psychotherapy
is more effective?

On the surface, it seems a very simple experiment – the only difference between
the groups was in which treatment they received. In fact, however, the groups could
also have differed in many other ways. Suppose, for example, that the participants
viewed psychotherapy as a much more plausible treatment than exercise; if subjects
in the psychotherapy group had a stronger belief that they would improve, this
in itself could have alleviated their feelings of depression. In other words, the
groups differed not only in which treatment they received but also in how hopeful
they were that it would work, and the feeling of hope might have produced the
improvement.

Moreover, even if the subjects’ expectations of improvement were the same in
the two groups, it is possible that the experimenters’ expectations were different.
Perhaps previous research had suggested that psychotherapy was more likely to be
effective, so that the experimenters expected participants receiving this treatment
to improve more. If so, the greater improvement in this group might be due not to
the treatment per se but rather to the fact that the experimenters expected them to
improve more.

This might at first seem highly unlikely, even silly, but considerable research
suggests that experimenters’ expectations really can influence the outcome of
experiments. In an experiment by Rosenthal (1966), for example, participants
were shown pictures of faces and asked to rate whether the pictures appeared to
be of successful people. (The rating scale ranged from −10 for faces of people
thought to be very unsuccessful to +10 for faces of people looking very suc-
cessful.) Each group of about a dozen participants was read standard instructions
and then shown slides of the different faces. The study used different exper-
imenters for the different groups, and these experimenters were led to expect
different outcomes. One group of experimenters was told that they were being
given a special set of subjects who would probably produce positive scores,
whereas a second group of experimenters was led to expect negative scores. In
fact, participants were assigned to the experimenters at random. Under these cir-
cumstances, could experimenter expectations make any difference? The results
were that they did: Experimenters expecting positive results obtained significantly
higher scores than did those expecting negative results. Thus, despite the fact
that all participants saw the same faces and were read the same instructions,
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their ratings of the faces were strongly influenced by what their experimenters
expected.

Clever Hans

How could an experimenter’s expectations affect a subject’s evaluation of a pic-
ture? We know very little about the underlying processes, but some evidence
suggests that subtle cues from the experimenter are involved.

One of the classic examples of such cues is the case of Clever Hans (see Pfungst,
1965). Hans was a horse that lived on a German farm at the turn of the century.
Hans wasn’t an ordinary horse, though: He was the only horse in Germany that
could add! When asked the sum of two plus two, for example, Hans would slowly
begin to tap the ground, one, two, three, four . . . and then stop. Nor was this
simply a trick he had memorized, because he could add virtually any numbers,
and it didn’t even matter who asked the question. Moreover, addition wasn’t his
only skill: He was equally proficient at subtraction and, incredibly, multiplication
and division. An obvious explanation for his prowess was some sort of signal
from his master, but when a blue-ribbon panel of experts convened to investigate
Hans’s extraordinary powers, they found that Hans performed equally well in his
master’s absence.

In a brilliant series of experiments, German psychologist Oscar Pfungst even-
tually discovered the explanation for Hans’s apparent genius. Pfungst found that
Hans’s accuracy was considerably reduced if the person who asked the question
didn’t know the correct answer. Furthermore, the further away the questioner stood,
the less accurate was Hans’s answer. Finally, putting blinders around Hans’s eyes
totally destroyed his performance. Clearly, Hans could answer questions only if he
could see someone who knew the correct answer. But what possible visual cues
could the questioner have been providing? The answer, Pfungst discovered, was
that questioners tilted their heads slightly forward as they finished their questions,
and this was Hans’s cue to begin tapping. As the tapping approached the cor-
rect answer, the observers tended to straighten up in anticipation, and this slight
tensing was Hans’s cue to stop. Hans was extraordinarily sensitive to such cues,
responding to the raising of eyebrows or even the dilation of nostrils, and Pfungst
was eventually able to control Hans’s tapping completely by producing these cues
deliberately. Hans truly was an extraordinary horse, but his genius lay more in his
powers of observation than in any arithmetic ability.

Let us now return to our depression experiment. Suppose that we redesigned our
experiment yet again to ensure that the experimenter who ran the study expected
both groups to improve equally, and we again found substantially greater improve-
ment in the experimental group. Now, at long last, would we have proved that
building self-confidence is an effective treatment for depression? Yet again, the
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answer is no. Why not? What other variable could possibly have been present? It
is not easy to identify other variables, but the fact that we can’t identify alterna-
tive explanations doesn’t prove that there aren’t any. The blue-ribbon panel was
unable to find any plausible explanation for Hans’s dazzling performance, but
that didn’t prove that it was the result of a genuine mastery of arithmetic. In a
similar vein, for centuries naturalists were unable to explain the mysterious ability
of bats to navigate in total darkness, but that didn’t prove that it was the result
of some occult power. (The discovery of radar in the 1930s eventually led to the
solution.) An experiment, in other words, can never prove that a particular expla-
nation is correct because it is always possible that some alternative explanation
will eventually be found.

The nature of scientific progress

We started with a seemingly simple experiment, but the more we analyzed it, the
more alternative explanations for its outcome we identified. This is always the case.
The goal of the experimental method is to change only one independent variable
at a time, but this ideal can rarely if ever be fully realized. We can control for
the effects of particular variables, such as subject and experimenter expectations,
but there are always changes that we cannot control – fluctuations in humidity,
the occurrence of sunspots, the death of an earthworm in China! This in turn has
important implications for the nature of scientific progress.

Slow . . .

One such implication concerns the slowness and confusion with which science
sometimes progresses. A popular image of science has the scientist in an antiseptic
white lab coat, progressing inexorably through rigorous analyses. In practice,
scientific progress is often much more confused and halting. As we have seen,
it is impossible to control for all possible variables; we can only control for
those variables that seem important. Our notions of what variables are important,
however, are often wrong. For example, one of the most dangerous things a woman
in Victorian England could do was enter a maternity hospital; many thousands
of women died every year after giving birth. When Joseph Lister suggested that
doctors could prevent these deaths if they washed their hands with soap, his
proposal was greeted with incredulity: How could washing hands with boiled-down
animal fat prevent a woman from dying? Now, with our greater understanding
of the existence and nature of germs, his suggestion makes sense, but at the time
it seemed utterly preposterous. Similarly, in the case of Clever Hans, few would
have believed beforehand that a horse could be so sensitive to minute changes in
people’s postures.
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Figure 1.2 Using the experimental method, the experimenter analyzes a complex environment to isolate
variables and then combines or synthesizes the variables in progressively more complex combinations.

There is thus a built-in catch-22 to scientific progress: To discover scientific
laws, you must control all important variables; unfortunately, you can only iden-
tify what variables are important if you already know the laws! This problem is
not insurmountable. We just have to plug away, identifying important variables
as best we can in experiments that may initially lack important controls. This
bootstrapping process means that progress will initially be slow and frustrating
as we struggle to identify the important variables.

Artificial

A second implication of our analysis concerns the inherent artificiality of experi-
ments. To isolate the effects of one variable, you need to hold others constant, but
the more you control the environment, the less like real life it becomes. The under-
lying strategy is summarized in Figure 1.2: You start with a complex environment
and, by analysis, try to break this complex environment into simpler ones so you
can study the effects of constituent elements (A, B, C, and so on) one at a time.
Then, once you have determined the effects of each variable on its own, you use the
method of synthesis to begin recombining them, studying what happens when two
or more variables act together (AB, ABC, and so on). The scientific method thus
proceeds by first analyzing complex environments into simpler ones, then grad-
ually returning to the more complex environment that was the original focus of
interest.

In psychology, most research is still analytical, with the result that it is very
easy to feel depressed by its artificiality. “It’s all so meaningless,” you might say.
“What does the behavior of a student in an artificial laboratory setting have to
do with real life?” The answer lies in the assumptions we have been tracing in
this chapter. If behavior is lawful, and if the best way of discovering these laws
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is through well-controlled experiments, then eventually the principles discovered
in these artificial settings will help us understand behavior in the more complex
conditions of the real world.

In other sciences, this faith in the experimental method has paid off handsomely.
In genetics, for example, Gregor Mendel discovered the principles of genetics by
studying how the color of pea flowers determined the colors of their progeny. In
one sense, his experiments were highly artificial: Peas and humans would seem
to have little in common. By studying the transmission of traits in this simple
setting, however, geneticists have been able to identify genetic principles that also
apply to the vastly more complex genetic system of humans, an advance that
has already made possible test-tube babies, as well as significant progress toward
the cloning of humans from single cells. In less than 100 years, we have moved
from investigating the garden pea to understanding some of the most profound
mysteries of human life.

The use of animals

Having decided to study the laws of behavior, and to do so through careful exper-
imentation, we now come to the question of what species to study. If our goal
is to understand human behavior, the answer might seem obvious: We should
study humans. Given the blinding clarity of this logic, why have psychologists
sometimes studied animals instead?

The advantages of using animals

Control of the environment

The reasons that psychologists study animals are complex, but all are rooted in the
problems of experimental control discussed earlier. We said then that one crucial
problem in psychological research is to manipulate only one independent variable
at a time while holding all others constant. In practice, this requires extensive
control over the subject’s environment. For both moral and practical reasons, such
control is easier to attain with animal subjects than with human subjects.

For example, one problem of considerable importance in human behavior con-
cerns the effects of a child’s early environment on her or his development. Freudi-
ans have long argued that the first years of life are crucial in determining per-
sonality. More recently, educators have suggested that early sensory and social
deprivation is an important factor in the poor school performance of some chil-
dren (particularly from underprivileged homes) and have urged governments to
invest in compensatory child-care programs for young children. How are we to
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determine whether the role of early experience is really so crucial and, if so,
which aspects are most important? To determine the importance of early sensory
experience, for example, should we run controlled experiments in which half the
children are reared normally while the other half are permanently confined to a
barren environment, devoid of all stimuli? Similarly, to determine the importance
of a mother’s role in a child’s normal development, should we compare children
reared with their mothers and children taken away from their mothers and reared
in isolation? Such experiments would hardly be humane or practical. The ques-
tions involved are significant, with serious implications for the future structure of
our schools and even our families, but the experiments necessary to answer such
questions are clearly unacceptable.

Using animals as subjects, however, psychologists have conducted experiments
to answer precisely these questions, with often fascinating results. Harry Harlow,
for example, reported a series of experiments in which infant rhesus monkeys were
reared in varying degrees of social isolation. When taken away from their mothers
immediately after birth and reared in total isolation, these infants became highly
neurotic, spending much of their time huddled in corners, rocking back and forth
and sucking their thumbs. Furthermore, this pattern of disturbed behavior persisted
into adulthood, and most were unable to function normally in a group, or even to
mate.

These early studies supported the critical role of early experience in social devel-
opment, and in later experiments Harlow and others isolated some important vari-
ables. The presence of the mother, for example, is not necessarily critical; infants
taken away from their mothers but reared with other infants show significantly
less disturbance (Harlow and Harlow, 1965). Another finding, with poignant social
implications for certain humans, is that male rhesus monkeys, which normally
play an insignificant role in child rearing, can, if necessary, replace the mother
with no apparent ill effects to either child or father (Mitchell and Brandt, 1972).

A similar line of experiments has examined the role of early sensory experience
in the development of rats. Some rats were reared in “enriched” environments
that included other rats and a variety of toys, platforms, colors, and sounds; other
rats were reared in “deprived” environments that lacked these stimuli. Animals
reared in the enriched environments developed larger brains (Rosenzweig, 1984),
with considerably more complex interconnections among their neurons (Turner
and Greenough, 1985). These results suggest that early stimulation plays a critical
role in the brain’s development and thus in our capacity for learning in later life.

Simpler systems

One advantage of using animals as subjects, then, is that we can more easily control
their environments and thus determine which variables are important. A related
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advantage is studying simpler systems. To isolate the effects of a single variable,
one strategy is to control the environment so that few variables will be present;
an alternative strategy is to study a simpler system, in which fewer variables exert
an influence. Suppose, for example, that you wanted to understand the principles
of electronics. You would obviously find it easier to understand these principles if
you began by studying a transistor radio rather than a giant computer: The simpler
the system, the easier it is to understand its operations. Thus, scientists were able
to isolate the fundamental principles of genetics by first studying two lower life
forms – the fruit fly and the pea – that possess simpler systems. If, instead, they had
first tried to understand these principles in a more complex system – for example,
the inheritance of human intelligence, which is almost certainly influenced by
many thousands of genes – we would probably understand little or nothing about
the principles of genetic transmission.

The simpler the system, the easier it is to determine its fundamental princi-
ples. Determining the principles of behavior in animals, however, can help us to
understand human behavior only if these principles are similar. Is this assumption
justified? Do the principles of learning and memory in animals have any relevance
for human behavior?

Are animal and human behavior similar?

Throughout history, the notion that animals and humans are similar would have
been met with indignation and disbelief, but in 1859 Charles Darwin published
a book that for the first time challenged the complacent view of human beings
that they are the unique culmination of creation. Darwin dared to suggest that
human beings are not unique, that they are only one of many species of animals
on Earth, all shaped by the same environmental forces and evolved from the same
common ancestors. It follows that, if humans and other animals are so closely
related, important similarities must exist between them.

Biologically, the proof was not long in coming; indeed, much of it had already
been assembled. Despite the incredible diversity of animal species (there are now
thought to be more than 3 million species, ranging in size from virtually invisible
microorganisms to the mammoth blue whale, whose tongue alone weighs more
than an elephant), the underlying biological principles are surprisingly similar.
Our understanding of human neurophysiology, for example, is built largely on
the pioneering work of Hodgkin and Huxley on the giant squid. Similarly, our
understanding of human vision is based on Hartline and Ratliff’s investigations
of the eye of the horseshoe crab, a primitive species almost unchanged from
primordial times. And when we begin to examine species more closely related
to humans, the similarities become even greater. The basic principles of digestion,
vision, respiration, locomotion, and so forth are, for all practical purposes, identical
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across the various mammalian species. Indeed, modern medicine has been able to
develop so quickly precisely because of this fundamental equivalence. The drugs
and surgical techniques on which our lives now depend were generally pioneered
not with people, but with mice, monkeys, and the famous guinea pig – that
much-put-upon rodent whose name has become synonymous with the concept of
experimentation.

For post-Darwin scientists, animals and people were clearly similar, at least in
physical construction. Behaviorally, on the other hand, this similarity was less
obvious. Even if humans had once been simple apes, so the argument went, they
had long since begun a unique evolutionary path that left them the only ani-
mal capable of thought and symbolic communication. In recent years, however,
evidence has accumulated that human beings are not unique even in these areas.

Language?

The most striking evidence has come from research on language. Because chim-
panzees are our closest relatives, many psychologists believed that if any animal
could master the rudiments of language, it would be chimpanzees. Early attempts
to teach chimpanzees to speak, however, met with little success. Hayes and Hayes
(1951), for example, reared a chimpanzee named Vicki in their home, but after four
years of effort Vicki had learned a grand total of only four words: mama, papa,
cup, and up. However, subsequent research on the anatomy of the chimpanzee
vocal tract revealed that they were not physically capable of producing the full
range of sounds required for speech. Vicki’s failure could have been because of
this physical limitation rather than any deficiency in her intellectual capacity.

To test this hypothesis, Allen and Beatrice Gardner set out to teach a chimpanzee
to use a language that did not require speech – American Sign Language for the
deaf. The subject for their study was a baby chimpanzee named Washoe, and the
results were dramatic. By the time she was 5, Washoe had learned more than 130
signs and was able to use them reliably in a variety of situations. The sign for dog,
for example, was elicited by a wide variety of dogs, both living and in pictures, and
even by the barking of a dog that could not be seen. Washoe also demonstrated
some ability to combine signs; when she wanted a refrigerator opened, for example,
she signed “open food drink” (Gardner, Gardner, and Van Cantfort, 1989).

When the Gardners’ research was published, it provoked intense controversy
(see, for example, Terrace, 1985; Pinker, 1994). To some degree, this was because
of genuine problems in the methodologies used, but in some cases it probably
also reflected difficulty in believing that any animal was capable of language, a
skill that for so long had been assumed to be uniquely human. At the heart of the
controversy was whether the chimpanzees really understood the signs that they
were using. If Washoe was hungry and made the sign for banana, did this mean
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that she understood what this sign meant, or was she simply repeating a movement
that had been rewarded with food in the past? A chimpanzee making a sign might
be behaving no more intelligently than a rat pressing a bar – both might simply
be repeating behavior that had previously produced food.

The key issue was what linguists call semanticity, whether when a word was
used it was evoking some sort of mental representation of the named object. In our
banana example, when Washoe saw this sign, did it evoke some representation of
a banana in her brain? Because we cannot observe animals’ mental states, there
will probably always be some level of doubt. Several studies published since the
Gardners’ work, however, support the claim that chimpanzees understand the signs
that they use, and we will look at two examples.

Washoe’s baby

Our first, rather poignant example involves Washoe. After her period of active
training ended, she became a mother at the age of 15. Her baby was ill at birth, and
Washoe had to be anesthetized so that the infant could be removed for treatment.
He recovered and was returned to her, but several weeks later he again became ill,
so that a pediatrician again needed to anesthetize her. When she saw the needle,
she began to scream and sign “My baby, my baby.”

Sadly, the infant died. When Washoe saw her trainer the next day, her first sign
was “Baby?” The trainer replied by signing “Baby gone, baby finished.” Washoe’s
response was dramatic:

Washoe dropped her arms that had been cradled in the baby sign position . . . broke eye
contact and slowly moved away to a corner of the cage . . . She continued for the next
several days to isolate herself from any interactions with the humans and her signing
dropped off to almost nothing. Her eyes appeared to be vacant or distant.

(Fouts, Hirsch, and Fouts, 1982, p. 170)

This account is anecdotal and therefore must be treated with caution, but it is
difficult to read it without feeling that Washoe had some understanding of the
meaning of the signs that were used. (For a more formal test of understanding, see
Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1980.)

Kanzi

An alternative strategy for bypassing the limitations of a chimpanzee’s vocal
chords was developed by Duane Rumbaugh of Georgia State University and was
later continued in collaboration with his wife, Sue Savage-Rumbaugh. They, too,
believed that it was a mistake to try to teach chimpanzees to speak, but instead
of using sign language, they developed a new language using geometrical shapes
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that they called lexigrams as words. The lexigrams were displayed on a keyboard
linked to a computer, and subjects could choose words by pressing the appropriate
symbol on the board.

The chimpanzees trained in this program soon showed performances very similar
to those of Washoe. One of the participants, a female named Lana, developed an
intriguing ability to create novel word combinations. Some of the foods that she
ate were not assigned lexigrams by the experimenters, and Lana therefore invented
her own names to request them. When she wanted a cucumber, for example, she
asked for “banana which-is green,” and she requested an orange by using the
lexigrams for “apple which-is orange (color)” (Rumbaugh and Savage-Rumbaugh,
1994).

Another participant was a bonobo chimpanzee named Kanzi. (Bonobos are one
of two chimpanzee species.) Kanzi’s mother was one of the early participants in the
program, but she proved to be a very slow learner and made little progress. Though
Kanzi was present during his mother’s training sessions, the experimenters made
no effort to train him. Nevertheless, when Kanzi was 2 years old, the experimenters
discovered that he understood the meaning of the lexigrams that the experimenters
had tried and failed to teach his mother. Simply by watching this training, he
seemed to have worked out for himself what the symbols meant. The experimenters
then initiated an active training program for Kanzi, and by the time he was 51/2,
his lexigram vocabulary had increased to 149 words.

At this point, Kanzi astonished the experimenters for a second time when they
realized that he had also learned to understand human speech. Again, simply
by listening to the conversations of his trainers as they taught him to use the
lexigrams, Kanzi had learned the meaning of a number of English words and
phrases. In one test of his abilities, he was placed in a room containing twelve
objects and given verbal instructions about what to do with these objects. (The
experimenter was located in an adjacent room behind a one-way mirror, to avoid
inadvertently providing Kanzi with cues through gestures.) One of the instructions,
for example, concerned a sponge ball that had eyes, a nose and a mouth; Kanzi
was told “Feed your ball some tomato.” Even though Kanzi had never been asked
to do anything remotely like this, he immediately picked up the ball and tried to
place a tomato in its mouth. To provide a baseline for comparison, Alia, the 21/2-
year-old daughter of one of Kanzi’s caretakers, was also tested with the same set of
instructions; Kanzi responded correctly to 74%, Alia to 66% (Savage-Rumbaugh
et al., 1993; Savage-Rumbaugh, Rumbaugh, and Fields, 2009).

One of the important characteristics of most human languages is that different
meanings can be expressed by changing the order of the words in a sentence – the
sentence “Tom bit the dog,” for example, has a very different meaning from
“The dog bit Tom.” This characteristic is important because it helps to make possible
the richness of human language – by changing word order, we can use a small
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number of words to express an enormous range of ideas. Savage-Rumbaugh and
colleagues also tested Kanzi’s sensitivity to word order by giving him instructions
in which the same words were presented in different orders – for example, “Put the
raisins in the shoe” versus “Put the shoe in the raisins.” Again, Kanzi’s performance
was far above chance, as he responded correctly to 81% of these sentences; Alia
was correct on only 64%. Kanzi appears to have learned English simply by listening
to the conversations of those around him, and his vocabulary and comprehension
seem roughly on a par with those of a 21/2-year-old child.

Alex the parrot

One possible reaction to the evidence that chimpanzees can understand and use
language might be, “Yes, chimpanzees may be smarter than we thought, but they
are the exception; it is unlikely that other species are even remotely as intelligent.”
A rapidly growing body of research, however, suggests that other species are also
more intelligent than traditionally assumed (for example, Pearce, 2008). We don’t
have the space to review all this evidence here, but one example might hint at
what has been found. Mammals, especially primates, are widely believed to be
the most intelligent of the vertebrates (species with a backbone), whereas birds
are thought to be among the least intelligent – when we refer to someone as a
“bird brain,” it is not a compliment. Recent years, however, have seen impressive
evidence of avian intelligence, including the ingenious use of tools by crows
(Weir, Chappell, and Kacelnik, 2002), and the ability of pigeons to form concepts
such as chair, so that if shown pictures of various objects, they can reliably pick
out the ones containing chairs (Herrnstein, Loveland, and Cable, 1976; Zentall
et al., 2008). Another example concerns Clark’s nutcrackers, a small bird that lives
in mountainous terrain. In order to survive the winter they have to bury large
quantities of seeds during the summer, and they form incredibly detailed mental
maps of their hiding places. These maps contain the location of thousands of food
caches – imagine trying to memorize a map like this for yourself – and they are
then able to retrieve the buried food in winter even when it is hidden under three
feet of snow (Vander Wall, 1982). The most striking evidence, however, has come
from the study of a parrot.

Pet owners have long been aware of parrots’ skill in repeating what is said to
them (“Polly want a cracker?”), but everyone assumed that they were blindly
repeating what they heard, without comprehension. Some evidence, however,
hinted at greater ability than this image suggested, and so Irene Pepperberg (1993,
2009) acquired an East African gray parrot which she named Alex, and set out to
study whether it could learn to talk. She and her assistants talked to Alex and also
gave him opportunities to watch people talking to each other. Over the course of
30 years, perhaps the longest experimental study of a single animal, Alex acquired
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a vocabulary of around 150 words, and he was able to use these words with great
accuracy. When shown an object he had not seen before, for example, he could
describe its shape and color, and he could say how many objects had been placed
in front of him, up to six. He could also say where he wanted to be taken, using the
phrase “Wanna go . . . ”; if taken somewhere else, he would squawk in protest. On
the basis of her studies, Pepperberg believed that Alex’s intelligence was equivalent
to that of dolphins and great apes. Alex died in 2007, at the age of 31, and his last
words to Pepperberg, the day before he died, were “You be good. I love you.”

This research is relatively recent, but it raises the intriguing possibility that
language skills may be present in many more species than previously thought
possible. (For evidence of similar abilities in dolphins, see Herman et al., 2001.)
When we hear animals in a zoo making what sound to us like meaningless noises,
might the problem sometimes lie in our lack of understanding rather than in theirs?

More than 100 years ago, Charles Darwin wrote that “The difference in mind
between man and the higher animals, great as it is, certainly is one of degree and
not of kind” (Darwin, 1920/1871, p. 128). The evidence on this point is not yet
conclusive, but it is already clear that animals are far more intelligent than once
believed. This does not mean that animals and humans are identical. Every species
is unique, and it would be foolish to expect to gain a complete understanding
of people from the study of pigeons or white rats. On the other hand, given
that animals and humans have shared millions of years of evolution, it would be
surprising if there were not also similarities. Just as research with fruit flies and
the pea made possible the extraordinary advances in genetics in the last century,
so research on animals might help us in understanding our own behavior.

Ethical issues

Because it is possible to exert much greater control of the environment in exper-
iments on animals, such research has the potential to significantly enhance our
understanding of basic processes. On the other hand, the very similarity of animal
and human behavior that makes research on animals attractive also raises serious
ethical issues. If animals are similar to us in intelligence, and presumably also in
feelings, how can we justify confining them in cages and, in some cases, subjecting
them to painful electric shocks?

One view is that such research cannot be justified, because animals are living
creatures with just as much right to life and freedom as humans have. This position
is attractive in its strong value for all life, but few people hold it in its pure form.
Suppose, for example, that you had a child who contracted rabies, and that the
only way to obtain a vaccine to save the child’s life required killing a mouse.
Would you do it? Very few people faced with this dilemma would not choose to
save the child, implicitly valuing a child’s life more than that of a mouse.
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Rightly or wrongly, then, most people do value human welfare more than that
of animals, but this does not imply that animal life is worthless. Thus, the problem
remains of deciding whether the benefits of particular experiments with animals
outweigh the cost to the animals. To assess this, we need some method of quan-
tifying both the benefits and the costs; in practice, though, this is difficult if not
impossible. Suppose, for example, that we wanted to assess the cost to the subjects
of an experiment on the effects of punishment. How could we decide how much
pain a rat would experience if it were given an electric shock? What if we substi-
tuted a fish or a cockroach as the experimental subject? Do they also feel pain? If
so, is it more or less than that experienced by the rat?

If it is difficult to find any objective way of assessing the costs of animal
research, it can be equally difficult to assess its benefits. In our hypothetical rabies
example, we assumed that killing the mouse would save the life of the child,
but the benefits of experiments are rarely this predictable. Experiments that seem
minor at the time they are performed can eventually have momentous theoretical
and practical benefits. In a study by Comroe and Dripps (1977), for example,
physicians were asked to rate the ten most important advances in cardiovascular
and pulmonary medicine and surgery that had benefited their patients. In total,
663 studies were found to have been crucial in leading to these breakthroughs;
42% of them involved experiments that, at the time they were reported, seemed
totally unrelated to the later clinical application. When doing basic research, it
is difficult to predict what benefits might eventually be derived from enhanced
understanding of a fundamental mechanism.

In deciding whether a planned experiment is justifiable, then, it is difficult to
assess either the costs to the animals used or the long-term benefits to humans.
There are no simple guidelines; all we can say here is that an assessment of the
benefits to be gained depends heavily on the validity of the assumptions discussed
in this chapter. If behavior is lawful, if experimental research is the best way to
discover these laws, and if animal and human behavior is similar in important
respects, then research on animals might play an important role in increasing our
understanding of human behavior.

Learning and memory: an overview

Summarizing our discussion until this point, we have suggested that psychological
research is based on several assumptions: that behavior is lawful, that the best
way to discover these laws is through controlled experiments, and that research on
animals can sometimes help us understand human behavior. Before proceeding to
examine the research that has resulted from these assumptions, though, we need
to address one final question – namely, what this book is about. Of course, you
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already know that it is about learning and memory, but in this section we will
examine more closely what we mean by the terms, and the relationship between
them.

Defining learning

Learning is a vast topic. It affects almost everything we do, from making friends
to riding a bicycle to learning organic chemistry. As a result, it is impossible to
cover every aspect of learning in a single course, and it has become customary to
study different aspects in different courses: Courses on developmental psychology
deal with one aspect, courses on educational psychology with another, courses on
cognition a third, and so on.

Within this division, courses on learning generally concentrate on a particular
form of learning called associative learning. To explain what associative learning
is, we will begin by examining what we mean by the broader term learning.

Some stimuli always elicit the same reaction. If you accidentally touch a hot
pan, for example, it will make you pull your hand back every time; if a sudden gust
of wind hits you in the eye, it will make you blink every time. In cases like this, in
which a stimulus always elicits the same response, we call the stimulus–response
relationship a reflex.

Reflex : S → R

In many cases, though, how we react to events changes with experience. If you
saw a flash of light, you might initially pay attention to it to see if it was important,
but if you saw it several times and nothing of interest followed, you would soon
begin to ignore it.1 If the light was then followed by a puff of air hitting your eye,
though, and this happened repeatedly, you would eventually begin to blink as soon
as you saw the flash, in anticipation of the puff that was to follow. Your reaction to
the puff would have changed because of experience, and this would be an example
of learning. A simple definition of learning would thus be a change in behavior
due to experience. As sometimes happens with simple definitions, however, this
one quickly runs into difficulties.

One problem is that there are some changes caused by experience that are really
not what we mean by learning. If your behavior changed because you had not
eaten for several hours, for example, or because you had been paralyzed in an
accident, these would not be what we mean by learning. What we really mean are
experiences that result in the storage of information in your brain, information

1 Technically, this would be an example of habituation, in which our reaction to a stimulus changes
because of repeated presentation of that stimulus. Specifically, the response to the stimulus
becomes weaker, or habituates.
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that alters your capacity to respond, whether or not you actually use it. If you
were taught to ride a bicycle, for example, this would be an example of learning,
whether or not you later choose to use this skill.

To capture the meaning of learning more precisely, we will redefine learning as
a change in our capacity for behavior, as a result of particular kinds of experience.
This definition is regrettably more cumbersome, but it comes closer to what we
really mean when we talk about learning.

Associative learning

In the case of habituation, learning occurs as a result of the presentation of
a single stimulus (however, see Whitlow and Wagner, 1984). A more elaborate
form of learning occurs when two events occur together and we learn about the
relationship between them. If we use the symbol E1 to represent one event and
E2 to represent the second event, then in associative learning we learn about the
association or relationship between the two events:

E1 → E2

The two events could potentially be anything: a drop in air pressure warn-
ing of a storm to come; a television theme tune announcing Friends; a tone of
voice signaling annoyance. Learning psychologists, however, have been partic-
ularly interested in instances of associative learning where the second event is
biologically important – food, say, or bodily injury – and survival might depend
on being able to predict this event. Suppose that a lion always visits a watering
hole at 4:00 in the afternoon; if antelopes that also use this water could learn this
stimulus–stimulus relationship (4:00 p.m. → lion), this would allow them to avoid
the area at this time and thereby prolong their lives. Or consider a related situa-
tion from the lion’s point of view: Suppose that, whenever it stalks an antelope
while remaining downwind of it, it is more likely to succeed. If it could learn this
response–stimulus relationship (downwind stalking → succulent antelope), then it
too would have a longer career.

Classical conditioning

In those cases where an important event is reliably preceded by a stimulus, the
stimulus often comes to elicit the same behavior as the event it predicts. If a light
is repeatedly followed by a puff of air to the eye, for example, then as we saw
earlier the light on its own would eventually begin to elicit a blink. This is an
example of classical or Pavlovian conditioning. Classical conditioning allows us
to prepare for forthcoming events; in our eyeblink example, if we blink before the
puff arrives, the lid closure can prevent particles from being blown into our eyes.
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Figure 1.3 Varieties of associative learning. Associative learning involves the detection of relationships
between events (E), where the events concerned can be responses (R) or stimuli (S), and the stimuli can
be positive (SPOS) or negative (SNEG).

Operant conditioning

When an important event follows a response rather than a stimulus, the result
is often a change in the response’s probability, and this is called instrumental or
operant conditioning. If your parents gave you a sports car every time you received
an A for a course, for example, the amount of time you spent studying would be
very likely to increase. This example illustrates one of the two subtypes of operant
conditioning, reinforcement and punishment, that differ in whether the change
in responding is an increase or a decrease. In reinforcement, the consequence
that follows a response is desirable and the effect is to strengthen it – the use of
a reward to increase studying, for example. In punishment, on the other hand,
the consequence is undesirable and the effect is to weaken the response. Children
who burn their hands when touching a hot pan quickly learn not to repeat this
behavior.

As summarized in Figure 1.3, the essential distinction between classical and
operant conditioning lies in whether an important event follows a stimulus (for
example, light → air puff) or a response (for example, touching pan → burn). As
we shall see, both forms of conditioning play a major role in shaping our lives.
This might not be obvious for classical conditioning because classical conditioning
often occurs without our awareness (see Chapter 4). Also, the best-known condi-
tioned responses are salivation and blinking, neither of which would probably
make a “top 10” list of critical skills. However, classical conditioning also affects
far more important aspects of our behavior, including emotions such as fear and
sexual arousal, what foods we like, and the effects of drugs such as heroin and
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alcohol. Learning psychologists have been able to use an understanding of the
processes involved to develop therapies for problems such as phobias, alcoholism,
and bed-wetting. We will look at the principles of conditioning, and how they can
be practically applied, in Chapter 2.

The importance of reinforcement and punishment is probably more obvious, but
even here we tend to underestimate their significance. As in the case of classi-
cal conditioning, this is partly because we are not always aware of their effects.
Attention from others, for example, can be very reinforcing, and when parents
and teachers pay attention to a child who is misbehaving they sometimes inad-
vertently reinforce the behavior they are trying to eliminate. Also, reinforcement
and punishment sometimes appear ineffective because they are not used optimally.
Improved understanding of the principles involved has allowed psychologists to
develop techniques for reducing children’s misbehavior, for teaching convicts to
master a year’s worth of school in only a month, and for helping autistic children
to lead normal lives. We will look at the principles of reinforcement in Chapter 4
and at how they can be applied in Chapter 5.

Memory

We turn now to the meaning of our second fundamental concept, memory. Robert
Rescorla (1988) once published an article entitled “Pavlovian conditioning: it’s
not what you think it is.” In the same spirit, this section could have been entitled
“Memory: It’s sort of what you think it is, but not quite.”

Defining memory

The term memory is commonly used in one of two senses. One is as a mental
record of our experiences. Something happens; later we recall it; memory refers
to the record that makes this recall possible. Another meaning focuses on the
act of retrieving this record, as when we say that we remember something. Here,
we commonly mean that we have a conscious feeling of re-creating or reliv-
ing the original experience; memory refers to this conscious reliving of past
experiences.

Both of these definitions capture some of what we mean by the term memory,
but both have flaws. Consider first memory as a record of experiences. Actually,
this is a good definition of one aspect of memory, but in common usage it implies
an accurate record, resembling a photograph. As we shall see, that is not so. If
memory is a photograph, it is one taken by a camera with a distorting lens, resulting
in incomplete or inaccurate images. Moreover, when the time comes to retrieve
these images, it is as if the person who examines the photograph is also wearing
distorting lenses, so that further inaccuracies arise during retrieval. Memory is a
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Figure 1.4 Coding, storage, and retrieval of an experience.

record, but a far less accurate record than we normally realize (Chapters 9, 10,
and 11).

Turning to our second definition, that of memory as the conscious reliving of
experiences, the problem here is that this is true of only some memories. If you
were asked what you ate for breakfast this morning, you probably would be able
to remember not only what you ate but where you were as you ate it, and so
on. Remembering really would resemble watching a video of the scene. If you
were then asked where most movies are produced in California, you would again
have no difficulty in replying, but this time you would have no sense of reliving
a specific moment in time – the answer would just pop up into your head. As
we shall see in Chapter 12, memories that involve conscious reliving of specific
moments are called episodic memories, whereas memories that involve factual
knowledge that just “pops up” are described as semantic memories. And there is
a further class called implicit memories in which past events influence us without
our realizing it – we don’t have a conscious sense of remembering anything. Thus,
even though remembering sometimes involves reliving an experience, this is not
always the case.

Our second definition is thus also flawed, but it does capture an important aspect
of memory not covered by the first – that memory is about not just the formation
of a record, but also its retrieval or use. In fact, memory theorists talk about three
stages in remembering an event: coding, storage, and retrieval. Coding refers to
what happens when we experience an event and form a record or code in our
brains to represent it. This record then remains in storage until a time comes when
we attempt to retrieve it (see Figure 1.4). As we shall, all three stages play a critical
role in determining whether we remember our experiences.

To capture all three aspects, we will define memory as the processes by which
we code, store, and retrieve information about our experiences. This definition
is certainly similar to everyday usage, but it emphasizes the importance of all
three stages in memory, not just that of coding. Also, as we have seen, these
three processes differ in two important respects from our normal assumptions
about memory. First, the record that is formed is less accurate – sometimes, much
less accurate – than we usually realize. And second, the process of retrieving
information can occur at an unconscious level, with the result that past experiences
sometimes influence us without our realizing it (Chapter 10).
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Learning and memory

With provisional definitions of both learning and memory under our belts, we
can now consider the relationship between them. In ordinary usage, learning and
memory refer to quite different aspects of behavior. As an illustration, consider
a class of schoolchildren that has a lesson on Roman history and is then tested
on what they have learned. Suppose that one child does better on the test than
another child does, and that the reason is that the second child didn’t pay attention
during the lesson. The second child’s poorer performance would clearly be due to
poorer learning.

Now let us focus on a second pair. Suppose that again one does better, but that
this time the difference is because the first child was tested an hour after the lesson
and the second child was tested a year later. Here we would say that the second
child’s performance was due to poorer memory. In normal usage, in other words,
learning refers to the acquisition of knowledge, whereas memory refers to how
well we retain that knowledge.

This distinction is useful, but it is important to recognize that the processes of
acquiring and retaining knowledge are inextricably intertwined, as you cannot
study one without also studying the other. If you want to study learning, you must
at some point test what was learned, and that inevitably involves memory. And if
you want to study memory, you must first expose participants to the material to be
remembered, and that involves learning. Thus, although experiments on learning
primarily focus on the acquisition of information, and experiments on memory on
its retention, any experiment on one inevitably involves the other.

An example might help to clarify this point. In Chapter 2 we will discuss a
form of conditioning called taste-aversion learning, in which animals and people
develop aversions to foods eaten before they become ill. In an experiment by
Etscorn and Stephens (1973), for example, rats were allowed to drink a saccharine
solution and then, 24 hours later, they were given a drug to make them ill. The
result was that the rats developed an aversion to the taste of saccharin, a result
that could only have occurred if, when they became ill, they remembered what
they had eaten 24 hours earlier. The formation of this association clearly depended
on memory.

Similarly, memory depends on the formation of associations. In a typical mem-
ory experiment, participants are given a list of words to memorize and then asked
to recall them. On the surface, the procedure is very different from that in our clas-
sical conditioning example – the subjects are people rather than rats; the material
to be learned is a list of words rather than an association between a taste and ill-
ness. As we shall see in Chapter 8, however, associations also play a critical role in
the memory experiment. When subjects read the words, they do not try to memo-
rize them in isolation; instead, they look for relationships between the words, and
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they use these relationships to form associations or connections between them.
Moreover, they not only form associations between the words, they also form
associations between the words and the experimental context in which they are
presented. When the time comes to recall the words, participants rely on these
associations to retrieve them: Remembering the context reminds subjects of some
of the words, remembering some of the words reminds subjects of others, and so
on (see Chapter 11). Memory thus depends on the formation of associations, just
as the formation of associations depends on memory.

In this sense, learning and memory are two sides of the same coin. Although
one emphasizes the acquisition of knowledge and the other its retention, they are
both products of a unified system for coding, storing, and retrieving information
about our experiences. The procedures used to study conditioning and memory are
very different, but the underlying processes are often the same.

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

In this chapter we reviewed some of the assumptions that underlie the research
that we will be discussing in later chapters:

� That behavior is lawful, as our environment and heredity jointly determine how
we behave. The position that we have labeled neural determinism argues that
behavior must be lawful. We also looked at examples where environment and
heredity do strongly influence us, and evidence that such influence can occur
without our realizing it.

� That introspection is of limited value in helping us to understand people’s behav-
ior. Experiments allow us to identify which aspects of our environment affect
our behavior, but progress is often constrained by the need to manipulate only
one aspect of the environment at a time.

� That experiments on animals allow greater control of the environment, making
it easier to identify the processes involved. Animals are far more intelligent than
once believed, so that an understanding of learning gained in animal research has
the potential to help us in understanding learning in humans, but this similarity
also raises ethical issues about the use of animals in experiments.

It is important to remember that these are all assumptions – it is important to
understand the reasoning behind them, but you don’t have to accept them.

We also introduced the concepts of learning and memory:

� The term learning emphasizes the acquisition of knowledge and skills, and mem-
ory emphasizes the retention of this information. However, these processes are
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inextricably intertwined: We can only determine if someone has learned some-
thing by seeing if they later remember it, and we can only remember an event
if we stored information about it when it occurred.

� Our discussion of learning will focus on associative learning, which involves
learning about the relationship between two events. In classical conditioning,
we learn about the relationship between two stimuli; in operant conditioning
(reinforcement and punishment), we learn about the relationship between a
response and its consequence.

A suggestion for studying
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

As we will see in the chapters on memory, one of the most effective techniques for
studying is to review material after you have read it – both immediately and then
after a delay. Immediately after reading material we often have the impression
that we will remember it because it still resides in our short-term memory and is
thus easy to recall. However, that impression can be misleading, as the material
may not have been stored in long-term memory – or, at any rate, not stored in a
manner that will be easy to later retrieve. One of the best ways to ensure that you
really will remember is to pause after each section that you read and try to recall
it without looking back at the text, and then to review it again when you finish
the chapter. You can use these summary sections to help you – after each item in
the summary, try to remember as much as you can of what was said about it in
the chapter, and then look back at the earlier sections to see how well you did.
If there was material you didn’t recall, you can review it and then try to recall it
all again. The more you review material in your head – for example, the next day
while walking across campus! – the better you are likely to remember it

Incidentally, another technique which is thought to help, though there is only
limited evidence, is to think about how you would teach the material to someone
else while you review it. The extra thought required can be very useful in ensuring
you really understand the material, and thus remember it.

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 Is behavior governed by laws? What are the arguments for and against this
view?

2 What developments undermined the use of introspection in psychology?

3 In what ways do the views of Skinner and of cognitive psychologists differ? In
what respects are they the same?
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4 How do experiments control for unwanted variables?

5 What are the strengths and weaknesses of the experimental method?

6 Why do psychologists believe that the results of experiments carried out in
highly artificial laboratory settings can tell us anything about behavior in the
real world?

7 What are the arguments for and against the use of animals in psychological
research?

8 What evidence suggests that animals might be more similar to humans in
learning and intelligence than traditionally assumed?

9 How do the concepts of learning and memory differ? Why might it be argued
that they represent two sides of the same coin?
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A dog stands motionless in the middle of a room, immobilized by a leather harness.
The room is very quiet, all outside sound blocked by one-foot-thick concrete walls.
A bell rings, and the dog turns toward the bell but otherwise shows little reaction.
Five seconds later, the dog is presented food powder through a long rubber tube.
The silence returns. Ten minutes pass; the bell sounds again and, as before, is
followed by food. Ten more minutes pass. Again the bell sounds, but this time the
dog begins to move restlessly in its harness, saliva dripping from its mouth. As the
trials continue, the dog appears increasingly excited when the bell sounds, with
more and more saliva flowing into a tube that has been surgically implanted in
the dog’s mouth. The saliva flows through the tube into an adjoining room where
technicians record the number of drops.

When word of this experiment reached other scientists, the news was greeted
with tremendous excitement. Within a few years, virtually every psychologist in
the world knew the experimenter, Ivan Petrovich Pavlov. Within a few decades,
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his research had become perhaps the best known in the history of science, ranking
with the legendary fall of an apple onto Isaac Newton’s head.

Why all the excitement? What was so interesting about the fact that a dog could
be trained to salivate? In this chapter we will try to answer these questions. We will
look at what Pavlov discovered and why other scientists thought it so important.
And we will consider what subsequent research has revealed about the surprisingly
powerful role of conditioning in shaping our lives.

The associative context

Scientists’ excitement on hearing of Pavlov’s discoveries had its roots in many
centuries of effort to understand human behavior. Early explanations were gener-
ally religious in character. Human behavior was seen as unpredictable, determined
by fate or the whim of the gods. The advent of Christianity produced significant
changes in these beliefs, but behavior was still seen as fundamentally unpre-
dictable. Individuals were believed to have free will because they had souls. For
almost 1,700 years there were few significant departures from this theme, until
the publication in 1650 of The Passions of the Soul by René Descartes. Descartes
was a brilliant mathematician (Cartesian geometry was named after him), but he
was also an outstanding philosopher, of such eminence that he was invited to
Sweden to serve as the personal tutor to Queen Christina, then one of Europe’s
most powerful monarchs. He wanted to decline the queen’s invitation politely, but
she dispatched a warship to collect him, and he then found the honor too great
to refuse. Conditions, however, proved less than ideal: Classes were held at five
o’clock in the morning, in the unheated library of the castle. It was apparently
an unusually rigorous winter even by Swedish standards, and Descartes died of
pneumonia before it ended (Boring, 1950).

The reflex

Aside from its implications for those contemplating careers in philosophy,
Descartes’s life is important to us because he was the first major figure in West-
ern civilization to offer a detailed, mechanistic explanation for human behavior.
According to Descartes, our senses and muscles are connected by a complex net-
work of nerves, and the flow of “animal spirits” through these nerves makes
possible the instinctive reactions necessary for survival. If a person were to step
into a fire accidentally, for example, the nerves in the foot would be stimulated and
would transmit this excitation to the brain. The brain would then release animal
spirits into the nerve, which would flow back to the calf muscle and cause it to
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swell, resulting in the foot’s withdrawal from the flame. This simple mechanism – a
receptor activating a muscle through a direct, innate connection – Descartes called
a reflex, and he proposed that reflexes underlie all automatic, involuntary reactions.

The association

Descartes’s analysis showed how seemingly complex movements of the body could
be explained by the same simple mechanisms that governed machines, but he was
not prepared to allow a similar determinism in the operation of the mind. This
audacious step was taken some 40 years later by an English physician named
John Locke, secretary to the Earl of Shaftesbury. As was the custom of those
times, Locke met weekly with educated friends to discuss current issues in areas
such as science and theology. At one of these meetings, the disagreements became
particularly intense, and it puzzled Locke that intelligent men could hold such
different opinions regarding the same basic facts. He resolved to prepare a brief
paper for the next meeting analyzing how each of us forms our ideas of the world
and why our ideas are so different. Twenty years later, he finally completed this
analysis, and it was published as a lengthy book, An Essay Concerning Human
Understanding. The ideas in this essay were elaborated by later philosophers such
as David Hartley and James Mill; together, these ideas form the doctrine that has
become known as British Associationism.

The British Associationists

According to the Associationists, thought is simply a succession of ideas, so that
the basic unit of all thought is the idea. Descartes had believed many of our
ideas to be innate, but Locke argued that our minds at birth are a tabula rasa,
or blank slate. Any ideas we may have, he said, could only be acquired through
experience. Locke suggested that sensations that occur together become associated,
so that if one of these sensations recurs it will automatically elicit the other.
A stone, for example, produces a variety of visual and tactile sensations, which
become associated through repeated pairings. This compound sensation (associated
sensations) then forms our idea of a stone.

Ideas, in other words, are nothing more than sensations that have become
associated together. This process of association also explains the sequence in
which ideas occur to us.

Our ideas spring up, or exist, in the order in which the sensations existed, of which they are
the copies. This is the general law of the “Association of Ideas.” . . . Of the successive order
of our ideas, many remarkable instances might be adduced. Of these none seems better
adapted to the learner than the repetition of any passage, or words; the Lord’s Prayer, for
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example, committed to memory. In learning the passage, we repeat it; that is, we pronounce
the words, in successive order, from the beginning to the end. The order of the sensations
is successive. When we proceed to repeat the passage, the ideas of the words also arise in
succession, the preceding always suggesting the succeeding, and no other. Our suggests
father, father suggests which, which suggests art; and so on, to the end. How remarkably
this is the case, anyone may convince himself, by trying to repeat backwards even a passage
with which he is as familiar as the Lord’s Prayer.

(Mill, 1829)

The laws of association

The concept of association can thus explain not only the existence of ideas but
even the order in which they occur. The strength of an association was assumed to
depend on contiguity: The closer in time two events occurred, the more strongly
they would be associated. In the Lord’s Prayer, the word our is immediately followed
by father, and as a result a strong association is formed between them. The word
which follows soon after, but the time between our and which is longer than the
time between our and father; as a result, our is associated with father more strongly
with which, so that our is more likely to make us think of father.

A second principle of association was frequency: The more often two words
occurred together, the more strongly they would be associated. The Lord’s Prayer
again provides an example: The more often we hear it, the more strongly we
associate the words, and thus the better we recall it.

A third principle determining the strength of an association was said to be
the intensity of the feelings that accompanied the association. If you accidentally
burned your hand, for example, the intense pain involved would become strongly
associated with the situation, and you would be likely to remember the accident
whenever you returned to the place where it occurred.

By the nineteenth century, therefore, the historical groundwork was in place for a
theory of human behavior based on associations. Descartes had shown how move-
ments could be explained through associations, or connections, between senses
and muscles, and the British Associationists had extended his analysis to the
mind, showing how thought could also be explained through associations between
ideas and how ideas could in turn be analyzed into associations among sensations.
The key to understanding human behavior, therefore, seemed to lie in understand-
ing how associations are formed. On this issue, however, the philosophers were
unable to agree. Each philosopher identified a set of factors that might influence
the strength of an association, but because the evidence for these factors rested
solely on introspection, there was no obvious way to decide which factors were
really important and which, if any, were spurious. If only there were an objective
method for studying the formation of associations . . .
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Pavlov’s conditioned reflexes

Ivan Petrovich Pavlov was born in a small village in Russia in 1849. His early
years were spent preparing for the priesthood at the local church school. His
plans eventually changed, and in 1870 he walked hundreds of miles across Russia
to enroll in St. Petersburg University as a student of physiology. His particular
interest was in the physiology of digestion, and he developed ingenious surgical
procedures for measuring salivary and gastric secretions in dogs.

Saliva is secreted by special glands within the cheek and then carried by ducts
to the cheek’s inner surface. By surgically redirecting one of these ducts, Pavlov
was able to divert the saliva to the external surface of the cheek, where it could
be collected through a connecting tube and then analyzed. Using this surgical
preparation, known as a fistula, Pavlov found that salivation was an automatic,
reflexive response that was elicited whenever food came into contact with the
mucous membranes of the mouth.

The discovery of conditioning

After his dogs had been tested for several sessions, Pavlov noticed a strange
phenomenon: The dogs began to salivate not only when food was placed in their
mouths but also at other times. Many scientists would have either ignored this
salivation, considering it irrelevant, or sought actively to prevent it because its
occurrence would contaminate their measures of the pure reflex to food. Pavlov,
however, was fascinated. If salivation is a reflexive response, lawfully elicited only
by very specific stimuli such as the presence of food in the mouth, why should it
suddenly begin to occur in the absence of these stimuli?

An associative analysis

In analyzing this “psychic” secretion, which appeared to have no cause, Pavlov
noticed a pattern to its occurrences. For example, the dogs were particularly likely
to salivate when they saw the experimenter enter the room, or when they heard his
footsteps approaching. Was it possible that the dogs had come to associate these
stimuli with the delivery of food, and this was why they were salivating? Or, in
Pavlov’s terminology, that in addition to the innate or unconditioned reflexes with
which every animal was born, they were able to form new, conditioned reflexes?

Stating his hypothesis in physiological terms, Pavlov began by assuming that
the presentation of any stimulus would produce activity in a set of neurons in
the brain that effectively represented that stimulus (a “center”). When food was
presented in a dog’s mouth, for example, this would activate the food center in the
brain, and activity in the food center would then be transmitted through an innate
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Figure 2.1 Pavlov’s view of the neural connections involved in classical conditioning. If the sight of
Pavlov preceded food, the neurons in the cortex that were activated by the sight of Pavlov would become
connected to the food center (the broken line). Excitement in the food center would then be transmitted
via an innate pathway (solid line) to the dog’s salivary glands.

connection to the salivary glands, causing salivation (Figure 2.1). If a stimulus such
as a tone preceded the food, this stimulus would activate its own cortical center. So
far, this analysis conformed closely to physiologists’ understanding of the brain’s
functioning at the time, but Pavlov now introduced a critical new assumption. If
two centers of the brain were active at the same time, he suggested, the connection
between these centers would be strengthened. In our example, the fact that activity
in the tone center was closely followed by activity in the food center would mean
that the connection between these centers would be strengthened. The next time
the tone was presented, therefore, activity in the tone center would be transmitted
to the food center, and from there to the salivary glands.

If this analysis was correct, Pavlov saw that it could have far-reaching impli-
cations. As we saw in Chapter 1, behavior depends on the routing of electrical
impulses through the brain, and this routing depends on the strength of the
connections between individual neurons. If we could understand how the strength
of neural connections is altered, we would understand the crucial mechanism
underlying the brain’s operations. Because of the brain’s complexity, however,
it is normally extremely difficult to study the formation of new connections.
Suppose, for example, that we wanted to study the neural changes that occur as a
child memorizes a poem in school. How would we observe changes in connections
between individual neurons in the child’s brain? And even if we had a technique
for doing so, how would we know which of the brain’s 100,000,000,000 neurons
to monitor? If Pavlov’s hypothesis was correct, however, he could monitor the
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formation of new connections simply by measuring a dog’s salivation: The
stronger the connection between the tone and food centers, the more electrical
impulses would be transmitted to the food center and from there to the salivary
glands, resulting in greater salivation. The amount of salivation, therefore,
provides a simple index of the strength of this connection. To determine the laws
governing the formation of neural connections, therefore, all Pavlov needed to do
was to manipulate possible variables and observe their effects on the amount of
salivation. If, as he believed, all education and training “are really nothing more
than the results of an establishment of new nervous connections” (Pavlov, 1927,
p. 26), then studying how dogs learn to salivate might lead to an understanding
of the neural mechanisms underlying all learning.

Excited by this possibility, Pavlov abandoned his research on digestion, even
though it had already made him world famous and was soon to earn him the
Nobel Prize. Instead, he set out to study how new associations were formed by
deliberately pairing stimuli with the presentation of food and observing how the
conditions of pairing influenced the development of salivation.

Controlling the conditions

Pavlov recognized from the outset that the task was not going to be an easy one:
The brain was an enormously complex organ, sensitive to countless stimuli from
the outside world, so that the effects in which he was interested might easily be
lost in the flood of stimuli constantly washing over his subjects.

Unless we are careful to take special precautions the success of the whole investigation may
be jeopardized, and we should get hopelessly lost as soon as we began to seek for cause
and effect among so many and various influences, so intertwined and entangled as to form
a veritable chaos. It was evident that the experimental conditions had to be simplified, and
that this simplification must consist in eliminating as far as possible any stimuli outside
our control which might fall upon the animal.

(Pavlov, 1927, p. 20)

To achieve this, Pavlov conducted his initial studies in an isolated room, where no
one but the experimenter was allowed to enter. This precaution, however, proved
inadequate, as even the slightest movement of the experimenter, such as a blink,
was enough to distract the dogs. Pavlov tried placing the experimenter outside
the room, but this did not solve the problem, as the dogs continued to be affected
by stimuli such as the footsteps of passersby and even a cloud that temporarily
reduced the amount of light coming in the window. Finally, Pavlov was driven to
designing a completely new laboratory that, with the aid of a “keen and public-
spirited Moscow businessman,” he had built in St. Petersburg.
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Figure 2.2 Apparatus used in Pavlov’s study of salivary conditioning in dogs. Saliva flowed through a
tube connected to the dog’s cheek and travelled to another room where it could be recorded. (After
Yerkes and Morgulis, 1909.)

The laboratory looked like a fort, with walls more than a foot thick, encircled by
a trench filled with straw to reduce vibrations from passing traffic. The actual test
rooms were widely dispersed through the building to minimize distracting noises.
Figure 2.2 illustrates a typical test room. The dogs were strapped into loose-fitting
harnesses to reduce movement, and any salivation was carried off through a tube
to an experimenter in an adjacent, soundproof room. With the aid of a variety
of electrically operated signal devices, Pavlov was now able to control almost
completely the external stimuli that reached his subjects, and thus was ready to
make a systematic study of how associations are formed.

A typical experiment

We can illustrate the quality of the results Pavlov now obtained with an experiment
by one of his students. Anrep (1920) first presented his dogs with a tone by
itself and found that it had no effect on salivation. He then paired the tone with
food: The tone was sounded for five seconds; then, two seconds later, food was
presented. Each of these tone–food pairings was called a trial, and Anrep presented
a trial every few minutes. (The actual time between trials varied between 5 and
35 minutes.) On an average of once every ten trials, the tone was presented by
itself for 30 seconds so the experimenter could measure the amount of salivation
elicited solely by the tone.
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Figure 2.3 Salivary conditioning in dogs. (Data from Anrep, 1920.)

The results for two subjects are shown in Figure 2.3, where we can see that the
magnitude of salivation on the test trials gradually increased from 0 drops to a
maximum level, or asymptote, of about 60 drops after 30 pairings. One striking
feature of these results is the smoothness and regularity of the learning curves.
It normally requires averaging the results of many subjects to eliminate random
variations and produce curves of this smoothness, but because of the extraordinary
control Pavlov achieved over the environment, he and his colleagues were able
to produce beautifully clear and uniform data even in single subjects. Even more
dramatic evidence of the underlying lawfulness of behavior in this situation is
the similarity of the learning curves of the two subjects: Even though the subjects
were tested separately, their behavior was virtually identical on trial after trial.

Pavlov called the salivation elicited by the food an unconditioned response (UR),
because no training was necessary to establish it, whereas the salivation to the tone
was a conditioned response (CR) – that is, a response whose occurrence depended
on particular conditions of training. Similarly, the food was an unconditioned
stimulus (US) for salivation – that is, a stimulus that elicits a response without
training. Finally, the tone was called a conditioned stimulus (CS) – a stimulus
that, through training, elicits a response.1 (See Figure 2.4.) The entire procedure,

1 Pavlov actually used the term conditional response because the occurrence of the response was
conditional on previous pairings of the CS and the US. The term was mistranslated as conditioned
response. Some authors are now returning to Pavlov’s original terminology, referring to
conditional and unconditional stimuli and responses.
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Figure 2.4 A typical classical conditioning procedure.

in which the pairing of a CS with a US results in an increase in responding to the
CS, has come to be known as Pavlovian or classical conditioning.

Extinction

Pavlov saw conditioning not simply as a useful tool for studying the formation
of associations but as a process of fundamental importance in its own right. As
we have seen, animals are born with a variety of innate reflexes that allow them
to respond quickly to important events – for example, blinking when a gust of
air brings the danger of particles being blown into the eye, or lifting a foot when
it touches a burning surface. Unlearned reflexes such as these are important in
allowing animals to cope with situations that always require the same response.
Some features of the environment, however, vary in what response is appropriate,
and Pavlov saw classical conditioning as a vital mechanism that allowed animals
to adjust their behavior to new circumstances. Grizzly bears, for example, feed on
salmon, but rivers contain salmon only during the brief migration season of that
fish. If a bear visits a river one day and finds it teeming with salmon, the bear will
clearly have a better chance of survival if it can learn that the river is now a good
source of food and therefore return the next day.

Once the salmon migration is over, however, a river that was once full of fish
might become empty. What happens to an established association when the CS no
longer reliably signals the US? The answer is shown in Figure 2.5, which presents
the results of an experiment in which a previously conditioned stimulus was
presented a number of times without the US. The result was that the conditioned
response gradually disappeared, a phenomenon referred to by Pavlov as extinction.
Although answering one question, this result immediately raised another – namely,
why did the response disappear? If a neural connection had been established in
the brain between the CS and the US, could this connection have been obliterated
simply by presenting the CS by itself a few times?
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Figure 2.5 Extinction of a conditioned response when the conditioned stimulus is presented by itself.
(Data from Pavlov, 1927.)
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Figure 2.6 Spontaneous recovery of an extinguished response. (Data from Pavlov, 1927.)

To Pavlov, this was implausible. There was no physiological evidence that neural
connections suddenly disintegrated in this way, and observations of the dogs’
behavior also suggested that the connections formed during conditioning were
still present after extinction. If, for example, an interval of time was allowed to
elapse after extinction had been completed, and if the CS was then presented again,
the previously extinguished response would suddenly reappear. Figure 2.6 shows
that after a series of extinction trials in which salivation was progressively reduced
to zero, the CS was reintroduced after a lapse of two hours and again elicited a
significant amount of salivation. This spontaneous recovery of the response was
only temporary; with further presentations of the CS, the recovered response would
again be rapidly extinguished. The recovery clearly demonstrated, however, that a
connection still existed between the CS and the response.
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Figure 2.7 Pavlov’s view of the development of inhibitory connections during extinction: (a) By the end
of conditioning, an excitatory connection has been formed between the CS and the US (solid line).
(b) Presentation of the CS by itself produces a new, inhibitory connection (broken line). (c) With repeated
presentations of the CS by itself, the inhibitory connection becomes stronger (represented by a longer
broken line).

The concept of inhibition

If the CS were still associated with salivation, why had the dog stopped salivating
during the earlier extinction trials? The answer, according to Pavlov, was not that
the old, excitatory connection had been destroyed, but that the CS had also acquired
the capacity to inhibit responding. In an elaboration of Pavlov’s ideas proposed
by Konorski (1948), pairing of the CS and the US was assumed to establish an
excitatory connection between the corresponding brain centers, so that activation
of the CS center would be transmitted to the US center. If the CS were then
presented on its own, a new, inhibitory connection would be established between
the centers so that activity in the CS center would now tend to block or inhibit
activity in the US center as well as to excite it. Once the strength of the new,
inhibitory connection matched that of the existing excitatory connection, the net
input would be zero and no response would be elicited.

During Pavlov’s time, no direct evidence was available for the existence of
inhibitory connections in the brain, but physiological research since then has con-
firmed their existence. When an electrical impulse arrives at a neuron’s terminal, it
causes the release of chemical neurotransmitters that flow across the synaptic cleft
to the next neuron in the chain. In excitatory connections, the neurotransmitters
produce changes in the cell membrane of the second neuron that eventually cause
it to initiate an electrical signal. Different neurons, however, produce different
neurotransmitters, and some have the effect of blocking changes in the cell mem-
brane. Thus, if two neurons converge on the same target neuron, and one releases
excitatory neurotransmitters while the other releases inhibitory ones, their effects
might cancel each other, resulting in no change in the target neuron’s electrical
activity.

During conditioning, Pavlov suggested, an excitatory connection is established
between the CS and the US (Figure 2.7a). During extinction, a parallel inhibitory
connection is developed (Figure 2.7b – the length of the line is being used to
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represent the strength of the association). As the inhibitory connection becomes
stronger, it is increasingly effective in preventing the response, until eventually,
when the excitatory and inhibitory tendencies are equally balanced, the condi-
tioned response is no longer elicited (Figure 2.7c).

Conditioned inhibition

Direct evidence for the existence of inhibition came from the phenomenon of
conditioned inhibition – the tendency of a stimulus to block, or inhibit, responding
as a result of previous training. The training procedure used by Pavlov was to
alternate between trials in which the CS+ (positive stimulus) was paired with food
and trials in which the CS+ and the CS− (inhibitory stimulus) were presented
together without food. The CS− signaled that food would not be forthcoming
and acquired the capacity to inhibit salivation. Suppose, for example, that we
conditioned salivation to a metronome, but that on certain trials we presented a
whistle at the same time as the metronome and did not present food.

metronome → food

whistle + metronome →

After a series of such trials, subjects would respond vigorously when the
metronome was presented by itself, but not when the metronome was presented
in conjunction with the whistle. The reason, according to Pavlov, was that pair-
ing the metronome with food had resulted in the establishment of an excitatory
connection between the corresponding neural centers, whereas pairing the whistle
with no food had resulted in an inhibitory connection between the whistle and
food. When the metronome was presented by itself, it excited the food center and
thus elicited salivation, but when the whistle was also presented, it inhibited the
food center. The excitatory and inhibitory tendencies cancelled each other, with
the net result that the dogs didn’t salivate on trials when they heard the whistle.

To test this explanation, Pavlov presented the whistle together with another
conditioned stimulus, a tactile stimulus that had previously been paired with food:

whistle + tactile stimulus → ?

If the whistle were truly able to inhibit salivation, it should now reduce respond-
ing to the tactile stimulus in exactly the same way as it had to the metronome.
As shown in Table 2.1, this is exactly what happened: When the tactile stimulus
was presented by itself, it elicited copious salivation, but when it was combined
with the whistle, salivation declined drastically. The whistle really was inhibiting
salivation. (For further discussion of inhibition, including the need for appropriate
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Table 2.1 A test for conditioned inhibition
(data from Pavlov, 1927, p. 77)

Stimulus presented Drops of saliva
Time for one minute during one minute

3:08 p.m. Tactile 3
3:16 p.m. Tactile 8
3.25 p.m. Tactile + whistle <1
3:30 p.m. Tactile 11

control groups, see Williams, Overmier, and LoLordo, 1992, and Cole, Barnet, and
Miller, 1997.)

Returning to extinction, most learning psychologists now agree that extinction
involves not the destruction of the excitatory association formed during condition-
ing but rather the formation of a new, inhibitory association. (See Rescorla, 2001,
and Bouton, 2004, for reviews.) As extinction trials continue, the inhibitory con-
nection becomes progressively stronger until, eventually, it equals the excitatory
tendency in strength and responding ceases.

The renewal effect

More recent research has revealed another aspect of extinction which, because of
its potentially important implications, we will also discuss here. In essence, this
research has shown that the effects of extinction are to some extent limited to the
context in which it occurs. Consider a dog conditioned to salivate to a tone. This
effect is quite general: The dog will salivate whenever it hears the tone, whether in
the laboratory or outside. Suppose, however, that it is now given a series of trials
in which the tone is presented by itself. The response will extinguish, but in this
case the effect will be strongest in the training context: The dog will not respond
when the tone is presented in the laboratory, but it will still tend to respond when
it hears the tone elsewhere. The response elsewhere is weaker than it was at the
end of conditioning – if extinction training is resumed, it will extinguish quite
quickly – but the effects of extinction do seem to be limited, at least in part, to the
specific environment in which the CS was presented.

In one of the first demonstrations of this phenomenon, Bouton and King (1983)
gave rats fear conditioning trials in which a tone was followed by an electric shock.
This training occurred in a distinctive cage that we will call cage A. Then, in the
second phase, the rats received extinction trials in which the tone was presented
by itself until it no longer elicited fear. For one group, these extinction trials were
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carried out in the same cage as conditioning, but for a second group the tone was
presented in a different cage (B). Finally, there was a test phase in which both
groups were returned to the cage used during conditioning and the tone was again
presented by itself:

Conditioning Extinction Test
Group 1: A A A
Group 2: A B A

What behavior would you expect during this final test phase? Because fear was
completely extinguished during the second phase, you might think that the tone
would not elicit fear in either group. Indeed, that was the outcome in the group
trained in cage A throughout. In the ABA group, however, the tone elicited almost
as much fear during the test as it had during conditioning – it was almost as if
extinction had never occurred. This recovery was not total: As the test continued,
the fear extinguished very rapidly, demonstrating that the earlier extinction trials
had had a lasting impact. Nevertheless, the rats’ fear clearly had returned, or been
renewed, when the rats were returned to the original cage, and as a result this
phenomenon has been called the renewal effect.

Subsequent research established that fear is renewed if the CS is presented in
almost any environment other than the one used for extinction (for example, Harris
et al., 2000; Tamai and Nakajima, 2000). The renewal effect thus provides further
evidence that extinction does not eliminate the connection between the CS and
the US; even if the CS stops eliciting fear in the extinction context, it might still
do so in other contexts.

You might have noticed the similarity between the renewal effect and sponta-
neous recovery. In both cases, a response that appeared to have been extinguished
later returns. (In the case of spontaneous recovery, it is the passage of time that
leads to the response reappearing; in the renewal effect it is a change in the envi-
ronmental context.) In both cases, to be sure, the recovery is only temporary:
If extinction trials resume, the recovered response will usually extinguish quite
quickly. Nevertheless, the puzzle remains: Why does a response that has been
completely extinguished reappear when conditions change?

One way to think about this is suggested by a theory that we will encounter in
Chapter 3, first put forward by Leo Kamin (1969). Kamin suggested that when an
important event such as food or shock occurs, we look for an explanation. In the
conditioning phase of the Bouton and King experiment, the first time the rats were
shocked they would have been surprised (to put it mildly), and they would have
searched their memories to identify a possible cause. They would have remembered
the tone that preceded the shock, and so formed a tentative expectation that future
tones might also be followed by shocks. And this expectation would have hardened
into certainty as conditioning continued.
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When the tone was no longer followed by shock during extinction, the rats
would have been surprised yet again. They knew that the tone had been followed
by shock during the conditioning phase, but now, in a different room, it wasn’t.
Something had clearly changed; could it be that the tone only signaled danger in
the original context? When returned to the first room in the test phase, therefore,
they would have again been fearful, because in this room the tone had always
been followed by shock.

You might be feeling skeptical that rats would engage in reasoning of this kind,
and indeed we are not suggesting that the process occurs in quite the conscious
or verbal way we have outlined. Rather, the core of the argument is that during
extinction, rats (and dogs, and people) learn not just about the CS but also about
the general context in which extinction takes place. Put another way, extinction is
to some extent context-specific: We learn that shock no longer follows the tone in
this room. When we encounter the tone in other rooms, therefore, we might again
become fearful, because we are not sure whether it will be followed by shock, as
it was during conditioning, or not followed by shock, as it was during extinction.
(Note: This explanation is derived from ideas proposed by Leo Kamin (1969) and
Mark Bouton (2004). It is not identical to either, though, so neither should be held
responsible for it in its current form.)

The context-specificity of extinction has potentially important practical impli-
cations. Suppose that you developed an intense fear of dogs after being bitten by
one. And that to help you overcome your fear, a psychologist exposed you to a very
friendly dog at a distance, and then gradually brought the dog closer. The purpose
would be to help you overcome your fear through extinction, exposing you to the
fearful stimulus but ensuring that harmful consequences no longer followed. Even
if your fear disappeared completely, the renewal effect suggests that it could return
if you encountered a dog in a different context – in the street, say, rather than
in your therapist’s office. We will discuss therapies for fear in more detail later,
but for now the key point is that while conditioning generalizes widely, extinction
tends to be more specific to the context in which it occurs. If the environment
changes, the extinguished response may reappear, at least temporarily.

Other phenomena

Pavlov and his colleagues built up an extraordinarily detailed picture of the basic
processes of conditioning. Indeed, in the 1950s it could still be argued plausibly
that every single major fact about conditioning had been anticipated by Pavlov
some 50 years earlier. We cannot convey the richness of Pavlov’s work in the
space available, but we shall summarize briefly a few of the other phenomena he
discovered.
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Generalization

Pavlov found that conditioning resulted in salivation not only to the CS presented
during training but also to other stimuli that were similar to it. In one experiment,
he conditioned salivation to a tone of 1,000 Hz.2 After conditioning, the dogs
salivated not only to the 1,000-Hz tone but also to tones of 1,100 Hz, 1,200 Hz,
and so on, with the greatest increase in salivation occurring to the tones most
similar to the training stimulus (that is, 900 Hz and 1,100 Hz). This phenomenon
was called generalization, and to Pavlov it had clear adaptive advantages. In
nature, we rarely if ever encounter exactly the same stimulus twice; even a human
face is never viewed from exactly the same angle or in exactly the same light.
It is crucial, therefore, that a response is not restricted to the precise stimulus
encountered on conditioning trials – if you became ill after eating a toadstool, for
example, you would be wise to avoid similar toadstools, not just those that were
of exactly the same size.

Discrimination

In some situations, however, it might be very important not to respond in the
same way to similar stimuli. The optimum response to a mushroom, for example,
is not the same as to a toadstool. To test whether his dogs could learn to distin-
guish, or discriminate, between similar stimuli, Pavlov tried pairing a tone with
food many hundreds of times, to see if salivation would eventually become more
sharply focused on the precise stimulus that was being presented. Simple repe-
tition, however, did not sharpen control much. Pavlov found that a much more
effective procedure was discrimination training in which conditioning trials with a
positive stimulus (CS+) were alternated with presentations of a negative stimulus
(CS−).

CS+ → food

CS− →

In a typical experiment, a 1,000-Hz tone would be presented and followed by
food on half the trials; on the remaining trials, selected at random, a 900-Hz tone
would be presented without food. The typical results of such an experiment are
shown in Figure 2.8. At first the subjects responded to both stimuli, as responding
conditioned to CS+ generalized to CS−. As training continued, responding was

2 The pitch of a tone is determined by the frequency with which its basic sound pattern is repeated
each second. Frequency is measured in units called hertz (Hz), where one Hz equals one cycle per
second.
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Figure 2.8 Idealized representation of discrimination learning. On half the trials, a tone was followed
by food (CS+); on the remaining trials, a different tone was presented which was not followed by food
(CS−).

increasingly restricted to CS+. The subjects had learned to discriminate, or respond
differentially to, the two stimuli.

As with many other terms in learning, the term discrimination can be used
in several different ways, although the core meaning is similar in each case. In
perhaps the most common usage, we say that someone discriminates between two
stimuli if he or she responds differently to the stimuli. However, the term is also
sometimes used to refer to the procedure that produces this outcome (repeated
presentations of two stimuli, only one of which is followed by the US), or to the
process in the brain assumed to generate this behavior. These different meanings
are potentially confusing, but in most cases the intended meaning is clear from
the context.

Second-order conditioning

Once a response had been conditioned to a CS, Pavlov found that he could then use
that CS to condition the response to yet another stimulus. In one demonstration,
a dog was first given conditioning trials in which a metronome was paired with
food. Then, once the metronome elicited salivation reliably, food presentations
were discontinued and a black square was paired with the metronome:

1. metronome → food

2. black square → metronome

After several trials, the black square also began to elicit salivation, even though
it had never been followed by food. Pavlov called this phenomenon second-order
conditioning and considered it to be the outcome of a double associative chain,
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from the square to the metronome, and then from the metronome to food. (See
Rescorla, 1980a, for an alternative interpretation.)

Counterconditioning

In addition to extinction, Pavlov discovered another way to eliminate a condi-
tioned response, which was to pair the CS that elicited it with a US that elicited a
different response. If the new response is incompatible with the old one, so that
only one of them can occur at a time, then the more strongly the new response is
conditioned the less likely it is that the old response will occur again. This tech-
nique has become known as counterconditioning. Pavlov provided a particularly
dramatic demonstration of its power by showing that it could be used to suppress
even unconditioned responses. In one experiment, he used an electric shock that
normally elicited violent escape reactions and repeatedly followed it with presen-
tations of food. Provided that the intensity of the shock employed was not too
severe, he found that the dogs’ normal defensive reactions were eventually sup-
pressed almost entirely. Rather than jumping or showing any signs of discomfort
on being shocked, a dog’s only visible reaction was “turning its head to where
it usually received the food and smacking its lips, at the same time producing a
profuse secretion of saliva” (Pavlov, 1927, p. 30).

What behaviors can be conditioned?

We’ve seen that news of Pavlov’s discoveries was greeted with great excitement.
Among psychologists, this was because of the hope that conditioning could be used
to understand the brain. By studying salivation, it might be possible to understand
the processes involved in the formation of neural connections, and in this way to
understand the fundamental mechanism that underlies virtually every aspect of
human behavior. The public’s fascination, though, was not based on the prospect
of a better understanding of the brain, and certainly not on any profound (hitherto
untapped) interest in salivation. Salivation was interesting not in its own right
but because it was an involuntary behavior. Descartes was the first to distinguish
between voluntary behavior, which he believed was controlled by the soul, and
involuntary or reflexive behavior, which was not. If someone asked you to raise
your right hand, for example, you could easily do so if you were disposed to be
cooperative, but if he asked you to salivate, with the best will in the world you
would struggle to comply. And yet here was Pavlov able to make a dog salivate
anytime he wished. If his techniques would work with salivation, was it possible
that conditioning could be used to control any involuntary behavior, or perhaps
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even voluntary behavior? Could his methods be used to control every aspect of
our behavior, every muscle and every gland?

It is this question that we will now examine, as we consider what behaviors
can be conditioned. To anticipate a bit, we will see that conditioning does indeed
influence a remarkably wide range of our behaviors, and probably plays a crucial
role in our lives without our realizing it. As we shall see, though, it does not
allow the manipulation of people’s behavior in quite the manner initially hoped or
feared.

The need for control groups

One of the first attempts to extend classical conditioning to other responses was
reported by John B. Watson, the founder of behaviorism. Watson believed that
psychologists should be concerned with overt behavior rather than the hidden
processes of the mind, and he argued for a greater concern with practical appli-
cations. Thus, in 1920, together with Rosalie Raynor, Watson set out to discover
whether fear could be classically conditioned in humans in the same way as sali-
vation was conditioned in dogs.

Little Albert

Their subject was a 9-month-old infant; his name was given in their published
paper as Albert B., though he was later immortalized as Little Albert. Albert was
normally a “stolid and unemotional” infant who almost never cried. As the first
step in their experiment, Watson and Raynor presented Albert with a white rat
and found that it elicited no signs of fear; Albert’s only discernible reaction was
an attempt to play with the animal. They then began conditioning trials in which
every presentation of the white rat was followed by a loud noise that had previously
been found to elicit strong fear. Almost immediately, Albert began to show signs of
distress on presentation of the rat, and these signs increased over succeeding trials.
When they presented the rat on the eighth trial, they recorded Albert’s behavior as
follows:

The instant the rat was shown the baby began to cry. Almost instantly he turned sharply
to the left, fell over on left side, raised himself on all fours and began to crawl away so
rapidly that he was caught with difficulty before reaching the edge of the table.

(Watson and Raynor, 1920, p. 5)

This fear reaction also generalized to similar stimuli that, before conditioning, had
been neutral (for example, a rabbit and a fur coat). Albert’s fear reaction showed
no signs of fading with time and was still present on a test trial given almost a
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month later. The experiment had to be terminated at this point because Albert’s
mother ceased working at the hospital where they had been testing him.

The results they obtained were very convincing: After only seven conditioning
trials, Albert’s reaction to the rat was converted from one of mild curiosity to one
of apparent terror. But could the change in Albert’s behavior really be attributed
to classical conditioning?

The essential element of Pavlov’s procedure seems to be that behavior changes
because of the pairing of two stimuli, a CS and a US. But was the change in Albert’s
behavior really due to the pairing of the white rat with the loud noise?

You might be struggling to make sense of this question, because the answer
seems so obvious. The rat was paired with the noise, and the result was a dramatic
transformation in Albert’s behavior. True enough, pairing of these stimuli was
followed by a change in behavior, but this doesn’t necessarily mean that the pairing
was actually the cause of that change. If one event is followed by another – if, for
example, your turning the page of a book you are reading is closely followed by a
bolt of lightning striking your house – this doesn’t necessarily mean that the first
event is the cause of the second. And similarly in Watson and Raynor’s experiment,
the fact that pairing of the stimuli was followed by a change in Albert’s behavior
doesn’t necessarily mean that the pairing caused the change. Perhaps some other
factor was responsible. And later research established that there really were other
possible explanations.

Sensitization

One such explanation is that Albert’s fear increased simply because of the repeated
presentations of the rat. This might seem very unlikely: If the rat did not elicit fear
initially, why should repeatedly presenting it by itself endow it with the capacity
to do so? The first point to note is that this explanation is possible even if it
doesn’t seem very likely. As we saw in Chapter 1, explanations that initially seem
wildly implausible sometimes turn out to be correct. In this case, moreover, there
is evidence that such effects really can occur. In one experiment by Davis (1974),
rats received repeated presentations of a tone. Initially, each tone presentation
caused a startle response, but with repetitions this startle response diminished in
magnitude (habituation). In a second experiment, Davis exposed his rats to exactly
the same sequence of tones, but this time with an 80-db. noise present throughout
the experiment. Under these conditions the startle response to the tone became
stronger over trials. Such an increase in the strength of a reflexive response when
a stimulus is repeated is called sensitization.

Why should the presence of a loud background noise reverse the effects of
repeating a tone? For our current purposes, the explanation doesn’t really matter –
the crucial point is that sensitization can occur – but Groves and Thompson (1970)
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have proposed an explanation in terms of arousal. When we are asleep, our arousal
level is low, and any stimulation will produce only a muted response. When we
are awake, we respond to stimuli more strongly, and the greater our arousal, the
more vigorously we tend to respond. When a loud noise was added in Davis’s
experiment, its continuous presence caused a steady increase in the rats’ level
of arousal, and this in turn amplified their response to the tone. Returning to
the Watson and Raynor experiment, if the rat did elicit a small amount of fear
initially, it is entirely possible that it was simply the repeated presentations of the
rat that increased Albert’s fear (perhaps because the experimental situation was
itself inducing increasing levels of arousal), not the pairings of the rat with the
loud noise.

Pseudoconditioning

Another possible explanation of Albert’s fear is that it was caused by repeated
presentations of the loud noise. We know that the noise frightened Albert; perhaps
Albert became increasingly anxious as training continued, until eventually any
unexpected stimulus would frighten him. Albert’s fear, in other words, could have
been caused simply by repeated presentations of the noise, rather than by the
pairing of the rat with the noise. Even if the noise had only been presented on its
own, Albert might still have become frightened when the rat was presented.

This may sound implausible, but again there is evidence from other experiments
for precisely such effects. In a study of eyeblink conditioning by Kimble, Mann,
and Dufort (1955), adults received sixty pairings of a light (the CS) with a puff of
air to the eye (the US). A control group received the identical treatment for the
first twenty trials, but on trials 21–40 they received only the US. Finally, on trials
41–60 they again received paired presentations.

Experimental Control
Trials group group
1–20 CS → US CS → US

21–40 CS → US US
41–60 CS → US CS → US

How much should responding to the CS increase during trials 21–40? The exper-
imental group received 20 pairings of the CS and the US during this period, whereas
the control group received only the US. If pairing is important, responding to the
CS should increase in the experimental group; if presentation of the US by itself can
increase responding to a CS, then responding should also increase in the control
group. As shown in Figure 2.9, the rather remarkable result was that respond-
ing not only increased in the control group, it increased just as much as in the
experimental group.
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Figure 2.9 Pseudoconditioning. The experimental group received 60 pairings of a light with an air puff;
the control group received CS–US pairings on trials 1–20 and 41–60 but only the air puff was presented
during the intervening trials. (Adapted from Kimble, Mann, and Dufort, 1955.)
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Figure 2.10 Control groups for classical conditioning: (a) the unpaired control; (b) the random control.

An increase in responding to a CS caused by presentations of a US by itself is
called pseudoconditioning, and it is perhaps not as mysterious as it might seem.
In the case of eyeblink conditioning, puffs of air to the eye are likely to dry the
eye, making it more likely that subjects will blink whenever any sudden stimulus
is presented. (For another possible explanation, see Wickens and Wickens, 1942.)

Returning to the Watson and Raynor experiment, Albert’s fear might have been
because he associated the rat with the noise, but it also might have been caused
by repeated exposure to the rat (sensitization) or the noise (pseudoconditioning).
To demonstrate classical conditioning, we need to be sure that any increase in
responding is caused by pairing of the CS with the US, not just to presentation of
one of these stimuli.

One way to satisfy this requirement is to use an unpaired control – a group in
which the CS and the US are presented at widely separated times (Figure 2.10a).
Subjects in an unpaired control receive the same number of CS and US pre-
sentations as experimental subjects who receive normal conditioning, but the
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presentations are arranged so that the CS and US never occur together. If pairing
of a CS and a US produces an association, then the experimental group should
respond more; if responding is due simply to the combined effects of receiving
the CS and US separately, then responding in the two groups will be equal.

Still another possibility is to use a random control group – a group in which
the CS and the US are presented at entirely random intervals, with no relationship
between them. In this group, the US might sometimes precede the CS, sometimes
follow the US, and sometimes even occur during the CS (Figure 2.10b). In the
random control, therefore, the CS and the US will sometimes occur together, purely
by chance. Overall, though, there is no relationship between the two stimuli: The
US occurs just as often in the absence of the CS as in its presence.

The analysis we have been pursuing might seem rather technical – does the
precise design of the control group really matter? And the short answer is: yes.

Suppose, for example, that a study reported that Aids can be cured through
a therapy based on conditioning. It would clearly be vital to know whether the
treatment’s effectiveness was really due to conditioning, and this could be done
only if the study included appropriate controls for other explanations. Most appli-
cations of conditioning are not quite this dramatic, but we shall shortly encounter
evidence that conditioning influences behaviors as fundamental as fear, sexual
arousal, and craving for drugs. To evaluate this evidence, we must know whether
the results are truly due to conditioning.

Selecting the right control group, though, is not easy. As discussed in Chapter 1,
what control group we use depends on what explanation we are trying to evaluate,
and as our knowledge of a phenomenon increases, our understanding of the pro-
cesses involved inevitably changes. In the case of classical conditioning, it did not
occur to early researchers that presentations of the CS or US on their own could
affect responding; when these possibilities were recognized, the unpaired control
group was developed. Rescorla (1967) then identified another process that might
be important in conditioning (see our later discussion of contingency), and, because
the unpaired control did not control for this process, he advocated replacement of
the unpaired control by the random control. The random control was soon widely
adopted, but more recent research has made it clear that it too fails to control
for some processes, leading some researchers to advocate a return to the unpaired
control! (See, for example, Domjan, 2003.) The problem, in essence, is that no one
control group can control for all possible explanations; which control group you
use depends on which explanation you want to eliminate.

Although this back-and-forth might at first appear rather messy and chaotic,
it actually reflects an increasingly sophisticated understanding of conditioning.
On the surface a conditioning experiment couldn’t be simpler – we just pair a CS
and a US – but it turns out that each of these stimuli has multiple consequences,
and disentangling the processes involved has proved far from straightforward. (For
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further discussion see Gormezano, Kehoe, and Marshall, 1983; Williams, Overmier,
and LoLordo, 1992; Papini and Bitterman, 1993; Rescorla, 2000.) For the moment,
though, let us stop beating this not-quite-dead horse and accept that for our pur-
poses both the unpaired and the random control provide useful tools for assessing
conditioning. Armed with these tools, we can now return to the question of what
behaviors can be conditioned.

Autonomic and skeletal responses

One way of categorizing responses is by the subsystem of the nervous system
that controls them. Two semi-independent systems are involved in transmitting
impulses from the central nervous system to other parts of the body. The skeletal
nervous system controls striped muscles, so called because their alternating bands
of dark and light fibers give them a striated, or striped, appearance when examined
under a microscope. Most of the muscles we think of when we hear the word
muscle – biceps, triceps, deltoids, and so on – are actually striped muscles, whose
function is to adjust the position of the body in space. The autonomic nervous
system, on the other hand, controls the smooth muscles and glands, which are
involved in regulation of the internal environment. Smooth muscles, as you might
imagine, have a uniform or smooth appearance under the microscope; they are
responsible for movements within the body. Rhythmic contractions of the smooth
muscles lining the gullet, for example, are responsible for the movement of food
from the mouth to the stomach (contractions known as peristalsis); glands secrete
chemical substances such as adrenaline and saliva.

The skeletal nervous system is thus responsible for coping with the external
environment through bodily movement, whereas the autonomic nervous system
regulates the internal milieu. The bodily movements controlled by the skeletal
nervous system are called skeletal responses; the glandular and smooth mus-
cle activities controlled by the autonomic nervous system are called autonomic
responses. We will begin our discussion by looking at some examples of autonomic
behaviors that can be conditioned, and then turn to the possibility of conditioning
skeletal responses.

Arousal

When we encounter new or stressful situations, our bodies prepare for action
through a complex set of responses known collectively as arousal. The adrenal
gland secretes the hormone adrenaline, heart rate increases, blood pressure
changes, and so on. One component of arousal is perspiration, and we can mea-
sure this component by passing a very small electrical current through the skin
and measuring the current that is transmitted. The skin’s conductivity defines the
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galvanic skin response, or GSR, which is thus just a measure of perspiration:
The more we perspire, the more readily our skin conducts an electric current. By
measuring perspiration, therefore, the GSR gives us a simple index of a person’s
arousal. (The GSR is also sometimes referred to as the skin conductance response,
or SCR.)

Because it measures arousal, the GSR has been of considerable interest to psy-
chologists. It can be used to assess concentration – the harder subjects concentrate,
the more aroused they might become – and also the presence of emotions. The GSR
is used as the main component of polygraph, or lie detector, tests: When people are
lying, they tend to become aroused, so that by measuring the GSR we can obtain
indirect evidence about whether someone is lying.

(It is important to emphasize, however, that polygraph tests are very far from
infallible. The fact that someone becomes aroused when asked an incriminating
question does not necessarily mean that the person is lying; the person might just
be embarrassed or frightened.)

The important point in the present context is that arousal, as measured by the
GSR, is readily conditioned. If a person receives a mild electric shock, for example,
arousal occurs; if this shock is preceded by a tone, the tone will also acquire
the capacity to elicit the GSR. Champion and Jones (1961) have shown that this
increase is genuinely the result of classical conditioning: If the tone and shock are
presented separately, in an unpaired control group, the GSR to the tone does not
increase.

Blood sugar levels

A central concept in understanding the activities of the autonomic nervous system
is homeostasis. In order to survive, we have to maintain a stable environment
within our bodies. For example, we need to maintain the body’s temperature at
a constant level; deviations in any direction, either up or down, can have lethal
consequences. In a similar way, our bodies act to maintain constant levels of water,
energy, and so on. Systems that are organized in this way, to maintain constant
environments, are said to be homeostatic.

The autonomic nervous system plays a key role in maintaining stable condi-
tions, and research has suggested that many of these autonomic responses can
be conditioned. Instead of waiting until an external stimulus produces potentially
dangerous changes within the body, conditioning allows the body to anticipate
these changes and initiate processes that will counteract them. One example con-
cerns glucose levels in the blood. Glucose is a form of sugar, and it provides the
energy for activity within our cells. It is thus vital that adequate levels of glu-
cose be maintained. To find out if the processes involved could be conditioned,
Siegel (1972) gave rats injections of insulin, a hormone that reduces the amount of
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glucose in the blood. Pavlov had hypothesized that the physical cues associated
with the act of injecting a drug would act as conditioned stimuli, with the effects
of the drug within the body then becoming conditioned to these cues. To find
out if this had happened, Siegel now gave his subjects a test injection of saline, a
neutral fluid that normally has no effect.

As predicted, the saline injection elicited a strong conditioned response, but this
proved to be an increase in blood glucose, rather than the decrease produced by
the insulin. Appropriate controls showed that saline on its own does not have this
effect; the increase was due to the earlier pairings of the act of injection with
insulin.

Why was the conditioned response in this case the opposite of the unconditioned
response, when in every other example of classical conditioning we have encoun-
tered the two responses were the same? The answer, according to Eikelboom and
Stewart (1982), is that the conditioned and unconditioned responses in this situa-
tion are the same – it is just that we need to identify the unconditioned response
correctly. When insulin is injected, it produces a fall in blood glucose below the
optimal level; when the body senses this fall, it reacts by increasing glucose levels.
It is this compensatory response that is conditioned; by taking compensatory action
in advance of a disturbance, the body can minimize the disruption that is caused
(see also Siegel, 2005).

Pain

Siegel (1975) also investigated whether the effects of morphine can be conditioned.
Morphine is one of the most effective painkillers, or analgesic drugs, that we have.
With repeated administration, however, morphine loses its potency, a phenomenon
known as tolerance. The reason for this loss of potency, Siegel suggested, was
classical conditioning. As far as a person in pain is concerned, any reduction
in pain is highly desirable, but from the body’s point of view, the morphine is
interfering with the pain system that protects us by ensuring that we do react to
harmful experiences by feeling pain. Thus, when an injection of morphine reduces
pain, the body responds with an increased sensitivity to pain, or hyperalgesia,
to return sensitivity to its appropriate, homeostatic level. Siegel hypothesized that
this compensatory, hyperalgesic reaction would be conditioned to the cues of being
injected. Every time the morphine was administered, the conditioned hyperalgesic
response would become stronger, and this would explain why the morphine loses
its effectiveness: The analgesic effect of the morphine is opposed by the conditioned
hyperalgesic response.

To test this hypothesis, Siegel gave rats a series of morphine injections. If a
compensatory reaction had been conditioned to the cues of being injected, then
a test injection of saline should now cause an increase in the rats’ sensitivity
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to pain, rather than decreasing it as morphine does. To measure pain sensitivity,
Siegel used an ingeniously simple technique in which he placed the rats on a
moderately hot metal plate and recorded the time until the rats licked their paws;
the greater their pain sensitivity, the sooner they would lick their paws. Rats who
had previously received morphine, he found, were more sensitive to pain following
a saline test injection, and appropriate controls established that this was the result
of conditioning. (For comparable results in humans, see Flor et al., 2002.)

Siegel found that this compensatory reaction was conditioned not only to the
injection but also to the room in which the injection was given: Pain sensitivity
was greater in the room where morphine had been administered than in other
rooms. This effect, moreover, can be very powerful. Tiffany, Maude-Griffin, and
Drobes (1991) repeatedly injected rats with morphine in a distinctive environment.
When they later tested pain sensitivity in that environment following an injection
of morphine, they found that rats previously injected in that environment required
six times as much morphine as control rats did to produce a set level of analgesia.

Siegel has suggested that the conditioning of compensatory reactions to envi-
ronmental cues could also explain drug overdoses (for example, Siegel, 2001). As
implied by the very term “overdose,” it has long been assumed that such deaths are
caused by addicts injecting a much larger amount of heroin than they normally
use. Post-mortems, however, have shown that levels of morphine in victims’ blood
are generally no higher than in other addicts (for example, Monforte, 1977). Siegel
therefore suggested that the main cause of these deaths might be taking heroin
in an unfamiliar setting. He suggested that heroin elicited compensatory reactions
as the body tried to defend itself, and that these compensatory responses would
be conditioned to the environment in which the heroin is injected. If the addict
then takes heroin in a new setting, the conditioned compensatory reaction will be
weaker and the effects of the heroin correspondingly magnified.

To evaluate this hypothesis, Siegel (1984) interviewed individuals who had sur-
vived heroin overdoses; he found that 70% had taken their heroin in an unfamiliar
setting. Additional evidence comes from a study by Siegel et al. (1982) in which
rats received daily injections of heroin to develop their tolerance and were then
given a greatly increased dose. Of the rats given the overdose in the same environ-
ment as earlier injections, 32% died. If the overdose was administered in a different
environment, however, 64% of the subjects succumbed.

On a perhaps lighter note, the effects of alcohol also seem to be influenced by
conditioning. In one study by Remington, Roberts, and Glautier (1997), British
college students who consumed alcohol in a novel form – a blue, peppermint-
flavored beverage – were far more impaired on subsequent cognitive and motor
tasks than students who consumed exactly the same amount of alcohol in a form
much more familiar to them, a glass of beer. In the case of alcohol as in the case of
heroin, cues associated with consumption may come to elicit reactions that reduce
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the alcohol’s impact. (Should any practical applications of this principle occur to
you, you should of course ignore them.)

Skeletal responses

We have reviewed only a small sample of the autonomic responses that have been
conditioned. The full list is very long, and it now looks as if a high proportion of
the behaviors controlled by the autonomic nervous system, perhaps even all, can
be conditioned. What, then, of skeletal responses? Can they also be conditioned?

The answer is yes, but in this case the list is much smaller. The problem is that
conditioning requires an unconditioned stimulus capable of eliciting the desired
behavior, and the number of skeletal responses that can be elicited in this reflexive
way is relatively small. Where a suitable US exists – for example, a puff of air that
elicits an eyeblink – then skeletal responses can be conditioned, but most skeletal
behaviors – walking, pushing a button, driving a car – cannot. Novels in which
the protagonist is conditioned to assassinate the President when he hears a secret
word are thus exactly what they seem, fiction.

Conditioning motives and emotions

Conditioning cravings

The skeletal and autonomic responses we have examined so far have all involved
relatively discrete, easily specified responses such as salivation, blinking, and per-
spiration. In some cases, however, the conditioned response appears to be a moti-
vational state that can lead to any of a wide range of responses.

Hunger

To illustrate this distinction between a specific response and a motivational state,
consider the following experiment by Weingarten (1983). Seven hungry rats were
exposed to repeated pairings of a 4.5-minute tone with the presentation of food.
Then, in a test phase, the rats were given continuous access to food so that they
were sated. Nevertheless, when the tone was again presented, they immediately
began to eat, consuming approximately 20% of their normal daily ration within
a short period. A CS that had been paired with food, in other words, seemed to
acquire the capacity to elicit hunger, so that the rats would eat whenever the CS
was presented.

Similar effects have since been reported in research on humans. In one study,
participants were exposed to their favorite snack foods for several minutes and
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then given an opportunity to eat. Participants’ self-reports of how hungry they felt
more than doubled following exposure to the snacks, and not surprisingly those
who reported the greatest hunger also ate the most (Nederkoorn et al., 2004). You
may have experienced a comparable phenomenon in passing a bakery, where the
smell of freshly baked bread suddenly made you feel hungry. Simply seeing or
smelling a favorite food seems to trigger an urge to eat, a general motivational
state that can be satisfied by any of a wide range of specific behaviors, such as
buying the bread or hurrying home to prepare a meal.

In addition to influencing when we feel hungry, classical conditioning also
affects what foods we choose to satisfy that hunger. We tend to assume that our
food preferences are innate, and up to a point this is so – infants, for example,
have an innate preference for sweet tastes over bitter ones. In some cases, though,
the nutritive properties of food are not signaled by obvious properties such as
sweetness, and in these cases learning – and in particular, conditioning – seems
to play an important role. As one example, rats have been shown to develop a
preference for foods that are high in calories. In one experiment by Capaldi et al.
(1987), rats were given a liquid with a distinctive flavour and then, 30 minutes
later, a meal. The greater the caloric value of the meal, the more the rats preferred
that flavor in a later choice test. (See also Tarner, Frieman, and Mehiel, 2004.)

Finally, conditioning can also induce satiety: If a stimulus that has been asso-
ciated with high-calorie meals is presented to rats while they are eating, they will
reduce how much they eat. It thus appears that conditioning influences almost
every aspect of eating, from when we feel hungry to what foods we choose to
satisfy this hunger to when we stop eating. (For reviews, see Rozin and Zellner,
1985; Capaldi, 1996.)

Sexual arousal

There is also evidence that sexual arousal can be conditioned. Many experiments
have demonstrated the conditioning of sexual behavior in animals (see Domjan and
Holloway, 1997, for a review), and this research eventually led to attempts to see
if sexual arousal could also be conditioned in humans. In one early experiment,
Rachman and Hodgson (1968) recruited seven males to serve as subjects. The
unconditioned stimuli used to produce sexual arousal were 40 slides of nude
women. Each slide was preceded by a CS, a picture of knee-length, black, fur-
lined boots. The picture of the boots was projected for 30 seconds, followed by
10 seconds of one of the nude slides. To assess sexual arousal, penile erection was
measured by means of a rubber tube whose stretching could be monitored by an
automatic recording system.

Initially, none of the subjects showed any sign of arousal to the boots. After
only 30 pairings, however, strong arousal had been conditioned in five of the
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seven subjects, with an erection occurring every time the boots were presented.
This response, moreover, generalized to similar stimuli: Three of the subjects also
became aroused to brown fur boots, two to high-heeled black shoes, but none
to low-heeled black shoes or sandals. At the conclusion of the experiment, sex-
ual arousal to the boots was extinguished by repeatedly presenting the boots by
themselves.

This experiment might arouse mixed feelings – the thought of males now being
aroused by the sight of black boots is almost sinister in some ways, hilarious in
others. On its own, though, it is not conclusive, because there was no control
group to confirm that the observed change was due to pairing of the CS and the
US. A later study by Plaud and Martini (1999) remedied this defect by including
a random control; the results confirmed that sexual arousal can be conditioned in
males. This finding was further extended in an experiment by Hoffmann, Janssen,
and Turner (2004); the authors showed that sexual arousal can be conditioned
in females as well as males, and also raised the intriguing possibility that such
conditioning can occur without a person’s awareness. The CS was a photograph
of the abdomen of a member of the opposite sex, and the US was a 30-second
excerpt from an erotic movie. To ensure that participants would not be aware of
the CS, it was presented for only 30 ms, a period too short for conscious detection.
These brief presentations did seem to prevent awareness – when interviewed later,
none of the participants reported having seen the CS. Despite this, over trials there
was a significant increase in sexual arousal when the CS was presented in the
conditioning group; no such increase occurred in an unpaired control. (See also
Hoffman, 2011.)

There are still very few studies in this area, and we thus need to treat this
evidence with some caution. If confirmed, though, it could have important impli-
cations. If sexual arousal is conditioned to the stimuli present when we become
aroused, this could affect what stimuli we find exciting in the future. For exam-
ple, conditioning of this kind could play an important role in the development of
abnormal behaviors such as fetishes. In one case reported by McGuire, Carlisle,
and Young (1965), a 17-year-old male saw a girl dressed only in her underwear
through a window. Thereafter, he often masturbated while recalling this image and
eventually developed a strong sexual obsession with female underwear, which he
bought or stole. We don’t know whether all fetishes develop in this way, but it is
possible that classical conditioning plays a role in channeling our sexual desires.

Cravings for drugs

Further evidence for the conditioning of motivational states has come from
research on addictive drugs. For many years, anecdotal evidence suggested that
stimuli that are associated with the consumption of drugs can arouse intense
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cravings for these substances. Cigarette smokers, for example, often report a
strong desire to smoke on returning to locations where they typically smoke, and
similar effects have been reported in heroin and cocaine users.

To study this phenomenon in a more controlled situation, Bonson et al. (2002)
studied cravings for cocaine in a laboratory setting. In one session, cocaine addicts
were shown a videotape of other addicts taking cocaine, together with items used in
taking cocaine, such as a crack pipe and a razor blade. In a second, control session,
the addicts saw a videotape about art, together with items such as a paintbrush
and paper. At the end of each session, they were asked to rate their craving for
cocaine on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 represented no craving and 10 an extreme
craving. The average rating at the end of the control session was 1.4; at the end
of the cocaine-cue session it was 5.1. Seeing cues associated with drug use clearly
had a substantial impact on craving.

Similar results have been reported for drugs such as alcohol and cigarettes. In one
study by Droungas, Ehrman, Childress, and O’Brien (1995), cigarette smokers were
shown either a videotape during which participants smoked, a nature documentary,
or a film on industrial safety that included material on distressing accidents. At the
conclusion of each session, they were asked to rate their moods, and they were then
taken to a waiting room where they were given an opportunity to smoke while they
believed themselves to be unobserved. Subjects reported a significantly stronger
desire to smoke after seeing the smoking video, and when given an opportunity
they began smoking much sooner.

If the urge to drink or smoke is in part conditioned, it follows that it should be
possible to use extinction as part of therapeutic treatments to help individuals who
want to give up drinking or smoking. In one test of this possibility, Collins and
Brandon (2002) recruited college students who were moderate-to-heavy drinkers
for a study. In the first phase they were asked to sniff a cup containing beer
and then to rate their urge to drink. The rating scale ranged from 0 to 6, with 6
representing the maximum possible urge; the average rating was approximately
2.5. Participants were then given 7–10 trials in which they were exposed to the
sight and smell of the beer for approximately one minute at a time. They were
asked to rate their urge to drink at the end of each trial; by the end of this phase,
the average rating had fallen from 2.5 to 1.7. The desire to drink had not been
eliminated – not surprising, considering how long the habit had been established –
but just a few extinction trials did produce a significant reduction in the urge to
drink.

In addition to testing whether the urge to drink could be reduced through
exposure to alcohol-related cues, the study also examined the role of contextual
cues in this process. In our earlier discussion of extinction we saw that the effects
in rats are partly specific to the setting in which extinction occurs. To determine if
that would also be the case with humans, the authors asked participants to evaluate
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their urge to drink one final time. This final evaluation was conducted either in
the same room as the extinction trials or in a different room. When the test was in
the same room, the urge to drink remained low: Participants rated their desire for
a drink as 1.7 in both contexts. When the test was conducted in a different room,
however, the urge to drink increased to 2.6, almost the same as it had been before
extinction. Confirming Bouton’s findings in rats, the effects of extinction seemed
to be confined to the room in which it occurred.

In a final, clever twist, the authors also ran a third group which, like the sec-
ond group, was tested in a new room. However, the test room now contained a
distinctive cue that had been present throughout the extinction trials, namely a
green plastic clipboard and an unusual pen. (They had been used for completing
the rating forms during extinction.) The authors’ reasoning was that if the test
environment resembled the extinction environment more closely, the effects of
extinction would be more likely to generalize, and that was indeed the result:
When the pen and clipboard were present, the urge to drink remained low. In
practical terms, this study suggests that extinction of cravings could play a useful
role as part of a wider program for treating addiction, but that such programs need
to ensure that cravings are extinguished not only in the therapeutic setting but also
more widely. (For further discussion of the role of conditioning in addiction, see
Lowman, Hunt, Litten, and Drummond, 2000; Siegel et al., 2000; Drobes, Saladin,
and Tiffany, 2001; MacKillop and Lisman, 2005.)

Conditioning aversions

Just as stimuli associated with attractive outcomes can motivate behavior to obtain
these outcomes, stimuli associated with harmful outcomes can arouse motives
directed toward avoiding these outcomes.

Fear

One example is fear. If a child is bitten by a dog, encountering that dog again
would be likely to arouse intense fear, which would then motivate behavior to get
away from it.

To study the processes involved, we first need some way to measure fear, and
one useful solution is the GSR. However, the GSR is really a measure of arousal
rather than fear per se, so that increases in the GSR don’t necessarily indicate fear.
Also, for ethical reasons most GSR studies have been restricted to relatively mild
aversive stimuli, and the results are thus not necessarily a good guide to how fear
would develop in more traumatic situations.

To overcome these limitations, many studies of fear conditioning have used rats
as subjects. Fear has been measured using the conditioned emotional response
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(CER) procedure, a technique developed by Estes and Skinner (1941). The first
step in this procedure is to train the rats to press a bar to obtain food. At first,
the rats receive a pellet of food for every press, but the proportion of responses
that produce food is gradually reduced, until eventually the rats will press the bar
steadily, without pausing, for long periods. At this point, the experimenters can
present the conditioned stimulus that they want to test. When rats in a confined
space are frightened, they tend to freeze, with the result that they are less likely to
press the bar. By counting the number of bar-presses made in the presence of the
test stimulus, therefore, we obtain a simple and objective measure of the rats’ fear.

In practice, a more useful index of fear is obtained by calculating a statistic
known as a suppression ratio. If a tone is presented for three minutes, for example,
we count the number of bar-presses that occur not only during the tone (B) but
also during the preceding three minutes (A). The suppression ratio is then defined
as

suppression ratio = B
A + B

Suppose, for example, that a rat responded 50 times during the period before
the tone was presented. If the tone were not frightening, the rat would continue to
respond at roughly the same rate in its presence, so that it would also respond 50
times during period B. The suppression ratio would thus be

B
A + B

= 50
50 + 50

= 0.5

If, on the other hand, the tone elicited fear, the rat would freeze for as long as
the tone was on, yielding a suppression ratio of

B
A + B

= 0
50 + 0

= 0

We thus have a somewhat unusual measure in which a lower score represents
greater fear, with 0 representing the maximum measurable fear and 0.50 repre-
senting no fear.

Using the CER as a measure, many experiments have demonstrated that fear
does become conditioned to stimuli that precede aversive events. To cite just one
example, Annau and Kamin (1961) trained rats to press a bar to earn food, and then
occasionally presented a 3-minute noise followed by an electric shock. Different
groups received shock intensities varying from 0.28 to 2.91 milliamps; Figure 2.11
shows the suppression ratios for the different groups on successive conditioning
trials.

The first time the noise was presented, on day 1, it produced no fear in any of
the groups (a suppression ratio of 0.50). In the group that received a very mild
shock (0.28 volts), this remained the case on subsequent days: Presentation of
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Figure 2.11 Acquisition of a conditioned emotional response (CER) over 10 days. Different groups
received electrical shocks ranging in intensity from 0.28 milliamps to 2.91 milliamps. (Annau and Kamin,
1961.)

the noise had no effect on bar pressing, and the suppression ratio remained at
0.50. For subjects receiving 0.49 milliamps, responding was reduced by the noise,
leading to a sharp fall in the suppression ratio. As training continued, however,
the noise began to have less effect, and the suppression ratio began to increase.
A noise paired with a mild shock, in other words, did induce fear at first, but
with continued exposure subjects seemed to adapt to the shock and find it less
frightening. Finally, when more severe shocks were used, a single conditioning
trial was sufficient to suppress responding almost totally (the suppression ratio
on trial 2 was close to 0), and it remained suppressed on subsequent trials. These
results suggest that more intense shocks produce stronger conditioning of fear,
and that this fear is more likely to endure.

Taste-aversion learning

Another situation in which negative states become conditioned involves illness.
If you have ever had the experience of becoming ill after eating contaminated
food, for example, you may have found that the nausea you experienced became
associated with the food, so that tasting or even smelling that food in the future
was enough to make you feel ill.

In one of the first experimental demonstrations of such taste-aversion learning,
Garcia and Koelling (1966) began by offering rats a choice between two water
bottles, one of which contained normal water and the other a water solution with
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a distinctive flavor. Once they had established that the rats had no preference
between the two, they ran a conditioning phase in which the rats were allowed
to drink the flavored water for 20 minutes and then were exposed to X-rays that
would make them ill. After the rats had recovered, Garcia and Koelling again
offered them a choice between the two solutions. They found that while the rats
were still willing to drink the normal water, consumption of the flavored water
that had been followed by illness was substantially reduced. It appeared that the
aversive properties of illness had been conditioned to the taste that preceded it.
(See the discussion of the adaptive value of preparedness in Chapter 3 for a fuller
account of this study.)

In the Garcia and Koelling study, no direct measure of the conditioned response
was available; the experimenters could only infer that the flavor made the rats
feel ill from the fact that they refused to drink it. In some subsequent studies,
however, this assumption has been confirmed more directly. In one dramatic study
by Gustavson et al. (1974), coyotes were made ill after eating meat; the next time
they were offered this meat, they all avoided it and some actually vomited.

These results suggest that the taste of the meat elicited a conditioned state of
nausea. Moreover, other results suggest that tastes that are paired with illness can
themselves become repugnant. In a survey by Logue, Ophir, and Strauss (1981),
65% of the college students interviewed reported at least one aversion to a food
that had been acquired through association with illness, and of this subgroup
83% reported that the food tasted aversive. (See also Berridge, 2000.) Interestingly,
many reported disliking this taste even though they knew that their illness had
actually been caused by something else, such as the flu. Such results suggest that
classical conditioning may not be a conscious or rational process: Even if we are
confident that a CS will no longer be followed by a US – that eating a certain food
will not make us ill, or that new techniques mean that going to a dentist will not
be painful – the CS might still elicit feelings of fear or nausea. We will discuss this
possibility further in Chapter 3.

One particularly unfortunate situation in which taste-aversion learning is now
thought to play a role is chemotherapy. Many cancer patients who receive
chemotherapy lose weight, and it was generally assumed that this weight loss
reflected a direct effect on metabolic processes. Bernstein (1978), however, sug-
gested that at least part of this weight loss might be due to classical conditioning.
Perhaps, she suggested, the foods eaten before each treatment become aversive
through conditioning. As treatment continues, and more and more foods are fol-
lowed by illness, patients’ normal diet may increasingly elicit feelings of nausea,
leading to the observed reduction in the amount eaten.

To test this hypothesis, Bernstein gave a group of cancer patients a distinctively
flavored ice cream to eat one hour before undergoing chemotherapy. As predicted,
they developed an aversion to this flavor. These results suggest that at least some
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of the weight loss caused by chemotherapy could be due to taste-aversion learning
(see also Jacobsen et al., 1993; Schafe and Bernstein, 1996). If so, it may prove
possible to reduce this harmful effect in the future by applying conditioning princi-
ples – for example, by having patients eat a special diet before treatment sessions,
so that conditioning will occur to this food rather than to the normal diet. (See
Stockhorst et al., 1998, for a successful application.)

Evaluative conditioning

One interesting aspect of taste-aversion learning is that it does not simply result
in the taste eliciting nausea; it also seems to alter perceptions of the taste itself.
Coyotes react with seeming repugnance to the taste of a food previously paired
with illness, spitting it out; people report that the taste has become repulsive,
so that even if they know that the food didn’t really make them ill, they still
can’t stand its taste. Might this be a more general phenomenon? Could it be that
whenever a US elicits emotional responses, these feelings become conditioned to
the stimuli that are present? Or, put another way, is the CS simply a signal that
the US is coming, or does conditioning change our feelings about the CS itself?

Evidence that conditioning does change our feelings about the CS comes from
evaluative conditioning, a phenomenon in which the hedonic value of the US – the
extent to which it causes us pleasure or pain – become transferred to stimuli that
precede it. In one of the first studies of this phenomenon, Razran (1938) showed
people photographs of female college students and asked them to evaluate each
woman’s beauty, intelligence, and likeability. Two weeks later participants were
shown some of the photographs again, but this time while eating a free lunch
(see also Razran, 1954). Finally, several hours later they were asked to evaluate
the photographs again. The surprising result was that the women who had been
seen while the judges were eating were rated as significantly more likeable and
attractive.

Although this result provides gratifying support for one bit of folk wisdom –
the way to a man’s heart really is through his stomach – it is also perplexing. At a
rational level it doesn’t seem to make sense – surely we shouldn’t judge people by
whether we are eating when we meet them? It perhaps becomes more comprehensi-
ble, though, if thought of as part of a more general tendency to seek out situations
where we experience pleasure and avoid situations where we experience pain. If
you suffer in a certain environment, for example, it makes sense that you should
develop an aversion to that environment and thus avoid it in the future. In this
sense evaluative conditioning can be seen as just one more example of the condi-
tioning of emotions; what it adds to earlier research is the suggestion that condi-
tioning can result not just in elicitation of an emotion – feeling excited or fearful
about some forthcoming event – but also a change in our liking of the CS itself.
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Evaluative conditioning could influence our feelings about a very wide range
of stimuli, from what foods we like to what political parties we support. Political
parties often have patriotic music or the national flag in the background of rallies
and advertisements, and they could be trying to capitalize on evaluative condi-
tioning, with the positive emotions elicited by the music or the flag being subtly
transferred to the candidate. (See Fazio and Olson, 2003, and Crano and Prislin,
2006, for further discussion.) However, the evidence for the existence of evaluative
conditioning has been challenged. One problem is that the effects observed in the
laboratory are often small. On the other hand, the unconditioned stimuli used in
these studies are generally quite mild – for example, a picture of an ice cream
sundae rather than a real sundae – and the number of pairings small. In real life,
especially with more potent stimuli and more frequent pairings, the effects might
be much stronger.

A further problem is that the early studies did not employ adequate controls, so
that it was not clear whether their results were really due to conditioning – that is, to
pairings of a CS with a US. (See Field and Davey, 1999, and Lovibond and Shanks,
2002, for discussions of this problem.) More recent studies have employed tighter
controls, and the results have confirmed that changes in participants’ evaluations
of stimuli have been due to pairings of these stimuli with other, more attractive
stimuli (for example, Stevenson, Boakes, and Prescott, 1998; Field and Moore,
2005; Vansteenwegen et al., 2006). Thus while the issue is not yet entirely settled,
it does currently look as if evaluative conditioning is a real phenomenon, and
potentially an important one. (For a review, see De Houwer, Thomas, and Baeyens,
2001.)

Applications

By studying conditioning in the highly controlled environment of the laboratory,
Pavlov and his successors hoped to be able to tease apart the complex processes
involved in the formation of associations. The laboratory, though, was not an
end in itself – the ultimate goal was always to apply the knowledge gained in
the laboratory to helping people in real life. In this section, we will examine two
attempts that have been made to apply conditioning principles, to phobias and
alcoholism.

Phobias

The first speculations about the possibility of applying classical conditioning prin-
ciples to practical problems appeared in the Watson and Raynor (1920) study in
which they conditioned “Little Albert” to fear a white rat. At the end of their
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report, they suggested that fear conditioning in children of the kind that they had
demonstrated might explain many of the phobias and anxieties found in adults. If
so, then it should also be possible to use conditioning principles to eliminate these
fears.

Systematic desensitization

One of their suggestions for eliminating fear was to associate the feared stimulus
with a pleasurable experience, such as eating or sexual stimulation. The pleasant
feelings elicited by these events would be incompatible with fear, they reasoned,
so that if these reactions could be conditioned, then fear might be suppressed. This
is, of course, the counterconditioning procedure originally described by Pavlov.
The first human application of this strategy was in an experiment by Mary Cover
Jones (1924). One of her subjects, a boy named Peter, was terrified of rabbits, and,
following Watson and Raynor’s suggestion, she resolved to introduce the rabbit
while Peter was engaged in the pleasurable activity of eating.

She introduced the rabbit only gradually, on the eminently reasonable assump-
tion that simply dropping the rabbit on to Peter’s lap while he was eating would
not have produced the desired effect. Instead, she introduced the rabbit gradually
over a period of days, first keeping it at a distance and then moving it progressively
closer to the boy’s chair. The result was nothing short of spectacular, as Peter not
only lost all fear of the rabbit but actively began to seek out opportunities to play
with it.

Despite the impressive success of this treatment, there was little further research
for 30 years. The next significant development was not until the mid 1950s,
when Joseph Wolpe (1958) reported a therapy he had developed called systematic
desensitization. Wolpe’s technique was similar to that of Jones, except that he
used relaxation rather than eating as the response to be conditioned. Also, instead
of actually presenting the fear stimuli, he asked his patients to imagine the stimuli.
A therapist using Wolpe’s technique would ask patients to describe situations that
frightened them and then would arrange these stimuli in a hierarchy based on how
much fear they produced. A patient who had a fear of snakes, for example, might
find the idea of looking at a toy snake to be only somewhat threatening. Other
stimuli involving snakes would then be arranged in ascending order according
to their fearfulness, until the most frightening situation was reached – perhaps
picking up a live snake. The therapist would train the patient in special techniques
to encourage deep relaxation (see Wolpe and Lazarus, 1966). Typically, a patient
would start with the lowest stimulus in the hierarchy and visualize that frightening
scene while trying to relax. Only when the patient reported complete relaxation
while imagining that scene would the therapist ask the patient to visualize the
next scene, and so on.
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Wolpe reported remarkable success with this technique in eliminating phobias,
and subsequent studies have largely confirmed his claims. In a study by Paul
(1969), for example, students who had severe anxieties about public speaking were
treated with either systematic desensitization or insight-oriented psychotherapy
(which focuses on identifying the cause of the phobia). When examined two years
later, 85% of those given desensitization showed significant improvement relative
to pretreatment levels, compared with 50% in a psychotherapy group and only
22% in an untreated control group. The effectiveness of systematic desensitization
varies depending on the phobia being treated, but it is one of the most effective
treatments currently available for phobias involving specific objects such as snakes
or blood, or activities such as flying (Borden, 1992; Thyer and Birsinger, 1994).

Exposure therapy

One limitation to the effectiveness of systematic desensitization is that the con-
ditioned stimulus is imagined rather than experienced directly. In some cases,
patients have overcome their fear of an imagined stimulus such as a snake only
to find themselves still fearful when they encountered a snake in real life. To
overcome this problem, many therapists now use an exposure treatment in which
patients are exposed to the stimuli that actually frighten them. As in systematic
desensitization, exposure is gradual, starting with situations that elicit minimal
fear and advancing only gradually to more frightening situations. Patients are
still encouraged to relax, but this element of the treatment typically receives less
emphasis because of the difficulties of remaining fully relaxed while engaged in
physical activities such as moving toward a snake. Exposure is thus closer to
straightforward extinction, in contrast to systematic desensitization’s emphasis on
counterconditioning, but it too has proven very effective (for example, Öst, Stridh,
and Wolf, 1998; Barlow, Raffa, and Cohen, 2002).

The origin of phobias

Watson and Raynor suggested that phobias are caused by conditioning, and thus
that it should also be possible to eliminate them using conditioning principles such
as extinction and counterconditioning. The success of systematic desensitization
and exposure therapy has left little doubt about the value of conditioning principles
in treating phobias, but there has been continuing controversy about the role of
conditioning in causing phobias. When phobics have been interviewed to determine
the origins of their phobias, some have been able to remember traumatic incidents
that triggered their phobias but some have not. In a representative study by Öst and
Hugdahl (1981), 58% of the phobics that were interviewed could recall traumatic
incidents that triggered their phobias, but 42% could not.
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Several explanations have been proposed to account for cases where phobias
do not appear to be due to conditioning. In some cases, the cause appears to
be vicarious learning, in which individuals learn that a stimulus is dangerous
because they see someone else being injured. In one such case, a boy developed a
severe dental phobia when he accompanied a friend to the dentist and the dentist’s
drill accidentally punctured his friend’s cheek (Öst, 1985, cited by Barlow and
Durand, 1995). These cases can be viewed as examples of conditioning, rather
than exceptions, if we assume that animals and humans are innately programmed
to become distressed when they see another member of their species hurt. If a
young monkey sees his mother becoming frightened when she encounters a snake,
for example, it would clearly be advantageous for the infant to learn to associate
snakes with fear. In the course of evolution, the sight of others’ distress could thus
have become an unconditioned stimulus for anxiety – indeed, the boy who saw his
friend injured became so distressed that he ran from the dentist’s office. (For more
direct evidence that the sight of others in distress can lead to the conditioning of
fear, see Mineka and Cook, 1986, and Gerull and Rapee, 2002.)

What of cases in which phobics cannot recall any traumatic incident, whether
involving themselves or others? One possibility is that such incidents occurred
but were forgotten. This might at first seem implausible – surely someone who
experienced a trauma severe enough to produce a phobia would remember it? –
but people’s memories for painful incidents are surprisingly poor. In one study cited
by Loftus (1993), a survey of 1,500 people who had been hospitalized within the
preceding year revealed that 25% could not recall this hospitalization! Moreover,
memory seems to be particularly poor for incidents experienced when we are
young, which is when many phobias develop. (See, for example, Henry et al.,
1994.)

The issue of how phobias arise is still controversial, but it does look as if a
very substantial proportion of specific phobias – those involving specific stimuli
such as snakes and spiders – are due to conditioning. (For divergent views on
the possibility of other causes, see Mineka and Öhman, 2002, and Poulton and
Menzies, 2002.)

Aversion therapy

A second major application of conditioning principles has been aversion therapy,
in which the goal is not to eliminate fear but rather to harness it to produce
avoidance of a harmful situation. This principle is by no means new, with some
of the most imaginative – and gruesome – applications stemming from ancient
times. Pliny the Elder, for example, recommended a treatment for alcoholism that
consisted of covertly putting the putrid body of a dead spider in the bottom
of the alcoholic’s tankard. When the drinker would innocently tip the contents
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into his mouth, the resulting revulsion and nausea supposedly would deter him
from ever drinking again. A somewhat more modern example (technically, at
any rate) involved the treatment of a 14-year-old boy who wanted to give up
smoking (Raymond, 1964). The boy was given injections of apomorphine, a drug
that produces intense nausea, and each injection was timed so that it would take
effect while the boy was in the middle of smoking.

On the first occasion he was given an injection of apomorphine 1/20g, and after seven
minutes he was told to start smoking. At eleven minutes he became nauseated and vomited
copiously. Four days later he came for the second treatment, and said that he still had the
craving for cigarettes, but had not in fact smoked since the previous session because he
felt nauseated when he tried to light one . . . Two months later he left school and started
working. He said he had “got a bit down” at work and wanted to “keep in with the others,”
so he had accepted a proffered cigarette. He immediately felt faint and hot, and was unable
to smoke. It is now a year since his treatment, and his parents confirm that he no longer
smokes. (Raymond, 1964, p. 290)

Although Raymond’s results were highly impressive, early attempts to apply his
procedures to problems such as smoking and alcoholism were less successful. In
retrospect, the main problem in these early studies was probably the unconditioned
stimulus used. Raymond used apomorphine; because this is a dangerous drug that
requires medical supervision, many of the early follow-up studies used electric
shock instead. As we saw in our discussion of preparedness, however, stimuli such
as the taste of alcohol or the odor of cigarette smoke are difficult to associate with
shock, and this could account for the higher failure rate in these studies (Lamon,
Wilson, and Leaf, 1977). Once research on taste-aversion learning in rats made
this problem clear, researchers switched to USs that would be easier to associate.
For alcoholism, nausea-inducing drugs such as Antabuse are now used.

A further problem in the early studies was that even where treatment was effec-
tive initially, patients often relapsed when treatment was discontinued. The cause
was probably discrimination learning, as patients would have rapidly learned that
whereas drinking alcohol in the clinical setting was followed by illness, drink-
ing in their neighborhood bar or with friends had no such consequences. Rather
than learning not to drink, they simply learned not to drink in the presence of
the experimenter! More recent studies have therefore incorporated other forms of
training to help patients cope with temptation once treatment has ceased.

One approach has been to provide counseling during treatment to teach
strategies for coping with the urge to smoke or drink when it arises. Another
approach has been to provide posttreatment “booster” sessions to help maintain
the aversion established during treatment. In one study using this approach,
Boland, Mellor, and Revusky (1978) paired alcohol with lithium during treatment
and arranged additional conditioning trials after patients had been discharged.
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When they assessed their patients six months after discharge, they found that 50%
of the chronic alcoholics in the treatment group were still abstinent, compared
with only 12% of the controls.

The use of multicomponent treatments in which aversion therapy has been
combined with other approaches has contributed to an improvement in the long-
term effectiveness of aversion therapy (Hall, Rugg, Tunstall, and Jones, 1984;
O’Farrell et al., 1996). In a review, Elkins (1991) reported that approximately 60%
of alcoholics treated with aversion therapy were still abstinent one year after
treatment, an impressive result for a problem that is notoriously difficult to treat.
However, this does not mean that aversion therapy is always appropriate. The
need for hospitalization means that aversion therapy for alcoholism is expensive,
and its unpleasant nature leads to higher drop-out rates during treatment. Where
milder forms of treatment are possible, therefore, they are preferred. For patients
suffering from chronic alcoholism, however, aversion therapy appears to be an
effective alternative.

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

� The British Associationists proposed that the crucial process underlying human
thought is the formation of associations between ideas.

� Pavlov developed a practical technique for studying this, by exposing dogs to
pairings of a light with food. The amount of salivation to the light indicated
the strength of the association, thereby providing an objective technique for
tracking the formation of associations.

� Classical conditioning is defined as a change in behavior that is the result of
pairing a stimulus (the conditioned stimulus, or CS) with a stimulus that reliably
elicits a response (the unconditioned stimulus, or US). Control groups are needed
to establish that learning is really due to pairing of these stimuli.

� Conditioning is not confined to salivation. Virtually all behaviors that can be
elicited by an unconditioned stimulus can be conditioned, including autonomic
responses such as those controlling blood sugar and pain.

� Conditioning also affects our desires and cravings; examples include hunger,
fear, sexual arousal, and cravings for drugs. There is also evidence that condi-
tioning can affect our feelings about the CS itself, a phenomenon called evalu-
ative conditioning.

� Pavlov also found that a conditioned response could be weakened or extin-
guished by presenting the conditioned stimulus on its own. Extinction involves
the formation of a new, inhibitory connection between the CS and the US.

� Among the other phenomena discovered by Pavlov were second-order condi-
tioning, counterconditioning, generalization, and discrimination.
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� Practical applications of conditioning principles include the most effective thera-
pies currently available for phobias (systematic desensitization and exposure
therapy), and aversion therapy for alcoholism.

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 Why did Pavlov’s research attract so much attention?

2 What were the laws of association according to the British Associationists?

3 Why did Pavlov attribute extinction to an inhibitory process? What evidence
supports his interpretation?

4 What is an unpaired control group? Why is it necessary?

5 What autonomic and skeletal behaviors can be classically conditioned? Why
is the CR sometimes different from the UR?

6 What is the difference between an overt response and a motivational state?
What evidence suggests that motivational or emotional states can be
classically conditioned?

7 When drug addicts are undergoing treatment for their habits, talking about
drugs in a therapy group will sometimes elicit withdrawal symptoms. How
could this behavior be explained by classical conditioning? (Hint: What does
homeostasis suggest should happen when a drug is administered?)

8 Suppose you suddenly realized that your supply of a medication you really
needed was running low and you wouldn’t be able to obtain any more for
another day. What could you do to increase its effectiveness in the meantime?

9 Describe the CER procedure and the use of suppression ratios to measure fear.

10 What evidence suggests that a taste paired with illness will itself become
aversive?

11 It is often said that the way to a man’s heart is through his stomach. What
research on conditioning supports this claim? How?

12 How could the Pavlovian concepts of generalization and counterconditioning
be used to account for the success of systematic desensitization?

13 Can conditioning principles account for the development of phobias?
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We have seen that classical conditioning is not just a neat way to get dogs to
salivate; it affects crucial aspects of our behavior, including fear, sexual arousal,
and drug addiction. Our goal in this chapter, therefore, will be to gain a deeper
understanding of conditioning. We will begin by looking at the principles of
conditioning: What factors determine how strongly a response will be conditioned?
We will then look at theories of conditioning: What is the nature of the learning
processes that eventually produce the drops of salivation or the surge in fear?
Along the way, we will encounter issues such as whether people can be conditioned
without their awareness, why advertising is effective, and why basketball coaches
sometimes fundamentally misunderstand their sport!

Principles of conditioning

The British Associationists, sitting in their armchairs several centuries ago, identi-
fied a number of laws of association, of which the most important were contiguity,
frequency, and intensity. We will begin our survey of the principles of conditioning
by considering the extent to which these laws have been supported by experiments.
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Figure 3.1 Paradigms for four varieties of classical conditioning. The bars on the time line indicate
periods during which a stimulus is presented. In simultaneous conditioning, for example, the US occurs at
the same time as the CS and for the same duration.

Contiguity, frequency, and intensity

Contiguity

The most important principle of association was thought to be contiguity. The
very concept of an association – a bond between two events that occur together –
implicitly assumes that contiguity is necessary, and considerable effort has been
devoted to exploring the role of contiguity in classical conditioning.

As with most other aspects of conditioning, Pavlov was the first to investigate
the role of contiguity in establishing a strong conditioned response. He exper-
imented with four different temporal arrangements between the CS and the US
(see Figure 3.1). In delay conditioning, once the CS came on, it remained on until
the US was presented. In trace conditioning the CS was terminated before the
US began. As the British Associationists would have predicted, Pavlov found that
conditioning was much stronger in the delay conditioning paradigm, where the CS
and US were on at the same time.

Subsequent research confirmed Pavlov’s findings. In a typical study, Moeller
(1954) looked at the effects of the CS–US interval on GSR conditioning. He used
a trace conditioning paradigm in which a brief burst of white noise (100 ms) was
followed after a delay by a weak electric shock, with the interval between the
onset of the CS and the onset of the US (the interstimulus interval, or ISI) set at
either 250, 450, 1,000, or 2,500 milliseconds (ms). Moeller’s results are illustrated
in Figure 3.2, which shows that the strength of the conditioned response was
greatest in the group with a 450-ms gap, conditioning was weaker with a delay of
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Figure 3.2 GSR conditioning as a function of the CS–US interval during training. (Adapted from Moeller,
1954.)

one second, and virtually no conditioning occurred when the delay was increased
to 2.5 seconds. Both the optimum interval and the maximum interval that will
sustain conditioning vary somewhat for different responses (see Cooper, 1991, for
a discussion of why this might be), but as a general rule the shorter the interval
between the CS and US, the better the conditioning.

In Pavlov’s third basic procedure, simultaneous conditioning, the CS and the US
come on at the same time. According to the British Associationists, simultaneous
conditioning should be the optimal procedure for producing conditioning – two
stimuli can’t be any closer than being on simultaneously. That, however, was not
at all what Pavlov found: When he presented the CS and the US simultaneously, he
found virtually no conditioning, and this result has been confirmed in subsequent
experiments. (We’ve already encountered an indirect example in Figure 3.2 – when
the tone and shock were very close, 250 ms, conditioning was actually poorer than
when the gap was 450 ms.)

Why should this be? Why, if contiguity is so important, is an association not
formed when two stimuli are as close as it is possible to be, occurring at exactly
the same time? The perhaps surprising answer seems to be that an association is
formed, it is just that this association is not translated into a conditioned response
(see, for example, Rescorla, 1980b; Matzel, Held, and Miller, 1988). Consider a
dog in a delay conditioning procedure/experiment in which a tone comes on first,
followed by food. In this condition the tone has predictive value – it warns the
dog that food is about to appear. The dog can then prepare for the arrival of this
food by salivating, which will allow it to digest the food more efficiently. If the
tone and food come on at the same time, however, then the tone has no predictive
value – the dog doesn’t need the tone to tell it that food is coming, the food has
already appeared! In other words, it appears that a CS will elicit a response only if
the CS has adaptive value – that is, it will allow the dog (or person) to prepare for
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the forthcoming US. If the CS and the US come on simultaneously, the CS has no
predictive value, and it will not elicit a preparatory response.

Something similar seems to happen in Pavlov’s fourth basic procedure, back-
ward conditioning. In backward conditioning the US is presented first, and only
then the CS. As in simultaneous conditioning, backward conditioning does not pro-
duce a conditioned response, and again the explanation seems to be that, although
an association is formed, the CS does not predict the imminent occurrence of a
US, and thus there is no point in responding to it (see Matzel et al., 1988). In fact,
because the CS in backward conditioning is normally followed by a long period in
which the US does not occur, the CS actually signals a reduced likelihood of the
US occurring rather than an increased likelihood, and for this reason backward
conditioning can lead to a CS acquiring inhibitory properties (e.g., Cole and Miller,
1999). For our purposes, though, the main point is that conditioning really does
depend critically on the time between the CS and the US. The closer the two stimuli
are (as long as they are not simultaneous!), the stronger the conditioning will be,
and conversely if the gap is too long – in the case of GSR conditioning, just a few
seconds – then conditioning will not occur at all.

Why, then, doesn’t the CS elicit a conditioned response? The most likely expla-
nation is that the CS in this situation has no predictive value. In most conditioning
experiments, the CS precedes the US, and the CS thus allows the subject to take
preparatory action. If a light is paired with a puff of air to the eye, for example,
then subjects blink when the puff is due, thereby protecting their eyes. If a light and
an air puff are presented simultaneously, however, there is no time to prepare. As
we shall see shortly, conditioning is an adaptive process whose purpose is to allow
organisms to prepare for forthcoming events. When responding would serve no
purpose, as in simultaneous and backward conditioning, it would be pointless to
respond, and the processes involved in conditioning seem to have evolved so as to
ensure that we respond only in situations where a response would be helpful. (For
evidence that excitatory associations can be also formed during backward pairings,
even though no response is made, see Albert and Ayres, 1997, and Williams and
Hurlburt, 2000.)

Frequency

A second variable that the British Associationists thought determined the strength
of an association between two events was the frequency of their pairing. Pavlov’s
research on salivary conditioning strongly supported this view (see Figure 2.3) and
so has subsequent research. In general, the strength of the conditioned response
seems to increase most during the early trials of conditioning, with the rate of
increase gradually declining as training continues, until performance eventually
reaches a stable plateau, or asymptote.
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Intensity

The third major principle proposed by the British Associationists was that the
strength of any association depends on the vividness or intensity of the stimuli
involved. Associations involving emotional or traumatic events, for example, were
thought to be better remembered. Again, research on conditioning strongly sup-
ports this principle. Annau and Kamin (1961), for example, found that the amount
of fear conditioned to a tone depends on the intensity of the shock that follows
the tone (see Figure 2.11). There is also evidence that the intensity of the CS is of
some importance, although this effect appears weaker (see Grice, 1968).

On the whole, then, the armchair speculations of the British Associationists have
been impressively confirmed by research under controlled conditions. Associative
learning really does depend on the contiguity and intensity of the CS and the US,
and on the frequency of their pairing.

Challenges to contiguity

Until 1966, all the available evidence converged on a coherent and satisfying
picture of conditioning in which the foundation stone was contiguity: If two
events are contiguous, then an association will be formed between them. The
strength of this association might be modulated by other factors such as the
intensity of the stimuli involved. Fundamentally, though, conditioning appeared
to be a simple process in which associations were automatically formed between
contiguous events. In 1966, however, two landmark papers were published in
Psychonomic Science, ironically a relatively obscure journal with a reputation for
publishing competent but minor studies. These two papers posed a fundamental
challenge to traditional views of the role of contiguity and unleashed an intellectual
ferment – revolution would not be too strong a word – that is still continuing.

Contingency

The first of these papers was the work of Robert Rescorla, then a graduate student
at the University of Pennsylvania. In his paper, Rescorla suggested that contiguity
between two events was not sufficient for conditioning; something more was
needed. Specifically, he suggested that a CS must not only be contiguous with
a US but must also be an accurate predictor of the occurrence of the US. To
understand what he meant by this, consider the situations outlined in Figure 3.3,
in which a series of tones and shocks are presented. In situation a, the shock
sometimes occurs while the tone is on, but not when it is off. The tone is thus a
useful predictor of the shock; shock is more likely when the tone is on. But now
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Figure 3.3 An illustration of contingency. The period during which a tone is present is indicated by a
shaded bar, and the presentation of a shock is indicated by a solid bar. In situation a, a shock is
sometimes presented while the tone is on but never when the tone is absent. In b, shocks are also
sometimes presented during the tone but now shocks are also presented in the absence of the tone. (As
indicated by the broken lines, both groups received the same number of shocks in the presence of the CS;
they differ only in what happens in the absence of the tone.) In situation a there is a contingency between
the tone and the shock – the onset of the tone tells you that there is now a greater danger of shock. In
situation b, there is no contingency between the tone and the shock – there is no relationship between
them, and the tone’s onset does not signal any greater probability of shock.

consider situation b. Again, shocks sometimes occur while the tone is present, but
shocks now also occur in the tone’s absence. In fact, shocks occur just as frequently
when the tone isn’t there as when it is. In this situation the tone would have no
predictive value, as it would not help you to estimate when you would receive a
shock.

What these examples tell us is that the predictive value of a CS can vary quite
widely – at one extreme, a tone might be a perfect predictor of shock; at the
other, it might have no value. It would be quite useful, therefore, if we had some
way of measuring predictive value. In fact, there are several such measures, but
one of the most useful is a mathematical statistic called a contingency. Because
contingencies are defined in terms of probabilities, however, we need to start by
quickly reviewing what we mean by a probability.

You may already know that a probability is essentially just a mathematical
expression of the likelihood that an event will occur. If there is no chance of an
event occurring, the probability is said to be 0; if the event is certain to occur, the
probability is said to be 1.0. Suppose that a tone was presented 100 times, and
that every one of these presentations was followed by a shock. In that case, the
probability of a shock following the tone would be 1.0. This can also be expressed
as the probability of a shock occurring “given that” the tone has already occurred,
or, in probability notation, as

p(shock | tone) = 1.0
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Let us further suppose that the shock never occurs in the absence of the tone. The
probability of a shock in the absence of the tone would then be 0,

p(shock | no tone) = 0

This would be similar to the situation previously outlined in Figure 3.3a – shock
would be more likely when the tone was on than when it was off.

Now consider a situation more like that in Figure 3.3b, in which shocks still
occurred in the presence of the CS but now also occurred in its absence. Specifically,
suppose that the probability of a shock in the absence of the tone was exactly the
same as in its presence:

p(shock | tone) = p(shock | no tone) = 1.0

Because the shock would occur just as often in the absence of the tone as in its
presence, the tone would no longer help you to predict when shock would occur.

So, even though tone is followed by shock equally often in both of our examples,
its predictive value would be very different. One way of capturing this idea is to
say that the predictive value of a CS depends on the extent to which the probability
of the US changes when the CS is present. And that is what a contingency statistic
measures. The contingency between a CS and a US is defined as the difference
between the probability of the US when the CS is present and when it is absent
(Allan, 1980). Or, in probability notation:

contingency = p(US | CS) − p(US | no CS)

If the two probabilities are different, then there is a contingency between the two
stimuli, and the CS will be able to help us in predicting when the US will occur.

In a typical conditioning experiment, the CS is closely followed by the US,
and the US is never presented in the absence of the CS. The CS and the US are
thus contiguous in time, and, because they always occur together, there is also a
strong contingency between them. Until Rescorla, everyone had simply taken it
for granted that it was the contiguity between the two stimuli that determined the
outcome – if a CS and a US occur together, then an association will be formed.
Rescorla, however, wondered whether the predictive value of the CS might also be
important. What would happen, he asked, if a tone and a shock were presented
contiguously, as in most fear-conditioning experiments, but the shock was also
presented in the absence of the tone, so that the tone would have no predictive
value?

To find out, Rescorla ran several experiments using procedures similar to the
ones outlined in Figure 3.3. In one of these experiments (Rescorla, 1968), rats
were exposed to a series of tones and shocks. In the random group, there was no
relationship between the stimuli; they were presented at totally random intervals.
As a result, shock was just as likely in the absence of the tone as in its presence.
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In the contingency group, on the other hand, shocks occurred only when the tone
was on. The conditions were arranged so that the probability of a shock during a
tone was exactly the same in both groups; they differed only in that the random
group also received shocks in the absence of the tone.

What should we expect to happen? If conditioning depends simply on contiguity,
then conditioning should be equal, since both groups had the same number of
tone–shock pairings. The groups differed, however, in terms of contingency: There
was a strong contingency between the tone and shock in the contingency group
but none in the random group. Insofar as contingency is important, therefore, we
should expect stronger conditioning in the contingency group. And that is what
Rescorla found. To measure fear, he used a CER test in which he presented the tone
while the rats were pressing a bar to obtain food. The rats in the contingency group
immediately stopped responding when the tone was presented, indicating strong
fear. When the tone was presented to the rats in the random group, however, they
carried on as if nothing had happened. Despite repeated pairings of the tone with
shock, these rats showed no sign of fear when the tone was presented.

These findings do not mean that contiguity is not important; in GSR condition-
ing, for example, we saw that a delay of even 2 seconds could largely prevent
conditioning. Rescorla’s results, however, suggest that contiguity is not enough;
for conditioning to occur, a CS must also be a good predictor of the US. In one
sense, this is hardly surprising. If a tone and a shock occur at random intervals,
the tone will not signal an increase in the likelihood of shock. There is no rea-
son, therefore, why the tone should elicit fear. When viewed from the traditional
perspective of contiguity, however, these results are deeply puzzling. According
to Pavlov, an association is formed whenever CS and US centers in the brain are
active at the same time. But in the random group, the tone and shock occurred
together many times; why was no association formed? How could presentations
of the shock by itself have prevented conditioning?

We will return to this question later; for now, we simply note that Rescorla’s
work provided one of the first indications that conditioning is not just a simple
process based on contiguity; something rather more complex seemed to be going
on. For the first time, the simple picture painted by Pavlov was beginning to
unravel.

Preparedness

The second seminal paper of 1966 was by Garcia and Koelling, and they also
challenged the assumption that any two events that were contiguous would be
associated. In particular, these researchers challenged the idea that it did not
matter what stimulus was chosen as a CS. Pavlov had claimed, “Any natural
phenomenon chosen at will may be converted into a conditioned stimulus . . . any
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visual stimulus, any desired sound, any odor, and the stimulation of any part of
the skin” (1928, p. 86). Subsequent research almost universally supported Pavlov’s
position – until, that is, the publication of Garcia and Koelling’s paper.

Their experiment had its origins in naturalistic observations of animal behavior –
in particular, of a phenomenon in rats called bait-shyness. Rats, it turns out, resist
human efforts to exterminate them. When left poisoned bait, they tend to take only
the smallest taste at first; if they survive, they rarely if ever touch that food again.
Classical conditioning provides a possible explanation for the rats’ avoidance of
the bait: Ingestion of the poisoned bait produces nausea, and this reaction becomes
conditioned to the gustatory and olfactory cues that precede the nausea. On future
occasions, the rats avoid the bait because its odor or taste makes them ill. As we
saw in Chapter 2, this phenomenon is known as taste-aversion learning.

As plausible as this explanation is, it cannot account for one aspect of the
rats’ behavior. Although the poisoned rats later avoided the bait, they showed no
reluctance to return to the place where they had been poisoned and consume other
foods there. If associations form between any contiguous events, then we should
expect place cues to be associated with illness as readily as taste and odor cues, but
this did not appear to be happening. Was it possible that the rats could associate
nausea with tastes but not visual cues?

To test this hypothesis under controlled laboratory conditions, Garcia and
Koelling allowed rats to taste distinctly flavored water from a drinking tube that
was wired so that every lick produced not only water but a brief noise and light
flash. Following exposure to this taste–noise–light compound, they received a dose
of radiation sufficient to make them ill. Then, on a test trial, the rats were exposed
to each of the compound stimuli separately, to determine which ones had become
aversive. A lick produced either the flavored water or plain water plus the noise–
light compound. As shown in Figure 3.4a, the rats were now very reluctant to
drink the flavored water, but they had no such compunctions about the bright–
noisy water. As suggested by the naturalistic observations, it looked as if nausea
could be conditioned to gustatory cues but not visual ones.

An alternative explanation, however, was possible: Perhaps the noise and light
used in the experiment were simply too faint to be detected, so conditioning
would not have occurred with any US. To test this hypothesis, Garcia and Koelling
repeated their experiment with the same compound CS, but with electric shock
as the US instead of X-rays. The results for the suppression test are shown in
Figure 3.4b, which illustrates that the audiovisual stimulus produced suppression of
drinking while the taste stimulus had no effect. We thus face this strange situation
in which nausea cannot be conditioned to a noise, nor fear to a taste, even though
each of these conditioned stimuli is easily associated with the other US.

Subsequent research has established that it is possible to associate taste with
shock and noise with illness, but it is much more difficult, requiring many more
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Figure 3.4 Water intake before (pre) and after (post) conditioning: (a) when X-rays were used as the US;
(b) when shock was used as the US. The gray bars represent intake of the flavored water; the dark bars
represent intake of plain water when licking produced a noise and light. (Based on Garcia and Koelling,
1966.)

trials (for example, Best, Best, and Henggeler, 1977). Seligman (1970) has coined
the term preparedness to refer to the fact that we seem prepared to associate some
CS–US combinations more readily than others.

The evidence for preparedness provided another important challenge to the prin-
ciple of contiguity. In Garcia and Koelling’s experiment, noise and taste were both
contiguous with illness, and yet the rats did not develop any aversion to the noise.
Contiguity, in other words, is not sufficient for learning to take place. Moreover,
subsequent research on taste-aversion learning established that contiguity is not
even necessary. In one memorable experiment by Etscorn and Stephens (1973),
conditioning occurred despite a delay of 24 hours between eating a food and
becoming ill. The irresistible conclusion is that conditioning is not just a simple
process of hooking together any events that occur together; some more complex
process or processes must be involved.

We will return to the question of what these other processes might be shortly.
Before leaving taste-aversion learning, though, we will briefly comment on one
other question raised by their results, namely why it should be easier to condition
nausea to a taste than a noise. To answer this question, it might be helpful to
begin by standing back a bit and considering the broader question of why classical
conditioning occurs in the first place.
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In discussing Pavlov’s research, we referred to his view that the process of con-
ditioning evolved because it helps animals survive in their natural environments.
Conditioning, in this view, evolved as a means of identifying stimuli that cause or
predict important events. If an animal knows where food is available, for example,
or which of the other animals in its vicinity is likely to attack it, then it can use
this information to guide appropriate action. Culler (1938) expressed this view with
some eloquence:

[Without a signal] the animal would still be forced to wait in every case for the stimulus to
arrive before beginning to meet it. The veil of the future would hang just before his eyes.
Nature began long ago to push back the veil. Foresight proved to possess high survival-
value, and conditioning is the means by which foresight is achieved.

(Culler, 1938, p. 136)

Salivary conditioning provides one example of the advantages of foresight: If a
dog knows when food is coming, it can begin to salivate beforehand, and this
will allow it to consume the food more quickly – not a small advantage when
predators or other hungry dogs are around. (See also Zamble et al., 1985; Hollis
et al., 1997). In the real world, though, some cues are much more likely to be
helpful than others. Consider a rat that became ill after eating rancid meat. If it
developed an aversion to all the stimuli that were present when it began to feel ill,
it would be as likely to develop an aversion to a bird that happened to be singing
as to the rancid meat that it had eaten earlier. And if it thereafter scurried to its
burrow whenever it heard a singing bird, it would have been more likely to die of
hunger and exhaustion than to prosper. The pressures of natural selection would
thus favor rats (and people) that associated illness with preceding tastes, rather
than with irrelevant lights or sounds.

Blocking

The 1960s were a difficult time for the principle of contiguity. First, Rescorla
showed that temporal contiguity between a CS and a US is not sufficient to ensure
conditioning; the CS must also be a good predictor of the US. Then Garcia and
Koelling showed that even valid predictors are not always conditioned. In 1969, a
third event undermined still further the traditional view of contiguity and suggested
an alternative analysis to replace it. That event was the publication of a paper by
Leo Kamin.

Kamin (1969) gave rats fear-conditioning trials in which two stimuli, a noise (N)
and a light (L), were paired with an electric shock. The noise and the light came
on together, remained on for three minutes, and were immediately followed by
the shock. To assess conditioning to the light, Kamin used a CER test in which the
light was presented while the rats pressed a bar to obtain food. The suppression
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ratio for the light was 0.05, indicating substantial fear conditioning. (Recall that a
suppression ratio of 0.50 indicates no fear and zero indicates maximal fear.)

Kamin was interested primarily in a second group, though. The subjects in this
second group received identical pairings of the noise-light compound with shock,
but these compound trials were preceded by trials in which the noise by itself was
paired with shock.

Pretraining Conditioning
blocking group: N → shock NL → shock

control group: NL → shock

For subjects in the blocking group, therefore, the noise already elicited fear when
the compound trials began. What effect should we expect this to have on condi-
tioning to the light?

According to a contiguity analysis, fear should be conditioned to the light in
both groups, because, in both, the light was repeatedly and contiguously paired
with the shock. The results for the two groups, however, proved to be very different.
The suppression ratio in the control group was 0.05; the ratio for subjects given
preliminary conditioning to the noise was 0.45, a statistic only barely distinguish-
able from the 0.50 level representing no fear. In other words, prior conditioning
to the noise had blocked conditioning to the light. Kamin thus called this phe-
nomenon, in which prior conditioning to one element of a compound prevents
conditioning to the other element, blocking.

Blocking thus provided yet another case in which pairing a CS with a US did
not result in conditioning. The message was becoming overwhelming: Conditioning
was more than just a simple process of associating any two events that occurred
together; something more must be involved.

Surprise!

To account for blocking, Kamin proposed an intriguing explanation. When an
important event such as shock occurs, he said, animals search their memories to
identify cues that could help to predict the event in the future. Imagine that a rat
foraging for food in a forest is suddenly attacked by an owl. If the rat survives the
attack, it will search its memory to identify cues that preceded the attack and thus
help it avoid such an event in the future. If the rat had seen the owl in a tree just
before the attack, for example, then the next time it saw an owl it would dive for
cover.

Kamin’s first assumption, then, was that unconditioned stimuli trigger memory
searches for predictive cues. His second assumption was that such searches require
effort. In taste-aversion conditioning, for example, we have seen that animals may
develop an aversion to foods consumed as much as 24 hours earlier, indicating that
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any memory search must cover events spread over at least this time period. Such a
search would require considerable time and effort, and Kamin speculated that, to
save energy, subjects would scan their memories only if the US were unexpected
or surprising. If the US were expected, then by definition some cue predicting its
occurrence must already have been available, so that no further search would be
needed.

To see how this analysis can account for blocking, consider first the control
group that received only the compound trials. The first shock would have been
unexpected and would have triggered a memory search for the cause. The rats
would remember the preceding noise and light, and thus both cues would be
associated with the shock.

Similarly in the blocking group, presentation of the shock during the preliminary
phase would have surprised the rats and thus triggered a memory search in which
the rats recalled the noise and associated it with the shock. When the noise was
then presented as part of the noise–light compound, the rats would have expected
the shock to follow and hence would not have been surprised. As a result, they
would not have searched their memories and thus would not have learned about
the relationship between the light and the shock.

According to Kamin, then, the reason that blocking occurs is that the US is
expected. To test this analysis, he used an ingenious design in which he changed
the US used during the compound trials so that its presentation would come as
a surprise. As before, a noise was paired with shock during preconditioning, but
during conditioning the shock presented at the end of each noise–light compound
was unexpectedly followed by a second shock five seconds later:

Noise → Shock Noise–Light → Shock . . . Shock

During pretraining, the rats would have learned that the noise was followed by a
shock, and thus on the compound trials they would have expected the first shock.
The second shock, however, would have been a surprise. The rats should therefore
search their memories for possible causes, notice the light, and associate it with
the shock. And that is what Kamin found: When the light was later presented
on its own, it produced powerful fear in the group that had received two shocks.
This result, and those of similar experiments (e.g., Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh,
1976), suggests that surprise is one of the key factors in conditioning: Conditioning
will occur if and only if the US surprises us.

We suggested earlier that conditioning cannot just be a matter of associating
brain centers that are active at the same time; one or more other processes must be
involved. And Kamin’s analysis now provides us with one possible model of what
these other processes might be. According to this analysis, when we experience
an unexpected and important event, it triggers an active search through memory
for possible causes, a search that can (as in taste-aversion learning) extend to
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events that occurred many hours earlier. Then, once possible causes have been
identified, there appears to be some sort of selection process to choose which is
the likeliest cause, or, if not the cause, the best predictor. If you became ill, for
example, your brain would be much more likely to identify an earlier meal as the
cause, rather than a song you had heard on the radio. This model of conditioning
is only provisional, but it does provide us with an intriguingly different framework
for thinking about conditioning.

(For other interesting research on the role of memory in conditioning, see
Revusky, 1971; Wagner, Rudy, and Whitlow, 1973; Bouton and Nelson, 1998;
and Manns, Clark, and Squire, 2002.)

The Rescorla–Wagner model

The evidence for contingency, preparedness, and blocking posed a major challenge
to the long-held view that conditioning is essentially a simple process in which
brain centers that are active at the same time become associated. In the case of
contingency, Rescorla found that animals are sensitive to even small differences in
the probability of shock in the presence of a CS and in its absence. If the difference
in the two probabilities was 0.4, for example, then conditioning would be stronger
than if the difference was 0.2 (Rescorla, 1968). The obvious way to account for
this sensitivity is to assume that animals are capable of computing probabilities,
but that would imply a remarkable level of sophistication.

Suppose that rats were exposed to alternating periods when a tone was on and
when it was off. During the on periods, which lasted 27 seconds, they always
received 3 shocks; during the off periods, which lasted 48 seconds, they received 5
shocks. To determine whether shocks were more likely when the tone was on, the
rats would first have to count the shocks while the tone was on and also assess
how long it was on. They would then need to calculate the probability of the shock
by dividing the number of shocks by the time. They would then need to perform
a similar calculation in order to determine the probability of shock when the tone
was absent. And, finally, they would need to compare these two probabilities to
decide whether shocks were more likely when the tone was on. It would be a feat
of remarkable complexity for a rat – or a person. Could this really be how it is
done?

In 1972 two psychologists proposed an alternative explanation that, by compari-
son, was almost unbelievably simple. Robert Rescorla and Allan Wagner presented
a theory that accounted not only for the effects of contingency but for almost
every other aspect of conditioning – the occurrence of conditioning itself, extinc-
tion, blocking, and so on. And they achieved all this using only a single, simple
equation!
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The Rescorla–Wagner model has proved to be one of the most remarkable and
influential models in psychology, and we therefore will examine it in some detail.
Before we begin, it might be worth noting that some parts of the exposition are
difficult and may require careful rereading. This might seem to contradict the
claim that the model is simple, but once you understand the model, it really is
simple. The catch is that it is stated in mathematical form, so you will have to
master unfamiliar symbols and concepts before the model begins to make sense.
Mastering this new terminology is not easy, but the potential reward is an insight
into how complex behavior can sometimes be explained by remarkably simple
processes.

The model

The main impetus for the Rescorla–Wagner model came from Kamin’s work on
blocking. As we have seen, Kamin used the concept of surprise to account for
blocking. If a powerful event surprises us, he said, we search for an explanation,
and it is this search process that produces learning.

Rescorla and Wagner took this fundamental insight of Kamin’s and modified it
in several important respects. In essence, they introduced three major changes:

� They extended the model. Where Kamin had assumed that surprise determines
whether conditioning occurs, Rescorla and Wagner assumed that the amount of
surprise on any trial would also determine how much conditioning occurred.

� In order to be able to predict the amount of conditioning, they stated their model
in mathematical form.

� They changed the terminology. Kamin couched his explanation in terms of
cognitive concepts such as expectations and surprise; Rescorla and Wagner
were reluctant to speculate about mental states and so adopted more neutral
terminology.

Translating surprise

To explain how Rescorla and Wagner accounted for conditioning, we will start
with a hypothetical example. We will first consider how this example could be
explained in terms of surprise, and then look at how it would actually be handled
by the Rescorla–Wagner model.

Suppose that one night your hands began to itch, and on examining them
you discovered a rash. You thought about what might have caused it; there was
no obvious explanation, but you remembered that half an hour earlier you had
eaten a bowl of chocolate peanut butter ice cream. You had never reacted badly
to peanut butter before, but was it possible that you had suddenly developed an
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Figure 3.5 How expectations of an outcome might change with experience. If eating peanut butter was
repeatedly followed by a rash, for example, your expectation of illness might increase rapidly until you
reached a point where you were 100% certain that you would become ill.

allergy? The next time you ate peanut butter, you would wonder whether you
would become ill again; if you did, your belief that peanut butter was the cause
would be strengthened. Assuming that your passion for the sensuous delights of
peanut butter led you to continue sampling it, and that each act of indulgence was
followed by another rash, your suspicion that peanut butter was the cause would
eventually approach certainty.

Figure 3.5 plots how your expectation of becoming ill might increase over trials.
As you can see, we have assumed that your expectation would increase rapidly at
first, but each new experience would produce a smaller change, until eventually
your expectation approached a maximum value – in this case, certainty that peanut
butter was the cause.

The reason we have assumed that your expectation would change rapidly at
first but then more slowly concerns surprise. The first time you noticed the rash, it
would have been a complete surprise; you would have searched for an explanation,
remembered the peanut butter, and formed a tentative belief that peanut butter was
the cause. The next time you ate it, therefore, you would have been half-expecting
a rash to follow. When it did, you would not have been nearly so surprised, and
as a result you would not have needed to alter your expectation as much. If an
expectation is completely wrong, it makes sense to modify it substantially, but the
more accurate the expectation is, the less you need to adjust it. As your expectation
of illness increased over trials, therefore, you would have needed to modify it less
and less, until eventually it reached its maximum value.

This intuition – that how much we adjust our expectations depends on how
surprised we are – lies at the heart of the Rescorla–Wagner model. However,
Rescorla and Wagner wanted to avoid mentalistic terminology. It is not possible
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Figure 3.6 How associative strength (V) increases over conditioning trials (n) according to the
Rescorla–Wagner model: (a) a typical learning curve; (b) the same curve, showing the change in
associative strength on each trial (�V) and the asymptotic value of associative strength (Vmax).

to be certain what a rat is thinking or feeling and – as we saw in Chapter 1, and
will see again later – there can also be problems in inferring people’s thoughts and
emotions.

Rescorla and Wagner therefore chose to express their theory using more neutral
terminology. Thus where Kamin had talked of expectations, Rescorla and Wagner
simply said that pairing a CS with a US would produce some form of association
between them, without speculating about the nature of this association. They used
the symbol V to represent the strength of this association.

They assumed that associative strength would increase over trials in roughly the
manner shown in Figure 3.6a. As in our previous example, the first trial would
produce a large increase in associative strength, the second trial a somewhat smaller
increase, and so on. Rescorla and Wagner used the symbol �V to represent the
change in associative strength on each trial (�, or delta, is the mathematical
symbol for change). The change in associative strength produced by the first trial
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Figure 3.7 The relationship between V and Vmax early and late in conditioning. Early in conditioning
(point 1), the difference between V and Vmax is great. Later (point 2), the difference is much less.

was �V1, the change on trial 2 was �V2 and so on. As shown in the figure,
associative strength is assumed to approach a maximum value; technically, it
never quite reaches this maximum, it just keeps getting closer and closer. In
mathematics, when a curve approaches but never quite reaches a maximum value,
that maximum is called an asymptote, and we will use the symbol Vmax to represent
this maximum strength (Figure 3.6b).

We can summarize the model to this point by saying that associative strength
increases over trials until it reaches a stable maximum value; in mathematical
symbols, V increases by �V on each trial until it approaches Vmax. To predict the
strength of association, then, all we need is a formula to predict �V! A number of
formulas were possible; in choosing one, Rescorla and Wagner started by assuming
that the amount of conditioning on any trial, �V, would be determined by the
difference between V and Vmax:

(�V ) ≈ Vmax − V

Stated in words, their assumption was that conditioning on any trial would
depend on the difference between the associative strength at the beginning of that
trial and the maximum possible strength.

To make this more concrete, consider a trial early in conditioning – point 1
in Figure 3.7. Associative strength at the beginning of this trial would still be low,
and thus there would be a large difference between V and Vmax. (This difference
is represented by the vertical line in the figure.) Because of this large difference,
Rescorla and Wagner assumed that there would be a substantial increase in associa-
tive strength on this trial. Now consider point 2 in the figure. Associative strength
is now much closer to the maximum possible value; because there is only a small
difference, there would be much less conditioning. Conditioning, in other words,
would depend on the difference between V and Vmax.
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At this point it might be difficult to see any relationship between this analysis
and our earlier account in terms of surprise. The terminology is certainly very
different, but if we examine the two versions more closely, the underlying concepts
are actually very similar. Consider point 1 again. In the Rescorla–Wagner version,
associative strength at this point is far below its maximum; similarly in a surprise
analysis, expectation of the US would be far below its maximum value of certainty.
And because current strength is far from where it should be, both versions predict
that there will be a substantial change in current strength. Later in conditioning,
associative strength (expectation) will be closer to its maximum, and there will
therefore be less need to change. The terminology is different, but both versions
assume that how much we change our associations or expectations depends on
how far the existing value is from where it should be. In surprise terms, the more
our expectations diverge from reality, the more we need to change them. Or, in
Rescorla–Wagner terms, the further V is from Vmax, the more we need to adjust V.

We have used the concept of surprise to introduce the Rescorla–Wagner model,
but as we have seen the model is actually phrased in terms of associations, and
from this point onwards we will stick to the model’s terms. We have already
introduced its most important concept – that conditioning on any trial depends
on the difference between V and Vmax – but we now need to add a few details. First,
to make it easier to talk about how much conditioning will occur on a particular
trial, we will use the symbol n to represent trial number. On trial 1, for example,
the associative strength at the beginning of the trial will be V1; the associative
strength at the beginning of trial 2 will be V2, and so on. Similarly, we will use
the symbol �Vn to represent the change in associative strength produced by trial
n. The change in associative strength produced by trial 1 would thus be �V1,
the change produced by trial 2 would be �V2, and so on. Using these modified
symbols, our exposition of the model to this point could be summarized as

�Vn ≈ (Vmax − Vn)

Expressed in words, the model assumes that the change in associative strength
on any trial will depend on the difference between the associative strength at the
beginning of the trial (Vn) and the maximum possible strength (Vmax).

The role of parameters

In our presentation of the model to this point, we have talked as if the learning
curve shown in Figure 3.6a is the one found in all conditioning curves, but this
is not quite right. The overall shape of the curve – increasing over trials, but at
a declining rate – is indeed uniform, or at least roughly so, but the asymptotic
level of conditioning can vary, and so too can the speed of conditioning. In
discussing taste-aversion learning, for example, we noted that such aversions
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develop very quickly, whereas salivary conditioning generally requires many trials
for conditioning to reach its peak. To allow the model to account for variations
in the speed of conditioning, Rescorla and Wagner added a constant, c, to their
equation. The complete statement of the equation was thus:

�Vn = c(Vmax − Vn)

where

Vn = the strength of the association at the beginning of trial n

�Vn = the change in the strength of the association produced by trial n

In mathematics, a constant in an equation is called a parameter.1 The Rescorla–
Wagner model actually has two parameters: Vmax and c are both constants. Vmax

determines the asymptotic level of conditioning – the higher the value assigned to
Vmax, the higher will be the asymptotic level of conditioning. The other parameter,
c, determines the speed of conditioning – the greater the value of c, the faster
conditioning will reach asymptote.

Now that we have the final version of our equation, it might seem a simple
matter to test it. All we need do is present a series of CS–US trials, use the equation
to predict associative strength, and then see if our predictions are right. Alas, there
is a catch: before we can use the formula, we need to know what values of c and
Vmax to enter. According to the model, the value of these parameters depends,
at least in part, on the US used, and that means that we might need to assign
different values for every possible US. Suppose, for example, that we ran a GSR
conditioning experiment in which the US was a 30-volt shock; what values of c
and Vmax should we use?

One way to find out would be to run a pilot experiment using this shock; once
we had the results, we could try out different values of c and Vmax to see which ones
yielded the most accurate predictions. Once we knew the appropriate values for
this pilot experiment, we could then use the same values in any future experiments
involving the same shock.

This approach is called parameter estimation, and it turns out to be much more
difficult than it sounds. Suppose that we used a particular set of parameter values

1 The value of the parameter Vmax was assumed to be determined solely by the US used, whereas the
value of c was determined by both the CS and the US. In fact, Rescorla and Wagner used two
different constants, α and β, to represent the effects of the CS and the US, rather than the single
parameter c, and they also used the symbol λ to represent asymptotic conditioning rather than
Vmax. We have altered the symbols to make the exposition of the model easier to follow. Should
you read the model in the original, you will find the equation stated as

�Vn = αβ(λ − Vn )

The value of c in our version of the equation must lie between 0 and 1.
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to predict the results of an experiment and our predictions turned out to be incor-
rect. Obviously something was wrong, but what? Was it the value of c we used
that was wrong, or Vmax, or both, or maybe even the entire theory? The problem is
that any theory inevitably involves a number of assumptions, and if the theory’s
predictions prove to be incorrect it can be very difficult to determine which of
these assumptions was erroneous. In the entire history of learning theory there has
been only one sustained effort to estimate a theory’s parameters in this way (Hull,
1943). When this failed, after more than a decade of effort, it convinced many
learning theorists that the field simply wasn’t ready for mathematical models; our
understanding of the processes involved in learning wasn’t advanced enough.

Given this history, Rescorla and Wagner decided not even to try to determine the
appropriate values for c and Vmax; instead, they just used arbitrary values! This use
of arbitrary values may seem pointless, to put it mildly, but although this strategy
precludes quantitative predictions, it turns out that the model can still make some
very interesting qualitative predictions. That is, although the exact points on the
learning curve depend on the values of c and Vmax used in the equation, and
thus will vary with different choices of these parameters, the general shape of the
curve turns out to be the same no matter what values are used. Thus although
the model does not let us predict the exact number of drops of saliva, it always
makes the same qualitative predictions about whether salivation will increase or
decrease. This might still seem a waste of time – we hardly need a sophisticated
mathematical model to tell us that conditioning will increase over trials – but
Rescorla and Wagner were able to show that even simple statements of this kind
can lead to interesting and unexpected predictions.

The model’s successes

To see how this can happen, we will first consider how the model accounts for
relatively straightforward phenomena such as conditioning and extinction. Then,
once the basic operations of the model are a bit clearer, we will turn to some of its
more striking predictions. To begin, though, let us take a look at how the model
accounts for the basic shape of the learning curve during conditioning.

Conditioning

Suppose that we repeatedly paired a tone with food. To see how the model works,
we will assume that the value of Vmax is 1.0, and the value of c is 0.30. How much
learning should we then expect? At the beginning of the first trial, the value of
V would be zero, because the CS has never been paired with the US before. The
amount of conditioning on that trial would then be

�V1 = c(Vmax − V1) = 0.30(1.0 − 0) = 0.30
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Table 3.1 Using the Rescorla–Wagner model
to predict conditioning

Trial Vn �Vn = c(Vmax − Vn)

1 0.00 � V1 = 0.30(1.0 − 0.00) = 0.30
2 0.30 � V2 = 0.30(1.0 − 0.30) = 0.21
3 0.51 � V3 = 0.30(1.0 − 0.51) = 0.15
4 0.66 � V4 = 0.30(1.0 − 0.66) = 0.10

So, associative strength started at zero and has now increased by 0.30; at the
beginning of the second trial, therefore, associative strength would be 0.30. The
increase in associative strength produced by this second trial would thus be

�V2 = c(Vmax − V2) = 0.30(1.0 − 0.30) = 0.21

The predicted values for V on the next two trials are shown in Table 3.1. As you
can see, they correspond exactly to the values plotted in Figure 3.1.

Our success in predicting these hypothetical data is perhaps not too surprising
(especially when you consider that the calculations were done first and the graph
simply plots these calculations!), but it does indicate the capacity of the model
to generate learning curves of the shape found in most conditioning experiments.
The predicted shape of the curve is the same, moreover, regardless of what values
of c and Vmax are used. These parameters alter the height of the asymptote and
the speed with which it is reached, but in all cases the basic shape of the curve
remains the same. (You might find it useful to verify this for yourself by working
through some calculations using other values. You can use any value for Vmax, but
the value of c must lie between 0 and 1.0.)

Extinction

What about other aspects of conditioning? For example, can the model explain
decreases in responding as well as increases? Yes, and it does so using exactly
the same equation used to predict conditioning. The key to understanding how
one equation can predict diametrically opposite results lies in Vmax. We have said
that Vmax is the strength of the association that would be produced if a CS and a
US were paired repeatedly. In extinction, we know that the level of conditioning
reached after extended training is zero. The value of Vmax on any trial in which a
US is not presented, therefore, must also be zero.

To see the implications of this, suppose that after the third conditioning trial in
our previous example we began to present the CS by itself. On the first extinction
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trial, V would have an initial value of 0.66 (see Table 3.1), but as a result of the
omission of the US on that trial, its associative strength would be changed by

�V1 = c(Vmax − V1) = 0.30(0 − 0.66) = −0.198

The strength of the association, in other words, would be decreased by approx-
imately 0.20, and its new strength would be

V2 = 0.66 − 0.20 = 0.46

A second extinction trial would decrease its strength by a further −0.14, and so
on, until eventually V would approach its asymptotic value of zero. Using only a
single equation, therefore, the model can predict extinction as well as conditioning.

Blocking

We can also use the model to explain blocking. Before doing so, however, we
need to consider how conditioning is affected if two stimuli instead of just one are
present on a trial. We said earlier that conditioning on any trial depends on how
surprising the US is, which in turn depends on how much the subject expected
the US to occur. Rescorla and Wagner assumed that if two conditioned stimuli, a
and b, were presented together, the subject would take both stimuli into account in
estimating the likelihood of the US. Specifically, they proposed that the association
or expectation at the beginning of a trial would be the sum of the strengths of
each of the stimuli present:

Vab = Va + Vb

Suppose, for example, that a and b had been paired separately with food and
had associative strengths of 0.30 and 0.50, respectively. If the two stimuli were
presented together, subjects would assume that food must really be likely. The
associative strength of the compound would be

Vab = Va + Vb = 0.30 + 0.50 = 0.80

In predicting how surprising a US will be, we need to take into account all the
stimuli present. Thus, the amount of conditioning on a compound trial in which a
and b occur together would be2

�Va = �Vb = c(Vmax − Vab)

2 We have assumed that conditioning to a and b would be equal, but that is not necessarily the case.
The value of the parameter c depends on the CS used as well as the US, so the value of c for one
stimulus might differ from the value of c for another stimulus. If we used a compound of red and
green lights as our CS, for example, and if the green light was much brighter, there would
probably be more conditioning to the green light.
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where

Vab = Va + Vb

We are now in a position to explain blocking. Recall that there was an initial
pretraining phase in which a noise was repeatedly paired with shock, and then
a conditioning phase in which a noise–light compound was paired with shock.
During pretraining the associative strength of the noise would have increased
until it essentially reached asymptote. If we assume that Vmax for the shock was
1.0, then by the end of conditioning,

Vnoise = 1.0

If the noise were presented with the light, then their combined associative
strength would be

Vnl = Vnoise + Vlight = 1.0 + 0 = 1.0

The amount of conditioning to the light on this trial would therefore be

�Vlight = c(Vmax − Vnl ) = 0.3(1.0 − 1.0) = 0.3(0) = 0

In other words, no conditioning would occur, which is exactly what Kamin found.

Overexpectation

There are three main criteria used in evaluating any scientific theory. The first is
whether it can account for known phenomena, and we have seen that the Rescorla–
Wagner model has had considerable success in this regard, accounting not only
for conditioning itself but also for phenomena such as extinction, blocking, and
contingency.3

A second criterion is the scientific principle of parsimony. In essence, this says
that where competing theories can account for the same data, preference should
be given to whichever of the theories is the simplest. If one theory requires 5
assumptions to explain a phenomenon and another can do it with just two, then
we should prefer the theory with the fewer and simpler assumptions. Note that
this principle is not, strictly speaking, logically necessary: It is entirely possible
that the more complex theory could be the correct one. Scientists, however, have a
deep love of simple explanations – there is something beautiful, something deeply
satisfying, about being able to explain a wide range of complex phenomena in
terms of just a few simple assumptions. And, as it turns out, simpler theories
often have proved right. Newton’s theory of gravity is one impressive example,

3 We haven’t been able to cover their analysis of contingency for space reasons, but a full account
is available in Rescorla and Wagner (1972).
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as Newton was able to account for an astonishing range of phenomena – the
orbits of the planets, the movements of the tides, the fall of an apple – in terms
of just one fundamental force. In any case, for better or worse, scientists prefer
simpler accounts wherever possible, and the Rescorla–Wagner model is just about
the simplest account imaginable – it basically says that almost every aspect of
conditioning can be explained by the difference between two quantities, V and
Vmax.

There is, however, a third, even more demanding criterion used to judge scientific
theories, and that is its ability to predict new, previously unknown phenomena. So,
how well has the Rescorla–Wagner model fared by this more daunting criterion?
To assess the model’s success in this crucial respect, we will focus on one of its
strangest and most counterintuitive predictions, that in some circumstances pairing
a CS with a US will result not in conditioning but in extinction!

Suppose that we exposed rats to conditioning trials in which a tone and a light
were separately paired with an intense shock:

tone → shock

light → shock

Then suppose that we presented the tone and light together on the next condition-
ing trial:

tone + light → shock

What effect should this additional pairing have on fear of the tone? Because
the tone is again followed by an unpleasant shock, you might expect a further
increase in fear, but, according to the Rescorla–Wagner model, the situation is not
that simple. As we’ve already seen, the amount of conditioning in any situation
depends not simply on the US but also on the associative strength at the beginning
of the trial. Suppose, for example, that only a few trials were given before the
compound trial, so fear levels to the two stimuli were only moderate:

Va = Vb = 0.20

On the compound trial, Vab would be 0.40. If we assign c the arbitrary value of
0.5, then the change in associative strength on that trial would be

�Va = �V b = c(Vmax − Vab) = 0.5(1.0 − 0.4) = 0.30

In accordance with common sense, in other words, the model predicts an increase
in fear conditioning on this trial.

Now suppose that extensive conditioning to the tone and light took place before
the first compound trial, with this result:

Va = Vb = 0.9
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Figure 3.8 Fear elicited by a light and a tone following just conditioning (control group) or following
additional trials in which the tone and light were presented jointly, followed by shock (experimental
group). Fear was measured with a suppression ratio in which 0.5 represents no fear and 0.0 represents
strong fear. The data thus show that additional conditioning trials actually reduced fear. (Based on data
from Rescorla, 1970.)

In this case, the associative strength of the compound would be 1.8, so that on
the compound trial:

�Va = �Vb = c(Vmax − Vab) = 0.5(1.0 − 1.8) = −0.40

Even though the compound is still being followed by a powerful electric shock,
the model now predicts a decrease in fear levels!

Rescorla (1970) tested this prediction. In the first phase, rats were given extensive
pairings of both a tone and a light with shock, so that fear conditioning to each
would be essentially at asymptotic levels. An experimental group was then given
12 compound trials in which the tone and the light were presented together and
followed by the same shock as in training; a control group received no further
training. Finally, fear conditioning to the two stimuli was assessed by presenting
them separately in a CER (conditioned emotional response) test. (See Chapter 2 for
a discussion of the CER test.)

Figure 3.8 shows the results of this experiment. Let us look first at the results for
the light: Note that responding was suppressed much more in the control group
(suppression ratio of 0.03) than in the experimental group (suppression ratio of
0.17). The initial pairing of the light with shock, in other words, had resulted in
strong fear conditioning, but the additional pairings in the experimental group
actually reduced that fear. The effect on the tone was, if anything, even more
dramatic, with the extra compound trials resulting in an even greater decrease in
fear. Indeed, the tone no longer appeared to elicit any fear at all; the observed
suppression ratio of 0.44 was virtually indistinguishable from the neutral point of
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0.50. Extra pairings of the tone and light with shock not only did not increase fear,
as common sense might predict, but actually reduced or even eliminated it! It is
a bizarre result, but precisely what the model predicts. This phenomenon is often
referred to as the overexpectation effect, because it is the result of cues predicting
the US more strongly than is justified.

The model’s limitations

We have examined in some detail one prediction of the model; other predictions
have also been tested and many have been confirmed (for example, Blough, 1975).
In some important respects, however, the model’s predictions have proved incor-
rect. We will consider one example here, involving a phenomenon called latent
inhibition.

In the first demonstration of this phenomenon, Lubow and Moore (1959) gave
animals extensive preexposure to a CS before conditioning trials in which the CS
was paired with a US. Sheep and goats were repeatedly shown a flashing light.
This was followed by conditioning trials in which the light was paired with shock.
A control group received the identical conditioning trials but without preexposure
to the light.

How should preexposure to the light affect subsequent conditioning? According
to the model, these trials should have no effect. In mathematical terms, Vmax is
always zero when no US is presented; if the light is initially neutral (V = 0), then

�V = c(Vmax − V ) = c(0 − 0) = 0

At the beginning of the conditioning phase in Lubow and Moore’s experiment,
therefore, the light should have had no associative strength in either group, and
learning in the two groups should have proceeded identically. Contrary to this
prediction, Lubow and Moore found that conditioning was significantly slower in
the group preexposed to the light, a phenomenon they termed latent inhibition
because they believed that the CS becomes inhibitory during the preexposure phase.
Subsequent evidence made it clear that the CS is neither excitatory nor inhibitory
following preexposure; it is simply difficult to condition (for example, Reiss and
Wagner, 1972). To prevent confusion, therefore, many researchers now prefer to
use the term CS preexposure effect rather than latent inhibition.

Whatever it is called, one possible explanation for this phenomenon is that, when
a stimulus is repeatedly presented by itself, we learn to ignore it (for example, Kaye
and Pearce, 1987). As simple as this account is, the Rescorla–Wagner model cannot
accommodate it because the model does not include any mechanism for changing
the amount of attention paid to a stimulus. (See Escobar, Arcediano, and Miller,
2002, for a review of other possible explanations.)
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Evaluation

We have seen that there are three main criteria for evaluating scientific theories –
the capacity to explain known phenomena, to predict new ones, and to do all this
using the simplest possible set of assumptions. By all three criteria, the Rescorla–
Wagner model has had impressive success. In addition to explaining a wide range
of phenomena using only a single, simple equation, the model has also generated a
variety of counterintuitive predictions – for example, that a conditioning trial can
reduce associative strength – and many of these predictions have been supported.
As researchers have continued to test the model’s predictions, however, it has
become clear that there are also many phenomena that the model cannot explain.
(For a thorough review of the model’s weaknesses as well as its strengths, see
Miller, Barnet, and Grahame, 1995.)

Other theories have been proposed to try to address some of the model’s deficien-
cies (for example, Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce and Hall, 1980; Wagner and Brandon,
1989, 2001; Van Hamme and Wasserman, 1994; Schmajuk, Lam, and Gray, 1996;
Denniston, Savastano, and Miller, 2001). One striking feature of many of these
theories, however, is that they incorporate a version of the Rescorla–Wagner
model’s basic formula; they add other features to address processes such as atten-
tion, but the basic formula remains. Thus, although the Rescorla–Wagner model
undoubtedly requires modification and extension, many psychologists believe that
the insight at its heart – that conditioning depends on the discrepancy between
current associative strength and asymptotic strength – captures a fundamental
truth about the nature of conditioning.

Theories inevitably evolve, and perhaps this insight will eventually be seen
as mistaken and supplanted by a deeper one, as Newton’s ideas about gravity
were eventually overtaken by Einstein’s. Even were that to happen, the model has
contributed to a rebirth of interest in mathematical models of learning with its
remarkable demonstration of the power of a few simple assumptions to explain
a wide range of seemingly complex phenomena. Its impact has been profound:
Miller et al. (1995) called it “the most influential theory of associative learning
to emerge . . . over the last 25 years,” and Siegel and Allan (1996) wrote that
“there have been few models in experimental psychology as influential as the
Rescorla–Wagner model.” Whatever its ultimate fate, the Rescorla–Wagner model
is likely to prove a historic landmark in the evolution of our understanding of
learning.4

4 We have focused our discussion of theories of conditioning on the Rescorla–Wagner model,
because it has been by far the most influential theory. We will use this footnote, though, to briefly
describe one alternative, that of Balsam, Drew, and Gallistel (2010). Their account, like that of
Rescorla and Wagner, was a reaction to the evidence that conditioning cannot be explained simply
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Associative and cognitive theories

The Rescorla–Wagner model provides us with a powerful tool for predicting the
strength of the association formed on any trial, but the model is silent about the
nature of this association. When a tone is paired with food, for example, what is
the nature of the link that is formed between them?

Conditioning in animals

According to one of the earliest cognitive theorists of associative learning, Edward
Tolman (1932), the pairing of a CS and a US leads to the formation of an expecta-
tion. If a tone is followed by food, for example, then a dog will form an expectation
that future tones will also be followed by food. Tolman was not very specific about
how this expectation would then be translated into a conditioned response, but
the general notion was that the dog would take whatever action was appropriate
to prepare for the expected food. Thus, a dog would salivate when it expected food
because such anticipatory salivation would help it to digest the food more quickly
and efficiently (see Hollis, 1982); a rabbit would blink when it expected a puff of
air to its eye because this blink would protect the eye.

in terms of contiguity. Rescorla’s work on contingency, for example, showed that pairing a CS
with shock would result in conditioning only if the CS had predictive value – if the shock was
more likely when the CS was present than when it was absent.

As we noted earlier, one possible reaction to this evidence is to assume that animals are able to
calculate the probability of events, and thus to judge whether a US is more likely in the presence
of a CS than in its absence. Rescorla and Wagner rejected this account, but Balsam and his
colleagues embraced it! Specifically, they proposed that both animals and people are exquisitely
sensitive to the distribution of events over time, and it is this sensitivity that allows them to assess
whether a US is more or less likely in certain situations. To take a homely example, if you were
always home when your mail was delivered in the morning, you might eventually form an
accurate sense of how likely it was to arrive at various times – unlikely at 9, more likely at 9:20,
very likely at 9:30, and so on. And perhaps you’d also notice that delivery times varied depending
on which mailman (CS!) was on duty, with one tending to appear a bit later than the other. Balsam
et al. suggest not that you do all this consciously, but that our brains are very sensitive to the
timing of events, and that they build sophisticated temporal maps indicating the likelihood of
events at different points in time.

To this point, their notion might seem a bit vague, but they, like Rescorla and Wagner, were
able to express it in mathematical terms, so that it is possible to state precisely what the predictive
value of any stimulus will be, and how this predictive value will influence conditioning. Their
account assumes very sophisticated processing of the distribution of events over time, and it
remains to be seen whether they are right – perhaps, as was the case with the Rescorla–Wagner
model, it will prove possible to explain seemingly complex behavior in terms of simpler
underlying processes. On one point, though, everyone is in agreement – conditioning depends not
simply on the contiguity of the CS and US but on how useful the CS is as predictor of the US.
What remains to be seen is the best way of capturing this insight.
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Stimulus substitution

Pavlov’s interpretation was very different. As we have seen, he believed that the CS
and the US centers became linked so that activation of the CS center would lead to
activation of the US center. The CS would therefore elicit the same behaviors as the
US did; in effect, it was as if the CS had become the US – hence the term stimulus
substitution. For Tolman, the CS became a signal that food was coming. (Imagine
the dog thinking, “Oh boy, I’m about to get food.”) For Pavlov, the CS effectively
became a substitute for that food, in that it elicited the same responses. (You can
imagine the dog thinking, “Oh boy, what lovely food this is.” Note, though, that
Pavlov did not actually speculate about what dogs were thinking. His view was
simply that the CS would elicit the same response as the food.)

At first, Pavlov’s substitution theory might seem silly. A dog may not be a
brilliant scholar, but surely it has enough sense to be able to distinguish a tone or
a light from food! On closer examination, however, this claim is perhaps not as
outrageous as it sounds. The assumption that a dog knows that a light is not food
begs the important question of how it knows. We tend to think that identifying
food is trivially simple; everyone knows, for example, that apples are edible but
pebbles are not. Babies, however, do not know this and will often try to ingest
objects that are emphatically not edible. This is also true of many other species,
which have to learn which objects in their environment are edible. If a visual
cue is repeatedly followed by food in the mouth, therefore, it is not inconceivable
that a conditioning process might lead us to respond to this cue as food in the
future.

But if Pavlov’s dogs viewed the light as food, you may be asking yourself, why
didn’t they try to eat it? The answer is, they did! Pavlov found that when a dog
is released from its harness after pairings of a light bulb with food, it eagerly
runs over to the light bulb and licks it. The dogs didn’t actually chew or swal-
low the bulb, but this might have been because the bulb’s hardness inhibited the
dog’s swallowing reflexes. In other studies in which the physical characteristics
of the CS have been more appropriate, animals have tried to ingest the CS. One
example we have already encountered is autoshaping, in which a pigeon exposed
to pairing of a circular key light with food will begin to peck the key. The exis-
tence of this phenomenon is very difficult to explain in terms of expectations:
If the key light is simply a signal that food is imminent, why does the pigeon
bother to peck it? If the lighted key has been identified as food, on the other
hand, this pecking at the key becomes more understandable: The bird is trying
to eat it!

Support for this interpretation comes from a classic experiment by Jenkins and
Moore (1973), who paired a lighted key with food in one group and with water
in another. As we have already noted, a bird’s responses to food and water are
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different. When given food, a pigeon pecks with its beak open; when given water,
its beak is almost closed, and the pigeon uses its tongue to pump the water into its
mouth. Also, a pigeon pecks water with its eyes open, but it pecks food with its
eyes closed. (Food pecking is much more forceful, and the pigeon might close
its eyes to protect them from ricocheting stones.) According to the substitution
hypothesis, therefore, pigeons exposed to light–food pairings should try to eat the
key with an open beak and closed eyes, whereas those exposed to light–water
pairings should peck with a closed beak and open eyes. As Figure 3.9 shows,
this was exactly what happened. The pigeons seemed to be trying to eat the
key paired with food and to drink the key paired with water. (For some striking
cases where animals actually have eaten stimuli paired with food, see Breland and
Breland, 1961.)

Further evidence of the power of the mechanism involved, and of its apparent
irrationality, comes from another study by Jenkins (reported in Hearst and Jenkins,
1974), in which the key light was located along one wall of a 6-foot-long box
and the food source along another (Figure 3.10). The key light was occasionally
presented for 5 seconds, followed by the raising of a grain magazine so that
the grain was accessible for 4 seconds. Because of the layout of the box, if the
pigeons approached the key and pecked it when the light came on, they could
not return to the food dispenser in time to eat all the food. Nevertheless, Jenkins
found that his birds would run over to the light as soon as it came on, peck
it, and then quickly hurry back to the food magazine. Because of the length of
the box, they missed most or all of the food on the trials in which they pecked.
Despite this, they continued to peck the key in session after session (see also
Williams and Williams, 1969). Pecking the key seemed more important to the birds
than eating.

Tolman’s expectations

Pavlov’s substitution theory thus needs to be taken seriously: In many situations,
animals do behave as if a CS paired with food really is food, and they will persist
in trying to eat the CS even if it costs them real food. On the other hand, evidence
also supports Tolman’s view that a CS acts as a signal that the US is coming.
One source of support comes from observations of dogs’ behavior during salivary
conditioning experiments. They do not just salivate; they will also turn toward the
food tray and, if released from the harness, approach the tray (Zener, 1937). Their
behavior strongly suggests that they expect to find food there, and similar results
have been obtained in other experiments. In Jenkins’s long-box experiment, for
example, the pigeons usually approached the key light when it was illuminated,
but in some cases they moved toward the food dispenser instead. (See also Colwill
and Motzkin, 1994.)
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Figure 3.9 Typical responses of key-pecking during autoshaping trials. The photographs on the left show
typical pecking when the US was water; the photographs on the right show typical pecking when the US
was food. (Jenkins and Moore, 1973; the photographs were provided by Bruce Moore.)
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Figure 3.10 Top view of the apparatus used by Jenkins to study autoshaping in pigeons. (Adapted from
Domjan and Burkhard, 1986.)

A two-system hypothesis

We now have what seems a distinctly confusing situation in which animals some-
times behave as if a CS paired with food actually is food and try to eat it, but at
other times behave as if the CS is simply a signal that food is coming and initiate
appropriate action to obtain it (see also Jenkins et al., 1978; Timberlake, Wahl,
and King, 1982). One way to resolve this conflict is to assume that both views
are correct, and that the reason why the outcome varies is that classical condi-
tioning actually involves two distinct learning systems – an associative system
in which the CS elicits responses automatically, and a cognitive system in which
expectations guide responding.

Perhaps the first learning system to evolve was a relatively primitive one in
which the CS was simply associated with the US and thus elicited the same
responses. In the course of time, a more sophisticated system developed that
involved active anticipation of the US; this allowed subjects to select flexibly from
a range of preparatory responses, taking into account other information available
at the time. Insofar as both systems still coexist in vertebrates, this would explain
why animals act sometimes as if the CS is a signal for food and at other times as
if it actually is food.

The idea that the brain contains two distinct learning systems has been proposed
by a number of theorists over the years (for example, Konorski, 1967; Razran,
1971; Squire, 1992). Each theorist has attributed somewhat different properties to
the two systems, but a common theme has been that one system is essentially
simple and automatic, whereas the other involves some sort of expectation about
the properties of the forthcoming US. We will call the assumption of two systems,
one associative and the other more cognitive, the two-system hypothesis.

The brain’s evolution

Indirect evidence for two learning systems comes from what is known about the
evolution of the vertebrate brain. Studies of fossil records and of the brains of
living species suggest that the vertebrate brain has changed enormously in the
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course of evolution. These changes, however, have consisted not so much in the
disappearance of old structures – most of the primitive structures of an alligator or
rat brain can still be easily recognized, almost unchanged, in that of a human – as
in the elaboration of new structures. In particular, there has been a massive increase
in the outer covering of the brain known as the neocortex.5 The proportion of the
brain devoted to neocortex in humans is 150 times greater than in the tree-shrew-
like mammals from which we are thought to have descended, even after adjusting
for differences in body weight. The functions of this vastly expanded neocortex
include cognitive processes such as thinking and language. The neocortex is also
the center of awareness. (If the neocortex is damaged or anesthetized, a person
loses consciousness.)

In the course of evolution, the anatomy of the central core of the brain has
remained unchanged to a remarkable extent, with emerging cognitive functions
concentrated in a massively expanded outer region. Insofar as the older core has
retained its old functions as well as structure, a relatively primitive associative
system might still be present in vertebrates along with a more advanced cognitive
one. Epstein has proposed a similar hypothesis to account for human emotions,
suggesting that a largely preconscious system evolved first, and that this system
remained when a more rational and analytical system emerged. In his words,

It is inconceivable that, with the advent of language and the capacity for analytical thought,
the hard-won gains of millions of years of evolution were summarily abandoned. It can
more reasonably be assumed that the same principles . . . that apply to nonhuman animal
cognitions apply as well to human cognitions, wherein they influence and are in turn
influenced by a newly acquired verbal-analytical rational system.

(Epstein, 1994, p. 714)

Two routes to fear

More direct evidence for the existence of two learning systems has come from
recent research on the physiological mechanisms underlying fear conditioning. On
the basis of this research, LeDoux (1994, 2002) has proposed that the area of the
brain primarily responsible for the conditioning of fear is a structure called the
amygdala. When the amygdala is surgically removed, rats do not learn to fear a
tone that signals shock. LeDoux found two different pathways leading from the
senses to the amygdala: a direct path that can trigger a fear response very quickly,
and an indirect path that goes first to the cortex and only then to the amygdala
(Figure 3.11). He suggested that the direct path allows a rapid, automatic response

5 The outer covering of the brain is called the cortex. Some form of cortex is present in most
vertebrates, but it is expanded considerably in mammals, and the larger, newer section of the
cortex is called the neocortex. In humans, most of the cortex consists of neocortex.
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Figure 3.11 Two routes to fear.

to signals of possible danger, whereas the cortical path, although slower, allows
subjects to evaluate the signal more carefully and decide whether fear is really
appropriate. If you glimpsed a fast-moving object out of the corner of your eye,
for example, the direct path might trigger immediate arousal, while the cortical
path would allow you to weigh the situation and decide whether the moving object
was a dangerous predator or just a harmless bird, and thus whether further action
was needed.

Two systems in humans

Summarizing the argument to this point, we have supposed that conditioning
involves two separate systems in the brain, a relatively primitive system involving
the formation of associations, and a more sophisticated system involving the for-
mation of expectations. We have further supposed that the associative system is
located in subcortical structures such as the amygdala, while the cognitive system
is located in the cortex. However, in humans the cortex is also known to be the seat
of consciousness – if the cortex is selectively anesthetized, we lose consciousness.
It thus seems plausible to suppose that the formation of expectations might be a
conscious process in which the detection of a CS triggers a conscious expecta-
tion that a US will follow. (See also Öhman and Mineka, 2001.) According to this
expanded version of our two-system hypothesis, an association would be formed
whenever a CS is followed by a US, and, independently, we would also become
consciously aware of the relationship between these stimuli. Normally these pro-
cesses would occur simultaneously, but, as in animals, it might be possible for one
to occur without the other. (For a thoughtful exposition of possible relationships
between the two systems, as well as alternative views, see Lovibond and Shanks,
2002.)

In most conditioning experiments participants would become aware of the rela-
tionship between the CS and the US – it is hard to miss the fact that the presentation
of a light is always followed by a puff of air in your eye! If for any reason the
cognitive system did not detect this relationship, however, then the two-system
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hypothesis suggests that conditioning could nevertheless occur without partici-
pants’ awareness.

Brain damage

How is it possible, you might wonder, for the cognitive system not to notice
such an obvious sequence of events? One possibility is brain damage. Suppose
that the cortex was severely damaged in a car accident. According to the two-
systems hypothesis the brain would no longer be able to form expectations, but
conditioning could still occur if subcortical systems were intact.

To test this prediction, Bechara et al. (1995) investigated fear conditioning in
patients with various forms of brain damage. On each trial a colored slide was
presented; whenever the color blue appeared, it was followed by a loud blast of a
horn. They used the GSR to assess whether fear conditioning had occurred, and at
the end of the conditioning trials they also asked participants to say which color
had preceded the horn blast.

One of the participants had a hereditary condition that causes damage to the
amygdala. This subject showed no sign of conditioning. When interviewed after-
wards, however, this subject knew that the blue slide had been followed by the
noise. We thus have a rather unusual situation where even though the subject knew
that blue would be followed by an aversive noise, he showed no fear. The cortical
system still produced an expectation of an aversive stimulus, but the amygdala
was not translating this expectation into fear.

The same procedure was used with a second patient who had suffered accidental
damage to the hippocampus, an area of the brain that is known to play an important
role in certain kinds of memory. This patient showed normal conditioning, with
blue eliciting a stronger GSR than any of the other colors. When asked which color
was followed by the noise, however, he had no idea! This participant could not form
expectations, but fear conditioning nevertheless proceeded normally. Combined
with the results for the first subject, these findings suggest that fear conditioning
and expectations can develop independently, with damage to the brain eliminating
one without affecting the other (Figure 3.12). (See also Knowlton, Mangels, and
Squire, 1996; Morris et al., 2001; LaBar and Phelps, 2005.)

Subliminal presentations

Another way to prevent conscious awareness of the relationship between the CS
and the US is to present the CS in such a way that participants will not notice
it. In one study exemplifying this approach, Öhman and Soares (1998) presented
participants with pictures of either a snake or a spider, followed on some trials by
a mild electric shock. A discriminative conditioning procedure was used in which
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Figure 3.12 Following conditioning, a CS can independently elicit an expectation of shock and fear; one
can occur without the other.

one of the stimuli was followed by the shock while the other was not:

CS+ → shock

CS− →

To see if conditioning could occur without awareness, each stimulus was presented
for only 30 milliseconds (0.03 seconds) and immediately followed by a masking
stimulus – in this case, a meaningless jumble of dark and light shapes. Previ-
ous research had shown that masking stimuli presented under these conditions
effectively erase preceding stimuli before subjects can become consciously aware
of them. The procedure is thus sometimes referred to as subliminal presentation –
limen is the Latin word for threshold, and the stimulus remains below the threshold
of consciousness.

To check that subjects were genuinely not aware of the CS, the experimenters
ran an additional group in which there was a 4-second gap between the CS and
the US, and during this gap participants were asked to report whether the picture
had been of a snake or a spider. The percentage of correct responses was almost
exactly at chance (50.5%), confirming that participants had no idea what stimulus
had been presented. And yet, despite this lack of awareness, conditioning occurred
normally, as presentations of CS+ eventually elicited substantially higher GSRs
than CS−. The CS+ was thus eliciting fear even though participants did not know
that it had been presented.

The evidence for conditioning without awareness has not gone unchallenged
(for example, Lovibond and Shanks, 2002). All experiments are susceptible to
alternative interpretations, but there are particular problems involved in assess-
ing awareness that make research in this area more than usually fraught. Wiens,
Katkin, and Öhman (2003), for example, noted a possible alternative interpretation
of Öhman and Soares’s results. The CS+ and CS− trials in that experiment alter-
nated randomly, but with one restriction, that there could not be three consecutive
trials involving the same stimulus (for example, CS−, CS−, CS−). Suppose that
participants could not identify the pictures, but that as training continued partic-
ipants realized that there were never three trials in a row without a shock. If so,
then after two trials without shock they would have expected a shock on the third
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trial, and hence shown more fear. In other words, even though they were unaware
of the pictures, they might have had some awareness of the sequence in which
shocks were presented, and this partial knowledge could have led to greater fear on
CS+ trials than on CS− trials. What looked like conditioning without awareness
might have been nothing of the kind: Even though participants were not aware of
one predictor of the shock, the pictures, they might have been aware of another,
the shock sequence.

This might sound an abstruse and unlikely analysis, but Wiens and his colleagues
nevertheless decided to test it. And, perhaps to their surprise, they found that the
order in which the trials were presented did affect responding. Other aspects of their
findings led them nevertheless to support the original conclusion of conditioning
without awareness, but this example illustrates the kinds of subtle problems that
can arise in trying to assess awareness. We must, therefore, be cautious in drawing
conclusions. On balance, current evidence does suggest that conditioning can
occur without a person’s awareness, but the issue is not yet closed. (For examples
of positive reports, see Olsson and Phelps, 2004; Smith et al., 2005; Weike, Schupp,
and Hamm, 2007; for a contrary view, see Lipp and Purkis, 2005.)

Advertising

If conditioning can occur without awareness, this could be a factor in the effec-
tiveness of some advertising. Advertisers have long believed that they can influ-
ence the attractiveness of their products by presenting them in conjunction with
other, more appealing stimuli. Hotel or tourism campaigns, for example, invari-
ably feature handsome men and attractive women, and commercials for political
candidates are often set against a scenic background and accompanied by patriotic
music. Could classical conditioning be at work in these advertisements, with our
positive feelings about the context being transferred, without our awareness, to
the product being promoted?

We have already encountered evidence that our feelings about one stimulus
can be transferred to accompanying stimuli in our discussion of evaluative con-
ditioning in Chapter 2. As to whether such conditioning could occur without our
awareness, at least some evidence suggests that the answer is yes. In one study by
Janis, Kaye, and Kirschner (1965), subjects were asked to read a persuasive mes-
sage; those who read the message while they were eating were significantly more
likely to accept the positions advocated than were control subjects who were not
eating. Similarly, Gorn (1982) found that attractive music played during a com-
mercial significantly increased preference for the product. And, as we discussed
in Chapter 1, Smith and Engel (1968) found that the presence of an attractive
woman standing next to an automobile powerfully influenced subjects’ evaluation
of that car. In both the Gorn and the Smith and Engel studies participants were
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interviewed after the experiments were over and almost all denied that their rating
of the product had been affected by the accompanying stimuli.

A more recent study by Winkielman, Berridge, and Wilbarger (2005), although
not directly on conditioning, provides further evidence of how our emotions can
affect us without our realizing it. Participants were shown photographs of faces
on a computer screen and asked to rate the gender of each face. As they worked
on this task, however, they were also exposed to subliminal presentations of either
angry or happy faces. Finally, to assess the effect of this subliminal exposure, they
were given a lemon-lime drink to try and asked how much they would be willing
to pay for it. Despite the fact that participants were not aware of the faces, those
who had been exposed to the happy faces drank substantially more of the beverage
and were willing to pay twice as much to buy it! The effect was only temporary,
but if even subliminal stimuli can affect us in this way, it does raise the question
of how much more powerfully we might be influenced by advertisements in which
a product, be it a soap powder or a politician, is paired with emotionally appealing
stimuli. (For other work relevant to conditioning and advertising, see Cacioppo
et al., 1992; Priluck and Till, 2004; Schachtman, Walker, and Fowler 2011.)

Summary

There is suggestive evidence, then, for the existence of two distinct systems in
conditioning: a relatively primitive system based on associations, and a cognitive
system based on expectations. If there truly are separate systems, this could help
to explain a number of otherwise puzzling aspects of our behavior, including why
we sometimes feel anxious but cannot say why. In one clinical case, a woman who
had been raped had no conscious memory of the incident, but she nevertheless
became extremely upset when returned to the scene of the crime (Christianson
and Nilsson, 1989). Another case involved a French woman who suffered from
a condition called Korsakoff ’s syndrome, one consequence of which was that she
lost the ability to form new memories. Each time her physician, Edouard Claperede,
came to see her, she failed to recognize him, even if their last encounter had been
only minutes previously, so that on each occasion he had to introduce himself
all over again. (See also the discussion of retrograde amnesia in Chapter 10.) One
day, as a test, he concealed a pin within his hand when he greeted her and shook
her hand. When he next met her, he again offered to shake her hand but this
time she refused, even though she could not say why (Claperede, 1911). As in the
case of the woman who had been raped, unconscious associations seemed to be
eliciting fear, even though at a conscious level she had no memory of what had
happened to be causing this fear.

The suggestion that conditioning involves two separate systems is not univer-
sally accepted. Many psychologists who study learning would argue that it would
be more parsimonious to assume one system until the evidence for two systems
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becomes overwhelming, and that we have not yet reached that point (for example,
Lovibond and Shanks, 2002). The evidence for two systems thus must be viewed
with some caution. I think the balance of evidence does favor the assumption of
two systems, but it is important to recognize that this is just one reading of the
evidence; the issue is not yet settled.

Causal learning

In previous sections we have traced a gradual shift in psychologists’ understanding
of classical conditioning. At first, learning theorists saw conditioning as a funda-
mentally simple process in which associations were formed whenever two centers
in the brain were active at the same time. The research reviewed in this chapter,
however, led to profound changes in this view. Experiments on contingency, pre-
paredness, and blocking showed that conditioning does not occur indiscriminately
to whatever stimuli happen to precede a US. Instead, conditioning becomes focused
on the stimuli in the environment that are the best predictors of the US, even if
(as in the case of taste-aversion learning) the best predictor occurs many hours
before the US. If so, conditioning must involve far more than just the formation of
associations between contiguous events; it appears to entail a more sophisticated
system for detecting relationships, allowing us to anticipate when important events
are going to occur and to take preparatory action (see also Dickinson, 1980).

This shift in perspective was neatly captured in the title of an article by Rescorla
(1988): “Pavlovian conditioning: it’s not what you think it is.” He went on to
write, “Pavlovian conditioning is not a stupid process by which the organism
willy-nilly forms associations between any two stimuli that happen to co-occur.
Rather, the organism is better seen as an information seeker using logical and
perceptual relations among events . . . to form a sophisticated representation of its
world” (p. 154).

If this perspective is correct, one question that arises is whether we might use
this sophisticated system for detecting other kinds of relationships. In our daily
lives, after all, we are constantly trying to identify causal relationships between
events: Is a friend angry because of something we said? Is our rash an allergic
reaction to something we ate? Does underlining passages in a text help us get
better grades? In all these cases we try to identify causal relationships; might the
processes involved in detecting CS–US relationships also play a role in these other
instances of causal learning?

Medical diagnosis

Intriguing evidence on this point was reported in a study by Gluck and Bower
(1988) designed to simulate the judgments that doctors must learn to make in
diagnosing patients. University students were given fictitious medical records of
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250 patients. Each patient had some combination of the following symptoms:
a bloody nose, stomach cramps, puffy eyes, and discolored gums. On the basis
of these symptoms, participants were asked to decide which of two diseases each
patient was suffering from – we will call them Bad and Worse. After each diagnosis
they were told the actual disease. Finally, after reading all 250 records, subjects
were shown each symptom one at a time and asked to estimate the probability
that a patient with this symptom had Bad or Worse. In fact, the cases had been
constructed so that the symptoms varied in predictive value.

Although the problem was presented as one of medical diagnosis, it can also be
viewed as analogous to classical conditioning, with each symptom functioning as
a CS and each disease as a US. If a record showed that a patient had a bloody nose
(symptom A) and stomach cramps (symptom B), and this was followed by infor-
mation that the patient had Worse, this can be viewed as a compound conditioning
trial in which the compound stimulus AB was followed by Worse:

CSAB → USW

It is then possible to use the Rescorla–Wagner model to calculate the change
in the strength of the association between the symptoms and the disease on
every trial. The stronger the association between, say, symptom A and Worse, the
more likely subjects should be to expect patients with this symptom to have this
disease.

Gluck and Bower found that the Rescorla–Wagner model was remarkably accu-
rate in predicting subjects’ probability estimates. And, even more remarkably, the
model’s predictions proved to be more accurate than those of the main theo-
ries of human concept learning that were also tested. The Rescorla–Wagner
model, developed to account for the behavior of rats in fear conditioning exper-
iments, thus seemed to be better at predicting human behavior than were mod-
els explicitly developed to explain people’s ability to learn complex conceptual
relationships.

Retrospective revaluation

This result might at first seem so unlikely as to be unbelievable – surely the
reasoning that a doctor uses in diagnosing diseases is far more sophisticated than
the skills involved in associating a light with a puff of air to the eye? Indeed,
there undoubtedly are differences, but from an evolutionary perspective the claim
of similarities is perhaps not as outrageous as it first sounds. Studies of evolution
have made it clear that evolution generally involves relatively small changes to
existing mechanisms, rather than the creation of entirely new systems from scratch.
In the case of the brain, once evolution had produced a sophisticated system for
detecting relationships between, say, tastes and illness, it would not be surprising
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if this system was then adapted for use in other areas, and if some of the core
principles remained the same.

Gluck and Bower’s experiment initiated what soon became a flood of research, as
experimenters examined whether the associative principles discovered in research
on classical conditioning could also explain more complex forms of decision mak-
ing such as causal learning. The path of this research proved bumpy, as each newly
published experiment seemed to reverse the conclusions of its immediate prede-
cessor. As an example, one line of research has concerned a phenomenon called
retrospective revaluation. In our earlier discussion of blocking, we saw that the
training procedure involves the following steps:

(1) A → X

(2) AB → X

The outcome, as we have seen, is that the initial conditioning to stimulus A blocks
conditioning to the added stimulus B. In retrospective revaluation experiments,
the order of these steps is reversed:

(1) AB → X

(2) A → X

In a typical experiment, participants might be told that their task was to figure
out what foods were causing a patient to have an allergic reaction. They would
then be shown what the patient ate each night, one meal at a time, and for each
meal whether it was followed by illness. During stage one, for example, they might
be told of some nights on which the patient ate spaghetti (A) and meatballs (B),
and that the patient became ill after each of these meals. Then, in stage 2, the list
of meals would include ones in which the patient ate only spaghetti (A), and again
became ill:

(1) spaghetti + meatballs → illness

(2) spaghetti → illness

Finally, they would be asked to rate the likelihood that each of the foods encoun-
tered in the experiment would make the patient ill.

What should we expect to happen? According to an associative analysis, partic-
ipants should believe that eating meatballs (B) produces illness, because every time
the patient ate meatballs they would become ill. The Rescorla–Wagner model, for
example, would say that the AB trials during the first phase should result in A and
B both becoming associated with illness. When stimulus A on its own was then
paired with illness, this would have further strengthened the association between
A and illness. Crucially, however, these added A→ illness trials should have no
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effect on conditioning to B, because B is not present. According to the model,
therefore, B’s association with illness should remain intact, so that participants
should still expect eating meatballs (B) to produce an allergic reaction.

That, however, was not what was found. The model’s prediction has been tested
in several experiments, and in every case participants concluded that while the
spaghetti produced illness, the meatballs did not (for example, Dickinson and
Burke, 1996; Shanks, 1985).

From an associative perspective this result is puzzling: If eating meatballs is
always followed by illness, why is no association formed? The answer that may
have already occurred to you is that participants were not just blindly forming
associations; they were logically analyzing the evidence. When told in the first
phase that meals of spaghetti and meatballs were followed by illness, they would
have recognized that both were possible causes. When then told that spaghetti
on its own produced illness, however, they would have retrospectively revalu-
ated the earlier evidence: If the patient became ill every time he ate spaghetti,
the presence of meatballs during the earlier meals was probably irrelevant. In
reaching a conclusion, in other words, participants were not just associating what-
ever items they heard mentioned; they were thinking logically about what the
evidence meant.

Given the success of the Rescorla–Wagner model in explaining conditioning,
its failure to account for retrospective revaluation seemed to imply that causal
learning and conditioning must involve different processes. In particular, retro-
spective revaluation seemed to involve much more sophisticated processes of infer-
ential reasoning. Before the obituaries for an associative interpretation could be
properly written, however, follow-up experiments (for example, Balleine, Espinet,
and González, 2005) showed that retrospective revaluation effects could also
be obtained in conditioning experiments with animals! Moreover, several theo-
rists soon showed how, with a simple modification, the Rescorla–Wagner model
could account for retrospective revaluation after all (Dickinson and Burke, 1996;
Ghirlanda, 2005). A phenomenon that at first seemed compelling evidence that the
principles of conditioning and casual learning were different thus began to look
like yet further evidence for their similarity.

Dogs and doctors

It is important to emphasize that the issue here is not whether the processes
involved are identical. A doctor’s diagnosis of a patient unquestionably involves
forms of logical reasoning far more sophisticated than whatever associative pro-
cesses might be at work in the conditioning of an eyeblink. In both cases, however,
we try to uncover causal relationships that may be hidden in a large mass of data,
and at the moment it does look as if the associative processes that emerged in the
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course of evolution to help animals detect one class of causal relationships may
also help people to detect causes in situations that, on the surface, appear very
different (Karazinov and Boakes, 2007; Vadillo and Matute, 2007).

This claim may seem unlikely because we are accustomed to thinking of human
decision making as a highly rational and sophisticated process, and conditioning
as a very primitive one, but they might not differ as dramatically as this view
suggests. We have already seen that classical conditioning is more complex than
it appears; conversely, research on human decision making has revealed that
our decisions are not nearly as logical as once believed. (We will discuss this
further in Chapter 7.) Detecting a relationship between two events is easy in some
situations – if you get burned every time you put your hand in a fire, you will learn
this relationship with impressive speed. When there is a longer gap between two
events, however, and the first is not always followed by the second, then detecting
their relationship can be far, far more difficult. Some interesting examples come
from professional sports, where coaches with years of experience nevertheless
sometimes completely misinterpret the relationship between events. Everyone who
has ever played basketball, for example, is aware of the “hot hand,” that when
a player has hit several shots in a row, they are “hot,” and it is worth passing
the ball to them again because they are likely to score. All players and coaches
know this – it is so obvious as not even to be worth discussion – but, at least at
the professional level, it is completely untrue: a professional basketball player’s
likelihood of scoring a basket is exactly the same whether or not they hit their
previous shot, or, say, hit three in a row.

When coaches were told of the relevant evidence, they vehemently rejected it –
they were sure that they could not be wrong about something that appeared to
them so blindingly obvious. (We’ll discuss this further in Chapter 7.) Lest you
think this misreading of evidence is atypical, or confined to basketball, exactly the
same kinds of mistaken beliefs – also held with unshakeable conviction – have
been found in other sports. Statistical analysis has shown that some of baseball
managers’ strongest beliefs – about whether to walk a good hitter, for example,
or the importance of a high batting average – are completely wrong. And again,
when managers were shown the evidence, they simply didn’t believe it. (For an
entertaining account, see Lewis, 2003.)

The problem in both cases is that it can be very difficult to detect predictive
relationships between events when they are embedded in a sea of other events,
and their relationship is probabilistic – A is not always followed by B. In such
cases, it would not be surprising if the unconscious processes we use for detecting
relationships are based on – or even identical to? – the processes that evolved over
millions of years to help our ancestors detect causal relationships. It is too soon to
say for sure, but it is an intriguing thought that the processes that govern a dog’s
salivation might also play a role in doctors’ diagnoses of medical conditions or
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consumers’ decisions about what car to buy. (See also Buehner and Cheng, 2005;
Pineño and Miller, 2007; Shanks, 2007; Shettleworth, 2010.)

Terminology

We have used several terms in this section that can easily be confused, so it may
be worth concluding with some notes on terminology. The word associative is
used in two quite different senses, one descriptive and the other theoretical. In the
phrase associative learning, the term is used purely descriptively: We employ it to
describe any situation in which we learn that one event is followed by another –
for example, that thunder is followed by lightning. It doesn’t matter how this
learning occurs, or whether it is conscious or unconsious; if we learn that one
event is followed by another, then this is an instance of associative learning.

The term associative is also used, however, to describe a particular theory about
how associative learning occurs, namely that a connection is formed between event
representations in the brain, such that activation of one representation automat-
ically leads to activation of the other. In our thunder example, hearing thunder
would automatically activate a representation of lighting. According to a cogni-
tive account, on the other hand, events like these are linked in the form of an
expectation, a more complex representational structure. If you expect thunder to
be followed by lightning, you could logically combine this knowledge with other
information you possess, such as that lighting is dangerous and is more likely to
strike tall objects such as trees, in order to generate an action plan – “A storm is
coming, I need to move away from this tree.” So, learning that thunder is followed
by lighting would be an example of associative learning, and we could attribute
this learning to the formation of simple links or associations (associative theories),
or more complex expectations (cognitive theories).

Finally, we need to distinguish between associative learning and causal learning.
We have used the term associative learning to describe situations in which we
learn that event A is followed by event B; causal learning is a subset of associative
learning in which A does not simply precede B but actually causes it. For example,
suppose that you noticed that you were more likely to develop a rash on days
when you ate nuts. If you simply noticed this pattern, it would be an example of
associative learning; if, in addition, you inferred that eating the nuts must have
caused your rash, then it would also be an example of causal learning.

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

� Psychologists initially believed that conditioning was a fundamentally simple
process in which any stimulus that preceded a US would become associated with
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it. The strength of this association would depend on their contiguity, frequency,
and intensity.

� This belief was challenged by research on preparedness, contingency, and
blocking. Together, they suggested that conditioning depended not simply on
whether a CS preceded a US but on whether it was a good predicator of
that US.

� To explain blocking, Kamin suggested that conditioning occurred only when a
US was surprising. When an unexpected event occurs, we search our memory
for possible causes.

� Rescorla and Wagner developed a mathematical model of conditioning that was
based on Kamin’s work, though it avoided speculation on mental states. The
model said conditioning causes the formation of an association between the CS
and the US, and that the change in the strength of this association on any trial
would depend on the difference between its existing strength and the maximum
possible strength. They further assumed that the existing strength would depend
on all of the stimuli present.

� Their model was able not only to account for most known phenomena in con-
ditioning but also to successfully predict many new ones. Its success was par-
ticularly impressive because of its parsimony – its predictions were based on a
small number of very simple assumptions.

� There were also phenomena that the model had difficulty explaining, such as
latent inhibition, though the original model has since been modified in order to
account for them. Whatever its ultimate success, it is unquestionably the most
successful – and influential – model in the history of learning.

� The Rescorla–Wagner model is silent as to the nature of the CS–US association.
Pavlov believed that conditioning resulted in the formation of a connection
between the CS and US centers in the brain, Tolman that an expectation was
formed that the CS would be followed by the US.

� There is evidence to support both accounts, and this has led some theorists to
the view that in the course of evolution two fundamentally different systems
emerged, first a relatively simple associative system and then a more sophis-
ticated cognitive system. Evidence that conditioning can affect us without our
awareness supports the idea that we still have a primitive system within our
brains, as well as the more sophisticated cognitive one.

� Many psychologists now view conditioning as a sophisticated system that
evolved to detect relationships among events, relationships that were some-
times obscured by the temporal gap between them. The processes involved
might also play a role in situations seemingly far removed from dogs salivat-
ing in a laboratory, such as doctors trying to diagnose the cause of a patient’s
illness.
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Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 Why did simultaneous and backward conditioning seem to pose problems for
the principle of contiguity? How can these apparent anomalies be explained?

2 The principle of contiguity suggests that contiguity is both necessary for
conditioning (conditioning will occur only if the CS and the US occur closely
together in time) and sufficient (if a CS and a US occur together, then
conditioning will occur). How did the research of Rescorla, Garcia, and Kamin
pose problems for this principle?

3 How did Rescorla disentangle the roles of contiguity and contingency in
conditioning?

4 How did Garcia and Koelling show that the conditioning of a stronger
aversion to a taste than to a light was not simply the result of greater salience
of the taste as a conditioned stimulus?

5 How might classical conditioning contribute to an animal’s survival? Why
might it be better not to associate a US with all the stimuli that precede it?

6 How did Kamin account for blocking?

7 How did Rescorla and Wagner build on Kamin’s work? What changes did
they make to his explanation of blocking?

8 What equation did they use to predict learning? What does each symbol
represent?

9 Why didn’t Rescorla and Wagner try to determine the real values of the
parameters c and Vmax? What approach did they use instead?

10 What are the three main criteria usually used to evaluate theories? How does
the Rescorla–Wagner model fare on each?

11 Why did the evidence for latent inhibition pose a problem for the
Rescorla–Wagner model?

12 Can you figure out how their model could be used to account for the
phenomenon of conditioned inhibition?

13 What is the difference between signal and substitution accounts of
conditioning? What evidence supports each account?

14 What is the two-system hypothesis? How does it account for the conflicting
evidence on whether a CS functions as a signal or a substitute for the US?

15 The two-system hypothesis suggests that conditioning can occur even when
we are not consciously aware of the relationship between the CS and the US.
What kind of evidence has been used to test this claim, and what has it
shown?
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16 What might be the role of conditioning in advertising?

17 Conditioning probably evolved as a mechanism to help animals predict (and
therefore potentially prepare for) important events such as the imminence of
food or predators. In recent years psychologists have speculated that we
might now use the processes that originally evolved for this narrow purpose
to help us to identify cause–effect relationships in situations seemingly far
removed from salivating in anticipation of food. To what extent has research
on causal learning in humans supported this claim?
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One of the most obvious ways to encourage a behavior is to reward it. Parents praise
children’s good behavior; companies pay salespeople bonuses for high output;
universities promote productive researchers. There is nothing new or profound
about the idea of using rewards to encourage behavior – the principle was probably
known and used long before the discovery of fire.

If the principle of reward is so obvious, though, why is behavior often so hard
to change? Why do parents find it so difficult to get their teenage children to clean
their rooms? Or, to take a more immediately relevant example, why do students
sometimes find it so difficult to make themselves study? There are, after all, very
powerful rewards for studying: in the short term, good course grades; in the longer
term, a better job. Yet students often leave studying until the last minute, and some
don’t get around to it even then. Similarly, smoking and overeating can take years
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off our lives, and people are often desperate to give up these habits; yet the habits
persist. Why is behavior in these situations apparently so irrational, when rewards
as potent as a good job and longer life have little effect? Clearly, the principle of
reward cannot be quite as simple as it sounds.

To understand why rewards seem to control behavior in some situations but not
others, we will examine experimental research into the principles that determine
the effectiveness of rewards. Then, in Chapter 5, we will examine some of the
attempts that have been made to apply the principles discovered in the laboratory
in real life, and what these attempts have revealed about both the strengths and
the weaknesses of rewards as a tool for altering behavior. We will begin, though,
with the first experimental study of rewards, by Edward Lee Thorndike.

Thorndike’s Law of Effect

Thorndike’s research, like Pavlov’s, had its roots in the philosophy of Association-
ism, but its most immediate antecedent was the publication of Charles Darwin’s
Origin of Species. Darwin’s theory of evolution had proposed that man was but
one animal species among many, and this claim triggered a surge of interest in
the intelligence and reasoning powers of animals. If Darwin was right, if we are
closely related to other animal species, then the traditional view that animals are
dumb brutes becomes far less attractive. After all, if our close relatives were dumb,
what might that imply about us?

Are animals intelligent?

To lay the basis for a more realistic judgment, a contemporary of Darwin named
George Romanes collected observations of animal behavior from reliable observers
around the world. When published, the material in Romanes’s Animal intelli-
gence seemed to strongly support Darwin’s thesis, as anecdote after anecdote
revealed impressive powers of reasoning. Thorndike, however, was skeptical of
these accounts. For one thing, the observations might not be accurate – observers’
memories might have become distorted over time, and anecdotes might have been
exaggerated as they were told and retold. Even if an incident was described cor-
rectly, it might not have been representative of the species’ typical behavior. As
Thorndike noted,

Dogs get lost hundreds of times, and no one ever notices it or sends an account of it to
a scientific magazine. But let one find his way from Brooklyn to Yonkers and the fact
immediately becomes a circulating anecdote. Thousands of cats on thousands of occasions
sit helplessly yowling, and no one takes thought of it or writes to his friend, the professor;
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Figure 4.1 Thorndike’s puzzle box. (Thorndike, 1911.)

but let one cat claw at the knob of a door supposedly as a signal to be let out, and
straightaway this cat becomes the representative of the cat-mind in all the books.

(Thorndike, 1898, p. 4)

The Law of Effect

To remedy these defects, Thorndike argued, “experiment must be substituted for
observation and the collection of anecdotes. Thus . . . you can repeat the condi-
tions at will, so as to see whether or not the animal’s behavior is due to mere
coincidence.” To this end, Thorndike began to study learning in animals using an
apparatus that he called a puzzle box. Basically, it was little more than a wooden
crate with a door that could be opened by a special mechanism, such as a latch or
a rope (Figure 4.1). Thorndike placed a dish containing food outside the box but
visible through its slats, then put the animal to be tested inside and observed its
reactions.

When a hungry cat was placed in the box, Thorndike found that it would
initially scramble around the box, frantically clawing and biting at the sides of the
apparatus to escape and reach the food. After approximately 5 to 10 minutes of
struggling, the cat would eventually stumble on the correct response and, finding
the door open, would rush out and eat the food. According to Romanes’s anecdotes,
this success should have led to the immediate repetition of the successful response
on the following trial. Instead, Thorndike found that the animal generally repeated
the frantic struggling observed on the first trial. When the cat finally did repeat
the correct response, however, the latency of this response – the time from being
put in the box to performing the response – was generally shorter than it had
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Figure 4.2 Changes in the latency of escape from the puzzle box over trials for two of Thorndike’s cats.
(Thorndike, 1911.)

been on the first trial, shorter still on the third trial, and so on. Figure 4.2 presents
representative records of the performance of two cats. Progress in both cases was
gradual and marked by occasional reversals, but on average the time to escape
became progressively shorter as training continued.

This slow and irregular improvement did not suggest that the cats had formed
any rational understanding of the situation. Instead, Thorndike argued, the food
reward was gradually stamping in an association between the box cues and the
escape response, so that the box cues gradually elicited the correct response more
and more strongly. He repeated this experiment with other responses and also
with other species, including chicks, dogs, and monkeys. The basic pattern of the
results was almost always the same: a gradual improvement over many trials. This
uniform pattern suggested that the gradual strengthening effect of rewards was
not confined to a single situation or species but, rather, represented a general law
of behavior, which Thorndike formalized as the Law of Effect:

Of several responses made to the same situation, those which are accompanied or closely
followed by satisfaction to the animal will, other things being equal, be more firmly
connected with the situation, so that, when it recurs, they will be more likely to recur . . . The
greater the satisfaction . . . the greater the strengthening . . . of the bond.

(Thorndike, 1911, p. 24)

Some controversial issues

When Thorndike’s findings were published, they aroused considerable controversy.
One focus of debate was his claim that much if not all of animals’ seemingly
intelligent behavior could be explained by the formation of associations. We will
examine this issue in more depth in Chapter 7; we will focus here on two other
aspects of his findings that attracted attention.

I can’t get no satisfaction

Thorndike was criticized by behaviorists for his use of the term satisfaction, which
refers to a subjective or mental state. We can’t see into the mind of a cat, so how
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Figure 4.3 A straight-alley maze.

can we know whether it is experiencing satisfaction? This difficulty in assessing
satisfaction makes the Law of Effect potentially circular: A response will increase
if it is followed by a satisfying outcome, but the only way we know whether the
outcome is satisfying is if the response increases! In fact, Thorndike was aware of
this problem, and he proposed an independent and objective test for determining
whether a consequence was satisfying: “By a satisfying state of affairs is meant
one which the animal does nothing to avoid, often doing such things as attain and
preserve it” (Thorndike, 1911, p. 245). In other words, if a cat repeatedly tries to
obtain food in one situation – for example, by jumping up onto a table where food
is kept – then by definition this food must be satisfying, and the Law of Effect
now allows us to predict that the food will also be an effective reward for other
behaviors, such as escaping from the puzzle box. Meehl (1950) later labeled this
property of rewards transituationality.

Thorndike’s objective definition of satisfaction saves the Law of Effect from
circularity, but the term still bothered learning theorists because of its subjective
connotation that a reward is emotionally satisfying. An experiment by Sheffield,
Wulff, and Backer (1951) illustrates the dangers. To study what events are reward-
ing, they used an apparatus called a straight-alley maze, which consists of a start
box and a goal box connected by a long alley (see Figure 4.3). To find out if a
stimulus is rewarding, the stimulus is placed in the goal box and the subject in
the start box, and the experimenter records how long it takes for the subject to
run to the goal box. If the stimulus is rewarding, it should strengthen the response
of running, and the speed of running down the alley should thus increase over
trials.

The experimenters used male rats as subjects and a receptive female in the goal
box as the reward. The normal copulatory pattern in rats consists of a series of 8 to
12 intromissions and withdrawals by the male until it finally ejaculates. When the
male reached the goal box, the experimenters allowed it two intromissions, and
then abruptly removed it from the goal box. Intuitively, it is not obvious that males
would regard this as a satisfying experience, but it proved to be a very powerful
reward, as their speed of running down the alley increased over trials by a factor
of eight!

Such evidence makes it at least questionable whether all events that strengthen
behavior are emotionally satisfying, and it has led learning theorists to prefer the
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more objective term reinforcer to reward. A reinforcer can be defined as an event
that increases the probability of a response when presented after that response.
Similarly, we can define reinforcement as an increase in the probability of a
response caused by the presentation of a reinforcer following that response.

Reinforcement versus conditioning

A further issue arising from Thorndike’s work concerned the relationship between
the learning he described and that described by Pavlov. The procedures used by
the two investigators clearly differed. Pavlov arranged a contingency between two
stimuli: food, for example, was presented following a tone but not in its absence.
Thorndike, on the other hand, arranged a contingency between a response and
a stimulus: Food was presented only after a correct response. If we represent the
consequence by the symbol S*, then we can represent the two forms of learning as
follows:

Classical conditioning: S → S∗

Reinforcement: R → S∗

Carrying this point a bit further, in classical conditioning the presentation of food
depends solely on whether the CS has been presented: Whether a dog salivates
has no effect on whether food is given. In reinforcement, on the other hand, the
presentation of food depends crucially on the subject’s response: No response, no
food.

In procedural terms, classical conditioning and reinforcement clearly differ.
This, however, does not necessarily mean that the learning processes involved are
different. As we suggested in our discussion of classical conditioning and causal
learning, a single learning process could be involved in detecting relationships
between events, regardless of the nature of the events concerned. Thus, although
the procedures used in classical conditioning and reinforcement are different, the
underlying processes could be the same.

If the learning processes were the same, we should expect the principles of clas-
sical conditioning and reinforcement to be similar if not identical. Just as classical
conditioning depends on how closely the US follows the CS, for example, so the
effectiveness of reinforcement should depend on how closely the reinforcer follows
the response. As we shall see shortly, contiguity is indeed critical in reinforcement,
and many of the other principles of conditioning and reinforcement also turn out
to be the same. (For further discussion, see Colwill and Rescorla, 1990; Williams,
Preston, and de Kervor, 1990.) For our present purposes, though, the key point
to note is the distinction between the two procedures. In both reinforcement and
classical conditioning, a response is strengthened because of the presentation of
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an event such as food: In reinforcement, food is delivered following a response,
whereas in classical conditioning the food is delivered following a stimulus.

The reinforcer

One obvious determinant of whether a reward will strengthen behavior is the
attractiveness of the reward. As in the classic recipe for elephant stew – where the
first step is said to be “catch an elephant” – the first step in using reinforcement
effectively is to identify a suitable reinforcer.

Primary reinforcers

The most obvious candidates are stimuli that are necessary for survival, such as
food and water. It makes sense that such stimuli would become reinforcing in the
course of evolution because an animal that repeats a response that has led to food
is likely to have a better chance of obtaining food in the future. Thus, a gene
that established food as a reinforcer would be likely to be transmitted to future
generations. It therefore came as no surprise when early research demonstrated
that stimuli such as food, water, and sexual intercourse were all reinforcing.

In the early 1950s, however, evidence began to accumulate that not all rein-
forcers were necessary for survival, at least not in the simple physical sense that
food is. In an experiment by Butler (1954), monkeys were placed in an enclosed
cage with two wooden panels, one painted yellow and the other blue. If a monkey
pushed open the blue door, it was allowed to look out into the experimental room
beyond for a period of 30 seconds. If it pushed against the yellow door, an opaque
screen immediately came down, terminating the trial. Not only did the monkeys
quickly solve this problem, learning to push only the blue door, regardless of the
side on which it was presented, but they proved remarkably persistent in perform-
ing the response. In one experiment in which there was a trial once a minute – that
is, a 30-second opportunity to look out into the room, followed by a 30-second
blank interval – one subject responded on every single trial for 9 hours without a
break. A second subject responded for 11 hours, and a third for an extraordinary
19 consecutive hours.

Visual access to the surrounding room was clearly not necessary for the mon-
keys’ survival in any direct sense, but it proved a remarkably potent reinforcer. As
Butler commented, “That monkeys would work as long and as persistently for food
is highly unlikely.” Visual stimulation now appears to be only one example of a
large set of events that Kish (1966) has referred to as sensory reinforcers. The most
important characteristic of these reinforcers seems to be that they provide vari-
ety in our perceptual environment. Rats, for example, prefer to explore complex
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mazes with many turns rather than to explore simple ones (Montgomery, 1954),
and humans confined in a dark room will push a button that turns on a panel of
flashing lights, with the rate of button-pushing increasing as the pattern of lights
becomes less predictable (Jones, Wilkinson, and Braden, 1961).

The reinforcers we have discussed to this point – food, water, and sensory
stimulation – are effective essentially from birth. Reinforcers like this that require
no special training to be effective are called primary reinforcers.

The Premack principle

The evidence that sensory stimulation can be reinforcing suggests that reinforcers
are not all physically necessary for survival. Is there any other characteristic, then,
that reinforcers such as hamburgers, sex, and flashing lights share? Perhaps the
most useful integrating principle is one suggested by David Premack (1965, 1971).
Premack argued that different experiences all have different values for us and
that these values can be inferred by observing the amount of time in which we
engage in these activities when they are freely available. The common characteristic
of reinforcers, said Premack, is that they are all high-probability activities. Is it
possible, then, that any high-probability activity will reinforce any response that
has a lower probability?

Suppose that a group of children were given free access to a number of foods
and were found to prefer potatoes to spinach, but to strongly prefer ice cream to
both of them. If high-probability responses reinforce lower-probability responses,
then – as all parents know – we should be able to use access to ice cream to
reinforce eating spinach. However, we should also be able to use access to potatoes
to reinforce eating spinach, albeit less effectively, because eating potatoes is also
a higher-probability response. Premack (1965) tested predictions like these in a
series of experiments involving rats and children, and on the whole the results
were positive. The suggestion that more probable responses will reinforce less
probable responses thus became known as the Premack principle.1

A childish application

Homme et al. (1963) reported a particularly delightful application of this princi-
ple. The subjects were unruly 3-year-olds who repeatedly ignored their nursery

1 A subtle but important elaboration of this principle is known as the response deprivation
hypothesis (Timberlake and Allison, 1974). This states that whether an activity will serve as a
reinforcer depends on whether the current level of the activity is below its preferred level. If a
child, given a free choice, will eat two ice-cream bars a day, then access to ice cream will be
reinforcing if the child currently has access to fewer than two bars.
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school teacher’s instructions and, instead, raced around the room screaming and
pushing furniture. This kind of behavior can be wearing on even the most patient
adults, but it is particularly hard to bear for those responsible for the children’s
safety. One common reaction of parents in such situations is to lose their tempers
and punish the children to get them to do as they are told. Instead, Homme and
his co-workers set out to reinforce good behavior through a judicious application
of the Premack principle. They reinforced the children’s behavior whenever the
children sat and played quietly for a specified period of time, with the reinforcer
being several minutes of uninterrupted running and screaming! Within only a
few days, the children were obeying the teacher’s instructions almost perfectly,
so that “an observer, new on the scene, almost certainly would have assumed
extensive aversive control was being used” (Homme et al., 1963). Later on, new
and even better reinforcers were developed through continued observation of
the children’s behavior, including such decidedly unusual rewards as allowing
the children to throw a plastic cup across the room, to kick a wastepaper bas-
ket, and, best of all, to push the teacher around the room in a swivel chair on
rolling wheels!

The moral to this story is that it is a mistake to think of reinforcers in terms of a
restricted list of “approved” stimuli. There is no magic list of reinforcers; the best
way to determine what will be reinforcing for someone is to observe that person’s
behavior.

Secondary reinforcers

In contrast to primary reinforcers, which are effective from birth, some of the
most powerful reinforcers affecting our behavior are secondary or conditioned
reinforcers, which have acquired their reinforcing properties through experience.
Money, for example, is not at first a very effective reinforcer; showering an infant
with dollar bills is unlikely to have any discernible impact on the infant’s behavior.
As we grow older, though, money becomes increasingly important; in some cases,
it becomes an obsession. How, then, do secondary reinforcers, such as money or
the word good, acquire their reinforcing properties?

The obvious explanation is through pairing with primary reinforcers. Money,
for example, can be exchanged for a wide variety of other reinforcers such as
food. Somewhat less obvious is the nature of the processes involved. In the case
of the word good, does it act as a reinforcer because we rationally calculate that
someone who is pleased with us is likely to provide other resources that we value,
or is the process involved something closer to conditioning, where the positive
feelings we have when someone smiles at us become transferred to the word good
that accompanies this smile? Is the process purely rational, in other words, or is
there also some element of emotional conditioning?
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Existing research does not allow us to answer this question definitely, but, one
way or another, it is clear that the effectiveness of secondary reinforcers does
depend on pairing with primary reinforcers (for example, B. A. Williams, 1994,
though see also Lieberman et al., 1997). If you wanted to establish the word good
as a secondary reinforcer for a child, for example, you would want to ensure that
this word was followed by other reinforcers such as hugs or candy. And, once good
had become an effective reinforcer, you would want to continue to pair it with
backup reinforcers at least occasionally – as in the case of classical conditioning,
repeatedly presenting a secondary reinforcer by itself would be likely to extinguish
its reinforcing properties (Warren and Cairns, 1972).

Social reinforcers

A third possible category of reinforcers (one not usually treated separately) is
social reinforcers – stimuli whose reinforcing properties derive uniquely from the
behavior of other members of the same species. In practice, the meaning of this term
is clearer than its definition and includes consequences such as praise, affection,
and even just attention.

One reason for treating social reinforcers separately is that they are a blend of
both primary and secondary reinforcers. Poulson (1983) found that an adult’s smile
could reinforce behavior in infants as young as 3 months, suggesting that smiling
is innately reinforcing. But considerable evidence also indicates that the power
of social reinforcers can be altered by pairing them with other reinforcers. The
reinforcing properties of the word good, for example, can be increased by following
it with candy (Warren and Cairns, 1972). Thus, although social reinforcement may
have an innate basis, experience also plays an important role.

Our second reason for treating social reinforcers separately is to emphasize
their importance. Social reinforcers such as praise and attention are probably the
reinforcers we encounter most often in our daily lives, and they play an important –
and often underestimated – role in controlling our behavior.

We can illustrate the power of social reinforcers with a study by Allen et al.
(1964). The subject was a 4-year-old girl, Ann, who had just started nursery school.
From the time of her arrival, she spent most of her time interacting with adults
rather than playing with other children, and as time went on she developed a
variety of behavioral problems. She complained frequently about skin abrasions
that no one else could see; she spoke in a low voice that was very difficult to hear;
and she spent increasing amounts of time standing by herself, pulling at her lower
lip and fingering her cheek.

One possible analysis of Ann’s behavior might have been that she was an
insecure and unhappy child, and thus needed as much comfort and reassurance
as possible to help her adjust to her new surroundings. The authors’ analysis,
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however, was quite different. They noticed that a common feature of all Ann’s
problem behaviors was that they elicited adult attention. If she stood by herself,
for example, a teacher was soon likely to come over to ask what was wrong. If
adult attention was reinforcing, the teachers might have been encouraging the
very behaviors they were trying to eliminate. The authors’ advice to the teachers,
therefore, was to change the reinforcement contingencies by paying attention to
Ann whenever she played with others but ignoring her when she stood alone.
When Ann did talk or play with other children, a teacher would come over to Ann,
smile, and talk to her about what she was doing.

The result was a dramatic transformation in Ann’s behavior. After just a single
day, the proportion of her time spent in social play increased from 10% to 60%,
and this higher level was maintained over subsequent weeks. The frequency of
reinforcement was then gradually reduced and eventually faded out altogether,
but Ann’s social play remained at a high level. (As her skills in playing with other
children increased, this play probably became its own source of reinforcement.)

Social reinforcers can be very powerful: Even a small shift in adult attention –
not money, not candy, but just attention – was sufficient to substantially alter
Ann’s behavior. Also, as often happens, the crucial role of social reinforcement
in directing Ann’s behavior was not at first appreciated. Actions such as paying
attention to someone are such a common part of our lives that we take them for
granted, but, as we shall see again in other applications, social reinforcement can
play a very powerful role in controlling behavior.

Negative reinforcers

There is one other class of reinforcers that we need to discuss at least briefly
before proceeding. All of the reinforcers we have discussed to this point have
been positive reinforcers, stimuli whose presentation will strengthen preceding
responses. However, there are also negative reinforcers, stimuli whose removal
will strengthen behavior. Suppose, for example, that you had the misfortune to
move into an apartment where every night your neighbor played appallingly loud
music of a kind you hated. And further suppose that the room also contained a
white button mounted on a wall, and you discovered that each time you pushed
the button the noise stopped for 1 minute. You would be very likely to develop a
real fondness for pushing the button; if so, this would be an instance of negative
reinforcement, as the reinforcer would be the removal of an unpleasant stimulus,
rather than its presentation. (Another example would be taking an aspirin to relieve
the pain of a headache; this behavior would be reinforced by the termination
of pain.) To recap, we talk about a stimulus as a positive reinforcer when its
presentation strengthens a response, but as a negative reinforcer when it is its
removal that is reinforcing.
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Note that positive and negative reinforcement are both forms of reinforcement:
in both cases the outcome is a strengthening of a response. The term negative
reinforcement is sometimes misused to mean punishment, but that is a mistake to
try to avoid. If the term reinforcement is used, that always means a strengthening
of behavior; in negative reinforcement this is achieved by removing an unpleasant
or undesirable stimulus.

In some ways the distinction between positive and negative reinforcement is
purely technical – is the result achieved by presenting a stimulus or removing it? –
but it is important to use the terms correctly so as to avoid misunderstandings.
Also, negative reinforcement is involved in an important form of learning called
avoidance learning. To return to our hypothetical noise example, suppose that
the mysterious button would not only terminate the music when it was on but
could also be used to prevent its reappearance when it was off – for example,
that pressing the button during the 1-minute period it was off would ensure a
10-minute period of silence before it returned. If you pressed the button while the
noise was present, in order to terminate it, it would be termed an escape response;
if you pressed the button while the noise was absent, to prevent it appearing, it
would be called an avoidance response.

For many years the learning of avoidance behavior was regarded as a major
theoretical puzzle. In our noise example, if you pressed the button while the
room was quiet, nothing would happen – the reappearance of the music would be
postponed, but the immediate effect would simply be a continuation of the silence.
But if nothing happens, how could this act as a reinforcer?

One answer was provided in a cognitive theory of avoidance proposed by Selig-
man and Johnson (1973). The key to the solution, they suggested, lies in rec-
ognizing the role of our expectations in determining our behavior. In our noise
example, before learning to press the button you would have experienced many
days of noise and so learned to expect it. And when you did press the button, you
would have noticed that this was followed by an unusually long period until the
noise returned. You would thus now have two expectations: The noise will return
soon if you don’t press the button, but not if you do. And since you prefer peace to
noise, you would naturally decide to continue responding. (For a related account,
see Lovibond et al., 2008.)

According to this analysis, avoidance is a purely rational behavior, based on
logical weighing of alternative courses of action, and there is evidence to support
this (De Houwer, Crombez, and Baeyens, 2005; Lovibond et al., 2008). Research on
animals, however, has suggested that emotions such as fear play a greater role in
avoidance learning than this purely rational account suggests (e.g., Levis, 1989).
As we shall see in Chapter 7, human decision making is often an amalgam of
reason and emotion, and it would not be surprising if this was also the case in
avoidance. For now, though, the important point is that behavior can be reinforced
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by the removal of aversive events as well as the presentation of desirable ones,
and that the prevention of undesirable events can also be reinforcing.

Delay of reinforcement

Having identified a wide variety of potential reinforcers, we turn now to the
question of what determines whether they will be effective in practice.

One of the first variables that psychologists considered was contiguity. Research
had already shown that contiguity was critical in classical conditioning, with
delays of just a few seconds between a CS and a US often being enough to prevent
conditioning. Would the same be true of reinforcement? Would the effectiveness
of reinforcement be impaired if there was a brief delay between a response and
presentation of a reinforcer?

Research with animals

Research with animals strongly supported this prediction. In a representative study
by Dickinson, Watt, and Griffiths (1992), the authors trained rats in an apparatus
called an operant chamber or, as it is more commonly known, a Skinner box (see
Figure 4.4). This apparatus was developed by one of the most influential figures
in the history of animal learning research, B. F. Skinner, and is essentially a
descendant of the puzzle box developed by Thorndike. In Thorndike’s box, subjects
could make one response per trial: Once they opened the door and obtained food,
the trial was over. In a Skinner box, by contrast, animals can respond repeatedly.
Rats, for example, are usually trained to press a lever to obtain a small pellet of
food; the pellet is delivered into a tray located next to the lever. Because they can
press the lever again as soon as they have eaten the pellet, it is possible to earn
many reinforcers in a short period of time, making the Skinner box a very efficient
apparatus for studying the development of learning.

In the Dickinson et al. study, the time between pressing the lever and obtaining
food was varied in different groups: Some rats received a food pellet 2 seconds after
pressing the lever, others after delays of up to 64 seconds. As shown in Figure 4.5,
the delay used had a powerful effect on the rate at which the rats pressed the
lever. An increase in the delay of just a few seconds produced sharply lower
rates of responding, and responding ceased altogether when the delay reached
64 seconds.

Why should a delay of just a few seconds have such a powerful impact? At first,
learning theorists thought it was because rats have poor memories, so that if a
reward were delayed, they wouldn’t be able to remember the response that produced
it. However, later research made it clear that rats can remember their responses for
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Figure 4.4 A rat in a Skinner box. The rat has a response lever controling the delivery of food, as well as
devices allowing different types of stimuli to be produced. (Adapted from Bermudez, 2010.)
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Figure 4.6 A rat’s task when reinforcement is delayed, from the perspective of (a) the experimenter, and
(b) the rat.

surprisingly long periods – in one study by Capaldi (1971), for 24 hours. It now
looks as if the problem is not that rats can’t remember their responses, but that
they have difficulty figuring out which of these responses produced the reward.
From our point of view, the correct response in the Dickinson et al. study might
seem obvious, but from the rat’s perspective the situation may have been far more
confusing. Prior to finding the food it would have been engaged in a continuous
stream of activity – grooming, exploring the cage, and so on – and this behavior
would have continued during the delay interval. At any given moment, moreover,
it would have been performing many responses simultaneously. As it pressed the
lever, it might have been holding its head at a 45-degree angle, breathing rapidly,
curling its tail to its left side, and so on. Rather than the simple situation depicted
in Figure 4.6a, with just a single response preceding food, the rat would have
experienced a situation more like that in Figure 4.6b, with the correct response
embedded in a sea of other behaviors. From this perspective, the wonder is not
that a delay of a few seconds impaired learning but that the rats managed to learn
at all.

Research with humans

What, then, of humans: Will a reinforcer be effective only if it occurs within sec-
onds of the behavior to be strengthened? You will know from your own experience
that this is not so: A good grade for an essay, for example, can influence your
future behavior even if there was a delay of many days between your writing
the essay and receiving the grade. How, then can we reconcile the evidence from
animal research with our everyday experience?

One obvious answer is language. Although learning in humans and animals is
more similar than you might think – mammals in general and primates in particular
are far more intelligent than we sometimes realize – our possession of language
makes possible some important differences. If you received a reward without any
explanation – think of a mysterious stranger approaching you, silently handing
you $500 and then walking away – then you, like the rats in Dickinson et al.’s
study, might also struggle to understand why you were being rewarded. Indeed,
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when experiments with humans employ procedures that parallel those used with
animals, where rewards are provided without explanation, the results are almost
uncannily similar (e.g., Shanks, Pearson, and Dickinson, 1989; Lieberman, Vogel,
and Nisbet, 2008). Fortunately for us, the relationship between our behavior and
its rewards is rarely this opaque. If a father decides to reward his young daughter
for some exemplary behavior, he doesn’t just hand her a new toy without a word;
he explains what it was for. Language can bridge the gap between a response and
a reward symbolically, even when physically they were widely separated in time.

Our possession of language means that a delay in the presentation of a reward
need not be nearly as catastrophic for people as for rats. Nevertheless, we are going
to suggest that it is still desirable – and sometimes even vital – to reward behaviors
as quickly as circumstances allow.

Interfering responses

One problem is that language does not always allow us to fully reinstate the
response that we are trying to strengthen. Suppose you were trying to learn tennis
and at the end of a point your coach told you that your serve had been excellent;
would you always serve perfectly thereafter? If you’ve ever tried to learn tennis,
you know with some certainty that the answer is no. A good tennis serve requires
many different movements – you have to bend your knees the right way, throw
up the ball correctly, orient your shoulder and elbow properly, and so on. Even if
you did finally hit a good serve, you still might find it difficult to know which of
your many movements was responsible. And the problem would be exacerbated if
you didn’t receive feedback until the point was over: You would have continued
to move during the delay, and these additional movements would make it harder
for you to remember your movements while serving. In situations like this, where
the behavior to be learned is complex and thus difficult to remember, immediate
reinforcement can still be important2 (Revusky, 1971; Lieberman et al., 2008).

2 The world is rarely as simple as we might like, and so we need to at least mention a further
complication. Psychologists who study motor learning (the learning of physical skills) have
suggested that two distinct processes are involved (e.g., Adams, 1971). To continue with our tennis
example, to hit a good serve you need to learn the sequence of movements that are required, but
you also need to learn what a good serve feels like, so that you can recognize whether you are
serving correctly and either correct yourself mid-serve or, at any rate, on future serves. Immediate
feedback from a coach might help you to identify the correct movements, but while listening to
your coach you wouldn’t be able to pay as much attention to the physical sensations produced by
your serve. Immediate feedback could thus help you with one aspect of the task – learning the
correct muscular movements – but interfere with another, that of learning what a correct
movement feels like. For complex skills, it is not yet clear what the optimal strategy is for
reconciling these conflicting needs. (For two perspectives, see Swinnen et al., 1990, and
Lieberman, Vogel, and Nisbet, 2008.)
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Delay reduces incentive

A second reason why a delay might be harmful is that rewards tend to be perceived
as less attractive when they are delayed. Suppose that you were offered a choice
between receiving $100 now or in a year, would you find these options equally
attractive? It seems unlikely. In the jargon of the field, a delayed reward is a less
attractive incentive, and we are less motivated to work to obtain it.

One early demonstration of this effect was reported in a study by Rachlin and
Green (1972), using pigeons as subjects. They trained the pigeons in a Skinner box
containing two circular plastic disks called keys. If the birds pecked the key on the
left, they received 2 seconds’ worth of grain immediately, whereas if they pecked
the key on the right, they received 4 seconds’ worth of food after a delay of 4
seconds:

R1 −−−−−→ 2 seconds of food

R2 −−−−−−−−−−−−→ 4 seconds of food

The time between trials was held constant, so that over the course of a session
a bird that always pecked key 2 would receive twice as much food as a bird that
always pecked key 1. Despite this, the pigeons pecked key 1 on 95% of the trials.
They preferred to receive half as much food rather than wait just 4 seconds for the
larger amount.

You might be tempted to dismiss this result as evidence of pigeons’ lack of
intelligence, but Kirby and Herrnstein (1995) found that humans discount delayed
reinforcers in much the same way. To assess the value of delayed rewards, they
offered university students a choice between a smaller amount of money to be
delivered soon and a larger amount to be delivered later. For example, subjects
were asked if they would prefer $12 in 6 days or $16 in 12 days. The students
were offered a number of such choices, and, to ensure that they would take these
choices seriously, they were told that one of their choices would be selected at
random at the end of the session, and they would actually receive the option they
had chosen.

Rationally, you might think that the students would have preferred receiving
$16 to $12 – as both rewards were substantially delayed anyway, surely it would
be better to wait a few more days and receive 33% more money? Apparently not,
as most participants preferred the smaller sum that was delivered sooner. Like
pigeons, we seem to value rewards less when they are delayed. (See also Kirby,
1997.)

Further evidence on this point was reported in a study by Roll, Reilly, and
Johanson (2000). The participants were all heavy smokers, and the study investi-
gated different tactics for encouraging them not to smoke. Every 5 minutes they
were offered a choice between having a puff on a cigarette or earning $1. Some
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Figure 4.7 Percentage of homework assignments completed by Tom under different delays of
reinforcement. (Adapted from Phillips, 1968.)

participants were told that they would receive the money they had earned at the
end of the session, others that they would receive it 3 weeks later. The result was
that those who had to wait for their money smoked twenty times as much! The
reward was the same, but it was far less effective when delayed.

One possible implication concerns behaviors that we normally think of as involv-
ing self-control. If someone has difficulty in giving up smoking we usually attribute
this to a lack of will power, but another possibility is simply that the rewards he
or she can obtain by not smoking – more money, longer life – are too distant to
be effective. Even if people know, rationally, that stopping smoking will prolong
their life, this consequence may be too far in the future to influence them. We will
explore this possibility further when we discuss self-control in Chapter 5.

Reinforcing homework

A study by Phillips (1968) provides a real-life example of the value of providing
reinforcement quickly. To improve procedures for treating juvenile delinquents,
Phillips established a residential home for boys called Achievement Place. One
problem shared by most delinquents is failure in school, which in turn reflects
an almost total failure to do any assigned homework. As one component of the
treatment program, therefore, Phillips set out to encourage homework completion
through the use of reinforcers. Whenever an assignment was completed to an
acceptable standard, the boys were allowed to stay up for 1 hour past their normal
bedtime on weekends. This reward was known as “weekly time.” The effect of this
reward on the behavior of one boy, Tom, is shown in Figure 4.7. Over a 14-day
period, Tom did not complete a single assignment.

One possible explanation for this failure was that the reinforcer being used
was not sufficiently attractive; maybe Tom just didn’t value being allowed to
stay up late. Another possible explanation was the delay between completing an
assignment during the week and being allowed to stay up at the weekend. To find
out, Phillips used exactly the same reinforcer in the next phase of the study – one
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hour of late time for each correct assignment – but now allowed Tom to stay
up on the night that an assignment was completed rather than waiting until the
weekend. These results are also shown in Figure 4.7, in the section labeled “daily
time.” We can see that the percentage of homework assignments completed rose
immediately from 0 to an average of 50%. Even though the same reinforcer was
used in both conditions, its effectiveness varied dramatically depending on the
delay in its presentation. Thus, although reinforcers can be effective after a delay,
as a general rule they should be delivered as soon after a response as possible if
they are to achieve their full potential. Failure to adhere to this principle may be
one of the most important reasons that reinforcers are sometimes ineffective.

At the beginning of the chapter, we referred to the puzzle of why students have
difficulty studying despite the potent rewards – good grades, a job that pays well –
contingent on this behavior. One important reason is almost certainly the delay
involved in reinforcement. The reinforcers for studying arrive only after very long
delays, whereas those for alternative activities, such as going to a movie or a
football game, are essentially immediate.

Rmovie −→ SR

Rstudying −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ SR

The student who doesn’t study might thus be behaving much like the pigeon in
the Rachlin and Green study: Both may know that in the long term one response
produces much more valuable consequences, but they are nevertheless unable to
resist the temptation of immediate gratification. The moral to this section can thus
be summarized very simply: For a reinforcer to be maximally effective, it should
be presented as soon as possible after a response.

Schedules of reinforcement

One of the most important factors determining the effect of reinforcement was
discovered by accident. When Skinner was carrying out the research for his PhD,
he ran his experiments on weekends as well as during the week, and one Saturday
he discovered that his supply of pellets would not last until Monday. Instead of
reinforcing every bar-press as he had done in the past, therefore, he decided to
reinforce only one per minute. This had two gratifying consequences:

1 His supply of pellets lasted almost indefinitely.
2 The rats continued to respond and, after some initial perturbations, did so at a

steady rate.
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Over time, Skinner tried several different rules, or reinforcement schedules, for
deciding which responses to reinforce, and he found that the choice of sched-
ule had important consequences for how his animals responded. We will begin
by defining some of the schedules he used and then look at their effects on
behavior.

Ratio and interval schedules

The schedules

The simplest schedule is to reinforce a response every time it occurs. This schedule
is known, not unreasonably, as a continuous reinforcement (CRF) schedule. In
the real world, though, behavior is rarely reinforced so consistently. Children, for
example, are not praised every time they tell the truth, and factory workers are
not paid every time they tighten a screw. Instead, most behavior is reinforced on
intermittent, or partial, reinforcement schedules.

Two types of partial reinforcement schedules have been studied most commonly:
ratio schedules and interval schedules. In a ratio schedule, reinforcement depends
on the number of responses that have been emitted. In factories, for example,
workers’ wages used to depend solely on the number of responses they made –
for example, the number of dresses made – regardless of how long it took. In an
interval schedule, on the other hand, the passage of time since the last reinforce-
ment, rather than the number of responses, determines whether the next response
will be reinforced. Whether you find mail the next time you go to your mailbox,
for example, will depend on how long it has been since the last time you found
mail, not on how often you visited the mailbox in the interim. Note that obtain-
ing reinforcement in an interval schedule still requires a response: You do not
obtain mail unless you go to the mailbox. The length of the interval determines
when reinforcement becomes available: a response is still necessary to actually
obtain it.

Further complicating matters, ratio and interval schedules can be subdivided
according to whether the requirement for reinforcement is fixed or variable. In
a fixed interval (FI) schedule, the interval that must elapse before a response can
be reinforced is always the same, whereas in a variable interval (VI) schedule
this interval is varied. In an FI 60-second schedule, for example, 60 seconds must
always elapse following a reinforcement before a response can be reinforced again,
whereas in a VI 60-second schedule, the interval might be as short as 5 seconds
or as long as 2 minutes. (The 60 seconds in the schedule’s name refers to the
average.) Ratio schedules are subdivided in a similar way. In a fixed ratio (FR)
schedule, the number of responses required for reinforcement is always the same.
In a variable ratio (VR) schedule, the number of responses required to obtain
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Figure 4.8 Partial reinforcement schedules. The most commonly studied types are ratio (where
reinforcement depends on the number of responses emitted) and interval (where which response is
reinforced depends on the time since the last reinforced response). Schedules are further subdivided
according to whether the schedule requirement is fixed or variable.
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Figure 4.9 Typical cumulative response records generated by two types of schedules: (a) fixed interval
(FI); (b) fixed ratio (FR). The short diagonal marks indicate presentations of a reinforcer.

reinforcement varies across successive reinforcements. For example, FR 30 means
that every 30th response will be reinforced; VR 30 means that an average of 30
responses (sometimes only 5 responses, sometimes 50, and so on) will be required
for reinforcement. A slot machine in a casino is a classic example of a VR schedule:
payoffs depend on how many times the machine is played, but the jackpot is made
unpredictable to prevent players playing only when a machine has been in use by
others for a long time. Figure 4.8 summarizes these four schedules.

Patterns of responding

Learning the distinctions among the various schedules can be tedious, but each
schedule has somewhat different effects on behavior, and these differences can be
important. Figure 4.9 presents cumulative records illustrating the typical patterns
of responding obtained under FI and FR schedules of reinforcement. In a cumu-
lative response record, time is plotted along the x-axis, and the y-axis shows the
cumulative or total number of responses made since the beginning of the session.
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If a rat were to press a lever at a steady rate of one press every second, this would
appear on a cumulative record as an ascending straight line. The faster the rat
responds, the more steeply the line would rise.

In an FI schedule (Figure 4.9a), reinforcement becomes available only after a
fixed period of time has elapsed following the previous reinforcement; each short
diagonal mark on the record indicates the occurrence of a reinforcer. We can see
that, immediately after reinforcement, subjects respond at a very low rate, but this
rate steadily accelerates and reaches a peak just before the next reinforcement is
due. Thus, subjects tend to respond in a cyclical pattern.

Because of its appearance when graphed, this positively accelerated response
pattern is called an FI scallop, and it has important implications for the practical
use of FI schedules. For example, if you were a parent who wanted to encourage
your daughter to study by praising this behavior, it would be a great mistake to visit
her room only at regular, hourly intervals. If your praise were the main reinforcer
for studying, it is likely that your daughter would begin to study at regular, hourly
intervals. Ironically, psychology professors (including those teaching learning)
make exactly this mistake by scheduling exams at predictable, fixed intervals,
with the result that students’ studying often takes the form of a classic FI scallop:
a zero or very low rate of studying immediately after an exam, gradually rising to
a frantic peak the night before the next exam! Mawhinney et al. (1971) reported
evidence that studying really does follow this pattern. To estimate the amount of
time students spend studying, they monitored the use of course material in the
library. When exams were scheduled daily, students maintained a constant rate of
studying of around 60 minutes per day; when exams were scheduled at 3-week
intervals, studying immediately after an exam fell to around 15 minutes, and then
increased steadily to a peak of almost 2 hours just before the next exam.3

Figure 4.9b shows the typical response pattern under an FR schedule. Here, rein-
forcement is contingent on a fixed number of responses, and the result is generally
“pause-and-run” behavior. Subjects pause for a while after reinforcement, but once
they begin to respond, they respond steadily until they earn another reinforcer. If
the ratio requirement is too great, however, ratio strain may be observed: Subjects
will begin to respond, then pause, respond a bit more, pause again, and so on.
If the schedule requirement is not reduced at this point, subjects soon cease to
respond altogether.

In VI and VR schedules, by contrast, the requirement for reinforcement is varied,
with the result that a response can be reinforced at any time. The result is that
these schedules produce much steadier rates of responding, without such obvious
pauses.

3 In this case the effects of an FI schedule on students were almost identical to those on rats and
pigeons, but this is not always the case. We will discuss this anomaly further in Chapter 7.
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Figure 4.10 The effect of partial reinforcement on responding during extinction. The lower the
percentage of reinforcement college students received for playing a slot machine during training, the
longer they persisted in playing during extinction. (Adapted from Lewis and Duncan, 1956.)

The partial reinforcement effect

Having described the properties of the five schedules most often studied – CRF,
FI, FR, VI, and VR – can we now say which one is best? If our goal were to
ensure as strong a response as possible, the obvious answer would seem to be
to reinforce the desired response every time it occurred (CRF) – the more often a
response is reinforced, the stronger it should be. Indeed, in some respects that is
so, but reinforcing every response can sometimes have unintended consequences.
Consider the following experiment by Lewis and Duncan (1956). The subjects in
this study were college students, and they were given an opportunity to play a slot
machine. They were told that they could play as long as they wanted, and that each
time they won they would earn 5 cents. The percentage of reinforcement was varied
across groups during the first phase: One group was never reinforced; a second
group was reinforced once; and so on. Reinforcement was then discontinued, and
the experimenters monitored how long subjects continued to play.

You might think that the higher the percentage of reinforcement, the stronger
the response, and thus the longer subjects would continue to play. As shown in
Figure 4.10, however, that was not the case. Quite the contrary, the lower the
percentage of reinforcement during training, the longer subjects played during
extinction. This counterintuitive result – that partial reinforcement during training
increases responding during extinction – is called the partial reinforcement effect
(PRE).4

4 In the Lewis and Duncan experiment, the no-reinforcement condition (0%) resulted in the highest
levels of responding during extinction, but this is not usually the case. The persistent responding
in this group was probably caused by the wording of the instructions, which implied that some
reinforcement would be given if subjects responded. When this reinforcement was not
forthcoming following the first eight plays, participants kept trying.
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This effect was so surprising that at first it was called “Humphreys’ paradox,”
after the psychologist who discovered it. Various explanations were proposed,
but most learning psychologists now agree that the fundamental cause is the
difficulty subjects have in judging whether further responding is likely to produce
reinforcement. For subjects who have always been reinforced, the transition to
extinction is obvious, and they are likely to quit responding quickly. For subjects
who have received reinforcement after long periods of nonreinforcement during
training, on the other hand, the transition to extinction is less obvious, and they
are more likely to persist in the hope that they will eventually be reinforced.

Tantrum behavior in children provides a real-life example of the partial rein-
forcement effect. When parents pay attention to a child having a tantrum, their
attention can reinforce this behavior. Sometimes parents realize this is the case,
so they try hard to ignore the tantrum. If, with great effort, they manage to
ignore the child’s tantrums 90% of the time, they might then be baffled when the
tantrums continue, but this persistence follows directly from the partial reinforce-
ment effect: By reinforcing the behavior on a partial reinforcement schedule (in
this case, a VR10), the parents are in fact increasing the persistence of the behavior,
as the child learns that persistence will eventually pay off. If parents do decide
to ignore tantrums, it is very important that they do so consistently, as even one
or two reinforcements can dramatically increase the time required for extinction.
(See also Chapter 6.)

Choosing a schedule

Let us now return to the question of which schedule is best. Reinforcing every
response (CRF) has some important advantages, but it also has some serious
disadvantages. One, as we have just seen, is that continuous reinforcement does
not encourage persistent responding – if reinforcement is not available for a while,
there is a greater likelihood that responding will cease. A further disadvantage
is that continuous reinforcement is often costly: In monetary terms, it costs
whatever the value of the reinforcer is, but it also requires considerable time and
effort of the person delivering the reinforcer to ensure that he or she is always
present when the desired response occurs.

Given these problems, the optimum strategy for producing durable responding
is usually to begin by reinforcing every response, but then to gradually reduce the
rate of reinforcement to the lowest level that will maintain a satisfactory response
rate. Schedules with variable reinforcement requirements are generally preferable
for this purpose to schedules with fixed requirements because the unpredictability
of reinforcement generates more consistent and rapid responding. Our search for
the “best” schedule, therefore, has narrowed to two candidates: VR and VI. Which
should you use?
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The answer turns out to be a bit complicated. A VR schedule normally generates
a higher rate of response than a VI schedule because reinforcement on a VR
schedule directly depends on the number of responses: If a subject doubles the
number of responses he or she makes, that subject will also double his or her
reinforcements. On the other hand, if the VR requirement is set too high, subjects
will abruptly quit, whereas VI schedules can maintain a low but steady rate of
responding even when reinforcement is infrequent. In sum, a VR or a VI schedule
is generally the most effective in maintaining persistent responding; a VR schedule
will tend to generate higher response rates, but if reinforcement is to be delivered
only infrequently, then a VI schedule is more likely to sustain responding.

A criminally successful application

By now, your feelings about schedules might resemble those of the child whose
review of a book about penguins began, “This book told me more about penguins
than I wanted to know.” Learning the technical distinctions among schedules is
tedious and might appear pointless. As we suggested earlier, though, different
schedules can have very different effects, and, when used imaginatively, schedules
can be powerful tools for altering behavior.

In a striking demonstration of the importance of the schedule used, Kandel,
Ayllon, and Roberts (1976) used reinforcement as part of a remedial high school
education program in a Georgia state prison. The subjects were two inmates, one
with a measured IQ of 65, the other with an IQ of 91. To reinforce studying, they
were awarded points whenever they passed a test with a score of 80% or better,
and these points could then be exchanged for a variety of reinforcers such as
cigarettes, cookies, and extra visiting privileges. With 1,000 points, for example, a
convict could buy a radio as a present for his family.

The program produced significant progress, but not as much as the authors
had hoped. One possible explanation was that the inmates simply were not bright
enough to progress any faster. (With IQs of 65 and 91, it was perhaps remarkable
that they had progressed as fast as they had.) Another possibility was that the
reinforcement schedule did not provide sufficient incentive for the hard work
required. To find out, the authors devised a new schedule in which the faster
the inmates progressed, the more points they earned. If an inmate completed one
grade level in a subject in 90 days, for example, he received 120 points; if he
did it in only 4 days, he received 900 points; and if he did it in only 1 day he
received 4,700 points. The result was a quite staggering rate of progress. Under
the old schedule, one of the convicts, Sanford, had completed ninth-grade English
in 3 months – all things considered, not unimpressive. Under the new schedule, he
completed tenth-, eleventh-, and part of twelfth-grade English in just 1 week! He
often missed recreational periods and stayed up all night to work. As he remarked
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to one of the instructors, he wanted to “get when the gettin’ was good.” During the
5 months of the program – standard reinforcement schedule as well as enriched – he
advanced 4.6 years in high school arithmetic, 4.9 years in reading, and 6.6 years in
language. In other words, he completed almost 5 years of high school in 5 months –
roughly 12 times the normal rate. And Sanford was the one with an IQ of 65.

These results have at least two important implications. First, and most relevant
to our current concern, they illustrate how powerfully the choice of reinforcement
schedule can determine the effectiveness of reinforcement. More generally, they
hint at how often we underestimate people’s ability to learn and change. Knowing
Sanford’s criminal record and apparent IQ, few would have believed that he was
capable of such progress. But under appropriate learning conditions, all of us –
learning disabled as well as gifted, criminal as well as non-criminal – might be
capable of far more learning than is commonly assumed. Too often, we blame
failure on the learner: “Oh, he’s too stupid.” “She’s just not trying.” A much more
productive reaction to failure might be to assume that our teaching methods are at
fault and to search for better methods. We have now seen two examples in which
a critical reexamination of teaching procedures led to dramatic improvements in
learning – Phillips’s change to immediate reinforcement at Achievement Place,
and the Kandel group’s imaginative use of a new reinforcement schedule – and
we shall encounter others as we proceed. Greater faith in human potential can
sometimes pay handsome dividends.

Motivation

Whether you respond to obtain a reward will depend not only on whether you
have learned that this response will produce the reward but also on whether you
want the reward. You may know that you can buy a cup of coffee from a vending
machine, but if you don’t feel like a cup of coffee at that moment, you are unlikely
to do so.

The first point to note here is that levels of motivation vary: Sometimes we
want a certain reward strongly, at other times not at all. As to why motivation
to obtain a reward varies, one factor is how long we have been deprived of it
(sometimes called drive); another is the reward’s attractiveness. In our vending
machine example, our likelihood of using it would depend not only on how thirsty
we are but also on how much we like the drinks it is selling. To use a carrot-and-
stick analogy, deprivation acts as a stick to drive us forward, while the quality
of the reward acts as a carrot to attract us. The greater our thirst and the more
attractive the carrot, the greater the likelihood that we will respond.

On the surface, the concept of motivation is thus simple – the more we want a
reinforcer, the harder we will work to obtain it. When this concept is examined
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Figure 4.11 Effect of amount of reinforcement on running speed. During the initial phase (left portion of
the graph), groups received either 1, 16, or 256 pellets of food on each trial; all groups then received 16
pellets (shown on the right side of the graph). The group previously given 1 pellet ran faster than the
group already accustomed to 16 pellets, resulting in an elation effect, or positive contrast. The group
previously given 256 pellets ran slower than the group accustomed to 16 pellets, resulting in a depression
effect, or negative contrast. (Adapted from Crespi, 1942.)

more closely, though, it turns out to be not quite so straightforward. In this
section we will examine two complications: contrast effects and the Yerkes–Dodson
law. (For some other complications, see Bolles, 1975, and Dickinson and Balleine,
2002.)

Contrast effects

As noted earlier, the attractiveness of a reinforcer is referred to as its incentive
value. One determinant of incentive value is the nature or quality of the reinforcer –
most children, for example, can be relied on to prefer ice cream to spinach – and
another is the amount or quantity provided. In one examination of the effect of
amount, Crespi (1942) trained rats to run down a straight-alley maze to a goal box
containing either 1, 16, or 256 pellets of food. The larger the amount, the greater
should be its incentive value, and thus the faster the rats should run to obtain it.
As shown in the left-hand section of Figure 4.11, that is what Crespi found.

To this point, Crespi’s results seem common sense: When a reward is more
attractive, rats (and people) will work harder to obtain it. The results of the next
phase of the experiment, however, were less obvious. In this second phase, Crespi
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altered conditions so that all three groups received 16 pellets when they reached
the goal box. As shown at the right of the graph, the rats modified their behavior
accordingly: Those for whom the reward had been reduced began to run more
slowly; those for whom it had been increased ran more quickly. If you exam-
ine the graph more closely, however, you will see that running speeds for the
three groups differed substantially, even though they were now all receiving the
same reward. The group that had previously received 1 pellet now ran the fastest,
while the group that had previously received 256 pellets ran the slowest. In partic-
ular, the group shifted from 1 to 16 pellets ran faster than the group that received
16 pellets throughout, while the group initially trained with 256 pellets ran more
slowly than this group.

Crespi called the overshoot in the group shifted from 1 to 16 pellets (not simply
improving, but running faster than the group that received 16 pellets all along) an
elation effect, implying that the rats were so excited over this improvement in their
circumstances that they ran especially fast. On similar reasoning, he labeled the
undershoot in the group switched from 256 pellets to 16 pellets a depression effect.
Other learning psychologists, however, were unhappy with these terms. Aside from
the problem of knowing what a rat is feeling – the facial expressions of elated
and depressed rats are remarkably similar – the terms elation and depression imply
emotional effects that should disappear as subjects become accustomed to the new
levels of reinforcement. In some cases, however, the effects are enduring. (See
Flaherty, 1996, for a review.) Psychologists have thus come to prefer the more
neutral terminology of contrast effects to describe these phenomena, emphasizing
that the effect of any reinforcer depends on how it contrasts with reinforcers
experienced previously. Crespi’s elation effect is now called positive contrast, and
the depression effect is called negative contrast.

Contrast effects suggest that the effects of a reward will depend on people’s
expectations. If you were expecting a reward of $1, receiving $500 might indeed
leave you elated; if you had been expecting $1,000, the more likely effect would be
disappointment. The importance of expectations here might remind you of classical
conditioning, where we encountered a similar phenomenon in our discussion of
the Rescorla–Wagner model. One of their key findings was that the same US could
produce either an increase in associative strength or a decrease, depending on
the strength of the association (V) at the beginning of the trial – or, in the more
cognitive terminology we are now using, on how much subjects expected that
US. In both classical conditioning and reinforcement, we seem to evaluate events
relative to our expectations, and this comparison or contrast then determines how
we react.

We will encounter contrast effects again in Chapter 7, when we discuss the role
of reference points in decision making; you can also find more information on
contrast effects in Williams (1997).
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Figure 4.12 If a response is reinforced, future performance of that response will depend on both learning
(knowing that the response produces a reinforcer) and motivation (wanting the reinforcer). We shall see
later that motivation can affect learning as well as performance (dashed line).

The Yerkes–Dodson law

To introduce our next topic, we first need to clarify the relationship between three
related concepts: learning, motivation, and performance. Suppose that you observed
someone entering a room containing a coffee vending machine and wanted to
predict whether they would use it to buy a coffee. The outcome would depend in
part on whether they knew that you have to insert a coin in order to operate the
machine (knowledge that they would have acquired or learned at some point in
the past), and in part on whether they actually wanted a cup of coffee. Whether
the individual would perform the response of inserting a coin, in other words,
would depend on both learning (knowing that the coin would produce coffee) and
motivation (wanting the coffee). Figure 4.12 summarizes these relationships.

In our discussion of Crespi’s experiment, we implicitly assumed that the amount
of food in the goal box affected the rats’ motivation, which in turn determined
their performance. There is, however, another possibility, namely that the rats’
motivation affected learning as well as performance. Consider the rats with the
256 pellets. We know that they ran down the maze more quickly; was this solely
because they were more excited at the prospect of obtaining food, or might they
also have been quicker to learn that the goal box contained food? Or, to use a
human example, suppose that a group of students was promised a large reward for
mastering the material in a text. They would be likely to spend more time studying,
but might they also be better at absorbing the material that they read? When we
are highly motivated, does this have a direct impact on how well we learn?

In a classic experiment to try to answer this question, Broadhurst (1957) trained
rats on a visual discrimination in a Y-shaped maze. The maze was flooded with
water, and a platform located in one arm of the Y allowed the rats to escape. This is
an example of negative reinforcement, in which the reinforcer is the termination
of an aversive stimulus, rather than the presentation of a desirable one. (Note that
negative reinforcement is not punishment: In negative reinforcement as in positive
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Figure 4.13 The Yerkes–Dodson law. How motivation affected rats’ ability to learn the correct path
through a maze depended on the difficulty of the problem; motivation generally aided learning on easy
and moderate problems, but high motivation impaired learning on a difficult problem. (Broadhurst, 1957.)

reinforcement, behavior is strengthened; the difference between them lies solely in
whether this strengthening is the result of presenting a stimulus or removing one.)

The position of the platform in this experiment was shifted randomly over trials,
but its current location was always signaled by the illumination of the arms; the
brighter of the two arms always contained the platform. To assess the effects of
motivation on learning, Broadhurst varied how long the rats were held underwater
before being allowed to swim through the maze; the confinement period ranged
from 0 to 8 seconds. In addition, he examined the role of problem difficulty by
varying the relative brightness of the alleys in different groups. For the easiest
problem, the correct alley was 300 times brighter than the incorrect one, whereas
for the most difficult problem the illumination ratio was only 15 to 1.

The results for the different groups are shown in Figure 4.13, which plots in
three-dimensional form the percentage of correct responses over the first 100
trials as a function of both motivation and problem difficulty. In all three problems,
motivation did influence learning, but the optimal level of motivation depended on
the difficulty of the problem. On the easy problem, motivation enhanced learning
uniformly: The longer that subjects were deprived of air, the fewer errors they made
while learning. On the difficult problem, on the other hand, the fastest learning
occurred with deprivations of only 2 seconds; increases in deprivation beyond this
value resulted in a substantial decrease in learning.

Broadhurst’s results suggest that motivation does affect learning, but that the
relationship is complex. With relatively simple problems, increasing motivation
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enhances learning, but on more difficult problems high motivation can actu-
ally be harmful. This inverse relationship between task difficulty and optimum
motivation – the more difficult the problem, the lower the optimum level of
motivation – has been observed in a number of other studies (for example,
Hochauser and Fowler, 1975; Bregman and McAllister, 1982). The phenomenon
is known as the Yerkes–Dodson law, named for the two psychologists who first
discovered it.

The reasons that high motivation interferes with the learning of difficult tasks
are not fully understood, but the most likely explanation is that motivation affects
attention. According to Easterbrook (1959), attention becomes more highly focused
when we are aroused; we concentrate more intensely on only a few stimuli while
effectively ignoring all others. For simple problems, in which the relevant cues are
obvious, focused attention is likely to facilitate learning. For problems in which
the important cues are more subtle, however, a subject that focuses attention too
narrowly might miss the critical cues and thus take much longer to solve the
problem. The result is that high motivation helps subjects to solve simple problems
but impairs performance on more difficult tasks. (For experimental support, see
Telegdy and Cohen, 1971, and Geen, 1985; for related work, see Beilock, 2008,
and Gable and Harmon-Jones, 2008.)

In summary, we have seen that the effectiveness of a reinforcer depends on
whether subjects are motivated to obtain it, and this in turn depends on its attrac-
tiveness or incentive value (the carrot) and how long subjects have been deprived
of it (the stick). In general, stronger motivation produces better performance, but
we have also seen two complications – that the incentive value of a reinforcer
depends on how it contrasts with previous reinforcers, and that motivation can
affect learning as well as performance. As with so many other aspects of reinforce-
ment, the concept of motivation is simple on the surface but rather less so when
examined closely.

The role of the stimulus

One aspect of Thorndike’s Law of Effect seems little more than common sense,
namely the assumption that a response will be affected by its consequences.
Thorndike’s version, however, is subtly different – it says that a reward will
strengthen a response not generally, but in the particular situation where the
reward was received (“responses . . . followed by satisfaction [will be] more firmly
connected with the situation”). To see the importance of this distinction, consider
a child praised for cleaning her room. According to Thorndike the effect might be
not a general increase in room cleaning, as her parents might fervently be hoping,
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Figure 4.14 Generalization. Pigeons were reinforced for pecking a key illuminated with a 580-nm light
(indicated by the arrow). When later tested on other colors, the highest levels of responding occurred to
similar stimuli. (Adapted from Guttman and Kalish, 1956.)

but rather an increase only in that situation, perhaps when the parents are present
and thus likely to provide further reinforcement.

Stimulus control

Generalization

Thorndike did not systematically test this assumption, but later research was to
support it. In one classic study, Guttman and Kalish (1956) trained pigeons to peck
at a circular plastic disk, or key, mounted on one wall of a Skinner box. The key was
illuminated with a yellowish-orange light of 580 nanometers (nm)5 and pecks at
the key were occasionally reinforced with access to a grain magazine located below
the key. To find out what the birds had learned during the training phase, Guttman
and Kalish ran a test session in which they varied the color on the key. Sometimes
it was illuminated with a green light (550 nm), sometimes with a red light (640 nm),
and so on. As shown in Figure 4.14, the birds responded vigorously whenever the
key was illuminated with the training stimulus (580 nm), but responding fell off
sharply when the test wavelengths diverged from this value. Contrary to our earlier
analysis, reinforcement resulted in a general tendency not to peck the key but,
rather, to peck the particular stimulus that had been present during reinforcement.
Subsequent experiments have extended this finding, showing that even seemingly
irrelevant features of the training situation (for example, the appearance of the

5 A nanometer is a measure of a light’s wavelength, which determines its color.
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walls, the texture of the floor) can acquire control over the reinforced response, so
that subjects respond less when these stimuli are altered (see Balsam and Tomie,
1985).

In Guttman and Kalish’s experiment, the response to the training stimulus spread
to similar stimuli, a phenomenon known as generalization. As the training and
test stimuli became less similar, responding declined, and this progressive decline
in response is called a generalization gradient.

This gradient illustrates the phenomenon of stimulus control, in which the
probability of a response varies depending on what stimuli are present. In this case,
the color of the key acquired control over the birds’ pecking, so that changes in
this color affected their responding. Similarly, human behavior often comes under
the control of stimuli that are present when we are reinforced, sometimes without
our realizing it. A businessman, for example, may give generously to charity
when in church while behaving ruthlessly at work, and most of us behave quite
differently when in the presence of a superior – a parent, a teacher, or an employer –
than when we are with friends. We are not quite as consistent as the concept of
personality might imply, as our behavior can vary substantially depending on the
situation.

Attention

Thorndike was thus right: When a response is reinforced, it will become associated
with the stimuli present at the time. But which stimuli? Will all the stimuli present
acquire control or only some? And if only some, which?

The first question – whether all stimuli will acquire control – proved surpris-
ingly difficult to answer, but when an answer did emerge, it was simple. We are
constantly bombarded by stimuli – many thousands of lights, sounds, and odors
every second – and we can only attend to a fraction. The inevitable consequence
is that only some of the stimuli present when a response is reinforced will come to
control it.

One example comes from a study by Rincover and Koegel (1975) involving
autistic children. As part of a therapeutic program to help these children learn new
behaviors, the authors used rewards to teach them to respond to verbal instructions.
For one of the boys, John, training began with the experimenter saying “Touch
your chin.” The experimenter would prompt the behavior by moving John’s hand
to his chin, and, once it was there, giving him a piece of candy. The use of the
prompt was then gradually reduced, until eventually John would touch his chin
without prompting. This training phase was conducted in a treatment room within
the hospital where John lived; to test the generality of what had been learned,
a new adult took John outside the hospital and again asked him to touch his
chin. The instruction was given 10 times, but John did not touch his chin once.
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Perhaps he had only learned to respond in the presence of the first experimenter?
To find out, they repeated the test, this time with the original experimenter taking
him outside, but again John did not respond. Perhaps he had learned to respond
only in the room where training was given? Another test, this time with the new
experimenter giving instructions in the training room, but again John failed to
respond.

John’s behavior was now a real puzzle – what, exactly, was controlling his
response? – but the experimenters noticed that during the training phase each trial
had begun with the experimenter showing John the candy. They therefore ran yet
a further test in which the second experimenter took John outside but, instead of
asking him to touch his chin, simply held up the candy. John immediately touched
his chin. The experimenters had thought that they had been training John to
respond to verbal instructions, but instead he had homed in on only one element
of the training context, the sight of the candy being held up, and this was the
element that now controlled his response.

Attention is not normally quite as narrow as this, but there is always some
element of selection in how we perceive our environment. This inevitably leads
on to our second question, namely which aspects of the training environment
will acquire control? To some extent, the determinants are innate – a sudden
loud noise, for example, is far more likely to attract attention than a quiet hum.
Learning, however, also plays a role, though the processes involved are complex. To
illustrate this, consider the following example drawn from classical conditioning.
Suppose that you were exposed to ten pairings of a tone with an electric shock. We
know that one likely result would be conditioning of fear to the tone, but might
this experience also affect how much attention you paid to the tone in the future?
The question might seem silly because the answer seems so obvious – if a tone
signaled a painful electric shock, of course we would pay attention whenever we
heard it. Indeed, that has been the outcome in some experiments, but in others
pairings of a CS and a US have resulted in a decrease in attention to the CS (e.g.,
Kaye and Pearce, 1984). The reason, according to Pearce and Hall (1980), is that
when a stimulus reliably predicts an outcome, we no longer need to pay so much
attention to it, because we already know what is coming. We would obviously
still want to respond when we heard the tone, but the processes involved could
become automatic, leaving us free to direct our limited attentional resources to
other aspects of the environment. (See also Chapter 7.)

It is striking that even in a situation as simple as this – simply pairing a tone and
shock – it can be difficult to predict whether attention to the tone will increase or
decrease. We clearly need a theory that can make sense of the discrepant outcomes
and predict when we will find an increase in attention and when a decrease, and a
theory along these lines has already been advanced (Pearce and Mackintosh, 2010).
It will take time for researchers to test the new account, but it looks promising.
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Figure 4.15 Elemental versus configural accounts of conditioning. If an AB compound is followed by a
US, an elemental account says that two associations will be formed, with A and B forming separate
associations with the US. A configural account says that only a single association will be formed, linking
the US to the AB compound as a configuration or whole.

Configural learning

In the hypothetical experiment outlined above, the issue was whether pairing a tone
with shock would increase or decrease attention to the tone. Suppose, though, that
the CS was not just a single stimulus but two or more stimuli presented together –
which aspects or components of the stimulus would gain control?

Suppose, to take a very simple example, you saw a red flag immediately before –
sorry about this – receiving an electric shock. According to one account, a stimulus
like this is best viewed as a set of independent elements (the color red and the
shape of a flag), and conditioning might occur to either or both of these elements.
According to another account, any stimulus is best thought of as a configuration
of elements, that is, as a coherent whole, so that a single association will be formed
with the entire configuration (Pearce, 2002). As illustrated in Figure 4.15, the issue
is whether associations are formed to the individual elements of a situation, or to
the situation as a whole.

Evidence for the existence of configural learning comes from many experi-
ments; we will focus on one by Bellingham, Gillette-Bellingham, and Kehoe (1985)
involving classical conditioning. They gave rats discrimination training involving
three kinds of trials, intermixed in an alternating sequence:

tone → water

light → water

tone + light →
Not surprisingly, the rats learned to respond at a high rate on trials in which the

tone and light were presented by themselves. The more interesting question was
how they would behave on trials where the tone and light were presented together.
If the elemental account is right, and each element in a compound forms its own
association with the US, then presentation of the tone and light together should
elicit strong responding, because each stimulus on its own elicits responding.
Early in training, that is exactly what happened, but eventually the rats learned to
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respond to the tone and light when they were presented separately but not when
they were presented together. In anthropomorphic terms, they behaved as if they
understood that the tone and the light together constituted a unique stimulus – a
configuration – and was not just the sum of its parts.

Experiments like these make it clear that we can learn to respond to a situation as
a whole, but it is also clear that we can learn to respond to the component elements
separately. (Recall John’s learning to respond only when he saw the candy.) The
problem then becomes how to predict when we will find one outcome and when
the other, and at present that is not clear. If the truth about stimulus control is
thought to reside at the top of the mountain, our journey toward it is arguably
still in the foothills. In practical terms, we know that in predicting the results of
reinforcement we need to take into account what stimuli are present, but it is
sometimes difficult to predict precisely which elements will control responding.

Perceptual learning

We’ve seen that one possible consequence of exposure to stimuli is a change
in how much attention we pay to them. Another, closely related consequence
is an improvement in our ability to distinguish, or discriminate, these stimuli. If
someone with little experience of wines is asked to distinguish a chardonnay and a
sauvignon blanc, for example, they are likely to struggle, whereas to an experienced
wine taster the differences are like night and day. They can distinguish not only
the variety but the region of France in which it was grown, the year, and even
whether the sample came from the upper or lower half of the bottle! (Goldstone,
1998.) Similarly, radiographers learn to distinguish X-rays that look identical to
the rest of us, and chicken sexers display similar expertise in their more exotic
specialty. (Chicks are assessed when they are only one day old, and the differences
are apparently exceedingly subtle.) This enhanced ability to distinguish between
stimuli, simply as a result of exposure, is known as perceptual learning.

As to how perceptual learning occurs, it currently looks as if several processes
may be involved, one of which is attention (Goldstone, 1998; Kellman, 2002;
Hall, 2008). We seem to learn to pay greater attention to those aspects of similar
stimuli that differentiate them, while at the same time learning to ignore features
that are irrelevant. Infants, for example, are born with the ability to distinguish
a wide range of speech sounds, but by the age of 10 months they can no longer
distinguish sounds which are not important in their language, and which they
have thus learned can be ignored (Werker and Lalonde, 1988).

One way to enhance perceptual learning is through easy-to-hard discrimination
training, in which training is first given on problems where the stimuli are easy
to distinguish, and only when this is successful are more difficult discriminations
introduced. In a representative study by Suret and McLaren (2003), participants
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Difficult

Easy

Figure 4.16 Easy-to-hard discrimination training. Suret and McLaren (2003) gave participants a difficult
face discrimination problem to solve, but one group was first trained on an easier discrimination. The
photographs used in the experiments were similarly blurred.

were given the task of distinguishing pairs of very similar faces, such as those
shown at the top of Figure 4.16. One face was presented on each trial, and par-
ticipants had to indicate which of two categories the face belonged to by pressing
one of two keys. As soon as they pressed, they were told if their choice had been
correct. Participants were told that the allocation of faces to categories had been
arbitrary, and that their task was simply to learn the correct response for each face.
And, because the faces were very similar, this required learning to distinguish the
similar faces.

For one group the difficult pairs were presented throughout training, while a
second group started with 40 trials on easier pairs (such as those shown at the
bottom of the figure) before being transferred to the difficult ones. The authors
found that the easy-to-hard group were significantly better at discriminating the
difficult pairs, despite having had less practice with them. It seems likely that
training with the easier pairs taught participants what dimensions were useful in
distinguishing the faces, thereby making it easier to discriminate the difficult pairs.6

6 Psychologists use the term dimension to refer to a set of stimuli which can be arranged in a linear
sequence. Color, for example, is a dimension, as colors can be arranged according to their
wavelength. Size and brightness are also dimensions, and more specialized continua such as nose
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Perceptual learning is also aided if the stimuli to be discriminated are presented
simultaneously rather than separately (e.g., Mundy, Honey, and Dwyer, 2007).
Again the likely explanation is attention: When stimuli are present simultaneously,
it is easier to compare them and thus identify the dimensions on which they differ.

Together, these findings suggest that when something is difficult to learn, it
might help to start with a simpler version of the task and only after it has been
mastered move on to the difficult one. If a student is having difficulty distinguish-
ing the sounds of a foreign language, for example, it might help to begin with
versions that are maximally discriminable, and to present these sounds in close
temporal proximity in order to aid comparison. Only when this simpler task has
been mastered should training advance to the difficult version.

Practical applications

In some applications involving reward the goal is to have a behavior occur as
widely as possible, regardless of the situation. If you were a parent trying to train
a child to be honest, you would probably want this behavior to occur very widely.
In other situations, however, your goal might be to have a behavior occur only in
specific settings. A child, for example, needs to learn to cross a street only when
the light is green, not red. In the following sections we will look at what can be
done to achieve each of these goals.

Encouraging discrimination

In cases where we want a behavior to occur only in particular settings, one useful
technique is to provide discrimination training. In this procedure, training is
provided not only in the situation where we want the behavior to occur (S+), but
also in situations where we do not want it to occur (S−). Presentations of the
situations are alternated, and behavior is reinforced only in the positive situation:

S+ : R → SR

S− : R →

We will use a study by Redd and Birnbrauer (1969) to illustrate the methods used
in discrimination training, and also their power. The participants were mentally
retarded 12- to 15-year-old boys, and the purpose of the study was to examine
how the reinforcement contingencies established by adults can shape children’s

length can also be treated as dimensions. If a set of faces differ in nose length, then learning to
attend to this dimension on an easy problem will make it easier to identify differences when the
noses are more similar.
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behavior. When one of the experimenters was present, the boys were reinforced
for playing cooperatively (a typical reward was candy and praise); when the other
experimenter was present, the boys were reinforced equally often, but the rewards
were delivered at random intervals, regardless of how the boys were behaving.
When the boys were later tested, they were far more likely to engage in cooperative
play when the first experimenter was present. The experimenters then reversed
roles, with the second experimenter being the one who reinforced cooperative
play, and the boys altered their behavior accordingly. As a result of discrimination
training, cooperative play occurred only in the situation where it was reinforced.

Although the experimenter in this study deliberately arranged discrimination
training, we often encounter similar contingencies in real life. If a child’s coop-
erative behavior is praised by a parent but ignored by a teacher, it would not
be surprising if the child learned to behave differently at home and in school.
Indeed, considerable evidence indicates that our behavior is not as consistent as
we think. In one early study by Hartshorne and May (1928), children were given
opportunities to behave dishonestly at home, at school, and at play. We tend to
think of honesty as a personality trait, and thus expect children who are honest
in one situation to also be honest in others, but the authors observed very little
correlation between behavior in these settings. As the Redd and Birnbrauer study
suggests, when reinforcement contingencies are different in different situations,
our behavior sometimes also differs. (For reviews of the evidence that our behavior
often depends on the situation, rather than reflecting consistent personality traits,
see Mischel, 1984, and Mischel and Shoda, 1995.)

Encouraging generalization

In some cases, our goal is to have a behavior occur widely, regardless of setting.
Consider a situation where a little girl admitted stealing a friend’s toy and her
mother praised her for being honest. The mother’s intention might be to encourage
a general tendency to be honest, but the effect might be to increase honesty
only when a toy is involved, or only when the mother is present. How, then, can
we reduce stimulus control to ensure that a reinforced response will generalize
widely across situations? The answer, in brief, is to provide training in a variety
of settings. To encourage honesty, for example, we would need to reinforce it in
different situations – in different places, with different people, and so forth.

At first, this requirement might seem discouraging; people encounter an almost
infinite variety of situations in real life, and we could hardly reinforce behavior
in all of them. Fortunately, it is not necessary to do so: As long as reinforcement
is provided in more than one setting, the reinforced behavior will often generalize
quite widely. One example comes from a study by Griffiths and Craighead
(1972) in which they trained a severely retarded female to speak more clearly by
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reinforcing correct articulations. Training was given in a speech therapy room,
and her speech improved dramatically. However, the improvement was confined
to the training room; elsewhere, she continued to speak unclearly. A second
therapist then repeated the training phase, but in an office in the hospital where
the woman resided. Her speech improved rapidly, and she now began to speak
clearly everywhere.

An understanding of the principles of stimulus control can be very important
in practical attempts to use rewards effectively. In trying to eliminate undesir-
able habits, for example, it can be important to understand the stimuli that are
associated with the habit. Consider adults who suffer from insomnia. If they toss
and turn for hours before falling asleep, then the stimulus of the bed may become
associated with this restless behavior, so that the very act of going to bed will tend
to elicit restlessness. To break the link between the stimulus of the bed and worry-
ing, Bootzin (1972) advised an insomniac client to go to bed only when genuinely
sleepy and not to engage in any other activities while in bed such as reading or
watching TV. If he could not sleep, he was to get up and engage in other activities
until he again felt tired. Within a few weeks, the patient was reliably falling asleep
within minutes of getting into bed, and subsequent studies have reported similar
success (Lichstein and Riedel, 1994).

A preliminary application

To illustrate how the principles discussed in this chapter can be applied, we will
use an example reported by Wolf, Risley, and Mees (1964). The subject in this
study was a boy named Dicky. Until he was 9 months old, Dicky’s behavior was
normal, but then he developed cataracts in both eyes, which in turn led to a series
of aberrant behaviors. He had difficulty falling asleep, for example, and would cry
unless his parents remained by his bedside until he was asleep. Similarly, in other
situations in which he didn’t get what he wanted, he would have violent tantrums
in which he would bang his head, slap his face, and pull his hair. After one of
these tantrums, his mother commented, “he was a mess, all black and blue and
bleeding” (Wolf et al., 1964, p. 305).

Dicky underwent an eye operation for his cataracts, and his parents were told
that he had to wear corrective glasses if his vision was to recover. Despite strenuous
efforts, however, they could not get Dicky to wear the glasses. When Dicky was
3 years old, he was diagnosed as schizophrenic and was admitted to a mental
hospital for children. The staff there again tried to get Dicky to wear his glasses,
but again without success. After 6 months of failure, Dicky’s ophthalmologist
warned that unless he began to wear his glasses within the next 6 months, he
would lose his vision permanently.
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At this point, the hospital staff sought the assistance of Wolf, Risley, and Mees.
They decided to teach Dicky to wear the glasses using the principles of rein-
forcement that had been identified in experiments with animals. First, recognizing
the importance of immediate reinforcement, they repeatedly paired the noise of a
clicker with presentations of candy, so that the noise would become a secondary
reinforcer that could then be presented the instant Dicky responded appropriately.
Then, since the desired response was one that, to put it mildly, occurred infre-
quently, they decided to use a learning principle that we have not yet discussed,
called shaping. Originally developed to teach rats to press a bar, shaping involves
first reinforcing whatever aspect of a person’s behavior is closest to the desired
response. Once this behavior begins to occur more frequently, the experimenter
withholds reinforcement until some closer approximation to the desired response
occurs, and so on until the desired response has been established.

In Dicky’s case, they decided to reinforce him – immediately with the clicker,
followed as soon as possible by food – first, simply for picking up the glasses, then
for holding them for progressively longer periods, then for moving them toward
his head, and so on.

When the authors instituted this program, the result was almost total failure:
Although Dicky would hold the glasses, he would not wear them properly on his
head. If you had been one of the psychologists involved, what would you have
done at this point? One reasonable response would have been to give up, on the
grounds that Dicky was simply too psychotic to be treated. The authors, however,
believed that reinforcement can work with any individual, no matter how disabled
or disturbed; if reinforcement did not work, they believed, then the fault must lie in
the way it was being used, rather than in the subject. Specifically, they speculated
that the reason Dicky wasn’t working to obtain the reinforcer might have been
that the incentive value of the reinforcer was not great enough.

To obtain a more effective reinforcer, therefore, the experimenters made bites of
meals contingent on appropriate behavior. Dicky still responded poorly at break-
fast, and again at lunch. But a third session was given at 2:00 p.m., when Dicky
was hungrier, and the shaping program then worked beautifully! Dicky was trained
to put his glasses on, then to wear them for longer and longer periods. His eyesight
was saved, and over the years a similar training program was used to alter other
aspects of his behavior. He learned to talk, to play with other children, and, even-
tually, to read and write. By the time he was 13, his measured IQ had increased
from 50 to 110, and he was enrolled in a class for normal children (Nedelman and
Sulzbacher, 1972).

One noteworthy feature of this study was its use of shaping. Although shaping
was originally developed for the rather humble purpose of training rats to press
levers, the principle can be applied very widely. The insight underlying shaping is
that when a behavior is difficult to train, it can help to start with a simpler task
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and progress only gradually to the more demanding one. In discussing delayed
reinforcement, for example, we saw that delays of even a few seconds can prevent
learning. If at first reinforcement is given immediately, however, and the delay
then lengthened gradually, behavior can eventually be maintained despite delays of
minutes or even hours. Similarly, in schedules of reinforcement, abruptly imposing
a requirement of 500 responses for reinforcement can result in equally abrupt
extinction of the response. If the requirement is introduced gradually, however –
first requiring 1 response, then 2, 5, 10, and so on – behavior can be maintained
even with quite substantial ratio requirements. The concept of shaping is simple,
but it is also potentially very powerful.

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
� Thorndike found that rewards produce only a gradual strengthening of behavior

over trials; the Law of Effect states that a reward stamps in an association
between the rewarded behavior and the situation in which it was made.

� Psychologists now prefer the term reinforcer to reward. In reinforcement, a
stimulus such as food is presented following a response; in classical conditioning,
it is presented following another stimulus. The procedures are clearly different,
but both involve the detection of a relationship between successive events, and
the processes involved are probably similar.

� Psychologists sometimes divide reinforcers into three categories: primary, sec-
ondary, and social. According to the Premack principle, good reinforcers can be
identified by observing what activities individuals engage in when given a free
choice: The higher the probability of an activity, the more effective it will be as
a reinforcer.

The effectiveness of a reinforcer also depends on:

� Delay. Delays between a behavior and the delivery of a reinforcer make it harder
to detect the relationship between them and also reduce the attractiveness of the
reinforcer as an incentive.

� Reinforcement schedule. In general, it is best to start by reinforcing a response
every time it is made (CRF), but then to reinforce it only occasionally. Partial
reinforcement generates high rates of responding and increases the likelihood
that responding will persist if there are long periods without reinforcement (the
partial reinforcement effect).

� Motivation. The attractiveness of a reinforcer depends in part on how it compares
to reinforcers that we have received in the past (contrast effects). Motivation can
also affect learning: The Yerkes–Dodson law says that the optimum level of
motivation for solving problems is lower for difficult problems.
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� Stimulus control. When a response is reinforced, it may be strengthened only
in the particular setting where this occurred (or, via generalization, in similar
settings). To increase responding generally, it is often necessary to reinforce the
response in a variety of settings. Conversely, to ensure that a response occurs
only in one situation, it is important to reinforce it in that situation but not
others (discrimination training).

� It can be difficult to predict which of the stimuli present when a response is
reinforced will come to control it. One issue is whether we will learn about
individual stimuli or a group of stimuli as a whole (configural learning). Also,
previous experience with a set of stimuli can affect our ability to differentiate
or discriminate them (perceptual learning).

� Shaping. When a response is difficult to train, it is sometimes helpful to shape
it by first reinforcing a simpler version and only gradually reinforcing closer
approximations to the desired behavior.

In outline, most of these principles are very simple, but we don’t always appreciate
their importance. When reinforcement is used properly, it can be surprisingly
powerful.

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 Define the following terms: transituationality, sensory reinforcer, social
reinforcer, Skinner box, cumulative record, FI scallop, ratio strain, and
selective attention.

2 Why didn’t Thorndike trust anecdotal observations? What method did he use
to study learning instead?

3 What is the Law of Effect? What objections have been raised to it?

4 How do classical conditioning and reinforcement differ?

5 According to Premack, what is the common feature shared by all reinforcers?
If the Premack principle is right, what do you think would be effective
reinforcers for teenagers?

6 What is the distinction between positive and negative reinforcers?

7 How do escape and avoidance responses differ?

8 Why do even short delays of reinforcement have such devastating effects on
learning in animals? Why are delays still sometimes harmful in humans,
despite the availability of language to bridge the temporal gap between
response and reinforcer?

9 Define the following schedules: CRF, FI, VI, FR, and VR. What are the
characteristic effects of these schedules on the rate and pattern of
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responding? If your goal were to produce persistent responding, which one of
these schedules should you use?

10 If you wanted to encourage a behavior, why would it sometimes be better not
to reinforce every response?

11 Why does the Crespi experiment suggest that the amount of a reinforcer
influences motivation rather than learning? (Hint: Suppose that amount
influenced only the strength of the association formed between a stimulus
and a response. If so, how fast should we have expected the rats to run during
the first phase? And, more crucially, how fast should they have run in the
second phase?)

12 How are learning, motivation, and performance defined? What is the
relationship between them?

13 What does the Yerkes–Dodson law imply about the use of monetary
incentives to encourage students to get good grades?

14 Research on attention has shown that only some of the stimuli present when a
response is reinforced will acquire control over it, but predicting which stimuli
is not easy. What does research on configural learning tell us about this?

15 What about research on perceptual learning? How does experience influence
our ability to differentiate stimuli, and what is the likely role of attention in
the development of this ability?

16 If your goal was to improve someone’s ability to differentiate stimuli, what
would be one good way to achieve this?

17 Every vertical mark on the “response” line in the following record represents
a response. If response 1 has just been reinforced, what other responses will
be reinforced if the schedule is

(a) FI 60 seconds?

(b) VI 60 seconds, with the first two intervals being 30 and 60 seconds?

(c) FR 3?

1

0

Responses

Time
1 min 2 min 3 min

2 3 4 56 7 8 9 10 11
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In the introduction to Chapter 4 we considered the paradox that the principles
of reinforcement appear so simple, yet in real life behavior is often remarkably
difficult to change. One explanation, we suggested, was that the principles of rein-
forcement might not be as simple as they first appear; in the course of that chapter,
we encountered evidence supporting that view. Even brief delays of reinforcement,
for example, have far more severe effects on learning than is commonly realized,
and our understanding of phenomena such as motivation and stimulus control is
still limited. Therefore, we could readily account for our difficulty in using rein-
forcement effectively by our incomplete understanding of the principles governing
its use.

There is, however, another possibility. Even in those cases in which we do
understand the principles of reinforcement, it can appear ineffective because we
fail to apply the principles in a coherent and systematic way. That is, we might
already know enough to use reinforcement more effectively, if only we would
apply that knowledge systematically. This, at any rate, was the belief of several
learning psychologists in the 1960s, and it led to a major effort, under the rubric
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of behavior modification, to apply the principles of reinforcement developed in the
animal laboratory to practical problems of human behavior. In this chapter we
will review some of these programs, considering the extent to which they have
been successful, and, insofar as they have failed, what these failures can tell us
about the remaining gaps in our knowledge. We will begin by looking at some
of the attempts that have been made to apply the principles of reinforcement to
education.

Three applications

Reinforcement principles have been applied to a wide range of educational prob-
lems and institutional settings. We will focus our attention in this section on
examples involving schoolchildren, teenage delinquents, and autistic children.

Classroom behavior

One of the most difficult problems for any teacher is children who are severely
disruptive in class. By talking, moving around, and so on, they not only fail to
learn themselves but also seriously interfere with the work of those around them. To
test a reinforcement-based program for dealing with this problem, Hall, Lund, and
Jackson (1968) went to a school in a severely deprived urban area. They asked the
teachers and principal to identify the children in the school whose behavior posed
the most serious problems. One child, a third-grade boy named Robbie, had been
in trouble ever since he entered the school. He had received repeated scoldings,
been sent to the principal, and even been spanked – all to no avail. A classroom
observer found that Robbie spent only 25% of his time on assigned tasks, the
remainder of the time being devoted to activities such as talking, snapping rubber
bands, drinking milk very slowly and then playing with the carton, and so on.
His teacher often urged him to work; indeed, 55% of her contacts with Robbie
occurred at times when he was not working.

If you were the teacher in charge of the class, what would you do? One natural
reaction would be to punish him, but this had already been tried repeatedly without
success. The experimenters’ analysis was that the teacher was actually encouraging
Robbie’s misbehavior by giving him attention when he misbehaved. As we saw in
our discussion of social reinforcement, attention from others, even when that atten-
tion comes in the form of scolding, can be reinforcing. The experimenters therefore
recommended that the teacher use attention to reinforce appropriate behavior. They
asked her to ignore Robbie whenever he misbehaved. When he behaved appro-
priately for one minute, however, she was to come over and praise him, making
comments such as, “Very nice, Robbie, you’ve been working very well.”
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Figure 5.1 Effect of praise on the proportion of class time Robbie devoted to studying. (Hall, Lund, and
Jackson, 1968.)

The results are shown in Figure 5.1. When reinforcement was introduced, there
was an immediate increase in the proportion of time Robbie spent studying. When
the teacher returned to the baseline condition – that is, scolding inappropriate
behavior – studying fell; it improved again, however, when reinforcement was
reinstated. (The purpose of alternating baseline and treatment phases is to assess
whether any improvement is really the result of the treatment, or simply the passage
of time; it is called an ABA design.) Moreover, this improvement proved durable:
Observations made 14 weeks after the training program had ended revealed that
Robbie was still spending 79% of his time working, compared with only 25%
during the baseline phase. Not surprisingly, this change in the amount of time
spent working also led to a substantial improvement in the quality of Robbie’s
work. On spelling tests, for example, his performance improved from 57% to 97%.

This improvement was not achieved without effort. To ensure that Robbie would
be reinforced immediately when he studied, his behavior had to be monitored
constantly. To help the teacher, the classroom observer signaled surreptitiously
whenever the criterion for reinforcement was met. In the early stages of the pro-
gram, therefore, considerable effort was needed to implement it, but in the long
term, the improvement in Robbie’s behavior meant that he required substantially
less of the teacher’s attention, and this improvement was maintained when cue-
ing was discontinued. The experimenters obtained similar results with the other
children studied. Thus, even a seemingly trivial reinforcer – just a little bit of
praise and attention – produced remarkable changes in the behavior of the most
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severely disruptive children in the school, provided that this reinforcement was
both immediate and consistent.

The token economy

This study supports the claim that many failures of reinforcement may be the result
of reinforcement’s being used in a perfunctory, haphazard way. When reinforce-
ment was used more systematically – and, in particular, when it was immediate
and consistent – then even a seemingly minor reinforcer (just a pat on the back)
produced dramatic changes in behavior.

It would be misleading, however, to imply that applications of reinforcement
principles are always this effective. The “reinforce good behavior, ignore bad
behavior” strategy used by Hall, Lund, and Jackson has been found to be effective
in many studies, but occasionally students whose disruptive behavior has been
ignored have really gone haywire, eventually forcing premature cancellation of
the program (for example, O’Leary et al., 1969).

In some of these failures, the problem was that the teachers did not implement the
system properly. In the Hall, Lund, and Jackson study, for example, the technique
was successful in six of the seven classes in which it was tried. In the one case where
it failed, the experimenters found that the teacher had been unable to ignore bad
behavior and had continued to become angry and to scold the student whenever
he was disobedient.

In other cases, the problem could have been that the social reinforcers used were
not effective reinforcers for the students concerned. As we noted in Chapter 5,
social reinforcers gain or lose their effectiveness partly through experience; for
some children, social reinforcers such as praise and attention are not effective (at
any rate, not from their teachers). Where praise fails, a possible alternative is the
token economy, in which points or tokens are established as secondary reinforcers
through pairings with a variety of more potent reinforcers. If children behave
appropriately in class, for example, they are immediately given points that can
later be exchanged for backup reinforcers such as candy. The advantages of using
tokens as reinforcers are these:

1 Because they are easily dispensed, they can be delivered immediately after the
child makes a response.

2 Because they are exchangeable for a wide variety of backup reinforcers, they are
always likely to be attractive. Even if a child does not want candy at a particular
moment, the token might still be desirable because it can also be exchanged for
other reinforcers such as toys.

One example of a token economy that we have already encountered is the study
by Phillips (1968) in which juvenile delinquents were treated in a residential center
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called Achievement Place. The boys were given points for appropriate behavior, and
these points could be exchanged for reinforcers such as snacks, money, permission
to go into town, and so forth. When permission to stay up late was used to
reinforce completion of homework assignments, the average percentage completed
was 50%; when points were made contingent on completion, this percentage rose
to 100%.

Token economies have produced similar improvements in a wide range of set-
tings. In one striking example, a token economy was used to reduce injuries in
two mines (Fox, Hopkins, and Anger, 1987). Workers were given trading stamps
at the end of each month in which they suffered no injuries, and they received
extra stamps if their work group was also injury-free. The stamps could then be
exchanged for a wide variety of items at redemption stores. Over a 12-year period,
the number of injuries fell by 68% in one of the mines and by 85% in the other.
The program was highly cost-effective for the owners: The cost of injuries fell by
more than $260,000 a year, whereas the stamps cost only around $12,000. And
the program also proved highly attractive to the workers: A union representative
at one of the mines even asked that the token program be written into the workers’
contracts!

As we shall see, token economies need to be used with some caution. Neverthe-
less, they provide a potentially useful alternative for situations in which reinforcers
such as praise prove ineffective.

Autism

One of the most remarkable practical attempts to apply reinforcement principles
has been the work of O. Ivar Lovaas with autistic children. Autism is a psychi-
atric disorder in which children become totally isolated from their social envi-
ronment, having neither verbal nor physical contact with other human beings.
Typically, autistic children spend much of their days rocking back and forth and
fondling themselves, sometimes engaging in bizarre and highly stereotyped ges-
tures. Attempts to treat autism have largely been unsuccessful; in one long-term
study of young children with this condition, more than 60% remained severely
handicapped and had to be confined to hospitals (Rutter, 1970).

To treat this severely debilitating condition, Lovaas developed a program based
almost entirely on the principles of reinforcement we have been discussing. He
viewed autism as a set of maladaptive behaviors and so set out to encourage more
appropriate behaviors using reinforcement, shaping, discrimination learning, and
so on. To train autistic children to talk, for example, Lovaas used a shaping pro-
cedure similar to that described in Chapter 4 to train Dicky to wear his glasses;
children were immediately reinforced with food whenever they made the desired
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response, and training started with simple responses such as pronouncing a single
word. Their program was based on a technique called modeling, in which the
teachers first demonstrated or modeled the desired behavior – in this case, pro-
nouncing a word – and then reinforced the children as soon as they repeated it.
Once the children had learned to pronounce the desired words, they were given
discrimination training to help them to learn how to use it properly – for example,
they would be shown a toy and asked its name, with reinforcement given only if
they gave the correct name.

Training was a demanding process, spread over many months, but the children
did gradually make impressive progress (Lovaas et al., 1973). This preliminary
success allowed Lovaas to obtain funds to extend his program. His initial program
had been restricted to a small group of children in a psychiatric hospital, but
Lovaas was now able to train therapists to work with children in their own homes;
the children were all under 4 years of age, and they were assigned therapists who
worked with them 40 hours per week for approximately 2 years. The children’s
parents were also given training in the appropriate use of learning principles, so
that appropriate behavior could be reinforced whenever it occurred.

To assess the effectiveness of the treatment program, Lovaas (1987) compared
the behavior of the 19 children who participated with that of a control group
who were either not treated or else treated only 10 hours per week. The results
were quite remarkable. The IQ of the treated group increased by an average of
30 points compared with that of the controls, and 47% of the treated children
improved sufficiently to be enrolled in public schools, where their behavior was
indistinguishable from that of normal children. In contrast, only 2% of children
in the control conditions showed this level of improvement. Lovaas has prepared
a film showing the behavior of the children before treatment and after, and the
transformation in their behavior is so dramatic that it is sometimes hard to believe
that you are seeing the same children.

The results reported by Lovaas and his colleagues are very, very impressive, but
his methods proved controversial. One problem was their cost: Treatment requires
intensive tuition for an extended period and is thus very expensive. On the other
hand, as Lovaas (1987) has pointed out, the cost of one full-time teacher for
2 years is approximately $40,000, “in contrast to the nearly $2 million incurred (in
direct costs alone) by each client requiring life-long institutionalization.” Another
problem concerned the use of punishment. In order to suppress behaviors that
interfered with teaching, such as repetitive hand waving, Lovaas made extensive
use of punishment, typically in the form of shouting at the children when they
misbehaved. This use of punishment proved intensely controversial, and it was
eventually found that the treatment could be just as effective without the use of
punishment (e.g., Eikeseth et al., 2002).
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A further, fundamental issue was whether Lovaas’s results could be replicated:
Were they reliable, or just a fluke? Replication was not easy – the treatment is
intensive and costly, and requires many years – but a number of replication studies
have now been reported, and to an impressive extent their results have mirrored
those of Lovaas. In a study by Birnbrauer and Leach (1993), for example, four of
the nine children in the treatment group approached normal levels of functioning
after two years, almost exactly the level of improvement reported by Lovaas.
Remarkably similar results were reported by Sallows and Graupner (2005), who
found that half of the twenty-four children they treated improved to the point
where they could be enrolled in normal classrooms. A particularly encouraging
aspect of this study was that for one of the groups the treatment was administered
by the children’s parents, and the results for this group were almost identical to
those for a group treated by trained therapists. (The parents were trained in the
methods to be used and also received occasional supervision.) If this finding can
be replicated, it would open up the possibility that the Lovaas treatment (also
known as ABA or behavioral treatment) could be made available far more widely,
at substantially lower cost.

In an authoritative review published in the journal of the American Academy of
Pediatrics, the Lovaas or ABA treatment was found to produce “substantial, sus-
tained gains in IQ, language, academic performance and . . . social behavior, and
their outcomes have been significantly better than those of children in control
groups” (Myers and Johnson, 2007; see also Virués-Ortega, 2010). The best out-
comes have been obtained when treatment is intensive (40 hours per week) and
starts at an early age (e.g., Howard et al., 2005). Under these conditions, it does
look as if the Lovaas treatment has the potential to transform the lives of many
children suffering from autism.

The problem of maintaining behavior

When psychologists first attempted to apply the principles of reinforcement to
problem behaviors, there was considerable doubt that they would succeed. Could
the behavior of delinquents, much less of children with severe learning disabil-
ities or of psychotics, really be altered just by reinforcing them for appropriate
behavior? Over the years, it has become clear that the answer is yes: Provided
that reinforcement is used in a coherent and systematic way, it can be effective in
settings as diverse as elementary schools and universities, prisons and psychiatric
wards. It is now well established that behavior can be altered by reinforcement; the
greater problem has proved to be maintaining these gains when the reinforcement
program is terminated.
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The problem of extinction

Consider, for example, the token economy used in Achievement Place. The initial
results obtained with this program were highly positive. Boys who participated in
this program were found to have substantially lower rates of court appearances
during the 2-year period following their participation than did boys with similar
backgrounds in a comparison condition, and participants also had higher grades
in school (Fixsen et al., 1978). When their behavior was examined over a longer
period, however, much of this improvement was lost (Wolf, Braukmann, and Ramp,
1987). When you think about it, this is perhaps not surprising: If delinquents return
to the environment that produced their delinquent behavior, it is understandable
that they might return to the patterns of behavior that they had previously found
to be effective in these environments.

We can see evidence of this effect on a smaller scale in the program used in
Achievement Place to encourage boys to study. As noted earlier, when points were
made contingent on Tom’s completion of homework, the percentage of assignments
completed rose to 100%. When points were eventually discontinued, however, the
percentage of completions fell back to zero. In other words, when Tom received
a reward he valued for studying, he studied; when this reward was discontinued,
he stopped studying. After all, why should anyone persist in a behavior if it no
longer produces reinforcement?

The implicit assumption in the programs we have been reviewing is that there
are sources of reinforcement in the natural environment that will maintain the
desired behavior if it can be established initially. A delinquent might need external
incentives to learn to read, for example, but once the behavior is established, the
inherent pleasure available from reading books, newspapers, and so on should
maintain the behavior. In some cases, though, it can take time for these natural
reinforcers to develop; if the reinforcement program is to be effective, then, it may
be necessary to ensure that the reinforced behavior will continue long enough for
the natural reinforcers to assume control.

Tactics for encouraging maintenance

Partial reinforcement

Several of the principles reviewed in the previous chapter can be used to encourage
persistence. One such technique is partial reinforcement. As we noted in Chapter 4,
the greater the intermittency of reinforcement during training, the longer behavior
will persist after reinforcement is terminated. In most reinforcement programs,
therefore, continuous reinforcement is used to establish a behavior initially, but
the frequency of reinforcement is progressively reduced as training continues.
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Reinforcing in a variety of settings

Another technique for maximizing the persistence of behavior is to reinforce it in
a variety of settings. According to the principle of stimulus control, reinforcement
strengthens behavior most in the particular setting in which training is given.
By reinforcing behavior in a variety of settings, however, we can increase the
likelihood that it will generalize widely, and thus not extinguish immediately
when conditions change (for example, on leaving the classroom in which training
was given).

Fading

A third potentially useful technique involves fading out the reinforcement program
gradually, rather than terminating it abruptly. In our discussion of shaping, we
saw that a reinforced response is more likely to persist if any changes in the
reinforcement program – for example, in the number of responses required for
reinforcement – are introduced gradually rather than abruptly, and this principle
also applies to the termination of the program. In a study by Hall and colleagues
(1972), for example, the experimenters were students in a university course on
behavior modification. These students carried out projects in their own homes
using the principles studied in the course. One such project involved a boy named
Jerry, who had started wearing an orthodontic device when he was 8 years old.
Jerry was supposed to wear the device for 12 hours a day. In practice, though, he
wore it for only a few hours a day because he hated it. After 8 years, four dentists,
and $3,300 in bills, Jerry’s condition was essentially unchanged.

As a first step toward altering this behavior, Jerry’s mother began to keep careful
records of how often he wore the device, so she could accurately assess the effects
of any treatment. During this baseline period, Jerry wore the device only 25% of
the time (see Figure 5.2). To increase this percentage, his mother first tried social
reinforcement. She did not reprimand her son when he failed to wear the device,
but she praised him when he did. This social reinforcement produced a substantial
increase in the desired behavior – he wore the device 36% of the time – but for
practical purposes the increase was not sufficient. In the next phase, therefore, his
mother tried a more powerful reinforcer: money. If Jerry was wearing the device
when his mother checked, he received 25 cents; if he was not, he lost 25 cents.
His mother paid him at the end of each month, and the amount of time Jerry
spent wearing the device increased to 60%. To increase it still further, his mother
changed to immediate reinforcement – Jerry received payment immediately after
each inspection – and the wearing time now rose to 95%! As we have seen again
and again (and again . . . ), a reinforcer presented immediately is generally far more
effective than the same reinforcer presented after a delay.
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Figure 5.2 Effects of three different reinforcement techniques: social reinforcement in the form of praise,
money delivered after a delay, and money delivered immediately. The reinforced behavior was the
wearing of an orthodontic device. (Hall et al., 1972.)

At this point, the reinforcement program was discontinued, and the amount
of time Jerry spent wearing the device immediately declined to 64%. This still
represented a substantial improvement over the original figure of 25%, but the
change was still not sufficient to cure Jerry’s dental problems. The immediate
reinforcement condition was therefore reinstituted, and Jerry returned to wearing
the device reliably (the percentage this time was 99%). Instead of terminating the
program abruptly, his mother now faded it out gradually. The frequency with which
Jerry’s behavior was checked was gradually reduced from five times a day to only
once every 2 weeks, and the behavior was now maintained. Eight months later,
Jerry’s dentist told him that he had made great progress and no longer needed to
wear the device. By using reinforcement and then fading it out gradually, Jerry’s
mother was able to establish and maintain a behavior that years of scolding and
nagging had proved powerless to influence.

Harmful effects of reinforcement

The material reviewed in the previous sections testifies to the beneficial effects
that reinforcement can have when used properly. When encouraged to use
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reinforcement more frequently, however, parents and teachers sometimes react
with suspicion, especially when the proposed reinforcer is a material one such as
tokens or money. In this section, we will consider some of the reasons for this
suspicion and the extent to which it might be justified.

Moral objections

Bribery

One common objection to the use of reinforcement is that it seems to be a form of
bribery. Why should a child be offered money or other rewards to mow the lawn
or do other chores? Many people perceive these tasks as a duty; if so, a material
inducement is nothing more than a bribe.

This view has some appeal: There is something disturbing about offering a
reward to get someone to do something they should be doing anyway. However,
we need to consider this issue in the context of available alternatives. There is
no problem if children accept responsibility, but what alternatives are available
if they do not? We could admonish them to do their duty, or threaten them with
punishment if they disobey, and these strategies might be appropriate in some
circumstances. In at least some situations, however, these disciplinary techniques
are ineffective as well as unpleasant. Consider the examples we have already seen:
Robbie’s teachers tried punishment to eliminate his misbehavior without success,
and 8 years of reprimands had no effect on getting Jerry to wear his orthodontic
device. In both cases, however, the introduction of reinforcement led to a rapid
and substantial improvement in behavior, which was then maintained even after
reinforcement was discontinued. These examples do not prove that reinforcement
is always preferable to punishment, but they do suggest that reinforcement can be
more effective than traditional forms of discipline in at least some circumstances,
and might avoid harmful side effects that sometimes come with punishment (see
Chapter 6). O’Leary, Poulos, and Devine (1972) discuss other issues concerning the
relationship between reinforcement and bribery.

Greed

A second objection to the use of rewards – particularly material rewards – is that
they promote greed. If children were offered $20 for cleaning their rooms, in this
view, they would soon begin demanding money for doing other chores too, rather
than accepting the chores as a necessary aspect of cooperative living. In fact,
we have already encountered indirect evidence that material reinforcers can have
this effect. In Chapter 4, we saw that extended exposure to a particular reinforcer
devalues lesser reinforcers: A rat that had previously received 256 food pellets for
running down an alley would not run nearly as fast to obtain 16 pellets as a rat
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that received 16 pellets all along. In other words, it looked very much as if the
256-pellet rat had become greedy!

Similar effects have sometimes been observed in applications involving mate-
rial reinforcers. In one study, delinquent female adolescents were reinforced with
money when they behaved appropriately in class – for example, not talking while
the teacher was explaining something. The program was run during classes held
in the morning, and it produced a significant improvement in students’ behavior.
However, disruptive behavior increased during the afternoons, when the program
was not in effect. As one student said to the experimenters, “If you don’t pay us,
we won’t shape up” (Meichenbaum, Bowers, and Ross, 1968, p. 349).

To avoid these kinds of problems, most reinforcement programs begin by using
relatively mild reinforcers such as social praise. Material reinforcers are used only
if these milder forms of intervention prove ineffective.

Undermining intrinsic motivation

A further objection to the use of reinforcers is that they can devalue the activity on
which they are contingent. One view is that a person should be directed toward a
certain behavior by intrinsic motivation – motivation that comes from the activity
itself rather than from any consequences that might follow it. In the words of A. S.
Neil, a Scottish educator who founded an influential school known as Summerhill:

The danger in rewarding a child is not as extreme as that of punishing him, but the
undermining of the child’s morale through the giving of rewards is more subtle. Rewards
are superfluous and negative. To offer a prize for doing a deed is tantamount to declaring
that the deed is not worth doing for its own sake . . . A reward should, for the most part, be
subjective: self-satisfaction for the work accomplished.

(Neil, 1960, pp. 162–163)

In practice, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish precisely intrinsic and extrin-
sic reinforcers. Take eating. Should eating be considered intrinsically motivated
because the pleasure derives from eating itself, or is the food an extrinsic rein-
forcer? In theory, however, the distinction seems reasonably clear: Intrinsically
motivated behaviors are those that are relatively independent of external or arbi-
trary reinforcers.

Support for Neil’s view comes from a study by Lepper, Greene, and Nisbett
(1973). The purpose of their experiment was to investigate the effects of reinforce-
ment on children’s behavior in drawing pictures. In the first phase, the spontaneous
level of drawing was determined by providing a nursery class with free access to
felt-tip markers and paper and observing how much time they spent in drawing
during a 3-hour period. One week later, the children were told that there was a
visitor who would like to see what kinds of pictures children draw with markers. A
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reward group was told that they would receive a Good Player award – consisting
of a card with a gold star, a red ribbon, and their names inscribed – if they drew
a picture. A control group was also asked to draw a picture, but no reward was
mentioned.

To test the effects of the reward, markers were again made available in the
nursery one to two weeks later. Children in the control group spent almost exactly
the same amount of time drawing as they had during the baseline phase, but the
children who had been rewarded spent only half as much time as they had before.

Determinants of undermining

If reinforcement reduces long-term interest in an activity, why was it so effec-
tive in the studies reviewed earlier in this chapter, in which changes in behavior
were maintained even after reinforcement was discontinued? Clearly, reinforce-
ment does not always reduce interest; the outcome must somehow depend on the
particular circumstances in which it is used. In this section we will consider several
possible factors suggested by recent research.

Intrinsic or extrinsic?

One obvious difference between the Lepper group study and earlier applications is
that the activities reinforced in most of the earlier studies were not all that exciting
to begin with. Robbie, for example, hardly derived pleasure from studying, nor did
Jerry enjoy wearing his orthodontic device. In contrast, the Lepper study involved
reinforcing a very attractive activity – drawing pictures. Perhaps reinforcement
reduces interest only when intrinsic interest is high to begin with.

Support for this hypothesis comes from Lepper, Greene, and Nisbett’s data. Dur-
ing the baseline phase, most of the children spent considerable time drawing; for
these children, as we have seen, reinforcement significantly reduced interest. Some
children, however, showed little interest in drawing initially, and these children
became more interested in drawing following the reward. In practical terms, if a
child hates lawn mowing, there is probably little danger that his or her interest will
be reduced by the offer of a reinforcer; in fact, the pleasure derived from earning
money and feeling grown-up might actually enhance interest. However, for those
children who already enjoy mowing lawns – a rare and much prized species – the
offer of a reward might be more likely to prove counterproductive.

Coercion

Lepper (1981) and Deci and Ryan (1980) have suggested that when children are
reinforced for engaging in an activity, they may feel that they are being controlled
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or manipulated. This sense of being controlled is aversive and could be responsible
for their subsequent loss of interest in the task. According to this analysis, whether
reinforcement will have a damaging effect should depend on whether recipients
perceive it as an attempt to control their behavior. To test this hypothesis, Ryan
(1982) gave students a number of interesting puzzles to solve. In one group, the
experimenter said “Good” whenever the students solved a puzzle; in a second
group, the experimenter said “Good, you’re doing as you should.” As predicted by
the control hypothesis, subsequent interest in the task was significantly lower in
the second group (see also Feehan and Enzle, 1991). The more we feel controlled,
the less we enjoy the task we are being forced to perform.

Competence

We might expect quite different results if reinforcers were delivered in a way that
encouraged feelings of competence. If reinforcement was contingent on the quality
of performance rather than simply on completing the task, it might be more likely
to increase feelings of competence and thus lead to greater enjoyment and interest.
In one study supporting this prediction, Enzle and Ross (1978) offered university
students $1.50 for working on difficult puzzles. In one group, the reward was
promised simply for participating in the experiment; in a second group, it was
contingent on achieving a level of competence well above average (this level
was not specified, but all the subjects in this group were told that they had
attained this high level). As in earlier studies in this area, subjects who were
reinforced simply for participation showed significantly less interest in the task
after the experiment was over, but subjects reinforced for their skill showed greater
interest. When reinforcement implies a greater level of competence, the pleasure
we experience is likely to enhance our enjoyment of the task rather than diminish
it: “This is something I’m good at; what fun!” (See also Cameron, Pierce, Banko,
and Gear, 2005.)

Praise or money?

A consistent finding in the literature has been that the danger of undermining
interest is substantially greater when material rewards such as money are used,
as opposed to praise or approval (e.g., Cameron and Pierce, 1996; Deci, Koestner,
and Ryan, 1999). This may be because material rewards are more likely to be seen
as attempts at manipulation rather than as expressions of genuine appreciation,
but, whatever the reason, it appears that the use of monetary and other material
rewards carries a particular risk. An interesting study suggesting how powerfully –
and subtly – money can affect us was reported by Vohs, Mead, and Goode (2006). In
one of their experiments, participants were first asked to play a game of Monopoly,
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and at its conclusion they were given either $4,000 in play money or $200, which
they were told they would use later. Then, while on the way to another room to
participate in a second task, they encountered a confederate of the experimenter
who accidentally spilled twenty-seven pencils. Participants who had been given a
large sum were less likely to help than participants given a smaller sum, or not
given any. Similar effects were found in other experiments. In one, participants
who had been exposed to money were much less likely to contribute to a charity:
only 39% contributed, compared to 67% in a control group. In another, participants
were given a choice between working on a task on their own or with someone else;
those exposed to money were three times more likely to want to work on their
own. These results suggest that exposure to money, even just play money, can
make people more selfish and self-oriented. We can only speculate as to why this
should be, but the work of Voh and her colleagues adds to the evidence that money
may have special properties that make it more than just “another reinforcer,” and
it reinforces the need for caution when considering money as a possible reward.
(See also Heyman and Ariely, 2004.)

Evaluation

The discovery that rewards can undermine interest in a task led to a flurry of
research, and no little controversy, with behaviorally oriented psychologists tend-
ing to emphasize the advantages of reinforcement and cognitive psychologists the
drawbacks. (See, for example, Cameron, Banko, and Pierce, 2001; and Henderlong
and Lepper, 2002.) As research accumulated, however, the differences narrowed,
and there is now broad agreement over the circumstances in which undermining
is more likely.

In summarizing this consensus, the first point to note (and emphasize) is that
rewards are usually used to encourage behaviors that people don’t enjoy, not
those that they do. Children, for example, are usually reinforced for engaging in
activities they find unattractive – eating spinach, cleaning their rooms, and doing
homework come to mind – and in these circumstances there is little danger of
undermining interest. The risk is greater when behavior is intrinsically motivated,
but even here praise is likely to encourage interest if it leaves a child feeling
competent and valued (Cameron and Pierce, 1996; Henderlong and Lepper, 2002).
To use a concrete example, suppose that you wanted to encourage children to
practice the piano. It would probably be better to praise them for practicing rather
than offering a material reward, because praise seems less likely to be perceived as
a mechanism of control. Moreover, this praise would be more likely to encourage
long-term interest if it emphasized their competence (“That sounds lovely; you’ve
really improved”) rather than their obedience (“That’s wonderful; you’ve practiced
for an hour just as you were supposed to”).
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The principle of minimal force

Despite the sometimes spectacular success of applied reinforcement programs such
as token economies, parents and teachers often resist the use of reinforcement,
and it is now clear that at least some of their concerns are justified. Rewards
can encourage greed and lead to a sense of being controlled, which could reduce
long-term interest in the reinforced activity.

These difficulties do not mean that we should never use reinforcement. When
a task is unattractive, reinforcement can be a far more pleasant – and effective –
technique than are alternatives such as threats or admonitions to be good. To
minimize the problem of harmful side effects, however, current evidence suggests
that when reinforcement is used, it is best to follow what might be called the
principle of minimal force – that is, to use the least powerful reinforcer that
is likely to be effective (see Lepper, 1981). In general, it is best to start with
relatively mild reinforcers such as praise, turning to material reinforcers only if
praise proves ineffective. Whatever the reinforcer chosen, wherever possible it
should be administered in a way that encourages feelings of competence rather
than mere obedience.

Promoting autonomy

No one likes to be manipulated or controlled, and the more reinforcement is
perceived as part of a caring or supportive relationship, the more likely it is to be
effective. One way to encourage this feeling of cooperation rather than coercion is
to have the potential recipient of a reward involved in the design of the program –
choosing the goals, the reinforcers to be used, and the contingencies. An interesting
example comes from a study by Ludwig and Geller (1997). Although the study
did not involve reinforcement, it nicely illustrates the importance of individuals
participating in the design of programs affecting their behavior. The study focused
on a pizza firm’s desire to reduce accidents involving their drivers. One group of
pizza deliverers were assembled for a meeting to discuss the importance of coming
to a full stop before joining the main road outside their store; they decided for
themselves what targets to set for the percentage of occasions on which drivers
should behave in this way, and they then received feedback for several weeks on
the group’s success. A group at another store was treated similarly, except that
their managers specified the targets. (The targets were set to match those chosen
by the first group.)

The drivers’ behavior was monitored without their knowledge, not only during
the 4 weeks of the program but for 51/2 months after it ended. Both groups showed
similar behavior in meeting the explicit target of coming to a full stop, but drivers
who had participated in the target setting were found to also improve in other
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Figure 5.3 Percentage of turn signal use by pizza-delivery drivers who participated in the setting of goals
or who had the goals assigned. (Adapted from Ludwig and Geller, 1997.)

safety behaviors not mentioned in the program. Figure 5.3 shows the percentage
of occasions on which drivers signaled before turning onto the main road. The
subjects in the participatory group improved substantially on this behavior, and
the improvement was maintained even after the program was terminated. The
performance of subjects who had been assigned targets, however, if anything
deteriorated and was indistinguishable from that of control subjects who were
never asked to change their safety behavior.

All attempts to change others’ behavior can potentially be seen as coercive, and
much depends on exactly how these programs are implemented. The more indi-
viduals feel that they are valued, and their needs and wishes are being considered,
the more likely it is that they will cooperate in changing their behavior over the
long term. (See also Grolnick and Ryan, 1989.)

Self-control

We have seen that the greatest weakness of reinforcement programs lies not in
establishing behaviors initially but, rather, in maintaining them when the pro-
gram is discontinued. If no reinforcement is provided, the response may simply
extinguish. Also, in cases where the reinforcement program is seen as coercive or
manipulative, interest in the task can actually be lower than it was originally.

A potential solution to both of these problems is to encourage self-control –
that is, training people to control their own behavior rather than relying on rein-
forcement from external sources. Before considering how we might help people
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to exercise greater self-control, though, we need to discuss what we mean by this
term.

The concept of self-control

To understand self-control, let us start with a concrete example. Suppose that a
man named Tom wants to lose weight, but every time he tries to diet he fails. He
has a particular weakness for chocolate bars and eats several every night before
going to bed. Each time he diets he vows that he will give up these chocolates, but
when he goes to bed he just can’t resist eating them.

Willpower

How can we explain Tom’s inability to diet? The conventional explanation for
failures like this is poor willpower – Tom just doesn’t have the self-control or
willpower to make himself adhere to his diet. But what does it really mean to
blame his failure on lack of willpower? The term willpower implies that we have a
will that we can use to make ourselves do what we want, but is there really one part
of our mind that forces other parts to obey its bidding? If so, and if some people
have stronger wills than others, we should expect that individuals with strong wills
would be uniformly good at making themselves perform difficult tasks, but this
does not appear to be the case. For example, you might know people who are very
good at making themselves study, but cannot resist cigarettes or overeating. (See
also Mischel and Mischel, 1977.)

Another problem with the concept of willpower is that it seems to leave us
helpless. If some people have greater willpower than others, what can people like
Tom, who are deficient, do to suddenly endow themselves with more?

Difficulties like this have persuaded some psychologists that the concept of
willpower is not really useful in explaining self-control – indeed, that it is simply an
explanatory fiction that we invoke to explain behaviors that we don’t understand.
If Tom has difficulty dieting, we attribute his difficulty to poor willpower, but
we have no independent evidence that willpower exists – we can’t see it, and
even Tom can’t feel it. The explanation is circular: We attribute Tom’s failure at
dieting to poor willpower, but the only way we know that he lacks willpower
is that he is having difficulty in dieting. It is a bit like the medieval belief that
people who behaved strangely were possessed by demons – the strange behavior
was attributed to demons, but the only evidence for the existence of demons was
the strange behavior. Both explanations might make us feel better because they
seem to provide an explanation for behavior that would otherwise be mysterious,
but they are really only pushing the mystery a step further away. In the case of
willpower, lack of willpower seems to explain Tom’s difficulty in dieting, but we
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don’t then consider what willpower really is, and why Tom has less of it than
others have.

The claim that willpower doesn’t exist might strike you as obviously mistaken
because we have all been exposed to this concept for so long that we simply take
it for granted. Suppose for the moment, though, that the claim were correct and
willpower really did not exist – how then could we explain why some people
succeed at dieting or giving up smoking, but others fail?

Reinforcement contingencies

Behavioral psychologists such as B. F. Skinner (1953) and Howard Rachlin (1974)
have proposed one possible explanation. They argue that difficulties in self-control
arise not from a lack of willpower but, rather, from reinforcement contingencies
that favor immediate gratification over our long-term interests. Consider again
Tom’s problems with eating chocolate. If he eats a chocolate bar before going to
bed, he obtains immediate reinforcement from its taste. If he leaves it uneaten,
he will lose some weight, but the amount he loses will be so small as to be
undetectable. Only if he diets for an extended period will he lose enough so that
he can begin to see the difference in a mirror, or to feel healthier. In other words,
although there are strong reinforcers available for dieting, they are substantially
delayed. Given a choice between eating a chocolate bar and not eating it, Tom may
chose to eat it because he obtains a small but immediate form of reinforcement
for doing so; dieting produces greater reinforcement, but only after a much longer
delay:

Snight : Reat −→ SR
chocolate

Rdiet −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ SR
weight loss

The situation is much like that faced by the pigeons in the Rachlin and Green
experiment that were given a choice between a small amount of food immediately
or a large amount after a delay, or students who have to choose between studying
and going to a movie (see Chapter 4). And unfortunately for Tom, the outcome is
also the same – the small but immediate reinforcer exerts greater control.

In this view, choosing between eating chocolate or abstaining is no different
from choosing whether to have a hamburger or a hot dog for lunch, or what
clothing to wear to a party. They are all simply choice situations in which we
choose between alternative responses, and the choice we make largely depends on
the reinforcement available for each. As to why some people are better at refusing
chocolate, one factor might be differences in the reinforcement contingencies
affecting them. If Tom faces greater-than-average stress, for example, then the
soothing properties of chocolate may make it a more powerful reinforcer for Tom
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than for others, thereby increasing the likelihood of his eating. Also, people who
are good at dieting may have learned coping or self-control responses that help
them in these situations.

A painful example

To illustrate the concept of self-control responses, we will use an experiment
by Kanfer and Seidner (1973). To measure self-control, they asked one group of
subjects to keep one hand in a bucket of ice water for as long as they could
stand it. The water was very cold, and the average immersion time was only 57
seconds. A second group, however, was given access to a slide projector containing
pictures of holiday scenes, and they were allowed to look at these images while
their hands were in the water. The subjects in this group were able to keep their
hands immersed for an average of 149 seconds, almost three times as long as those
in the control group. Note that this result cannot be explained by willpower –
because subjects were assigned to groups at random, the levels of willpower in the
two groups would have been roughly equal. The reason that subjects in the slide
group could keep their hands in the water was that they had a response they could
perform – looking at pictures – that allowed them to distract themselves from their
pain.

In this analysis, self-control is viewed simply as a set of responses that indi-
viduals can perform to alter their own behavior. This might at first seem contrary
to the principle of determinism that we discussed in Chapter 1: If all behavior is
determined, you might wonder, how can people be said to control their own behav-
iors? Skinner (1953) suggested a solution to this apparent paradox. His argument
was that behavior is indeed controlled by the environment, but that an individ-
ual’s behavior can also alter that environment. An individual can thus perform
a response now to alter his or her environment and thereby indirectly alter the
probability of his or her future behavior. In the Kanfer and Seidner experiment,
for example, when subjects turned on the slide projector they changed their visual
environments, and this helped them to reduce the amount of attention they paid
to their pain. The greater self-control of individuals in the slide group was thus
not because of greater willpower but, rather, because they used a specific response
that allowed them to modify the situation.

Self-control techniques

Stimulus control

In considering how you can change your behavior, one useful principle that we
have already encountered is that of stimulus control. We saw in Chapter 4 that
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when a response is reinforced, this usually results not in a general increase in the
probability of the response but rather in an increase in the specific situation in
which it was reinforced. The idea is that the stimuli present when a response is
reinforced become associated with the response, so that the response is more likely
to occur when these stimuli are present.

This principle turns out to have several useful applications in programs for
changing behavior. One example we have already encountered in Chapter 4 was
Bootzin’s work on insomnia. To help clients who had difficulty falling asleep at
night, Bootzin (1972) advised them to get up from bed whenever they had difficulty
in sleeping, so that the stimulus of being in bed would not become associated with
their restless behavior and thereby come to elicit it. This treatment, as we have
seen, proved very effective.

Another interesting application of stimulus control was reported by Stuart
(1967), as part of a program he developed for treating obesity. As one part of
his program, Stuart asked his patients not to eat while engaging in other activities
such as reading or watching television. The purpose was to break the association
between these stimuli and eating, so that there would be fewer situations that
elicited this behavior. This program proved to be remarkably effective – his eight
patients lost an average of 38 pounds in one year, making it one of the more suc-
cessful dieting programs ever reported. Subsequent studies using his techniques
have largely confirmed this success, but, as in most other diets, participants often
find it hard to maintain their weight loss after the program has ended (Wadden,
Foster, and Letizia, 1994). Because of the very powerful reinforcement that food
provides, it is not easy to change eating behavior, but the principle of stimulus
control does seem to help and can contribute to impressive weight losses over
periods of at least a year. (See also Levy, Finch, Crowell, Talley, and Jeffrey, 2007.)

Self-reinforcement

We have suggested that one of the main reasons that reinforcement is sometimes
ineffective is the delay between response and reinforcer. Consider the behavior of
studying. There are a number of powerful reinforcers for studying – good grades,
parental approval, improved career prospects, and so on – but these reinforcers are
delayed for weeks, months, or even years. To take a wildly hypothetical example,
imagine a college student who has to choose between reading a psychology text
and going out on a date. The reinforcement for the date is relatively immediate;
the reinforcement for studying is delayed days or weeks. From a reinforcement
perspective, it is hardly surprising that many students have difficulty studying
under these conditions.

When the environment does not provide immediate reinforcement for a behavior,
one possible strategy is for individuals to reinforce themselves. If you wanted to
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increase the amount of time you spent studying, for example, you could reinforce
your own studying behavior by, say, allowing yourself a 15-minute break whenever
you completed reading 20 pages of a text. But would this technique really work?
If you found it difficult to study, would you really wait until you had completed a
difficult assignment before taking a break, or would you just give up and take the
break anyway?

The answer, according to Skinner, would depend on your past history. As we
have seen, Skinner viewed self-control simply as a set of responses, with the
same properties as other responses. In particular, he argued that self-control
responses are learned in the same way as other behaviors, through a combination
of reinforcement and punishment. Whether children will learn to reinforce
themselves – for example, with candy, or more likely with praise (“I’ve been such
a good girl”) – will depend on whether such behavior is in turn reinforced by
others. When children praise themselves appropriately, others may in turn praise
them. (Tommy: “I did a good job cleaning my room, didn’t I, Mommy?” Mother:
“Yes, Tommy, you did it beautifully.”) If they cheat, on the other hand, they might
be reprimanded. Provided that we get enough appropriate feedback, we eventually
learn to praise ourselves only when such praise is merited, and this self-praise can
then help to maintain our behavior.

Developing self-control

To illustrate how a behavior such as self-reinforcement might be learned, we
will use an example reported by Drabman, Spitalnik, and O’Leary (1973). The
subjects were 10-year-old boys in a class for children with academic and emotional
problems. Eight of the most disruptive boys in the class were selected for special
training, and a token economy was established in which the boys were given points
on a 5-point scale for good behavior and for completing assignments; at the end
of each lesson, the points could be exchanged for cakes, candies, or pennies.

The program was highly effective: The frequency of disruptive behavior fell by
two-thirds, and the average number of assignments completed rose from 83 to
130. It was not possible, however, to maintain the token economy indefinitely.
What, then, could be done to ensure that the gains would be sustained once the
program was withdrawn?

Because a teacher could not always be available to provide reinforcement,
Drabman and his colleagues decided to train the children to reinforce themselves.
At the end of each lesson, the boys were to award themselves points on the basis
of how they had behaved, with these points then being exchanged for other rein-
forcers in the usual way. To ensure that the boys would reinforce themselves
appropriately, the researchers instituted a training program in which the teacher
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Figure 5.4 Mean number of disruptive behaviors in successive phases of a self-control program.
(Adapted from Drabman, Spitalnik, and O’Leary, 1973.)

initially reinforced the boys for accurate self-reinforcement. Once this behavior had
been learned, the frequency of checking by the teacher was progressively reduced.

Specifically, the teacher monitored the boys’ behavior during the self-
reinforcement phase, and at the end of each lesson the boys’ self-ratings were
compared with the teacher’s ratings. If the boys’ ratings were within one point
of the teacher’s, they received the points they had given themselves; if the rat-
ings matched accurately, the boys also received a bonus point, but if they had
deviated from the teacher’s ratings by more than a point, they received no points.
To reduce the likelihood that the checking would be seen as a form of con-
trol, the experimenters explained that being selected for checking was a privilege
because only those boys who were checked would have the chance to earn bonus
points.

Over days, the proportion of boys selected for checking was gradually reduced,
until all the boys were receiving whatever points they had awarded themselves
without any formal checking. On days when their self-ratings exactly matched the
teacher’s, though, the teacher strongly praised them.

The results are shown in Figure 5.4. During the final phase, in which they
received whatever points they had awarded themselves, their behavior was not
only maintained at the levels achieved when the teacher controlled reinforcement,
but, if anything, actually exceeded those levels.
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Returning to our studying example, the reason that some students spend more
time studying than others could be, in part, because they obtain immediate sec-
ondary reinforcement when they complete an assignment, in the form of a feeling
of pride. And the source of this pride could be that they were differentially rein-
forced when they were younger for sticking to commitments – praised when they
did, but not when they didn’t. This analysis is speculative, but the results of the
Drabman et al. study suggest that children can learn to reinforce their own behav-
ior if the appropriate use of self-reinforcement is itself reinforced. (See also Wood
and Flynn, 1978.)

More broadly, it appears that self-control procedures can be very powerful if
they are backed up by occasional monitoring and support from others (for example,
Ward and Carnes, 2002). In the case of obesity, self-control procedures have been
very effective in helping people lose weight, but participants usually regain this
weight once treatment is terminated. To counter this problem, Latner et al. (2002)
tried incorporating external sources of reward and punishment into a self-control
program. For example, participants were told that they would be dropped from the
program if they did not adhere to the regulations during the first few months. This
combination of self-control methods with external consequences has produced the
most impressive results to date, with participants maintaining losses of more than
15% of their body weight for more than five years.

Improving your studying

To summarize some of the self-control principles we have been discussing, we
will conclude by briefly considering how you can use self-control principles to
increase the amount of time you spend studying. According to several successful
programs (for example, Goldiamond, 1965; Fox, 1966), your first step should be
to find a quiet spot where you can work with minimal disturbance – for example,
an isolated desk in a library. Begin by setting yourself a modest target for how
long you will study, and then reinforce yourself (self-reinforcement) when you
reach your target (the reinforcer could be coffee, a break with friends, or even
just a notation on a special record card – an accurate record of progress can be a
surprisingly powerful reinforcer). Then, over days, gradually increase your target
(shaping).

For this strategy to work, it is important to choose an effective reinforcer.
Some evidence suggests that a public declaration of both your goals and your
progress – for example, posting a graph of your studying time where your friends
can see it and thus encourage you – can also be important (see Hayes et al., 1985).
Also, you need to set goals that are realistically attainable. If you have difficulty
concentrating, you might need to set your initial goal at only 15 minutes, or even
5 minutes, and then increase your target gradually.
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To maximize the probability that your desk will become a cue for studying and
not for other behaviors, ensure that studying is the only activity you engage in
while there. If you feel an uncontrollable urge to daydream or have a snack, leave
immediately, and return only when you feel able to resume concentrating on your
work (stimulus control). These are by no means the only useful techniques for
improving studying habits. (For some other techniques, see Fox, 1966; Weinstein
and Meyer, 1986.) However, if you do want to improve your studying, you may
find this approach a helpful component of a broader program based on careful
reading, reviewing what you have read as soon as you finish a section, and other
basic study skills (see the discussion of studying in Chapter 12).

Throughout our discussion of self-control, we have used an analytical framework
first proposed by Skinner. There are, of course, other ways of thinking about self-
control, and in recent years some of these alternative perspectives have received
greater experimental attention. If you’d like to investigate some of these other
approaches, you can find useful introductions in Gollwitzer and Sheeran (2006)
and Baumeister, Vohs, and Tice (2007).

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

� When reinforcement principles are used properly, they can be surprisingly effec-
tive. Examples include reducing classroom misbehavior, increasing homework
and miners’ safety, and treating autism.

� When reinforcement is discontinued, the behavior that was rewarded may extin-
guish. To provide more time for reinforcers in natural environment to take
over, useful techniques include using partial reinforcement in training, reinforc-
ing behavior in a variety of settings, and fading out the use of reinforcement
gradually.

� Reinforcement can sometimes have harmful side effects. If material rewards such
as money are used, there is a danger of encouraging greed. Also, when children
are reinforced for activities that they enjoy, this can paradoxically undermine
interest, particularly if the child feels coerced.

� To minimize side effects, the “principle of minimal force” should always be
applied: Start by using the mildest reinforcer that is likely to be effective (in
most cases, praise).

� One way to reduce people’s feelings of being controlled by others is to encour-
age self-control. According to Skinner, self-control is simply a set of learned
behaviors, acquired because they change the probability of future behaviors and
thereby shorten the time to reinforcement. Self-control in this view is a matter
not of willpower but of learning effective strategies such as stimulus control
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and self-reinforcement. These techniques have proven very effective in helping
people to lose weight and increase the time they spend studying.

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 The “principle of minimal force” suggests starting with relatively mild
reinforcers such as praise whenever possible. Can social reinforcers such as
praise really modify difficult behaviors? If they fail, what other reinforcers can
be used?

2 What can be done to increase the likelihood that behaviors will persist long
enough after a reinforcement program is terminated to allow natural
reinforcers to acquire control?

3 What are the potentially harmful effects of reinforcement? In what situations
are these most likely to occur?

4 What are some of the techniques by which people control their own behavior?
How can they be applied to studying?

5 How does Skinner explain self-control? How does his account differ from that
of willpower? What does each approach say about variability in self-control?
In other words, should a person who shows strong self-control in one situation
(for example, giving up smoking) also have above-average self-control in other
situations (for example, studying)?
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Of several responses made to the same situation . . . those which are accompanied or
closely followed by discomfort to the animal will, other things being equal, have
their connection with the situation weakened, so that, when it recurs, they will be
less likely to occur.

(Thorndike, 1911, p. 244)

We are gradually discovering – at an untold cost in human suffering – that in the
long run punishment doesn’t reduce the probability that an act will occur.

(Skinner, 1948a)

Punishment is one of society’s oldest techniques for controlling behavior,
and also one of its most controversial. Does it really work? If we spank a
child for disobeying an order or send an adult to prison for stealing, will
the treatment really be effective? Or are we only building up a reservoir of
hostility and bitterness that will lead to even more antisocial behavior in the
future?
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Principles of punishment

Methodological issues

Definitions

Before discussing the evidence, we need to define some terms. Broadly, punishment
refers to a reduction in the likelihood of a response caused by an aversive con-
sequence. However, psychologists have distinguished between two types of pun-
ishment, positive punishment and negative punishment, which differ in whether
the aversive state is brought about by presenting a stimulus or removing it. In
positive punishment – normally just called punishment – suppression is due to the
presentation of a stimulus; in negative punishment, to its removal. A spanking
would be an example of positive punishment, as it involves the presentation of
an aversive stimulus. A parking fine, on the other hand, would be an example
of negative punishment, as the aversive state is caused by taking away money.
In both cases the outcome is suppression; they differ simply in whether this is
achieved by presenting a stimulus or by removing it.

As we saw in Chapter 4, a similar distinction is made in the case of reinforce-
ment, where positive reinforcement refers to a strengthening of behavior achieved
by presenting a stimulus, and negative reinforcement refers to a strengthening
achieved by removing a stimulus. You may find it easier to remember the mean-
ing of all these terms if you distinguish between the method used – is a stimulus
presented or removed? – and the outcome – is a behavior strengthened or weak-
ened? Reinforcement involves strengthening a response and punishment involves
weakening it; the terms positive and negative indicate whether this is achieved by
presenting a stimulus or removing it.

You can test your understanding of these distinctions by answering the following
question: Is negative reinforcement a form of punishment?

The correct answer is no. Negative reinforcement is still reinforcement; the
qualifier negative simply means that this strengthening is achieved by removing
a stimulus. If you answered this incorrectly, you might take some comfort from
the fact that this mistake is very common, and even appears in some textbooks.
To avoid it, just remember that reinforcement always refers to strengthening, and
punishment always refers to weakening.

Observation versus experiment

There has been no lack of debate over the effectiveness of punishment, but rarely
can either side produce unequivocal evidence to support its position. This is perhaps
not surprising. How, after all, can we evaluate the long-term effects of punishment?
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Consider spanking as an example: It might seem easy enough to compare the
behavior of children who are spanked with those who are not, but in practice
such data are often difficult to interpret. In a study by Eron et al. (1963), for
example, parents of 451 schoolchildren were interviewed to find out what kinds
of punishment they used in different situations. If their children were rude, for
example, they were asked whether they would say, “Young men (ladies) don’t do
that sort of thing,” or “Get on that chair and don’t move until you apologize,” or
would spank the child until he or she cried. The researchers found that the harsher
the punishment chosen by the parents, the more likely the children were to be
aggressive at school. Punishing aggression, in other words, seemed to increase the
frequency of this behavior rather than reduce it.

As we shall see later, there is some support for this conclusion, but this study
nevertheless poses serious problems of interpretation. First, even though the parents
said they would have used a certain form of punishment, this does not necessarily
mean that they would actually have done so. And even if they did, we cannot be
sure that it was their use of this punishment that made their children aggressive.
Might not some other aspects of the parents’ behavior – a lack of love or concern,
for example – have produced both the punitiveness and the aggression? Or perhaps
the causal relationship is reversed: Perhaps the children’s persistent aggression and
disobedience, produced by other causes, progressively forced the parents to use
punishments of ever-increasing severity. The fact that punishment and aggression
are correlated, in other words, does not necessarily mean that punishment has
caused the aggression. Thus, although studies based on questionnaires or on more
direct forms of observation can be an important source of hypotheses about causal
relationships, it is difficult to reach unequivocal conclusions by observing behavior
in a complex social environment.

Animals versus humans

The obvious alternative is experimentation under the controlled conditions of
the laboratory. For punishment, though, this raises serious problems. For obvious
reasons, psychologists are extremely reluctant to use severe punishment in studies
that involve human subjects. If punishment is to be studied in the laboratory,
therefore, we must either use very mild punishments, such as verbal rebukes, or
else employ animals as our subjects.

Each of these alternatives has its drawbacks. It is certainly useful to know how
a child will react to being told “No, that’s wrong” by a stranger, but this might not
be a reliable guide to the effects of being spanked by an enraged parent. So, what
are the drawbacks to using animals as experimental subjects? As we have already
seen, there are many similarities in the laws of learning across different species; by
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no stretch of the imagination, however, could a human being be described simply
as a very large rat.

In trying to determine the effects of severe punishment, then, is it better to
extrapolate from the effects of mild punishment in humans or severe punishment
in animals? In practice, psychologists have resolved this dilemma by using both
approaches; in this chapter we will look at the results obtained with each, and at
the extent to which they have contributed to a unified picture of the effects of
punishment. We will begin by examining the effects of punishment on the punished
response and consider whether punishment really produces long-term suppression
of behavior. We will then consider the effects of punishment on other behavior; that
is, even in situations in which punishment does suppress the punished response,
might it have side effects that would make its use inadvisable? Finally, we will
consider the implications of this research for what parents and teachers should do
when children misbehave.

Is punishment effective?

We have argued that, by studying punishment under controlled conditions, it
should be considerably easier to determine its effects. What, then, does this research
tell us about whether punishment is effective?

Bar pressing in rats

The early evidence was largely negative, suggesting that punishment had little or
no effect on behavior. Thus, although Thorndike had accorded punishment equal
status with reinforcement in his first statement of the Law of Effect, his own
research subsequently convinced him that punishment led to no permanent reduc-
tion in behavior. Similarly, B. F. Skinner (1938) was persuaded by his research with
rats that the effects of punishment were at best only temporary. In one of these
experiments, a group of rats was first trained to press a bar to obtain food, then pre-
sentations of the food were discontinued. This is known as an extinction procedure;
the typical result is a gradual decrease in responding, until subjects eventually stop
responding altogether. To evaluate the effects of punishment, Skinner divided his
subjects into two groups during the extinction phase, with subjects in one of the
groups being punished every time they pressed the bar during the first 10 minutes
of extinction. The punishment consisted of a slap on the rat’s paw.

Figure 6.1 shows the cumulative number of responses made during extinction.
Initially, the punishment contingency appeared highly effective; subjects stopped
responding for as long as it was in effect. After the punishment period ended,
however, they gradually began to respond again, until by the end of the second
session they had emitted the same total number of responses during extinction as
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Figure 6.1 The effect of punishment on responding during extinction. Bar-presses during the first
10 minutes of extinction were punished in the extinction + punishment group but not in the extinction
group. The figure plots the cumulative number of responses during extinction, so that a horizontal line
indicates a period without responding. (Skinner, 1938.)

the control subjects who had never been punished. Punishment, in other words,
seemed to suppress responding only temporarily, leading Skinner and others
to conclude that it was an ineffective and undesirable technique for changing
behavior.

This conclusion, however, was based on very little evidence. Because of their
reluctance to inflict pain, most experimenters either avoided punishment altogether
or chose relatively mild stimuli as their punishers. As we have mentioned, Skinner
used a slap on the paw to punish his rats, and Thorndike’s conclusions were based
on experiments with humans using the word “wrong” as the aversive event. Only in
the past few decades have experiments using more intense punishers been reported
in any number, and the effect has been to reverse dramatically the earlier negative
conclusions: At least insofar as the white rat is concerned, compelling evidence
now indicates that punishment can produce powerful and enduring suppression
of behavior. Boe and Church (1967), for example, repeated Skinner’s bar-pressing
experiment but used electric shock as the punishing event rather than a slap on the
paw. To evaluate the importance of punishment severity, they varied the intensity
of the shock for different groups from 0 to 220 volts.1

With mild intensities of shock, their results resembled Skinner’s, as Figure 6.2
shows. The brief period of shock at the end of training produced little enduring
reduction in the number of responses emitted during extinction. As the intensity

1 Although the shock used in this study was undoubtedly aversive, it was not as intense as it
sounds. The aversiveness of a shock depends on the amount of current passing through the body
rather than on the shock voltage; under the conditions of this study, the shocks were intense but
not physically harmful.
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Figure 6.2 The effect of shock intensity on responses during extinction. Different groups received shocks
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of responses during extinction, expressed as a percentage of responding during the last session of
training. In the 220-volt group, for example, the total number of responses during extinction was less
than 10% of responses during the final session of reinforcement. (Boe and Church, 1967.)

of the shock was increased, however, the effect on subsequent responding became
increasingly pronounced, until, in the 220-volt group, responding was not only
suppressed during the punishment period but showed virtually no signs of recov-
ery over nine subsequent sessions. When the punishment used was of sufficient
severity, in other words, even a brief period of punishment resulted in profound
and enduring suppression of behavior.

Self-injurious behavior in humans

Are the effects of intense punishment on humans the same as those observed on
animals? For obvious reasons, the data on this point are limited, but the evidence
we do have suggests a number of similarities. In a clinical study reported by Bucher
and Lovaas (1968), for example, electric shock was used to treat self-injurious
behavior in autistic children. (See Chapter 5 for a discussion of autism.) One of
the most horrifying manifestations of this syndrome is self-injurious behavior, in
which children repeatedly and viciously attack their own bodies. In the case of
a 7-year-old boy named John, the resultant physical damage was so serious that
he had to be hospitalized and kept in complete physical restraint 24 hours a day.
“When removed from restraint he would immediately hit his head against the crib,
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beat his head with his fists, and scream . . . He was so unmanageable that he had to
be fed in full restraints; he would not take food otherwise. His head was covered
with scar tissue, and his ears were swollen and bleeding” (Bucher and Lovaas,
1968, p. 86).

Because of the risk of permanent physical damage resulting from continued
confinement, it was vital that some way be found to eliminate this behavior as
quickly as possible. One technique that had previously been found to be effec-
tive consisted of ignoring the self-injurious behavior (thereby eliminating adult
attention as a possible source of reinforcement) and simultaneously rewarding
incompatible behaviors such as hand-clapping or singing songs. Because of the
particular circumstances involved, however, this approach was not feasible, and
Bucher and Lovaas decided instead to use punishment. This might at first seem to
be a bizarre choice of treatment because John’s behavior suggested that, if any-
thing, he enjoyed being hurt. Nevertheless, once a day John was taken to a special
room where his restraints were removed, and he was given an immediate electric
shock every time he hit himself. The results are shown in Figure 6.3, which plots
the number of self-destructive responses observed during successive treatment ses-
sions. During the first 15 baseline sessions, the experimenters did not administer
punishment, and John hit himself an average of almost 250 times during each
session. When punishment was introduced in session 16, however, this behavior
disappeared almost immediately.

To see if this suppression would prove lasting, the experimenters did not use
punishment in some subsequent sessions, and John’s self-injurious behavior began
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to reappear. When this behavior was again punished, it was again suppressed, and
it now remained suppressed. Using a total of only 12 shocks, Bucher and Lovaas
were able to eliminate a response that had occurred previously at a rate of several
thousand times a day for more than 5 years. Similar results were obtained with
the other children treated.

Principles

Results such as these have made it clear that punishment can suppress behavior
under at least some conditions. What, then, determines whether punishment will
be effective?

Intensity

Boe and Church’s experiment showed that the effectiveness of a punishment in
animals depends on its intensity, and similar results have been reported in humans.
In a study by Williams, Kirkpatrick-Sanchez, and Iwata (1993), for example, the
subject was a profoundly retarded young woman who engaged in self-mutilating
behaviors such as hitting and biting her body and gouging her eyes. Initial treat-
ment with a relatively mild form of shock was ineffective, but when her therapists
switched to more intense shock, her self-injurious behavior was very rapidly sup-
pressed, and staff were later able to maintain this suppression solely by using
reprimands that had previously been paired with the shock. (This procedure, in
which a stimulus paired with an aversive event itself becomes aversive, is called
secondary punishment.)

Given that punishments are more effective when they are intense, it might seem
that anyone considering using punishment should opt for the strongest punish-
ment possible. As we shall see shortly, however, punishment can also produce
undesirable side effects, and the stronger the punishment, the greater the danger.
One obvious solution would be to use the mildest form of punishment that is likely
to be effective, but this can vary from individual to individual (mild punishment is
less likely to be effective with individuals accustomed to more severe forms), and
from response to response (when powerful reinforcers are maintaining a behavior,
the level of punishment required to suppress it will inevitably be greater). It is
thus not possible to provide universal guidelines: Choosing the optimum level of
punishment comes down, in the end, to trial and error.

Delay

A second important factor determining the effectiveness of punishment is the delay
between the response and the punisher. In an experiment by Solomon, Turner, and
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Lessac (1968), dogs were offered a choice between two foods, one highly preferred
and the other less so. The foods were presented in two dishes, located on either
side of the experimenter’s chair. If the dogs approached the dish that contained
the less preferred food, they were allowed to eat freely, but if they began to eat
the preferred food, the experimenter would hit them on the snout with a rolled-up
newspaper. The delay interval between the moment when the dogs started eating
and the time they were punished was either 0, 5, or 15 seconds for different groups.

Regardless of which delay was used, all the subjects learned quickly, requiring
an average of only three or four punishments before avoiding the preferred food
entirely. To determine the extent to which these punishments had resulted in an
enduring change in behavior, the dogs were deprived of food and exposed to a
daily series of 10-minute temptation trials. During these tests, the hungry dogs
were returned to the room in which they had previously been trained, but with
the experimenter now absent; one food dish contained 500 grams of the preferred
food, and another dish contained only 20 grams of the nonpreferred food. The
question was, how long would the hungry dogs be able to resist the temptation of
eating the preferred food?

For the group that was punished with a 15-second delay during training, the
answer was about 3 minutes. The dogs that had been punished after a delay of
5 seconds, however, resisted eating for 8 days, and those that had been punished
immediately went without eating for 2 weeks. A delay of only a few seconds in
punishing a response, therefore, can have profound implications for the effective-
ness of punishment – in this case, resisting eating for 3 minutes versus 2 weeks.

To find out if delay of punishment is so critical in humans, Aronfreed (1968)
used a procedure very similar to that developed by Solomon. Instead of offering
dogs a choice of food dishes, Aronfreed asked schoolchildren to choose one of
two toys and then to describe the chosen toy to the experimenter. One of the toys
was highly attractive, the other much less so. If they selected the unattractive toy,
the children were allowed to describe it, but if they chose the attractive toy the
experimenter would punish them by saying “No” and taking away a candy from
a pile they had been given previously. For some of the children, this punishment
took place as soon as they began to reach for the attractive toy, but for others it
was delayed for either 2, 6, or 12 seconds. This procedure was then repeated for
each of 10 different pairs of toys, with choices of the attractive member of each
pair always being punished.

As in Solomon’s study, the delay of punishment had little apparent effect on
initial learning; virtually all the children learned to avoid the attractive toy after
only two or three punishments. Again as in Solomon’s study, however, the effect
of the delay interval proved more dramatic when behavior was measured in the
experimenter’s absence. During this testing phase, when the experimenter finished
laying out a new pair of toys, he would explain that he had suddenly remembered
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something he needed to do elsewhere and would leave the child alone with the
toys for 10 minutes. Of those children who had been punished immediately during
training, only half made any attempt to play with the attractive toy, and the
majority of these children waited at least 5 minutes before doing so. Of the children
whose punishment had been delayed for even 6 seconds during training, however,
almost all transgressed during the temptation period, and most did so within less
than a minute of the experimenter’s departure. Thus, delays of even a few seconds
seemed to reduce substantially the effectiveness of punishment.

The effects of delaying punishment in children, therefore, seem remarkably
similar to the effects in animals, with punishment proving far more effective when
administered immediately. We have less evidence concerning the role of delay
in adults, but an interesting study by Wagenaar and Maldonado-Molina (2007)
suggests that delay may also be important here. They examined the effects of
punishment on the behavior of drivers who were caught driving while intoxicated.
Specifically, they compared states in the USA that impose an immediate suspension
of a driver’s license when a driver fails an alcohol breath test with states where
suspension did not take effect until conviction in a court. The punishment was
thus the same, but there was a substantial difference in how soon it took effect.
In the states where punishment was immediate, the authors found that it led to
a substantial decrease in subsequent accidents and convictions, leading to a 5%
reduction in fatal crashes and saving 800 lives per year. In states where suspension
was delayed, on the other hand, it had no effect at all on drivers’ subsequent
behavior. As we saw in our discussion of reinforcement, punishment seems to be
much more effective when it is immediate.

Schedule

The effects of punishment also depend critically on the schedule used. In an
experiment by Azrin, Holz, and Hake (1963), for example, pigeons were trained
to peck a key to obtain food, and once this behavior was established key-pecks
also began to produce electric shocks. The shock schedule varied from FR 1 (every
response punished) to FR 1,000 (only one response in 1,000 punished). Punishment
of every response resulted in total suppression of pecking, but as the probability
of punishment was reduced, responding was much less affected.

Again, similar results have been reported in experiments on humans. In an
observational study, Larzelere et al. (1996) asked mothers to keep diaries of when
their children misbehaved and whether they were punished. The researchers found
that the higher the proportion of disobedient acts that mothers punished, the
less likely their children were to disobey. Similarly, Brennan and Mednick (1994)
found that the effectiveness of punishment for criminal behavior depends on the
consistency with which this behavior is punished: The higher the proportion of
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an individual’s arrests that led to punishment, the less likely the individual was
to reoffend. As common sense would suggest, punishment is more likely to be
effective if it is delivered immediately and consistently.

Stimulus control

Another important factor in determining the effectiveness of punishment is the
similarity between the conditions during training and testing. If the dogs in
Solomon’s study had been tested in the training room with the experimenter
still present, for example, it seems likely that they would have resisted eating even
longer, whereas if they had been tested in a totally different room, without any
experimenter and with different dishes, they would probably have given in to
temptation much sooner.

Support for this prediction comes from an experiment by Honig and Slivka
(1964), who looked at the effects of punishment on key-pecking in pigeons. During
preliminary training, a plastic key was illuminated with one of seven alternating
colors, varying in wavelength from 490 to 610 nanometers (nm), and pecking was
reinforced in the presence of each. When the rate of pecking to each color was
roughly equal, Honig and Slivka began to selectively punish responding in the
presence of the 550-nm stimulus by presenting an electric shock whenever this
color was pecked.

The results of this selective punishment are illustrated in Figure 6.4, which shows
the rate of responding to each stimulus recorded over 9 days of punishment train-
ing. Punishment of responding to the 550-nm stimulus was highly effective from
the outset, because the birds almost immediately stopped responding whenever
this color appeared on the key. The extent to which responding was suppressed
in the presence of the other colors, however, depended on their similarity to the
punished stimulus. Responding to the 530- and 570-nm stimuli, for example, was
also strongly suppressed, but as the test stimuli became increasingly dissimilar
to the punished stimulus, the amount of suppression decreased. (Note that what
is generalizing in this case is inhibition of responding, rather than responding:
The weaker the inhibition, the more likely subjects are to respond. That is why
response levels increase as the test stimulus becomes less similar to the training
stimulus, rather than becoming lower, as in the generalization gradients we have
encountered previously.)

As training continued, and the birds learned that punishment occurred only
in the presence of the 550-nm wavelength, their rate of responding to the non-
punished wavelengths progressively increased. In other words, if punishment is
delivered in one situation, its effects may generalize at first, but if subjects repeat-
edly find that responding in other situations is safe, then responding may eventu-
ally be suppressed only in the setting in which it is actually punished.
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Figure 6.4 Generalization of a punished response. During the baseline condition, key-pecking was
reinforced in the presence of each of seven different colors. The remaining curves show the changes in
responding to each of these colors following the introduction of punishment in the presence of the
550-nm stimulus. (Honig and Slivka, 1964.)

Remarkably similar results were obtained in the Bucher and Lovaas study dis-
cussed earlier. John’s self-destructive behavior was punished for the first time in
session 16, when experimenter 1 was present, and the result was virtually imme-
diate suppression (Figure 6.3). To determine the extent to which self-injurious
behavior would be suppressed in other situations, the authors arranged for differ-
ent experimenters to be present in the test room on different days. Only the first
experimenter ever punished hitting, and whenever this experimenter was present,
self-destructive behavior remained at very low levels. When the other experi-
menters were present, however, there was a perceptible increase in its frequency
(though still far below baseline levels), and as testing continued it began to rise
alarmingly. As with the pigeons in the Honig and Slivka experiment, John seemed
to be learning that punishment occurred only in a particular situation, and, as a
result, suppressed his self-destructive behavior only in that situation. During ses-
sion 30, therefore, experimenter 3 was also instructed to use punishment whenever
John hit himself, and thereafter there were no further recurrences of this behavior,
regardless of which experimenter was present in the room.

One important implication of this finding is that if you want to eliminate a
response entirely it might not be sufficient to punish it in only one situation.
Suppose, for example, that you wanted to train young children not to play in
the street. Ideally, an explanation of the dangers involved would be sufficient,
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but suppose this failed and you decided to use punishment. If the children were
punished only when you were nearby, they might very well learn a discrimination:
If a parent is nearby, playing in the street is dangerous; if a parent is not nearby,
then it’s perfectly safe! To ensure that behavior is suppressed more generally,
you would ideally want to arrange for this behavior to be punished in different
settings – for example, for playing in different streets and, if possible, when no
adult appeared to be present, so that the children would learn that playing in any
street is dangerous, regardless of whether anyone appears to be watching.

Verbal explanation

To this point, the results of punishment research in humans seem almost uncannily
similar to those obtained with animals. As we argued earlier, however, the fact
that the principles of animal and human learning are sometimes similar does not
necessarily mean that they are identical. In particular, it would be very strange
indeed if the cognitive and linguistic capacities of humans did not play some role
in determining how we react to punishment.

This point is neatly illustrated in Aronfreed’s experiment. In addition to the
immediate and delayed punishment groups that we have described, Aronfreed
included another delayed punishment group in which children were not only pun-
ished when they picked up an attractive toy, they were also given an explanation
for why they should not do so. This toy was difficult to tell about, they were told,
and was therefore only for older children. The children in this group were subse-
quently found to be significantly more likely to resist temptation than were those
not given an explanation.

Similar findings have been reported from field studies in which parents have
been interviewed to determine what sorts of punishment they used. In a study
by Sears, Maccoby, and Levin (1957), for example, mothers who made extensive
use of reasoning reported punishment to be far more effective than did those
who reported using punishment alone. Similarly, in the Larzelere et al. study
described earlier, the authors assessed the immediate effects of punishment in
young children by calculating the average time interval separating successive
instances of misbehavior such as fighting and examined how this was affected
by the mother’s reaction to each incident. The data revealed that punishment on
its own had no effect: Following a fight, the average time until another fight
was the same whether or not the child was punished. When the punishment was
accompanied by an explanation, however, the average time until the next fight
increased by almost 40%.

Why should the addition of even a few words of explanation make punishment
so much more effective? One possibility is that an explanation helps to clarify what
behavior is being punished. If a child were punished in the evening for something
he did that morning, for example, without an explanation he would have no way
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of knowing what he was being punished for. In addition, explanations can provide
children with justification for why they are being punished. In Aronfreed’s experi-
ment, the children were not only being told which behavior to avoid (playing with
the attractive toy), but why (because it was only appropriate for older children).
If the explanation helped the children to perceive the punishment as fair, it might
have reduced their resentment and thus increased their willingness to cooperate.

To assess the effects of clarification and justification, Cheyne (1969) repeated
Aronfreed’s experiment but varied the explanations used. One group of children
were simply told “That’s bad” when they chose the attractive toy. A second group
received an additional phrase to clarify what behavior was being punished: “That’s
bad, you shouldn’t play with that toy.” As expected, the clarification group deviated
significantly less in a later temptation situation, suggesting that the effectiveness
of delayed punishment does depend on how clearly the punished response is
identified. The least deviation of all, however, occurred in a third group of children,
who were told not only which response was forbidden but why: “That toy belongs
to someone else.” If a punishment is perceived as fair or reasonable, in other words,
it is more likely to be effective.

Cheyne found that the effectiveness of justification depended on the age of the
children. Telling children “That toy belongs to someone else” increased compliance
in third-grade children, but it had no effect on those in kindergarten. This suggests
that, as children grow older, their behavior increasingly comes under the control
of generalized moral codes or rules. Thus, although punishment may play a role in
establishing these rules with younger children, as the children grow older it may
be increasingly possible to rely on verbal appeals to these ethical codes, rather
than on the direct elicitation of fear.

Hoffman (1989) has suggested that explanations can also play an important
role in children’s moral development. When a child misbehaves in a way that
involves harm to others, he says, it is important to explain the consequences for
the other person, rather than simply to say, “Stop that.” Children who receive such
explanations seem to be more likely to develop empathy for others and accept
responsibility for their own behavior.

Summarizing the evidence to this point, it appears that punishment is most
effective when it is immediate, firm, consistent, delivered in a variety of settings,
and accompanied by a clear (and fair) explanation. Used under these conditions,
punishment can be a powerful technique for suppressing behavior.

Side effects of punishment

Insofar as we confine our attention to the effects of punishment on the response
being punished, it is clear that Thorndike was right – punishment can suppress
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behavior. But does this necessarily mean that we should use it? In addition to weak-
ening the response that it follows, punishment may produce damaging effects on
other aspects of behavior, so that we need to weigh the advantages of punishment
against its disadvantages before deciding whether to use it. In this section, we will
examine evidence about punishment’s side effects.

Fear

The problem is that aversive stimuli have a variety of effects. We have seen that
one effect is to suppress preceding behavior, but aversive events can also elicit
powerful emotions such as fear and anxiety, and these emotions could have a
variety of undesirable consequences.

Reduced interest

Suppose, for example, that a teacher publicly criticized a schoolchild for poor
performance. For some children, such criticism might act as a spur to greater
effort, but for others the consequences might be less benign. If schoolwork were
repeatedly associated with failure and punishment, studying might eventually
become a source of fear rather than pleasure, so that the child would begin to
avoid studying (and school) whenever possible. In one experimental analogue of
this situation, Martin (1977) gave 6-year-old boys a series of tasks to perform.
On some tasks, the boys were praised when they worked; on others, they were
reprimanded when they did not work; on a third set of tasks, they were ignored
regardless of their behavior. On the surface, the reprimands seemed to be effective,
in that the boys worked the hardest on tasks where they were reprimanded for
not working. However, when they were given an opportunity to perform the tasks
when the experimenter was not present, Martin found that the children never chose
the tasks that had been associated with reprimands.

Impairment of attention

Even in situations where the fear of punishment makes us work harder, this anxiety
can lead to poorer performance. In our discussion of the Yerkes–Dodson law, we
noted that increases in motivation can result in a narrowing of attention, so that
highly motivated subjects actually do worse on complex tasks (for example, Zaffy
and Bruning, 1966). If children are punished for doing poorly on a difficult task,
therefore, their anxiety could result in even poorer performance.

Indirect evidence that punishment can interfere with attention comes from a
study by Cheyne, Goyeche, and Walters (1969). Using a situation similar to that
developed by Aronfreed, the researchers asked children to select one of two toys.
If the children selected the wrong toy, a buzzer was sounded; the intensity of the
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Figure 6.5 The effect of punishment intensity and explanations on a child’s obedience to instructions.
Intense punishment produced greater obedience than moderate punishment in children not given an
explanation, but intense punishment was less effective for children who did receive an explanation.
(Based on data from Cheyne, Goyeche, and Walters, 1969.)

buzzer was 0, 88, or 104 decibels (db) for different groups of children. In addi-
tion, half the children were then given a verbal explanation of what they had
done wrong. To measure the effectiveness of the punishment, the experimenters
observed how much time the children spent playing with the forbidden toy during
a subsequent temptation test. If no explanation was given, more intense punish-
ment reduced playing time (Figure 6.5). For children who received an explanation,
however, the 104-db buzzer produced less obedience than the weaker buzzer.

On the surface, this result is bizarre: Why should an intense punishment be
less effective than a mild one? This result, however, is exactly what an atten-
tional analysis would predict: The anxiety aroused by the more intense buzzer
would interfere with children’s attention to the explanation, leading to poorer
performance. Supporting evidence for this interpretation comes from comparing
the behavior of the children who received an explanation with the behavior of
those who did not. Adding an explanation increased obedience for children in the
0- and 88-db groups but had no perceptible effect on children who received the
104-db buzzer. The children in this group, in other words, behaved as if they had
not heard what the experimenter was saying.

Learned helplessness

The potentially harmful effects of punishment on performance can be exacerbated
if behavior is punished often. Returning to our school example, suppose that when
a child is punished for doing poorly on an assignment, the anxiety this produces
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makes her perform even more poorly the next time. If the teacher then becomes
even angrier (“You’re not trying!”), the child might become even more anxious,
hence becoming even more likely to fail, and so on, in a vicious circle. Eventually,
if the child fails often enough, she may conclude that it is not worth even trying,
even though she may actually have the ability to do well.

The first evidence that punishment can lead to individuals giving up came from
a very influential series of experiments by Seligman, Maier, and Overmier. In the
first of these experiments, Seligman and Maier (1967) trained dogs in a rectangular
shuttle box with a shoulder-high barrier set in the center. A 10-second warning
light was occasionally presented, followed by a 50-second shock delivered through
the floor of the cage. If the dog jumped over the barrier while the shock was on, the
shock was immediately terminated; if it jumped before the shock was presented,
the light was terminated and the scheduled shock was canceled. The dogs could
thus either escape the shock or avoid it altogether if they jumped across the barrier
when the light came on.

Naı̈ve dogs learned very quickly: after just one or two experiences of shock, the
dogs began to jump over the barrier as soon as the shock was presented, and within
a few more trials they learned to avoid almost all shocks. A second group, however,
behaved very differently. These dogs were given pretraining in which they were
confined in a harness and given 64 shocks that they could neither escape nor
avoid. When these pretrained subjects were transferred to the avoidance task, their
behavior was initially similar to the first group, as they ran about the cage when
they received the shock. After about 30 seconds, however, they typically lay down
on the floor and remained there, whining quietly, until the shock was terminated.
In other words, it looked very much as if they had given up, and most of these
subjects showed no signs of learning over successive trials.

There was, moreover, another puzzling feature of the behavior of these dogs. On
most trials, as we have seen, they made little or no effort to escape, but occasionally
one would jump over the barrier and thereby terminate the shock. In naı̈ve dogs, a
single success was usually enough to firmly establish the jumping response, so that
the dogs would repeat it on all subsequent trials. But the dogs given inescapable
shock during pretraining showed no sign of learning from a successful escape; on
the trial following a successful escape, they immediately reverted to the pattern of
passive acceptance shown earlier.

To explain these results, Overmier and Seligman (1967) suggested that during
pretraining the dogs had learned that they were helpless – no matter how hard
they struggled, they could not escape the shock. When they were transferred to
the shuttle box, therefore, they made no effort to escape the shock because they
had learned that such efforts were futile. And on those occasions when they did
escape, they did not repeat the response because such apparent successes during
pretraining had always proved to be illusory. If on one pretraining trial a dog had
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lifted its paw just as the shock was terminated, for example, it would have found
repeating this response on subsequent trials had no effect.

This learned helplessness hypothesis provoked considerable controversy –
would dogs really think in such complex ways? – and subsequent research has sug-
gested that other processes may also be involved. (See Maier, 1989, and LoLordo
and Taylor, 2001, for reviews.) At present, however, it does look as if part of what
animals learn when they are exposed to inescapable shock is that they are helpless,
so that there is no point in even trying to escape.

Carol Dweck and her colleagues have suggested that learned helplessness can
also occur in schools. Children who repeatedly fail at math, for example, might
conclude that they are helpless and thus stop trying. In an experimental analogue
of this phenomenon, Dweck and Repucci (1973) had two teachers give fifth-grade
children a series of problems. One of the teachers always gave the children solvable
problems, and the other presented only insoluble ones. When the second teacher
finally gave the children some solvable problems, they failed to solve them, even
though they had solved exactly the same problems earlier for the first teacher. (See
also Dweck and Licht, 1980; Peterson, Maier, and Seligman, 1993.)

It is important to emphasize that effects of this kind are not inevitable. Children
differ widely in their reactions to anxiety: For some, a particular punishment can
be incapacitating; for others, the same punishment can be an incentive to greater
effort. The available evidence, however, suggests that the use of punishment can
pose special dangers in education, where it can lead to dislike of the subject and
even deterioration in learning.

Aggression

Pain-elicited aggression

Another possible consequence of presenting an aversive stimulus is that it can
elicit aggression. This effect is known as pain-elicited aggression. In a study by
Ulrich and Azrin (1962), pairs of rats from the same litter were placed in a test cage
and given electric shocks through the floor of the cage. The authors reported that
the rats responded to the shocks by rearing up on their hind legs and beginning to
push each other. If the shocks were very intense, and continued long enough, the
rats would begin to bite each other.

In subsequent experiments, Ulrich and his colleagues reported similar results
with virtually every species tested, including species as diverse as cats, raccoons,
monkeys, and alligators. In other words, it appears as if the tendency to attack
when hurt is one of the most powerful and universal of all animal instincts (though
see also Blanchard, Blanchard, and Takahashi, 1977).
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For obvious reasons, there has been little direct research on pain-elicited aggres-
sion in humans, but some research suggests that we too behave more aggressively
when we are hurt. In one experiment by Berkowitz, Cochrane, and Embree (1981),
university women were asked to act as teachers and either reinforce or punish a
partner who was engaged in a learning task. Some of the “teachers” had one of
their hands in a tank of cold water; others had one of their hands in a tank of
warm water. Teachers whose hands were in cold water were significantly more
likely to be punitive toward their partners than were teachers whose hands were
in warm water (see also Berkowitz, 1989).

Modeling

There is evidence that the use of punishment can also serve as a model for aggres-
sive behavior. Children, after all, are highly imitative, particularly when the model
is important or influential in their lives (Rosenthal and Bandura, 1978). If a parent
frequently uses physical force to control a child, therefore, the child may learn
to imitate this behavior. In an early study on imitation by Bandura, Ross, and
Ross (1963), nursery school children were exposed to an adult model who punched
and kicked a large inflated doll. When the children were later left alone with the
doll, they proved significantly more likely to attack the doll than were children in
control groups who had not seen the model.

You might think that the measure of aggression used in this study was highly
artificial: Does the fact that a child is more likely to attack a doll really tell us
anything about the likelihood that the child will punch a friend? A field study
by Leyens et al. (1975) suggests that the answer might be yes. In their study,
adolescents at a Belgian residential center for juvenile delinquents were exposed
for two weeks to one of two sets of recreational films; one set emphasized phys-
ical violence, including films such as Bonnie and Clyde and The Dirty Dozen. To
determine the effect of these films, the experimenters recorded the frequency of
aggressive behavior during morning and evening play periods. (Aggression was
defined as “physical contact of sufficient intensity to potentially inflict pain on the
victim” and included hitting, slapping, choking, and kicking.) The result was that
the adolescents exposed to the violent films became significantly more likely to
attack one another, with the frequency of such attacks almost tripling from the
first to the second week of the treatment period. Adolescents exposed to the non-
violent films, on the other hand, showed a significant decrease in aggression over
the same period.

This effect is not confined to juvenile delinquents. In a study by Josephson
(1987), boys in a Canadian elementary school were shown either a 14-minute
excerpt from a television program involving violence (a police SWAT team
ambushing and shooting a gang of killers) or an equally exciting film without
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violence (a bike race with dramatic stunts). The boys were then given an oppor-
tunity to play floor hockey, and the experimenters observed levels of aggression
during the game – for example, how often the participants pushed or elbowed their
opponents. They found that the boys who had just seen the violent film engaged in
almost 50% more acts of aggression. (See also Wood, Wong, and Chachere, 1991;
Bushman and Huesmann, 2001.)

Long-term effects

If exposure to a single violent film could have such a substantial effect, it seems
at least possible that repeated exposure to violence from a model as influential
as a parent might play a major role in determining a child’s aggressiveness. In
accordance with this prediction, research has shown that children who are severely
punished by their parents are far more likely to be physically aggressive toward
their peers (Eron et al., 1963), to later become juvenile delinquents (Glueck and
Glueck, 1950), and, when adults, to develop emotional problems such as depression,
alcoholism, and spousal abuse (Straus and Kantor, 1994). Moreover, more recent
evidence suggests that these effects are not confined to severe punishment – even
milder forms such as spanking are correlated with increases in aggression. In a
representative study by Strassberg et al. (1994), parents of 273 young children
were interviewed to determine the methods of discipline they used. To separate the
effects of spanking from more violent forms of punishment, the authors focused
on a subgroup of parents who reported using spanking but not more severe forms
such as hitting. The researchers then observed the children of these parents in
kindergarten and recorded how often these children behaved aggressively toward
other children – for example, hitting or bullying them. They found that children
who were spanked were roughly twice as likely to behave aggressively as those
who were not.

Similar results have emerged from studies which have looked at the long-term
effects of exposure to violence on television or in video games. In one such study,
Huesmann et al. (2003) measured how much televised violence children watched
and then assessed the effects, if any, on their behavior 15 years later. They found
that children who had watched substantial amounts of violence on television were
much more likely to behave violently when they became adults. For example,
children in the high-exposure group were almost twice as likely to push their
spouses if they later married (42% vs. 22%), and they were also more likely to
have punched another adult and to have a criminal conviction for violence.

A critical problem for such studies is separating causation from correlation.
In this case, was it watching programs containing violence that made children
more aggressive, or was it simply that children who are aggressive are more
likely to watch such programs? To disentangle these possibilities, the authors used
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a statistical technique called structural modeling. If watching violent programs
makes children more aggressive, then how many hours they watched should be a
good predictor of their behavior as adults. If, on the other hand, aggressive children
are more likely to watch violent programs, and aggressive children then become
aggressive adults, then children’s level of aggression should be the best predictor
of their behavior as adults, with the number of hours watched adding little to our
ability to predict their behavior. In fact, the former proved to be the case: by far
the best predictor of adults’ aggressive behavior was how many hours of violent
programs they had watched while children, not how aggressive they were at the
time.

The authors concluded that watching violent programs on television really does
increase the likelihood of aggression. The effect was particularly strong, moreover,
when the children identified with the aggressor, or the aggressor was rewarded
for their aggression. If so, watching films such as Dirty Harry or The Terminator
would be particularly likely to encourage aggression.

We have cited only a few studies here, but there is now overwhelming evidence
of a correlation between the use of physical punishment in childhood and the
development of aggression. We need to be cautious, however, in interpreting this
correlation. One problem is that a correlation between punishment and aggression
does not necessarily mean that punishment causes aggression. The true relationship
could actually be the reverse, with high levels of aggression leading to greater use
of punishment. If a child is very aggressive or disobedient, this could gradually push
a parent into using stronger punishment, as milder forms prove inadequate. The
fact that punishment is correlated with aggression, therefore, doesn’t necessarily
mean that punishment causes aggression (Muller, 1996; Hipwell et al., 2008).

A further problem is that even if there is a causal relationship between pun-
ishment and aggression, this does not mean that all forms of punishment are
equally likely to lead to aggression. There is evidence that whether punishment
produces harmful side effects depends on many factors, including the intensity
of the punishment and the extent to which parents provide explanations for its
use (Larzelere, 1986; Strassberg et al., 1994). Another important factor seems to
be whether punishment is used in a reliable and consistent way, so that children
know what will happen if they break rules. Punishment is much more likely to
produce serious side effects when parents behave unpredictably, blowing up one
minute over a relatively minor problem and then ignoring much more serious
misbehaviors (Patterson, Reid, and Dishion, 1989; see also Turner and Muller,
2004).

The relationship between punishment and aggression is thus not simple, and
it would be misleading to conclude that the use of punishment inevitably leads
to aggression. On the other hand, the consistency with which researchers have
observed a correlation between corporal punishment and aggression, and the
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Figure 6.6 The problems of punishment. C© The New Yorker Collection 1991 / Jack Ziegler /
cartoonbank.com. All rights reserved.

experimental evidence that exposure to violence can lead to aggression – recall the
effects of seeing a violent film on children’s aggression during a game of hockey –
suggest a genuine link between the two. Physical punishment may not always
produce aggression, but it does seem to produce a strong impulse in this direction.

Conclusions

The evidence we have reviewed in the preceding sections seems to point to dia-
metrically opposed conclusions. On the one hand, we have seen that punishment,
if used properly, can be very effective in suppressing behavior. On the other, we
have seen that intense forms of punishment can elicit fear and pain, potentially
leading to such undesirable effects as a dislike of school and increased aggression
(see Figure 6.6). What, then, should we conclude about the use of punishment?

The first point that needs to be emphasized is that the fact that punishment can
cause harmful side effects does not necessarily mean that it will always do so.
When electric shock has been used to suppress self-injurious behavior in autistic
children, for example, researchers have reported no signs of harm in some cases
(Risley, 1968) and reported beneficial side effects in others (Lovaas, Schaeffer, and
Simmons, 1965). Whether side effects will occur seems to depend on several factors,
including the intensity of the punishment and its social context – as we have
seen, parents who are loving and make extensive use of reasoning consistently
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report punishment to be more effective. Indeed, Baumrind (1991) has observed
that the healthiest children – friendly, cooperative, and self-reliant – often come
from families where parents use punishment, including spanking, to enforce rules
consistently, but these parents also go to great lengths to explain the rules and
(especially as the children grow older) to involve their children in setting them.

Baumrind’s research suggests that when mild punishment is used in a consistent
manner to enforce clear rules, and in the context of a loving and supportive family,
it need not have damaging effects. On the other hand, the danger of side effects
suggests that it is worth minimizing the frequency and severity of punishment
wherever possible.

Alternatives to punishment

We have seen that punishment can be effective, but the danger of side effects
suggests that it is worth trying to avoid the use of corporal punishment in situations
where this is possible. In this section we will consider several alternatives to
corporal punishment for dealing with children’s misbehavior.

Reinforcing good behavior

Instead of punishing children when they are bad, a possible alternative is rein-
forcing them when they are good! In one investigation of this approach, Madsen
et al. (1970) compared the effectiveness of reinforcement and punishment in get-
ting first-grade children to stay in their seats during lessons. In the first phase,
observers in the classroom recorded how often the children got out of their seats
at times when they shouldn’t during a 6-day period. The teachers were then asked
to punish the children for standing by ordering the children to sit down whenever
they got up. As you might expect, the immediate effect of this command was that
the children sat down, so that from the teacher’s point of view the command might
have appeared highly effective. When the frequency of inappropriate standing was
measured over the course of the entire day, however, the introduction of punish-
ment was found to produce an overall increase in standing (see Figure 6.7). The
fact that the teacher paid attention to the children when they stood up, in other
words, seemed to be reinforcing this behavior.

After repeating the baseline and punishment phases to establish the reliability of
this result, Madsen and colleagues asked the teacher to stop punishing standing and
instead to reinforce incompatible behavior. Specifically, they asked the teacher to
praise the children or smile at them whenever they were sitting down and working.
As Figure 6.7 shows, this proved highly effective: For the first time, the frequency
of standing fell significantly below its baseline level.
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Figure 6.7 The frequency of first-grade children leaving their seats as a function of the teacher’s
reaction. (Adapted from Madsen et al., 1970.)

The punishment used in this study was a relatively mild reprimand, and a
stronger form of punishment might well have been more effective. On the other
hand, we have already encountered evidence that even stronger forms of punish-
ment are sometimes not as effective as reinforcement. In Chapter 5 we discussed
the Hall, Lund, and Jackson (1968) study of children in an elementary school who
had been identified as having the most serious disciplinary problems. Years of
scolding and even corporal punishment had proven ineffective in reducing the
disruptive behavior of children such as Robbie, but the introduction of praise for
good work produced rapid and dramatic transformations.

Further evidence that reinforcement can be more effective than punishment in
the classroom comes from a study by Tulley and Chiu (1995). They asked 135
student teachers to recall which disciplinary incidents in the previous month they
felt they had handled the most successfully and which the least successfully. Three
behaviors proved to be particular problems – disruption, defiance, and inattention.
Strong punishment, in the form of yelling or corporal punishment, proved to be
the least effective strategy for dealing with these problems, as they were reported
to be effective on only 4% of the occasions on which they were used. Milder
forms of punishment such as detention and loss of privileges were somewhat
more effective, working 53% of the time. Providing an explanation of the desired
behavior was more effective still – this approach was effective 78% of the time.
By far the most effective strategy, however, turned out to be reinforcement, as
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praising or rewarding more appropriate behavior was successful on 92% of the
occasions where it was used.

The use of reinforcement in this way can require considerable effort and imagi-
nation. When children misbehave, and especially when they seem to be deliberately
disobeying instructions, a parent’s or teacher’s first reaction is often anger. It is
far easier to yell at children in these situations than to stop and think, “I wonder
how I could reinforce good behavior instead.” The available evidence, however,
suggests that the effort involved might be worthwhile: Reinforcement is not only
more enjoyable than punishment, in some situations it is also more effective.

Using minimal force

As attractive as reinforcement might be as an alternative to punishment, there are
some situations where reinforcement on its own does not seem to be sufficient.
Gerald Patterson, for example, established a project to help parents of children
with serious antisocial behavior, a project that eventually involved hundreds of
families. At first, they relied on reinforcement, training parents to reinforce pos-
itive behaviors such as cooperation and compliance. In a summary of this work,
Patterson, Reid, and Dishion (1989) wrote: “This approach simply did not work.
Even though the children became slightly more cooperative, they still hit others
and had temper tantrums” (p. 2).

To produce lasting changes in this behavior, Patterson and his colleagues found
that parents needed to use a combination of consistent reinforcement for appro-
priate behavior with mild forms of punishments. In this section we will look at
three such alternatives to the use of corporal punishment: extinction, time-out,
and response cost.

Extinction

Where misbehavior is being maintained by reinforcement, one way of eliminating
it is simply to withhold the reinforcer. In one application of this approach reported
by C. D. Williams (1959), the subject was a 2-year-old boy who had been seriously
ill for the first year and a half of his life. Even after he recovered physically, he
continued to demand special attention and to throw tantrums whenever he did not
get his way. On going to bed, for example, he insisted that both his parents stay
with him until he was asleep, and if either of them left the room – or even tried to
read – he would cry bitterly until they returned to the room and resumed giving
him attention. Falling asleep typically required from 30 minutes to 2 hours, so his
demands became a considerable strain on his parents, and they consulted Williams
for advice.
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Figure 6.8 Extinction of a child’s tantrum behavior. (C. D. Williams, 1959.)

One analysis of the boy’s behavior might have been that he had suffered severe
psychological trauma as a result of his earlier illness, and now needed all the love
and attention he could get. Williams, however, felt that he had simply become
used to receiving attention during his illness, and that his tantrum behavior was
now being maintained by the attention it produced. To eliminate this behavior,
therefore, Williams recommended that the parents simply ignore any crying that
took place after they put the child to bed. On the first night, the child screamed
and raged for 45 minutes before finally falling asleep (Figure 6.8, solid line). The
parents did not go in, however, and on the following night he didn’t cry at all.
Crying reappeared briefly on a few subsequent nights, but within a week it had
disappeared completely.

One week later, the boy’s aunt baby-sat for him so his parents could have a night
out. When she put him to sleep, he again began to cry, and she went in to him. As
shown in Figure 6.8 (broken line), this single reinforcement was enough to trigger
another massive burst of crying on the following night, but the parents again
refused to go in, and within a week the crying had disappeared again, this time
permanently. Simply by ignoring his tantrums, therefore, his parents were able
to eliminate this behavior within a matter of days, and follow-up observations
2 years later suggested that he had become a friendly and outgoing child, with no
sign of any harmful after effects.

Procedurally, extinction is clearly different from punishment, involving the
withholding of a reinforcer rather than the presentation of a punisher. Psycholog-
ically, however, it is probably more realistic to think of extinction as a relatively
mild form of punishment rather than as an alternative. When a response is not
reinforced after a long history of reinforcement, this is an aversive event, and
it can lead to feelings of frustration and, like punishment, aggression. Herbert
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and colleagues reported a particularly dramatic example (1973). To reduce deviant
behavior, the researchers advised the mothers of six deviant children to ignore
them when they misbehaved. When the children discovered that they were no
longer receiving attention, however, they became furious: Four of the six chil-
dren assaulted their mothers, and one kicked out a window of the room in which
training was being given!

Thus, although extinction is normally a relatively mild form of punishment, it
can produce powerful side effects in some circumstances. (Frustration probably
also explains why the boy in the Williams study cried so long the first night that
his parents ignored his tantrums.) Also, extinguishing a response can require many
trials; in situations where it is important to suppress a behavior immediately – for
example, where a child is in danger of injuring himself – then other forms of
punishment might be more appropriate.

Time-out

A second, relatively mild form of punishment is time-out, a procedure in which
children are removed to a less reinforcing environment when they misbehave. A
very mild form of time-out is being required to sit at the edge of a group and
allowed to watch the others play but not participate (White and Bailey, 1990);
more aversive forms include sitting in a chair facing a corner, or having to go to
a bare room.

A study by Rortvedt and Miltenberger (1994) provides a nice example of how
time-out can be used. The study focused on two 4-year-old girls who frequently
refused to comply with their parents’ requests. During an initial observational
phase carried out in the home, one of the girls, Morgan, failed to follow 87%
of her mother’s instructions, despite her mother’s pleading and scolding. When
the time-out phase was initiated, her mother was asked to praise her whenever
she complied with a request; if she refused, she was taken to another room and
told to sit quietly facing the wall for 1 minute. If she was sitting quietly at the
end of the minute, she was allowed to leave the chair, but if not, the time-out
period was extended until 10 seconds elapsed without noise. Figure 6.9 shows that
this procedure resulted in an immediate improvement in Morgan’s behavior, and
after only seven sessions she was complying with every single instruction. This
improvement was still present when her behavior was observed again 6 weeks
later, and the other girl showed similar gains.

Time-out might seem to involve little more than the classic punishment of
sending children to their rooms, and indeed this is a form of time-out. The classic
version, however, suffers from at least two defects. First, a child’s room is usually
a fairly reinforcing environment because of the toys it contains, reducing its
effectiveness as a form of punishment. Second, children who are sent to their
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Figure 6.9 The percentage of her mother’s instructions that Morgan followed. Compliance is shown for a
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rooms often have to stay there for extended periods, but research with time-out
has shown that even quite brief periods in a chair, sometimes just 1–2 minutes,
can be equally effective (Brantner and Doherty, 1983).

Time-out has proved to be effective with a very wide range of problems and
children, but difficulties can sometimes arise. One is where a child refuses to
cooperate and attempts to leave the chair. A variety of approaches have been
tried for dealing with this problem, ranging from gently holding the child in
the chair to a quick spank, but it is not yet clear which of these approaches is
most effective (Roberts and Powers, 1990; McNeil, Clemens-Mowrer et al., 1994;
Reitman and Drabman, 1996). A further limitation is that time-out is inappropriate
as a punishment for certain kinds of behavior. Suppose, for example, that a child
repeatedly creates a disturbance in class to escape from work that she finds difficult.
In this case, using time-out would only make matters worse, as it would allow her
to succeed in her aim of escaping from work (Taylor and Miller, 1997). In most
of the situations where time-out has been tried, however, it has proven highly
effective.

Response cost

Response cost is a form of negative punishment in which a reinforcer is taken
away whenever the target response occurs. The reinforcer that is removed is often
points or money – a typical example would be a parking fine in which $50 is lost
whenever a car is parked illegally.
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Figure 6.10 The rate of aggressive behavior per hour exhibited by Randy. During baseline periods,
aggression was not punished; during response cost phases, aggression resulted in the loss of “smiley
faces,” which in turn canceled later access to reinforcers such as snacks. (Reynolds and Kelley, 1997.)

Reynolds and Kelley (1997) have reported an imaginative treatment for aggres-
sion using response cost. The subjects were four preschool children who displayed
high rates of aggression. For example, Randy, the 4-year-old son of two psychology
professors, engaged in aggressive acts such as throwing toys or destroying struc-
tures built by classmates. During the baseline phase, he was observed to behave
aggressively more than 30 times per hour. To reduce this behavior, a blue chart
with five yellow smiley faces attached with Velcro was posted in the classroom
at the beginning of each day. Each time Randy behaved aggressively, his teacher
briefly explained what he had done wrong and removed one of the smiley faces.
If he still had at least one smiley face on his chart at the end of the period, then
he was allowed to choose an attractive reward such as a special snack or being
allowed to be the teacher’s helper. (He had helped to select the rewards at the
beginning of the study, when the teacher had also explained the procedure that
would be followed.) In addition, if he earned a reward on at least 4 days during
the week, then at the end of the week he was allowed to choose a small toy.

The effect on Randy’s behavior can be seen in Figure 6.10. When the response
cost procedure was initiated, his average rate of aggression fell from 31 incidents an
hour to only 6. When the baseline condition was reinstated, his level of aggression
rose somewhat, but quickly fell when response cost was reinstated. Similar results
were obtained for the other participants, and when interviewed all said that they
had enjoyed it. (Randy expressed disappointment when the treatment ended.) The
teachers reported that they had found the treatment easy to use, and all four sets
of parents asked the experimenter to help them set up similar programs in their
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homes. A further positive feature, relative to time-out, was that the children did
not have to be removed from the class, so their education was not interrupted.
Combining punishment with enhanced levels of reinforcement was clearly very
effective.

Summarizing our discussion, there are strong grounds for avoiding severe forms
of punishment wherever possible, and milder forms can still be very effective.
Where milder forms don’t work, however, developmental psychologists disagree
about whether it is appropriate to use corporal punishment. Punishments such as
spanking can increase short-term compliance, but it is not clear whether these
short-term benefits outweigh long-term costs such as increased aggression and
selfishness (Gershoff, 2002). If you would like to find out more about this issue,
you can find articulate statements of the cases for and against corporal punishment
in papers by Larzelere and Kuhn (2005), and Gershoff and Bitensky (2007).

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
� When punishment is immediate, firm, and accompanied by a clear (and fair)

explanation, and when it occurs in a variety of settings, it can be very effective
in eliminating undesirable behavior. However, punishment can also produce
harmful side effects.

� One potential side effect is the conditioning of fear and anxiety. Anxiety nar-
rows attention, so punishment for poor school work can lead to even poorer
performance, until eventually the child stops trying, a phenomenon known as
learned helplessness.

� Another possible side effect is aggression. Painful experiences elicit aggression,
and an adult’s use of punishment can also serve as a model for using force to
get what you want.

� The principle of minimum force suggests using the mildest form of punish-
ment likely to be effective. Possible alternatives to corporal punishment include
extinction, time-out, and response cost.

� In some situations reinforcing good behavior is more effective than punishing
bad behavior.

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 Define secondary punishment and pain-elicited aggression.

2 Why is caution necessary in interpreting the results of observational studies?
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3 What are the advantages and disadvantages of studying the effects of
punishment in animals? In humans?

4 What determines whether punishment will be effective?

5 Why do explanations enhance the effectiveness of punishment?

6 What are the possible harmful effects of punishment? What conditions make
these harmful effects more likely?

7 What are the advantages and disadvantages to reinforcement as an alternative
to punishment?

8 What other alternatives are there to the use of punishment? What is the
evidence on their effectiveness?
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From the very beginning of the study of reinforcement, there has been con-
flict between two fundamentally different interpretations. The first, exemplified
by Thorndike, is that reinforcement is essentially a very simple process. When
Thorndike placed his cats in the puzzle box for the first time, they struggled fran-
tically to escape and reach the food dish outside. Eventually, after 8–10 minutes
of scrambling about, a cat might accidentally contact the release mechanism and
escape. If the cat formed a rational appreciation of the situation, he argued, it
should repeat this response immediately on subsequent trials:

If there were in these animals any power of inference, however rudimentary, however
sporadic, however dim, there should have appeared among the multitude some cases when
an animal, seeing through the situation, knows the proper act, does it, and from then on
does it immediately upon being confronted with the situation. There ought, that is, to be a
sudden vertical descent in the time-curve.

(Thorndike, 1911, p. 73)

In all the scores of animals Thorndike tested, not once did he observe sudden and
enduring improvement of this kind. In most instances, improvement over trials
was a slow, gradual affair. (See Figure 4.2 for some representative records.)
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To Thorndike, this gradual improvement in performance, with its occasional
reversals and failures, did not at all resemble the behavior of a rational animal
fully aware of the relationship between the latch and the door:

The gradual slope of the time-curve . . . shows the absence of reasoning. They represent the
wearing smooth of a path in the brain, not the decisions of a rational consciousness.

(Thorndike, 1911, p. 74)

Reinforcement, he concluded, caused the formation of an association between the
rewarded response and the stimuli that were present at the time, so that thereafter
these stimuli would elicit the response automatically.

European psychologists such as Wolfgang Kohler proposed a very different
view. The apparent stupidity of animals in the puzzle box, Kohler argued, reflected
not so much their lack of intelligence as Thorndike’s! The problem, according to
Kohler, was that the construction of the box meant that the causal relationship
between behavior and outcome was concealed. The physical relationship between
the release mechanism and the door was not visible in most cases, and thus the
animals could not perceive why pressing a latch here should have any effect on a
door there. If the relationship had been visible, Kohler suggested, animals would
have behaved far more intelligently.

In one test of this prediction, Kohler (1927) provided a chimpanzee with a stick
in her cage and then placed a bunch of bananas outside the cage just beyond her
reach:

She grasps at it, vainly of course, and then begins the characteristic complaint of the
chimpanzee: she thrusts both lips – especially the lower – forward, for a couple of inches,
gazes imploringly at the observer, utters whimpering sounds, and finally flings herself on
the ground on her back – a gesture most eloquent of despair . . . Thus, between lamentations
and entreaties, some time passes, until – about seven minutes after the fruit has been
exhibited to her – she suddenly casts a look at the stick, ceases her moaning, seizes the
stick, stretches it out of the cage, and succeeds, though somewhat clumsily, in drawing the
bananas within arm’s length . . . The test is repeated after an hour’s interval; on this second
occasion, the animal has recourse to the stick much sooner, and uses it with more skill;
and, at a third repetition, the stick is used immediately, as on all subsequent occasions.

(Kohler, 1927, pp. 32–33)

This abrupt change in behavior, Kohler concluded, revealed a sudden insight into
the nature of the problem, rather than the gradual strengthening of an association.

So, two similar situations in which animals were faced with food tantalizingly
out of reach, but with dramatically different outcomes. The situation was summa-
rized with some amusement by the eminent British philosopher Bertrand Russell:

animals that have been carefully observed have all displayed the national characteristics of
the observer. Animals studied by Americans rush about frantically, with an incredible
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display of hustle and pep, and at last achieve the desired result by chance. Animals
observed by Germans sit still and think, and at last evolve the solution out of their inner
consciousness.

(Russell, 1927, pp. 32–33)

Which view is right? Is reinforcement a simple process involving the formation
of associations, or a more sophisticated process involving rational calculation and
planning? In this chapter we will look at several controversial issues concerning
how reinforcement works; we’ll see that the issue of simplicity versus complexity
is one that surfaces again and again.

Association or expectation?

We will begin by considering precisely what is learned when a response is rein-
forced. We will start with Thorndike’s account and then trace how psychologists’
views have evolved since then.

The emergence of two theories

S–R theory

When a cat escaped from the puzzle box and ate the food, Thorndike believed that
the resulting pleasure stamped in an association between the impulse to make the
response and the sense impressions that accompanied it. This associative account
differed markedly from the mentalistic interpretations of animal behavior that pre-
ceded it, but in one respect it was still not sufficiently radical for early behaviorists
such as John B. Watson (1913). The problem, for Watson, was that Thorndike still
assumed that associations were formed between sensations and impulses – mental
events inside the animal’s head. The stamping in of an association, moreover, was
attributed to the feelings of pleasure that followed it. But how could anyone know
what sensations or emotions were going on inside an animal’s head? And what
value is there in explaining an animal’s behavior in terms of its mental states if
there is no way of determining the accuracy of these explanations?

The essence of the scientific method – the quality that distinguishes it from other
intellectual pursuits such as literary criticism or philosophy – is that scientific
debates are settled by evidence. If a physicist makes what on the surface seems a
totally absurd claim – for example, that no object can move faster than the speed of
light, and that no matter how much energy is invested, this maximum speed cannot
be exceeded by even 1 millimeter per second – then this claim is evaluated solely by
how it fits with evidence, rather than whether it sounds plausible. This emphasis on
evidence rather than on opinion allows science to progress, rather than becoming
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bogged down in unresolvable differences of opinion. Watson argued that mental
explanations do not allow this evidence-based approach, because we cannot know
what an animal is thinking or feeling.

Injunctions to avoid all references to the mind were hard enough to accept with
animal behavior, but Watson went further and argued that the same prohibition
should apply to explanations of human behavior. The problem is fundamentally the
same: We can observe other people’s behavior – we see them smiling, for example –
but we cannot directly observe their emotions, and the inferences we make about
these emotions might be very wrong. (As Shakespeare’s Hamlet warned, “one
may smile, and smile, and be a villain.”) Any explanation that attributes people’s
behavior to their thoughts or feelings, therefore, is untestable because we cannot
be sure what these feelings are.

Watson therefore argued that behavior should be explained in terms of visible
events, because only explanations stated in these terms could be objectively tested.
Applying this analysis to reinforcement, Watson agreed with Thorndike’s emphasis
on associations but rejected the assumption that these associations were formed
between mental events. Where Thorndike spoke of a sense impression or sensation,
Watson and other behaviorists substituted the visible object in the environment
that gave rise to it – the stimulus. And when Thorndike spoke of mental impulses to
respond, behaviorists substituted the muscular movements that resulted from these
impulses – the response. Reinforcement, in their view, strengthens an association
between an environmental stimulus and a response, and for this reason this view
became known as stimulus–response or S–R theory.

A cognitive rejoinder

Early cognitive psychologists vehemently disagreed with this behaviorist analysis.
Even if mental states were sometimes difficult to observe, they play a crucial role
in determining our behavior, and it would thus be folly to ignore them. A vivid
statement of this view came from William McDougall, a social psychologist and
contemporary of Watson’s. In the course of an entertaining and sometimes caustic
debate with Watson, staged in 1929, McDougall asked his listeners to imagine the
following scene:

I come into the hall and see a man on the platform scraping the guts of a cat with hairs
from the tail of a horse; and, sitting silently in attitudes of rapt attention, are a thousand
persons who presently break out into wild applause. How will the Behaviorist explain these
strange incidents: How explain the fact that vibrations emitted by the cat-gut stimulate all
the thousand into absolute silence and quiescence; and the further fact that the cessation
of the stimulus seems to be a stimulus to the most frantic activity? Common sense and
psychology agree in accepting the explanation that the audience heard the music with
keen pleasure and vented their gratitude and admiration for the artist in shouts and hand
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clappings. But the Behaviorist knows nothing of pleasure and pain, of admiration and
gratitude. He has relegated all such “metaphysical entities” to the dust heap, and must seek
some other explanation. Let us leave him seeking it. The search will keep him harmlessly
occupied for some centuries to come.

(Watson and McDougall, 1929, pp. 68–69)

One of the most influential of the early cognitive theorists was Edward C. Tolman,
and his explanation of how animals learn differed markedly from that of S–R
theorists. Tolman argued that learning was a far more complex, thoughtful pro-
cess than simply forming associations. He said that animals did not blunder about
responding blindly to the stimuli they happened to encounter; instead, they actively
sought to understand the world around them and responded to this world purpose-
fully, choosing the course of action best suited to achieving their goals. In the case
of Thorndike’s cats, Tolman would have said that the cats formed an expectation
that pressing the latch would open the door, and that they pressed the latch with
the deliberate intention of obtaining food.

Convergence: intervening variables

At this point the positions of the two sides were about as far apart as they could
be, with behaviorists arguing that it was not possible to discuss mental events
and cognitive psychologists arguing that it was not possible to ignore them. Over
time, however, the positions of the two sides moved much closer. Tolman played a
particularly influential role in this convergence. Although his work emphasized the
role of mental or cognitive processes in behavior, he was also, perhaps surprisingly,
a behaviorist. He was familiar with introspectionists’ efforts to study the mind
through introspective reports (see Chapter 1), and, like Watson, believed that these
efforts had failed. Too much of the mind’s workings was unconscious, and even
when introspectionists were able to report on their experiences, their reports were
often contradictory. The fact that we cannot observe other people’s mental states
directly, however, does not mean that we cannot have theories about what these
processes might be.

To understand Tolman’s approach, it may help to begin by considering the role
of theories in other sciences. Consider Newton’s theory of gravity. No one has ever
seen gravity, but this did not prevent Newton from putting forward a theory about
the properties of this invisible force. His theory specified the precise effects gravity
would have on visible objects such as apples and planets, and it was the fact that
these predictions could be tested, and when tested proved correct, that led to the
theory’s rapid acceptance. The fact that something cannot be seen, in other words,
is not a barrier to creating a theory about it, provided that the theory leads to
testable predictions.
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This requirement of testability is crucial. The characteristic of science that dis-
tinguishes it from other approaches is that explanations are judged by evidence.
In religion, for example, one person may believe passionately in religion A and
another in religion B, and there is no way to prove which is right. In science,
by contrast, theories are judged by the accuracy of their predictions. If theory A
predicts behavior more successfully than theory B, then we must prefer theory A –
at least until some more accurate account comes along.

One implication of this approach worth emphasizing, because it is so counter-
intuitive, is that it does not really matter whether a theory is plausible – all that
matters is its success in accounting for known phenomena and predicting new
ones. In physics, for example, some current theories are so counterintuitive as to
verge on the bizarre. Einstein’s theory of relativity posits that space is curved,
even if that space is totally empty, and one of the key assumptions of quantum
physics is that a particle can be in two places at the same time. These theories
may not make sense, but they have proved extraordinarily successful in predicting
characteristics of the universe, and for this reason are now widely accepted.

Applying this logic to psychology, Tolman proposed that psychologists should
also be able to create theories about mental events that they could not see, provided
that their theories led to testable predictions. He used the term intervening variable
to describe any internal event X that intervened between the presentation of a
stimulus and the eventual occurrence of a response:

S → [X ] → R

It was acceptable to theorize about the existence of such intervening variables,
he said, provided that the theory was stated clearly enough to predict whether the
presentation of stimulus S will trigger X, and whether the occurrence of X will in
turn lead to response R. Provided that these relationships are stated clearly, we can
then evaluate the theory by seeing if the stimulus really does lead to the predicted
response.

Behaviorists initially opposed the discussion of mental events, but evidence for
phenomena such as latent learning and learning without responding (for reviews,
see Goldstein, Krantz, and Rains, 1965; Lieberman, 2004) convinced S–R theorists
that they too would need to posit the existence of internal processes if they were
to explain behavior1 (e.g., Hull, 1943).

1 One notable exception was B. F. Skinner, who believed that behavior should always be explained
in terms of the environmental and genetic factors that give rise to it, rather than through mental
states (e.g., Skinner, 1950). Skinner did not deny the existence of mental states; he simply believed
that any practical science of behavior would ultimately have to focus on the environmental
variables that shape behavior, and that theorizing about mental states would distract psychologists
from this focus. A full discussion of Skinner’s views would take us too far afield, but we should
note that many psychologists still accept his view, and that his emphasis on the practical
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Both sides thus came to share the view that any successful account of reinforce-
ment would need to consider what was going on inside the brain when a reinforcer
was presented. They still differed sharply, however, in their views of what these
internal processes were.

For S–R theorists, learning was still an essentially simple process involving
the formation of associations, even if some of these associations might not be
observable. For Tolman, learning involved much more sophisticated processes
such as expectations. In the case of the puzzle box, for example, S–R theorists
believed that food would stamp in an association between the response of pressing
the latch and the box stimuli that were present, so that the box would thereafter
elicit the correct response automatically:

Sbox → Rpress

Tolman, on the other hand, believed that the cats learned that the door would
open when they pressed the latch, and so pressed the latch in order to obtain the
food. Thus where S–R theorists saw animals pressing the latch blindly, without
knowledge of the consequences, Tolman believed that the cats pressed because
they knew that doing so would open the door and provide access to food. So,
which view was right?

Testing the two theories

To find out, both sides devised experiments to test their theories.
We cannot trace all the experiments that followed – there were literally

hundreds – but we will focus on two to give a flavor of the how the dialogue
evolved.

Where’s my banana?

Tolman, as we have seen, believed that animals form expectations. But if we cannot
see inside an animal’s head, how do we know whether it has an expectation?
The key to answering this question is to understand that Tolman was no longer
using the term expectation in its conventional sense, as a conscious state. For
Tolman an expectation was now a theoretical entity, something whose existence
was hypothesized in order to explain visible behavior. Tolman was using the term
in exactly the same way that a physicist might use the term atom or quark. No
physicist has ever seen an atom, but they hypothesize the existence of atoms

determinants of behavior has been exceptionally productive – many of the applications discussed
in Chapter 5 stemmed in whole or in part from Skinner’s work. Most psychologists, though, now
believe that theories about mental states can enrich our understanding of behavior rather than act
as an impediment. (For one presentation of this view, see Lieberman, 1979.)
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in order to explain the properties of the visible world. Similarly, Tolman was
postulating the existence of expectations in order to help him explain behavior.

But how do we know if his theory was right? How do we know if a cat or
other animal expects something to happen? Tolman proposed several behavioral
measures. One was disruption. The idea here is that if an animal has an expectation
and it is not met, this will lead the animal to behave differently; there will be some
form of disruption or disturbance of its normal behavior.

We can illustrate this concept with an experiment by a psychologist with one
of the most splendidly euphonious names in the history of psychology, O. L.
Tinklepaugh. Tinklepaugh (1928) trained monkeys to reach under one of two cups
to retrieve a reward that they had seen the experimenter place there earlier. On
some trials, the reward was a banana; on others, a piece of lettuce – a food that
monkeys consider less desirable but will normally eat readily. On test trials, after
baiting the cup with a banana, Tinklepaugh would reach under the cup while the
monkey wasn’t looking and replace the banana with lettuce. Tinklepaugh reports
the monkey’s typical reaction when he told it to “come get the food”:

She jumps down from the chair, rushes to the proper container and picks it up. She extends
her hand to seize the food. But her hand drops to the floor without touching it. She looks
at the lettuce but (unless very hungry) does not touch it. She looks around the cup and
behind the board. She stands up and looks under and around her. She picks the cup up
and examines it thoroughly inside and out. She has on occasion turned toward observers
present in the room and shrieked at them in apparent anger. After several seconds spent
searching, she gives a glance towards the other cup, which she has been taught not to look
into, and then walks off to a nearby window. The lettuce is left untouched on the floor.

(Tinklepaugh, 1928, p. 224)

Observations of this kind might not prove that the monkey expected a banana, but
it is difficult to think of any other explanation. (For equally compelling evidence
of expectations in rats, see Colwill and Rescorla, 1985.)

Masochistic rats

At this point you might be convinced that animals form expectations, but S–R
theorists were also able to marshal evidence in support of their view. In one
particularly striking study, Fowler and Miller (1963) trained two groups of rats to
run down a straight alley to a goal box containing food. One group received just
the food, but the second group also received a brief electric shock. According to a
cognitive analysis we should expect the shocked rats to run more slowly – if you
expect to receive a painful shock when you reach your goal, your enthusiasm for
being there is likely to be diminished. The result, however, was that the shocked
rats actually ran faster. Moreover, rats that received a 75-volt shock to their hind
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paws ran faster than those that received only 60 volts: The stronger the shock, the
greater the rats’ apparent eagerness to obtain it.

From a cognitive perspective, this result is bizarre – if the rats knew that they
were going to receive a shock in the goal box, surely they should have run more
slowly? – but it was precisely the outcome that an S–R analysis had predicted. The
first point to note is that when rats are shocked on their hindpaws, they react by
jumping forward. As this is an unconditioned response, it should be conditioned
to whatever cues are present. As training continues, therefore, the cues of the goal
box should begin to elicit a tendency to jump forward. And, since the rest of the
maze is similar in appearance to the goal box – painted the same color, and so on –
this tendency to jump forward should generalize to the rest of the maze. Every part
of the maze would thus begin to elicit a tendency to jump forward, the net result
being an increase in the speed of running.

An alternative explanation may have occurred to you – perhaps the rats did
realize that the shock awaited them in the goal but actually enjoyed being shocked,
or perhaps they just wanted to get it over with as quickly as possible. To find out,
Fowler and Miller ran a third group, one in which the rats were again shocked
in the goal box, but this time the shocks were delivered to their forepaws rather
than their hind paws. Just as shocks to the hind paws elicit a tendency to jump
forward, shocks to the forepaws elicit a tendency to recoil, or move backwards.
According to a conditioning analysis, therefore, the cues of the maze should now
elicit a tendency to move backward rather than forward, leading the rats in this
group to run more slowly. If, on the other hand, the rats enjoyed shock, the rats in
this group should run down the alley just as enthusiastically as those in the hind
paw group.

As shown in Figure 7.1, it was the S–R prediction that proved correct: While
the rats in the hind paw group ran faster than the control group, those in the
forepaw group ran slower. Rats, in other words, do not enjoy being shocked; shock
increased running only when it was delivered to the hind paws.

Overall, these findings do not support a cognitive analysis. If the rats had
expected to be shocked, both of the shocked groups should have run more slowly,
but instead the effect depended on where on the body the shocks were administered.
Just as Thorndike’s cats had shown no sign of thought in their frantic efforts to
escape the puzzle box, so the rats in this study seemed to be controlled solely
by the stimuli immediately in front of them, without apparent awareness of the
consequences that would follow.

The two-system hypothesis

In reviewing the conflict between S–R and cognitive theories, we have now seen
persuasive evidence for both views. S–R theorists could point to the enthusiasm
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Figure 7.1 Mean speeds of rats running down an alley to a goal box containing food. When the rats
reached the goal box, they received either a shock to the forepaws, a shock to the hind paws, or no shock,
depending on the group to which they belonged. (Adapted from Fowler and Miller, 1963.)

with which rats ran to a box where they would be shocked, a behavior that
hardly seemed to reflect a keen appreciation of consequences. On the other hand,
the fury of Tinklepaugh’s monkeys when they failed to find a banana provided
equally compelling support for the claim that animals have expectations. We could
continue to cite evidence supporting each side, but the fundamental dilemma would
remain the same: By the mid 1960s both sides could point to considerable evidence
supporting their views, making it very difficult to decide which was right. Why?
Why after decades of effort and hundreds of experiments was it still so difficult to
say which theory was correct?

The ambiguity problem

One reason is that the theories were too vague. We have seen that both sides
had agreed that theories could incorporate unobservable processes, provided that
the resulting theories led to clear, testable predictions. Neither theory, however,
was able to meet this criterion. Consider first Tolman’s account. He accepted that
expectations could not be observed directly but argued that the presence of an
expectation could nevertheless be inferred from what happened if the expecta-
tion was not met. If Tinklepaugh’s monkeys were expecting a banana, then their
behavior would be disrupted when they found lettuce instead. But what disruption?
Would the monkeys hurl the lettuce leaf to the floor and shriek, as some in fact
did, would they search for the missing banana with quiet dignity, or, perhaps, just
gaze mournfully at the experimenter while silently contemplating the untrustwor-
thiness of humans? Tolman’s theory gives us no clue. No matter what the outcome,
it would not have shaken Tolman’s belief in the existence of expectations. But if
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a theory can explain any possible outcome, then there is no way to disprove it; it
has become untestable.

Similar problems existed for S–R theory. In order to predict behavior, S–R theo-
rists largely relied on well-established principles of learning such as conditioning
and reinforcement, but what if these principles predict different outcomes? In
Fowler and Miller’s experiment, for example, we have seen that S–R theory pre-
dicted that shock to the hind paws would increase the speed of running, because
the shock would elicit a tendency to jump forward. However, S–R theory also
assumes that a response that is followed by an aversive event will be punished.
If the rat ran faster, that would have been consistent with S–R theory because of
classical conditioning, but if they ran slower that would also have been consistent
because of punishment! Again, no matter what the outcome, S–R theory would
have emerged unscathed. And that is one powerful reason why the dispute between
S–R and cognitive theory proved so difficult to resolve – the vagueness of the two
theories meant that each could explain almost any result that was obtained.

Two systems?

One reason for the difficulty in testing the two theories, then, was their vagueness.
There is, however, another explanation that, if correct, would readily account for
the difficulty in establishing which was correct: Perhaps they both were. Until now
we have implicitly assumed that there is only one learning system, the only issue
being whether this system is associative or cognitive. There is, however, no logical
reason why there couldn’t be two systems. Perhaps, as we suggested in our analysis
of classical conditioning, a relatively primitive system evolved first in which stimuli
were simply associated with responses, eliciting them automatically. With the
development of the neocortex, a more sophisticated system might have emerged
that allowed animals to anticipate the consequences of these responses. Each
system could have important advantages, with the associative system allowing
rapid and automatic responses in simple or dangerous situations, and the cognitive
system allowing more sophisticated planning in situations where there is time
to consider the consequences of alternative courses of action, and to integrate
information from different sources. In planning how much to study tonight, for
example, you could take into account a forthcoming exam, your work in other
subjects, a birthday party of a friend, and so on.

Over time, the view that reinforcement can give rise to expectations as well as
habits attracted increasing support, to the point where it is now widely accepted.
(See, for example, Bolles, 1972; Mackintosh and Dickinson, 1979; Rescorla, 1987;
Öhman and Mineka, 2001; Hall, 2002; Schwartz, Wasserman, and Robbins, 2002;
Mazur, 2006; Bouton, 2007; Pearce, 2008.) After decades of theoretical warfare, it
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was as if a truce had been declared, with both sides agreeing that the other had a
good case after all, and everyone getting together for drinks and a barbeque.

This consensus is genuinely gratifying, suggesting that years of theoretical con-
flict were not in vain. Some differences, however, still remain. Not all learning
theorists would agree with the particular version presented here, which attributes
the formation of associations and expectations to fundamentally different under-
lying systems; it is also possible to view them as different outputs of a single
system. Also, while there is now impressive agreement on fundamental concepts,
shadings of the earlier split still exist, and this is reflected in continuing differ-
ences in terminology. For example, Rescorla (1987), who describes himself as an
“unreconstructed associationist,” still prefers to use the language of associations in
describing learning: Instead of talking of expectations, he uses the term response–
reinforcer or response–outcome (R–O) association. In some respects, the distinction
is purely linguistic because what Rescorla means by a response–outcome asso-
ciation seems almost identical to what Tolman meant by an expectation: a link
between a response and an outcome that allows subjects to anticipate what will
occur. A case can be made, however, that the choice of terms to describe this unit,
whether associative or cognitive, has potentially important implications.

The advantage of the term association is that its meaning is more clearly defined:
Two events are associated when one elicits or activates the other. Thus, the term
avoids some of the excess (and ambiguous) theoretical baggage that the term
expectation brings with it from its use in everyday discourse. On the other hand,
for precisely this reason the term expectation might be preferable because its richer
(albeit ambiguous) meanings allow it to explain behavior that a strictly associative
account has considerable difficulty with. The searching behavior of Tinklepaugh’s
monkeys is much easier to understand if we assume that they had learned to
expect a banana under the cup, rather than simply forming a response–banana
association.

Some differences, then, remain, but compared to the yawning gap that separated
learning theorists in the past, the current differences are blissfully small. Whatever
we call them, there is now considerable agreement that reinforcement can result
in something approximating expectations as well as simpler associations. After
decades of experimentation and struggle, associative and cognitive theorists have
converged on remarkably similar accounts of what is learned.

Is reinforcement automatic?

A second major area of controversy has been whether rewards can strengthen
people’s behavior automatically, without their awareness. As with so many other
issues concerning reinforcement, this question was first raised by Thorndike. In
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his research on cats, he found that learning was surprisingly slow: His cats might
escape very quickly on one trial, only for this apparent evidence of insight to
be followed by much longer latencies on the next trial. To explain the slow and
uneven nature of their improvement, he proposed that reinforcement stamps in
associations automatically, without conscious thought or deliberation:

[A reward] does not pick out the “right” or “essential” or “useful” connection by any
mystical or logical potency. It is, on the contrary, as natural in its action as a falling
stone . . . It will strengthen connections which are wrong, irrelevant or useless, provided
that they are close enough to the satisfier.

(Thorndike, 1935, p. 39)

Superstition

Skinner’s pigeons

Thorndike’s claim that a reinforcer acts automatically suggests that a reinforcer
should strengthen whatever response happens to precede it, even if this response
played no role in producing it. Striking support for this view came from an exper-
iment by B. F. Skinner (1948b). Skinner placed pigeons in a box and gave them
grain to eat once every 15 seconds. The birds did not have to perform any response
to obtain the grain; it was presented every 15 seconds regardless of their behavior.
Most of the birds nevertheless developed highly stereotyped behaviors, which they
repeated over and over during the interval between reinforcements. One repeatedly
turned around in circles, another brushed its head along the floor, a third tossed
its head as if lifting an invisible bar, and so on.

The explanation for these strange behaviors, Skinner suggested, lay in the auto-
matic nature of reinforcement. When the food was first presented, it would have
strengthened whatever behavior the bird happened to be engaged in at the time.
As a result, the bird would have been more likely to repeat this response, and if
one of these repetitions happened to coincide with the next presentation of food,
it would have been strengthened further, and so on. This process, in which the
accidental conjunction of a response and a reinforcer results in strengthening of
the response, is called adventitious reinforcement. Not all of the repeated responses
would have been immediately followed by reinforcement, of course, and on some
occasions food might have followed another response and strengthened it instead.
In the end, however, Skinner found that six of his eight birds acquired highly
stereotyped responses, even though these behaviors played no role in producing
food.

Skinner called these response patterns superstitions, and speculated that adven-
titious reinforcement might also be responsible for superstitious behavior in
humans. A tribe sacrifices a goat and it rains; a bowler twists his body as his
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ball rolls down the alley and gets a strike; a basketball coach wears his lucky tie
and his team wins. In each case, a response is closely followed by a desired out-
come, and the result is that we mistakenly interpret the response as the cause. Once
a response like this gets established, moreover, partial reinforcement can maintain
it indefinitely. Your team may not always win when you wear your lucky tie, but
if you are always wearing it when you win, then the impression that the tie was
responsible can seem overwhelming. (For research on superstitions in humans, see
Ono, 1987; Wagner and Morris, 1987; Matute, 1995.)

Thomas’s rats

In Skinner’s experiment, responses were strengthened even though they did not
produce food. In an even more remarkable study by Thomas (1981), responses were
strengthened even though they reduced the probability of food. In this study rats
were placed in a Skinner box and given a pellet of food every 20 seconds. As in
Skinner’s study, the food was free, but there was also a bar in the cage, and if the
rat pressed the bar during a 20-second interval it would immediately receive the
food that had been scheduled for the end of that interval. However, this response
also cancelled the pellet scheduled to occur at the end of the following 20-second
interval. Suppose, for example, that a rat pressed the bar 5 seconds after being
placed in the box. It would immediately receive the pellet that had been scheduled
for 20 seconds, but it would lose the pellet that had been scheduled for 40 seconds.
And if it responded again at 50 seconds – half way through the interval after that –
it would receive the pellet that had been scheduled for 60 seconds but lose the one
scheduled for 80 seconds. If a rat responded frequently, in other words, it would
receive only half as much food, one pellet every 40 seconds instead of one every
20 seconds. Despite this, Thomas’s rats not only learned to press the lever but did
so at very high rates, and this behavior continued session after session. Figure 7.2
shows the rate of responding and the number of reinforcements earned for one
of these rats. Once it began to respond, the rate rapidly increased to roughly one
response per second, even though this meant that it earned only half as many
reinforcements.

This behavior may seem remarkably short-sighted, something only animals
would do, but similar results have been reported in comparable experiments with
humans (Wasserman and Neunaber, 1986). When two events occur in rapid suc-
cession, we have a very strong tendency to see the first as causing the second.
(See also Michotte, 1963.) Or, put another way, we are very sensitive to events
that follow a response immediately; we seem much less sensitive to long-term
consequences.

In the real world this sensitivity to short-term consequences is often benefi-
cial, because it helps us to detect causal relationships. When one event causes
another they do usually occur in quick succession – when we strike a match, it
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the number of reinforcers it received. (Adapted from Thomas, 1981.)

immediately bursts into flame. On some occasions, though, our insensitivity to
long-term consequences can lead us to perceive causal relationships where none
exists – we will return to this issue shortly.

Reinforcement without awareness

The existence of superstitions is consistent with Thorndike’s view that reinforcers
will strengthen whatever behaviors happen to precede them. In itself, however,
this does not prove that reinforcement is automatic. When a coach wears a lucky
tie on game days, this does not necessarily mean that he is unaware of either
his behavior or the victories that follow, it is just that he has misinterpreted their
relationship. In claiming that a reinforcer acts automatically, what we really have
in mind is whether it can affect a person without their realizing it. So, could this
happen? Could a reward change your behavior without your knowing?

Thumb twitches

To answer this question, Hefferline, Keenan, and Harford (1959) ran an experiment
in which participants were told that the purpose was to study the effects of stress
on body tension. They were told that they would be exposed to randomly alternat-
ing periods of harsh noise and soothing music, and the effect of the noise would
be measured through electrodes attached to their bodies. Except that, unknown
to them, the duration of the noise was not random: It was terminated whenever
they contracted a very small muscle within their left thumbs, a contraction so
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small that it could not be observed visually and could be detected only by an elec-
trode mounted above the muscle. As the session progressed, there was a dramatic
increase in the frequency of this muscle’s contraction. When interviewed after-
ward, however, all the subjects “still believed that they had been passive victims
with respect to the onset and duration of the noise, and all seemed astounded to
learn that they themselves had been in control” (p. 1339).

The double agent

Further evidence for reinforcement without awareness was reported in an ingenious
experiment by Rosenfeld and Baer (1969). Participants were told that the study
was about social attitudes and they were asked questions about topics such as the
Vietnam war. The interviewer – a graduate student recruited by the authors to
carry out the study – was told to observe the participants to see if they engaged
in any distinctive mannerisms and then to try to reinforce one of these behaviors
by nodding his head whenever the behavior occurred.

The first subject occasionally rubbed his chin as he talked, so the interviewer,
in consultation with the authors, decided to reinforce this behavior. Thereafter,
whenever the subject rubbed his chin, the interviewer would nod his head. What the
interviewer didn’t know, however, was that the “subject” was actually a confederate
of the experimenter: He pretended to be naive, but he had been instructed in
advance to rub his chin whenever the interviewer said “yeah.” In other words,
while the interviewer was trying to reinforce the “subject” for rubbing his chin,
the “subject” was using his chin rubbing to reinforce the interviewer!

Figure 7.3 shows the results. During the baseline phase, the interviewer used
the word “yeah” only occasionally. When the “subject” rubbed his chin following
each “yeah,” this behavior increased almost immediately; when reinforcement
was discontinued (baseline 2), it stopped. This result was replicated in subsequent
sessions: Whenever “yeah” was followed by chin rubbing, its frequency increased;
whenever reinforcement was discontinued, its frequency decreased. Chin-rubbing
was clearly reinforcing the interviewer’s verbal behavior, but he seemed unaware
of it. When he was eventually told how his behavior had been manipulated, his
reaction was one of stunned incredulity. (The procedure, incidentally, is neatly
summarized in the title of Rosenfeld and Baer’s 1969 report: “Unnoticed verbal
conditioning of an aware experimenter by a more aware subject: the double-agent
effect.”)

Implicit learning

Evidence for learning without awareness has also been found in other kinds of
learning. One of the tasks commonly employed in this research has involved
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something called serial reaction time. We can illustrate it with an experiment by
Nissen and Bullemer (1987). They asked participants to press a key as soon as an
asterisk appeared on a computer screen in front of them. The symbol could appear
at any of four locations on the screen, and there was a key located beneath each of
the four positions. When the asterisk appeared, participants were to press the key
that was beneath it as quickly as they could. For one group, the position where the
asterisk appeared on each trial was selected at random. For a second group there
was a pattern, though participants were not told of its existence. On the first trial
the asterisk appeared at the fourth position, then at the second position, then at
the third, and so on. If we represent the four possible positions by the numbers 1
to 4, then over the first 10 trials the sequence was 4231324321, and this pattern
was then repeated over and over across subsequent trials.

Figure 7.4 shows how reaction times changed as the experiment progressed.
Reaction times in the random group essentially remained constant, but reaction
times in the pattern group became substantially faster. This improvement suggests
that the pattern group had learned where the asterisk would appear – because they
could anticipate where it would appear, they could respond faster when it did. But
was this knowledge conscious or unconscious?

To find out, Willingham, Nissen, and Bullemer (1989) interviewed participants
after the experiment was over and asked them if they had noticed any pattern to
where the asterisk appeared. They then analyzed separately the data of those who
had not been aware of any pattern; despite not having noticed a pattern, their
performance had improved significantly. As a further test of whether they were
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truly unaware of the existence of a pattern, they were then given additional trials in
which at the conclusion of each trial they were asked to predict where the asterisk
would appear on the next trial. Had they possessed any conscious knowledge of
the sequence, they should have had some ability to predict the asterisk’s location,
but they were unable to do so. Thus despite no conscious knowledge of a pattern –
they said they had not noticed it, and when asked to predict the asterisk’s next
appearance they couldn’t – their performance had steadily improved.

This kind of improvement without conscious knowledge is called implicit
learning – the learning is occurring, but it is implicit in the sense that it is not
accessible to conscious awareness. But if participants had no conscious knowledge
of where the asterisk would appear, how were they able to respond more quickly
as training progressed? The fact that they responded faster than the control group
indicates that they knew something about where the asterisk would appear, and
yet when asked to predict its position they couldn’t. How could they know where
the asterisk was going to appear (as shown by faster responding) and yet not
know?

The key to resolving this paradox lies in recognizing that information stored
in our unconscious can influence us without our realizing it. In our discussion of
conditioning without awareness, for example, we saw that a subliminally presented
picture of a snake could provoke fear even though at a conscious level participants
didn’t know that it had been presented. Information stored in our brains often rises
to the level of consciousness before we use it, but it appears that it is also possible
for our decisions to be guided by knowledge and emotions which we don’t know
we possess.
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Evaluation

We’ve seen that in a wide range of situations people learn that one event is
followed by another without realizing that they have done so. They have learned
that contractions of their thumb terminate noises, that saying “yeah” changes
how others behave, and that there is a pattern to where symbols appear on a
computer screen, all without knowing that they possess this knowledge. On the
surface, this evidence seems to provide compelling support for learning without
awareness, but it has not gone unchallenged (e.g., Shanks, 2005; Mitchell, De
Houwer, and Lovibond, 2009). The arguments are complex, but in essence the
issue revolves around how to assess awareness. Consider a participant in Hefferline
et al.’s experiment who, when asked if she thought that movement of her thumb
terminated the noise, said no. Can we really accept this answer at face value?
Perhaps she suspected that her movements were having an effect but, because she
wasn’t sure, didn’t want to say so. Or perhaps she was genuinely unaware of
the role of her thumb but nevertheless had noticed that the noise stopped when
she thought about an upcoming exam – something which, as it happens, she did
while holding her head in her hand, thereby contracting her thumb. If so, she did
realize that she was controlling the noise, albeit not the precise muscle involved,
and it would be wrong to conclude that learning had occurred in the total absence
of awareness.

Problems like these make it difficult to reach unequivocal conclusions about
learning without awareness. On balance, though, I think the evidence does suggest
that reinforcement can affect us without our realizing it. (See also Svartdal, 1995;
Dienes and Altmann, 1997; Lieberman, Connell, and Moos, 1998.)

But, hypothetically speaking . . .

On the whole, the evidence we have reviewed so far has strongly supported
Thorndike’s claim that rewards will automatically strengthen whatever behav-
ior happens to precede them. However, there is also evidence that reinforcement
does not always work in this automatic way, and we turn now to a particularly
striking example reported by Levine (1971).

Testing hypotheses

Levine’s study concerned how people learn concepts, and it may help you to
understand his experiment if we start with some background material on concepts
and how psychologists study them. The definition of a concept can be tricky,
but roughly speaking a concept is a set of objects or events, usually a set whose
members all share certain common features. The concept square, for example,
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consists of all four-sided objects whose sides are of equal length and meet at right
angles. Concepts such as food, human, and justice lie at the heart of our ability to
understand the world and think about it, and thus the question of how we learn
concepts has attracted considerable attention.

In a typical experiment, participants are shown pictures of shapes, one at a time.
They are told that some of the shapes are members of a concept and others are not,
and that their task is to figure out which shapes are members. On the first trial, for
example, they might be shown a large red triangle and asked if it is an example.
At first, of course, they would have no way of knowing and would have to guess.
They would be told whether they were correct and then shown another shape, and
so on. If the concept was a simple one such as red, for example, they would be
told they were correct whenever they selected a shape containing this color.

To explain how participants solve problems like this, cognitive theorists pro-
posed that they formulate hypotheses about the solution and then systematically
test these hypotheses (for example, Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, 1956; Trabasso
and Bower, 1968). On the first trial, for example, a subject might guess that the
concept was triangle, and therefore say yes whenever a triangle was presented.
When this hypothesis led to an error, she would abandon it and select a new one
for testing on the next trial.

Marvin Levine proposed a formal theory of how people test hypotheses in situ-
ations like this. (Similar models were proposed by other theorists such as Trabasso
and Bower, 1968.) Levine’s theory was based on three simple assumptions:

� Participants start any problem with a set of hypotheses about the solution.
� On each trial, they select one hypothesis for testing and base their response on

this hypothesis.
� If the hypothesis is correct, they retain it for testing on the following trial; if it is

incorrect, they abandon it and select another hypothesis from those remaining
in the set.

As simple as this theory is, it leads to a number of interesting predictions
about people’s behavior while solving problems. One concerns what happens if a
participant’s initial set of hypotheses does not contain the correct hypothesis. If
the set is small – say, 5 to 10 hypotheses – participants will soon realize that none
of the hypotheses in this set is correct, and they should then generate a new set
of hypotheses for testing. If their set of hypotheses is very large, however, they
will continue to select hypotheses from it. If we now add the assumption that
participants learn only about the hypotheses they are testing, the theory predicts
that if participants start a problem with a very large set of hypotheses that does
not include the solution, they should fail to solve the problem, no matter how
simple.
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To test this prediction, Levine asked college students to select the letter A or B
on every trial. Whenever they said A, the experimenter told them that they were
correct; whenever they said B, the experimenter told them that they were wrong.
The problem was thus unbelievably simple: All participants had to do was to learn
to say A. Not surprisingly, participants in a control group required an average of
only three trials to solve the problem. To see what would happen if participants did
not include the correct solution in their hypothesis set, Levine gave a second group
pretraining in which the correct letter on each trial was determined by a complex
alternation sequence. The basis of solution for a typical problem was the sequence
AABAAABABB, a sequence that was repeated over and over. If a participant did
not solve the problem within 115 trials, the experimenter verbally explained the
solution and then presented a new problem, again involving a complex alternation
sequence. In all, participants received six such problems during pretraining.

When transferred to the test problem, how should these participants perform?
Despite the utter simplicity of the problem, Levine predicted that participants
would find it insoluble. On the first pretraining problem, they might begin by
testing relatively simple hypotheses such as “A is always correct,” but as simple
hypotheses of this kind repeatedly proved inadequate, they would turn to more
complex hypotheses. By the end of pretraining, Levine suggested, their hypothesis
set would consist exclusively of such complex hypotheses. When transferred to the
test problem, therefore, they would be unable to solve it, because their hypothesis
set would not contain the simple hypothesis “A is correct.”

Levine found that 81% of the participants failed to solve the problem, even when
given 115 trials to do so. Indeed, there was no sign of any improvement. On trials
91–100, for example, only 53% of their responses were correct, a figure statistically
indistinguishable from chance. Thus, even though the response of saying A was
reinforced every time it occurred, it never increased in strength.

A two-systems interpretation

This result is markedly different from that of Hefferline et al. discussed earlier.
In the Hefferline experiment reinforcement led to an immediate and substantial
increase in the strength of the muscle twitch that preceded it. In Levine’s study,
by contrast, the correct response showed not even the slightest signs of becoming
stronger. So again we face a potential problem: Why does reinforcement strengthen
behavior automatically in some situations and yet have no effect in others? And
you may also have anticipated our proposed solution: that these different results
are the product of different learning systems.

To explain the discrepant findings, we need to add only one assumption to our
earlier statement of the two-systems hypothesis: that when the cognitive system is
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active, it can suppress activity in the associative system. In the Hefferline experi-
ment, participants believed that the noise was presented randomly. When it came
on or went off, therefore, they would not have searched for an explanation, and
with the cognitive system inactive responding would have been controlled by the
automatic system. In the Levine study, on the other hand, participants were told
that there was a problem to solve. The cognitive system would therefore have
begun to formulate and test hypotheses, and with responding under its control
participants would not have noticed that “A” was always reinforced. (For discus-
sion of how people’s hypotheses can influence how they react to reinforcement
schedules, see Lowe, Harzem, and Bagshaw, 1978, and Hayes and Ju, 1998.)

Controlled and automatic processes

The idea of two systems seems to keep popping up, and not just in research on
learning. At the same time that researchers in animal learning were converging on
the view that reinforcement might involve two learning systems, remarkably sim-
ilar views were emerging in other areas of psychology (Evans, 2008). Researchers
in almost every area of cognition – memory, attention, thought, and decision
making – were independently coming to the conclusion that all human thought
might involve two fundamentally different kinds of processing.

Different theorists proposed different variants of this idea. Some distinguished
between processes based on intuition and those based on more careful reflection;
others between processes that were conscious and those that were unconscious;
still others between judgments based on reasoning and those based on emotion.
(For some representative views, see Epstein, 1994; Sloman, 1996; M. D. Lieberman,
2000; Kahneman, 2003; McClure et al., 2004; Reber and Allen, 2009; Petty and
Briñol, 2008.) Although the details varied, a common theme was that one system
involved deliberate, conscious consideration of alternative courses of action, while
the other was more automatic, operating below the level of consciousness. In one
expression of this view, McClure et al. (2004) wrote:

these studies suggest that human behavior is often governed by a competition between lower
level, automatic processes . . . and the more recently evolved, uniquely human capacity for
abstract . . . reasoning and future planning.

(McClure et al., 2004, p. 506)

One version of this distinction has proved particularly influential, and so we
will examine it a bit more closely. In two papers published in 1977, Shiffrin
and Schneider proposed that all cognitive processes can be thought of as either
controlled or automatic (Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977; Shiffrin and Schneider,
1977). Loosely speaking, a controlled process is one that requires attention to be
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executed. An automatic process, on the other hand, can be carried out automati-
cally, without conscious monitoring.

One example involves learning to drive a car. At first, driving is very difficult
and requires a great deal of concentration. Drivers are slow in making decisions –
“Should I begin to slow now?” “Should I turn on my turn signal?” – and their
intense need to concentrate makes it difficult or impossible to engage in other
activities such as talking. With practice, however, driving gradually becomes auto-
matic, until eventually drivers can easily converse while they drive. Driving thus
starts as a conscious process requiring attention, but with practice it becomes
largely automatic, a process called automatization. (See also Chapter 9.)

Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) developed a formal theory to capture the distinc-
tion between these two kinds of processes. They used the term controlled processes
to describe operations that require attention in order to be executed. Because the
total amount of attention available at any one time is limited, only a small number
of controlled processes can be performed at the same time. In automatic processes,
on the other hand, a stimulus elicits a response automatically, without any need for
attention. As a result, many automatic processes can be carried out simultaneously,
without interfering with each other. Automatic processes can also be carried out
very rapidly, because a stimulus can trigger its associated response immediately,
without any need for reflection.

This distinction between controlled and automatic processes is almost identical
to the distinction between S–R habits and expectations discussed earlier. An S–R
habit is an automatic process, as the stimulus elicits its associated response auto-
matically, without thought. An expectation, on the other hand, is a controlled
process in which we consciously consider the likely outcomes of responses before
deciding how to proceed. Shiffrin and Schneider’s analysis also provides a possible
framework for understanding the events that occur at the moment a reinforcer
is presented, as it either strengthens the preceding response automatically or else
triggers a conscious process of evaluation and hypothesis formation.

Summary

As we have traced the evolution of psychologists’ understanding of reinforcement,
we have seen a number of twists and turns, but the broader picture has been one
of considerable convergence. Many psychologists now believe that the brain relies
on two fundamentally different modes of processing to carry out its functions.
In one, a stimulus elicits a response automatically; in the other, we consciously
consider alternatives before deciding on a course of action. The suggestion that
these processes are embedded in different systems is speculative, but the fact that
researchers in so many different areas have come to a similar view suggests that
it might capture an important truth about how the brain functions.
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Choosing a response

Having looked at how people learn whether a response will produce a reward, we
turn now to what they do with that information. That is, assuming that people
know that a behavior will be rewarded, will they engage in that behavior?

This might at first seem a strange question – if a response produces a desirable
reward, surely it will be made? – but the outcome depends crucially on what
other responses (and rewards) are available. A student may know that studying
an extra hour each night will produce a better grade, but this doesn’t necessarily
mean that he will do so – it will depend on what other activities are available to
him, and how rewarding these activities are. Put another way, we rarely face a
situation in which only one response is possible; we almost always have a choice
between alternatives, each with its own source of reinforcement. How, then, do we
choose?

Background

Expected utility

The first serious theory of how people make choices was the work of two
seventeenth-century French mathematicians, Pascal and Fermat. They were both
interested in gambling and wanted to assess which gambles were worth making
and which weren’t. Their solution was the concept of expected value. To illustrate
this concept, suppose that you went to a horse race with a friend and, because she
had bought more tickets than she had intended and was a generous sort of person,
she offered to let you have one. One of her tickets was for horse A and the other
for horse B. If horse A won you would receive $30 and if horse B won you would
receive $20. So far it sounds as if you should take ticket A, but suppose you also
knew that the chances of horse A winning were only 40%, while the chances of
horse B winning were a more encouraging 55%. Which ticket should you accept?

What Pascal and Fermat realized was that you could calculate the value of a
bet by multiplying the probability of winning by the amount that would be won.
In the case of horse A, the probability of winning is 0.40, while the amount won
would be $30. The expected value of the bet would thus be:

Expected Value = probability × amount = 0.40 × $30 = $12

This means that if you were fortunate enough to have the opportunity to make
this bet over and over, you would win an average of $12 each time. Applying the
same reasoning to horse B, the expected value of that ticket would be

Expected Value = 0.55 × $20 = $11
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In other words, you would be better off with ticket A. It wouldn’t necessarily be
the better ticket each time – sometimes, after all, horse B would win – but in the
long run you would earn more with ticket A than with ticket B.

Calculating expected value is the best way to predict the long-term outcome of a
gamble, but philosophers eventually realized that it is not an accurate description
of how people actually make decisions. To see this, suppose that you were living
in poverty and suddenly discovered that a distant relative had died and left you
a million dollars. You would undoubtedly be ecstatic. But now suppose that the
next day you learned of the demise of yet another relative, who had also left you
a million dollars. You would undoubtedly be pleased, but would you be as excited
as the day before? Almost certainly not. Going from nothing to a million dollars
is enormously exciting; going from one million to two million, while welcome, is
not quite as heart-stopping. The point is that the value of money to us does not
depend simply on the amount involved; the impact of winning a million dollars
can be different in different contexts.

To accommodate this feature of human nature, another eminent mathematician,
Daniel Bernoulli, suggested that in calculating the value of a bet we need to take
into account not the amount of money won but rather the psychological pleasure,
or utility, that it would bring us. Specifically, the expected utility of a bet would
be the average amount of pleasure or utility that it would be likely to produce:

Expected utility = Probability of outcome × Utility of outcome

In choosing between any two responses, this model suggests that we should
calculate the expected utility of each and then choose the one that, in the long
run, will produce the better outcome.

Heuristics

It might seem that we have arrived at the optimum method for choosing between
alternative courses of action – just pursue the one that is likely to maximize plea-
sure or utility – and indeed for several centuries philosophers and economists did
believe that human decision making was based on such calculations. This view
was fatally undermined, however, in a series of papers by two Israeli psycholo-
gists, Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman (e.g., Tversky and Kahneman, 1974;
Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). In a brilliant series of experiments – experiments
for which Kahneman eventually won the Nobel Prize in Economics, a prize he
would certainly have shared with Tversky had Tversky not died prematurely –
they showed that human decision making did not obey some of the key assump-
tions of expected utility theory. Outlining the nature of these assumptions, and
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why they were flawed, would take us too far afield, but we can illustrate the prob-
lems with a relatively simple example. Suppose that you wanted to buy a car but
weren’t sure which one to get. How would you decide?

Assessing the value of a car is not quite as simple as the value of a bet because
cars differ in many dimensions. One car might be faster, another cheaper, a third
more attractive, and so on. In this situation, expected utility theory calls for
assessing the utility of each car along each possible dimension, multiplying by the
relevant probability, then weighting the product by its importance, and, finally,
summing the relevant amounts in order to calculate the overall utility of each
car. This is actually not quite as bad as it sounds, but for the sake of simplicity
let us assume that each outcome is certain, so that we can ignore the probability
component. Suppose that car A costs $10,000, that it is the best car in the group
in terms of fuel mileage, but that you don’t find it as aesthetically attractive as its
competitors. According to expected utility theory, you should begin by assigning
a utility to the car’s value along each of these dimensions. If you rated utility on
a scale from 1 to 10, you would assign a utility to the car’s cost (let’s say 8 out
of 10), its mileage (10 out of 10), and its appearance (5 out of 10). You would
then need to weight each of these different utilities by their importance to you.
Perhaps appearance is very important to you but mileage and cost aren’t. If so,
then clearly you would want to give greater weight to appearance in reaching a
decision. Suppose appearance was twice as important to you as mileage or cost.
You would then assign a weight of 2 to appearance and 1 to mileage and cost.
Using U to represent utility, the overall utility of this car for you would then be

Car utility = (2 × Uappearance) + (1 × Umileage) + (1 × Ucost )

= (2 × 5) + (1 × 10) + (1 × 8)

= 10 + 10 + 8 = 28

You would then go through the same series of calculations for the second car
you were considering, the third, and so on. And, finally, you would select the car
that had the highest utility overall.

Do you think you – or anyone – would carry out all these calculations in
deciding which car to buy? It seems a safe bet that you wouldn’t. In the jargon of
the field, expected utility theory is an excellent normative model – one that tells
us how people should behave – but less persuasive as a descriptive model, one
that tells us how people actually behave. But if we don’t engage in the elaborate
calculations prescribed by expected utility theory, how do we make decisions?

Tversky and Kahneman proposed that we use a variety of simplifying short cuts,
which they called heuristics. A heuristic is a rough rule of thumb, a tactic which will
not produce a perfect outcome but will nevertheless usually lead, with much less
effort, to a good or at least acceptable outcome. They proposed a number of such
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short cuts or heuristics, and in the sections that follow we will examine several.
As you will see, psychologists have now identified an impressively large number,
so to provide some structure for our account we will divide these heuristics into
three categories: those used in estimating the probability of outcomes, in assigning
utilities to these outcomes, and, finally, in combining all this information to make
decisions.

Estimating probability

With sufficient exposure to events, both animals and people turn out to be remark-
ably good at estimating how often they occur. Suppose that a rat could earn food
by pressing either of two levers, each of which produced reinforcement on a VI
schedule. If the VI schedule on one lever provided food twice as often as the VI
schedule on the other, then eventually the rat would respond almost exactly twice
as often on the first lever. The rat’s behavior, in other words, would be exquisitely
sensitive to the precise rate of reinforcement obtained on each lever. This matching
of response rate to probability or rate of reinforcement was discovered by Herrn-
stein (1961), and is known as the matching law. (For a fuller account, see Mazur,
2006.) Similarly, if human participants are given trials in which one of two lights
is illuminated on each trial, and they are asked to predict which light will come
on by pressing a button underneath that light, then they too will distribute their
responses in proportion to the probabilities of the two lights. If the first light is
illuminated on 70% of the trials, then participants will push the corresponding but-
ton on almost exactly 70% of the trials. With sufficient exposure, in other words,
animals and people are very accurate in estimating the probability of events.

In many situations, though, we don’t have sufficient exposure to events to
estimate probability with this precision. In research on probability learning, par-
ticipants receive extended practice, typically hundreds of trials or many hours.
Moreover, this practice is concentrated in time, so that it is relatively easy to
remember what happened on previous trials and thus to begin to make sense of
any fluctuations. In real life, conditions are not always so favorable – if a child is
praised for cleaning his room only occasionally, each experience may be separated
by days or weeks, and it may be much harder for the child to assess the likelihood
of earning this praise. How, then, do we estimate probabilities when information
is limited?

Availability and representativeness

Tversky and Kahneman identified two heuristics that they believed people use to
estimate probabilities. They called the first availability. To illustrate it, first try to
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answer the following question: Do you think more words begin with the letter k or
have k as the third letter?

In answering, you probably tried to think of as many words as you could in each
category. And, if you are like the participants in an experiment by Tversky and
Kahneman (1974), you concluded that more words begin with the letter k. If so,
you would have been mistaken: More words in English have k as the third letter.
When we are trying to think of words, though, the first letter is a more effective
retrieval cue, and so we find it easier to think of words such as kitchen or killer
than lake or likeable.

Similar findings were reported in an experiment by Lichtenstein et al. (1978),
in which participants were asked whether more people die from homicides than
suicides. Most said homicide, but again this is incorrect. Because there is much
greater coverage of homicides in newspapers and television than of suicides, we
find it easier to recall homicides, but suicides are actually far more common.

Availability, then, refers to how easily we can think of instances of some event.
In our examples, the availability of an event in memory proved to be a misleading
indicator of that event’s frequency in the real world, but that is not always the
case. Quite the contrary – the ease with which we can think of examples of
an event is normally quite a good indicator of how often it occurs. (See, for
example, Gigerenzer and Selten, 2001.) Availability is thus usually a good guide
to probability, but like other heuristics it is only a rough rule of thumb, and in
some situations it can lead us astray.

Tversky and Kahneman’s second suggestion for how we estimate probability
was representativeness. This heuristic is a bit more complicated, but in essence it
involves judging whether an event is a member of a category by its similarity to a
typical member of that category. Suppose, for example, that you glimpsed a bird
through the leaves of a tree. If it looked more like a robin than a crow, than you
would undoubtedly decide that it was a robin. Stated in these terms, the concept of
representativeness – judging whether something is a member of a category by its
similarity to a typical or representative member – may seem obvious, even trivial,
but again this heuristic can sometimes mislead us. Tversky and Kahneman (1983)
provided what has become a classic example. Consider the following description:

Linda is 31 years old, single, outspoken and very bright. She majored in philosophy. As a
student she was deeply concerned with issues of discrimination and social justice, and also
participated in anti-nuclear demonstrations.

Given this description, which of the following do you think are most likely to be
true of Linda:

1 Linda is a teacher in an elementary school.
2 Linds works in a bookstore and takes yoga classes.
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3 Linda is active in the feminist movement.
4 Linda is a psychiatric social worker.
5 Linda is a member of the League of Women Voters.
6 Linda is a bank teller.
7 Linda is an insurance salesperson.
8 Linda is a bank teller and is active in the feminist movement.

Consider options 6 and 8 – which did you think was more likely, that Linda is a
bank teller or a bank teller who is a feminist? If you chose the latter, you would
have had considerable company – so did the majority of the participants in this
study. But you would have been wrong. From Linda’s description, it certainly
sounds as if she might be a feminist, but she might not be. Because the category
of bank teller includes all tellers, whether or not they are feminist, it has to be
more likely to include Linda. (If this is not clear, consider having to decide whether
someone was a driver or a truck driver – the broader description has to be more
likely.)

Why, then, did participants believe the narrower description to be more likely?
Tversky and Kahneman’s explanation is that they judged Linda’s membership of
each category by comparing their image of her to their image of a typical member
of each category. Linda did not especially sound like a bank teller – we probably
think of tellers as responsible, careful, middle-of-the-road types – but seemed
much closer to our image of a typical feminist. Because she most clearly resembled
a typical member of that category (or at least our stereotype of that category),
she was judged to be a member. As with our bird example, her membership of a
category was judged by how closely she resembled a typical member.

As with our discussion of availability, the point here is not that representative-
ness is always or even usually misleading. In the real world we often don’t have
all the information we need to make a decision, or the time to fully analyze the
information that we do have. Heuristics are shortcuts that allow us to bypass some
of these limitations and make decisions quickly and – usually – effectively, but
like all shortcuts they can sometimes lead us astray.

The hot hand

A further example may help to clarify the meaning of these heuristics. All bas-
ketball fans are familiar with a phenomenon sometimes referred to as the “hot
hand,” that shooters tend to score in streaks. When a player is hot, or on a hot
streak, they are more likely to score than when they are cold. This is so obvious to
basketball fans that it hardly seems worth discussing, but Gilovich, Vallone, and
Tversky (1985) nevertheless decided to examine it more closely. The professional
baskbetall team the Philadelphia 76ers keeps detailed records of all the shots taken
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by its players, and the authors were given access to those records. The idea of a
hot hand implies that if a player is on a streak – if they have hit several shots
in a row – then they will be more likely to score on their next shot than if their
previous shots were misses. So Gilovich et al. examined the probability of players
scoring after previous hits or misses. On average, players scored on 52% of their
shots; the percentage of baskets following a previous score was 51%, following
two in a row it was 50%, and after three in a row it was 46%. If anything, the
probability of scoring went down after making a basket! In fact, these differences
were not significant: The important finding was that the probability of making a
basket was almost exactly the same whether players had scored on their previous
shots or missed.

This result was so counterintuitive that the authors tried other ways of testing the
hot hand. For example, it could be argued that players do tend to shoot accurately
in streaks, but that when a player is hot they tend to take more difficult shots, or
defenders guard them more closely, and that these factors mask the fact that their
shooting has become more accurate. So the authors examined free throws, shots
which are taken at the identical point on the court and without any defender. And
the result was exactly the same: The overall probability of hitting a free throw was
0.75, and this was the case whether the player had made his previous free throws
or missed them.

When professional coaches and players were informed of these results, they
were uniformly dismissive. Bobby Knight, one of the most successful coaches
in the history of college basketball, said “there are so many variables involved
in shooting the basketball that a paper like this really doesn’t mean anything.”
Similarly, Red Auerbach, longtime coach of the Boston Celtics and probably the
greatest professional coach of all time, said “Who is this guy? So he makes a
study. I couldn’t care less.” (Quotes from Gilovich, 1991.) So why are both fans
and professionals so convinced of the reality of the hot hand, when a massive data
set indicates that it is not true?

It is likely that availability and representativeness both play a role. Starting with
availability, when a player scores several times in a row, that is often an exciting –
and therefore very memorable – event. We thus tend to remember occasions on
which a player scored three times in a row more vividly than those in which
he scored twice and then missed. To give an example from my own experience,
when I was an undergraduate at Columbia I attended a home basketball game
between Columbia and Princeton. Princeton was led by a truly great player, Bill
Bradley, and I and the rest of the crowd went wild every time the Columbia player
guarding Bradley pressured him and made him miss. Our defender did an incredible
job – Bradley missed again and again – and I could not believe it when I read
the newspaper the next day that discovered that he had had a great night and
scored more than 30 points. It was his misses that I and the other Columbia fans
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found most exciting, and so I remembered those misses far more vividly than his
successes.

Turning to the role of representativeness in the hot hand, it may help to start
with a situation involving coin tosses. Suppose that you tossed the coin 15 times
in a row and it came up heads every single time. If you tossed it again, do you
think the next toss would be more likely to be a head or a tail?

The correct answer is neither. Assuming that the coin is fair, then the probability
of a head is always 0.5, regardless of what happened on previous tosses. This feels
counterintuitive – when a coin produces a head so many times in a row, surely
the laws of chance say that a tail is now due? This belief is so common that is
has its own name, the gambler’s fallacy, but it is wrong: The probability of a head
is always the same, regardless of the outcome of previous trials. A coin has no
memory, and is not affected by what happened on previous trials.

The underlying problem here is that we have mistaken assumptions about what
a chance sequence looks like. If two events occur at random, and are equally
likely, we expect any sample to contain roughly equal numbers of each – in this
case, heads and tails. This sounds plausible, and if the sample was very large,
there would indeed be a roughly equal number. However – and this is where our
intuitions about chance go wrong – this is not true for a small sample. A small
sample will not necessarily have all the characteristics of the population from
which it is drawn. If the population has exactly 1 million heads and 1 million
tails, for example, the number of heads and tails in a small sample can differ
substantially. Applying this analysis to our basketball example, the problem is
that 3 or 4 baskets in a row does not look to us like a random sequence – we
feel intuitively that some causal process must have been at work to produce so
many consecutive baskets. But that isn’t so – if a player takes 20 shots in a game,
and hits an average of 50%, then purely by chance sequences of 4, 5, or even 6
shots in a row will actually be quite common (Gilovich, 1991). The problem is that
the representativeness heuristic leads us to expect a random process to generate
sequences that look random (to be “representative” of the population), but in a
small sample that may not be the case.

In sum, our belief in the hot hand may be due at least in part to our reliance
on the availability and representativeness heuristics to estimate the likelihood
of events. Availability leads us to remember consecutive baskets vividly, and
representativeness leads us to believe that sequences like this could not have
arisen by chance. The net result is a tendency to see a causal relationship where
none exists.

This tendency may also play an important role in the genesis of the superstitions
discussed earlier. A basketball coach wears a new tie on the day that his team wins
and wonders if the tie was responsible. He continues to wear the tie and his team
wins most of its games. He can’t believe that this conjunction of events could
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have arisen by chance: He sees that his team wins almost every time he wears his
lucky tie and concludes that the tie must have been responsible. Similarly, people
come to believe that animal sacrifices bring rain, that burning witches eliminates
plagues, that homeopathic medicines are effective, or that horoscopes predict their
future. (The former two beliefs are now sufficiently discredited that they may not
require further comment, but if you are surprised by the inclusion of homeopathy
and astrology in a list of superstitions, you can find entertaining discussions of
these beliefs in Myers, 2010, and Goldacre, 2007, 2008.) In all these situations, the
fact that one event is closely followed by another can lead us to suspect a causal
relationship; if it happens often enough, our belief may become unshakeable.

Assigning utility

We’ve suggested that in deciding whether to respond to obtain a reward we take
into account both its probability and its utility; we turn now to factors influencing
utility. There are many thousands of events that we find rewarding – movies,
books, songs, money, food, sports, conversations with friends, and on and on and
on. How do we rank this multitude of possible activities and decide which to
pursue?

It’s all relative

To try to answer this question, Kahneman and Tversky (1979) developed a prelim-
inary account which they called prospect theory. The theory is based on a number
of assumptions; we will examine two of the most important here.

One was that the utility of a reward is not determined solely by what it is –
contrary to the poet Gertrude Stein, a rose is not necessarily a rose, and $10 is not
necessarily worth $10. Specifically, their claim was that people evaluate rewards
not in isolation but rather relative to some reference point. Suppose that when
you were a teenager you were offered $100 to mow a neighbor’s lawn. If you only
had $10, the offer of $100 might have seemed very attractive; if you already had
$10,000, probably not. The attractiveness of a monetary reward, in other words,
would depend not simply on the amount involved but on how much money you
already had. Similarly, the attractiveness of a hamburger would depend on how
hungry you were, and so on. In all these cases, we judge the attractiveness or
utility of a reward against some reference point.

In one experimental demonstration of the importance of reference points,
Tversky and Kahneman (1981) asked participants to imagine that they were in
a store buying a calculator. The salesman told them the price – one group was told
that it was $15, another that it was $125 – and then added that they could save
$10 by driving to another branch where it was on sale. Those told that the price
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was $15 said that they would be willing to drive to the other store; those told that
it was $125 said that they would not. The saving was identical in both cases –
$10 – but its attractiveness depended on the price to which it was compared.

Similarly, people often evaluate their salaries by comparing them to those of
others. In one study students and staff at Harvard were asked to imagine two
states of the world, one in which they would be paid $100,000 while others earned
$200,000, and another in which they would be paid half as much, $50,000, but
others would earn even less, $25,000. They were further told that the purchasing
power of money in the two worlds would be the same, so that choosing the smaller
salary would mean a lower standard of living. In effect, they had to decide which
was more important to them, a high standard of living or earning more than
others. And the result, perhaps surprisingly, was that approximately half preferred
the world in which they would earn more than others, even though this meant
receiving only half as much money (Solnick and Hemenway, 1998).

These studies illustrate a crucial point about rewards, that their value depends
on our point of reference: $100 might seem a very attractive reward or one of
almost no value; it depends crucially on what we compare it to. One way to
express this idea is to say that we evaluate rewards not in isolation but rather as
gains relative to some reference point. Similarly, we evaluate negative outcomes as
losses relative to a reference point. If the idea of a reference point sounds familiar,
it may be because we encountered the same concept in our discussion of contrast
effects in Chapter 4. In the case of contrast effects, the effectiveness of a reward
depended on how it contrasted with rewards earned previously. In Kahneman and
Tversky’s version, the set of possible reference points is broader, including the
current financial situation and the rewards earned by others, but the basic idea is
the same.

The first key assumption of prospect theory, then, was that we evaluate outcomes
as gains or losses relative to some reference point. A second was that we react to
losses much more strongly than we do to gains. To see this, imagine that you were
offered a chance to play a game in which the outcome depended on the toss of a
coin. If the coin came up heads, you would win $60; if it came up tails, you would
lose $50. Would you play?

In purely logical terms, this might seem an attractive gamble, as if you tossed
the coin many times you would win much more than you would lose. Despite
this, participants said they wouldn’t play. The reason, Kahneman and Tversky
suggested, was that we are more sensitive to losses than to gains. The prospect
of winning $60 is certainly appealing – note that this is the origin of the term
prospect theory – but it would be outweighed in our minds by the more upsetting
prospect of losing $50.

Kahneman and Tversky proposed a mathematical function to capture this idea
that losses affect us more than gains. Figure 7.5 presents a modified version,
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Figure 7.5 The psychological impact of gains and losses, according to Kahneman and Tversky (1979).
They propose that a loss of, say, $10 gives us more pain than a gain of $10 gives us pleasure.

showing the psychological impact of different gains and losses. For our purposes,
the key feature is that the curve for losses rises more steeply than that for gains,
so that a loss of, say, $50 would have a larger impact on us than a gain of the
same amount.

The desire to avoid losses is called loss aversion, and one interesting consequence
is something called the endowment effect. The basic idea is that once we acquire
something our aversion to losses makes us very unwilling to give it up. One
demonstration was inspired by observation of the passionate attachment of
Duke University students to their basketball team – as it happens, typically one of
the best in the country. Because the basketball stadium is not big enough to hold
all the students who want to attend games, Duke has developed a system in which
students have to demonstrate their commitment by spending a long time waiting
on line for a chance to buy tickets – for a really big game, the wait can be as long
as a week! And, as if this weren’t bad enough, for these important games students
don’t even obtain a ticket when they reach the head of the line but only a lottery
number, with the winning numbers posted later (Ariely, 2008).

According to the endowment effect, once students obtain tickets the value they
attach to these tickets should increase. To test this, Carmon and Ariely (2000)
contacted students who had won the lottery and asked them at what price they
would be willing to sell their tickets. Similarly, they contacted students who had lost
and asked them how much they would now be willing to pay to buy one. Remember
that before the lottery result was announced both groups had been equally keen
to acquire tickets; it was pure chance whether or not they had obtained a ticket.
Nevertheless, the value the two groups now attached to the tickets proved very
different. Those who didn’t have a ticket were prepared to pay $170 to buy one,
whereas those who possessed a ticket would sell it only for $2,400! The simple fact
of possession had transformed the psychological value of the ticket. Once we own
something, we hate to lose it.
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Temporal discounting

Another factor influencing the utility of rewards is the delay until we receive
them. In self-control situations, for example, people must choose between the
immediate pleasures provided by, say, smoking and the long-term benefits of
stopping, including longer life and better health. (See Chapter 5.) Even though the
long-term benefits of stopping are vastly greater, people find stopping difficult,
and one way to understand their apparent preference for the smaller reward is to
assume that rewards become less attractive when they are delayed. The rewards of
stopping appear far greater than those of smoking, but because they are delayed
their psychology utility might actually be smaller.

In one of the first experiments to study this in humans, Kirby and Herrnstein
(1995) presented participants with a variety of hypothetical choices – for example,
would they prefer $12 delivered in 6 days or $16 in 12 days? To ensure that
participants considered their choices seriously, they were told that they would
actually receive one of the choices they had made. It might seem obvious that
everyone should have preferred $16 – surely a delay of another six days should
not matter that much? – but as the delay to the larger reward was increased,
participants began to switch their preference to the smaller one.

Subsequent studies looked in more detail at how the utility of money changes
when it is delayed. The methods used have been somewhat technical, but in essence
they involve determining how much money people would want now before they
would give up the option of a larger amount in the future. Suppose that a partic-
ipant was told that they could have either $1,000 in a month or $800 right now,
and they said that they would be equally happy with either; this would imply that
$1,000 in a month has the same utility as $800:

Utility ($1,000 in a month) = Utility ($800)

Using a series of questions like this one, it is possible to determine the utility
of money after different delays, and Figure 7.6 shows the typical outcome. Utility
falls off quite sharply at short delays, and then more gradually as the delay con-
tinues to increase. This fall in the utility of a reward when it is delayed is known
as temporal discounting – the reward’s value is reduced or discounted when it is
delayed.

People differ quite substantially in how strongly they discount delayed rewards,
and these differences could explain many (otherwise puzzling) aspects of behavior.
Why, for example, do some people find it so much harder to diet or give up
smoking? The answer could lie in how much they discount future consequences.
In the case of dieting, it would obviously be harder to succeed if you give more
weight to the immediate pleasures of that piece of chocolate cake than to its
long-term effects on your appearance. Similarly, individuals who discount more
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Figure 7.6 A theoretical model of temporal discounting. Research suggests that the utility of a reward
(the value we attach to it) falls as the time to receive it increases. Value falls particularly rapidly at short
delays, and becomes more stable at longer delays.
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Figure 7.7 Temporal discounting by gamblers. Pathological gamblers had much less tolerance of delays
in receiving money – it had much less value for them – than nongamblers. The gamblers appear to require
immediate gratification; they cannot tolerate delays. (Adapted from Dixon, Marley, and Jacobs, 2003.)

steeply than normal could be more susceptible to drug addiction, as they would
give less weight to the future consequences of taking drugs. As predicted by this
analysis, researchers have found that drug addicts do discount future rewards more
steeply than non-addicts. Figure 7.7 shows the results of one such study, involving
pathological gamblers (Dixon, Marley, and Jacobs, 2003). They were given choices
involving $1,000, to see how the utility of this sum changed when it was delayed.
As shown in the figure, utility fell far more sharply over time for the gamblers than
for a control group who didn’t gamble. If the $1,000 was to be delayed for a year,
for example, its value for the controls fell to around $800, but for gamblers it was
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worth only about half as much. Similar results have been reported for individuals
with a wide range of other addictions, including cigarettes, alcohol, and heroin.
(For a review, see Green and Myerson, 2004.) Addicts seem to be far less tolerant
of delays: They require immediate gratification.

The meaning of this relationship between addiction and temporal discounting is
not clear. It is possible that individuals who are poor at delaying gratification are
more likely to become addicts, but it is also possible that it is the addiction which
develops first and eventually leads to steeper discounting. In the case of gambling,
for example, the financial problems created by gambling might make gamblers
more reluctant to think about the future – what might be called the head-in-the-
sand strategy for dealing with problems. Whatever the causal relationship, it is
striking that individuals with such a wide range of addictions share this tendency
to discount long-term consequences.

Making a decision

We’ve looked at how people estimate the probability of events and decide their
utility. We turn now to how they combine this information in order to make a
decision.

Intuition versus deliberation

Kahneman and Frederick (2002) have proposed a possible framework for under-
standing this. Building on Kahneman’s earlier work with Tversky, they start with
a distinction – by now, possibly familiar – between two fundamental systems
in the brain for processing information. They suggest several possible names for
these systems; we will refer to them as the intuitive system and the reasoning
system.

In the intuitive system, decisions are made rapidly and automatically, at an
unconscious level. The output of this system, a feeling or intuition about the best
course of action, then rises up into consciousness. In most situations, we simply
act on these intuitions, but in some situations we may then engage in a slower,
more deliberative analysis of our options. This deliberative system can modify the
intuitive decision or even override it entirely.

Figure 7.8 shows one way of thinking about the relationship between these
systems. Whenever we have to make a choice, the intuitive system will always be
activated in the unconscious; its output will then rise to the level of consciousness
in the form of an intuition. The deliberative system will normally simply accept
or rubber stamp this intuitive judgment, but it some cases it will become more
actively involved and take control.
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Figure 7.8 Two systems in decision making. Kahneman and Frederick (2002) suggest that decision
making starts at an unconscious level, and that the outcome, an intuition, then rises to consciousness,
where it sometimes receives further review before a final decision is made.

Intuition’s vices

This reliance on intuition can sometimes lead to poor decision making, in part
because we tend to have too much confidence in its validity. An interesting exam-
ple comes from a study by Einhorn (1972) of decision making by doctors. The study
involved 193 patients suffering from a form of cancer known as Hodgkin’s disease,
and the question was how well doctors would be able to assess the severity of their
condition, and thus how long they would live. Three doctors, one an international
expert, selected 9 characteristics that they believed were relevant to survival, they
then rated the patients on each characteristic, and then finally they provided an
overall assessment. In effect, the doctors used their long experience in the field to
intuitively combine the available information and reach an overall judgment of
how ill each patient was.

Quite separately, Einhorn developed a mathematical formula to combine the
same information. Using the data from roughly half of the patients, he developed
a formula to predict severity. If characteristic 1 proved to be a better predictor
of longevity than characteristic 2, for example, then characteristic 1 would be
weighted more heavily in the formula.
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Einhorn’s formula proved to predict longevity far better than the doctor’s intu-
itive judgments – in fact, the doctors’ predictions proved to be worthless, as there
was no correlation between their assessments of severity and how long each patient
actually lived. This result is particularly striking because Einhorn and the doc-
tors were using exactly the same information, the doctors’ own ratings of the 9
characteristics. The problem was that the doctors were not able to combine the
information about the 9 characteristics effectively, whereas Einhorn’s formula did.

One noteworthy feature of this study was doctors’ reactions when the results
became available. Robyn Dawes, an expert in the field of decision making, once
described this study to a group of doctors (Dawes, 1971). The dean of a prestigious
medical school was in the audience, and he commented that the problem was that
the doctors used in this study had not been sufficiently expert – if only the study
had used Dr. X, the world’s leading expert in this field, the results would have
been far better. Dawes couldn’t say so, but Dr. X had actually been one of the
participants! As we saw in our earlier discussion of buying cars, it can be very
difficult to combine multiple bits of information, and intuition, even the intuition
of experts, can be much poorer than we sometimes realize.

One reason that our intuitive judgments sometimes mislead us is that they can
be strongly influenced by our emotions, in ways that are not always appropriate.
One example comes from a study in which participants were asked how much they
would be willing to donate to save migrating birds from drowning in ponds con-
taminated by oil. Different groups were told that their donation would save either
2,000, 20,000, or 200,000 birds. If the goal was to save birds, a condition in which
200,000 birds would be saved would seem to merit a much larger donation than
one in which only 2,000 birds would be helped, but that is not what happened –
the suggested donation was virtually identical in all three conditions (Desvousges,
Johnson, Dunford, Hudson, Wilson, and Boyle, 1993). To explain this, Kahneman,
Ritov, and Schkade (1999) argued that participants’ decisions had been based not
on a rational analysis of the situation – how much is each saved bird worth? – but
rather on participants’ emotional reactions to the birds’ plight. Kahneman et al.
suggested that the description used would have conjured up an image of exhausted
birds covered in oil, and that it was this emotional image that then guided decisions
about how much to give, rather than any rational analysis of what the donation
would achieve.

In a conceptually similar study, participants were asked how much they would be
willing to pay for airline travel insurance. For one group the policy was described
as covering death from “terrorist acts”; for a second group, death from “all risks.”
Again, a rational analysis would suggest that a policy covering all risks is worth
more than a policy covering only terrorism, but the outcome was actually the
opposite, with participants willing to pay more for the policy that only covered
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terrorism (Johnson et al., 1993). It was the emotive word terrorism that seemed
to be governing participants’ reactions, not a careful analysis of what risks were
covered.

Intuition’s virtues

From the examples covered so far it might seem that decisions based on intuition
are invariably worse than those based on reason and logic, but that isn’t always
the case. Intuitive decisions are not only much faster, in some situations they can
actually be superior. Two studies by Timothy D. Wilson illustrate the point. In one,
participants were asked to taste five jams and decide which they liked best. There
was a gap of several minutes until they were asked to give their evaluations, and
during this gap the experimental group were asked to analyze their feelings about
each jam while the control group performed an unrelated task. The quality of both
groups’ judgments was then analyzed by comparing them to those of a consumer
magazine which had used a panel of experts to rate the same jams. The results for
the control group correlated well with those of the experts, but those for the group
that had analyzed their feelings before deciding did not. Pondering the decision
seemed to actually reduce its quality (Wilson and Schooler, 1991).

In a related study, participants were asked which of several posters they liked
best. As in the jam study, one group analyzed their feelings before deciding,
and both groups were then given whichever poster they selected. Finally, they
were contacted several weeks later to find out how satisfied they were with the
poster they had chosen. Those who had analyzed their feelings were found to be
significantly less content; again, thinking too much seemed to have led to poorer
decisions (Wilson et al., 1993).

In at least some situations, then, the quick judgments we make intuitively can
be superior to those we make after lengthy reasoning. The trick, of course, is to
know when to trust our intuitions and when to analyze situations more carefully –
and on this point, alas, the literature is as yet silent. (Though see Dijksterhuis et al.,
2006, for one view.)

Framing

Our decisions can also be affected by the precise way in which the alternatives are
presented to us, a phenomenon called framing. In one demonstration, McNeil et al.
(1982) asked participants to choose between two possible treatments for cancer –
for example, radiation or surgery. One version of the question read as follows:

Of 100 people having surgery, 10 will die during treatment, 32 will have died by one year
and 66 will have died by five years. Of 100 people having radiation therapy, none will die
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during treatment, 23 will die by one year and 78 will die by five years. Which treatment
would you prefer?

Before continuing, think about this – given this information, which treatment
would you prefer?

Other participants were given the following question instead:

Of 100 people having surgery, 90 will survive the treatment, 68 will survive for one year and
34 will survive for five years. Of 100 people having radiation therapy, all will survive the
treatment, 77 will survive for one year and 22 will survive for five years. Which treatment
would you prefer?

Again, which treatment would you prefer? Because you have seen both questions
in quick succession – the participants in the original study did not – you may have
realized that the questions actually use exactly the same data; the only difference
is in whether outcomes are phrased in terms of living or dying. Concerning death
during treatment, for example, the first version says that 10 of 100 people will
die during surgery; the second version says that 90 will live. Though phrased
differently, the content is exactly the same, but this seemingly minor difference
in phrasing had dramatic effects on which treatment was preferred. For one of
the conditions in which the participants were patients with medical problems not
involving cancer, 68% said that they would prefer the first treatment when the
outcome was phrased in terms of living, but only 31% when it was phrased in
terms of dying. The same information, but a very different outcome. And even
more surprisingly, McNeil et al. found similar effects when they put the same
questions to doctors – again, doctors’ choice of treatment depended on whether
the outcome was phrased in terms of living or dying.2

Framing effects have been found in a wide variety of contexts – for example,
people have more positive reactions to ground beef that is described as 80%
lean than as 20% fat (Johnson, 1987). A closely related phenomenon concerns
whether people are asked to consider options separately or together. In one study
by Kahneman and Ritov (1994), participants were asked how much they would be
willing to donate to save endangered dolphins or to provide free medical checkups

2 If you are wondering why preferences were influenced by whether outcomes were stated in terms
of living or dying, given that individual questions used the same format for both treatments – for
example, in the living version, both surgery and radiation outcomes are phrased in terms of
living – the answer is that previous research by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) had shown that
people are more sensitive to differences in some percentage ranges than others. For example, a
difference between 0 and 10% strikes people as more important than a difference between 90%
and 100%. When a 90% chance of living after surgery is compared to a 100% chance of living
after radiation, this difference does not seem very large. When a 10% chance of dying after
surgery is compared to a 0% chance of dying after radiation, on the other hand, then radiation
seems far preferable.
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for farm workers. When the options were presented separately, participants offered
to donate substantially more to save the dolphins, but when the options were
presented together they preferred to help the farm workers. What seems to have
happened is that when the options were presented separately the dolphin option
elicited a stronger emotional reaction, leading to a greater willingness to give.
When the options were presented together, however, the fact that one donation
helped people and the other helped animals became more salient, and people felt
that they should be more generous to the farm workers. Again, the precise way in
which options were presented had a significant impact on the eventual decision.
(See also Milkman, Rogers, and Bazerman, 2008.)

Evaluation

We have seen that the process of making decisions, even simple decisions, can be
surprisingly complex. We started with expected utility theory, which assumes that
people multiply the utility of an outcome by its probability in order to calculate
the expected utility of each option, and that they then choose the option with
the highest score. Tversky and Kahneman challenged this view, arguing that in
most situations we have neither the time nor the processing capacity to carry out
all the calculations that it would require. They suggested that we rely instead on
simplifying shortcuts called heuristics. To assess the probability of an event, we use
the ease with which we can think of examples as a cue (availability), and also its
similarity to known members of the category in question (representativeness). To
assess the event’s utility, we evaluate it in terms of gains or losses relative to some
reference point, giving greater weight to losses. Finally, when the time comes for
combining all this information, we may either engage in a conscious, deliberative
process that can have some of the characteristics recommended by expected utility
(for examples, see Payne, Bettman, and Johnson, 1988, and Simon, Krawczyk, and
Holyoak, 2004), or else rely on intuition. For centuries, human reason was seen as
dominant over our baser instincts and emotions, but many decision theorists now
believe that it may be the intuitive dog that wags the rational tail (Haidt, 2001).

Our emotions play an important role in the formation of these intuitions, and
this can sometimes lead to poor decisions. On the other hand, intuition allows us to
make decisions rapidly instead of always being bogged down in lengthy weighing
of every possible option, and in some situations these quick judgments can be a
better reflection of our true preferences and feelings. (For more evidence on the
positive role of emotions in decision making, see Bechara and Damasio, 2005. For
more material on decision making in general, see Kahneman, 2003; LeBoeuf and
Shafir, 2005; and Newell, Lagnado, and Shanks, 2007.)
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The evidence that emotions as well as reason play a role in decision making fits
with the broader theme of this chapter, that the effects of reinforcement depend on
the interplay between two different systems, which we have labeled associative and
cognitive. As researchers continue learning about reinforcement, the assumption
of two systems will undoubtedly need elaboration. We will shortly be turning to
research on memory, where we will see that where memories were once seen as
processed and stored in a single, vast repository, later evidence suggested a division
into two stores, one for short-term memories and one for long-term memories,
and then this division was in turn elaborated, with short-term memory seen as
having several components and long-term even more. Research has a way of
revealing complications as well as, eventually, the beautifully simple processes that
sometimes underly them – think of Newton’s magisterial organization of so many
phenomena in terms of gravity, or Einstein’s integration of the laws of physics in
terms of relativity. It is thus difficult to predict how our understanding of learning
will evolve. It is striking, though, that theorists from so many different areas have
found it necessary to posit the existence of two fundamentally different systems,
and for now it offers us a useful framework for understanding how reinforcement
works.

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
� Theories of reinforcement were initially dominated by a clash between two views,

known as S–R theory and cognitive theory. Evidence supporting both views
eventually led many theorists to the conclusion that in the course of evolution
two different learning systems evolved, a relatively primitive associative system
in which a stimulus elicits a response automatically, and a more sophisticated
cognitive system based on the formation of expectations.

� One line of evidence for an automatic system comes from research on supersti-
tion, in which a reinforcer strengthens whatever behavior precedes it, even if that
behavior actually reduces the probability of reinforcement. Another comes from
research showing that reinforcement can strengthen people’s behavior without
their awareness. On the other hand, research on problem solving has shown the
important role of conscious hypotheses.

� One way of reconciling this evidence is to distinguish between two fundamen-
tally different kinds of processes, controlled and automatic. In controlled pro-
cesses, attention is required for execution; automatic processes do not require
attention, so that many responses can be performed simultaneously and rapidly.

� In most situations we have a choice between actions, each of which has its own
history of reinforcement. An early theory proposed that choice in such situations
is an essentially rational process in which we choose whichever behavior has the
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highest expected utility. Calculating utility, however, can be a very demanding
process, and a more recent approach emphasizes the role of mental short-cuts
called heuristics. Heuristics don’t always produce the optimal response but usu-
ally allow us to choose a good response with much less effort.

� In estimating the probability of reinforcement, we may rely on heuristics such as
availability (how easily can we think of past examples) and representativeness
(we expect a member of a category to have all the typical characteristics of that
category).

� In deciding on the value or utility of that reinforcement, we compare it to other
reinforcers we have experienced, and we also reduce or discount its value if there
is going to be a delay in obtaining it.

� In combining information on the probability and utility of a reward, we some-
times rely on intuition rather than conscious, rational evaluation. Intuitions are
often based on emotions, and, like other heuristics, they can sometimes lead to
serious errors.

� Our choices can also be influenced by the way in which alternatives are presented
to us, a phenomenon called framing.

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 Define the following terms: adventitious reinforcement, intervening variable,
and heuristic.

2 In what way did Thorndike’s cats and Kohler’s chimpanzees behave
differently?

3 How did Thorndike and Watson contribute to the development of S–R theory?
Why did cognitive theorists disagree with them?

4 In what ways was Tolman’s approach similar to that of behaviorists such as
Watson? In what ways did it differ?

5 In evaluating scientific theories, how important are testability and
plausibility?

6 How did Tolman say we could determine whether an animal has an
expectation? How did Tinklepaugh’s research support the existence of
expectations?

7 What evidence supports an S–R account?

8 Why was it so difficult to decide whether S–R or cognitive theories of
learning are correct?

9 What is the two-system hypothesis? How does it account for the conflicting
evidence?
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10 What evidence supports Thorndike’s claim that reinforcement will
automatically strengthen whatever behavior happens to precede it? What
evidence contradicts it?

11 In humans, the question of automaticity can be addressed by asking people
whether they were aware of the relationship between their behavior and
reward. What does the evidence tell us? Can people’s behavior be reinforced
without their awareness?

12 How could the distinction between controlled and automatic processes be
used to account for the conflicting evidence on whether reinforcement
strengthens behavior automatically?

13 What is expected utility? How did Tversky and Kahneman’s work on heuristics
pose a challenge to this idea of essentially rational decision making?

14 What are the availability and representativeness heuristics? How do we use
them in estimating the probability of events such as reinforcement?

15 What is the phenomenon of the “hot hand”? How might availability and
representativeness contribute to it?

16 Prospect theory suggests that we evaluate the utility of rewards relative to
some reference point. What evidence supports this view? What evidence
suggests that we value losses differently than gains?

17 What evidence suggests that we discount the value of a reward when it is
delayed?

18 What is the role of intuition in decision making? What are its advantages and
disadvantages?

19 What is framing? How does it influence decision making?
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In Chapter 1, we noted that learning focuses on the acquisition of knowledge or
a skill, whereas memory refers to our capacity to later recall it. We also noted,
however, that the two concepts are intimately, perhaps inextricably, intertwined.
Learning necessarily involves memory: To show that you have learned a king’s
name during a history lesson, you must be able to remember the name. Conversely,
memory depends on learning: You can only remember the king’s name if you
learned it in the first place! In essence, learning and memory are two sides of
the same coin – that certain experiences have enduring effects on our behavior –
and which term we use depends largely on whether we are emphasizing the initial
impact of the experience (learning) or its subsequent effect (memory). Having
emphasized the first aspect in the preceding chapters, we now turn our attention
to memory.

We are so good at remembering things that we tend to take this achievement
for granted. If someone asks you your telephone number or what you ate for
breakfast, you could answer immediately, and the ease with which you do so can
make it hard to see what a remarkable phenomenon this is. In the course of your
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life, you have stored a huge amount of material in your brain – a vast number
of experiences with families and friends, the meaning of perhaps 80,000 English
words, the physical movements required to ride a bicycle or talk, and so on. Given
this enormous number of stored memories, how do we retrieve the information we
want so effortlessly?

The importance of memory becomes obvious when it is impaired for any reason.
As we grow older, for example, we tend to become forgetful, and you may have
observed the distress of older relatives when they can’t remember where they left
their eyeglasses, or when they realize that they forgot to turn off the oven before
going out, with potentially dangerous consequences. Similar problems can arise
when the brain is damaged through illness or injury. One dramatic case discussed
by Baddeley (1997) concerns a musician named Clive Wearing, who developed
encephalitis, a disease that damages brain tissue. As a result, he lost the ability to
form new memories. When his wife came to visit him in the hospital, he invariably
expressed great joy, but if she left the room for a few minutes and then returned,
he would again become excited, announce that he hadn’t seen her for months and
ask how long he had been unconscious. He was aware only of the present, with
experiences of even a few minutes before lost in a black hole from which not
even a glimmer of awareness emerged. Understandably, he was convinced that he
had been conscious for only a few moments and would become furious if anyone
suggested otherwise – how could he possibly have been conscious, if no record
existed in his memory?

Anecdotes such as this highlight the crucial role of memory in normal function-
ing, and in this and succeeding chapters we will examine the processes underlying
our seemingly effortless feats of memory. In this chapter, we’ll introduce some of
the key concepts that have guided research on memory, and in subsequent chapters
we will examine them more closely. Along the way, we will look at some of the
practical implications of our growing understanding of memory. When studying a
textbook, for example, what can you do to increase your chances of being able to
recall the material during an exam? Also, how accurate are people’s memories? If
you were a juror in a criminal trial, for example, how much faith should you put
in the testimony of an eyewitness to a crime, or in that of a woman who claims to
suddenly remember having been abused as a child, even though in the intervening
years she had no memory of this abuse?

Ebbinghaus’s memory

We will begin, appropriately enough, at the beginning, looking at the very first
experimental study of memory, and then tracing how psychologists’ understanding
of memory has evolved during a century of research.
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A lot of nonsense

The scientific study of memory began with one heroic figure, the German scholar
Hermann Ebbinghaus, born in 1850. After obtaining his doctorate, he travelled in
France, and while browsing in a second-hand bookshop in Paris he chanced upon a
text by another German psychologist, Gustav Fechner. In it, Fechner demonstrated
how perception could be studied using the experimental procedures of the physical
sciences. Fechner’s findings convinced Ebbinghaus that other aspects of mental
functioning should also be susceptible to objective, experimental study, and so
Ebbinghaus decided to investigate memory in this way.

Ebbinghaus had no support of any kind – no university position, no laboratory,
no participants – and so he was forced to use himself as his one and only partici-
pant. He wanted to study memory for material such as words, but he didn’t want to
use actual words: If he used words, he knew that he would be memorizing material
that he had already encountered many times previously, rather than studying the
formation of memories from the earliest stages. He therefore decided to create and
then memorize nonsense syllables, meaningless material which he would never
have seen before. (The syllables were arranged in consonant–vowel–consonant
sequences, also called CVC trigrams.) His method consisted of reading aloud a list
of nonsense syllables and then immediately trying to repeat the list in the correct
order. If he could not do so, he read and tested the list again, and then again, and
so on, until he reached the criterion of a single perfect recitation.

Once he had learned the list, Ebbinghaus could examine how memory faded over
time. Twenty-four hours after memorizing a list, for example, he might reread it and
then retest himself; if he couldn’t repeat the list perfectly, he would go through
the process of learning it all over again, recording how many trials he needed.
Typically, fewer trials were needed to learn the list the second time than the first,
and Ebbinghaus would then calculate a savings score as a measure of how much
he had retained from his initial study. If a list required 10 repetitions to learn the
first time, for example, but only 3 trials the second time, this represented a savings
of 70%.

On study trials, Ebbinghaus read the words on a list very rapidly, at a rate of 2.5
syllables every second. The purpose of this high speed was to prevent himself from
adopting any conscious strategy for memorizing the syllables – he wanted to study
memory in its purest, simplest form, without elaboration. Learning even a single
list of nonsense syllables under these conditions was a daunting task: A typical list
contained around 15 syllables, and the list had to be repeated many times before it
could be repeated perfectly. In a more recent study, Tulving explored the difficulty
of this task by asking a group of participants to memorize just a single list using
Ebbinghaus’s procedure; the result was that “2 of the 6 participants became visibly
upset and distressed after their performance deteriorated, and I had to terminate
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Figure 8.1 Ebbinghaus’s memory. (a) The amount of time required to relearn a list on day 2 as a function
of how often it was practiced on day 1. (b) Forgetting as a function of the length of the retention interval.
(Adapted from Ebbinghaus, 1913/1885.)

[the experiment] for the sake of values higher than those of psychological science”
(Tulving, 1985, p. 487). And yet Ebbinghaus memorized not just one list under these
conditions but thousands; in the course of just one of his studies, he memorized 350
different lists, involving a total of 189,501 repetitions! You may not be altogether
surprised to learn that Ebbinghaus himself referred to his procedure as “tiresome,”
and that he suffered from severe headaches and exhaustion.

Learning

Despite these difficulties, Ebbinghaus (1913/1885) persisted, and in the end he was
able to discover a remarkable number of the principles governing memory. One
important determinant, as you might expect, proved to be practice. In one study
he repeated a list between 8 and 64 times on one day, and then 24 hours later he
determined how many trials he needed to relearn the list. As shown in Figure 8.1a,
the results were beautifully regular: The more he repeated a list on day one, the
less time he needed to relearn it on day two.

The finding that practice enhances memory is not exactly groundbreaking, but
some of Ebbinghaus’s other findings were less obvious. For example, he found
that memory depended not just on the frequency of practice but also on how this
practice was distributed over time. In one experiment, he compared the effects of
36 repetitions of a list on a single day with 12 repetitions on each of 3 days; recall
proved to be substantially better when practice was distributed.
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Ebbinghaus also examined the effects of extended practice. As the amount of
practice on a list increased, he found that the amount of forgetting fell off sharply.
In one study illustrating this, he relearned the same list on each of 6 days. On
the second day, he needed 39 trials to relearn the list to the point of perfect
recitation, but on each successive day the number of relearning trials required fell,
until on the sixth day he needed only 3 trials. Extrapolating from these results, he
speculated that with sufficient practice material would effectively be remembered
permanently, with no loss over time.

Forgetting

Ebbinghaus also studied how memory for learned material deteriorated with the
passage of time. In a typical experiment, he would practice a list until he could
recall it perfectly. He would then allow a fixed period to elapse before testing
himself to see how many of the syllables he could recall. The results of one
such experiment are presented in Figure 8.1b, which shows retention (plotted as
a savings score) as a function of the length of the retention interval. Forgetting
was very rapid over the first hour, but then declined only very gradually over
subsequent days.

Practice makes perfect

You may feel some skepticism about the importance of these results: Does the
ability of one German to memorize a list of meaningless nonsense syllables really
tell us anything about real-life problems such as the best way to study for an
exam? As we shall see, Ebbinghaus’s pioneering experiments hardly provided
the full story, and subsequent research has considerably expanded and deepened
our understanding. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that Ebbinghaus’s
findings have proved highly reliable over a wide range of situations – they are not
simply laboratory curiosities.

The spacing effect

Consider his claim that memory depends on how practice is distributed over time.
This principle has been investigated many times, in a wide range of situations,
and on the whole the results have strongly supported Ebbinghaus: Practice is
much more effective when it is spaced than when it is massed. In a review of this
literature, Dempster (1996) concluded that the spacing effect – this is another term
for the finding that practice is more effective when it is distributed – is “one of the
most dependable, robust, and ubiquitous phenomena in the entire psychological
literature” (p. 338).
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recognition. (Adapted from Bahrick, 1984.)

Permanent memory?

Particularly impressive evidence concerning the importance of practice in real-life
situations has come from studies by Harry Bahrick and his colleagues, who have
examined the ability of adults to recall experiences from high school – for example,
the names of their classmates, or facts from algebra lessons. In one study, Bahrick
(1984) tested adults’ memory for Spanish vocabulary they had learned in high
school as much as 50 years earlier, and which they had had little or no opportunity
to practice in the intervening years. He used several procedures to assess their
memory. In a recall test, participants were shown English words and asked to
recall their Spanish translations; in a recognition test, they were shown possible
Spanish translations – some correct, some not – and asked if the translations
were accurate. As in virtually all studies that have compared recognition and
recall, participants were much better at recognizing material than at recalling it
spontaneously (Figure 8.2). Less predictable, however, was the very high level of
retention shown by participants. There was a significant amount of forgetting
during the first three years following high school, but performance then stabilized,
and virtually no further forgetting occurred over almost 50 years. By analogy to the
Arctic phenomenon of permafrost, which refers to the fact that ground several feet
below the surface remains frozen even in the height of summer, Bahrick suggested
the term permastore to refer to this seemingly permanent memory; it appears that
well-learned memories may melt (be forgotten) up to point, but thereafter may be
preserved permanently.

As Ebbinghaus had predicted, then, it appeared that under some circumstances
memory can be virtually permanent (see also Conway, Cohen, and Stanhope,
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1991). Moreover, Bahrick provided evidence that this impressive retention was
due to the principles that Ebbinghaus had identified some 100 years earlier –
above all, frequency and distribution of practice. Bahrick compared participants
who had taken one, three, or five Spanish courses on their memory for elementary
vocabulary – material that would have been learned in the first course – and found
substantially better performance in participants who had taken more courses. He
estimated that the level of permanent recall in participants who had taken only
one course was virtually zero, rising to about 30% after three courses, and over
60% after five courses. The more students practiced their vocabulary – even at a
stage where they might have thought they already knew it well – the better they
later remembered it.

Bahrick also investigated the effects of spacing practice. In one study, Bahrick
and Phelps (1987) compared the performance of students who learned 50 Spanish
words in lessons spread 1 day apart with that of students who received the same
number of lessons but separated by 30 days. When tested 8 years later, the students
who had distributed their practice recalled almost twice as much, even though the
total amount of time the two groups had spent studying was identical. (See also
Bahrick et al., 1993.)

Long-term memory seems to depend crucially on extensive practice – in studying
a foreign language, students repeat the same vocabulary over and over again –
and, perhaps equally important, on people having the opportunity to review or
refresh their memories at periodic intervals.

To summarize our discussion of Ebbinghaus, he has unquestionably proved to
be one of the giants in the history of psychology. After centuries in which our
only knowledge of how the mind works was based on armchair speculation, he
showed that the principles of memory could be investigated empirically. With only
one participant and no support, he invented procedures that guided research on
memory for almost a century, and he used these techniques to discover principles
that are still valid (for example, Rubin and Wenzel, 1996; Meeter, Murre, and
Janssen, 2005). Inevitably, later research suggested new principles, but it was
Ebbinghaus who provided the foundation for this research. (For further discussion
of his contributions, see Kintsch, 1985; Slamecka, 1985; Gorfein and Hoffman,
1987.)

From association to cognition

Ebbinghaus’s primary goal was to determine the empirical conditions that deter-
mine how well we remember our experiences, and he made a remarkable start.
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man iron robin paper

Figure 8.3 Ebbinghaus’s view of the importance of temporal contiguity. If the words man, iron, robin,
and paper were presented sequentially, Ebbinghaus believed that man would be associated most
strongly with iron, because they were the most contiguous; less strongly with robin, and least strongly
with paper.

However, he also wanted to understand the mental processes underlying this
improvement. Why, for example, does repeating a list make it more memorable?

An associative analysis

Ebbinghaus’s analysis was basically associative: When he read a list, he believed
that associations were formed between each successive syllable, and it was the
strengthening of these associations that eventually allowed him to recall the syl-
lables in correct order. In addition to direct associations, he suggested that asso-
ciations were also formed between syllables that were not contiguous – he called
these remote associations.

Suppose that you were asked to remember a sequence such as Man, iron, robin,
paper. Ebbinghaus believed that Man would be strongly associated with the fol-
lowing word, iron, but that weaker associations would also be formed between
man and robin, man and paper, and so on (Figure 8.3). The greater the distance
between the words – and thus the less the temporal contiguity – the weaker the
associations should be, and in a series of clever experiments he was able to confirm
this prediction (Ebbinghaus, 1913/1885).

Ebbinghaus thus not only discovered a number of the empirical principles that
determined memory, he suggested that his findings could be explained by simple
principles. Memory seemed to depend on the formation of associations, with the
strength of each association depending on the contiguity of the units and the
frequency of their pairing. (Does this sound familiar?)

Although Ebbinghaus’s interpretation was sometimes questioned over subse-
quent decades (for example, Bartlett, 1932), most memory theorists followed in
his associative footsteps until the early 1950s. Evidence then began to appear that
fundamentally challenged his approach and gave rise to an entirely new frame-
work for understanding memory. In the following sections, we will examine two
of the most influential challenges.
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Giraffe, milkman, eggplant, Amos, Gerald, typist, baboon, parsnip,
garlic, florist, zebra, Byron, plumber, panther, rhubarb, Oswald,
wildcat, Jason, diver, radish, leopard, Otto, drugist, melon

Figure 8.4 Words used in Bousfield’s (1953) experiment.

Organization

Clustering

One challenge to the associative tradition began with the publication of a seemingly
innocuous experiment by Bousfield (1953). He used a procedure known as free
recall, in which participants are presented a list of words one at a time, as in
Ebbinghaus’s experiments, but instead of having to recall the words in the order
in which they were presented, they are free to recall them in whatever order they
choose. Some of the words Bousfield used are shown in Figure 8.4 and before
reading the next paragraph you might like to try memorizing the list yourself, to
see if you can anticipate Bousfield’s discovery. Just read the list of words once and
then write down as many words as you can remember, in any order you want.

As you probably noticed, the words are related; in fact, all the words are drawn
from four categories: animals, names, professions, and vegetables. The words from
the four categories were scattered randomly through the list, but when participants
recalled the words, they showed a significant tendency to recall the words from
a category together, a phenomenon Bousfield called clustering. This clustering
suggested that participants had detected the categorical relationships among the
words and then used these relationships to organize them into groups.

It turned out, moreover, that this tendency to reorganize material is not confined
to lists involving categories. Tulving (1962) presented participants with a list con-
taining words selected entirely at random, and he then looked at the sequence in
which they recalled these words. Participants read the words on the list and then
recalled them; they then received a second trial in which the same words were
presented but in a new random order, and they then recalled them again; and so
on. Despite the fact that the words were unrelated and were presented in a different
random order every time, Tulving found that participants imposed their own orders
on the list, and began to recall certain words together, with the same groupings
occurring on one recall trial after another. Tulving called this phenomenon subjec-
tive organization. It suggested that no matter what words participants are given,
they look for relationships among the words and then use these relationships to
rearrange the list.
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ruby
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marble
slate

alloys precious masonry

Figure 8.5 The importance of organization. The hierarchically organized list of words used by Bower
et al. (1969); a control group saw the same words but rearranged randomly.

Moreover, subsequent research revealed that organizing lists of words in this
way can substantially enhance our ability to remember them. One nice example
comes from a study by Bower et al. (1969). They showed one group of participants
diagrams of the kind illustrated in Figure 8.5, containing words drawn from several
subcategories of minerals. A second group was shown the same set of words,
but rearranged randomly within the hierarchical structure: The category name
“mineral,” for example, might appear in the middle or at the bottom of one of the
branches instead of the top. Participants shown the random arrangement could
later recall only 18% of the words, whereas those shown the organized version
recalled 65%. (See also Hirst, 1988.)

Implications

Evidence for clustering and others forms of organization is contrary to a simple
associative analysis, which assumes that participants associate words in the order
in which they are presented. Associative analyses do not have to be simple, how-
ever, and a more sophisticated version can account for clustering by accepting the
importance of hierarchical structures but then assuming that a hierarchical struc-
ture is itself no more than a network of associations. If the words table and chair
appear in a list, for example, table might remind participants of the superordinate
category furniture, which would in turn remind them of chair, bed, and so on. The
reason for this is that participants would have experienced these words together
many times in their lives, so that strong associations would already exist between
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them before the experiment began. (It was precisely to avoid such complications
that Ebbinghaus invented nonsense syllables.) One prediction that follows from
this analysis is that clustering should be found in any list containing words that
are strongly associated, even if they are not drawn from the same category (for
example, bed and dream), and this prediction has been confirmed: The stronger the
associations among the words on a list, the more clustering is obtained (Marshall,
cited in Cofer, 1965).

The occurrence of clustering, therefore, is not necessarily contrary to an asso-
ciative analysis, because the organizational processes involved can themselves be
interpreted in associative terms. (For further discussion of the problems involved in
separating associative and organizational accounts, see Cofer, 1965, and Tulving,
1968.) Nevertheless, the evidence for organization suggests that the behavior of
participants in memory experiments is far more complex than earlier accounts had
implied. Even if we adopt an associative framework for interpreting this evidence,
it is clear that participants are not simply associating words in the order in which
they are presented. At a minimum, they are associating words with categories
and categories with words, but even this is not all: Before participants can use
categories, they must notice that some words share these categories in the first
place. (If participants don’t notice the categories – for example, because the words
drawn from a category are spaced too far apart – clustering is much less likely to
occur; see Hall, 1971.) The evidence for clustering thus raised the possibility that
participants in memory experiments might be playing a much more active role
than associative theorists had previously assumed. Rather than simply associat-
ing words on a list in the order in which they were presented, participants were
displaying a disconcerting tendency to stand back and analyze the lists, looking
for strategies that might help them to simplify the task. If psychologists were
to understand memory, they might need to understand the cognitive processes
involved, processes that might prove far more complex than simply the formation
of associations.

Grammar

Chomsky’s deep structure

The evidence for organization posed a serious problem for associative theories of
memory, but the most devastating challenge began in 1959 with the publication of
a massively influential paper by Noam Chomsky. Chomsky was a linguist, and in
this article he argued that psychologists’ attempts to account for the complexities of
human language in simple terms were woefully inadequate. Most of his attack was
focused on B. F. Skinner, who had recently published a book attempting to explain
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The tall boy saved the dying woman

Figure 8.6 The hierarchical structure of a typical sentence, indicating how the words are divided into
phrases.

verbal behavior (Skinner, 1957), but Chomsky’s criticism went beyond Skinner, and
his article persuaded many psychologists that they had not sufficiently appreciated
the complexity of language.

Consider a relatively simple sentence such as

The tall boy saved the dying woman.

According to an associative analysis, we remember a sentence like this by associat-
ing the words in the order in which they occur: The is associated with tall, tall with
boy, and so on. Chomsky argued that the processes involved in understanding and
thus remembering a sentence are far more complex. Comprehension of a sentence,
he suggested, involves at least two levels of analysis. In the first, we analyze the
surface structure of the sentence, which is essentially the phrase structure long
taught in classes on grammar. Our target sentence, for example, would initially
be divided into a noun phrase, The tall boy, and a verb phrase, saved the dying
woman, and these phrases would then themselves be further decomposed. The tall
boy, for example, can be divided into the and tall boy, and so on (Figure 8.6). Once
the surface structure of the sentence has been established, Chomsky said that it
would be further analyzed for its underlying or deep structure. Any idea can be
expressed in a number of different wordings; for example, compare the following:

The tall boy saved the dying woman.

The dying woman was saved by the tall boy.

The surface structure of the two sentences is different, but both express the same
idea. Chomsky said that the deep structure of a sentence is essentially a represen-
tation of this central idea, and that this deep structure can be expressed in any of a
number of different surface forms. He went on to propose linguistic rules govern-
ing how a sentence’s deep structure can be transformed into its surface structure,
but for our purposes the key point is that when participants read a sentence they
do not simply associate words; they carry out a complex analysis of the syntactic
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and semantic relationships among the words. (Syntax refers to the order in which
words occur; semantics to the meaning of the words.)

Memory for meaning

It took a while for psychologists to begin to test Chomsky’s ideas, but evidence
gradually began to appear that supported his distinction between the surface struc-
ture of a sentence and its deeper meaning. One experiment nicely illustrating this
distinction was reported by Jacqueline Sachs (1967). We have seen that the deep
structure of a sentence is essentially a representation of its meaning, and Chomsky
suggested that the surface and deep structure are represented separately. If so, it
is reasonable to think that participants might recall one without the other – for
example, they might remember the meaning of a sentence (its deep structure) but
not its precise wording. To test this, Sachs played her participants a tape recording
of a story about the discovery of the telescope and occasionally interrupted the
tape to show them a test sentence and ask whether it was identical to one of the
sentences heard previously. For example, one of the sentences in the passage was

He sent a letter about it to Galileo, the great Italian scientist.

The test sentence was either an exact copy or a modified version such as

1 He sent Galileo, the great Italian scientist, a letter about it. (meaning preserved)
2 Galileo, the great Italian scientist, sent him a letter about it (meaning altered)

If the test sentence was presented immediately after the original, participants were
able to recall the exact wording and reject any alternative. If testing was delayed
until many other sentences had been presented, however, participants were no
longer able to detect changes in surface structure – they were as likely to accept
the altered version in sentence 1 as the original. Modifications that changed the
meaning, however, were still rejected. Sachs’s results thus suggest that we store the
words and the meaning of a sentence separately: At first, we may remember both,
but as time passes the exact wording may be lost whereas memory for meaning is
preserved.

Memory for surface structure is not always as fleeting as in Sachs’s experiment
(Anderson and Paulson, 1977; Keenan, MacWhinney, and Mayhew, 1977), but
there is now little doubt that we sometimes remember the meaning of a passage
even when we have forgotten the words in which it was originally expressed (for
example, Kintsch and Bates, 1977; Gernsbacher, 1985). Indeed, this dissociation
is quite common: We often remember the general theme or gist of conversations,
lectures, and so forth, even though we can’t remember the details. As commonplace
as this experience may be, it provides devastating evidence against an associative
account of memory. More strongly than any of the evidence we have reviewed,
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research on language suggested that participants reading verbal material cannot
simply be associating words in sequence; something far more complex seems to
be going on. (For further discussion of what this might be, see Chapter 10.)

Summary

Ebbinghaus developed and used nonsense syllables to minimize the role of past
learning, thereby allowing him to study the formation of memories from the
beginning.

However, when subsequent researchers moved on to investigate memory for
words – in pairs, in lists, and, even more dramatically, in sentences – they quickly
encountered the crucial role that meaning plays in memory. Participants do not
simply associate words in the order in which they are presented; rather, they
look for meaningful relationships among these words and then use these rela-
tionships to help them remember the material. When asked to remember a list of
unrelated words, participants look for relationships between them, then use these
relationships to reorganize the words into a more coherent and easily remembered
structure. And when asked to remember sentences, participants use their knowl-
edge of grammar to extract the sentence’s deeper meaning. In all these situations,
participants are not directly associating words but, rather, developing structures
to organize them into groups, structures ranging from membership of the same
categories (animals, vegetables) to complex grammatical rules.

We have suggested that at least some of this evidence can be assimilated into
an associative framework (language poses the greatest problem in this regard),
but even within this framework, it became clear that participants were doing far
more than associating contiguous words – at a minimum, they were also forming
associations between words that were separated by many other words, and in
the case of categorized lists these categorical links seemed to affect recall far
more than associations between contiguous words. Such evidence suggested that
psychologists would have to focus on the processes going on between the time
a word was presented and the time it was recalled, for participants were clearly
active during this period, pursuing a variety of strategies to help them remember.
In other words, investigators became convinced that they needed to focus more on
the cognitive processes inside people’s heads – that is, the processes involved in
perceiving, storing, and ultimately using information about the external world. The
effect was to give birth to an entirely new discipline within psychology, cognitive
psychology, whose purpose was to understand the mental processes involved in
thinking. Instead of a largely behavioral approach, in which experimenters studied
the external conditions that influenced memory, cognitive psychologists were more
concerned with the mental processes involved. This emphasis did not preclude
an interest in practical applications (for example, Neisser, 1978). Nevertheless,
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the evidence for the importance of organization and grammar led to far greater
emphasis on internal processes, and we will now turn our attention to this cognitive
approach.

An information-processing framework

Sachs’s experiment suggests that what is stored in memory can be very different
from the event as originally experienced in the real world – in the case of a sentence
read on a page, what is stored is not the pattern of light and dark reaching the eye,
but some sort of representation of the meaning of the squiggles on the paper. One of
the goals of cognitive psychologists was to understand the processes involved: to
trace, step-by-step, how an experience in the real world is eventually transformed
into a permanent record or representation in the brain.

Cognitive psychologists’ thinking about how to do this was guided initially by a
theoretical perspective or framework known as information processing. This had
its origins in the 1940s in the field of engineering, where scientists were developing
a strange new machine called a computer. The early computers were pathetically
slow by modern standards, and incredibly bulky – in 1949, the magazine Popular
Mechanics optimistically forecast that computers might someday weigh less than
1.5 tons! Nevertheless, the development of these gargantuan machines profoundly
influenced the emerging discipline of cognitive psychology. To understand that
influence, we will begin by briefly considering the properties of computers.

The computer analogy

Computers

Despite their remarkable achievements, computers are fundamentally primitive
machines that can perform only a few simple operations. To add the numbers 5
and 3, for example, a computer first stores the numbers in separate cells in its
electronic memory, along with instructions, or a program, that tells it how to add
them. Using these instructions, the computer then retrieves the stored numbers
from its memory and transfers them to a central processing unit (CPU) where
they are added together. The computer then transfers the sum obtained to another
memory cell and stores it there. Finally, it conveys the result to us by printing it
on paper or displaying it on a screen.

This summary is something of an oversimplification – the steps just outlined
would be broken down into tens or hundreds of separate operations. Nevertheless,
it does accurately convey the way in which computers solve problems by breaking
them down into small steps. Each of these steps is extremely simple (for example,
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adding 3 and 5), but by executing them at almost unimaginable speed, computers
can solve problems of staggering complexity. As this ability of computers to
solve problems became clear in the 1940s and early 1950s, psychologists became
increasingly fascinated by the mechanisms involved. If computers could solve
complex problems by breaking them down into simpler steps, was it possible that
human thinking might be based on the same strategy?

At first, many psychologists were skeptical: Could the rather elementary oper-
ations of a computer really provide a meaningful analogy to the richness and
complexity of human thought? Computers, after all, could solve problems only if
given extremely detailed, step-by-step instructions for doing so, and even with
such instructions could only solve problems requiring rote, repetitive calculations.
In essence, they seemed to be little more than glorified calculating machines. Over
time, however, it became clear that these limitations were not as serious as they
first appeared. For example, it turned out that computers could be programmed
to learn from experience: Given the broad outlines of a problem, they could try
out different strategies for solving the problem and then use whatever strategy
proved most effective in solving future problems. Furthermore, it became clear
that computers need not be confined to rote calculations; they can be programmed
to use the same kinds of flexible, goal-oriented strategies used by humans, and in
many areas can use them more effectively. Thus, computers have already beaten
human world champions at games such as checkers, and on August 31, 1994 – a
date that may yet go down as one of the pivotal moments in human history – a
computer beat Gary Kasparov, who was the reigning world champion, at chess.

Successes such as these do not prove that people and computers solve problems
in identical ways, but they do make it more plausible that the extraordinary
abilities of the human brain could be based on processes that, if considered in
isolation, might seem absurdly simple. Psychologists thus became increasingly
interested in computers as a possible model for human thought, and the concepts
and terminology of computer programming had an important influence on the
emerging discipline of cognitive psychology.

Sequential processing

One influence was the belief that problem solving can be understood as a sequence
of simple operations, in each of which the output of the preceding stage (for exam-
ple, the sum 8 from our earlier example of 5 + 3) is participant to one further
process or modification (in this case, storage in a memory cell). This sequen-
tial analysis has aspects in common with both the cognitive and the associative
approaches to learning discussed in the preceding chapter. It is most obviously sim-
ilar to the cognitive approach in its emphasis on understanding internal processes,
but it also strongly resembles associative theories in some respects. Consider, for
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example, the following quote from Newell and Simon, two of the most influential
of the early information-processing theorists:

It looks more and more as if problem solving is accomplished through complex structures
of familiar simple elements. The growing proof is that we can simulate problem solving in
a number of situations using no more than these simple elements as the building blocks of
our programs. (Newell and Simon, 1963, p. 402)

This belief in the possibility of synthesizing complex behaviors from simple build-
ing blocks should be familiar because it is virtually identical to that expressed by
S–R theorists such as Clark Hull and also manifested in later associative theories
such as the Rescorla–Wagner model. Information processing thus combines the
cognitive emphasis on internal processes with the associative belief that these pro-
cesses are fundamentally simple, and its ability to synthesize these approaches was
almost certainly a major factor in its growing popularity (see also Hintzman, 1978).

Terminology

Computer technology also influenced the terminology used to describe the stages
of processing. In the case of memory, psychologists noted that, where a computer
has to remember information, it does so in three stages: coding the input, storing
it, and then retrieving it when it is needed. When a computer is presented with
information, the first thing the computer does is to transform, or code, the input
into a form that it can process. If the numbers to be added are typed into the
computer, for example, the pressure on the keys is transformed into electrical
signals, and these signals are then translated into a binary code (a series of 0s and
1s). This transformation process – from pressure on a key to electrical signals to a
binary representation – is known as coding or encoding. Once the computer has
developed a code for the input, the code is stored in the computer’s memory. (In
older computers, this was done by changing the magnetic states of memory cells.)
This process is known as storage. Finally, when the stored information is needed
for some purpose such as addition, it is retrieved from its location in memory and
copied into the computer’s central processing unit, where any required arithmetic
operations can be carried out. This is known as retrieval.

Information-processing theorists began their analysis of memory by similarly
conceptualizing memory as a sequential process of coding, storing, and retrieving
information. To provide a concrete focus for our discussion of these processes,
imagine that as you were walking down a street, a stranger approached and
handed you a piece of paper containing the single word cat. If you later told a
friend about this strange encounter and your friend asked what the word had been,
you would probably have no difficulty in recalling it, but how would you do it?
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What processes would have occurred in your brain to allow you to store this word
when you first saw it and then subsequently retrieve it?

Cognitive psychologists wanted to understand these processes. If you stop to
think about it, the goal is an audacious one. We could measure the light from the
page that reached your eye, and we can observe whether you respond correctly
when asked to repeat the word, but how can we say anything about the invisible
processes that went on in your brain during the period in between? Existing tech-
nology does not allow us to trace the transmission of activity from one neuron to
another in a living person’s brain; how, then, can we say what processes occurred?

Two clues to a model of memory

As it happens, at just about the same time that research on organization was con-
vincing psychologists that they needed to understand cognitive processes better,
important clues were emerging about the nature of these processes. We will look
at two of the key pieces of the jigsaw that was to eventually lead to a model of
how memory works.

Rapid forgetting

One critical clue came from experiments reported by Brown (1958) at Birkbeck
College in England and by Peterson and Peterson (1959) at Indiana University in
America. The two experiments were very similar; we will focus on the one reported
by the Petersons.

Previous research, from Ebbinghaus onward, had shown that people can remem-
ber verbal material (arrangements of words) for long periods – hours, days, or even
years. In virtually all these studies, however, participants were allowed to continue
thinking about the material during the retention interval, so that the observed
recall was, potentially, the fruit of extended practice. The Petersons wondered how
long material would be remembered if participants were not given an opportunity
to practice it. To find out, they gave participants a consonant trigram (for example,
CHJ) and then, after a delay of between 3 and 18 seconds, asked them to recall
it. To ensure that participants did not practice the trigram during the retention
interval, the Petersons asked them to count backward by three’s from a number
such as 793. (Counting backward requires a considerable amount of concentration,
so that participants would have little time to think about whatever trigram they
had heard.)

On the surface, the task was almost ridiculously easy: Participants were being
asked to remember three letters for only a few seconds. However, as Figure 8.7
shows, it proved remarkably difficult. After only 3 seconds, 20% of the participants
could no longer recall the trigram, and within 15 seconds, the trigram had been
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Figure 8.7 Short-term memory: Forgetting when material cannot be rehearsed. (Adapted from Peterson
and Peterson, 1959.)

forgotten by almost everyone. Thus, when participants are prevented from repeat-
ing or practicing material, it appears that forgetting occurs incredibly quickly,
within a matter of just seconds (see also Chapter 11).

Memory span

A second clue came from a phenomenon called memory span.
To experience this phenomenon for yourself, try repeating the following set of

digits after reading it only once:

8096

Now try the following set:

517022849375

Most people find repeating the first set easy, but find the second set difficult if not
impossible. The number of items that we can remember after a single exposure is
known as the memory span. Most people can remember between five and nine
digits after a single exposure, a range that Miller (1956) immortalized as “the
magical number seven, plus or minus two.”

That most people can remember only about seven digits may not surprise you –
you have probably had more experience than you wanted with looking up a
telephone number and then forgetting it before you could dial. This limitation
is more paradoxical, though, if you consider how many tens and hundreds of
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thousands of facts and experiences you have stored in your memory. Given what
is clearly the vast storage capacity of human memory, why should it be so difficult
to remember a piffling ten or twelve digits?

A preliminary model

Why is forgetting so rapid in the Brown–Peterson procedure? And why can we
remember only about seven digits after hearing them once? In both cases, there
appears to be a striking difference between our ability to recall very recent events –
those that occurred just seconds ago – and those that occurred further in the past.
First, they differ in speed of forgetting. The Petersons’ data suggested that newly
formed memories are very fragile – unless we can continue to pay attention to
new information, we seem to forget it within just seconds. This contrasts with
longer-term memories where, once a memory has lasted more than an hour, we
typically remember it for days or even years. Moreover, the number of events that
we can store also seems very different for recent memories and older ones. For
recent memories, research on memory span suggests that we can store only about
seven recent events at any one time. Again, this contrasts sharply with our capacity
to store older memories, which is vast. Even if we confine our attention simply
to vocabulary, most English-speaking adults know about 20,000 words together
with their meanings, suggesting that we can store hundreds of thousands of older
experiences, against just seven new ones.

The Atkinson–Shiffrin model

These differences in the properties of older memories and recent ones – in speed of
forgetting and in capacity – suggested to a number of psychologists that we may
possess two memory stores rather than one. The first, called short-term memory
or STM, was assumed to be a temporary storage system that holds material just
long enough for it to be processed; the capacity of this temporary store is very
small. Once processing in this first store is completed, the coded material would
be transferred to a more permanent store called long-term memory, or LTM.

Following publication of the Brown and Peterson papers, and one by Miller
(1956) drawing attention to memory span, a number of psychologists proposed
theories of memory based on the assumption of two separate stores (for exam-
ple, Broadbent, 1958; Waugh and Norman, 1965). Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968)
were the authors of one of these models, and it explained the existing data so
successfully that it soon dominated the field and became known as the modal
model. (In statistics, the mode is the most common score in a data set; here, the
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Atkinson–Shiffrin model nicely captured the shared or common features of the
various models that had been proposed.)

Because of its importance, we will be examining this model in some detail, but
to simplify our discussion we will begin by considering just some of its features.
In Chapters 9 and 10, we will complete our survey of the model and consider how
its assumptions have been modified following subsequent research.

STS and LTS

Atkinson and Shiffrin called the temporary store the short-term store (STS), and
the permanent store the long-term store (LTS). The purpose of the short-term store
was to allow preliminary processing of information. Items held in the short-term
store decay rapidly over time; Atkinson and Shiffrin estimated that all trace of a
word placed in STS will normally be lost within 30 seconds. For as long as an
item resides in STS, however, there is a tendency to transfer it to the long-term
store; the longer an item is resident in STS, the greater the likelihood that a copy
will be transferred to LTS. And once information is transferred to LTS, it is likely
to be held there permanently. (Forgetting, in this view, is not caused by loss of
material from LTS but, rather, by difficulty in locating it – for further discussion,
see Chapter 11.)1

Control processes

Atkinson and Shiffrin suggested that a number of different operations can be
carried out on material while it is being held in STS. Some of these processes are
automatic, in the sense that they are beyond an individual’s ability to deliberately
initiate or prevent. (See also Chapter 7.) Other processes were assumed to be under
voluntary control, and Atkinson and Shiffrin called these control processes.

One important control process identified by Atkinson and Shiffrin was what
they called coding. This refers to a change in the code assigned to an item – for
example, trying to remember the word cat by forming a mental image of a cat. It
might have been better if they had referred to this process as recoding rather than
coding because any word will already have been assigned a code by the time it
reaches STS. As we shall see in Chapter 9, if you read the word cat, your brain
analyzes the patterns of light and dark that reach your eye and, in effect, says,

1 Atkinson and Shiffrin distinguished between short- and long-term stores (STS and LTS) and short-
and long-term memories (STM and LTM). The term short-term memory refers to memory for recent
events, while long-term memory refers to memory for older events. STS and LTS, by contrast, refer
to the stores in the brain where these memories are thought to be held. We will discuss this
distinction further in Chapter 9.
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Figure 8.8 A simplified outline of the Atkinson–Shiffrin (1968) model.

“Ah hah, that must be the word cat.” What is stored in STS is this interpretation
or code; if you then form an image of a cat, this is changing the existing code, or
recoding.

In any case, Atkinson and Shiffrin suggested that control processes such as
coding and organization can increase the chances that material will be remembered
once it has been transferred to LTS. However, applying these control processes
takes time, and because material in STS decays rapidly, this time is limited. To
increase the period available for recoding, they suggest that we use another control
strategy, rehearsal. By repeating a word, we effectively refresh the word’s trace in
STS, thereby prolonging the time it is held there. Suppose, for example, that an
unrehearsed word would normally decay completely within 25 seconds. If the word
is rehearsed before it has disappeared – say at 20 seconds – then this rehearsal will
return the word to full strength and thereby initiate another period of 25 seconds
before the word is lost. Material can be transferred to LTS for as long as it is in
STS, so rehearsing a word not only keeps it active in STS but also makes it more
likely that a permanent trace will be formed in LTS (see Figure 8.8).

Implications

As we’ve seen in earlier chapters, one important test of a theory is its ability to
explain known phenomena; another is its ability to predict new phenomena. One
reason for the popularity of the Atkinson–Shiffrin model was its success in both,
and we will look at three examples.

Rapid forgetting

One phenomenon for which the model offered a simple explanation was the rapid
forgetting observed by Peterson and Peterson. (This was the experiment in which
participants were shown a trigram and then asked to count backward to prevent
rehearsal.) The model’s explanation is straightforward. When the trigram is pre-
sented, participants initially store it in STS. When they are then asked to count
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backward, however, this prevents them from rehearsing the trigram. As a result,
the code for the trigram decays rapidly, producing a similar decline in recall.

Memory span

Similarly, the model can easily account for the fact that memory span is only
about seven digits. According to the model, the limited capacity of STS arises from
the fact that we can only rehearse one item at a time. Suppose, for example, that
you read the number 683 and wanted to maintain this number in an active state
in STS. To prevent the number from decaying, you could rehearse the 6 first, then
the 8, then the 3. After finishing the 3, you could return to the 6, and repeat the
entire sequence as often as necessary. If the list of digits to be remembered was
too long, however, then the first digit would have faded from memory before you
could return to rehearse it. It is rather like the plate-spinning act in a circus, where
the juggler runs from one plate to the next, giving each a reviving spin (rehearsal)
as he goes. Each new spin returns the plate to its original state of activity, but
if the juggler tries to maintain too many plates at once, the first plate will have
fallen to the table by the time he reaches the last one. In the case of memory span,
it appears that we can keep only about seven digits active at one time.

Primacy and recency

As a final example of the model’s ability to explain known phenomena, we will
consider its account of two important characteristics of memory that we have not
yet discussed, the primacy and recency effects. In experiments on free recall, we’ve
seen that participants are given lists of words to read and then allowed to recall
them in any order they want. You might think that participants would be equally
good at remembering words from all parts of the list, but this turns out not to be
the case. If the probability of recalling a word is plotted as a function of the word’s
position in the list – this is known as a serial position curve – the result usually
resembles the curve shown in Figure 8.9. As shown in the figure, the probability
of recall is greater for words from the beginning of the list than for words in the
middle, and greater still for words from the end. The heightened recall of words
from the beginning of the list is known as the primacy effect, and the improved
recall of words from the end is called the recency effect. The obvious question is
why recall should be greater for words from the beginning and end of the list.

Let’s consider first how the model accounts for the recency effect. If participants
are asked to recall a list immediately after they finish reading it, the last words in
the list will still be in STS. All participants have to do is to recall these words
first, while they are still relatively fresh in STS, and they will obtain high scores
for the words at the end of the list. Moreover, if they begin by recalling the last
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Figure 8.9 A typical serial position curve, showing the likelihood of recalling a word from a list as a
function of its position in the list.

word and work backward, then earlier words will continue to decay as they say
the later ones, thus accounting for the fact that the last word is recalled best, then
the next-to-last word, and so on. As predicted by this analysis, participants do in
fact begin by recalling the words from the end of the list first (Welch and Burnett,
1924).

The model explains the primacy effect largely by rehearsal. When the first word
in the list is presented, participants can devote all their rehearsal capacity to it,
increasing the likelihood that it will be transferred to LTS. When the second word
is presented, participants are likely to rehearse both words; the extra rehearsal
for the first word will further increase its chances of being transferred to LTS,
but the second word will be rehearsed less often and thus will be less likely to
be remembered. As each new word is presented, the limited amount of rehearsal
time will be spread over more words, reducing the amount of rehearsal that each
receives. The cumulative result is that words at the beginning of the list are
rehearsed more often than words in the middle or end, resulting in improved recall
for the early words.

The model thus offers a simple account for both primacy and recency effects, but
how do we know if this account is correct? Do participants really rehearse words in
the manner suggested by the model? To find out, Rundus (1971) asked participants
to rehearse out loud – that is, to continuously report whatever words they were
thinking of, rather than repeating them silently. He counted the total number
of times each word in the list was rehearsed, and Figure 8.10 shows the number
of times each word was rehearsed (dashed line) together with the probability that
these words were later recalled (solid line). For most of the words, the frequency
with which a word was rehearsed correlated almost perfectly with how well it was
recalled. The exception was words from the end of the list, where, as we have
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Figure 8.10 The probability of recalling a word in a list of 20 words, together with the number of times
the word was rehearsed. (Adapted from Rundus, 1971.)

already suggested, participants were probably recalling words from STS rather
than LTS. If we confine our attention to material recalled from LTS, Rundus’s
results provide striking confirmation of the model’s prediction that the likelihood
of recalling a word would depend on how often it was rehearsed.2

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
� The scientific study of memory began with one extraordinary figure, Ebbinghaus.

By memorizing lists of nonsense syllables, he demonstrated the importance of
variables such as the frequency and spacing of trials. He also showed that
forgetting occurs rapidly at first but then much more slowly; subsequent research
confirmed that material that is remembered for several years may enter a kind
of permastore, where it resides almost permanently.

� Ebbinghaus analyzed his findings in terms of the formation of associations,
but when psychologists began to study the memorization of more meaningful
material they found that a purely associative analysis was no longer adequate.
Even when given lists of unrelated words, we reorganize them (clustering), and
when given textual material we abstract and store the underlying meaning – we

2 Rundus’s results illustrate the usefulness of distinguishing between STS and STM. Rundus tested
his participants’ recall immediately after they had finished reading the list, so their recall was, by
definition, an example of short-term memory. However, it seems likely that words from the
beginning of the list were retrieved from LTS, whereas those from the end were retrieved from STS.
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may remember the meaning of a passage long after we have forgotten the specific
words in which it was expressed.

� To better understand these more sophisticated processes, psychologists adopted
an information-processing framework in which they set out to trace the step-
by-step processes by which information is coded, stored, and retrieved.

� Important clues came from two discoveries: that participants can remember only
about seven new items at one time, and that in the absence of rehearsal these
items are forgotten within seconds.

� To explain these results, Atkinson and Shiffrin proposed that information is
initially held in a temporary or short-term store; this store has a limited capacity,
and material is forgotten very rapidly if it is not rehearsed. Their model accounts
not only for rapid forgetting and memory span, but also for the fact that we
remember words from the beginning and end of a list better than from the middle
(the serial position effect).

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 Why did Ebbinghaus memorize nonsense syllables rather than, say, novels?
What are the possible advantages and disadvantages of this approach?

2 Ebbinghaus found that memory for nonsense syllables depended on both the
amount and the spacing of practice. What has subsequent research, with
different material, revealed about the effects of these variables?

3 What is clustering? Why did its discovery pose a challenge to associative
analyses of memory?

4 How did Chomsky’s distinction between the surface and deep structure of a
sentence lead to an even more powerful challenge to a purely associative
analysis of memory?

5 How did the development of the computer influence psychologists’ thinking
about the operation of the brain?

6 How did research on rapid forgetting and the memory span contribute to the
development of the Atkinson–Shiffrin model? What are the main assumptions
of this model? How does it account for rapid forgetting and the memory span?

7 According to the Atkinson–Shiffrin model, what is a control process? What are
the main control processes carried out on material while it is held in the
short-term store?

8 What is the serial position effect? How does the Atkinson–Shiffrin model
account for it?
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We’ve seen that associative approaches dominated early thinking about memory,
but that growing problems with this approach convinced most theorists that mem-
ory was not based simply on the formation of associations; other processes would
have to be considered. The Atkinson–Shiffrin model provided a preliminary frame-
work for understanding these processes, but the research it spawned gradually led
to important changes. In this chapter and the following one, we’ll look at some of
the most important changes. We’ll begin here by focusing on how sensory input is
coded – that is, what happens from the time we receive sensory input to the time
a representation of that input is stored in long-term memory. Then, in Chapter 10,
we’ll consider what happens to material once it reaches that long-term store.

Sensory memory

We have described the Atkinson–Shiffrin model as a two-store model, but they
actually postulated three stores. When we perceive the written word cat, for
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Figure 9.1 A simplified outline of the visual system, illustrating how a large number of neurons at one
level converge on a single neuron at the next level.

example, extensive processing must occur before we recognize the lines on the
page as representing this word, and Atkinson and Shiffrin suggested that dur-
ing this preliminary processing material is held in a temporary store that they
called sensory memory. In this section, we will outline the early stages in sensory
processing and discuss the role of sensory memory in facilitating this processing.

From features to grandmothers

The first step in forming a memory of an experience occurs at the senses, where
physical energy from the external environment is transformed into electrical activ-
ity. To continue with our cat example, when you’re shown the word on a piece
of paper, the reflected light reaches each eye, where it is focused on an area at
the back of the eye called the retina. Visual receptors located in the retina contain
chemicals that are sensitive to light, and the resulting chemical activity eventually
produces an electrical signal. As shown in Figure 9.1, these receptors are connected
to neurons in the next level of the visual system, which are in turn connected to
neurons at a third level, and so on, until eventually the electrical activity generated
in the receptors of the eye is conveyed to neurons in the cortex of the brain. The
question is how this transmission of electrical signals through a series of neurons
eventually makes it possible for you to recognize objects such as letters.

Consider the letter E. In reading printed and handwritten material, you encounter
this letter in an almost infinite variety of forms, differing in shape, size, and
orientation. How, then, does your brain manage to recognize all these variants as
manifestations of the same letter?

The most likely explanation is that your brain simplifies the task by analyzing
stimuli by their component features. All printed Es, for example, are composed of
one long line and three shorter lines, with these lines arranged in certain spatial
relationships. If the visual system could analyze a complex visual scene into such
component features and extract information about the relationships between them,
then it could use this information to identify the letter E whenever it was presented,
regardless of its exact size, orientation, and so on.
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In fact, physiological studies of the visual system suggest that pattern recog-
nition does begin with analysis of simple features. In one early study done with
frogs, tiny wires called microelectrodes were inserted into single neurons in the
frog’s visual system, and electrical activity in these neurons was recorded as the
neurons responded to different visual patterns presented to the frog’s eye (Lettvin
et al., 1959). The researchers found that different cells were sensitive to different
kinds of physical stimuli: Some cells responded only when the external stimulus
contained regions of light and dark divided by a sharp edge – in effect, these cells
detected the presence of lines or boundaries. Other cells responded only when the
line was moving; and still others only when the level of illumination was reduced.
In other words, each of these cells seemed to be specialized to detect one feature
of the visual input – an edge, movement, or a change in illumination. The most
intriguing of these cells, though, were what appeared to be “bug detectors,” cells
which responded whenever a small, dark, circular object moved into the frog’s field
of view. (Frogs have an especially keen interest in flying insects, as these insects
provide, however reluctantly, the bulk of the frog’s diet.)

The frog’s visual system is far simpler than that of humans, but studies of cats
and monkeys, whose brains resemble ours much more closely, suggest that the
human brain also recognizes complex stimuli by first analyzing their component
features (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962, 1979). For example, some neurons within the
monkey’s visual system respond only when horizontal lines are presented, others
respond only to vertical lines, and so on. Suppose that the horizontal-line detector
and the vertical-line detector are both connected to a single neuron at the next
level in the visual system, and further suppose that this neuron fires only if it
receives inputs from both the horizontal and the vertical detectors. If so, this
higher-level neuron would effectively register the fact that both a horizontal and
a vertical line are present somewhere in the visual field.

This example illustrates how sequential processing could allow the visual sys-
tem to detect features and then combine them into increasingly complex shapes.
Starting at the earlier levels and working upward, the visual system might start by
detecting a horizontal line, then a combination of lines representing an E, then a
combination representing the word “the,” and so on. Similarly, the system could
recognize faces by first decomposing each face into a set of component features
and then combining these features into progressively more complex patterns, until
eventually a single cell in the cortex would become active whenever a certain
face was present – for example, a “grandmother cell” which would become active
whenever you saw your grandmother! And strange as this notion may seem, physi-
ological studies of monkeys’ visual systems have suggested that such grandmother
cells may actually exist – Gross, Bender, and Rocha-Miranda (1969) found indi-
vidual cells that would respond whenever a monkey was presented with a picture
of another monkey’s paw held in a certain orientation, and Perrett et al. (1994)
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Figure 9.2 Top-down mechanisms in visual perception. (Adapted from Selfridge, 1959.)

discovered cells that responded only to pictures of monkey’s faces. And more
recent evidence has suggested similar specialization in the human brain – Quian
Quiroga et al. (2005) found “Hale Berry” cells that would respond to pictures of
her face but not those of the other actresses shown.

The notion of grandmother cells has been controversial, in part because it seems
unlikely that any concept could be represented by just a single neuron – if you
possessed a cell representing your grandmother and it was damaged or died, would
you no longer be able to recognize her? One way or another, many cells must be
involved, and some theorists now believe that objects may be represented by a
pattern of activity within a large network of neurons, rather than just by activation
of a single neuron. (See the discussion of neural networks in Chapter 13.) Nev-
ertheless, it is clear that sequential processing of information plays a vital role in
allowing our brains to make sense of the staggeringly large amount of information
reaching our senses – 100 million receptors just in a single eye – and this process-
ing may sometimes reach its climax in something not unlike a grandmother cell.
(For a vigorous statement of the case for grandmother cells, see Bowers, 2009.)

Top-down processing

Our discussion to this point has implied that perception is a bottom-up process
that begins at the senses and then continues in a linear fashion from one neuron
to another, until information eventually arrives at the highest level of the cortex.
Perception, however, also involves top-down processing in which information
available at higher levels is used to guide processing at lower levels. For a simple
illustration, look at the words in Figure 9.2. You probably had no difficulty in
reading the words, but your success becomes more impressive when you consider
that the central letter in the two words is exactly the same, and yet in one case
you automatically read it as an H and in the other as an A. How did you manage
to interpret the same shape so differently in the two cases?

The obvious answer is that your perception of the ambiguous shape was based
not simply on its own properties but on those of the letters that surrounded it. In
analyzing a word such as THE, what seems to happen is that you process each
of the letters separately – or, in computer terminology, in parallel. Once your
brain decides that the first letter is T and the final letter is E, it then uses this
information to decide that the slightly funny-looking shape in the middle must
be an H. Information from the highest levels of processing thus feeds back to
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lower levels, to help us decide how to interpret ambiguous features. In this view,
recognition of an object requires a combination of bottom-up processing (from
individual features to complex shapes) and top-down processing (from knowledge
of a shape to recognition of its features).

A further illustration of the importance of contextual cues in identifying a
stimulus comes from an experiment by Warren (1970). The participants in this
study listened to a tape containing the sentence “The state governors met with
their respective legislatures convening in the capital city.” However, the section
of the tape containing the first s in legislatures had been cut out beforehand and
replaced by the sound of someone coughing. Despite the fact that the s was not
present, 19 of the 20 participants reported hearing every single part of the sentence
distinctly. Even when they were told that one segment of the sentence had been
removed, they still were unable to identify which segment was missing. In this
situation, it appeared that the words preceding the missing letter led participants
to expect the word to be legislature, and this expectation was so strong that it led
participants to interpret the noise as the expected letter, and so to hear a sound
that was not there.

This evidence suggests that perception is not simply a bottom-up process in
which the features of a stimulus progressively determine our perception of it; we
also use contextual information to decide what a stimulus is likely to be, and we
may base our conclusions as much on these expectations as on the actual features
of the stimulus. It might seem strange for perception to be influenced so heavily
by expectations, to the point where you see and hear things that are not there,
but this strategy may make more sense if you consider how impoverished the
sensory information available to you often is. Your eyes absorb information at an
astonishing rate – objects around you may be moving rapidly, and even if they
are stationary, your eyes jump from one fixation point to another as often as four
times a second to ensure that important details in a scene are focused on the center
of your retina, where receptors are most densely packed. The result is that you
normally have very little time to process one stimulus before shifting your attention
to another and must base your perceptions on very limited information. Using
previous stimuli to form expectations allows you to interpret this fragmentary
information more accurately.

You are engaging in this process right now, as you read this sentence. A skilled
reader takes in approximately 250 words per minute, and at this rate there simply
isn’t time to analyze every feature of every letter. Instead, readers process a subset
of these features – for example, the contour of a word, and the words that precede
it – and then use this information to guess what the word must be. We can illustrate
this with the simple sentence “I love Paris in the the spring” – did you notice that
a word was repeated? If not, this is another example of how we sometimes see
what we expect to see, rather than what is there.
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Perception, then, does not involve copying the world but rather interpreting
it. We extract as many features as circumstances (and our limited processing
capacity) allow, and we then use this fragmentary information to construct a
model of the world. This model is normally very accurate, giving us the impression
that we are seeing objects directly, rather than making guesses about what they
are likely to be. Nevertheless, our conscious perceptions are only the final stage of
an extended process in which fragmentary information is collected and analyzed,
and the conclusion – our conscious perception – can be totally wrong.

If this notion of perception as a constructive process based on incomplete infor-
mation still seems strange to you, perhaps a further example will help. Warren and
Warren (1970) asked participants to listen to sentences such as the following:

1 It was found that the *eel was on the axle.
2 It was found that the *eel was on the orange.

In both cases, the section of the tape marked by the * was replaced by a noise.
The same noise was used in both cases, but this did not prevent participants who
heard the first sentence from hearing the word wheel, and those who heard the
second sentence from hearing the word peel. As in Warren’s original experiment,
participants were hearing not what was actually there but what they expected to
be there; the striking finding in this case is that their perceptions were based on
evidence presented several words later. Thus although participants were convinced
that they had heard each word as it was presented, in fact processing continued long
after the word had ended, and later words led to a retrospective reinterpretation of
sounds heard earlier. Perception is a constructive process based on our expectations
as well as sensory data, and it does not always reproduce reality accurately.

Storing the evidence

We have seen that in identifying a stimulus we consider not only its features but
also its context, and the Warren and Warren study makes it clear that this process
takes time: We sometimes need to analyze sensory material for an extended period
before we can decide what external event generated it. To allow enough time for
this processing to be completed, sensory material is initially held in a very brief
store called sensory memory.

The first evidence that material might be held in a temporary store even before
reaching STS came from research by a doctoral student at Harvard, George
Sperling. He was interested in how much information people could see if a scene
was visible only briefly. If you are in a moving car, for example, and you catch
a brief glimpse of someone walking down the street, how well would you be able
to describe that person’s clothing?
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Figure 9.3 Procedure used by Sperling (1960). An array of letters was shown very briefly; after a delay,
either a high, a medium, or a low tone was presented to tell participants which row of the array to recall.

In one early study of this phenomenon, Hamilton (1859) tested how many
marbles he could count in a brief glance if a handful were thrown down before
him; the answer proved to be about 6. Sperling returned to this question using more
modern technology, namely a device called a tachistoscope that allows pictures
to be presented for short durations. He presented his participants with an array of
letters similar to the one in Figure 9.3; the array was presented for only 1/20th of
a second, and participants then had to name as many of the letters as they could.
Sperling’s results proved to be almost identical to those of Hamilton almost 100
years earlier: Sperling’s participants could identify about 4 or 5 of the 12 letters
in the array, an average of only 37%.

One possible explanation for this relatively poor performance is perceptual:
Because the letters were presented so briefly, participants did not have enough
time to process them all. There is, however, another possibility: Perhaps participants
perceived all the letters initially, but then forgot them very quickly. By the time
they reported four or five letters, they had already forgotten the remaining ones.

It is not immediately obvious how you can decide whether a participant did
not see something, or saw it but then forgot it almost immediately. To answer
this question, Sperling (1960) devised an ingenious partial report procedure in
which participants were asked to report only some of the letters in the array. Each
presentation of an array was followed by one of three tones: If a high-pitched
tone was presented, participants were to report the letters in the top row; if a
medium-pitched tone, the letters in the middle row; and if a low tone, the letters
in the bottom row. If the perceptual interpretation was correct, and participants
can process only about 37% of the material in the array, then we should expect
participants in the partial report condition to be able to report only 37% of the
letters in each row. Performance, however, proved far better than this: Regardless
of which row participants were asked to report, they reported an average of 76%
of the letters correctly.

Participants did not know in advance which row they would be asked to report,
so the fact that they could report 76% of whatever row was requested implies
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Figure 9.4 Sensory memory. Percentage of letters recalled from one row of an array, as a function of the
delay to the recall signal. The vertical bar to the right indicates the percentage recalled when participants
tried to recall all of the letters, rather than just those signaled by the tone. (Adapted from Sperling, 1960.)

that they could identify 76% of the whole array, a result far better than the 37%
obtained when they tried to report all the letters. To explain this result, Sperling
suggested that when visual material is processed, it is initially held in a temporary
visual store. This store is assumed to hold a relatively large amount of material, but
only very briefly. If participants try to report all the letters in the store, then before
they can finish their report some of the material in the store will have faded. If they
are asked to report only a small subset of the store, however, they can concentrate
their attention on this subset, and effectively “read out” its contents before it can
fade.

Sperling tested this fading-trace interpretation in a follow-up experiment in
which he varied the time interval between termination of the array and presen-
tation of the tone. The results are shown in Figure 9.4. If the tone was presented
immediately, participants could report almost 80% of the requested material, but
the longer it was delayed, the fewer letters they could report, until after one second
they could report only 38%, which is almost exactly the level found when partici-
pants are asked to report all of the letters. These results support the view that visual
material is initially held in the form of a visual image or icon, and that participants
can report details from this icon almost as if they are examining a photograph. The
icon fades very quickly, however, so that, after about a second, participants can
report only the material that they had time to transfer to STS within that second.
Similar results have been reported with auditory stimuli, suggesting that most or
all sensory material is held in a brief sensory store initially, to give us time to
make sense of it (Massaro and Loftus, 1996).
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Short-term memory?

Once an object has been recognized in sensory memory, the Atkinson–Shiffrin
model assumed that the sensory code would be transferred to the short-term store
where it would receive the processing necessary to convert it into a permanent
memory. Some of the model’s assumptions about this short-term store, however,
proved controversial, and in the remainder of this chapter we will be examining
these assumptions more closely. We will begin with the most fundamental question
of all, whether the short-term store actually exists.

Before we begin, a quick note on terminology, and specifically on the distinc-
tion between short-term and long-term stores (STS and LTS), and short-term and
long-term memories (STM and LTM). Short-term memory and long-term mem-
ory are empirical terms, referring to how long memories have been in existence –
short-term memories are memories for events that occurred recently, usually within
the last few seconds or minutes, while long-term memories are memories for older
events. Short-term and long-term stores, on the other hand, are theoretical terms
that refer to the places in the brain where these memories are believed to be held.
In the Atkinson–Shiffrin model, the short-term store is a temporary store where
incoming information is held for processing before some of it is transferred to a
more permanent, long-term store.

These distinctions are potentially important because when you remember a
recent event your memory could have been retrieved from either the short-term
store or the long-term store. For example, suppose that you were asked to remember
a sentence that you had read a minute ago and were able to do so. This would be
an example of short-term memory – that is, a memory for an event that happened
quite recently. However, the fact that you could remember the sentence does not
tell us where this memory was stored during that minute. Perhaps it remained in
STS throughout this period – you might have kept it there by actively rehearsing it –
or perhaps it was stored in STS initially but then transferred to LTS, and you then
retrieved it from LTS. STM is thus an empirical term defined by how long a memory
has been in existence, whereas STS refers to the place where the memory is believed
to have been stored. Later theorists have not always preserved this distinction, and
the term short-term memory is now sometimes used to refer to recent memories
and sometimes to the store in which these memories were initially held.

Two stores or one?

The issue. The extraordinarily rapid forgetting observed by Peterson and Peterson –
memory for a trigram faded within seconds when rehearsal was prevented – was
one of the key findings that persuaded Atkinson and Shiffrin that there must be a
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short-term store in which material is held temporarily before being transferred to
a more permanent long-term store. Some theorists, however, argued that there was
no need to assume two stores, as the Petersons’ results could be explained with the
far simpler assumption of just one store (for example, Melton, 1963). According to
this analysis, coded representations of all experiences are deposited in this single
store, and how long they are held there depends simply on how often they are
practiced. In the Brown–Peterson procedure, forgetting is very rapid because the
counting task prevents rehearsal; as a result, the trigram is repeated only once and
forgotten very quickly. Had participants been able to rehearse the material longer,
then, as Ebbinghaus showed, they would have remembered it longer.

According to this view, the Petersons’ results and those of Ebbinghaus lie on
a continuum, where how long we remember an event – from seconds to years –
depends simply on how often we encounter it. There is no need to assume differ-
ent memory stores with different properties; there is just a single store in which
retention of all memories depends on how often they are practiced.

So, it is possible to account for the Petersons’ findings by assuming either one
memory store or two: Which explanation is right? If we possess two memory
systems with different properties, then we might expect some variables to affect
these systems differently. For example, one condition might strongly interfere
with the functioning of STS, but – because the properties of STS and LTS are
different – have little or no effect on LTS. In principle, therefore, it should be easy
to determine whether we have two memory stores or one, but in practice it has
proved difficult. Whenever two-store theorists identified a variable that seemed to
affect the two stores differently, one-store theorists would counter with sometimes
ingenious explanations of how this evidence was compatible with the existence
of a single store. The debate has continued, and there is still no consensus about
which view is right. (For contrasting views, see Suprenant and Neath, 2009, and
Thorn and Page, 2009.) Both sides, however, agree that the strongest evidence for
the existence of two memory stores has come from research on amnesia, and we
now turn to this evidence.

Evidence from amnesia

The term amnesia comes from a Greek word meaning “without memory” (amnesty
comes from the same root). The two main forms are retrograde and anterograde. In
retrograde amnesia, patients have difficulty in remembering events that occurred
before the onset of their condition – this is the condition often depicted in movies,
where someone suffers a traumatic shock and then cannot remember who he or
she is. In anterograde amnesia, in contrast, patients can still remember events that
occurred before the onset of their condition, but they cannot form lasting memories
for new experiences.
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The first case of anterograde amnesia to be studied systematically involved a
patient identified in the literature by the initials HM. He suffered from a severe
form of epilepsy, and, in an effort to relieve his incapacitating symptoms, his
doctors decided to remove the temporal lobes of his cortex and the hippocampus.
One unforeseen and devastating result was that he lost the capacity to form new
memories. When told that his uncle had died, for example, he experienced intense
grief, but he shortly forgot the news and thereafter often asked when his uncle
would come to visit. Each time he was told that this uncle was dead his reaction was
one of surprise, and his grief was as intense as on the first occasion (Milner, 1966).

Surprisingly, other aspects of HM’s memory were unaffected. He could still
remember clearly events that had occurred before the operation, and he could
converse normally with others, suggesting that he could remember what a person
was saying long enough to understand it and formulate a reply. To test whether
HM’s short-term memory was genuinely normal, Milner tested his memory span,
and the results confirmed that his short-term memory was unimpaired. In other
words, HM’s short-term memory was intact, but he appeared to have lost the
ability to convert temporary memories into permanent ones. (See also Baddeley
and Warrington, 1970, and Carlesimo et al., 1996.)

A patient referred to as KF was found to have the opposite problem – it was
his short-term memory that was affected by brain damage, while his long-term
memory functioned normally. The left hemisphere of his brain was damaged in
a motorcycle accident, and this had a dramatic effect on his short-term memory:
Whereas most people can recall 7 digits after hearing them once, he could now
recall only 2. His long-term memory, however, was still normal. When tested on
a free-recall task, for example, his ability to recall words from the beginning and
middle of the list was excellent; it was only words from the end of the list – those
thought to be held in short-term memory – that he had difficulty remembering
(Shallice and Warrington, 1970). The results for KF thus complement those for HM:
For HM, it was only long-term memory that was affected; for KF, only short-term
memory. This pattern of results is difficult to explain if all memory is held in a
single store – how could brain damage affect one kind of memory without also
affecting the other? This pattern is much easier to understand if memories are held
in two separate stores, so that damage could effectively wipe out one while leaving
the other unscathed. In short, it does currently look as if short- and long-term mem-
ories are held in different stores. (For an opposing view, see Jonides et al., 2008.)

STM as activated LTM

While KF’s case supports Atkinson and Shiffrin’s assumption of the existence of
two stores, it also raises troubling questions about the relationship between these
stores. They had assumed that words must be rehearsed in STS before they can
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Figure 9.5 STS as active memory. (a) LTS consists of all the nodes in the cortex representing past
experiences, and STS is the subset of these nodes that are currently active. (b) Creating a long-term
memory of an event requires strengthening connections between nodes (for example, cat and stranger)
while they are simultaneously active; rehearsal can prolong the duration of activity.

be transferred. Our ability to form long-term memories, therefore, should depend
on the capacity of the short-term store: The smaller the store, the less material we
can rehearse, and thus the less we will be able to transfer. In KF’s case, however, a
reduction in the capacity of his short-term store from 7 digits to 2 had no impact
on his formation of long-term memories. How could this be? If material must be
rehearsed in the short-term store before it can be transferred, how could the virtual
elimination of the short-term store have no effect?

Problems like this led several theorists to propose a simpler way of think-
ing about the relationship between the short- and long-term stores (for example,
Shiffrin and Schneider, 1977; Jonides, Lacey, and Nee, 2005; Davelaar et al., 2005).
Instead of conceptualizing STS as a storage system in which material is held before
reaching LTS, Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) suggested that STM could be more
usefully conceived as a subset of LTS, consisting of the items in LTS that are
currently in an active state. Consider again reading the word cat. As we saw ear-
lier, light reaching your eye from the page would trigger a series of processes
that would eventually result in the activation of the region of your brain that
contains your knowledge about this word. Shiffrin and Schneider called the set of
neurons involved a node, and they assumed that every word has its own node in
the brain, which is activated whenever that word is perceived. When you read the
word cat, the node in LTS that represents this concept would be activated. STS, in
this view, is simply the set of LTS locations or nodes that are active at any one
time (Figure 9.5a). Thus, rather than viewing STS as a separate storage area which
precedes LTS, the “active memory” metaphor interprets STS as a subset of items
within LTS, namely those that are currently active.

In Shiffrin and Schneider’s model, seeing or hearing a word produces only
temporary activation of a node in the brain, and once this activity ceases all trace
of the word’s occurrence is lost. To form a permanent record of a word’s occurrence,
we must associate the word with the context in which it occurs. In our cat example,
you would have to associate the word with other cues present at the time – for
example, the appearance of the stranger who handed you the piece of paper. Then,
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when later asked to recall what you had read, remembering the stranger would
help to remind you of what had been written on the paper. (Without such cues,
you would have no way to distinguish this experience of cat from the thousands
of other occasions on which you have undoubtedly encountered this word.) In this
model, then, forming a long-term memory is a matter not of transferring an item
to a long-term store but, rather, of forming new connections between those nodes
in LTS that are in an active state (Figure 9.5b).

In summary, whereas the Atkinson–Shiffrin model views STS as a memory store
that precedes LTS, the Shiffrin and Schneider model interprets STS as a subsystem
within LTS. It is not yet clear whether these two ways of thinking about STS
are fundamentally different or whether they are just alternative metaphors for
describing the same system. The active-memory metaphor, however, provides a
simpler account of the relationship between STS and LTS, and we will use this
framework from now on.1

Working memory

Atkinson and Shiffrin sometimes used the term working memory to refer to
the short-term store. Their assumption was that STS is not simply a place for
holding information while it is on its way to more permanent storage, but an
area where items already in storage can be brought for further processing. For
example, suppose that you wanted to multiply 87 × 6 in your head. You would
start by multiplying 6 × 7; you would then have to remember the product, 42,
while going on to multiply 6 × 80. Finally, you would have to combine the two
products. Working memory is where you would both carry out the multiplication
and store the sums while you worked.

The mental workbench

Klatzky (1980) has compared working memory to a workbench in a carpentry shop,
where wood and other raw materials are held while they are being transformed into

1 Note that when you see your grandmother, you do not simply activate a generic stored
representation of her face, you see her face as it is in front of you now. A more precise statement
of what is in the temporary store, therefore, would be some amalgam of the sensory information
reaching you now with information you had already stored in long-term memory. The key change
from the Atkinson–Shiffrin model is that, rather than assuming that sensory information is
rehearsed in the short-term store before any contact is made with the long-term representation,
sensory information is sent directly to the long-term store, where it can activate associated
information; what is then rehearsed would be this enriched representation. If you saw the word
cat, for example, this would activate information you had previously stored about cats, and it
would be this expanded or enriched version that would then be rehearsed.
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Figure 9.6 The effect of maintaining a 6-digit number in short-term memory on memorizing a list of
words. (Adapted from Baddeley and Hitch, 1974.)

new objects such as a cabinet. The materials and tools to be used are brought from
storage in the shop and held on the workbench so that they can be easily reached
during construction. Similarly, working memory is our mental workbench, where
new information can be combined with material already in long-term memory to
form a new product.

If the short-term store functions as a mental workbench for carrying out other
cognitive tasks, then if this store were filled by one task we should find it very
difficult to carry out other tasks that require access to stored information. If you
were trying to remember a long list of words, for example, you should find it very
difficult to simultaneously solve a multiplication problem. A number of studies
were carried out to test this prediction, and the results did show the predicted
impairment. However, the degree of impairment proved to be surprisingly small.
In a study by Baddeley and Hitch (1974), for example, participants were read a
list of 16 words and then asked to recall them. One group, however, was asked
to memorize a series of numbers at the same time as they listened to the words.
Each number was presented only briefly, and after a 4-second delay participants
had to write down the number they had just seen. You might think that having
to remember numbers in this way would seriously interfere with their ability to
simultaneously memorize words, but this wasn’t the case. As shown in Figure 9.6,
recall for the words was indeed poorer when participants had to remember numbers
than in a control condition where they did not, but the effect was quite small. (See
also Parkin, 2000.)
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Figure 9.7 The three components of working memory proposed by Baddeley and Hitch (1974).

Three components

According to the Atkinson–Shiffrin model, filling the short-term store with digits
should make it impossible to carry out other tasks such as memorizing words. The
fact that there is only minimal interference strongly suggests that working memory
cannot rely solely on the short-term store – one or more other memory stores must
be available. To account for these results and others like them, Baddeley and Hitch
(1974) proposed that working memory consists of three distinct subsystems: what
they called a phonological loop, a visuo-spatial sketchpad, and a central executive
(Figure 9.7). We will look at each of these components in more detail shortly,
but the core idea is that working memory contains two specialized subsystems
for storing material. One subsystem stores the sounds of words (you can think
of it as a small tape recorder that can hold the sound of a voice saying roughly
7 words), and one stores visual material such as pictures. These “slave systems”
are specialized to hold material until it is needed; the central executive decides
what material to place in these stores and when to retrieve this material for use in
other tasks.

The phonological loop

Baddeley and Hitch proposed that the phonological loop holds speech-based infor-
mation such as the sounds of pronounced words. Any words that you hear are
immediately placed on the loop, which holds about 2 seconds’ worth of speech.
Material on the loop normally fades rapidly, but it can be refreshed if you repeat
it to yourself silently, a process called subvocal rehearsal.

Why did Baddeley and his colleagues posit the existence of such a seemingly
eccentric subsystem? Their proposal was driven by a number of findings, one
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of which involved people’s memory span for words. In a typical memory-span
experiment, participants listen to a list of words and then are asked to repeat them;
their memory span is the number of words they can reproduce without error in the
correct order. Most people can repeat about 7 words after hearing them once, but
it turns out that the exact number depends on precisely how long it would take to
pronounce each word. In one interesting demonstration of this word-length effect,
Ellis and Hennelly (1980) assembled participants who could speak both English
and Welsh and gave them memory span tests in both languages. The words were
chosen to have the same number of syllables, but words spoken in Welsh generally
have longer vowels than words in English, and thus take longer to pronounce.
The result was that memory span was shorter when Welsh words were used. At
the other end of the continuum, speakers of Chinese have the fastest articulation
times yet identified, and the memory span for Chinese participants is an impressive
9.9 – the memory span for English speakers, by contrast, is a relatively puny 6.6
(Hoosain and Salili, 1988). Does this mean that Chinese brains are 50% better than
English brains? Perhaps, but Baddeley and Hitch’s more prosaic interpretation was
that the phonological loop can only hold about 2 seconds of spoken material. The
faster words are spoken, the more words can be recorded on the loop, and this
allowed the Chinese speakers to store more words.

The existence of a phonological loop would also explain Baddeley and Hitch’s
finding that remembering numbers does not interfere with people’s ability to simul-
taneously memorize a list of words. Participants could store the digits on the
phonological loop, leaving the rest of working memory free to process the words.

You may have had the experience of conversing with someone and not really
listening to what they were saying because you began thinking about something
else. Then, when they noticed your inattention and challenged you to repeat what
they had just said, you were able to surprise them (and yourself) by doing so. You
succeeded because you had stored their recent utterances on your phonological
loop, and thus were able to replay it and effectively read out the words, even
though you really hadn’t been paying attention.

As illustrated by this example, the main function of the phonological loop seems
to be to hold speech-like material, giving us more time to analyze it. If you read a
complex sentence in which the meaning doesn’t become clear until the very end of
the sentence, for example, storing the early part of the sentence on the loop could
eventually make it easier to understand the whole. If so, one possible implication
is that children who have larger loops might find it easier to learn to speak and
to read. Indeed, increasing evidence indicates that this is so. In one study, the size
of young children’s phonological loops was estimated by seeing how many non-
words such as “bamdap” they could repeat after hearing them once. The size of
their loops proved to be the best predictor of how many words the children would
learn during their first year of school, better even than their measured intelligence
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(Gathercole and Baddeley, 1989). Conversely, children with small loops have been
found to be much more likely to develop problems such as dyslexia (Miles and
Ellis, 1981; Jeffries and Everatt, 2004). Although we tend to think of children who
have trouble reading or spelling as unintelligent, this is generally not the case, and
in at least some cases the problem may be with what might at first seem like a
minor component of memory, the phonological loop. (See also Alloway, 2010.)

The visuo-spatial sketchpad

Although our discussion so far has focused almost exclusively on memory for
words, we also need to remember many other aspects of our experience, including
the visual appearance of friends, the location of stores, and so on. In fact, our
memory for visual events is rather impressive. In one study, participants were
shown 10,000 pictures one at a time and allowed to look at each one for only
5 seconds. Two days later they were given a recognition test in which they were
shown pairs of pictures and asked which ones they had seen during the study phase;
they chose the correct picture 83% of the time (Standing, 1973). Considering the
thousands of pictures that had been presented, and the brief exposure to each, this
accuracy is remarkable.

Other research suggests that there is some truth to the adage that a picture is
worth a thousand words. The ratio is not quite that high, but our memory for
pictures does seem to be better than our memory for words, a phenomenon called
the picture superiority effect. If one group is shown pictures of various objects, for
example, and another group is just told the names of the objects and allowed to
study the names for the same amount of time, the group shown the pictures will
recall more of the objects (for example, Defeyter, Russo, and McPartlin, 2009).

To give us time to process visual material so effectively, Baddeley and Hitch
(1974) proposed that working memory incorporates a specialized subsystem called
the visuo-spatial sketchpad. This system holds visual material not only while
it is being processed initially but also when it is later retrieved from long-term
memory. In a series of experiments, Baddeley and others provided evidence that
the sketchpad and the phonological loop are independent systems, thus making it
possible for us to simultaneously listen to a conversation and look at a painting,
without one activity interfering with the other (for example, Allport, Antonis, and
Reynolds, 1972).

The central executive

The central executive performs a number of functions. It controls the operations of
its two slave systems, it retrieves material from these systems and from long-term
memory, and it plays a central role in further processing of this information in
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tasks such as reasoning and understanding language. This array of functions is
clearly complex, and somewhat vague – what exactly doesn’t the executive do? –
but an experiment by Baddeley et al. (1986) may give you a clearer sense of the
executive’s functions. The authors compared the performance of two groups of
elderly people, a normal group and a group suffering from Alzheimer’s disease.
(Alzheimer’s disease attacks the brain, causing a progressive deterioration in a wide
range of cognitive functions.) The researchers trained their groups on two tasks,
one that was intended to fill the phonological loop, the other the visuo-spatial
sketchpad. Then, in the test phase, they asked participants to carry out the two
tasks simultaneously.

Participants in the normal group had relatively little difficulty in coping with
this, and their performances when the tasks were combined were similar to their
performances when the tasks had been presented separately. Performance in the
Alzheimer’s group, however, deteriorated sharply. The authors suggest that this
deterioration reveals a deficit in the central executive; the Alzheimer’s patients
could perform each task on its own, but the central executive had great difficulty
in coordinating alternation between the tasks (see also Baddeley et al., 1991).

Despite this research, the central executive is still the least investigated, and
thus least understood, component of working memory. For this reason, we will not
discuss it further, except to point out a potential danger in how we conceptualize it.
It is tempting to conceive of the central executive as, literally, a person or executive
located within you that makes decisions on your behalf. To do so, however, would
be to rob the concept of any explanatory value. If the executive is effectively a
person within our brains, is there still another person within the executive that
makes decisions on its behalf? If so, is there yet another person within that person,
and so on, in an infinite regress? There is no value in explaining a person’s behavior
in terms of yet another person; to do so only pushes the problem back out of sight,
rather than confronting it. To avoid this danger, any hypothetical structure in the
brain must be assigned sufficiently clear properties that we can predict in advance
how it will function in various situations. Baddeley is fully aware of this difficulty
(for example, Baddeley, 1998), and one of the problems for future research in this
area will be to specify the properties of the executive clearly.

Before ending our discussion of working memory, we should note that it is a rel-
atively new concept and thus very much still under development. Baddeley himself
has proposed that working memory may actually contain four components rather
than just three, and he has called the fourth component the episodic buffer (e.g,
Baddeley, 2003, 2007). In essence, it is a store where we can combine information
from the phonological loop, the visuo-spatial sketchpad, and long-term memory.
If you were at a party, for example, you might need to integrate information about
where people were located in the room, what they were saying, and what their
words meant, and the episodic buffer is where you would combine all this stored
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information. Other theorists have also proposed modifications to Baddeley’s model
(for example, Barrouillet, Bernardin, and Camos, 2004; Cowan, 2005), and it is
not yet clear how many components working memory contains or how they all
interact. What is clear is that the older view of short-term memory as an area
for the temporary storage of information has been superseded by an emphasis on
its role in interpreting and using that information – not just storage memory but
working memory.

From STM to LTM

One change to the Atkinson–Shiffrin model, then, has been a shift from viewing
short-term memory as a storage area to a mental workbench. Another has con-
cerned their assumptions about how material is transferred from its temporary
store to long-term memory.

Levels of processing

According to the original model, rehearsal maintains material in the short-term
store in an active state. The longer the material is rehearsed in this way, the greater
the likelihood that a permanent memory will be formed.

Rehearsal revisited

To test this assumption, Glenberg, Smith, and Green (1977) devised a clever pro-
cedure based on the Brown–Peterson paradigm. Participants were shown a 4-digit
number to remember and then, to prevent rehearsal, they were given a filler word
and asked to say it repeatedly for the duration of the retention interval. The reten-
tion intervals varied from 2 to 18 seconds, with the result that each filler word
was repeated between 3 and 27 times. After 60 trials, each involving a different
filler word, participants were unexpectedly asked to recall as many of the filler
words as they could. Because some filler words had been repeated nine times as
often as others, the Atkinson–Shiffrin model predicted that these words would be
remembered far better. In fact, there was no difference (see also Craik and Watkins,
1973). This evidence suggests that simply rehearsing a word has little effect; to
form a long-term memory, something more seems to be necessary.

Depth

Craik and Lockhart (1972) had previously proposed a theory about what this
something else might be. They said that in processing sensory material such as
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a word, we start by analyzing the word’s features at a relatively shallow level,
we then combine these features to identify the word, and, finally, we analyze the
word at a deeper level based on its meaning. To this point, Craik and Lockhart’s
analysis was based fairly closely on what was already known about perception,
but they now added the crucial assumption that our brains store information about
whatever level of analysis is reached, and that the deeper the level, the easier it is
to later retrieve these traces. Suppose, for example, that you were shown the word
cat. If you only analyzed the word sufficiently to identify its letters – for example,
because you had very little time – then according to their analysis you would not
remember the word as well as if you had also been able to analyze its meaning.
The deeper the level of processing, the better the resulting memory.

In one test of this levels-of-processing model, Craik and Tulving (1975) showed
participants a series of words and asked them to answer a question about each
word’s properties. For some words, participants were asked to say whether it was
written in upper case or lower case (for example, table versus TABLE). Answering
this question was presumed to require only a very shallow level of processing of
the word’s visual appearance. For a second set of words, they were asked to make
rhyme judgments – for example, does hat rhyme with mat? Because participants
would have to analyze what the word sounded like as well as the typeface in which
it was printed, this was assumed to require a deeper level of processing. Finally,
for a third set of words, participants were asked to make a judgment based on the
word’s meaning – for example, would the word meal fit into the sentence “The
man ate his ___”? Analyzing a word’s meaning was assumed to require the deepest
level of processing.

The three conditions were presented in random sequence, so that judgments of
visual appearance, sound, and meaning were intermixed. Once all the words had
been presented, Craik and Tulving gave participants a recognition test. According
to the model, deeper levels of processing should produce better memory, and that is
what Craik and Tulving found: The proportion of words recognized was 17% in the
case condition, 37% in the rhyme condition, and 65% in the sentence condition.
The more deeply a word was processed, the better it was remembered.

Elaboration

Subsequent research broadened the notion of what different levels of processing
might entail. In particular, this research suggested that our memory for words
depends not only on how deeply we process them but also on how elaborately.
Depth refers to a continuum from shallow sensory processing to a fuller analysis
based on word meaning; elaboration involves the extent to which we consider not
only the meaning of a word on its own but its relationship to other words. Where
depth can be viewed as a vertical dimension, from shallow to deep, elaboration can
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be thought of as more of a horizontal dimension, stretching from a single word in
isolation to one connected to many others.

We can illustrate the concept of elaboration with an experiment by Stein and
Bransford (1979). They presented participants with sentences that had either a
simple idea (for example, “The fat man read the sign”) or an idea that was elaborated
in a manner that was relevant to the theme (“The fat man read the sign warning
about thin ice”). When participants were later asked to recall adjectives from the
sentence – in this case, was the man fat? – the adjective was recalled correctly
42% of the time for the simple sentences and 74% of the time for the sentences
with relevant elaborations, even though the elaborated sentences contained more
words. These results suggest that when we elaborate an idea – that is, connect it
in a meaningful way to other words or ideas – we remember it better.

Bower and Clark (1969) provided another illustration of how elaboration can
improve memory. Participants were asked to memorize lists of unrelated words.
One group was simply asked to remember the words, without further guidance,
whereas a second group was encouraged to create a story to integrate the words
(for example, “The policeman ate the cheese sandwich while . . .”). Both groups
were given the same amount of time to study the lists, and after memorizing 12
lists they were asked to recall as many of the words from the lists as they could.
Participants in the control condition could only remember 13% of the words,
whereas those who had embedded the words in meaningful narratives recalled a
remarkable 93%. In other words, memory for words does not depend simply on
practice: Both groups studied the words for exactly the same time, but the group
that used meaningful relationships to organize the material remembered more than
7 times as many words.

A further example of how elaboration can aid memory comes from a study
by Nairne, Pandeirada, and Thompson (2008) in which they asked participants
to memorize words using a variety of elaborative strategies, all of which had
previously been shown to be effective. However, they also included a new condition
in which participants were asked to evaluate words in the context of a survival
scenario. Specifically, the experimenters asked them to imagine that they were
stranded in a deserted area of grassland, so that in order to survive they would
need to find food, water, and means of protecting themselves from predators. They
were then asked to rate each word in terms of its potential relevance to survival in
this situation. On a subsequent recall test, the percentage of words recalled in the
survival condition was roughly 50% higher than in any of the other conditions,
yielding the best performance yet seen for any memorization strategy. One possible
interpretation is that survival has special emotional significance for us – it is really
important – and thus we evaluate concepts potentially linked to survival in a more
thorough and perhaps emotionally charged fashion, leading to better subsequent
recall. (See also Nairne and Pandeirada, 2008.)
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The concept of levels of processing is not without its problems – for one thing,
the definition of depth is somewhat vague, so that it is not always obvious in
advance which of two conditions should be expected to produce deeper processing
(Baddeley, 1978; Lockhart and Craik, 1990). Nevertheless, how we process material
in STM clearly does play a crucial role in how well we later remember it. In
particular, the more you think about material you are reading, the more likely
you are to recall it. You may have already noted the possible implications of this
statement for studying – don’t just read a text passively, actively think about its
contents – and we will return to this theme in Chapters 10 and 11, where we will
discuss it in greater depth.

Consolidation

In our introduction to this section, we noted that the Atkinson–Shiffrin model
assumes that the longer information is held in short-term memory, the greater the
probability that it will be preserved permanently. One way of explaining this goes
back more than 100 years (Müller and Pilzecker, 1900) and is called consolidation
theory. The basic idea is that the formation of a memory trace takes time, and
that strengthening or consolidation of this trace continues for some time after an
experience has ended. This idea was translated into neural terms by Hebb (1949)
and McGaugh (1966), who proposed that the formation of a permanent memory
trace depends on the strengthening of synaptic connections between neurons. They
assumed that consolidation of this trace would be completed within seconds or
minutes; if consolidation was interrupted, then a permanent memory trace would
not be formed.

A study by Lynch and Yarnell (1973) illustrates some of these assumptions. They
interviewed football players after they had suffered concussion during a game and
been substituted. When the players were interviewed 30 seconds after the injury,
they could accurately recall the circumstances. (“[I was hit] from the front while
I was blocking on the punt.”) When interviewed 5 minutes later, however, they
could no longer remember what had happened. (“I don’t remember what play it
was or what I was doing. It was something about a punt.”) Concussion seemed
to have interrupted the consolidation processes needed to convert their temporary
memories into permanent ones.

Evidence like this strongly confirmed the central assumptions of consolidation
theory, that the formation of a memory trace requires time, and that this trace
remains fragile until the process has been completed (for example, McGaugh, 2000).
These assumptions fit very nicely with the Atkinson–Shiffrin model if we assume
that consolidation is the physiological process that allows short-term memories to
be converted into long-term ones. Other aspects of consolidation theory, however,
proved more problematic. The assumption that consolidation is completed within
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Figure 9.8 Retrograde amnesia gradient for patient PZ. Accuracy of his memories was assessed using his
autobiography. (Adapted from Butters and Cermak, 1986.)

minutes, for example, seems to apply in some situations but not others. In our
football example, concussion affected only recent memories, but more serious
cases of brain damage can affect memories for events that occurred years before
the injury. If brain damage affects memories for events that occurred years earlier,
this suggests that these memories were not yet fully consolidated, and thus that
consolidation is a process that can continue for years.

A particularly dramatic example concerns a patient identified only as PZ. He
had been a distinguished scientist, sufficiently eminent to have written and pub-
lished an autobiography. However, he later became an alcoholic and developed a
condition called Korsakoff’s syndrome. (This condition is not caused by alcohol
per se, but rather by poor diet – alcoholics obtain most of their calories from
drinking rather than eating. The resulting thiamine deficiency can cause serious
brain damage.) One symptom of Korsakoff’s syndrome is retrograde amnesia, and
PZ had difficulty remembering events that occurred before he became ill. Butters
and Cermak (1986) were able to use the material in his autobiography to assess
how well he remembered events from different periods. As shown in Figure 9.8,
he was very good at remembering events that occurred when he was young, but
he was unable to recall almost anything that happened during the last 20 years.
Moreover, the improvement over time was gradual – the more time had passed
since an event, the greater the likelihood that he would recall it. This suggests that
these memories were actually becoming stronger as time passed, in the sense that
they became more resistant to the effects of brain damage. And this strengthening
process apparently continued for more than 40 years!

How, then, can we integrate the evidence that in some cases consolidation
seems to be completed very quickly – football injuries not affecting memories
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for events several minutes earlier – while in others it continues for years? One
possibility suggested by several theorists (for example, McClelland, McNaughton,
and O’Reilly, 1995; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001; Dudai, 2004) is that we may
need to distinguish between two kinds of consolidation. One, the classic kind,
probably involves the strengthening of synaptic connections between neurons.
This kind of consolidation is relatively rapid, and if it is interrupted the memory
being consolidated will be lost. Our concussed football players are a paradigmatic
example – even after they recovered, they could not remember the preceding play.

The second kind of consolidation seems to continue much longer and somehow
makes memories easier to retrieve. As to how this is achieved, one possibility is
that over time we occasionally retrieve memories, and as we think about them
they are further strengthened or reconsolidated, making them easier to retrieve
in the future. An interesting study bearing on this possibility was reported by
Linton (1975, 1978), who maintained a detailed diary of her experiences over a
5-year period. She would occasionally select items from her diary at random and
judge whether she could recall them. Because the selection was random, she might
retrieve a memory more than once during the 5-year period, and this allowed her
to evaluate whether the number of times a memory had been retrieved previously
affected its current ease of recall.

Her results are shown in Figure 9.9, which plots her success at recalling items
as a function of how often she had recalled them previously. During the first
2 years her success rate for all items was very high, around 80%. As time passed,
however, recall began to decline, and it was at this point that the number of
previous retrievals began to be important. If a memory was retrieved only once
during the 5-year period, then her ability to recall it at the end of this period
was essentially 0. If the item had been retrieved 4 or more times, on the other
hand, her rate of success was far more impressive, averaging over 60%. Even
a few retrievals of a memory seemed to strengthen it substantially, making it
more resistant to forgetting. (This also fits nicely with Bahrick’s suggestion of a
permastore, discussed in Chapter 8, where we saw that often-studied material may
remain in memory almost indefinitely.)

We will not focus on the practical implications of memory research until Chap-
ter 12, but you might want to add retrieval practice to any mental list you have been
building of the factors that might influence exam success – spreading studying
over a period of time rather than cramming, actively thinking about the mate-
rial you are studying rather than just reading it passively, and now reviewing
material at some point after reading it. For a variety of reasons, many students
find themselves trying to cram as much information into their heads as they can
the night before an exam. Cramming is undoubtedly better than not studying
at all, but memory research suggests that we are likely to remember more –
sometimes far more – if study sessions are spread over time, involve critical
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Figure 9.9 Forgetting as a function of how often an item is recalled during the period from acquisition to
the final test. The more often an item is recalled, the lower the rate of forgetting. (Adapted from Linton,
1978.)

thinking about the material being studied, and are later followed by attempts
to recall the material.

Our understanding of how the brain consolidates memories is increasing rapidly,
and recent findings include evidence that sleep enhances consolidation (Rasch and
Born, 2008), and that memories that are undergoing reconsolidation are partic-
ularly malleable, opening up the possibility that it may be possible to eliminate
memories (for example, of traumatic battlefield experiences) during this stage
(Doyère et al., 2007). (More general reviews of this burgeoning literature can be
found in Wang and Morris, 2010 and Hardt, Einarsson, and Nader, 2010.)

Attention

So far, we have concentrated on what happens during the processing of a single
stimulus such as the word cat. In real life, of course, the problem we confront is
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much more difficult. We are bombarded by stimuli – thousands of lights, sounds,
and odors every second. We clearly cannot attend to all of the stimuli that reach
our senses – imagine trying to read a physics text while listening to a psychology
lecture – and so we must select some subset for processing. The term attention
is used to describe the processes by which we allocate our limited processing
resources across competing demands. Formal definitions vary, but its essence was
famously captured by William James, in one of the first-ever psychology texts:

Attention . . . is the taking possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out
of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought. Focalization,
concentration of consciousness are of its essence. It implies withdrawal from some things
in order to deal effectively with others.

(James, 1893, pp. 403–404)

In this section we will examine some of the processes by which we manage this
selection.

Theories of attention

The cocktail party. Suppose you were at that party, talking to one of the
other guests. To what extent would you be able to simultaneously monitor
other conversations going on around you? You could do so in a trivial sense
simply by switching attention – listening to one conversation for a few seconds,
then listening to another, and so on – but the question of interest here is to
what extent could you simultaneously take in information from two or more
conversations?

To answer this question, Cherry (1953) devised a procedure called dichotic lis-
tening. Participants wore headphones, and different messages were played in each
ear. In one ear, for example, they might hear a speaker talking about Abe Lincoln,
while in the other ear, the speaker discussed birds. Cherry wanted participants
to concentrate fully on one message, so that he could then measure how much
information they simultaneously absorbed from the other ear. To ensure full con-
centration on the first ear, he asked participants to repeat out loud the words
they heard in that ear as quickly as they could, a technique called shadowing.
(The repeated words follow the original message after a short delay, in much the
same way that our shadows follow us as we walk.) If participants could repeat the
message accurately, this provided evidence that they were maintaining attention
to that ear.

When the session was over, Cherry asked participants what they could remember
about the message in their second ear. The answer proved to be very, very little.
Participants knew whether they had heard speech (in some conditions, a pure tone
was played instead), and they could also say whether the speaker was male or
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semantic
analysis

Figure 9.10 A simplified version of Broadbent’s filter theory. Sensory input is organized into channels,
and each stimulus can be thought of as a ball falling through a tube (channel). All stimuli receive initial
processing, but the filter allows the content of only one channel to proceed to more thorough analysis.
Stimuli not allowed through the filter decay and are lost.

female. Beyond these relatively simple, physical characteristics of the message,
however, they could report little. They could not repeat any of the words, nor
even report what language they were in, English or German. In a subsequent
experiment by Moray (1959), one word was repeated 35 times in the second ear,
but participants were still unable to report what it had been. (See also Wood and
Cowan, 1995.)

Filter theories

To explain these results, an English psychologist, Donald Broadbent, proposed what
he called a filter theory of attention. Broadbent (1958) suggested that incoming
sensory stimulation is organized into channels – as a simple example, visual stim-
uli might be transmitted along one channel and auditory stimuli along another.
He suggested that the stimuli in each channel receive only preliminary process-
ing to determine their physical characteristics. In the case of auditory signals, for
example, you would analyze them only enough to establish whether they involved
human speech, and, if so, whether the speaker was male or female. The output of
this analysis would then be fed into a filter, which would select whatever channel
seemed to have the most promising content. This information would be allowed
through the filter to receive further processing – in the case of speech, to determine
what words these sounds represented. Information on the other channels would
not be allowed through and would quickly decay and be lost (Figure 9.10). Accord-
ing to Broadbent’s model, therefore, all sensory information receives preliminary
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Shadowed ear Nonshadowed ear

She had peanut butter

book, leaf, roof

apple, friend, every, select

sandwiches and chocolate brownies

Figure 9.11 Treisman’s (1960) procedure. Different messages were presented to the two ears, and
participants tried to shadow one of them. At some points, a message that started in one ear was switched
to the other ear; the point of switching is indicated by the horizontal dividing line in each message.

processing, but only information in one channel is allowed through the filter for
more intensive analysis.

This model neatly accounts for the results of Cherry’s experiment and similar
studies. Other evidence, however, quickly posed serious problems for the model. In
one of Moray’s conditions, for example, one of the words presented to the second
ear was the participant’s name, and many participants did later report having
heard it. This is clearly adaptive – it is important that we not be so focused on
one task that we cannot detect important events such as someone calling our
name – but from the perspective of Broadbent’s filter theory, it is deeply puzzling.
If information from the second ear is not allowed through the filter, how could
participants have known that their names had been presented?

Treisman (1960) reported similar findings. In her study, participants shadowed
a coherent story presented to one ear, while a string of largely unrelated words
were presented to the other ear. At some points, however, the two messages were
switched, so that a sentence that started in one ear was completed in the other ear
(Figure 9.11). According to Broadbent’s model, participants should have continued
to shadow the words presented to the first ear – because the message presented to
the second ear was blocked by the filter, participants would have had no way of
knowing that the content in that ear was now relevant.

In fact, however, participants did switch to shadowing the second ear when the
message was switched there. Here, as in Moray’s experiment, the strong implication
is that participants were aware of the content of the second message, so that when
relevant material was presented, they would switch their attention appropriately.
They could only have done this if they had been analyzing the meaning of the
messages in both ears, not just in one (see also MacKay, 1973).

By the early 1960s, therefore, the evidence concerning attention had become
somewhat confusing. All sides agreed that we cannot fully process all the
information reaching our senses, but it was far from clear where in the processing
system selection occurred. According to Broadbent, filtering occurred early in
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processing, before participants had analyzed the meaning of any words they heard.
The evidence from Moray and Treisman, on the other hand, suggested that filtering
did not occur until a later stage, after at least some semantic analysis had been
completed.

Pool-of-resources theories

One framework for reconciling this conflicting evidence was suggested by Kahne-
man (1973). Instead of thinking of attention as a fixed filter, he suggested that we
view it more as a pool of resources that can be allocated flexibly across competing
tasks. If two tasks are difficult, so that each requires considerable attention, we
might be able to perform only one at a time. If the tasks are easy, on the other
hand, then we might be able to perform them simultaneously. The outcome, in
other words, depends on how difficult each task is, and thus how much attention
it requires from the available pool.

One real-life example concerns the ability of drivers to converse with passengers
while driving. If the drivers are experienced, this normally is not difficult: The
reason is that both activities are well practiced, and so require relatively little
attention. If a car in front of a driver suddenly swerved, however, then the driver
would have to concentrate intensely on taking evasive action, and conversation
would become impossible. In contrast to Broadbent’s filter model, which assumes
that we can only carry out one task at a time, Kahneman’s pool-of-resources model
allows for the possibility of performing several tasks simultaneously, as long as
the attention required by each task is modest, and thus the total pool of resources
is not exhausted.

Johnston and Heinz (1978) extended Kahneman’s theory, and also provided a
clever way of testing it. Their version of the theory built on existing evidence that
perception is a sequential process. In our cat example, we saw that we start by
analyzing the physical properties of the stimulus (what features are present), and
then move on to interpreting these features (what word is formed by the letters,
and what does the word mean). Figuring out the meaning of a word thus requires
more processing than simply determining its physical properties. Johnston and
Heinz therefore proposed that a task that required semantic analysis would leave
less processing capacity available for carrying out other tasks.

To test their theory, they asked one group of participants to listen to a tape
recording of a male and a female simultaneously reading two lists of words. One
speaker read a list of cities, the other a list of occupations, and the participants
were instructed to shadow one of the lists by repeating the words. Because the
lists were read by different voices, this task was expected to be relatively easy – to
decide which words to repeat, all the listeners had to do was to focus on the voice
that was reading them.
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A second group performed a similar task, except that for this group both lists
were read by the same voice. In this condition there were no simple physical cues
to indicate which words should be repeated, so the listeners would have to analyze
the meaning of the words to decide which ones to repeat. As analyzing meaning
requires more processing than simply detecting whether the speaker is male or
female, Johnston and Heinze predicted that shadowing would now require more
attention, leaving less for other tasks.

To find out, they asked both groups to carry out a second task at the same
time as shadowing the words. In this subsidiary task a light occasionally appeared,
and participants had to push a button as fast as they could whenever the light
was presented. If a semantic analysis requires more attention than distinguishing
voices, participants in the second group should have had less attention available
for detecting the light and thus should have responded more slowly. This is what
Johnston and Heinz found. The average response latency for the first group was
433 msec, whereas the average latency for the second group was 482 msec. Even
more strikingly, the groups also differed in how well they executed the shadowing
task: Participants in the first group made errors in repeating 5% of the words,
whereas those in the second group made errors on 21%. As predicted by a pool-
of-resources model, it appears that we can potentially perform more than one task
at a time, but the more attention is required for one of these tasks, the less will be
available for the others. (See also Lavie, 2005.)

Attention as a spotlight

A useful metaphor for thinking about attention is as a spotlight in a theatre.
In Broadbent’s original conception, there was just one spotlight: We could pay
attention (shine our spotlight) on one part of the stage, but everything else would
remain shrouded in semi-darkness. To accommodate the evidence for attention as
a pool of resources that can be allocated flexibly, we can instead think of a theatre
with many spotlights, each capable of illuminating a different part of the stage.
All of these spotlights, however, are connected to a single electric generator, so
that the total amount of light available is fixed. We could, if we wanted, illuminate
several areas of the stage simultaneously, but because the total amount of light
available is fixed, providing more light to some areas would necessarily mean less
light for others. In the Johnson and Heinz study, participants were able to carry out
two tasks at the same time, but the more attention they devoted to the words, the
harder they found it to detect the light. Similarly in the Cherry study, because the
shadowing task was very demanding, there was little attention left for other tasks,
and only the most salient stimuli – a person’s name – would attract attention.

One study that fits nicely with the spotlight metaphor – indeed, it inspired it –
was reported by Posner, Snyder, and Davidson (1980). To understand their study,
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consider the properties of spotlights. One such property is that a spotlight is heavy,
and thus it takes time to shift its beam from one part of a stage to another. If a
stagehand knows in advance where an actor will appear, however, the spotlight
can be pointed at that spot in advance, and thus turned on instantly when it is
needed. The question Posner and his colleagues asked was whether we can orient
our mental spotlight in a similar way, so that when we know beforehand where an
event is going to occur we can mentally focus on that place and thus detect the
event more quickly.

Posner and his colleagues tested this prediction by asking participants to look
at a computer screen and focus on a fixation point at its center. Following a
warning stimulus, a letter appeared to either the left or the right of the fixation
point, and they were to press a button as soon as they saw it. Crucially, on some
trials the warning stimulus was an arrow that pointed to the side where the letter
would appear. If attention functions as a spotlight, the arrow should have allowed
participants to focus on where the letter would appear and thus respond faster, and
that is what happened: Reaction times were significantly faster on trials in which
participants knew where the letter would appear. Moreover, a subsequent study by
Lu and Dosher (1998) showed that participants were also better at detecting the
properties of the stimulus when it did appear. The stimulus they used was a vertical
pattern tilted slightly to either left or right, and participants had to indicate the
direction of tilt. Because the tilt was small and the pattern was presented only very
briefly, the task was difficult, but participants who knew where the pattern would
appear proved to be better at it. As a spotlight analogy would suggest, knowing
where a stimulus will appear allows us to prepare for it and thus process its features
more effectively.2

Other predictions from the spotlight metaphor have also been tested, and many
have been confirmed. Some, however, have not fared so well. One example con-
cerns the focus of attention. In the case of vision, the spotlight metaphor implies
that attention is focused on particular places in the environment, so that we see
whatever is located at that position, but in some situations we seem to focus on
objects rather than places. To understand this distinction, imagine that a picture
of a man standing next to a woman was briefly flashed on a screen in front of
you. If you focused on the man’s face, you would be more likely to notice a watch

2 You may have noticed a possible flaw in this analysis. Perhaps when a warning stimulus was
provided participants simply redirected their gaze from the fixation point to the spot where the
test stimulus would appear – if so, there would be no need to invoke a mental spotlight; the effects
could all be explained in terms of eye movement. Posner and other researchers were aware of this
possibility and took steps to eliminate it. In Lu and Dosher’s study, for example, the test stimulus
followed the warning stimulus so quickly that there wasn’t enough time for eye movement. The
observed effects really were due to mental preparation, not physical – our brains can process
sensory information more efficiently when we are prepared for its arrival.
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that he was wearing than a necklace worn by the woman next to him, even if the
necklace was actually closer to the man’s face. It appears that we sometimes focus
on objects rather than places, and that this focus increases attention to all aspects
of the object (O’Craven, Downing, and Kanwisher, 1999). Problems such as this
mean that the analogy between attention and a spotlight should not be pushed too
far, but the spotlight metaphor does still provide a useful way of thinking about
attention. (For a review of the similarities and differences, see Cave and Bichot,
1999.)

The effects of practice

We’ve seen that activities can vary in how much attention they require – deciding
whether two voices are the same, for example, is less demanding than figuring out
what they are saying. How much attention any task requires, however, depends
in part on how much experience we have had with performing it. As we saw in
Chapter 7, when a task is practiced extensively – driving a car is the classic exam-
ple – it becomes increasingly automatic, and thus requires less attention. Shiffrin
and Schneider codified this insight with their distinction between controlled pro-
cesses, which require attention for their execution, and automatic processes, which
don’t. Because automatic processes don’t require attention, many can be performed
simultaneously without interfering with each other.

Automatization

The process by which a controlled process in converted into an automatic pro-
cess through practice is known as automatization. One example that we have all
experienced is learning to read. At first, children find it very difficult to learn to
read the squiggles on a page that we call letters. After extensive practice, the pro-
cess becomes increasingly automatic, until eventually they can instantly recognize
these patterns as words.

This automatization of reading not only allows us to read faster, it also helps us
to remember what we read. One example comes from research on memory span,
which is measured by our ability to repeat a sequence of items after hearing them
just once.

As we saw earlier, most people have a memory span of around 7 items, and
few can remember more than 9. To experience this for yourself, try repeating
the following sequence after reading it just once: nscitonutoti. And now try the
following: constitution. It seems a fairly safe bet that you were able to remember
many more letters in the second sequence – in fact, all of them, even though
the letters in the two sequences were the same. The reason is that, with practice,
reading the letters of a word becomes automatic – instead of having to activate 14
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Figure 9.12 Chunking. When we first learn to read, each letter of a word activates its own
representation. With practice, we learn to associate all these letter nodes with a single, higher-level node
that represents the entire word. As a result, we only have to rehearse a single node when the word is
presented in tasks such as memory span.

separate nodes in your brain to represent the letters in constitution, you learn to
represent this combination by a single node (see Figure 9.12).

This process of combining separate units into a single representation is called
chunking, and the suggestion is that eventually an entire word becomes a unit in
the same way that a single letter was initially. One prediction that follows from
this analysis is that we should be able to remember 7 words just about as easily
as 7 letters, and this is largely the case: The average memory span for words is
approximately 5. In the present context, the important point is that, with practice,
we learn to respond to the letters of a word by automatically activating the word’s
representation in the brain.

Once a stimulus comes to elicit a response automatically, it can be difficult
for us to override this and prevent the response occurring. A classic example is
the Stroop effect, named after John Stroop, who first discovered it. In a typical
experiment, participants are asked to read words printed in different colors; their
task is to name the color of each word as quickly as they can. If you were shown
the word BOOK printed in red ink, for example, you would be able to name the
color as red very quickly. If you were shown the word BLUE printed in red ink, on
the other hand, you would found it much harder, and take far longer to respond.
Although you would still see the color clearly, reading the word BLUE would elicit
a strong tendency to say blue, a tendency that you would have to suppress before
you could finally give the correct response. Once a response becomes automatic,
it can be difficult to suppress. (See also Shiffrin and Schneider, 1977; MacLeod,
1991.)

Applications

With sufficient practice, people are capable of quite remarkable feats of automa-
tization. In a study by Spelke, Hirst, and Neisser (1976), for example, participants
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were asked to read a story while writing down a list of words that were being
dictated to them. As you can imagine, performance was initially very poor. After
85 sessions of practice, however, participants were able to combine the two tasks
effortlessly: Their scores when they performed the tasks concurrently were as good
as when they performed them separately.

Chase and Ericsson (1982) reported an even more remarkable illustration of the
effects of practice. The single participant in this study, identified as SF, initially
had a normal memory span, about 7 digits. With practice, however, his span began
to increase – at first to 8, then to 10, and so on. Eventually, after a massive 200
practice sessions spread over 2 years, his digit span had increased to more than
80. Because this feat is so extraordinary, it is perhaps worth spelling it out: After
listening to a sequence of 80 digits presented rapidly just once, he could recall the
entire sequence perfectly.

You might think that this improvement was due to a general increase in his
memory capacity, but this proved not to be the case: If tested on material other
than digits, his memory span was exactly the same as it had been at the outset.
Instead, his improvement was due to chunking. SF was a long-distance runner, and
as he practiced the digit task he hit upon the strategy of recoding number sequences
into running times. If presented with the sequence 3492, for example, he might
recode it as 3:49.2, a near record for the mile. With practice, these numerical
sequences became chunks for SF, in the same way that letters of a word become
chunks for the rest of us. Similar effects of automatization underlie many forms of
skilled behavior, including the ability of chess masters to remember complex chess
positions (a skill that enables some masters to simultaneously play more than 30
opponents while blindfolded), and the ability of skilled waiters to remember 20
complete orders, down to such details as the salad dressing and whether the steak
should be well done. (See Ericsson and Kintsch, 1995, for a review of the evidence,
together with a theory of how such skills are acquired.)

Change blindness

We will conclude our survey of attention by discussing evidence that we take in
much less information about the world than we realize, even about objects that
do fall within the beam of our attentional spotlight. One striking example comes
from research on change blindness, a phenomenon in which observers fail to
notice seemingly obvious changes in a scene. In a now-classic study reported by
Simons and Levin (1998), one of the experimenters stopped people on a college
campus and asked them for directions. During the conversation, two confederates
of the experimenter walked between them while carrying a large door. During the
few seconds in which the first experimenter was obscured, another experimenter
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Figure 9.13 Change blindness. Frames from a video made during the Simons and Levin (1998)
experiment. (a) The first experimenter asks a passer-by for directions. (b) Two men carrying a door walk
between them. (c) The second experimenter continues the conversation. (d) The two experimenters, for
comparison. (Simons and Levin, 1998.)

took his place, and the second experimenter then continued the conversation! (See
Figure 9.13.) After a few minutes, the experimenter explained that this was actually
a psychology experiment and asked whether the participant had noticed anything
unusual around the time that the door passed. The remarkable result was that only
about half of the participants had noticed the change in experimenters. (See also
Simons and Rensink, 2005.)

On the surface, this finding is bizarre, but in a sense it only confirms what
we have already seen in other settings. In discussing Sachs’s (1967) experiment
on memory for sentences, we noted that people generally do not retain verbatim
copies of the sentences they have read in long-term memory. Instead, they extract
the underlying ideas or gist, and it is this abstracted information that is retained.
The Simons and Levin experiment suggests that something very similar happens
with vision. Although we have the impression that we see the world in great
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Figure 9.14 One possible integration of current theories of memory. Note that although attention has
been shown as occurring between sensory memory and short-term memory, selection probably occurs at
many points during processing. Also, the diagram does not include processes such as organization and
rehearsal.

detail, in fact we see – and remember – only a small proportion of our sensory
input, just enough to allow us to respond appropriately. When we encounter
strangers, we don’t need to remember every detail of their appearance, and the
Simons and Levin experiment reveals in dramatic fashion how little we actually
take in.

We’ve now traced the evolution of theories of attention from a filter that would
allow only a small amount of sensory information to be fully processed, to a pool
of resources that can be allocated flexibly. Because attention is now arguably
one of the most investigated topics within cognitive psychology, our survey has
had to be very brief, and we have focused on those aspects that seem partic-
ularly relevant to memory. If you’d like to know more about attention, more
comprehensive reviews are available in Luck and Vecera (2002), Logan (2004), and
Styles (2006).

Looking back over the material covered in this chapter, psychologists have
clearly moved a long way from Ebbinghaus’s original conception of memory as
a single store, to a tripartite division into sensory memory, short-term memory,
and long-term memory. (See Figure 9.14 for one view of how these components
might be related.) Moreover, as we shall see in the next chapter, there are strong
grounds for believing that long-term memory is further subdivided into multiple
subsystems. This proliferation of memory systems can be confusing, but if you
consider the complexity of the brain – billions of neurons carrying out a wide
range of functions – it is not surprising that the brain contains multiple sub-
systems or modules to execute these functions. We might seem to remember our
experiences almost effortlessly but this apparent ease is deceptive, as the formation
of a memory depends on sophisticated systems for coding and analyzing sensory
data. Memory is a bit like a swan seen gliding across a lake: seen from a dis-
tance, all effortless grace, but underneath the surface paddling away furiously.
We will continue our exploration of the hidden processes involved in memory in
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Chapter 10, where we will examine what happens to a code once it reaches long-
term memory.

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
� Coding of sensory input begins with analysis of the features of objects. This

bottom-up processing is supplemented by top-down processing in which our
expectations about a forthcoming stimulus are used to help us analyze its
features.

� To allow time for this processing, sensory input is held very briefly in sensory
memory.

� Once an object has been recognized and assigned a code, that code is held in a
short-term store, where it can receive the additional processing required to form
a permanent memory.

� The existence of separate short- and long-term stores has been supported by
research on amnesia: Some forms of brain damage selectively impair short-term
memory, while others affect only long-term memory.

� Many theorists now view short-term memory as the set of items in the long-term
store that are currently in an active state.

� The short-term store is not just where we hold incoming material from the
senses; it is also where we hold information retrieved from long-term memory
which we require for activities such as problem-solving. To reflect this larger
role, short-term memory is now usually referred to as working memory.

� Baddeley has proposed that working memory has three components: the phono-
logical loop, the visuo-spatial sketchpad, and the central executive.

� Processing of a word in working memory can vary in depth. The levels-of-
processing hypothesis proposes that deeper and more elaborate processing leads
to better memory.

� Consolidation theory suggests that the formation of a long-term memory depends
on strengthening synaptic connections between neurons, a relatively brief pro-
cess that is disrupted by brain damage. When we retrieve a memory, this may
produce further consolidation.

� We cannot fully process all the stimuli that bombard our senses. Capacity
theories of attention suggest that we have considerable flexibility in how we
allocate processing capacity; attention is like a mental spotlight that can focus
brightly on a narrow area, or more broadly but shallowly on a wider range of
inputs.

� With practice, processes can become automatic, so that they no longer require
attention.
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� Another feature of attention is that we take in far less information than we
normally realize; change blindness provides a particularly striking example.

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 Define the following terms: features, partial report procedure, icon.

2 What are grandmother cells? Do they exist?

3 What is the difference between top-down and bottom-up processing? What
evidence suggests that perception involves both?

4 How does Sperling’s research suggest the existence of a temporary visual
store?

5 How has research on amnesia supported the claim that there are separate
short-term and long-term memory stores?

6 Atkinson and Shiffrin viewed short-term and long-term stores as separate
systems, but some theorists now view short-term memory simply as the nodes
in the long-term store that are currently active. How did research on KF
contribute to this altered view?

7 How did Baddeley and Hitch’s (1974) research suggest that we need to view
STM as being composed of separate subsystems? According to Baddeley, what
are the three main subsystems?

8 What evidence points to the existence of a phonological loop?

9 What is the central executive? What is the potential danger in postulating
such concepts?

10 What evidence suggests that the formation of a long-term memory requires
more than just rehearsal? How did Craik and Lockhart account for this
evidence?

11 What is the difference between depth of processing and elaboration? What
evidence suggests that elaboration is important in helping us to remember
what we read?

12 What is consolidation theory? What evidence suggests that it needs to be
modified?

13 How did early research on dichotic listening provide the basis for Broadbent’s
filter theory? How did subsequent research on dichotic listening undermine
this theory?

14 How do capacity theories of attention differ from filter theories? What
evidence suggests that the more attention is allocated to one task, the less is
available for other tasks?
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15 In what respects is attention analogous to a spotlight?

16 When we focus our attention on something, we have the impression that we
perceive it in considerable detail. How has research on change blindness
challenged this assumption?

17 How are the concepts of chunking and automatization related?
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In Chapter 9, we traced the coding of a word from its detection by our senses to its
processing in sensory and then working memory. In this chapter, we’ll complete
our tracking of the word’s journey by looking at what happens to information
about a word once it reaches long-term memory.

Memory systems

At roughly the same time as Baddeley and his colleagues were suggesting that
short-term memories are formed in separate subsystems, evidence was mounting
that the same is true of long-term memories. The nature of the systems in long-
term memory, however, was a matter of considerable theoretical dispute. You can
obtain a sense of how widely the theories differed if we simply list some of the
terms that theorists have used to describe these systems: conscious and uncon-
scious memory (Kelley and Lindsay, 1996), implicit and explicit memory (Graf and
Schacter, 1985), procedural and declarative memory (Squire, 1987), episodic and
semantic memory (Tulving, 1972, 2001), and perceptual and conceptual processing
(Roediger and McDermott, 1993; Schacter and Tulving, 1994). Despite this
dazzling – or daunting – proliferation of explanations, the differences between
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Figure 10.1 Proposed systems of long-term memory.

the theories have narrowed over time, to the point where the two most influential
accounts – those of Schacter and Tulving (1994) and Squire (2004, 2009) – are
almost identical, differing more in terminology than in basic assumptions.

Our approach in this chapter will be based on a blend of these two accounts,
illustrated in Figure 10.1. We will be assuming that long-term memory is composed
of four main subsystems, which we will be labeling episodic memory, semantic
memory, perceptual memory, and procedural memory. Although we will be looking
at each in detail as the chapter unfolds, it might be helpful to define them briefly
at the outset. Episodic memory refers to memories for personal experiences (for
example, what you ate for breakfast this morning), while semantic memory refers
to memories for facts (Paris is the capital of France). Perceptual memory refers to
improvement in our ability to process sensory input with experience – the more we
are exposed to an object, the better our brains become at recognizing it quickly.
And finally, procedural memory refers to changes that occur on the output side –
once having recognized a stimulus, we become faster at deciding how to respond
and then in initiating that response. So, memory for personal experiences and
facts, for stimuli and responses. It could be that all of these different kinds of
memories are just stored together in a great big jumble in long-term memory, but
as we shall see there is reason to think that each is processed and stored in a
different way.

Episodic and semantic memory

When we talk about memory, we usually have in mind recalling something that
happened to us at a particular moment in time. We remember what someone
said to us in the morning, where we left our keys, and so on. And, when the
memory comes back to us, it usually includes a sense of when and where the event
happened. (“I was about to leave the house, and I put my keys down on the table
while I answered the phone.”) Tulving (1972) called this kind of memory episodic
memory because it involves remembering a particular moment or episode in our
lives.
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Figure 10.2 Three memory systems. When we read a word, processing in the perceptual system would
eventually result in activation of a node in the brain representing that word. Activation might then spread
to nodes representing the word’s meaning or its context. If the word and its context became associated,
this would provide the basis for an episodic memory; if the word became associated with other
information already in semantic memory, this would provide the basis for a new semantic memory.

Tulving went on to distinguish episodic memory from what he called semantic
memory. The latter refers to memories for facts or other kinds of knowledge.
Suppose, for example, that while you were in high school you learned that the
tongue of a blue whale weighs more than a full-grown elephant. You might still
recall this remarkable fact years later (semantic memory), even though you could no
longer recall where or when you had learned it (episodic memory). Thus, whereas
episodic memories are tied to particular times and places, semantic memories
involve more general kinds of knowledge that you just “know.”

Two systems

One way of thinking about the relationship between these two kinds of memory is
illustrated in Figure 10.2. If someone read the word cat in a text, light reflected from
the page would trigger a sequence of perceptual processing stages, culminating in
activation of the node in the brain that represents this word (see Chapter 9).
Activation of the cat node would effectively mean that the reader had recognized
the word, and this recognition could in turn trigger other processes, depending
on the reader’s goals at the time. One possibility is that the reader would think
about the word’s meaning – that is, activation of the cat node would spread to
the regions of semantic memory that hold information about cats. Or perhaps the
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reader would focus on the relationship between the word and the context in which
it was encountered – for example, the room in which she was sitting.

Either way, we will assume that one result would be a strengthening of neural
connections within the brain. If activation of the cat node were accompanied
by activation of nodes representing the word’s context, for example, then the
connections between these nodes would be strengthened. As discussed in Chapter 9,
this linkage between a word and its context is what makes it possible for us to
later retrieve the word: When we think of the context, it reminds us of the events
with which it is associated. (“What was the word that I read while sitting in this
chair 10 minutes ago? Oh yes, cat.”) Conversely, if a word or other experience is
not linked to a context, we have no way of knowing when we encountered it. The
word might seem familiar, but we would have no basis for judging whether this
was because we read it minutes or days earlier.

Translated into Tulving’s terms, an association between an event and its context
provides the basis for episodic memory. If we later reactivate the event together
with its context, we effectively re-create the moment when we originally experi-
enced them.

In a similar fashion, if activation of a word’s representation led to activation of
its meaning, this might lead to the formation of new connections within semantic
memory. If you read the sentence “Blue whales have massive tongues,” activating
the meaning of the words would allow the formation of new links between them,
and this would effectively store the new information in semantic memory. (We
will examine how this happens in more detail in the next section.)

Are they really different?

Tulving believed that episodic and semantic memories are created in separate sys-
tems (see also Schacter and Tulving, 1994; Tulving, 2002). Other theorists, however,
were not convinced. Episodic and semantic memories undoubtedly involve differ-
ent kinds of information, but this does not necessarily mean that these memories
are processed and stored in different systems (Roediger, 1990, 1993). After all, we
also learn different facts in history and geography – does this mean that there are
separate history and geography systems in our brains? Or that, within history, we
have separate systems for processing European and American history? Theorists
were worried by the possibility of an endless proliferation of memory systems
based on nothing more than differences in the content of different memories.

At the heart of this dispute lay the question of what is meant by a memory
system. In biology, the term system implies a physical structure that carries out
a set of processes devoted to a single end. The digestive system, for example,
is centered on the stomach and involves the secretion of gastric acids to digest
food, whereas the respiratory system is centered in the lungs and involves the
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extraction of oxygen from the air. These systems are clearly different, and Tulving
believed that episodic and semantic memories differ in similarly fundamental ways.
An alternative interpretation is that episodic and semantic memories are simply
different kinds of information stored within the same system. In this view, the
processing of episodic and semantic information is analogous to the digestion of
bananas and hamburgers within the stomach; the content might be different, but
the digestive processes that operate on them are fundamentally the same.

So, are episodic and semantic memories the products of a single system or of
two separate systems? One way to resolve this issue would be to determine where
in the brain these memories are formed. If they were formed in different regions,
this would support the claim that they are produced by different systems.

Evidence that episodic and semantic memories are indeed formed in different
areas has come from studies of amnesia, in which individuals have problems in
storing or retrieving information, usually as a result of brain damage. Rosenbaum
et al. (2005) described one such patient identified as K.C. K.C.’s brain was seriously
damaged in a motorcycle accident, and this led to a complete loss of episodic
memory – he could not remember a single personal experience he had ever had.
For example, his brother, with whom he had been very close, had died several
years earlier, but K.C. had no memory of being told of his death. Similarly, he had
no memory of the events of 9/11; every time he is told, he reacts with shocked
horror. Remarkably, however, his semantic memory was virtually intact. Tulving
(2002) reported that K.C.’s memory for subjects such as history and geography was
normal, and he even could explain the geological distinction between stalactites
and stalagmites! The damage to his brain had obliterated his memory for personal
experiences, but left his memory for facts largely unaffected.

Nor was K.C.’s case unique. Spiers, Maguire, and Burgess (2001) reviewed 147
cases of amnesia involving damage to an area of the brain known as the hip-
pocampus. In almost every single one there was substantial, often dramatic loss
of episodic memory. The effects on semantic memory, on the other hand, were
more variable and generally smaller. Damage to the hippocampus seemed to affect
episodic memory far more than semantic memory.

This is an example of what psychologists call a dissociation, a situation in which
a variable has a strong effect on one aspect of behavior but little or no effect on
another, seemingly similar aspect. When two behaviors are separated or dissociated
in this way, it raises the possibility that they are products of different processes –
were they products of the same process, we would expect any damage to this
process to affect both equally. (For a discussion of possible pitfalls in applying this
logic, see Schacter and Tulving, 1994.)

Even more dramatic evidence for a dissociation between episodic and semantic
memory comes from a study by Fareneh Vargha-Khadem and her colleagues (1997).
Two of the participants in this study suffered hippocampal damage at an early
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age – one, Beth, was injured at birth, and the other, Jon, at the age of 4. As a
result, both had great difficulty in remembering their experiences – they could
not recall telephone conversations, holidays, and so on. And yet, despite this
apparent inability to store any of their experiences in memory, both children
acquired language normally and performed well in school. (For a similar case, see
Verfaellie, Koseff, and Alexander, 2000.)

Intuitively, this result is very hard to understand – if the children were unable to
remember having a lesson at school, how could they possibly remember anything
taught during that lesson? The result begins to make sense, though, if inter-
preted through the model of episodic memory presented earlier, summarized in
Figure 10.2. We suggested that when a word such as cat is presented, it can enter
into two kinds of associations. In one, it becomes associated with the contextual
cues present at the time (in this case, things like the appearance of the teacher
and the room); in the other, it becomes associated with other information previ-
ously stored in semantic memory. The first process results in the formation of an
episodic memory, containing information about when and where the word was
heard; the second results in the storage of new factual information in semantic
memory. To explain Beth’s and Jon’s experiences, all we need to do is add the
assumption that the hippocampus is the area of the brain where we form associ-
ations between events and their contexts, a process that cognitive psychologists
call binding. When the hippocampus was damaged, Beth and Jon lost the ability
to associate events with their contexts, and thus to form episodic memories. Their
ability to form associations within semantic memory, however, remained intact,
so that they could still learn new facts. Put another way, they were still able to
acquire semantic information; they had simply lost the ability to remember the
context in which they encountered that information.

Summarizing the material in this section, we can say that there is consider-
able evidence that damage to the hippocampus affects episodic memory more than
semantic memory, and this supports Tulving’s view that these memories are formed
in different systems. (See also Murphy et al., 2008; Knight and O’Hagan, 2009.)
However, not all amnesics show the kinds of dissociation between episodic and
semantic memory that we have been discussing, and even where they do, it is
possible to explain these dissociations without assuming that they are products of
different systems (for example, Toth and Hunt, 1999; Weldon, 1999; Burianova,
McIntosh, and Grady, 2010). We will discuss why such evidence can be diffi-
cult to interpret shortly, in the section on procedural issues; for now, we will
summarize our discussion by saying that there are persuasive grounds for think-
ing that episodic and semantic memories are products of different systems, but
the evidence is not yet conclusive. (For a more thorough analysis of the crite-
ria that must be satisfied before postulating a memory system, see Schacter and
Tulving, 1994.)
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Implicit memory

Episodic and semantic memories can be consciously accessed – we can consciously
remember what we ate for breakfast or the capital of France. Also, we can describe
the contents of these memories verbally, and for this reason they are sometimes
referred to as explicit or declarative memories. Other memories, though, can affect
our behavior without being brought back into consciousness. Such memories are
referred to as unconscious or implicit memories – they operate at an entirely
unconscious level, affecting us even though we are not aware of their existence.
We have already encountered one example in Chapter 4, where we discussed a
woman who had been raped but had no conscious memory of the incident. When
she was taken back to the scene of the crime, though, she became extremely
upset. She had no conscious memory of the rape, but it was clearly affecting her
(Christianson and Nilsson, 1989).

Such behavior is perplexing: If someone doesn’t remember an experience, how
could it affect her behavior? We know that memories can be held in storage
without our being able to access them, but how could they influence us while they
remain in this unconscious state? In this section, we will consider two kinds of
unconscious memories, procedural memories and perceptual memories, and try to
understand the processes involved.

Procedural memory

In 1911, a Swiss psychiatrist named Edouard Claparède observed that some patients
with amnesia remained capable of certain kinds of learning. In one test, he con-
cealed a pin in his hand as he shook hands with one of his female patients, so
that she experienced a sharp prick. The next morning the woman refused to shake
hands with him, even though she could not remember their previous encounter
(Claparède, 1911).

Some 50 years later when psychologists studied HM, they observed a similar
phenomenon. As we saw in Chapter 9, HM was almost totally incapable of con-
sciously recalling his experiences, but he too was found to perform normally on
some learning tasks. In one study by Milner (1962), HM was given training on a
mirror-drawing task that involved tracing a pattern with a pencil. He could see the
pattern only through a mirror suspended above it, and this made the task quite
difficult – if the line appeared to slant upwards, for example, he needed to move his
pencil downward. Every time HM was tested, he stated that he could not remember
having done the task before, but despite this, his performance improved dramat-
ically. He clearly had retained some record of previous sessions, even though he
had no memory of having participated in them. Similar results were reported in
studies of other amnesics, showing that they were capable of improvement on a
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wide range of learning tasks, from classical conditioning to solving jigsaw puzzles
(Weiskrantz and Warrington, 1979; Spiers et al., 2001).

A common characteristic of these tasks is that improvement does not require
conscious recall of prior experiences; it is possible to improve simply by forming an
association between a stimulus and a response. In recognition of this characteristic,
Winograd (1975) introduced the term procedural learning to describe such learning;
the suggestion is that these tasks involve learning procedures for carrying out a
response, rather than forming conscious memories of the kind that can be expressed
in words. Other examples of procedural learning include learning to type and to
drive a car.

We don’t normally think of skills such as typing as involving memory, but
clearly, we must store information about our experiences if we are to improve. The
term procedural memory has been used to describe such memories. Procedural
memory is often distinguished from episodic memory on the basis that procedu-
ral memory involves knowing how to do something, whereas episodic memory
involves knowing that something happened. If you remembered that you had a
driving lesson yesterday, that would be an example of episodic memory; if, as a
result, you became a better driver, that would be an example of procedural mem-
ory. The evidence that amnesics with poor episodic memories often have normal
procedural memories is another example of a dissociation, and it again suggests
that these memories are formed in different systems.

Perceptual memory

Procedural memory involves an improvement in how we overtly respond to a
stimulus or situation, as in driving a car. In addition, there is evidence that with
practice we can also become better at recognizing the stimulus, an effect that we
will refer to as a perceptual memory. (Schacter and Tulving [1994] called the
underlying system the perceptual representation system.)

In one of the first studies to show this improvement, Howes and Solomon (1951)
used a device called a tachistoscope to present words very briefly. By varying the
length of the presentation, they could assess how long a word had to be presented
before participants could reliably recognize it. They found that the more often
a word appeared in print in sources such as books and newspapers, the faster
participants were able to recognize it. In a similar study by Jacoby and Dallas
(1981), words were presented very briefly, for 35 ms, and each presentation was
followed by a pattern mask – in this case, a row of asterisks. This mask stopped
further processing of the words at the retina, and by reducing the time available for
processing made it harder for the participants to recognize the words. They found
that common words were recognized twice as often as uncommon words – 65% of
the common words were recognized as against only 33% of the uncommon words.
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These findings suggest that the more experience we have with a word or other
stimulus, the better we become at processing it. In our discussion of “grandmother
cells” in Chapter 9, we discussed how recognition of a visual stimulus is the
result of transmission of electrical signals between a series of neurons, starting
at the eye and eventually reaching the node in the cortex that represents the
object; it is activation of this cortical representation that leads to the feeling
of recognition. With practice, the connections between these neurons apparently
become stronger, leading to faster transmission of the signals and thus more rapid
recognition.

The perceptual memories we have described so far have involved permanent
changes in our ability to process sensory information. In addition to these long-
term changes, cognitive psychologists have found that presentation of a stimulus
can cause a temporary improvement in processing. In one of the experiments in the
Jacoby and Dallas study participants were given a list of words to read. Then, in a
second phase, they were given a word recognition test using the procedure already
described – each word presented very briefly and followed by a pattern mask. As
we’ve seen, this procedure makes it difficult to recognize the words, and on average
only 65% of the words were recognized. If the test word had appeared on the list
presented earlier, however, then the rate of recognition improved to around 80%.
Earlier exposure to the words, in other words, made it easier to recognize them, a
phenomenon known as repetition priming. (See Kristjansson and Campana, 2010,
for a review.)

Results like these make it clear that exposure to a stimulus can change how
we process it, and this in turn means that our brains must have kept some kind
of record or memory of the experience. This brings us to the question of why
we should consider perceptual memories as the product of a separate memory
system. The answer, once again, is dissociation – some variables affect perceptual
memories differently than they do episodic and semantic memories.

A nice example comes from a study by Graf, Squire, and Mandler (1984). Its
purpose was to assess the effects of anterograde amnesia by comparing the perfor-
mance of amnesics with normal controls. Both groups were shown a list of words
and then given a memory test. For one group, this was a cued-recall test in which
they were given a clue in the form of the first letters of each word and then asked
to recall the whole word. One of the words on the list, for example, was strap,
and on the cued-recall test participants were shown STR__. (Note that this stem
could be completed by many other words such as strip and stroke. If participants
didn’t remember the original words, the chances of producing the correct word by
guessing were thus low.) A second group was given a word-stem completion test.
Participants were shown the same stems as the first group, but instead of being
asked to recall the word shown earlier they were simply asked to respond with the
first word that came to mind.
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Figure 10.3 Memory in amnesics and normal control subjects. The control subjects did much better on
free-recall and cued-recall tests, but the amnesics did better on a word-completion task. (Adapted from
Graf, Squire, and Mandler, 1984.)

According to the analysis of priming presented earlier, when participants read
a word in the first phase, this should have activated or primed its representation
in their memory. When they read the word strap, for example, this would have
activated the node representing strap. If this node was still in an excited state
when the word or a fragment of the word was encountered again, then the new
input would combine with the existing level of activation, making it more likely
that participants would think of strap. When asked to complete the stem, in other
words, participants should have been more likely to do so using words that they
had seen previously.

The results are shown in Figure 10.3. As we would expect from other research
on amnesia, the amnesic group were worse than the control group when asked
to recall the words. On the word-stem completion test, however, the amnesics
not only performed as well as the normals, if anything they performed better!
This difference in performance on the two tests is particularly striking given that
the stimuli presented in the tests were identical. Both groups, for example, were
shown the letters STR; the only difference was in the instructions, whether they
were asked to deliberately recall an earlier word or just respond with the first
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word that popped into their heads. We thus have a paradoxical situation in which
participants who deliberately tried to remember a word had difficulty doing so,
and yet they retrieved the word effortlessly if they simply said the first word that
came to mind!

Recall and word-stem completion are examples of explicit and implicit tests of
memory (Graf and Schacter, 1985). In an explicit test, participants are explicitly
asked to retrieve information about an earlier event. (“Was this word on the list
you saw earlier?”) In an implicit test, on the other hand, memory is measured
only indirectly. Participants are not asked to remember anything – indeed, the
test is presented as if it has nothing to do with memory, as in word-stem com-
pletion where participants are simply asked to think of a word. The results of the
Graf et al. study – soon confirmed in other experiments with both amnesics and
normals – showed that performance on explicit and implicit tests of memory is
often unrelated – people can do well on one and yet poorly on the other (see
Roediger and McDermott, 1993, for a review).

On the surface, this dissociation is puzzling: If someone has no memory of
seeing the word strap, why should they think of this word when shown the first
few letters? Again, however, this dissociation becomes understandable if we assume
that implicit and explicit memories are produced by different systems. In the case
of perceptual memories, we have suggested that they are the result of improved
processing in the perceptual system, so that detection of a word at the retina is more
likely to activate its representation in the cortex. Episodic memories, on the other
hand, are the product of processing in the hippocampus that associates words with
their contexts. Damage to the hippocampus thus interferes with the formation
of episodic memories, involving context, but not the formation of perceptual
memories.

In summary, the reason that amnesics do better on word-completion tests than
on recall tests could be that the brain has separate systems for processing perceptual
and episodic memories. When amnesics read a word during the study phase, they
would have processed the word normally in their perceptual systems, and the
resulting perceptual memory would have made it more likely that they would
think of the word if shown some of its letters. Once the cortical representation of
the word was activated, however, they would have had difficulty in associating the
word with its context. If they later tried to recall the word, thinking of the context
would not activate the word’s representation, and the retrieval search would fail.
(For related proposals, see Roediger, 1990, and Schacter, 1994.)

Unconscious influences

The evidence we have reviewed shows that previous experiences can sometimes
influence us even when we have no conscious memory of their occurrence. This
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has potentially far-reaching implications, and in this section we will consider two
examples, involving prejudice and attraction.

Prejudice

Consider people’s attitudes toward cats. During our lives, we encounter cats in
a wide range of situations – we read about them, we encounter them in friends’
homes, and so on. From these experiences, we gradually assemble a set of attitudes
and beliefs about cats – for example, that they are proud, like to be stroked, and
will bite if handled roughly. We form similar beliefs about the characteristics of
social groups, and in this case our beliefs are called stereotypes. Insofar as they
are accurate, stereotypes can be very useful – in the case of cats, it is important to
know that most cats will become aggressive if handled roughly – but inaccurate
stereotypes can cause serious harm. In the 1930s and 1940s, for example, Holly-
wood movies tended to portray African Americans as lazy and shiftless, and this
stereotype undoubtedly contributed to racial prejudice.

For many years social psychologists believed that racial stereotypes were largely
conscious – individuals might not want to publicly admit that they were racists,
but they were certainly aware of their own attitudes. More recently, however,
influenced by cognitive research on unconscious memory, social psychologists
have investigated the possibility that racial stereotypes can also influence us at an
unconscious level (see, for example, Greenwald and Banaji, 1995, and Macrae and
Bodenhausen, 2000). According to this view, exposure to a black face automatically
activates or primes stereotypical beliefs about this group, and this stereotype can
then influence our behavior without our necessarily being aware of it.

In one test of this hypothesis, Bargh, Chen, and Burrows (1996) showed people
pictures of black faces. To ensure that any effects were truly unconscious, they
presented the faces subliminally: Each face was shown on a computer screen
for approximately 20 milliseconds, followed by a random pattern called a mask.
(Pretesting had confirmed that the faces were not detected – not only could
individuals not identify the pictures, they did not even realize that any had been
presented.)

The faces were presented as participants worked on an exceptionally boring task
in which they judged whether pictures contained an odd or an even number of
circles. When they finished, they were told that the computer had failed to save the
data, and that they would have to do it again. Participants who had been exposed
to the black faces reacted to this request with significantly greater hostility than
did members of a control group who had been exposed to pictures of Caucasian
faces. (See also Chen and Bargh, 1997.)

In a related study, Graham and Lowery (2004) had police officers read a brief
account of a crime and then answer questions about the perpetrator. Before reading
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the account, half were subliminally exposed to words related to black such as
Harlem and homeboy. The officers in this priming group were significantly more
likely to regard the perpetrator as responsible for his actions, and to recommend a
harsh punishment.

Attraction

A second example of how memories can influence our behavior without our aware-
ness has come from research on the mere exposure effect (Zajonc, 1968). This
refers to the fact that exposure to a neutral stimulus can increase our liking for it.
Rats, for example, normally have no preference between the music of Mozart and
Schoenberg – if music by the two composers is played in adjacent cages, the rats
will spend equal time in each cage. If rats are exposed to music by Mozart while
being reared, however, then as adults they strongly prefer Mozart (Cross, Holcomb,
and Matter, 1967). Similarly, people who are repeatedly exposed to neutral stimuli
such as nonsense syllables and tones begin to find them attractive. In one study by
Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc (1980), participants saw pictures of polygons that were
flashed on a screen subliminally. When subsequently asked to identify the shapes
they had seen in a recognition test, they could not do so, but when asked to rate
the attractiveness of these shapes, they rated the shapes they had seen earlier more
positively.

The mere exposure effect is so counterintuitive it might be worth citing one
final example. Moreland and Beach (1992) arranged for four women to attend a
university course on personality psychology. Before the course began, pictures of
the women were shown to students in a different course and the women were rated
to be equally attractive. The women then attended either 0, 5, 10, or 15 sessions
of the personality course. Finally, at the end of the course, students were shown
pictures of the four women and asked to rate their attractiveness; the women who
had attended the most lectures were now seen as significantly more attractive. This
effect occurred even though the class was a large one, with 200 students, and the
women had sat quietly during lectures so as not to draw attention to themselves.
Even this minimal exposure was apparently enough to significantly increase their
perceived attractiveness.

One possible interpretation of results like these is that when a stimulus is familiar,
it seems safer and thus more comfortable (Zajonc, 1998, 2001). Whatever the
precise mechanism, it seems that familiarity can influence our perceptions of
attractiveness without our awareness. (See also Alter and Oppenheimer, 2008.)

Procedural issues

In the introduction to this section, we referred to the remarkable proliferation of
theories concerning the components of long-term memory. We have now reviewed
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evidence concerning four candidates: episodic, semantic, perceptual, and procedu-
ral. So, are there really four divisions, and, if so, have we correctly identified their
properties?

The short answer is: We don’t know. Although most memory theorists now
agree that long-term memory is not a unitary system, there are still disagreements
about the precise nature of the subdivisions. To some degree, such disagreements
are inherent in science – there are always alternative ways of explaining data,
and the development and testing of competing theories is a normal part of the
scientific method. However, the number of competing theories about the structure
of memory – and, as important, the difficulty of deciding which view is right – is
arguably greater than in most other areas of cognitive psychology.

Process purity

One reason for this difficulty concerns the tasks that have been used to measure
memory. For example, we have assumed that recognition tests provide an index
of episodic memory – if someone recognizes a word, this means that he or she
remembers having seen it previously. However, although episodic or conscious
memory is probably the main determinant of performance on a recognition test, it is
not necessarily the only determinant. One influential theory of recognition argues
that recognition of a word can result from either of two processes, recollection or
familiarity (Mandler, 1980; Jacoby, 1991). Recollection involves having a specific,
conscious memory of having encountered an item before. If, for example, seeing
the word cat on a recognition test reminded you of seeing it during the study
phase, this would be an example of recollection.

However, another possibility is that the word would not remind you of a par-
ticular experience but would instead produce a general feeling of familiarity – the
word would just “ring a bell.” You might conclude that this means that you saw
the word earlier, and thus that it must have been on the study list. When you
recognize a word, in other words, this could be either because you remember the
moment when you saw it, or simply because the word seems familiar (see also
Yonelinas, 2002).

As to why some words seem familiar, this could be the result of perceptual mem-
ory. If you saw cat earlier, processing it would now be easier, and this perceptual
fluency could be the source of your feeling that it is familiar. (For a clever test of
this hypothesis, see Whittlesea, Jacoby, and Girard, 1990.) So, correct recognition
of a word could be based on a conscious episodic memory, but it could also be
based on an unconscious perceptual memory. The fact that someone does well on
a recognition test, therefore, does not necessarily mean that his or her episodic
memory system is intact.

Similar problems arise with other tests of memory, with each test poten-
tially reflecting the influence of multiple processes. Under these circumstances,
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it becomes very difficult to determine how many processes are involved – imagine
trying to study the effects of heat if thermometer readings were influenced by the
shape and color of objects as well as their temperature.

If you are feeling confused at this point, you shouldn’t worry about it –
it just means that you have understood how difficult it is to disentangle the
processes involved in memory. If every task provided a “pure” measure of a
single underlying process, understanding the processes underlying memory would
be straightforward, but cognitive psychologists now believe that most if not all
memory tasks reflect contributions from multiple processes. Larry Jacoby was the
first psychologist to identify this problem, and he suggested an ingenious proce-
dure to overcome it (Jacoby, 1991). Alas, other psychologists identified possible
flaws in his approach, and its validity is not yet clear. (For contrasting views,
see Curran and Hintzman, 1995; Brainerd, Reyna, and Mojardin, 1999; Rouder
et al., 2008.)

Converging operations

The difficulties involved in trying to understand memory are frustrating but not,
perhaps, surprising. The brain is composed of billions of neurons organized to
carry out hundreds if not thousands of processes, and this makes it very difficult
to figure out how many processes are involved, and what each one does. The task
of a psychologist trying to understand the brain in some ways resembles that of a
child trying to understand the inner workings of a television set by observing the
pictures it produces. If you cannot observe what is happening inside a complex
system, how do you figure out how it works?

Fortunately, psychologists have some powerful tools not available to the child.
The first is the ability to intervene experimentally. Where the child can only
observe whatever pictures the television set happens to produce, psychologists
can systematically vary the environmental input to the brain. By observing the
relationship between different inputs and different outputs, researchers can identify
the rules that govern the system’s operations, and this in turn allows theorists to
produce models of the kind of system that would generate these patterns.

If you want to understand how a system works, though, there are obvious advan-
tages to being able to examine its inner workings directly. In the case of memory,
one valuable technique that we have already discussed is studying patients with
brain damage. These studies have been enormously useful, but they also have their
limits. In the cases of Beth and Jon, damage to their brains was confined almost
entirely to the hippocampal region, and this allowed psychologists to clearly sepa-
rate episodic and semantic memory. In most cases, though, damage is not confined
to a single anatomical region, and this makes it harder to identify the function of
each area.
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Recently, psychologists have gained a more sophisticated tool for studying the
brain with the development of brain scanning procedures that allow activity in
different regions of the brain to be monitored with unprecedented accuracy. One
example is a procedure called a positron emission topography (PET) scan. Radioac-
tive material is injected into the blood, which then carries it to the brain. Careful
measurement of this radioactivity allows scientists to monitor blood flow and thus
determine which areas of the brain are currently most active.

If participants are asked to solve a mathematical puzzle, for example, we can
observe increased neural activity in one area of the cortex, and if they are then
asked to think of a musical tune, we can see this activity shift to a different region.

Again, this technique has limitations – one area of the brain may become
more active during puzzle solving, but many other areas will also be involved.
If the puzzle is presented visually, for example, then, at a minimum, there will
be increased activity in areas involved in visual perception as well as in solving
puzzles. And the more regions that are active, the harder it is to assess the role of
any one of them.

Individually, therefore, each of these techniques has its limitations, but together
they can provide valuable converging evidence on how the brain works. We can
illustrate this point with some recent research involving Jon, the patient who lost
the ability to form episodic memories when he was 4. One puzzling aspect of his
condition was that although he did poorly on recall tests, his performance on
recognition tests was normal. Both tests are normally assumed to measure episodic
memory, so this dissociation surprised researchers.

We have already encountered a possible explanation, that performance on recog-
nition tests can be based on perceptual memories rather than episodic ones. Perhaps
Jon wasn’t really recognizing the words he was shown but just responding on the
basis that they felt familiar. How, though, do we know whether this explanation
is correct?

One line of evidence has come from behavioral studies using the remember/know
paradigm. In this procedure, participants are shown a list of words and then given
a recognition test. If they report recognizing a word, they are then further asked
whether this is because they actually remember seeing the word on the study list
or because they just know that it occurred, without a specific memory. Gardiner
(1988) found that participants reported remembering some words but only knowing
others, supporting the claim that performance on recognition tests can be based
on a general feeling that a word is familiar. (See also Yonelinas, 2002.)

Converging evidence on this point has come from electrophysiological studies
that have measured event-related potentials (ERPs). In this procedure, electrodes on
the surface of the head are used to measure changes in electrical activity following
the presentation of a stimulus. When individuals read words that they later report
feel familiar, their brain waves while reading the word show a distinctive change
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after about 400 milliseconds. When they read words that they later report that
they know, on the other hand, there is no change at 400 milliseconds but there is
one at around 600 milliseconds (Düzel et al., 1997). Physiological evidence thus
confirms the behavioral finding that different processes within the brain produce
feelings of remembering and knowing.

There are strong grounds, therefore, for believing that Jon’s strong performance
on recognition tests could have been based on a general feeling that the words
were familiar, rather than on any specific memory of having seen them. To find out
whether this was actually the case, Düzel et al. (2001) measured Jon’s brain waves
as he read a list of words. They found no change at 600 milliseconds, indicating that
Jon was not processing the words in the form that normally produces conscious
memories. They did, however, find the change at 400 milliseconds produced by
words that are later judged to be familiar. Behavioral and physiological evidence
thus converge to suggest that Jon had lost the ability to form episodic memories.
When he says that he recognizes a word, he seems to base this judgment on a
general feeling that the word is familiar, rather than on a conscious memory of
having seen it.

Organization of semantic memory

We have seen that individuals suffering from anterograde amnesia have great
difficulty in creating new memories. Harvard psychologist Daniel Schacter (1996)
described one poignant case involving a man in the early stages of Alzheimer’s
disease. Frederick was referred to Schacter because of problems with his memory,
and, to get to know Frederick better, Schacter arranged to play a game of golf with
him. On one hole, Frederick hit an excellent tee shot and excitedly discussed what
club he would use for his next shot.

Schacter then hit his own tee shot and began to move down the fairway. When
he looked back, however, he saw that Frederick was still standing on the tee. When
Schacter asked why, Frederick replied that he was waiting to hit his tee shot; he
had no memory of having done so only a minute or two earlier. And when Schacter
picked Frederick up a week later for another game, Frederick commented that he
was a bit nervous because he had never played with Schacter before; Schacter
didn’t have the heart to correct him.

Using the terminology introduced in the previous section, Frederick’s ability
to form new episodic memories was clearly impaired: Once he stopped doing
something, all traces of the experience were rapidly lost. His semantic memory,
however – or at any rate his ability to retrieve semantic information stored before
the onset of dementia – was still excellent: He was articulate, he understood terms
such as birdie and dogleg, he knew the rules of golf, and so on. In other words,
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while Frederick had difficulty in remembering personal experiences or episodes,
he retained extensive knowledge of the world within which his personal odyssey
took place – if you like, the stage on which his part was acted out. This store of
general knowledge about the world, or semantic memory, includes such disparate
forms of information as the meaning of words, the names and faces of people we
know, the capital of France, the correct way to behave in a restaurant, and so on.

Conceived in this way, semantic memory must be vast. Consider just the com-
ponent devoted to the meaning of words: For speakers of English, this means the
store must hold on the order of 20,000 words, together with their definitions (Miller
and Gildea, 1987). Moreover, for each of these words we often possess a substantial
amount of other information. In the case of cat, we know what cats look like, what
they like to eat, how they like to be stroked, their propensity for fleas, and on, and
on, and on. Semantic memory is not simply large, it is staggeringly large.

How, then, do we organize this vast array of facts to allow us to quickly retrieve
information we need? This question will be the focus of this section, as we try to
understand how we store and retrieve information about the world. In particular,
we will focus on verbal material – for example, conversations with friends or
material in a textbook. When you read a sentence in a text like this, how do you
store it in memory so that you will be able to retrieve it in an exam?

Concepts

We will start with the question of how you store individual words, before moving
on to consider how you store more complex material such as sentences. Suppose
that you read the word dog: How might you store this word in your semantic
memory?

The first point to note is that a word such as dog is a concept; it is an abstract
representation of a class of objects, rather than just a single member of that class.
The concept dog refers to all dogs, not just a particular dog you might have had
as a child.

Our ability to form such concepts is at the heart of our ability to make sense
of the world around us. One way to see this is to imagine a child born without
the ability to group events into conceptual categories, so that he reacts to every
new stimulus as if it was unique. If he encountered a dog, for example, he would
not recognize it as similar to dogs he had encountered in the past, and thus would
have no basis for deciding whether it was likely to be a friendly companion or a
mortal danger. Indeed, he would not even be able to recognize this dog as one he
had seen just moments earlier because its perceptual properties would be different
every time he encountered it – its limbs would be in a different position, it would
be at a different distance and angle, and so on. If every stimulus is unique, this
child would have no basis for knowing how to react to it; it would be lost in a sea
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of other unique events. It is our ability to group similar events together in concepts
that allows us to impose coherence on the turbulent stream of our perceptions.

So, concepts are clearly vital, but what exactly are they? The classical view,
going back to Aristotle, was that a concept is a set of objects whose membership
is defined by rules. The concept triangle, for example, consists of all shapes whose
boundaries are three straight lines joined at their ends; squares are four lines
of equal length joined at right angles, and so on. Indeed, some concepts can
be defined in this kind of clear, precise way, but many of the concepts that we
encounter are not nearly so straightforward. Consider again the concept dog. This
might at first seem simple to define – for example, “A dog is a four-legged animal
with a tail, fur, and so on.” As you think more about such definitions, however,
they quickly begin to break down. Most dogs have four legs, but some may be born
deformed, with only three; although some dogs have tails, others do not; and so
on. Another way to see this difficulty is to form mental images of different breeds
such as dachshunds, Saint Bernards, poodles, and bulldogs. What is it that unites
these very different animals, yet distinguishes them from similar species such as
a cat or a fox? There does not seem to be any clear rule that defines category
membership.

Prototype theories

If the concept dog cannot be given a precise definition, how do we decide whether
an animal that we encounter is a dog? One answer to this question was pioneered by
a philosopher, Ludwig Wittgenstein (1953), and later elaborated by a psychologist,
Eleanor Rosch (1975, 1978). They noted that although examples of a concept do
not all share the same features, there is nevertheless a clear family resemblance
between them. That is, just as members of a family may resemble each other even
though there are no features that they all share, so too instances of a concept such
as dog share broadly similar features. In this view, membership of a category is
determined not by a precise rule but rather by the degree to which a candidate
possesses the features characteristic of existing members; the more of these features
a candidate possesses, the more likely it is to be a member. Concepts, in this view,
are “fuzzy”; they are not demarcated by clear boundaries. For example, would you
consider a tomato a fruit? When a group of 30 subjects was asked this question,
16 said that it was a fruit and 14 that it was not. And, even more remarkably,
when interviewed a month later, 8 of the 30 subjects had changed their minds
(McCloskey and Glucksberg, 1978). Although the concept fruit might at first seem
clear, when examined closely its boundaries prove surprisingly fuzzy.

If concepts have no clear boundaries, this brings us back to the question of
how we decide whether a new instance is a member. One suggestion is that as we
encounter members of a concept, or exemplars, we begin to build a picture of what
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an average or typical member looks like. This representation of the average member
is called its prototype. If you hear the word bird, for example, you may think of
a typical example such as a robin; if you hear the word chair, you may think of
a typical chair, and so on. According to prototype theory, we average together
the features of exemplars of a concept to form a prototype, and we then decide
whether a new instance is a member by judging its similarity to this prototype
(Posner and Keele, 1968; Rosch, 1975). In our dog example, you would decide
whether an animal is a dog by judging its similarity to a typical dog.

One implication of this analysis is that the ease of deciding whether a candidate
is a member of a concept should depend on the candidate’s similarity to the
prototype – the greater the resemblance, the easier the decision. To test this, Rosch
(1973) began by determining what the prototypical member of various concepts
looked like. She asked people to rate the extent to which various exemplars of
a concept seemed typical; if an exemplar was seen as highly typical, this would
suggest that the prototype must be quite similar. For the concept bird, for example,
she found that robins and sparrows were judged to be highly typical birds, whereas
chickens and ostriches were rated as much less typical. Then, having established
the likely form of the prototype, Rosch asked a second set of participants to
decide whether various exemplars were members of the category. They were shown
sentences such as “A robin is a bird” and “A chicken is a bird,” and asked to push
a button marked “true” or “false” as quickly as they could. (They also read false
sentences such as “A robin is a vegetable.”)

According to the classical view of concepts, membership of a category is defined
by rules. As robins and chickens both meet the definition of a bird, they should
be equally easy to assess as possible exemplars. Suppose, however, that Rosch is
right, and that we judge whether a candidate is a member of a category not by
rules but by the candidate’s similarity to a prototype. If so, then we should be faster
at categorizing members of a concept that are typical, because their similarity to
the prototype will be more obvious. And that is what Rosch found: Participants
responded significantly faster when an exemplar was typical of a concept than
when it was not.

This finding is called the typicality effect, and it supports the view that we
classify stimuli by comparing them with prototypes. (See also Rosch, Simpson,
and Miller, 1976.)

Further evidence for the existence of prototypes comes from a study by Solso and
McCarthy (1981). They began by creating faces that would serve as the prototypes
for three categories, and then generated exemplars of each category by varying
some of the prototypical face’s features. They then showed participants all of the
exemplars – importantly, not including the prototype – and then later tested their
memory for these faces. The test included faces that had been shown earlier and
also faces that had not, and participants were asked to rate their confidence that
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Figure 10.4 Enhanced recognition of prototypes. Participants were shown faces generated from a
prototype face, and then shown a new set of faces and asked how confident they were that they had seen
them earlier. The ratings for faces seen previously were substantially higher than for faces that had not
been seen, but the highest ratings were for the prototypes, even though they had not been presented.
(Data from Solso and McCarthy, 1981.)

they had seen each face on a scale from −5 to +5, where +5 represented certainty
that they had seen it.

The results are shown in Figure 10.4. The average rating for the old faces – those
presented in the first phase – was +2, while the average rating for the new faces
was around 0; as you would expect, participants were more confident that they
had seen a face when it had actually been presented. The crucial result, though,
was for the prototype faces. Even though they had not been presented, participants
were very confident that they had seen them – indeed, they were actually more
confident than for the faces they had actually seen, with average ratings around
+4. The implication is that when participants were shown the exemplars during
the study phase they formed prototypes for each of the categories and stored these
prototypes in memory. Then, when the actual prototypes were presented in the test
phase, they seemed very familiar, because they closely resembled the prototypes
that the participants had created for themselves.

Exemplar theories

On the surface, results like these seemed to provide compelling evidence for the
creation and use of prototypes in memory. It later became clear, however, that this
evidence could also be explained without appealing to prototypes (for example,
Medin and Rips, 2005). Consider again the typicality effect. The reason that typical
instances of a concept are easier to recognize could be because they are similar
to the prototype, but it could also be because typical instances are likely to be
similar to many other members of the category. A robin, for example, is similar to
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many other birds, whereas a chicken – or, even worse, an ostrich – is not. If we are
asked to categorize an animal that we have never seen, we do it by searching our
memories for animals that resemble it. A bird like a robin will remind us of many
birds (wrens, crows, etc.), suggesting that it too must be a bird. A bird resembling
a chicken, on the other hand, will be less likely to remind us of other birds, and so
we will be more hesitant to conclude that it is a member of this category.

Exemplar theory, as this approach is known, assumes that classification of
stimuli is based on a comparison with previously stored exemplars, rather than
with prototypes. Given that prototype and exemplar theories can both explain
the typicality effect, can we say which account is right? There is considerable
evidence to support each, and the current view is that both are probably right.
There is no doubt that we store exemplars – you remember individual dogs you
have encountered, not just a typical dog – but in some circumstances it looks as
if we also average together exemplars in order to form a prototype, which is also
stored in memory (Smith and Minda, 1998; Ashby and Ennis, 2006).

Semantic networks

To simplify our discussion a bit, let’s for a moment suppose that a concept is
represented in the brain simply by a prototypical example. In the case of a dog,
our prototype would possess characteristic features such as 4 legs, a tail, and so on.
Until now, we have treated this prototype as if it was simply a bundle of unrelated
features, but if examined more closely it quickly becomes clear that this cannot
be right. Pursuing our dog example, a dog cannot simply be an animal that has 4
legs and a tail, there must be a certain relationship among these features. If you
encountered an animal with 4 legs and a tail but the tail was located at the front
rather than the back, and the legs were attached to the top of the body rather than
the bottom, it is unlikely that your first thought would be “Ah, a dog.” A concept,
in other words, cannot just be a random collection of features, there must be some
structure or organization to indicate how all of these features are related.

A hierarchical model

One of the first proposals as to what this organization might be was the work of a
graduate student in computing science, M. Ross Quillian. His goal was to develop
computers that could answer questions. To achieve this, he found that the computer
needed a large store of conceptual information, and so he developed proposals for
how this store should be organized. After his thesis was completed, he began to
work with a cognitive psychologist, Allan Collins, and they eventually published
a modified version of his model that they hoped would provide a framework for
understanding how the brain accomplishes the same task.
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Figure 10.5 Collins and Quillian’s (1969) semantic network model. Concepts are organized
hierarchically, reflecting category membership, and each concept is connected not only to its
superordinate category but also to its distinctive properties. A canary, for example, is a bird (isa), and has
the property (p) of being yellow. In this simplified version of the model, only a small number of concepts
and properties are illustrated.

Collins and Quillian (1969) assumed that each word in semantic memory is
represented by a set of neurons called a node, and that these nodes are connected
to each other by pathways called links. Figure 10.5 provides an illustration of how
such a system might be organized. This particular section of the network contains
nodes for concepts such as canary and bird, and each node contains various links.
Consider the concept canary. As shown in the figure, a canary has properties
such as being yellow, and the node for canary contains links to these features. In
addition, a canary is an example of a bird, and so the nodes for canary and bird
are also linked.

One noteworthy feature of this semantic network is that concepts are connected
by different kinds of links. Specifically, the network contains two kinds of links.
One kind connects a concept to what is called a superordinate concept – that
is, a higher-level concept of which it is a member. A canary, for example, is an
example of a bird, and a bird in turn is an example of an animal. This kind of link
is sometimes called an isa link, as in “A canary is a bird.” In addition, there are
property links, which are used to connect concepts to their features or properties.
Thus, a canary is linked to the feature yellow by a property link that indicates
that yellow is a property of canaries. (It is the existence of such property links
that allows us to capture relationships between features such as “the tail is at the
back.”)

A second important feature of the network is that it is organized hierarchically:
A bird is an example of an animal, and hence comes beneath it in the hierarchy,
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and similarly a canary is an example of a bird. This hierarchical organization is
used to allow the network to store information efficiently. Consider the case of
a canary. In principle, you possess an enormous amount of information about
canaries – not only that they are small and yellow, but that they produce eggs,
they have hearts and lungs, the lungs extract oxygen from air, and so on. If all
this information were stored with every single bird, the network would be almost
unimaginably large, with a massive number of interconnections between nodes. To
avoid unnecessary duplication, Collins and Quillian proposed that a feature would
be stored with a concept only if it was a distinctive characteristic of that concept –
in our example, that a canary is yellow. Information that was characteristic of all
members of a class – for example, that all birds have wings – would be stored with
the superordinate category bird and would not be duplicated for each and every
bird. If you want to know whether a canary has a heart, all you would need to do
is check the properties stored at the next level up in the hierarchy, or, if necessary,
at a still higher level. (The property that birds need oxygen to breathe, for example,
would be stored at the level of animal, rather than bird.) This aspect of the model
is known as cognitive economy; it assumes that features are stored at the highest
level in the hierarchy that is appropriate.

It is all very well to posit that the brain stores information in a hierarchical
network such as this, but how do we know whether this claim is correct? If our
knowledge of the brain’s physiology doesn’t yet allow us to say where particular
concepts are stored – and it doesn’t – then how do we know whether the model is
right?

Collins and Quillian used an ingeniously simple procedure to test the model,
called the sentence verification task. They asked participants to read a series of
sentences such as “A canary is a bird” and “A canary has wings,” and to say
whether or not each sentence was true. (To ensure that participants did not simply
respond yes to every sentence, they also included false sentences such as “A canary
is a fish.”) They realized that participants would have little difficulty in answering
these questions, so that there was little point in using a measure such as percentage
correct to evaluate performance. Instead, they measured reaction times – how long
it was from the time a sentence was presented until participants pushed a button to
indicate whether it was true or false. The longer the reaction time, they reasoned,
the more mental processes must be involved in evaluating the sentence.

Consider the sentences “A canary is a bird” and “A canary is an animal.”
Which sentence do you think participants would be able to verify more quickly?
Intuitively, it might seem that both questions are equally easy, and thus reaction
times should be the same, but Collins and Quillian predicted a very different
outcome. According to their account, when you read the word canary, this should
activate the corresponding node in your semantic network, and this activation
should then spread through the links emanating from this node. Because the node
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Figure 10.6 Average time to verify sentences as a function of semantic relationships. The solid line
shows reaction times for sentences that stated properties of the subject (for example, “A canary can fly”),
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distance was measured by the number of links that had to be traversed in Collins and Quillian’s semantic
network to connect the subject and the predicate. (Adapted from Collins and Quillian, 1969.)

for canary is directly linked to the node for bird, participants should be able to
verify that a canary is a bird very quickly. In the case of “A canary is an animal,”
on the other hand, activation would have spread first to the bird node and then
to the animal node before the relationship could be confirmed. Two nodes would
have to be traversed rather than one, so verification should take longer.

A second prediction of the model concerns sentences involving properties.
Consider the sentences “A canary is yellow” and “A canary can fly.” Again,
intuition might suggest that these sentences should be equally easy to confirm,
but the model suggests that the first sentence should be easier to verify than the
second. According to the model, yellow is a distinctive property of canaries and,
hence, will be stored at the same level. Being able to fly, on the other hand, is
a general property of all birds and, hence, will be stored with the concept bird.
Verifying that canaries can fly thus requires moving up the hierarchy, so should
take longer.

The results for the experiment are shown in Figure 10.6. As predicted by the
model, the time to verify categorical statements depended on the number of links
that had to be traversed: The greater the number of links, the more time par-
ticipants needed to respond. And the predicted relationships involving property
sentences were also confirmed: When a property was stored at a higher node in
the network, reaction times were significantly longer. These results thus support
two key assumptions of the model: That concepts are arranged hierarchically, and
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that properties are stored at the highest level within this hierarchy where they
would be valid.1

Subsequent research, however, did not always support the model’s predictions
(for example, Conrad, 1972; Smith, Rips, and Shoben, 1974). For example, the
model assumes that reaction times for categorical statements should depend solely
on the number of nodes that have to be traversed during verification. Robins and
ostriches are both birds, and so the time to verify “A robin is a bird” and “An
ostrich is a bird” should be the same. As we saw in our earlier discussion of the
typicality effect, however, this is not the case: Typical instances of a category are
verified faster than atypical ones. This is clearly contrary to the assumption that
all instances of a concept should be equally easy to verify. To paraphrase George
Orwell’s satirical novel Animal Farm: All birds are equal, but some seem to be
more equal than others.

To handle problems like this, Collins and Loftus (1975) developed a revised ver-
sion of the model. The new version contained several modifications; we will focus
on the one designed to let the model account for the typicality effect. The change
was simple: Instead of assuming that isa links are equal in strength, they proposed
that some are stronger than others. For example, because we encounter robins
more than ostriches, the link between robin and bird should be stronger than the
link between ostrich and bird. Figure 10.7 illustrates how the relationships between
birds could be represented in the revised model. Strong links are represented by
short lines, and weaker links by long lines. Because the robin–bird link is stronger
than the ostrich–bird link, the model now predicts that statements such as “A robin
is a bird” will be verified more quickly because activation will be transmitted from
robin to bird more quickly.

Spreading activation

One key assumption in the Collins and Loftus model, as in its predecessor, is that
activation of any node will spread out to other nodes in the network through the
links connecting them. Activation of robin would spread to bird, activation of bird
would spread to animal, and so forth. If there were no limits to this spread, the
presentation of a single word could eventually result in activation of every other
node in the network – something like having everyone in the world talking to you
simultaneously – so to prevent this the model sets limits on how activity spreads.
It assumes that activity will decrease as it fans out through the network, and also
that it will decay over time. If activation spread from robin to bird, for example,

1 You may be wondering why property statements that involve a single link (“A canary is yellow”)
take less time to verify than category statements that also involve a single link (“A canary is a
bird”). The answer, according to Collins and Quillian, is that it takes less time to move within a
level (here, from canary to yellow) than to move up a level (from canary to bird).
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Figure 10.7 A simplified version of the Collins and Loftus (1975) semantic network model. Some
instances of a concept are linked to their superordinate category more strongly than other instances, and
this is reflected in the length of the lines connecting them.

the bird node might be strongly activated at first but this activity would decrease
as time passed.

The assumption that activity spreads through the network is known as spreading
activation, and it allows the model to make some interesting predictions. Suppose
that the word robin was presented shortly before the word bird. Reading robin
would activate the node that represents it, and activity would spread from there
to the node for bird. When the word bird followed, therefore, its node would have
already been partially activated, so that less time should be needed to activate
it fully.

To test this prediction, Meyer and Schvaneveldt (1971) used a lexical decision
task in which participants were shown strings of letters and asked to decide, as
quickly as they could, if the strings represented real words. (The term lexicon
derives from the Greek word meaning dictionary; in a lexical decision task partici-
pants must consult their mental dictionaries to decide whether a string of letters is
a word.) Two strings were presented on every trial, one above the other, and par-
ticipants were asked to push buttons to indicate whether they were words. On some
trials, both strings were words, and Meyer and Schvaneveldt varied the semantic
relationship between these words. For example, in one condition the words were
bread and butter, and in another the words were nurse and butter. According to the
spreading activation model, reading the word bread should activate or prime the
node for butter, making it easier for participants to recognize butter when they read
it. If the first word was nurse, on the other hand, activation would be less likely to
spread to butter, and so the decision time on this trial should be longer. The results
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neatly confirmed these predictions, as lexical decisions were significantly faster
when the words were closely related in meaning. (See also McNamara, 1994.)

This phenomenon is called semantic priming, as presentation of a word seems
to partially activate or prime the representations of words with similar meanings.
This provides powerful support for the claim that words are organized in networks
in which words of similar meaning are linked together.

The Collins and Loftus model has been criticized for being, in a sense, too
successful: Because of the number of assumptions the model makes, and the general
form in which these assumptions are stated, the model can explain almost any
data, and this makes it difficult to disprove (Smith, 1978). The model’s successes,
however, suggest that something like semantic networks really do exist, even if
our theories about them need further elaboration.

Propositions

Semantic network models focus on how individual words are stored in memory, and
in particular on the relationships between these words. In real life, though, we rarely
encounter words in isolation; we usually experience them in extended sequences
such as conversations or texts. This kind of material poses special challenges, and
to explain how we store such material cognitive psychologists have focused on a
more sophisticated unit, the proposition.

An abstract proposition

To introduce the concept of a proposition, we will start by returning to the sem-
inal work of Sachs (1967) discussed in Chapter 9. She asked participants to read
passages discussing topics such as the development of the telescope. If participants
were tested immediately after reading a passage, they could remember not only
the ideas that had been presented but also the precise words in which these ideas
were expressed. As time passed, however, verbatim memory was lost: Participants
could still recall ideas accurately but not the original wording. When we read texts
or listen to conversations, in other words, we do not store the words that we read –
or, at any rate, we do not store them for very long. Instead, we somehow extract
the underlying meaning that was expressed in the words, and it is this abstract
meaning that we retain.

Another example comes from a study by Brewer (1977). He asked participants
in his study to read 92 sentences and he then gave them a cued-recall test to see
how well they remembered them. For example, one of the sentences was

The hungry python caught the mouse.

On the cued-recall test, he provided the initial noun phrase (“the hungry python”)
as a cue, and asked the participants to recall the rest of the sentence. Participants
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recalled some of the sentence accurately, but 26% of the responses incorporated
implications of the original wording rather than the wording itself. For our python
example, some participants remembered the sentence as

The hungry python ate the mouse.

Why should participants have misremembered the sentence in this way? One plau-
sible explanation is that when they read the sentence they automatically tried
to understand it, and that as part of this process they accessed their knowledge
about pythons and mice. They would have realized that the python was chasing
the mouse in order to eat it, and that once it caught the mouse this would indeed
have been the outcome. (The claim is not that participants did all this consciously,
rather that this kind of search for meaning is performed automatically whenever
we have to decipher verbal material.) What they then stored in memory was not
only the words they’d read but also this interpretation of what the words meant.
When later asked to recall the sentence, some participants apparently remembered
the implication of the sentence rather than the wording, leading them to remember
a sentence that hadn’t been presented.

The Sachs and Brewer studies suggest that while at first we may remember
sentences verbatim, over time the details fade, and what remains in memory is
the essence of the sentence, its meaning or gist, rather than the words (Goldsmith,
Koriat, and Pansky, 2005; Kleider et al., 2008). If we don’t store ideas in the form
of words, though, then in what form do we store them?

Mausoleums and squares

One possibility is propositions. Several theories about what propositions are, and
how they are formed and used, have been proposed (for example, Kintsch, 1998;
Anderson et al., 2004), but a useful starting point is a definition proposed by John
R. Anderson (for example, Anderson, 2010). According to Anderson, a proposition
is the smallest unit of knowledge that can be viewed as either true or false. The
word cat, for example, is not a proposition because it doesn’t make much sense to
assert that it is either true or false. The sentence “John’s cat is black,” on the other
hand, is a proposition: It could be true or false.

Proposition can be represented in the form of a diagram, and Figure 10.8a
shows a propositional representation of the sentence “The jelly was sweet.” The
node, labeled A, represents the proposition as a whole, and in this case the propo-
sition has two components: a subject (jelly) and a relation (sweet). This is the
simplest possible form of a proposition. Propositions can also be more elaborate,
capturing more complex relationships. Figure 10.8b shows a proposition repre-
senting a slightly more complex sentence, “The jelly was on the table.” As you can
see, the proposition now has four components instead of two: The subject of the
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jelly

sweet

subject

relation

time agent

relation

object

BA

table

jelly

on

past

Figure 10.8 A graphic representation of two propositions.

sentence (now called the agent) is jelly; it bears the relationship on to the object,
table, and the time is in the past.

One important feature of propositions like this is that they are abstract, in that
they represent the meaning of a group of words, rather than the words themselves.
Consider the following sentences:

Galileo sent a letter.
A letter was sent by Galileo.

Despite the differences in their wording, they both express the same basic relation-
ships (Galileo, send, letter), and for this reason they would be represented by the
same proposition. Propositions thus have exactly the properties we need to allow
us to represent the meaning of a sentence separately from its words.

Although we didn’t label them as such, we encountered propositions earlier in
our discussion of semantic networks. In Figure 10.5, for example, one of the links
was “robin isa bird,” and that is just the kind of propositional statement that we
are examining now. Theories of propositions are thus closely related to earlier
theories of semantic networks, but they incorporate a number of modifications.
For our purposes, the most important of these changes has been that propositions
can include links to the context in which the proposition was encountered, thus
making it possible to store declarative as well as semantic memories. As we
saw earlier, these forms of memory differ in that declarative memories include a
sense of when and where information was acquired, so that when we retrieve a
declarative memory we have a sense of replaying or reliving an earlier experience.
Because propositions can include this kind of contextual information, they allow
the storage not only of semantic memories (“Paris is the capital of France”) but also
declarative memories (“In school today our teacher told us that Paris is the capital of
France”).

We’ve now seen that propositions could be an appropriate vehicle for storing
memories, but that doesn’t mean that they are the format that our brains actually
use.
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Evidence that we do store our experiences in propositional form – or at least
something resembling propositions – has been reported in several studies, and we
will focus on one by Ratcliff and McKoon (1978). They asked participants in their
study to read sentences such as

The mausoleum that enshrined the tsar overlooked the square.

Then, to assess participants’ memory for these sentences, the experimenters pre-
sented pairs of words and asked the participants to press a button as quickly
as possible if they believed that the words had come from one of the sentences
they had read earlier. (Some of the words had appeared earlier, others hadn’t.) For
example, during testing some participants saw the pair

mausoleum square

while others saw

tsar square.

The question was, which of these pairs would be recognized faster?
You could be forgiven if you found this question difficult to answer – since the

words in both pairs had been presented earlier, shouldn’t they have been equally
easy to recognize? The answer is no, or at least not if you take into account
spreading activation. Suppose that when participants read the sentences in the first
phase they formed associations between the words. For our mausoleum example,
they might have formed associations between mausoleum and subsequent words
such as square. If they then read the word mausoleum in the test phase, activity
would have spread from its node to the node for square. If the next word in the
pair actually was square, its node would already have been in a state of partial
activation by the time they read it, so that less time would be needed to activate
it fully. When participants reached the word square, in other words, they should
have recognized it faster.

This analysis suggests that the time required to recognize tsar–square and
mausoleum–square should depend on how strongly the words in each pair are
associated: The stronger the association, the faster the second word should be rec-
ognized. So, which pair would have been associated more strongly? A contiguity
analysis (and common sense) would suggest tsar–square. This is easier to see if we
repeat the sentence with the key words in bold:

The mausoleum that enshrined the tsar overlooked the square.

Tsar is clearly closer to square, so we should expect them to be associated more
strongly than mausoleum and square. In the later test, therefore, the word square
should be recognized faster after tsar than after mausoleum.
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An analysis in terms of propositions leads us to a very different prediction. The
mausoleum sentence is actually a compound of two more basic propositions:

The mausoleum enshrined the tsar

and

The mausoleum overlooked the square.

If participants coded this sentence in the form of propositions, mausoleum and
square would have been in the same proposition, while tsar and square would have
been in different propositions. Since activation should spread more easily between
nodes if they are linked in a proposition, activation should have spread more easily
from mausoleum to square (same proposition) than from tsar to square (different
proposition). Participants should thus have recognized mausoleum–square faster,
and that is what Ratcliff and McKoon found.

It was, in its own way, a dramatic finding: Despite the fact that mausoleum and
square occurred at opposite ends of the sentence, the fact that they were part of
the same proposition led to the formation of a strong bond between them. It is a
powerful reminder that we do not remember textual material simply by forming
associations between successive words; we instead seem to engage in sophisticated
processing to uncover the underlying meaning of the sentence, and we then store
that meaning in the form of a proposition. (See also Kintsch, 1998; Traxler and
Gernsbacher, 2006.)

We should emphasize at this point that we are not suggesting that propositions
are the only form in which sentences are stored. As Sachs found in her origi-
nal study, verbatim records are also stored under at least some conditions. Also,
though our discussion has focused on how we store meaning, we store perceptual
information as well as more abstract semantic knowledge. If a child learns that
Paris is the capital of France in a geography lesson, the child may remember the
sound of the teacher’s voice and what she was wearing as well as what she said
about Paris, and this perceptual information is probably stored in a format other
than a proposition. Propositions are thus not the only format we use for storing
information, but it does look as if propositions, or something very much like them,
play an important part. (For suggestions as to possible alternatives, see Rubin,
2006, and Barsalou, 2008.)

Schemas

We have seen that we often remember the meaning of a passage even when we
have forgotten the words in which it was expressed. Indeed, this dissociation is
quite common: We usually remember the general theme or gist of conversations,
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lectures, and so forth, rather than the exact words. We have further suggested that
we use propositions to store this abstract meaning. How, though, do we extract that
meaning in the first place, so that we know what needs to be stored? The wording
of some sentences is unambiguous, but more commonly their wording allows more
than one interpretation, and we must use our knowledge of the world to infer which
meaning is intended. To see this, consider the following short passage (adapted
from Charniak, 1973, and Medin, Ross, and Markman, 2005):

Jane heard the jingling of the ice cream truck. She ran to her piggy bank and
began to shake it.

You probably had no difficulty in understanding that Jane was excited by the
prospect of buying ice cream, that she ran to get money to pay for it before the
truck went away, and that she shook her piggy bank to retrieve the money that
was stored there. None of this information, though, is stated in the passage; you
had to bring considerable knowledge of the world to bear to understand even this
simple passage. Somehow, our knowledge of the world must be stored in a form
that allows us to make such inferences.

One of the first suggestions for how we do this came from the English psy-
chologist Sir Frederick Bartlett. Bartlett (1932) found that people remembered new
material through mental structures that he called schemas. A schema is a knowl-
edge structure that is based on a set of similar past experiences; it captures the
common features of these experiences. For example, you have probably visited
department stores many times, and as a result you have abstracted their common
features: large, well-lit spaces, counters with sales assistants behind them, escala-
tors to take you to higher floors, and so on. Similarly, you probably have a schema
representing a meal at a restaurant, starting with the waiter seating you and then
taking your order. You can use these abstract schemas to help you make sense of
new experiences. If when you sit down in a restaurant your waiter stands patiently
next to your chair, for example, you understand that he is waiting to take your
order rather than hoping to be invited to join you.

Filling slots

Some theorists view a schema as a frame with slots for particular information (for
example, Minsky, 1975; Schank and Abelson, 1977). Your schema for buying ice
cream might include slots for the kind of ice cream purchased and the method
of payment. If you bought chocolate ice cream and paid in cash, these values
would be entered into the preexisting slots in your schema. Each slot would have
a default value – that is, a standard value that would be assumed unless some
other value was specified. Perhaps the default value for buying ice cream would be
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vanilla. When you buy ice cream or read a story about buying ice cream, schema
theories assume that you fill the slots with the appropriate values and then store
the resulting schema + values in your memory.

This account leads to some interesting predictions about memory. Whenever
you encounter a new situation, you would search for an existing schema to help
you interpret it, and you would store the resulting schematic record in memory.
Suppose, though, that you could not find an appropriate schema. According to the
theory, this could make it harder for you to understand the situation, and thus to
remember it. To experience this for yourself, try reading the following paragraph
and then, without looking back, recall as much as you can.

The procedure is actually quite simple. First, you arrange items into different groups. Of
course, one pile may be sufficient depending on how much there is to do. If you have to go
somewhere else due to lack of facilities that is the next step, otherwise you are pretty well
set. It is important not to overdo things. That is, it is better to do too few things at once than
too many. In the short run this may not seem important but complications can easily arise.
A mistake can be expensive as well. At first, the whole procedure will seem complicated.
Soon, however, it will become just another facet of life. It is difficult to foresee any end to
the necessity for this task in the immediate future, but then one never can tell. After the
procedure is completed one arranges the materials into different groups again. Then they
can be put into their appropriate places. Eventually they will be used once more and the
whole cycle will then have to be repeated. However, that is part of life.

(Bransford and Johnson, 1972, p. 722)

Difficult, wasn’t it? Certainly one group of participants in the Bransford and
Johnson experiment thought so: Of the 14 main ideas expressed in the passage,
they were able to recall only 4. A second group was given the title of the passage –
“Washing clothes” – after they had read it. With this title, the passage suddenly
made sense, but this group still had great difficulty in recalling what they had read.
A third group was given the title before reading the passage, and they remembered
more than twice as much. If you can use past experience to help you understand
a situation – in this case, the actions involved in washing clothes – this gives
you a framework for tying together or integrating the new material, and thus to
remember it better.

This idea has potentially important implications for education. There has long
been a conflict between two approaches to education, one emphasizing the pro-
motion of understanding and the other the memorization of facts. Supporters of
memorization argue that education cannot only be about understanding, that it is
also important to use rote memorization to ensure that students remember factual
material. Research on schemas, however, raises the possibility that in at least some
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situations this dichotomy may be false, as teaching that helps students to under-
stand how facts fit together can also help them to remember those facts (Mishra
and Brewer, 2003).

Schemas can influence not only how much information we remember but also
which information. Schemas usually identify some aspects of a situation as par-
ticularly important or central, and others as more peripheral. When eating in a
restaurant, for example, the contents of the menu are usually more important to
us than the typeface in which they are printed. We should thus expect people to
pay more attention to the contents and remember them better.

In order to test this prediction, Brewer and Treyens (1981) started by determining
people’s schemas about the contents of an office. They asked a group of students
what items they would expect to find in a graduate student’s office. The students
rated items such as a desk, pencils, and textbooks as highly likely to be present; at
the other end of the scale, they considered a sewing machine distinctly unlikely.
Having established which elements of an office schema were seen as central and
which as peripheral, the authors then recruited a second group of students and
told them that they would be participating in a psychology experiment. As each
student arrived, he or she was asked to wait in the experimenter’s office until
another student finished the experiment. After only 35 seconds in the office, they
were taken to a second room and asked to recall the contents of the office in which
they had just been waiting.

According to schema theory, we should expect the students to have focused
on those aspects of the office that were central to their schema, while paying
less attention to more peripheral details. As predicted, students’ memories for
features regarded as typical – for example, a desk and a chair – was excel-
lent, as 29 out of 30 recalled these items. Bulletin boards, on the other hand,
are less typical, and only 8 out of 30 recalled that the office had a bulletin
board. More strikingly, many students recalled seeing items that had not been
there. For example, 9 of the 30 students recalled having seen books on the book-
shelves, even though none had been present. This, of course, is exactly what
an analysis based on schemas would lead us to expect: Because schemas have
default values, in this case the presence of books, then unless we specifically
notice that the default value is wrong, and therefore override it in the record
we are creating, then our record of the experience will include the default value.
When students retrieved their memory of the room, for many of them it would
have included the default value of books, leading them to remember having seen
books. And, even more strikingly, a subsequent study by Lampinen, Copeland, and
Neuschatz (2001) suggested that students were not just assuming that books must
have been present; they reported actually remembering the books, and in some
cases their memories were “clear and vivid.” (See also Lampinen and Odegard,
2006.)
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Memory as a sketch

This finding points to a fundamental truth about the nature of memory. We all
know that our memories are fallible in the sense that we sometimes can’t remember
things, but on those occasions where we do remember an event clearly, that
memory feels to us like an accurate reproduction – a photograph or video – of the
original experience. The evidence we have encountered in this and earlier chapters,
however, points to a very different picture of memory. When we discussed sensory
memory and attention in Chapter 9, we saw that we take in far less information
about the world around us than we realize. (The most dramatic example was
the Simons and Levin study in which people didn’t notice when a stranger who
was asking them for directions was replaced by someone else.) Similarly in our
discussion of propositions, we saw that people often remember not the exact
wording of a sentence but rather its central meaning or gist, and that this can
result in falsely remembering elements of the sentence (a python eating a mouse
rather than catching it). And now, in the Brewer and Treyens study, students
vividly recalled books that weren’t there. Putting all these findings together, it
looks as if we take in far less information than we realize, fragments rather than
the whole, and that what we then store in memory is our interpretation of these
fragments, rather than the fragments themselves. Memory in this sense is much
more like a rough sketch of a scene than a photograph; it is our interpretation of
an experience rather than an exact record.

If you’d like to experience this for yourself, in just a small way, then after
completing this sentence close your eyes and try to remember what the palm of
your right hand looks like. Could you remember clearly the relative lengths of your
fingers, the position of each of the knuckles, or the location of the lines crossing
your palms? You’ve probably looked at this palm thousands of times in your life,
and yet you may have found that your memory of it is remarkably sketchy. (For
an experimental demonstration of the skimpiness of our visual memories, you can
consult a paper by Rosielle and Scaggs [2008], with the evocative title “What if
they knocked down the library and nobody noticed: the failure to detect large
changes to familiar scenes.”)

The fact that our memories are more sketchy than we realize is bad enough;
more worrying is that these sketches can be seriously distorted, not only missing
some details but falsely inserting others. This has important practical implications
for areas such as eyewitness memory, implications we will examine in greater
depth in Chapter 12.

Scripts

One kind of schema that has attracted particular attention is called a script.
First proposed by Schank and Abelson (1977), scripts are schemas that deal with
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stereotyped action sequences such as going to restaurants. To explore the prop-
erties of scripts, we will focus on a classic study by Bower, Black, and Turner
(1979).

Eating at a restaurant

Bower and his colleagues began by asking people to identify the most common
actions involved in activities such as going to a restaurant or attending a lecture. In
the case of going to a restaurant, 15 actions were identified by most respondents.
These included being seated, looking at the menu, ordering the meal, eating,
paying, and leaving. The experimenters then created stories built around these
scripts, with each story containing 6 main actions. The researchers gave these
stories to a different group to read and then, 20 minutes later, asked them to recall
the stories. Participants recalled an average of 3 of the 6 main actions, but the
more striking finding was that they also recalled one of the script actions that had
not been mentioned, such as paying the bill. As in the Brewer and Treyens study,
schemas were leading people to remember events that had not occurred, and the
frequency of this error was remarkably high.

It is difficult to tell in this case whether the error arose during storage or
retrieval. One possibility is that, as participants read the stories, they automatically
made inferences about what was happening based on the relevant script. These
inferences were then stored in memory together with actual events, and during the
recall phase participants could no longer distinguish the events that had occurred
from the ones they had inferred. Alternatively, the errors could have arisen during
the recall phase. If participants could not recall all the details, they might have used
their restaurant script to reconstruct the stories, leading them to remember events
that were in the script but had not actually occurred. For our current purposes,
it is not crucial whether the error occurred during storage or retrieval; the key
point is that the results demonstrate yet again the powerful influence of schemas
in shaping what we remember.

Ecological validity

One final comment. Psychological research is sometimes criticized on the grounds
that it is artificial. According to this view, the conditions used in experiments
are not really representative of conditions in the real world, so that the results
lack ecological validity – you cannot assume that the behavior observed in the
laboratory will be representative of that in the real world. (For two contrasting
views on this issue, see Neisser, 1978, and Banaji and Crowder, 1989.) It is thus
perhaps worth noting that the effects of schemas observed in the laboratory have
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also been observed in real-life situations. In one study, psychologists interviewed
Dutch citizens 10 months after an air crash in which 43 people had been killed.
When participants were asked whether they had seen the television film of the
crash, more than half said that they had – even though no such film existed.
Moreover, when asked detailed questions about what had been shown in the film –
for example, the plane’s speed – most participants not only answered but did so
with considerable confidence (Crombag, Wagenaar, and van Koppen, 1996). This
behavior is susceptible to alternative interpretations, but it seems likely that those
interviewed had seen films of other crashes and used their schematic knowledge
of what happens during crashes to infer what happened in this case. The most
worrying aspect of this result is the confidence with which people remembered
events that had not happened; again, we will consider the implications of such
overconfidence in Chapter 12.

A meaningful summary

We’ve discussed a number of attempts to understand how information is stored
in semantic memory – concepts, semantic networks, propositions, and schemas –
and on the surface it might appear as if they are all quite different. They are,
however, strongly related, and each can be seen as an elaboration of the one
discussed before it. When dealing with individual words, we focused on concepts.
Then, in semantic networks, we looked at how different concepts might be linked
to each other in hierarchically organized networks, in which information is stored
efficiently so as to avoid endless duplication. (A robin breathes, a crow breathes,
a mountain lion breathes . . . ) The links connecting concepts (“a robin isa bird”)
are equivalent to propositions, and a semantic network can thus be seen as a
hierarchically organized set of propositions. These propositions allow the storage
of semantic memories (Paris is the capital of France), but they can also be used to
store declarative memories, by linking new information to the context in which
it was acquired (“In school today my teacher said that Paris is the capital of
France”). In order to create propositions, however, we sometimes need to use
contextual information to infer the intended meaning of a sequence of words, and
we can then call on schemas, which are organized representations of common
sequences of events or actions. Putting aside for the moment all the details, it
should be clear that remembering even a simple sentence can involve impressively
sophisticated processing, and that what is most likely to remain in memory is
the abstracted meaning of a communication rather than the particular words used
to convey it. Or, condensing this message even further, meaning is at the heart
of memory.
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Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
� Theorists have suggested that long-term memory is composed of several separate

memory systems, each involving different processes and structures within the
brain.

� Tulving distinguished between episodic and semantic memory systems. The
episodic system stores information about particular moments or episodes; the
semantic system stores general knowledge. Both kinds of memories are explicit,
in the sense that they can be stated in words.

� Later theorists added two implicit memory systems, which retrieve memories
largely without our awareness. Procedural memories are memories for actions
which allow us to respond more quickly; perceptual memories are memories for
stimuli which allow us to recognize them more quickly.

� The fact that implicit memories are unconscious means that past experiences can
sometimes influence us without our awareness; examples include unconscious
feelings of prejudice and greater liking for familiar faces.

� Evidence that these four kinds of memory are the products of different memory
systems has come from studies of dissociations in which damage to the brain
impairs one kind of memory but not the others.

� Knowledge in the semantic system is stored in several different forms, including
concepts, semantic networks, propositions, and schemas.

� A semantic network is a collection of concepts organized hierarchically. Prop-
erties of concepts are typically stored at only one level within the hierarchy, to
avoid duplication (cognitive economy).

� The relationship between an object and its properties is represented in propo-
sitions; a semantic network can thus also be seen as an organized array of
propositions.

� More broadly, propositions have been defined as the smallest units of knowledge
that can be either true or false. When we read sentences, we typically store their
underlying meaning as well as the words in which this meaning is expressed,
and this meaning is stored in the form of propositions.

� Understanding a sentence often requires knowledge not stated explicitly in the
sentence. Such background knowledge is stored in schemas, which contain infor-
mation about typical events; one form of schema is a script, which stores infor-
mation about a sequence of events, such as the actions involved in buying an
ice cream. Scripts have been described as frames that have slots for each of the
events within the sequence.

� Schemas help us in interpreting and then storing our experiences; they also
guide us in deciding what aspects of a scene require attention. This selective
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function can lead to errors, such as remembering something that was part of the
typical script but, in this case, didn’t actually happen.

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 What is the difference between episodic and semantic memory? What
evidence suggests that these memories are formed in different systems?

2 How do procedural and episodic memories differ? What evidence suggests
that they are the products of different memory systems?

3 What is perceptual memory? What evidence suggests that perceptual and
episodic memories are the products of different memory systems?

4 How do explicit and implicit memories differ?

5 What evidence suggests that feelings of prejudice and attraction can be the
products, at least in part, of implicit memories, which influence us without
our awareness?

6 Why is it so difficult to decide how many memory systems there are, and how
does the use of converging operations address this problem? Specifically, how
have converging operations helped us to understand why Jon was able to
perform well on recognition tests even though his ability to recall these words
was poor?

7 How does the typicality effect support the claim that concepts are organized
around prototypes?

8 What are exemplar theories of concepts, and how do they account for the
typicality effect?

9 What were the main features of Collins and Quillian’s semantic network
model? What evidence supported it?

10 Why did the typicality effect pose problems for Collins and Quillian’s model?
How did Collins and Loftus modify the model in order to accommodate this
effect? And how did research on semantic priming support their revised model?

11 An attractively simple model of memory would be that, when we read
sentences, we form a record consisting simply of each of the words. What
evidence suggests that we don’t store sentences in the form of words – or, at
any rate, not just in the form of words?

12 What are propositions? How does the Ratcliff and McKoon study support
their existence?
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13 We’ve suggested that we store the meaning of sentences rather than (or in
addition to) the words in which this meaning was expressed. How do we use
schemas to help us to infer the intended meaning?

14 What evidence suggests that schemas can help us to remember our
experiences? And what evidence suggests that they can also lead to
distortions in what we remember?

15 Why is it useful to think of memory as resembling a sketch rather than a
photograph?

16 What is the relationship between concepts, semantic networks, propositions,
and schemas?
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You’re taking an exam and the first question is “What was the name of the infant
conditioned by Watson and Raynor (1920) to fear a white rat?” You had read the
section on fear conditioning a few weeks earlier and reread it just the night before.
You know that you know the infant’s name, it feels as if it’s on the tip of your
tongue, but you just can’t retrieve it, no matter how hard you try. Why? If you’d
been asked the question shortly after reading the text, you would have been able
to answer it effortlessly, so there can be no doubt that you did store the name.
Why, then, can’t you retrieve it?

Why do we forget?

The most obvious cause of forgetting is the passage of time: The more time that
passes following an event, the harder it becomes to recall it. What is it about the
passage of time, however, that causes forgetting?
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Decay

One possibility is that the memories or records stored in our brain deteriorate or
decay as times passes. In this view, forming a memory is similar to writing a name
in the sand on a beach – as time passes, wind erodes the message, until eventually
no trace remains. Memory seems very similar – when memories fade over time, it
feels very much as if whatever records were in our brain have been erased. The
more time that passes – that is, the longer the retention interval – the greater the
decay.

There is, however, another possibility: Perhaps it is not time per se that causes
forgetting but, rather, how we spend this time. In essence, the suggestion is that
we form new memories as time passes, and these new memories interfere with
our ability to recall older ones. So, which explanation is correct: Is forgetting due
simply to the passage of time, or to interference from new memories formed during
this time?

Long-term memory

One way to evaluate these theories would be to manipulate the number of mem-
ories formed during the retention interval. According to an interference analysis,
forgetting is the result of events that occur during this interval, and the more
events that occur, the greater the interference. According to a decay analysis, on
the other hand, forgetting is caused simply by the passage of time; the number of
memories formed during the retention interval should not matter.

To test this hypothesis, we need to be able to control how many new memories
are formed during the retention interval, but how could we possibly control how
many ideas people have? Jenkins and Dallenbach (1924) devised an ingenious
solution: To reduce the number of memories formed during the delay, they said,
have participants sleep! In the first phase of their experiment, two participants
memorized a list of nonsense syllables. (These, you will recall, are meaningless
syllables such as xab.) Then, after a delay of between 1 and 8 hours, they tried to
recall these syllables. In one condition, they remained awake during this retention
interval, engaging in their normal daily activities. In the other condition, they
memorized the lists at night, immediately before going to bed, so that they spent
most of the retention interval asleep.

If forgetting is caused by decay, forgetting in the two conditions should be the
same because the delay is the same. If forgetting is caused by interference, on the
other hand, we should expect more forgetting when the participants remain awake,
because they will be more likely to form new memories. As shown in Figure 11.1,
the results supported the interference prediction. When the retention interval was
8 hours, for example, participants could recall approximately five syllables when
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Figure 11.1 The number of nonsense syllables recalled after intervals spent either awake or asleep.
(Jenkins and Dallenbach, 1924.)

they had slept during the retention interval, whereas they could recall only one
when they had been awake. What happened during the retention interval clearly
had a powerful effect on how much was forgotten.

Jenkins and Dallenbach’s results suggest that interference is an important cause
of forgetting, but it does not necessarily follow that interference is the only cause.
In particular, could forgetting be due to decay as well as interference? If you look
more carefully at Figure 11.1, you will see that forgetting occurred even in the
sleep condition, as decay theory would predict. However, most of this forgetting
occurred in the first two hours. If we suppose that the participants did not fall asleep
the instant they finished studying the list – a not unreasonable assumption – then
interference can also account for the forgetting during the first two hours, and it
can more easily explain why virtually no forgetting occurred after this time.

The results of the Jenkins and Dallenbach study, then, support the view that
interference is the main cause of forgetting, perhaps even the only cause. On its
own, the study is not decisive: As with any experiment, alternative interpretations
are possible (for example, Hockey, Davies, and Gray, 1972). Subsequent research,
however, has supported the conclusion that interference is the main cause of
forgetting. One simple example comes from a study by Baddeley and Hitch (1977).
The authors were English, and they asked members of two local rugby teams to
recall the names of the teams they had played that season. As you would expect,
players had more difficulty recalling teams they had played early in the season than
teams they had played more recently. The critical feature of this study, however,
was that players often missed games because of injury or other commitments.
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For a game that occurred a month earlier, for example, some players might have
played three games during the interim, whereas other players might have played
just one or two. Through statistical analysis, the experimenters were thus able to
assess whether forgetting was caused by the time since a game was played or by
the number of other games played during this interval. The results showed that
the passage of time per se caused very little forgetting. For example, players were
excellent at recalling the last team they had played, whether this game occurred a
week or a month earlier. Much more important was the number of games played
during the retention interval: The more games played during a season, the harder
players found it to recall games played at the beginning of the season. As in the
Jenkins and Dallenbach study, forgetting seemed to be caused not by the passage
of time but by the events that occurred during this time.

You have probably had similar experiences, though you may not have thought
of them in these terms. To illustrate the point, try to remember what you ate each
night for the last week. You will probably have little difficulty in recalling your
last meal, but it will become progressively harder as you try to remember earlier
meals. Of course, this forgetting could be due to the passage of time rather than to
the meals you ate during the intervening period. To disentangle the two, now try
to remember what you ate on your last birthday. Even though this was probably
weeks or months ago, you will probably find it easier to remember than what you
ate a week ago. If so, forgetting cannot be caused simply by the passage of time:
It seems to depend critically on our experiences during this time.

This example not only illustrates the importance of interference but also provides
preliminary evidence for an important principle of interference, that the degree to
which memories interfere with each other depends on their similarity. Eating a
meal seems to interfere with our ability to remember similar meals, but not meals
eaten in very different circumstances, such as at a restaurant or for a birthday.
Thus, the meals you ate this week will interfere with your memory for meals eaten
last week, but not for meals eaten under very different circumstances months or
even years ago. Similarly in the rugby example: Whether players participate in one
rugby game during a month or four, they will form many, many other memories
during this month. The fact that only the latter group forget the game suggests that
forgetting is caused not simply by the formation of new memories but, rather, by
new memories that are similar to the target – in this case, playing a rugby game.

Short-term memory

The studies we have examined so far have concerned forgetting over relatively
long periods – hours or weeks. Over long periods such as these, it appears that
forgetting is largely caused by interference. If we consider forgetting over shorter
periods, however, it seems plausible that decay might play a greater role. You have
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probably had the experience of looking up a telephone number and then, when you
started to dial it, finding that you had already forgotten it. If only a few seconds
elapsed, it is hard to see how this forgetting could have been caused by interference
from other events. Even here, however, there is evidence that interference really
is the cause. In one study by Waugh and Norman (1965), participants listened
to lists of 16 digits. The last digit in each list was the same as one of the digits
presented earlier; when participants heard this probe digit, their task was to repeat
the digit that had previously followed the probe (see Figure 11.2a). Suppose, for
example, that a list contained the sequence 690. If the digit 9 was presented for a
second time at the end of the list, participants were supposed to recall the digit that
had previously followed it, namely 0. This probe technique was very demanding –
participants had to concentrate hard to remember the exact sequence in which
the digits had been presented – but it provided a useful baseline for measuring
short-term memory.

For one group in this study, the digits were presented at a rate of one per second.
The solid line in Figure 11.2b presents the results for this group. According to an
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interference analysis, presenting more digits during the retention interval should
lead to poorer recall, and this is what happened: The probability of recalling a digit
fell sharply as the number of digits presented during the interval increased. Note,
however, that this result could also be explained by decay theory: Because digits
were presented at a constant rate, trials where more digits were presented during
the interval were also trials where the delay was longer. The observed decrease in
recall could thus have been caused by decay.

To distinguish the two accounts, Waugh and Norman ran a second group in
which digits were presented four times every second instead of once. Because
the digits were presented faster during the retention interval, the interval became
shorter. According to decay theory, this should have helped recall because there
would have been less time for the memory trace to decay. As shown in the figure,
however, recall in the two groups was virtually identical. Reducing the length
of the retention interval, in other words, had no effect on forgetting; the rate of
forgetting depended not on the passage of time but simply on the number of digits
presented during this time.

Whether we examine forgetting over long periods or short ones, therefore, the
primary cause of forgetting seems to be interference from memories formed during
the retention interval. It is possible that decay also plays some role, but it currently
looks as if the main cause of forgetting is interference. (See also Oberauer and
Lewandowsky, 2008; Berman, Jonides, and Lewis, 2009.)

Interference

As the importance of interference became obvious, psychologists increasingly won-
dered why the formation of new memories should interfere with our ability to recall
older ones.

Retroactive interference

To determine the processes involved, researchers developed a new procedure for
studying interference. In its simplest form, it involves two groups that both learn
the same material – perhaps memorizing a list of words we will call list 1. The
experimental group then memorizes a second list of words, list 2, while the control
group does nothing. Finally, both groups are tested for their ability to recall the
material from the first list:

Study Test

experimental group: list 1 list 2 list 1
control group: list 1 __ list 1
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If recall of list 1 is poorer in the experimental group, this would suggest that
the material in list 2 was interfering with recall of list 1. Because the interference
produced by list 2 would be acting backward, or retroactively, on memory for list
1, the effect is called retroactive interference (RI).

In one early study using this procedure, McGeoch and McDonald (1931) inves-
tigated the role of similarity in interference. Participants first memorized a list of
adjectives and then, 10 minutes later, tried to recall them. A control group simply
rested during the delay interval, but five experimental groups memorized material
that varied in similarity to the original list. At one extreme, one experimental
group memorized numbers, material that would seem to have very little in com-
mon with adjectives; at the other extreme, another group memorized synonyms
of the words used in the first list. (If, for example, the first list had contained the
word priest, the second list might have contained the word minister.) The results
confirmed the importance of similarity. The control group was able to remember
an average of 4.5 adjectives from the original list; the group that learned numbers
remembered 3.7; but the group that learned synonyms remembered only 1.3. The
more similar the second list was to the first, the more difficulty participants had
in remembering the original.

Proactive interference

Extensive research was carried out to determine the principles of retroactive inter-
ference, and attempts were also made to form a coherent theory of why these
effects occur (for example, McGeoch, 1942; Postman and Underwood, 1973). The
emerging theories were able to account for many of the findings, but some were
puzzling. One of the most perplexing findings was also one of the simplest: If par-
ticipants memorize a list of nonsense syllables until they can recall them perfectly,
then are tested 24 hours later, they have considerable difficulty in recalling the
syllables. On the surface, this might not seem surprising, but it is very difficult to
explain by interference. As we have seen, interference is greatest when material
is similar, but it was highly unlikely that participants encountered other nonsense
syllables during the 24 hour retention interval. If they didn’t encounter similar
material, however, why was there so much forgetting?

Benton Underwood, one of the most prolific researchers and influential theorists
in this area, provided an ingenious answer. He and other memory researchers often
used the same undergraduates in different experiments, so that a single individ-
ual might participate in many experiments involving nonsense syllables. Was it
possible, then, that participants were forgetting material in an experiment because
of material they had learned before that experiment? To find out, Underwood
(1957) examined his records and those of colleagues to determine whether the
number of studies in which students participated before an experiment affected
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Figure 11.3 Proactive interference. Recall of a list learned 24 hours earlier as a function of the number of
lists learned previously. (Adapted from Underwood, 1957.)

how quickly they forgot the material learned in that experiment. As shown in
Figure 11.3, he found that recall did fall as the number of previous experiments
increased.1 In some ways this is a bizzare result: If you were trying to recall some-
thing that happened an hour ago, for example, why should events that occurred
days or weeks ago interfere? Nevertheless, Underwood’s data provided clear evi-
dence that this happens, and interference caused by material learned previously is
called proactive interference, or PI.

The discovery of proactive interference potentially allowed theorists to explain
another puzzling finding discussed earlier, namely the extraordinarily rapid for-
getting that occurs in short-term memory. When you look up a telephone number
and then forget it within seconds, it is difficult to conceive how enough events
could occur during this brief period to produce such massive interference. More-
over, we have now seen that interference is largely caused by the occurrence of
similar events: Because it is unlikely that you were thinking about other numbers
during the retention interval, it is even harder to see how forgetting a telephone
number could be caused by interference. Could the explanation, then, be proactive
interference from events that occurred before you looked up the number?

1 Note that this forgetting cannot be attributed to students becoming increasingly bored as they
participated in more experiments. Boredom might lead to their not trying as hard, and thus taking
longer to memorize material. In each of these studies, however, training continued until
performance had reached a high criterion – typically, perfect recall of the list. Thus, although
boredom could explain why participants might take longer to learn the lists, it does not explain
why, once having done so, they should then forget the lists faster.
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This explanation may not seem much more plausible than one based on retroac-
tive interference, but Keppel and Underwood (1962) nevertheless decided to test
it. To measure short-term memory, they used the procedure developed by Peter-
son and Peterson (1959) a few years earlier. In this procedure participants are
given consonant trigrams to remember and then asked to count backward during
a retention interval. The Petersons found that memory for the trigrams faded very
rapidly – after 18 seconds, it was almost zero. The participants in this study had
not participated in similar studies in the past, so it was not immediately obvious
how proactive interference could have affected their performance, but Keppel and
Underwood noted that the reported results were averages derived from many trials.
Was it possible that forgetting did not occur on the first trials, and emerged only
gradually as the number of trials increased?

To find out, Keppel and Underwood repeated the Peterson and Peterson experi-
ment but examined how performance changed over trials. Keppel and Underwood
found that on the first trial participants recalled the trigrams almost perfectly; only
after several trials did signs of forgetting begin to appear. In other words, the rapid
forgetting typically observed in this situation is caused at least in part by material
learned on previous trials. On the first trial, there is no previous learning and so
there is no forgetting; only as trials continue, and interference from earlier trials
increases, does forgetting begin to occur.

This result might seem hard to believe – could previously learned material
really cause such rapid forgetting? – but this finding was repeatedly confirmed
in subsequent studies. In one series of experiments by Wickens (1972; Wickens,
Born, and Allen, 1963), participants were given four trials using the Peterson
and Peterson procedure. On the first three trials, the nature of the material to be
remembered was the same, but on the fourth trial it was changed. If the task on
the first three trials was to remember a word, for example, then on the fourth trial
it would be to remember a number. Figure 11.4 shows the typical results obtained
with this procedure. As in the Keppel and Underwood study, recall is excellent on
the first trial and gradually declines on trials 2 and 3. When the target is altered on
trial 4, however, recall returns to almost 100%. Wickens called this phenomenon
release from PI, and it provides further evidence for the crucial role of similarity
in interference. If we learn material that is similar to previous material (as on trials
2 and 3), the earlier material interferes with recall; if the new material is dissimilar,
however (as on trial 4), there is no interference.

Summing up, evidence for proactive interference suggests that we can forget
material not only because of material that we learn subsequently but also because
of material learned previously. If you have two similar memories, each makes
it harder to recall the other, and it does not seem to matter greatly whether
the interfering memory was formed before or after the memory we want to
retrieve.
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Erasure or loss?

For the moment, let us confine our attention to the phenomenon of retroactive
interference. Why should the formation of new memories cause us to forget older
ones?

One possibility is that the formation of new memories leads to the erasure of
existing ones. This hypothesis has gone under different names – one early version
was called unlearning; a more recent variant has been called overwriting – and the
details have also varied somewhat (see Anderson and Neely, 1996, for a review).
A common theme, though, has been that forgotten material is truly destroyed. It is
as if our memories can hold only a limited amount of material, so that the creation
of new memories results in the modification or destruction of older ones. (A lovely
example concerns an elderly professor of ichthyology who, it is said, lamented that
every time he learned the name of a new student he forgot the name of a fish!)

Unavailable or inaccessible?

The concept of unlearning was widely accepted for many years, but evidence grad-
ually accumulated that much of the material that appears to have been forgotten
is actually still present in our memories. The most influential advocate of this
position was Endel Tulving, then a psychologist at the University of Toronto. In
one of his early studies, Tulving and Psotka (1971) asked participants to memorize
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lists of 24 words, where each list contained words drawn from 6 categories. For
example, if one of the categories was animal names, the list would have included
4 words such as cat, dog, lion, and bird. After participants had had an opportunity
to study this list, they were given a recall test. They then memorized several other
lists, with a recall test after each study period. Finally, they were asked to recall
the words from all the lists.

In accord with previous studies, Tulving and Psotka found retroactive interfer-
ence: The more lists intervened between a target list and the final test, the fewer
words participants could recall from this target list. According to the overwriting
hypothesis, this was because memorization of the new lists destroyed records of
older ones. To see if this was really the case, the experimenters now ran a fur-
ther test in which they showed participants the names of the categories that had
been used and then again asked them to recall all the words. Recall improved
dramatically, and the number of words recalled from each list on this final test
was the same as on the tests given immediately after each study period. In other
words, although learning new lists had made it harder to recall earlier material,
this was not because the earlier material had been destroyed. The words from these
lists were still present in memory, and when participants were reminded of the
categories from which the words had been drawn, they were able to retrieve every
single word.

To explain these results, Tulving and Psotka distinguished between the avail-
ability of material in memory and its accessibility (Tulving and Pearlstone, 1966).
According to unlearning theories, forgetting occurs because material is no longer
available in memory – it is lost. Tulving and Psotka’s results, however, suggested
that forgotten material sometimes is available; it appears lost only because we
have a hard time accessing it. In their study, participants had apparently used the
category names to help them remember the words on each list (“I know one of
the categories was animals; now, which animals were they?”), and learning new
lists made it harder for them to recall all the categories. When reminded of the
category names, they were able to use them to retrieve all the words they had
stored.

Other evidence supports the conclusion that our memories hold far more material
than we can normally access. Indeed, there is so much evidence that it is hard to
decide which studies to examine, but we will look at a few examples.

The tip-of-the-tongue effect

Most of us have had the experience of trying to remember a word, feeling that it is
just at the tip of our tongues, but not quite being able to recall it. William James
beautifully described this tantalizing experience in 1893:
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Suppose we try to recall a forgotten name. The state of our consciousness is peculiar. There
is a gap therein; but no mere gap. It is a gap that is intensely active. A sort of wraith of
the name is in it, beckoning us in a given direction, making us at moments tingle with the
sense of our closeness and then letting us sink back without the longed-for term. If wrong
names are proposed to us, this singularly definite gap acts immediately so as to negate
them. They do not fit into its mould.

(James, 1893, p. 251)

This subjective feeling of knowing strongly suggests that the forgotten material is
really still there, but is this feeling trustworthy?

A path-breaking study by Brown and McNeill (1966) suggests that it is. They
asked participants questions that they hoped would trigger a tip-of-the-tongue
experience – for example, “What is the name of the instrument that uses the
position of the sun and stars to navigate?” When participants reported that the
answer seemed to be on the tip of their tongues, the experimenters then asked
detailed questions such as what is the first letter, and how many syllables does
the word have? The results showed that participants could typically answer these
questions very accurately. When asked the first letter, for example, their answers
were correct 57% of the time. Similarly, when asked to provide words that sounded
the same, their answers were sometimes astonishingly close. The correct answer
to the sample question just given is sextant; similar-sounding words provided
by the participants included secant and sextet. (For a review of research on this
phenomenon, see Brown, 2008.)

Recall versus recognition

Further evidence that we store far more material than we can normally retrieve
has come from studies comparing recognition and recall. As discussed in Chap-
ter 8, in a recall test participants are asked to reproduce the material they have
learned, without any cues or other help from the experimenter. In a recognition
test, by contrast, participants are shown material and asked whether they’ve seen
it previously.

In one experiment comparing these two methods, Mandler, Pearlstone, and
Koopmans (1969) first asked participants to study a list of 100 words. One group
was then asked to recall the words, whereas a second group was given a recognition
test in which they were shown a list of 200 words. Half of the words had been
on the original list (old words) and half had not (new words); for each word,
participants had to say whether it had been on the original list. The recall group
was able to recall only 38% of the words, but the recognition group correctly
recognized 96%. Moreover, the high recognition score was not due to saying yes
indiscriminately: When shown new words, participants responded positively only
7% of the time.
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Figure 11.5 Memory for classmates’ names over 48 years. When shown yearbook pictures of faces,
participants’ recognition scores (each face was accompanied by 5 possible names) were consistently
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Similar results have been obtained in naturalistic studies which have examined
people’s memories for their personal experiences, rather than information memo-
rized in the laboratory. In one such study Bahrick, Bahrick, and Wittlinger (1975)
examined people’s ability to remember the names of their high school classmates.
Participants ranged in age from 17 to 74, and the time since graduation varied from
a few weeks to a rather impressive 57 years. They were given a variety of memory
tests, including cued recall and recognition. In the recall test they were shown
pictures of classmates taken from the high school yearbook and asked to give their
names; in the recognition test each picture was accompanied by a set of 5 names
and they were asked to choose the correct one. As shown in Figure 11.5, perfor-
mance on the recall test fell sharply over time – after 47 years, participants could
recall only around 10% of their classmates’ names. Recognition performance, by
contrast, was substantially better throughout, and even after 47 years was around
60%. Similar results were reported by Conway, Cohen, and Stanhope (1991) in a
study which examined students’ ability to remember material learned in a cogni-
tive psychology course. Recall scores were not terribly impressive, but even after
10 years students could still correctly recognize around 65% of the concepts they
had learned.

Results such as these have made it clear that people are usually much better at
recognizing material than at recalling it. The fact that we cannot recall an event,
therefore, does not necessarily mean that we have no record of it: When actually
shown the material, we are often very good at recognizing it.
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Wagenaar’s diary

Further evidence of how much material we have stored in our memories, even
when we can’t seem to retrieve it, comes from another naturalistic study, this time
by a Dutch psychologist, Willem Wagenaar (1986). Over a 6-year period, he kept
a diary in which he recorded one or two of his experiences each day; by the end,
he had recorded 2,400 incidents. He then tested his memory for these incidents
by using some of the information in each diary entry to see if he could recall the
remainder. (A colleague extracted the clues to be used for testing.)

Wagenaar found that his ability to recall his experiences depended on how many
cues he allowed himself. For incidents that had occurred one year previously, for
example, he found that with one cue he could recall approximately 30% of the
remaining information; with three cues, his performance improved to more than
70% (Figure 11.6). This performance was particularly impressive because Wagenaar
used very demanding criteria for scoring a memory as correct. One of the test
questions, for example, required stating when the incident had occurred, and he
scored an answer as correct only if the remembered date was within one week of
the actual date.

Considering the number of incidents remembered, and the stringent criteria
used for judging an answer correct, Wagenaar’s performance is deeply impressive.
Nevertheless, he was unable to recall any details about some of his experiences –
even when he reread the full diary entries, he could not recall them. Some of
these forgotten incidents had involved others, and Wagenaar now consulted the
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individuals concerned to see if they could provide further information to jog his
memory. In every case where they could, their supplementary accounts allowed
Wagenaar to recall the forgotten incident, and he was able to recall further details
that his informants confirmed. With suitable help, in other words, Wagenaar was
able to recall virtually every incident that he had recorded over the course of
six years.

We need to interpret these results with some caution – Wagenaar wasn’t testing
whether he could remember everything that happened to him during these six
years, only those events that he had deemed sufficiently important to enter into
his diary, and the act of recording them would have involved further rehearsal.
Nevertheless, his ability to remember 2,400 incidents (and undoubtedly many more
that he hadn’t recorded) is impressive.

Savings

The evidence we have reviewed suggests that a surprising amount of the material
that enters long-term memory is retained there permanently, and this raises the
still more radical possibility that all such material is retained. Or, to be clear, that
all material that reaches long-term memory is retained. As we saw in Chapter 9,
there are powerful filtering systems in both sensory and short-term memory that
weed out relatively minor aspects of our experiences before they ever reach long-
term memory. What, though, of material that – rather like heroic salmon fighting
their way upstream – overcomes all the obstacles and finally becomes lodged in
long-term memory? Is all this material preserved permanently?

Consider your experiences over the last hour – anything you’ve remembered
this long is probably in long-term memory. If you tried hard enough, you could
produce a very detailed account of what you’ve read during this hour – definitions,
concepts, details of experiments, and so on. Evidence even indicates that, one
month after reading a passage, you would be able to remember the typeface in
which this material was written (Kolers and Ostry, 1974). In addition, you could
describe in detail the area where you have been working, and the weather, and, if
you talked to others, provide details of your conversations, the clothes they were
wearing, and so on. Is it really conceivable that every single one of these details
is permanently stored in your memory, as if on a videotape, so that in 30 years
every moment would potentially still be available to you? And, by extension, that
you retain similarly detailed memories for everything else that has ever happened
to you?

Many psychologists as well as lay people find this hard to believe, but it is a
very difficult issue to address empirically. If we cannot remember something, how
do we know whether the missing material is lost or still stored somewhere, only
awaiting appropriate reminders to help us recover it?
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Given the implausibility of the latter claim, it is perhaps worth considering
one more piece of the evidence that supports it. In a study by Nelson (1978),
participants memorized a list of digit–word pairs such as 48–party. Their memory
for this material was tested one month later, and Nelson found that some of
the pairs appeared to have been entirely forgotten – participants could neither
recall nor recognize these pairs. To test whether some trace might nevertheless
still remain, Nelson now used the savings procedure for testing memory pioneered
by Ebbinghaus. As discussed in Chapter 8, this involves memorizing material and
then, after a delay, relearning it. If learning the material originally required, say,
5 trials, and relearning it requires only 2 trials, then we have evidence that some
record of the original experience was retained.

Nelson asked half his subjects to relearn the pairs they had not been able to
remember. A control group learned the same material but in different pairings, so
that the digit from one forgotten pair was paired with the word from another. If
a participant had not been able to remember 48–party and 26–book, for example,
she might now learn a list containing the rearranged pairs 48–book and 26–party.
After practicing the material, participants were given a memory test in which they
were shown each number and had to remember the word that had followed it.
Nelson found that the experimental group could recall 50% of the original pairs,
but the control group remembered only 20% of the rearranged pairs. Thus, even
though participants had not been able to either recall or recognize some pairs,
some trace of these pairs had clearly been preserved.

Summary

We started this section with the question of why we forget, and the first possibility
we considered was that memories simply decay over time. This explanation is
intuitively appealing, but if decay plays any role in forgetting, current research
suggests that it is a small one. In experiments where interference has been
controlled – the Jenkins and Dallenbach experiment on sleep, for example, or the
Baddeley and Hitch study of memory for rugby – the passage of time per se has
turned out to cause surprisingly little forgetting. The main cause of forgetting in
these experiments has been interference from preceding or subsequent events.

As to why interfering events cause forgetting, one possibility is that the for-
mation of new memories leads to the erasure of older ones. This explanation is
plausible, and some evidence supports it (see Schacter, 1996). However, in many
cases where material appears to have been forgotten, it can be retrieved with suit-
able help, or traces can be revealed with more sensitive measuring procedures. It
is thus clear that our memories contain far more material than we normally can
recall. In these cases, forgetting is caused by the difficulties in retrieving material,
rather than by its erasure.
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Retrieval processes

Research on forgetting led to the elimination or discounting of one explanation
after another, until eventually we were left with just one explanation as the Mr. Big
of forgetting: difficulties in retrieval. In this section, therefore, we turn our atten-
tion to trying to understand how retrieval works.

Memory as a warehouse

Storage

To understand retrieval, it can be useful to think of memory as resembling a book
warehouse. First, imagine a book warehouse where, as each new book is delivered,
it is simply placed on a shelf next to whatever books were delivered before it.
Now suppose that the warehouse receives an order for a particular volume. If there
are only a small number of books in the warehouse, an employee could easily
go through them one by one to find the volume that is needed. As the number
of volumes in storage increases, however, this strategy would quickly become
impractical – if there were hundreds of thousands of books, it would require days
or weeks to complete a search. To have a realistic chance of finding a book, in other
words, it is vital that books not be stored simply in order of their delivery; instead,
the warehouse must catalog or organize books as they arrive, putting cookbooks
in one section, mysteries in another, and so on. The better the organization, the
easier it will be to find books when they are needed.

The same is true for memory. As we saw in Chapter 8, people rely heavily on
organization to help them remember material. If they are asked to memorize a
list of words, for example, they remember far more if the material is organized –
in the Bower et al. (1969) study we discussed then, participants recalled three
times as many minerals if they were grouped by type (for example, metals and
stones) rather than intermixed randomly. And if a list does not have any structure,
containing words selected at random, then people will impose their own structure.
Tulving (1962), for example, found that people organize the words on such lists
into little groups or clusters, and they then recall these clusters together on trial
after trial. We clearly rely on organization to help us remember, and where a
suitable organization scheme is not readily available, we develop our own.

Retrieval

A second, closely related factor in facilitating retrieval is the use of appropriate
retrieval cues. Returning to our book warehouse example, it is not enough to
organize material when we store it; when an order comes in, the order must
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contain sufficient information to direct us to the appropriate area. If we know we
are looking for a cookbook, for example, this will obviously limit the search area,
and we can limit it even more if we know that it is a book on desserts, or that
the author’s last name begins with “S.” The more retrieval cues are available, the
faster the book will be found.

Again, the same could be true of memory. Consider the following example –
imaginary, but perhaps not too far from your own experiences. Suppose you’re
walking down the street and see someone whose face is familiar, but you can’t
quite remember who he is. Then, a week later, you see the same person in your
bank, where he is a teller, and you immediately recognize him and remember a past
conversation. Why did you recognize him in the second situation but not the first?
One possible answer is that when we have any experience, we store it in memory
by forming associations or connections amongst the elements that compose it.
When you talk to someone in a bank, you will associate many of the elements that
are present – the person’s face, the words he speaks, the bank’s appearance, and
so on. Together, these elements will form a memory record or episode. If you later
see the teller in the street, his face will be associated with this episode, and thus
tend to activate it in your memory. However, the association may not be strong
enough to activate the record fully – or, at any rate, to activate it more strongly
than other memories competing for your attention. When you see the person in the
bank, however, there would now be two cues present that were associated with the
earlier episode. The total amount of activation reaching the stored episode would
therefore be greater and might now be sufficient to bring the episode fully into
consciousness.

Retrieval cues

Our analysis to this point has been speculative, but reasoning of this kind led
psychologists to investigate the role of retrieval cues experimentally, to see whether
they really do have the kind of influence we have hypothesized. In the following
sections we will look at examples involving two broad classes of possible cues,
external stimuli which come from the surrounding environment, and internal
stimuli which come from within our own bodies.

External context

The term contextual cues is used to refer to incidental or background stimuli which
are present at the time an event occurs. As you read this, your main focus is on
the words you’re reading, but other stimuli impinging on your senses include the
appearance of the room, background sounds, and even the pressure of your chair
against your legs. Could any of these background cues become part of the record
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you’re forming of what you’re reading, so that exposure to these cues could later
help you to remember it?

A study by Smith (1979) suggested that the answer could be yes. He was inter-
ested in whether room cues could enhance retrieval, and in the first phase of his
study participants memorized a list of 80 unrelated words while sitting in a base-
ment room. Then, one day later, they tried to recall these words. For one group, the
test was given in the same room, while for a second group the test was in a room
that was perceptually very different. (The basement room contained orange drapes,
a carpet, and posters, whereas the other room was a bare, sound-proof enclosure
containing computer equipment.) You might think that the location of the test
would not matter very much, but Smith found that participants tested in the same
room remembered 50% more words. Moreover, he found that even thinking about
the study room while trying to remember the list enhanced recall, and in fact was
as effective as actually being in the room. The room cues had apparently become
part of the memory record formed during the study phase, so that the physical or
even mental presence of these cues helped to reactivate the episode in memory.

An obvious implication is that if you want to do well on an exam, you should
study in the room where the exam will be given. For a number of reasons, though,
it is probably not worth sneaking into lecture halls to study. One is that large effects
are usually obtained only in studies where the training and test environments differ
substantially – one of the largest effects was in a study where the participants
were scuba divers; the study phase took place underwater and the test phase
was conducted on dry land! (Godden and Baddeley, 1975.) Also, note that the
material used in Smith’s study was a list of unrelated words. When studying
more meaningful material such as textbooks, we focus much more strongly on
the relationship between the words, so that the meaning of a passage plays a
more prominent role in coding than contextual cues. Thus, although place cues
can be very helpful in recalling some experiences, they are less likely to matter in
situations where more powerful retrieval cues are available. (For further discussion
of this issue, see Smith, 1988; Roediger and Guynn, 1996; and Hockley, 2008.)

Tastes and odors can also serve as retrieval cues. Anecdotal evidence for this
comes from one of the most famous novels of the twentieth century, Marcel Proust’s
Remembrance of Things Past. The novel opens with the author eating a French
pastry called a madeleine. Its taste triggers a flood of associations that eventually
carried him through eight volumes and more than 3,000 pages of reminiscences.
No laboratory studies have yet produced an outpouring on such an epic scale, but
they have confirmed that tastes and odors present during an experience can help
us to later remember it. One such study focused on a museum in York, England,
that provided visitors with a sense of what York had been like 1,000 years earlier,
when it was ruled by Vikings. As part of the experience, visitors were conducted
through a street built to resemble a Viking settlement, while simultaneously being
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exposed to a distinctive odor which evoked, among other things, rotting garbage.
Aggleton and Waskett (1999) contacted tourists who had once visited the museum
to find out how much they remembered of their visit; a group exposed to this
odor as they filled in their questionnaires recalled approximately 20% more than
controls given either no odor or one that was equally pungent but not associated
with the museum.

Returning to Proust’s experience, there is evidence that odors are particularly
likely to become associated with emotions, so that reexposure to an odor can trigger
powerful emotional memories. Vermetten and Bremner (2003) reported that odors
can play a role in post-traumatic stress disorder; if a distinctive odor was present
during a traumatic event, later exposures to that odor can trigger vivid and painful
flashbacks. Moreover, there is evidence that odors can have effects like this even
when presented below the level of awareness, so that people are not even aware
of their presence (Zucco, Paolini, and Schaal, 2009).

Internal states

The wide range of contextual cues that have been found to be effective as retrieval
cues raises the question of whether any stimulus present during an experience can
become associated with it, and thus potentially serve as a retrieval cue, and some
research supports this. In particular, it appears that internal stimuli – how you are
feeling during an experience – can also act as retrieval cues. Anecdotal evidence
on this point has come from observations of alcoholics. Clinicians have noted that
when alcoholics are drunk, they sometimes hide money or alcohol, but that they
then have difficulty in remembering the hiding place when they become sober.
The memory returns, however, the next time they become drunk (Goodwin, Crane,
and Guze, 1969).

To find out if these anecdotal reports were accurate, Goodwin et al. (1969) used
a variant of a paired-associate task to measure memory. In the normal version
of this procedure, participants learn a list of word pairs such as table–dog. After
going through the pairs one at a time, they are given a test trial in which they
are shown the first word from each pair and asked to say what word followed. In
this study, participants created their own pairs: They were shown a list of words,
and for each word asked to think of a second word. Then, a day later, they were
shown the stimulus words again and asked to recall the word they had generated.
During the training phase, one group was given approximately 10 oz of vodka to
drink before training – enough to produce intoxication – while a second group
remained sober. When memory was tested the followed day, half the participants
in each of these groups were intoxicated and half were not.

The results are shown in Figure 11.7. The dependent measure was the number
of words correctly recalled, and the figure shows the state of intoxication during
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Figure 11.7 State-dependent learning. Mean number of words recalled as a function of the state of
intoxication during study and retrieval. (Data from Goodwin, Powell, Bremer, Hoine, and Stern, 1969.)

both training and testing. The first point to note is that the best recall was found
when participants were sober during both training and testing; as common sense
suggests, studying while drunk is probably not a good idea. The important point
in the present context, however, is that recall was consistently better when partici-
pants’ state during testing matched their conditions during study. Participants who
were intoxicated during the study period were more likely to recall the material
if they were again intoxicated at test, and similarly, participants who were sober
during study did best if they were sober during testing. This phenomenon is called
state-dependent memory, as our ability to recall an experience depends on our
state during coding and retrieval.

Another internal feeling that can act as a retrieval cue is emotion (see, for
example, Balch, Myers, and Popotto, 1999, and Ryan and Eich, 2000). If your
teacher tells you that you have received a good grade on an exam, the happiness
you feel is likely to become a component of your record of this conversation;
you will then be more likely to recall this occasion at times when you are again
feeling happy. The down side is that this is also true for negative emotions such as
anxiety or depression – if you are depressed, you will be more likely to recall earlier
experiences which left you depressed. This can lead to a vicious cycle in which
people who are depressed keep remembering earlier experiences of failure, with
each new memory serving only to deepen their depression. (“I really am worthless,
bad things are always happening to me.”)
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As with the other retrieval cues we have discussed, emotions have been found
to have strong effects on retrieval in some experiments while having little or no
effect in others. (See discussions in Balch et al., 1999, and Ryan and Eich, 2000.)
One possible explanation is that the effectiveness of any one retrieval cue will
depend on how many others are present. If there are no other retrieval cues, then
adding cue A may substantially enhance retrieval. If cue A is only one of many,
on the other hand, its impact is likely to be much smaller.

We cannot cover all of the research that has been done on retrieval cues, but
among the cues that have been found to become part of the memory record, and
thus to influence later retrieval, are the font in which words are printed (Arndt,
2010), the color of the background against which they appear (Hockley, 2008), and
even the clothing worn by the experimenter (Standing et al., 2008). Findings like
these suggest that a surprisingly large number of the background stimuli present
during an event may become part of the memory record we form. If you talked to
a friend while waiting for a class, for example, your record of this conversation
might include not only what your friend looked like and the words spoken but
more subtle contextual cues such as whether you were feeling tired and the sounds
made by passers-by. The more of these cues that were present when you later tried
to remember this conversation, the more likely you would be to succeed.

What makes all this difficult is that the environment is constantly changing –
not only our external environment but also our internal thoughts and feelings –
and this means that the stimuli present during retrieval will inevitably differ from
those present during coding. And if these changes are large, they will make it
harder for us to locate the information we seek. We began this section with the
question of why we forget. One simple answer is that much of the information
we store in long-term memory seems to remain there; the problem is that we
sometimes lack enough retrieval cues to find it. (See also Jang and Huber, 2008;
Lehman and Malmberg, 2009.)

Encoding specificity

In the examples we have considered so far, the contextual cues present during
coding became components of the memory record that was formed. If contextual
cue A was present at the time of event X, then a compound of these elements, AX,
was stored in memory. In some cases, though, contextual cues do more than simply
function as background cues, they may change how X itself is coded, producing
what might be called an AY compound. One example comes from an experiment by
Light and Carter-Sobell (1970) in which they presented participants with sentences
that included word pairs such as strawberry jam. In a subsequent recognition test,
some participants were presented with the same pairs they had seen earlier, while
others saw pairs in which the first word was altered – for example, traffic jam.
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In both cases, participants were asked to say whether the second word ( jam) had
appeared in one of the earlier sentences.

You might think that recognition scores in the two conditions should have been
roughly equal – both saw the word jam in the first list, and then both were asked
whether they had seen it before. In fact, recognition scores for the two conditions
were very different: Participants tested with the same pairing recognized 65% of
the words, while those tested with altered pairings recognized only 27%. So, why
was participants’ ability to recognize a word influenced so strongly by what word
preceded it?

The explanation lies in the fact that most words have more than one meaning –
in our example, jam can be a preserve or a traffic snarl-up. In effect, therefore, the
two test conditions involved not the same word but two quite different words. It
was as if in the first phase all participants were shown a picture of a jar of jam,
and in the test phase one group was shown the same picture while a second group
was shown a picture of traffic gridlock in a city. It would hardly be surprising if
only the first group reported having seen the picture before.

Once thought of in this way, the results make sense, but they illustrate an impor-
tant principle of memory, that the difficulty of retrieving an experience depends
not simply on the nature of the experience – was it particularly interesting or
exciting, and therefore memorable? – but on the context in which it occurred, and
also, crucially, on the context during retrieval. Endel Tulving and his colleagues
at the University of Toronto proposed a specific version of this insight which was
to prove very influential in drawing attention to the importance of contextual
cues (Tulving and Osler, 1968; Tulving and Thomson, 1973). They called it the
principle of encoding specificity, and in essence it consists of several intertwined
assumptions:

1 There are often alternative ways in which a word or other event can be encoded.
2 The context during coding determines which of these specific codes is assigned.
3 Retrieval depends on whether the context during retrieval again generates this

particular meaning or code.

In our example, if jam is encoded as a preserve, then retrieval cues will help us to
recall it only if they also lead us to think of preserves.

More broadly, the principle of encoding specificity emphasizes yet again the
importance of contextual cues in memory. To understand retrieval, we need to
take into account the context during both coding and retrieval: The greater the
similarity of these contexts, the greater the chances of success.2

2 Other theorists have also emphasized the importance of the relationship between the conditions
during coding and retrieval. One version is called transfer-appropriate processing; it focuses more
on the cognitive processes carried out during coding and retrieval rather than on the external
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Inhibition

We have examined how retrieval cues help us to locate material lodged in the
vast storehouse that is our memory, but so far we have ignored a rather large
puzzle implicit in our account, arising from the fact that retrieval cues are often
associated with a very large number of targets. If you read the word cat, it is
probably associated with a very, very large number of memories – facts you
learned about cats (their love of fish, enjoyment of stroking, hunting of birds),
interactions with individual cats you have known, and so on. When you read the
word cat, how is it that you are not overwhelmed by a flood of such memories?

One possible answer, developed most vigorously by Michael Anderson, is inhi-
bition. His idea, with roots back to Pavlov and beyond, is that our brains rely
on inhibitory as well as excitatory processes in order to function effectively. If a
retrieval cue elicits multiple memories, there will be a competition between them to
determine which will rise up into consciousness, a cognitive version of survival of
the fittest. If one memory is far stronger than the rest, the outcome will be decided
easily, but if there are multiple contenders, then each may inhibit the others to try
to prevent them from winning. If reading the word cat reminds you of the time
your cat got stuck in a tree, activation of that target memory will simultaneously
cause the inhibition of competing memories such as watching a cat playing with
string. Out of the ensuing battle in which each activated memory tries to inhibit its
competitors, one memory will eventually emerge as the strongest and win the prize
of a rise into consciousness. Anderson referred to this phenomenon as retrieval-
induced forgetting – the idea is that when we retrieve one item from memory, this
will cause inhibition of competing memories, making it harder to recall them.

Retrieval-induced forgetting

Anderson’s account seems plausible, but is it right? In a clever test, Anderson,
Bjork, and Bjork (1994) began by asking participants to memorize word pairs
where the first word in each pair was a category such as tree or fruit, and the
second word was a member of that category. Each category was presented 8 times,
with a different member each time – in the case of fruit, for example, participants
saw pairs such as fruit–banana and fruit–orange (Figure 11.8a). Participants were
then given additional practice on half of the exemplars. This was achieved by
means of a cued-recall test: If the goal was to provide further practice on orange,

stimuli present. Specifically, it says that retrieval is more likely to succeed if the processes carried
out at retrieval (for example, thinking about the meaning of a word rather than its appearance)
match those carried out when the word was encoded. We will not be able to cover the implications
of this idea here, but you can find discussions in Morris, Bransford, and Franks (1977) and
Roediger, Gallo, and Geraci (2002).
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Figure 11.8 Retrieval-induced forgetting. In the first phase, fruit was paired with orange on some trials
and banana on others. In the second phase, participants were given additional training on the
fruit–orange link. Then, in the test phase, they were shown the word fruit and asked to recall as many of
the fruits they had seen as they could. According to the theory, when we retrieve a memory, our brains
inhibit possible competitors to ensure that consciousness is not flooded. Remembering orange in the
second phase, therefore, would have resulted in inhibition of banana, and this would have made it harder
to retrieve banana in the test phase. In effect, retrieving orange would have caused forgetting of banana.

for example, participants would be shown fruit–or__ and asked to fill in the missing
fragment with a word seen earlier. Because fruit had previously been associated
with 8 exemplars, its presentation was assumed to activate all of them, which
would trigger a competition in which each would inhibit the others. The fruit that
emerged from this completion with the highest level of activation would then rise
into consciousness. Continuing with our fruit example, activation of orange would
have resulted in inhibition of competitors such as banana, so that it should now
be harder to activate banana (Figure 11.8b).

The reasoning is mildly intricate but the conclusion is simple: Practice of one
member of a category should inhibit other members, thereby making it harder to
access them. If this is not clear, it may help to illustrate how the process would
work using hypothetical values for levels of neural activation. Suppose that there
is normally some moderate level of activity in a node, even when no stimulus has
been presented. (This is called its resting level.) In this case, suppose the normal
level of activity in the banana node is 10. When the node for orange was activated
in the second phase, it would have sent inhibitory signals to the banana node, and
let’s suppose that this inhibition reduced the activity level for banana from 10 to
5, and that it then remained at this lower level for some period of time. When
participants were later asked to recall the fruits they had seen, banana would have
been at a lower-than-usual level of activity, making it harder to activate. The
practical result would have been that participants would have been less likely to
recall having seen it.

To test this prediction, the authors gave participants another task to do for 20
minutes and then gave them the category names and asked them to recall as many
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of the members as they could. Some categories had not been practiced in the second
phase, and for these categories participants were able to recall 50% of the words
they had seen. When asked to recall orange, a word that had received extra practice,
the success rate rose to 73%. The crucial result, though, was for words such as
banana, which were members of a practiced category but had not themselves been
practiced; here recall was only 38%. Recalling one word in a category, in other
words, seemed to have inhibited access to the others. (Other explanations were
also possible but Anderson and his colleagues marshaled persuasive evidence to
support their explanation in terms of inhibition. See Anderson and Levy, 2009, for
a review.)

One ironic implication of retrieval-induced forgetting is that the act of remem-
bering some things can cause the forgetting of others. To be clear, the suggestion
is not that retrieving a memory always causes forgetting. Anderson suggests that
inhibition will only be necessary when there are strong competing memories, so
that some must be weakened in order to allow just one to become conscious
(Anderson, 2003). Nevertheless, in at least some situations, remembering some
things does seem to cause forgetting of others, and this can have important impli-
cations. In a study by Shaw, Bjork, and Handal (1995), for example, participants
were told that while attending a student party they had left a jacket containing
their wallet in a bedroom, and that when they left they noticed that their wallet
was missing. They were then shown photographs of the bedroom and asked to
remember as many of the items present as possible, in order to later help the police
investigation. The room contained a variety of objects, including 8 college sweat-
shirts, and in a later interrogation phase they were repeatedly asked questions
about 4 of the sweatshirts (for example, “Was there a Harvard sweatshirt on the
desk?”).

When interviewed again later and asked to recall all of the items that had been
present, their recall about objects other than sweatshirts was still good. Their recall
of the sweatshirts which were the focus of interrogation was also very good, but
their ability to recall the remaining sweatshirts was now significantly worse than
that of a control group that hadn’t been interrogated (approximately 35% correct,
versus 50% for the controls). As in the Anderson et al. study, retrieving a memory
reduced retrieval of related memories that would have competed with it (in this
case, other sweatshirts). If this happened in real life, witnesses who were repeatedly
questioned about some aspects of a crime might then forget other aspects, a result
that could be serious if those other aspects later proved to be important.

A conceptually similar result was reported by Levy, McVeigh, Marful, and Ander-
son (2007), who found that remembering a word in one language can impair mem-
ory for equivalent words in another language. They recruited participants who were
learning Spanish and found that encouraging them to remember the Spanish word
for an object made it harder for them to later recall the corresponding word in
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English. (I have particularly strong faith in this finding because I’ve experienced
it myself. I learned French in high school and recently have been trying to learn
Spanish. The worst thing I can do when trying to remember a Spanish word is to
inadvertently think of the French one; my chances of then retrieving the Spanish
plummet to near zero.)

Retrieval-induced forgetting might also account for the experience many people
have of trying to retrieve a memory and instead repeatedly recalling something
which they know is wrong, but not being able to get past it to the memory they
actually want. Suppose you were trying to remember the pin number for a new
credit card but every time you tried you remembered your old pin instead. Every
activation of the old one would further inhibit its competitors, so that your efforts
would not only be fruitless they would actually be making the problem worse. The
best strategy in this situation is sometimes to just stop trying and let time pass
before trying again – the dissipation of inhibition over time, or perhaps the change
in context, might then allow you access to the memory really wanted.

Think/don’t think!

In the experiments we have discussed so far, inhibition occurred at an unconscious
level – had you asked participants whether they were inhibiting weaker memories,
they wouldn’t have known what you were talking about. Might it be possible,
though, for people to consciously inhibit memories – for example, to suppress
memories that they found painful? Anderson and Green (2001) explored this by
first asking participants to memorize word pairs such as ordeal–roach. They then
presented the first words of some of pairs again, for 4 seconds each. For most of
these stimulus words, participants were told to try to remember the second word
they had seen earlier and actively think about it, while for some the instructions
were to not recall the second word – indeed, to do all that they could to pre-
vent this word from rising into consciousness. (The authors called this a think/no
think procedure – participants were supposed to recall and think about some of
the responses, while suppressing thought about others.) Finally, to see if partici-
pants’ efforts at suppression had been successful, there was a test phase in which
the stimulus words were presented yet again and participants were told to recall
all the second words, regardless of the instructions received earlier. Figure 11.9
summarizes the procedure.

Some of the stimulus words were presented only in the training phase, and
for these words participants recalled around 82% of the responses. For the words
which they had been asked to think about, they recalled around 96% – as you
would expect, practice during the second phase had strengthened memory for
these words. The crucial result, though, was for the responses which participants
had been told to forget – here recall was significantly lower, around 75%.
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Ordeal–roach

Ordeal: think of roach

 Ordeal: don’t think of roach

Ordeal → ?or

Training Think/no think Test

Figure 11.9 The think/no think paradigm. Participants learn word pairs such as ordeal–roach and are
then shown ordeal and asked to either think of the second word or avoid thinking of it. In the final phase
they again see ordeal and are asked what word had followed it.

One possibility that may have already occurred to you is that participants actu-
ally did remember these words but were trying to be “good subjects” – realizing that
the experimenters expected them to forget these words, they obligingly pretended
that they had. To eliminate this possibility, the experimenters ran the experiment
again but prior to the final test they told participants that previous research had
shown that trying to forget material can paradoxically strengthen it, so that they
would probably remember these words better. (Under some circumstances, this
actually does happen – see, for example, Wegner, 2009.) If participants were sim-
ply trying to be cooperative, recall for “no think” words should now have been
better than for “think” words, but it remained poorer. As a further test, the experi-
menters also ran a condition in which they offered participants a monetary reward
for every word that they recalled, but again recall scores were lower for words
participants had been told to suppress. Under the demanding conditions of the
experiment – staring at a stimulus word for 4 seconds and trying to not allow
themselves to think of the second word the entire time, a procedure that was
repeated on 16 trials – participants did seem to have learned to inhibit the target
word, making it harder to access.

The memories to be suppressed in these experiments were quite mild, involving
arbitrarily-chosen words of no special significance. What if the memories to be
suppressed were more powerful, involving painful experiences such as rape or
battlefield trauma? In post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), for example, people
often have flashbacks in which they find themselves vividly reliving traumatic
experiences, sometimes to the point where they lose all awareness of what is
happening around them. Is it also possible to suppress memories of this heightened
intensity?

The short answer is that we don’t know, though preliminary evidence suggests
that we have the capacity to inhibit at least some emotional memories. In one
study by Depue, Banich, and Curran (2007), the experimenters used the think/no
think procedure developed by Anderson, but instead of words they paired faces
with photographs of disturbing scenes such as a serious automobile accident or
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a badly deformed infant. After repeated exposure to the face-photo pairs, they
gave participants practice in thinking about some of the scenes and not thinking
about others. Finally, they showed participants the faces again and asked them
to verbally describe the scene that each had been paired with. Participants were
able to recall 71% of the scenes they had been asked to think about, but only
53% of those they had been asked to suppress. Although the scenes used were not
as painful as those involved in truly traumatic memories, these results suggest at
least some capacity to suppress emotional memories as well as neutral ones. More
broadly, they add to the growing evidence that memories can be inhibited, and
thus support the conclusion that inhibition could be one of the reasons why we
sometimes forget past experiences.

A model of retrieval: SAM

In previous sections we have discussed some of the factors that determine whether
we will remember something. The first determinant is conditions during coding –
above all, whether material is organized and practiced. A second important factor
is what happens during the retention interval – are other memories formed that
could interfere with retrieval? Finally, memory depends on the conditions dur-
ing retrieval, and whether these conditions match those during storage. Clearly,
research has revealed a large number of variables that influence memory; can we
now put all the evidence together to create an integrated account of how memory
works?

In fact, theorists have proposed a number of theories of memory (for example,
MINERVA 2, developed by Hintzman, 1988, and ACT-R, developed by Anderson
et al., 2004), but we will concentrate on one, SAM, in order to illustrate what such
models can do. Developed by Raaijmakers and Shiffrin (1980; 1981), SAM stands
for search of associative memory. The theory contains a number of assumptions,
which are expressed in mathematical form to allow the derivation of precise pre-
dictions. We will not be presenting the full model here, only a few of its core
assumptions. As we shall see, however, even in this simplified form the model can
account for an impressive number of the characteristics of retrieval.

SAM’s assumptions

Coding

The model’s assumptions about coding are largely those of the classic Atkinson–
Shiffrin model, discussed in Chapter 8. When an item such as a word is presented,
its representation in long-term memory is activated, thus effectively placing it in
short-term memory. If two items are simultaneously active in short-term memory,
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Figure 11.10 A simplified representation of SAM. (a) Coding. When we read a word, we form an
association between the word and the context in which it is presented; the resulting state in the brain is
called an image. (b) Recall. If the context during retrieval is similar to the context during coding, it will
activate the image. (c) Recognition. If the word is present during retrieval, both the word and the context
will activate the image, making it more likely that the study word will be remembered.

the association between them will be strengthened. Suppose, for example, that a
participant in a memory experiment reads a list of words. As each word is read,
its representation in memory will be activated. Environmental or contextual cues
will be present at the same time, and so a representation of the context will also be
activated. As a result, an association will be formed between the context and the
word; in SAM, the resulting structure of a word associated with its context is called
an image (Figure 11.10a). (If other words are activated in short-term memory at
the same time, their representations will also be associated with this word, but we
will concentrate on the association between a single word and its context.)

Retrieval cues

Now suppose that participants in this study are asked to recall the words from
the list. If the experimental context during this test is similar to that during the
study phase, then activation of the representation of the test context will be likely
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to activate also the representation of the study context, and this will in turn
lead to activation of the word’s representation (see Figure 11.10b). Retrieval, in
other words, is initiated by the presentation of one or more retrieval cues, and
the amount retrieved depends on the similarity of this retrieval cue to the stimuli
present during encoding.

If participants were instead given a recognition test, there would be two retrieval
cues, not only the context but also the word itself. Both of these cues would be
likely to activate the record formed during the study phase, leading to stronger
activation of this record than in a recall test (Figure 11.10c). The reason that
recognition tests usually lead to better retrieval than recall tests, therefore, is
simply that recognition tests involve two retrieval cues rather than one. (For a
discussion of some situations in which this relationship is reversed, and recall is
better than recognition, see Tulving and Thomson, 1973, and Rabinowitz, Mandler,
and Barsalou, 1977.)

Cue overload

So far, the assumptions we have discussed are virtually identical to assumptions
encountered in previous sections. SAM incorporates an additional assumption that
is exceedingly simple but, as we shall see, remarkably powerful. This is simply
that the effectiveness of a retrieval cue depends on the number of memories
with which it is associated. According to the cue overload principle, the more
items a cue is associated with, the less effective this cue will be in activating
any one of them (Watkins, 1979). If a retrieval cue were associated with only a
single event, then exposure to this cue would be very likely to remind you of
this event (Figure 11.11a). If the retrieval cue were associated with five events, on
the other hand, then this cue would be less effective in activating this memory
(Figure 11.11b). It is as if a memory representation contains only a fixed amount
of energy, so that the more paths that lead away from this representation, the less
activation will be transmitted through any one of them.

SAM’s predictions

Our introduction to the model is now complete. We have discussed only a few of
its assumptions, but it turns out that these few, simple assumptions can account
for a remarkable number of facts about memory. We will consider three examples,
simply to illustrate the model’s explanatory power.

Organization

As discussed in Chapter 8, one of the most important determinants of how well
we remember verbal material is the extent to which the words are structured or
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Figure 11.11 Cue-overload. If a retrieval cue is associated with only one other event, it will stimulate the
representation of that event in the brain strongly (symbolized by the thick arrow); the more events with
which it is associated (represented by N1, N2, and so on), the less it will stimulate any one of them.

organized. One example we discussed was an experiment by Bower et al. (1969),
in which the task was to memorize a list of minerals. For one group the min-
erals were organized into subcategories such as common and rare; for another
group, the words were arranged in random order. The group that saw the orga-
nized list remembered almost four times as many words as the control group
did, a remarkable result considering that the two groups had seen the identical
words.

We can now explain this result, using the concept of cue overload. To give
our analysis a concrete focus, let us assume that a retrieval cue can activate a
maximum of 4 memories. For the control group, the words on the list would all
have been associated with the experimental context. When asked to recall the
list, therefore, this context would have acted as a retrieval cue and it would have
activated 4 of the minerals with which it was associated. For the group that saw
the hierarchical list, on the other hand, they could have associated 4 category
names with the experimental context, and they could then have associated each
of these category names with as many as 4 minerals. During the test phase, the
experimental context would have reminded them of the subcategories, and each
of these subcategories would have reminded them of as many as 4 minerals. If
the first category they recalled was common metals, for example, this would serve
as a retrieval cue to activate minerals such as copper and lead. If the partici-
pants then thought of the second category, this would have reminded them of
another 4 minerals, and so on, until eventually they recalled a total of 4 categories
and 14 to 16 minerals. (The categories contained different numbers of minerals,
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so the exact number recalled would have depended on which categories they
remembered.)

One reason why organization facilitates memory, in other words, is that orga-
nization makes it possible for us to use more retrieval cues. If the experimental
context is the only retrieval cue available, we can only recall a small proportion
of the words associated with this one cue. As more cues become available, each
still leads us to only a few memories, but the total number of accessed memories
increases substantially.

Interference

Another powerful influence on retrieval is interference from other memories. The
reason memories interfere with each other, according to SAM, is again cue over-
load. Suppose that a cue is strongly associated with a single event; if so, presen-
tation of this cue will almost certainly activate this memory. If the same cue is
associated with many memories, however, then the principle of cue overload says
that the cue will be less effective in activating any one of them. The more events
occur in the same context, in other words, the harder we will find it to remember
any one of these events.

Note that the crucial factor here is simply the number of associations, not when
they were formed. Whether an event occurred before or after a memory we are
trying to retrieve, the presence of this additional association will make it harder
for us to retrieve the memory for which we are searching. Applying this reasoning
to our earlier meal example, if you have only ever eaten one meal, you are likely
to remember it vividly. The more meals you eat in a particular context, however,
the more meals will be associated with this context, and thus the harder you will
find it to remember any one of them.

Quantitative predictions

The model we have presented is based on SAM, but is a highly simplified version
of this model. The original is not only much more detailed, it is expressed in
mathematical form. The use of equations allows SAM to provide not just qualitative
predictions – for example, that interference will impair memory – but quantitative
predictions, stating precisely how many words will be recalled. We will not try
to trace how these predictions are derived, but we can illustrate the power of
mathematical models by considering an experiment by Tulving and Pearlstone
(1966) on the role of retrieval cues in memory. Participants first learned lists of
words drawn from categories such as animals and birds. During a subsequent
memory test, a control group was simply asked to recall the words, whereas an
experimental group was given help in the form of a list of the categories that had
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Figure 11.12 SAM’s prediction of recall from a categorized list. (Data from Tulving and Pearlstone,
1966.) Lists varied in length and number of words per category; list 12–1, for example, contained 12
words, with only 1 word in each category. (Adapted from Raaijmakers and Shiffrin, 1980.)

been used. Not surprisingly, participants who were reminded of the categories were
able to remember more words.

The model we have sketched can easily account for this. Participants in the
control had only a single retrieval cue, namely the experimental context, and as
a result could recall only a relatively small number of words. Participants in the
experimental group, on the other hand, had a much larger number of retrieval cues
and thus could recall more words.

The fact that our model can account for this finding is gratifying, but the
same assumptions expressed in mathematical form can predict not only that the
experimental group will do better but also precisely how many words will be
recalled. In this case, the Tulving and Pearlstone experiment included subgroups
that varied in the length of the list they were given (they varied from 12 to 48
words) and the number of words in each category (from 1 to 4). Intuitively, it is not
immediately obvious how these variations should affect recall, but Figure 11.12
shows that SAM was able to predict the resulting data with astonishing accuracy.
The figure comes from a paper by Raaijmakers and Shiffrin (1980), and you can
see that the model’s predictions, shown by the solid lines, were remarkably close
to the actual data, shown by the dashed lines.

Some caution is necessary in interpreting this fit. The problem is that almost
any mathematical model can make accurate predictions provided that the model
contains enough assumptions. (If a model contains a large number of variables,
then if a prediction is inaccurate, all the theorist has to do is keep altering the
values of these variables until the model finally produces the desired outcome!) In
evaluating a theory, therefore, we have to consider not only the accuracy of its
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predictions but also how much freedom the theorist had to nudge the predictions
in the desired direction. It is too soon to say how well SAM will fare by this
criterion – it ultimately depends on how many facts the models can predict using
the same assumptions. At present, however, it does look as if SAM can account
for an impressive number of phenomena. Thus, although we shouldn’t be too
overwhelmed by the accuracy of the predictions shown in Figure 11.12, neither
should we be too dismissive – the illustrated fit really is impressive. (For further
discussion of SAM and other mathematical models of memory, see Raaijmakers,
2008.)

Memory as reconstruction

When people are asked to recall an event, we have been assuming that they search
their memories and then reproduce whatever they find. Memory in this view
resembles a video recorder: We first accurately record whatever we experience and
then, when we need the record, we reproduce it exactly.

We have already discussed evidence that the first assumption – that we record
our experiences exactly as they happened – is wrong. In Chapter 9 we saw that
we can attend to only some of the stimuli that impinge on us and that we must
then use our past experience to interpret this fragmentary evidence. In Sachs’s
(1967) “Galileo” experiment, for example, she found that participants did not
retain verbatim records of the sentences they read. As they read, they extracted the
meaning of these sentences, and this meaning was preserved in their long-term
memory rather than the exact words.

Our memories, therefore, are not exact records of our experiences, and in this
section we will consider the possibility that further distortions can arise in the
process of retrieving these memories. In essence, the claim we will consider is that
we often cannot retrieve enough detail to reproduce an experience accurately; in
these circumstances, we use the details we find to unconsciously reconstruct what
must have happened. As with perception, the process is often effective, but it can
also lead to errors. Moreover, because the processes involved are unconscious, we
can honestly be convinced that our memories are accurate even when they are
partially or even wholly wrong.

Reconstructing the past

The War of the Ghosts

A British psychologist, Sir Frederick Bartlett, reported the first evidence that mem-
ory involves an active process of reconstruction. In a classic study, Bartlett (1932)
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asked students to read a Native American (Inuit) folk tale entitled The War of the
Ghosts. The following is an excerpt:

One night, two young men from Egulac went down to the river to hunt seals, and while
they were there it became foggy and calm. Then they heard war-cries, and they thought:
“Maybe this is a war-party.” They escaped to the shore, and hid behind a log. Now canoes
came up, and they heard the sound of paddles, and saw one canoe coming up to them.
There were five men in the canoe, and they said:

“What do you think? We wish to take you along. We are going up the river to make war
on the people.” . . . So one of the young men went . . .

And the warriors went on up the river to a town on the other side of Kalama. The people
came down to the water, and they began to fight, and many were killed. But presently the
young man heard one of the warriors say: “Quick, let us go home; that Indian has been
hit.” Now he thought: “Oh, they are ghosts.” He did not feel sick, but they said he had been
shot.

So the canoes went back to Egulac, and the young man went ashore to his house, and made
a fire. And he told everybody and said: “Behold, I accompanied the ghosts, and we went
to fight. Many of our fellows were killed, and many of those who attacked us were killed.
They said I was hit, and I did not feel sick.”

He told it all, and then he became quiet. When the sun rose he fell down. Something black
came out of his mouth. His face became contorted. The people jumped up and cried. He
was dead.

(Bartlett, 1932, p. 65)

Bartlett had participants recall the story 15 minutes after reading it, and then again
after an interval that varied from a few weeks to months.

Predictably, recall became worse as time passed. What struck Bartlett, however,
was that details were not forgotten at random; instead, there was a pattern to
how the story changed. Over successive retellings, the story tended to lose its
stranger details (from the perspective of British participants) and to move closer
to a more “normal” story that fit with their cultural expectations. For example,
although the story was entitled The War of the Ghosts, the presence of ghosts
became progressively less prominent as participants continued to retell the story.
Unfamiliar terms became familiar ones (for example, seal hunting became fishing),
and actions that didn’t seem to make sense were made more comprehensible
through the addition of rationales.

To explain these findings, Bartlett argued that participants used their existing
knowledge to interpret the story. As details were lost, participants increasingly
used their personal and cultural beliefs – in which ghosts, and black material
emerging from mouths, did not play a prominent role – to reconstruct what the
original story must have been (see also Bergman and Roediger, 1999).
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Remembering Hitler

Subsequent research has supported Bartlett’s claim that we reconstruct the past in
the light of our current knowledge and beliefs. One nice example comes from a
study by Dooling and Christiansen (1977). They gave participants a short passage
to read about a ruthless dictator named Gerald Martin. Then, after a delay of
either 2 or 7 days, they gave participants a recognition test in which they were
shown 14 sentences and for each had to say whether it had been present in
the original passage. Immediately before the test, the experimental group was
told that the passage had actually been about Adolf Hitler; the control group
was not.

One of the test sentences was “He hated the Jews particularly and so perse-
cuted them”; this sentence had not been present in the original passage. When
tested 2 days after reading the passage, both groups were very good at recog-
nizing this sentence as false – only around 5% thought that they had seen it
previously. When the test was administered after a week, however, almost 25% of
the experimental group thought they had seen it. As time passed and they forgot
more of the story, they used their knowledge of Hitler to fill in the gaps in their
memories.

Hindsight distortion

Further evidence of the role of reconstruction in memory has come from research
on hindsight bias. In this “I knew it all along” phenomenon, once people know
the outcome of an event, they tend to see that outcome as obvious, and to feel
that they could have predicted it all along. In a study by Carli (1999), for example,
participants read a two-page story about a young woman named Pam and her
date with a man named Peter. They first met at a club and enjoyed each other’s
company, and later arranged to meet again. They went dancing, talked, and had
drinks. When Peter drove Pam home afterwards, he said he needed to stop at his
apartment for something and Pam went with him. For one group the story ended
at this point, for the other there was one additional sentence saying that Peter
raped Pam while at his apartment.

One week later both groups completed a questionnaire about the story. Some of
the items were about events that actually occurred in the story, and both groups
were equally accurate in their answers to these questions. Some of the questions,
however, referred to events that had not occurred, but which were judged to be
typical of rapes – for example, that the woman had a voluptuous figure, and that
they met at a bar. Participants who had been told that the date ended in rape were
significantly more likely to remember these (nonexistent) elements of the story. As
in the Dooling and Christiansen study, when participants did not fully remember
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the story, they filled in the gaps with their existing knowledge and beliefs, in this
case about the kinds of behavior likely to lead to rape.

A second, more poignant, finding came in answer to questions about Pam’s
behavior and personality. Those who were told the evening ended in rape were
significantly more likely to have a low opinion of her behavior and character.
They were more critical of her decisions to kiss Peter and go to his apartment, and
more likely to see her as careless, unintelligent, and undependable. In line with
the hindsight bias, knowing that the evening ended in rape, participants seemed to
have viewed the danger as obvious; Pam should therefore have known this might
happen, so that the rape was at least in part her own fault. The Carli study thus
illustrates not only how we sometimes reconstruct the past, remembering events
that never happened, but also how hindsight sometimes leads us to blame victims
for their suffering, mistakenly believing that the danger was obvious and they
should have done something to avoid it.

Research has shown that reconstruction errors become more common as the time
since an event passes (for example, Dooling and Christiansen, 1977). It appears that
as our memories for an experience fade, we increasingly have to reconstruct the
past, and inevitably we use our current beliefs in forming these reconstructions.
There is not necessarily anything wrong with this – in many cases our reconstruc-
tions will be accurate – but problems can arise because the processes involved are
often unconscious, and we do not realize the extent to which our memories are
based on what are effectively educated guesses.

Source confusion

Bartlett’s research was largely ignored for many years, partly because of the casual
way in which he carried out and reported some of his experiments, and partly
because his emphasis on cognitive processes did not fit well with the behaviorist
orientation that then dominated psychology (see Bergman and Roediger, 1999, and
Koriat, Goldsmith, and Pansky, 2000). Recent years, however, have seen a sharp
increase in interest in research devoted to understanding reconstruction, and why
these reconstructions are sometimes inaccurate. Our understanding is still far from
complete, but researchers have identified source confusion as one major cause
of distortion (for example, Johnson, Hashtroudi, and Lindsay, 1993; Mitchell and
Johnson, 2009). We have seen that during coding we form associations between
current events and the contextual cues that accompany them. If these associations
become weaker over time – for example, because other events become associated
with the same contextual cues – then we can find ourselves remembering an event
but not the context in which it occurred.
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A memorable rape

A classic example of source confusion involved Donald Thomson, a prominent
Australian psychologist who has published important research on memory (for
example, Tulving and Thomson, 1973). One day he was arrested by the police,
without explanation, and forced to appear in a lineup. At its conclusion, he was
told that he had been identified by a woman as the man who had raped her.
Fortunately for Thomson, it eventually emerged that he had an airtight alibi:
At the time of the rape, he had been appearing on a live television program –
ironically, discussing how people can improve their memory for faces. It turned
out that the victim had been watching the program at the time of her assault; she
correctly remembered seeing his face, but unfortunately was confused about the
source of this memory (Baddeley, 1999).

The misinformation effect

To better understand how such mistakes can occur, memory researchers have
developed a variety of procedures for studying source confusion. One of the pio-
neers in this effort has been Elizabeth Loftus, a cognitive psychologist then at the
University of Washington. One of her interests was the accuracy of eyewitness
testimony, and whether witnesses’ memories of a crime can be altered by the way
in which police question them. To find out, Loftus and her colleagues created
experimental analogues to what might happen during a police interview. In one
such study, Loftus, Miller, and Burns (1978) showed participants a series of slides
in which a red sports car stopped at a stop sign, turned, and then hit a pedestrian.
Participants were then asked questions about what they had seen. For one group,
one of these questions referred to what happened at the stop sign, whereas for a
second group the question referred (misleadingly) to what happened at the yield
sign. Finally, after a delay of 20 minutes, both groups were shown 2 pictures of the
intersection, one showing a stop sign and the other a yield sign, and asked which
they had seen.

The control group responded correctly 75% of the time, but the percentage of
correct responses in the group asked the misleading question was only 41%. More-
over, when participants in a subsequent study were asked to rate their confidence
in their response, their ratings were very high (Loftus et al., 1989). One seemingly
innocuous question, in other words, significantly altered witnesses’ memory of an
incident, and this has been called the misinformation effect.

Why did misinformation have such powerful effects in these experiments? One
possibility is that participants remembered the original incident but believed that
the experimenter would have had no reason to mislead them by referring to a yield
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sign; they therefore concluded that their recollection must have been wrong. To
test this possibility, Zaragoza and Lane (1994) repeated this experiment but before
the test warned participants that the questions had contained some inaccurate
information. Despite this warning, participants still recalled seeing the yield sign.
Similarly, Loftus (1979) found that offering a financial reward for correct answers
did not alter participants’ answers. It appears that many participants had come to
genuinely believe that they had seen a yield sign.

One cause of the misinformation effect appears to be source confusion. When
participants are interviewed after a delay, they retrieve information about the yield
sign but can be confused about its source – did it come from the original slides, or
from the experimenters’ question? If they attribute the information to the wrong
source, they will conclude, unconsciously, that they saw a yield sign. In another
study illustrating source confusion, participants watched a staged crime and then
examined mug shots to identify the perpetrator. A few days later, they were asked
to identify this person in a lineup. Many participants were successful, but there
was a strong tendency to select people whose faces had been seen only in the mug
shots (Brown, Deffenbacher, and Sturgill, 1977). As in the Thomson rape case, it
seems that it is all too easy for people to become confused about where they have
seen a familiar face, especially when their encounter was a brief one and occurred
under stressful conditions.

One point to note about Loftus’s procedure is that it closely resembles the
procedure used in studies of retroactive interference. There, participants learn to
associate first one response to a situation, A-B, and then a second response, A-C.
Learning the second response often results in forgetting the first, and this is also
what happens in Loftus’s situation, as information in the question interferes with
access to information provided earlier. Also, we should note that the misinforma-
tion effect was discovered relatively recently, and there is still some debate about
the mechanisms involved. It is likely that several processes contribute; if you want
to learn more about this topic, a good summary of the literature is available in
Ayers and Reder (1998).

Lost at the mall

In the Loftus, Miller, and Burns study, false information resulted in the modification
of an existing memory. In an even more dramatic study reported by Loftus (1993),
false information resulted in the creation of a new memory. The focus of the study
was a 14-year-old boy named Chris. With the agreement of his parents, Chris’s
older brother was enlisted to ask Chris if he could remember an incident that
happened when Chris was 5 years old and became lost in a shopping mall. At first,
Chris couldn’t remember it – quite rightly, as it never happened – but his brother
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prompted him with details, and gradually Chris began to remember. After about
2 weeks, Chris reported having a clear and vivid memory of the incident, and he
provided the following account:

I went over to look at the toy store, the Kay-bee toy and uh, we got lost . . . I was really
scared you know. And then this old man, I think he was wearing a blue flannel, came up to
me . . . He was kind of bald on top . . . he had like a ring of gray hair . . . and he had glasses.

(Loftus, 1993, p. 532)

As with other studies of the misinformation effect, it is possible that Chris was only
pretending to remember the incident, but other evidence supports the claim that
memories implanted in this way feel real. In a study by Hyman and Billings (1998),
for example, college students were told that they were participating in a study
of memory for childhood events. They were given brief descriptions of various
incidents that had happened when they were children (the details were provided
to the experimenters by their parents) and asked to add as many details as they
could remember. Each of the events was real except for one, which involved them
knocking over a punch bowl at a wedding. After this initial interview, participants
were interviewed again one day later, supposedly to see if they had recalled any
further details. At the first interview, only 3% of those questioned said they could
recall the incident, but at the second interview this rose to 27%. Moreover, almost
half of this group reported that their memories were clear, and they were able to
provide details about what had happened.

This result is bizarre if we think of recall as the accurate reproduction of whatever
information we are able to retrieve, but it makes more sense if we as assume that
memory involves a process of reconstruction from fragmentary evidence. The less
information we retrieve, the greater the need for reconstruction, and thus, the
greater the potential for error. In line with this interpretation, experiments have
shown that individuals are more likely to accept implanted memories if they are
encouraged to form detailed images of the event they are being asked to recall.
Hyman and Pentland (1996), for example, found that under these conditions almost
40% of participants recalled details of incidents that had not occurred (see also
Garry and Polaschek, 2000). If individuals retrieve highly detailed memories, it is
perhaps not surprising that they might have difficulty judging whether the source
was a real event or one they had heard about (see also Thomas and Loftus, 2002).

The DRM procedure

You may be finding it hard to understand how people could be fooled so badly,
vividly remembering events that never happened. If so, you may find the following
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demonstration helpful. First, read the following words, spending about 1–2 seconds
on each:

Candy, sour, sugar, bitter, good, taste, tooth, nice, honey, soda, chocolate,
heart, cake, tart, pie.

This list comes from one used in an experiment by Roediger and McDermott (1995),
which in turn was based on an earlier experiment by Deese (1959). Because of its
provenance, the procedure is now known as the Deese–Roediger–McDermott pro-
cedure, or DRM for short. In Roediger and McDermott’s version, the experimenters
read participants 6 lists of this kind, and then, after a few minutes on another task,
asked them to recall as many of the words from each list as they could. You could
try this yourself for the single list used here, but it may work if you just answer
the following questions, without looking back at the list. Was the word point on
the list? The word sour? The word sweet? Now write down your confidence that
each of these words was present, using a scale from 1 to 4, where

1 = sure that the word hadn’t been present
2 = word probably not present
3 = word probably was present
4 = sure that the word had been present

When Roediger and McDermott did this, 55% of their participants remembered
hearing the word sweet, even though (you can check this for yourself) it hadn’t
been present. Moreover, their confidence that it had been present was high, as
58% of those who remembered sweet said they were sure they had heard it. In a
second experiment, the authors also used the remember-know procedure to assess
confidence, asking participants whether they vividly remembered hearing the word,
or were sure that they had heard it but didn’t have a specific memory. Here, 73%
reported a vivid memory, a percentage almost identical to that for words actually on
the list. (In some experiments, participants’ confidence has actually been higher for
sweet.) So, why were people so sure they had heard a word that wasn’t presented?

The most likely explanation combines two principles, one we encountered earlier
(spreading activation) and the one that we are discussing now (source confusion).
As you may have noticed, the word sweet is associated with many of the words
on the list – if you were asked to say the first words that came to mind after
hearing sugar, for example, sweet would be likely to be one of the first words
you thought of. When you read the word sugar, therefore, activation would spread
from its node to that for sweet. Similarly, reading candy would activate sweet, and
so on. The node for sweet would thus have received spreading activation from
most of the words on the list, with the result that it would have itself been strongly
activated. In our discussion of short-term memory, we suggested that links are
formed between whatever items are active in short-term memory at the same time.
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The word sweet, therefore, would have been associated with the other words on the
list, and so would have ended up as part of your memory of listening to the list.
Then, when the time came to recall the list, you might have retrieved sweet but –
and this is the critical bit – you might not have remembered the source: Were you
remembering sweet because you heard it, or because it was one of the words you
thought of while listening?

Reality monitoring

More broadly, how do we ever know whether we are remembering a real event, or
just one that we once thought about or imagined? You’ve probably experienced
this problem yourself, perhaps reminding yourself that you had to do something –
locking a door, mailing a letter – and then later finding yourself unsure whether
you had done it or only thought about it. In situations like this where a memory
is not clearly linked to its source, how do we decide whether its source was a real
event or one we only imagined?

The most influential figure in investigating this issue – indeed, in raising it in
the first place – has been Marcia Johnson. In a series of experiments, she and her
colleagues have studied what Johnson and Raye (1981) called reality monitoring,
the process by which we decide whether a memory represents a real event or an
imagined one. Reality monitoring is thus closely related to source confusion: It
involves a particular kind of judgement about sources, one in which we must decide
whether the source was external (a real event) or internal (a thought or image).

In one study, Johnson et al. (1979) showed participants pictures of common
objects such as a banana and a clown. On some trials participants saw the actual
pictures, but on others they were asked to imagine them. The number of real and
imagined exposures was varied – for example, participants might see the clown
2 times but be asked to imagine it 8 times. Finally, they were asked to estimate how
many times they had actually seen each picture. The results showed that the more
often participants imagined a picture, the higher was their subsequent estimate
of how often they had seen it. In other words, they confused real pictures and
imagined ones, and the number of imagined pictures influenced their estimate of
the number of real ones. Other studies have shown that similar confusions arise in
the case of actions – if participants imagine performing an action, they sometimes
later recall having actually performed it (for example, Goff and Roediger, 1998;
Seamon, Philbin, and Harrison, 2006).

Johnson and Raye (1981) proposed that we use a number of criteria in deciding
whether a remembered event was real or imagined (see also Johnson, Hashtroudi,
and Lindsay, 1993; Mitchell and Johnson, 2009). The first stage, and normally
the most important, is an assessment of the perceptual richness or vividness of the
memory. Our memories for real events typically include much more detail than our
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memories for imagined ones, so that a vivid memory can normally be attributed to
a real event with some confidence. This analysis predicts that reality monitoring
should be more difficult in situations where an imagined event contains more-
than-usual detail, and this prediction has been confirmed in a number of studies.
In the Hyman and Pentland (1996) experiment discussed earlier, for example,
participants were more likely to accept false memories of a childhood event if they
had earlier been asked to generate detailed images of that event. If a memory is
vivid, we assume it must be real.

Revisiting the warehouse

On the whole, we trust our memories, believing that they provide us with accurate
records of our experiences. We are sometimes frustrated by the fact that we cannot
recall as much as we would like, but we have no doubt that, when we do remember
an experience, it was real. Starting with Bartlett, however, research on memory
has increasingly painted a rather different picture. The records that we store in
memory are not exact copies of our experiences – we attend to only a portion of
the stimuli that impinge on our senses, and we then engage in extensive processing
to infer what objects in the environment must have generated them. Then, when
we recall these events, similar constructive processes are required to interpret the
information that we have retrieved.

In a sense, retrieval is the second stage in perception. In the first stage we
interpret sensory input from the external world – “What is it?” – and store our
conclusions in memory. Then, if we are unable to retrieve this record fully, we
must again interpret the fragments that we recover – “What was it?” (See also
Koriat et al., 2000.) The retrieval of memory traces is thus only the starting point
for a reconstructive process that fills in the missing details. Returning to our earlier
analogy, we can think of the formation of a memory as equivalent to storing a
volume in a book warehouse. This volume, however, does not consist of a collection
of photographs of our experiences; it is more like a set of sketches that capture the
essence of these experiences, rather than recording all the details. Moreover, while
books are in storage they can become corrupted: New experiences can become
confused with older ones, as sentences from different sections become intermixed.
Reading a stored text, therefore, requires considerable interpretation – what Bartlett
called “effort after meaning.” With all this interpretation and analysis, it is perhaps
no wonder that studying is sometimes exhausting!

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

� Forgetting is often attributed to memories decaying over time, but the main
cause of forgetting now appears to be difficulty in retrieving memories from
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storage. This difficulty is caused by interference from memories formed earlier
(proactive interference) and later (retroactive interference).

� Forgotten experiences are often still in storage; the problem is that new memories
make it harder to find them. It is possible that new memories also sometimes
overwrite older ones.

� Whether attempts to retrieve a memory are successful depends on whether the
cues present during retrieval are similar to those present during coding. The
more retrieval cues, the better the chances of recall.

� Another determinant is cue overload: The more memories are associated with a
retrieval cue, the less likely it is that the cue will activate any one of them.

� A third factor is inhibition: When we recall an event, it may inhibit similar
memories that are competing with it for access to consciousness. This competition
occurs at an unconscious level, but we also seem to be able to deliberately inhibit
unpleasant memories.

� Building on these simple assumptions, a model called SAM is able to account
for many characteristics of memory, including organization and interference.

� When retrieval fails, we may use the available clues to try to reconstruct the
original experience. This process is often unconscious, and this can lead us to
overestimate the accuracy of our memories – what feels like a vivid and accurate
memory is sometimes a seriously flawed reconstruction.

� One source of error is source confusion, where we remember some aspects of an
experience but not the context in which it occurred.

� In reality monitoring, we have to decide whether the source of a memory is
something that actually occurred or only something we once thought about. If
we often imagine an experience, we may later mistakenly believe that it actually
happened.

� The constructive and reconstructive processes involved in first coding and then
retrieving an event mean that our memories are sometimes much less accurate
than we think they are. A memory is more like a rough sketch than a detailed
photograph.

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 What is the decay theory of forgetting? What evidence suggests that it is
wrong?

2 What is the difference between proactive and retroactive interference? What
procedures are used to study them?

3 What evidence suggests that similar memories interfere with each other much
more than dissimilar ones do?

4 Some theorists believe that most if not all of the experiences stored in
long-term memory remain there indefinitely, and thus that forgetting is
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largely the result of problems in retrieving this material. What evidence
supports this view?

5 In what ways is memory like a book warehouse? In what ways is this analogy
misleading?

6 What evidence suggests that internal as well as external stimuli present
during an experience become associated with it, and hence can serve as
retrieval cues?

7 What evidence suggests that the context in which a word occurs can subtly
influence how we encode it?

8 Anderson has argued that one reason we can have difficulty remembering
material is because retrieval cues typically elicit multiple memories, and these
memories inhibit each other in a kind of battle to emerge triumphant. How
has his research on retrieval-induced forgetting and the think/no think
paradigm supported the existence of inhibitory processes in memory?

9 What are the three core assumptions of the SAM model presented in this
chapter?

10 How does SAM account for the effects of organization and interference?

11 Remembering an event in some ways resembles watching a video: It feels as
if we are replaying an exact record of the original experience. How has
research on reconstruction challenged this interpretation?

12 One source of error in retrieval is source confusion, where we remember some
aspects of an experience but not the context in which it occurred. Using the
terms rape, stop sign, and mall as retrieval cues, discuss cases in which source
confusion led people to confidently remember events that never occurred.

13 How are the themes of reconstructive memory, source confusion, and reality
monitoring linked? If you had to arrange these concepts in a hierarchy, with
each level representing a subcase of the level above it, what would this
hierarchy look like?

14 According to Johnson, what factors make it more likely that we will become
confused as to whether an imagined event actually happened?
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What’s the best way to remember the name of someone you’ve just met? To mem-
orize vocabulary in a foreign language or remember the material in a textbook?

Or, in the context of the legal system, to know how much confidence to place in
the testimony of an eyewitness to a crime? And what if that testimony comes from
an adult who has accused her father of sexually abusing her when she was a child,
despite having had no memory of the abuse during the intervening years – could
someone really forget such a traumatic experience and then suddenly remember it
decades later? These are some of the questions we’ll try to answer in this chapter
as we look at how psychologists have tried to apply the understanding of memory
gained in the laboratory to the far more complex and even chaotic conditions of
real life.

Mnemonics

Over the centuries, people have developed a variety of techniques for memoriz-
ing large quantities of information (for an overview, see Bellezza, 1996). These
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techniques are called mnemonic devices, from a Greek word meaning mindful or
remembering. (Mnemonic is pronounced knee-ma-nick, with the emphasis on the
second syllable.) The term mnemonic can be used for any memory technique, but
it is more often used when discussing techniques for memorizing lists of unrelated
facts – for example, a list of things to do, or vocabulary in a foreign language.
We’ll look at two mnemonic techniques that have proven particularly effective,
the method of loci and the pegword system.

The method of loci

This method is thought to have had its origins some 2,500 years ago in Ancient
Greece (Yates, 1966). According to the Greek historian Cicero, a poet named
Simonides attended a banquet at which he performed one of his poems. He was
called away during the banquet to receive a message, and in his absence the
roof of the banquet hall collapsed, killing all those inside. Their bodies were so
badly crushed that it was not possible to identify many of the victims. However,
Simonides was able to do so by visualizing where each person had been sitting
during the banquet. This gave him the idea for a new method for remembering
material: To visualize a room or house and then to imagine items placed at different
locations within this space. (Loci is the Latin word for locations.)

Suppose that you wanted to remember a shopping list. You would start by
selecting a location with which you were thoroughly familiar – perhaps the rooms
in your house. You would then imagine taking a walk through this space, and as
you walked through each room, you would imagine encountering the objects on
your list. For example, opposite to the entrance to your house you might see a
carrot hanging from the wall, on a table in the adjoining living room you might see
a pizza, and so on. The technique seems to be particularly effective if the images
you form are distinctive, and if they embody a strong relationship or interaction
between the object and the location. You might want to imagine the pizza hanging
over the edges of the table, with the topping dripping on to the carpet below! (See
Wollen, Weber, and Lowry, 1972; McDaniel and Einstein, 1990; Richardson, 1998.)
Worthen and Deschamps (2008) suggest that humor may also facilitate memory,
with more humorous images being more memorable.

As simple as this technique is, it can be remarkably effective. In one experiment
by Ross and Lawrence (1968), students memorized a list of 40 words by imagining
them located along a walk through their campus. Each word was presented for
approximately 14 seconds, and at the conclusion of the session they were able
to recall 38 of the 40 words. Over the next 3 days they learned a new list each
day, and when tested on all of the lists at the conclusion they could still recall an
average of 36.
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You might think that this method might be useful once or twice, but that if you
kept using it then eventually each spatial location would be associated with so
many memories that they would all merge into an indistinguishable blur. Surpris-
ingly, that appears not to be the case. In the Ross and Lawrence study, there was no
decrement in performance over days – participants remembered 38.2 words at the
conclusion of the first session and 38.4 at the conclusion of the fourth – and similar
results have been reported in other studies (for example, Massen and Vaterrodt-
Plünnecke, 2006). We cannot rule out the possibility that problems would even-
tually arise with repeated/extended use, but anecdotal evidence suggests that if
problems do arise, they may be minimal. The World Memory Championship, for
example, is held every year and includes measures such as how many names of
faces can be memorized in 15 minutes, and how many playing cards in an hour.
Dominic O’Brian has won 8 times, performing feats such as memorizing a 1,512-
digit number in an hour (MSO, 1997). One of the cornerstones of his success has
been the method of the loci, and if its effectiveness has diminished over this 8-year
period, it has not been apparent. Even more extraordinarily, one individual has
used the method of loci to help him memorize a number containing 65,536 digits!
(See Raz et al., 2009.) We need more research to be sure, but the phenomenal
performance of these experts would suggest that repeated use is not necessarily a
problem.

The pegword system

A conceptually very similar mnemonic system relies on words rather than spatial
locations to provide bridges between the words to be memorized. In the pegword
system, you start by memorizing a set of rhymes such as:

One-bun
Two-shoe
Three-tree
Four-door
Five-hive
Six-sticks
Seven-heaven
Eight-gate
Nine-vine
Ten-hen

If you then wanted to memorize a list of ten words, you would form a mental
image linking each target word with one of the “peg” words you have already
learned. (You’re using the rhyming word as a peg on which to hang the word to
be remembered.) If the first word to be memorized was elephant, for example, you
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Figure 12.1 The effectiveness of mnemonic systems. The percentage of words recalled from a list after
using the method of loci and the pegword systems, compared to a control condition of just thinking about
the words. (Adapted from Roediger, 1980.)

might form an image of an elephant in between two hamburger buns, perhaps
looking at you – understandably – rather quizzically.

A study by Roediger (1980) compared the effectiveness of several mnemonic
techniques with a control condition in which participants were instructed to repeat
the words and think about their meaning. When tested at the end of the practice
session and also when tested again one day later, the method of loci and the
pegword system produced the highest scores. The results for the delayed test are
shown in Figure 12.1: The method of loci group still remembered 28% of the words,
the pegword group remembered 25%, while the control group remembered only
7%.

Why are they effective?

Deeper processing

In the course of our discussion of memory, we have encountered several principles
that determine how memorable an experience will be. One that we discussed in
Chapter 8 was organization, the idea that material is easier to remember if there
is some structure or organization linking the elements involved. The Bower et al.
(1969) mineral experiment provided one example: Participants found it easier to
memorize a list of minerals if they were organized in a hierarchical structure (for
example, subdivided into metals and stones) than if they were listed in random
order.

Then, in Chapter 9 we discussed the importance of depth of processing. If you
read a list of unrelated words, you are much more likely to remember them if
you analyze each word in depth, focusing on its meaning rather than on more
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superficial characteristics such as how many syllables it has. We noted that one
explanation is that deeper analysis often involves elaboration – rather than ana-
lyzing a word solely in terms of its own meaning, deeper analysis often leads us
to consider the links with other words. In the experiment by Stein and Brans-
ford (1979), one group read sentences such as “The fat man read the sign,” while
another group read sentences such as “The fat man read the sign warning about
thin ice.” Despite the fact that the second sentence was longer, members of this
group were almost twice as likely to later recall the adjective fat. The elaborated
version explained why the man’s size was important, and thus linked it to a more
coherent story. Similarly, Nairne et al. (2008) found that asking participants to
think about words in a survival context – could the object represented by the word
contribute to survival? – produced the best memory ever seen in a memorization
test. Again, deeper, more extensive thinking about the meaning of a word was
substantially enhancing recall.

We encountered yet another variant of this idea in Chapter 10, when we dis-
cussed the role of schemas in facilitating memory for prose. In Bransford and
Johnson’s (1972) “laundry” experiment, participants who knew that the paragraph
was about sorting clothes remembered almost 3 times as many of the main ideas
as those who didn’t. The availability of a schema allowed participants to tie the
seemingly unrelated sentences together, greatly facilitating recall.

What these approaches share in common is that instead of coding a word in
terms of its sensory features – for example, what it looks or sounds like – they
used stored information about its meaning to create a richer, more elaborated
representation. As to why this should matter, one possible reason is that a richer
representation increases the number of possible retrieval paths. As we saw in
Chapter 11, the main cause of forgetting appears to be problems in retrieving
material, with success depending on how many retrieval cues are available to
activate the target. If we think about an item during coding, we are exploring how
it relates to knowledge we already have, and thus the code that we eventually
form will contain links to this knowledge. If any of these linked nodes are then
activated during retrieval, excitation will spread to the target, making it more likely
that it will be activated. Almost everything we have discussed about memory can
potentially be understood in terms of this one basic idea – that we create stronger
memories if we think deeply about an experience during coding, because this
creates links that will help us to later retrieve it.

Figure 12.2 provides an illustration of this idea. Suppose that you had some
experience which we will represent by the letter X. One possibility is that you
would code it very simply, perhaps just forming an association between X and
one aspect of the current environment, stimulus A (Figure 12.2a). If you thought
about the experience, though, you might remember similar experiences you had
had in the past, or possible implications for the future, and you might end up with
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a. b.

A — X 

B

A — X — C

D

Figure 12.2 Multiple retrieval cues aid recall. If an event X was associated with only one stimulus, A,
during coding, later there would only be one cue that could activate the memory of X. If X was associated
with multiple cues during coding, there would be many.

a much richer, more elaborated coding such as that shown in Figure 12.2b, where
X is now linked to many other elements in your memory, and they are also linked
to each other. Now suppose that at some later point you wanted to remember what
happened during X. If you had coded it as AX, you would have only one possible
cue that could help you retrieve it, A. If you had coded it as ABCDX, on the other
hand, you would have many cues, increasing the chances of success.1

Our analysis to this point might seem to imply that any code containing multiple
elements will facilitate retrieval, but of course this will also depend on the strength
of the links between the elements – if elements A and X are linked only weakly,
then activation of A will not help much in activating X. So, what factors determine
the strength of associations, and in particular the strength of associations between
words? Psychologists have used a variety of procedures to study this question,
including a technique called paired-associate learning. In a typical experiment
participants are given a set of word pairs such as ocean–drink to learn. Each pair is
presented individually for several seconds, and memory is then tested by presenting
the first word in each pair and asking participants to provide the second.

In the case of ocean–drink, participants would be shown ocean and asked what
word had followed.

When experimenters first started running experiments like this, they assumed
that participants would learn pairs such as ocean–drink by associating ocean with
drink. This may seem so obvious as to hardly be worth mentioning, but when
experimenters interviewed participants at the conclusion of experiments they

1 To explain why deeper processing enhances memory we have focused on the role of elaboration,
the idea that more elaborate representations facilitate retrieval because they have more links to
other items in memory. We should note, though, that it is also possible to explain the advantages
of deeper processing in terms of distinctiveness, the idea that deeper processing leads to more
unique or distinctive representations, which are accordingly easier to locate. In our example,
ABCDX is likely to stand out more from other memories than AX, because this specific
conjunction of elements is likely to be rarer. We will continue to discuss distinctiveness shortly;
you can also find relevant material in Gallo et al. (2008), and Skinner and Fernandes (2010).
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Figure 12.3 Mnemonic systems capitalize on existing links. When attempting to form an association
between A and B, it is sometimes easier to link A to a mediator, M, and then link M to B; this mediated
association can be easier to learn if M already has strong associations with A and B. The method of loci
uses this strategy by linking words to familiar spatial locations such as rooms in a house, where we
already have strong associations to guide us from one location to another.

were surprised to discover that participants did not always follow this seemingly
straightforward strategy. Rather than forming a direct association between ocean
and drink (Figure 12.3a), participants sometimes formed an indirect association,
using the word water to link them: They would associate ocean with water, and
then water with drink (Figure 12.3b). Water was then acting as a mediator to link
the words.

On the surface, this seems a peculiar strategy: Why try to remember two asso-
ciations (ocean–water and water–drink) when you only have to remember one?
Nevertheless, it eventually became clear that participants knew what they were
doing – the use of mediators in this way can substantially enhance learning.
In one study by Montague, Adams, and Kiess (1966), participants were asked to
write down any mediators they used during the training trial. When subsequently
tested, they could recall only 6% of the words from pairs where they had not used
mediators, but 73% from pairs where they had, a remarkable difference.

One way to make sense of this result is to assume that it is very difficult to
form new associations from scratch – because words such as ocean and drink
rarely occur together, their initial associative strength is likely to be low, and this
will make it difficult to associate them. To avoid this problem, participants in
these experiments were forming indirect associations instead, taking advantage of
connections that were already strong and so easier to strengthen. Using a mediator
means having to learn two associations rather than one, but it is apparently easier
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to strengthen two associations that are already strong than to create an entirely
new one.

And that is one reason why mnemonic techniques such as the method of loci
and the pegword system are effective. In the case of the method of loci, words
such as carrot and pizza rarely occur together, making it difficult to form a new
association between them. If we can link carrot to one room in our house and pizza
to another, however, then our familiarity with the path between these locations will
allow us to get from one to the other almost effortlessly (Figure 12.3c). Similarly
in the pegword method, we can use one–bun (an easy association to form because
of the rhyme) to get to two–shoe, so that, provided we have good images linking
bun and shoe to the words to be memorized, remembering one will make it easy
to get to the other.

The generation effect

A second reason why these techniques are effective is the generation effect, the
finding that people are better at remembering material that they generate for
themselves rather than just reading. In both the method of loci and the pegword
system, users must generate the images that they will use to remember words, and
research on the generation effect suggests that this active process of generating
material can substantially enhance memory. In the first study to report this effect,
by Slamecka and Graf (1978), one group read a list of word pairs while a second
group generated the second word in each pair for themselves. If the first group
saw the pair rapid–fast, for example, then the second group saw rapid–f__, and
was asked to complete the pair by providing a synonym for rapid that begins with
f. When the two groups were later given a recognition test, participants who had
generated the second word for themselves were much better at remembering the
words.

Similar effects have been reported with pictures. In a study by Peynircioğlu
(1989), a group given verbal descriptions of scenes and asked to draw them remem-
bered the scenes better than groups that either copied the scenes or just looked at
them. This suggests that for pictures as well as words we remember them better if
we generate them ourselves. One reason that the method of loci and the pegword
system are effective, therefore, is probably that they force us to invest extra effort
in creating images. (See also Kinjo and Snodgrass, 2000, and Bertsch et al., 2007.)

Imagery

A third reason why these mnemonics are effective is their use of imagery, as
people are usually better at remembering images than words. In a study by Bower
and Winzenz (1970), for example, participants were asked to memorize pairs of
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words. One group was shown sentences containing the words (the two target words
were capitalized), a second group generated their own sentences, and a third group
formed images involving vivid interactions between the words. As predicted by the
generation effect, the group asked to create their own sentences remembered more
words than the group that was given sentences (11 words instead of 8). The best
recall, however, was in the imagery group, whose members recalled an average
of 13 words. Thus, even though the sentence and imagery groups both generated
their own material, the imagery group did better (see also Richardson, 1998).

A study by Sweeney and Bellezza (1982) demonstrated that imagery can also be
used to help remember abstract words that do not lend themselves so obviously to
the formation of images. Participants were given a list of abstract words together
with short definitions. The word scurrilous, for example, was defined as obscene.
(A fuller definition would have been obscenely abusive.) To learn the words, one
group used a keyword system in which the first step was to memorize a keyword
that resembled the abstract word in sound (the keyword for scurrilous was squirrel).
Then they formed an image that linked the keyword with the definition. For scur-
rilous, for example, participants were asked to form an image of a squirrel making
an obscene gesture! A control group instead practiced sentences that illustrated the
correct use of each word. When participants’ ability to remember the definitions
was tested 4 days later, the keyword group remembered 52% more definitions.
This technique has also been found to be effective in learning psychology terms
(Carney and Levin, 1998) and foreign vocabulary (Zhang and Schumm, 2000).

One reason why images are easier to remember than words could be that our
mental representations of images are more distinctive than those of words. Because
all words are composed from the same set of 26 letters, in perceptual terms there
is not much difference between them; one word does not stand out much – is not
highly distinctive – from others. Pictures, by contrast, differ far more from each
other, and this could make it easier to locate them during retrieval. A possible
analogy would be searching a library for a book: If the book you were looking for
was red while all the others were black, it would be easier to find. (See also Weldon
and Coyote, 1996, and Hamilton and Geraci, 2006.) Whatever the underlying
mechanism, it is clear that imagery can be a powerful aid to memory.

Studying

Mnemonics can be fun, but improving your ability to memorize shopping lists
or people’s names is possibly not one of your highest priorities. We turn now to
one that probably is, the ability to remember material that you study. In previous
chapters we have reviewed laboratory research on memory, but how well do the
findings from research on nonsense syllables or word lists apply to a student
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reading a psychology text at 3 in the morning? Could you use the principles
discovered in the laboratory to improve your own studying?

Practice

Amount

One of the principles we’ve discussed is practice. As Ebbinghaus demonstrated so
tenaciously, the more time we spend practicing material, the better we remember
it. A series of studies by K. Anders Ericsson and his associates suggest that, with
sufficient practice, people can attain quite remarkable levels of performance. In
one of the first of these studies, Chase and Ericsson (1982) were able to train an
individual they identified as SF to increase his short-term memory span from 8
digits to an almost unbelievable 80 – that is, he could repeat a string of 80 digits
after hearing it just once! This improvement was the fruit of intensive practice
spread over 2 years.

In a subsequent paper, Ericsson and Charness (1994) argued that practice is the
basis not only for relatively trivial skills such as memorizing numbers but also for
the profound abilities that we label genius. To support this claim, they marshaled
evidence from domains as diverse as chess, music, and athletics. In every case, they
argued, outstanding performers shared three characteristics: They started training
at an early age, they were taught by outstanding teachers, and they practiced for
at least 4 hours every day. Ericsson and Charness used the term deliberate practice
to emphasize that the kind of practice they had in mind was not simply engaging
in an activity but, rather, disciplined fine-tuning of the skill’s components. For
example, outstanding tennis players or golfers do not simply play the game for
hours; instead, they repeat the identical shot over and over, working to refine the
movements involved.

In one study supporting the role of practice, Ericsson, Krampe, and Tesch-Römer
(1993) studied outstanding violinists being trained at a music academy in Germany.
With the help of the academy’s tutors, they divided the students into two groups:
those with the potential to become international soloists, and those whose abilities
were just below this level. The researchers found that, during the course of their
lives, the best students had spent almost 50% more time practicing than had those
who were not quite as good.

It is perhaps not surprising that the best performers in any field practice inten-
sively, but we could still argue that what distinguishes a true genius – a Mozart
or a Beethoven – is not practice but innate talent. Even here, however, Ericsson
and Charness argue that deliberate practice can account for most if not all of the
accomplishments of these exceptional figures. Mozart, for example, started prac-
ticing at the age of 3, his father was an outstanding violin teacher (he wrote the
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first book in German on how to teach the violin), and the young Mozart practiced
for an astonishing 10 hours every day. Mozart, in other words, not only received
all the kinds of training that distinguish all great performers, he experienced them
at levels well beyond those of even the most talented musicians.

Thomas Edison, one of the greatest inventors of all time, famously said that
genius is 1% inspiration, 99% perspiration, and this is perhaps not so far from
Ericsson’s view that genius is largely the result of practice. Whether or not Edison
is right about the precise proportion of practice and talent that goes into creating
a genius, it is clear that all skills, from the mundane to the most sublime, rest on
a base of extensive, even gruelling, practice. (See also Ericsson, 2008.)

Spacing

Another important principle of memory discovered by Ebbinghaus was that prac-
tice is most effective when it is distributed over time. As anyone who has ever been
a student can attest, students have an alarming tendency not to distribute their
studying evenly, but instead to concentrate it in the period immediately before
an exam. This approach often seems effective because immediately after a prac-
tice session the studied material comes to mind readily. However, research has
repeatedly shown that the same amount of studying is more effective if spread
over a semester rather than crammed into the last week or night. In one study,
Bahrick, Bahrick, Bahrick, and Bahrick (1993) examined the ability of members of
one family to memorize French and German vocabulary. (You might be able to
guess whose family this was.) Some words were studied in sessions separated by
2 weeks, whereas others were studied in sessions separated by 8 weeks. Memory
for the words was then tested 5 years later. Given that the number of training
sessions in the two conditions had been identical, you might think that they would
have produced similar levels of recall, but recall was approximately 50% better
in the condition where practice had been spread more widely. This superiority of
distributed practice over massed practice is known as the spacing effect.

One reason that spacing enhances learning is that it provides learners with more
accurate feedback on how they are doing (Bahrick and Hall, 2005; Son, 2010). If
you test yourself immediately after trying to learn something, the material may
still be in short-term memory, giving you a potentially misleading impression of
how well you have learned it (for example, Nelson and Leonesio, 1988). With a
longer delay until testing, any retrieval will have to be from long-term memory.
This allows you to assess your level of mastery more accurately, and, if necessary,
to adjust your studying – perhaps devoting more time to material you’ve had
difficulty remembering, or reading more deeply. (For a discussion of some other
possible explanations of the spacing effect, see Greene, 2008.)
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We should note that distributed practice is not always better. Whether distributed
practice will produce better learning – and, if so, how much – depends on a
bewildering array of variables, including the type of material being studied (for
example, word pairs versus text), whether spacing is within a session or between
sessions (in the case of foreign vocabulary, you could vary how much time elapses
before returning to a word within the same session, or how long you leave between
study sessions), and whether learning is tested soon after the final practice session
or after a substantial delay. (See Dempster, 1996; Raaijmakers, 2003; and Roediger
and Karpicke, 2010, for reviews.) In most situations, though, distributed practice
does produce better learning, especially if the measure used is long-term retention
of knowledge. What is now a large literature can thus be distilled down to one
piece of practical advice: Don’t cram! Or as Ulric Neisser, one of the founders of
cognitive psychology, summarized the situation:

You can get a good deal from rehearsal
If it just has the proper dispersal

(Quoted in Bjork, 1988, p. 399)

Think!

Let’s assume that you have decided how much time to devote to studying a subject,
and also how you will distribute that practice over time. (The correct answer, of
course, is lots of practice, widely distributed.) You would still face one of the
most important decisions, namely how to study. As we’ve seen many times, while
study time is undoubtedly important, the outcome depends heavily on how this
time is used. We’ve seen that when people read texts, they do not simply form
associations between successive words; instead, they extract the meaning of the
words and then store this meaning. If you don’t understand the text, you will end
up storing disconnected ideas, and material that lacks organization is much harder
to later retrieve. An example we’ve encountered several times is Bransford and
Johnson’s ingenious passage about sorting clothes: Participants who were given
the title and thus could understand the passage remembered almost three times as
much as those who didn’t.

Bower, Karlin, and Dueck (1975) reported a more light-hearted illustration of
the same theme. They showed participants pictures that they called droodles –
Figure 12.4 shows two examples – and then asked them to draw the shapes from
memory. A group that saw the pictures without any labels was able to correctly
reproduce 51% of the original pictures. A group given amusing captions, however,
recalled 70%. The better we understand material, or can fit it into an existing
framework, the better we remember it later.

Applied to studying, this research suggests that the single most important thing
you can do to improve your recall of texts is to think about the material as you
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a. b.

Figure 12.4 Droodles. Bower et al. (1975) created cartoons they called “droodles” to stimulate thought
about the material to be memorized. (a) A midget playing a trombone in a telephone booth. (b) An early
bird that captured a very strong worm. (Adapted from Bower, Karlin, and Dueck, 1975.)

read it, rather than just reading mechanically, without pausing for reflection. When
you think about material, you connect it to your existing knowledge, and these
connections make it easier to later retrieve the material.

Although this advice might sound reasonable, even obvious, many students
don’t read in this active, reflective way. The problem is that it is easier to read
a chapter straight through than to repeatedly pause to think about its contents.
And this difficulty is compounded by the fact that the extra effort just doesn’t
seem necessary. Immediately after reading a passage we are likely to recall it well
because it is still in short-term memory – why pause for thought, and thus prolong
your studying, if you already know the material? The problem is that you may
not know the material as well as you think, so to ensure long-term retention it is
important to think about the material as you read (Nelson, 1999; Karpicke, Butler,
and Roediger, 2009).

One interesting tactic for achieving a deeper level of understanding is to imagine,
as you read, that you are going to be teaching the material to someone else, and
so to periodically pause to think about how you would explain it. Bargh and
Schul (1980) found that students who read a passage in this way remembered it
significantly better than a control group that did not. (See also Coleman, Brown,
and Rivkin, 1997.) It seems likely that we read material more thoughtfully when we
expect to have to teach it, making this a simple but potentially effective strategy
for improving studying.

Review

A third strategy for improving studying is to review material when you finish
reading it – without looking back at the text, seeing how much you can remember.
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An obvious benefit is that this allows you to identify areas you haven’t understood
or haven’t remembered, so that you can spend more time on them in future sessions.
A less obvious benefit, but one increasingly supported by research, is that it can
also strengthen your memory for the material that you retrieve. We usually think
of retrieving information from memory as an essentially neutral act that doesn’t
change the memory, in the same way that retrieving information from a computer
doesn’t alter what is stored. Current evidence, however, suggests that retrieving a
memory does change it, perhaps by strengthening existing retrieval pathways or
creating new ones. Whatever the reason, the simple act of retrieving a memory can
make it easier to retrieve in the future, a phenomenon known as the testing effect.
Moreover, there is now persuasive evidence that testing yourself on material you
are trying to learn can improve retention more than investing the same amount of
time in further study.

We can illustrate this with a study by Roediger and Karpicke (2006). In the first
phase participants were given two passages to read on topics such as sea otters.
For one of the passages this was followed by 7 minutes in which they tried to recall
it; for the other passage, they had 7 minutes to reread it. One week later they were
tested to see how well they could recall the passages. Perhaps surprisingly, simply
recalling the passage proved to be a more effective form of studying than reading
it again: Participants who had practiced retrieving the material now remembered
55% of the main ideas, against only 40% for the group that had reread it. This was
particularly surprising given that the retrieval group was not given an opportunity
to check whether the memories they had retrieved were accurate: The simple act
of retrieving a memory was enough to strengthen it.

A subsequent study by Karpicke and Roediger (2010) reported similar effects.
The strongest effect, though, was found in groups given an opportunity to check
the accuracy of their recall by rereading the passage for 1 minute after each test.
Under these conditions, a single review (test plus brief rereading) doubled retention,
from 20% to 40%, and if there were three reviews then recall doubled yet again,
from 40% to 80%. Just a few attempts to retrieve material, when combined with
brief rereading, improved retention from 20% to 80%. (See also McDaniel, Howard,
and Einstein, 2009.)

In practical terms, this research suggests that if you want to remember a text
well, you should try to recall it as often as possible – perhaps immediately after
reading it, at the beginning of your next study session, or even as you are walking
through campus to a lecture (see also Berger, Hall, and Bahrick, 1999). The more
often you practice retrieval, the better your chances of succeeding under the more
stressful conditions of an exam.

We can summarize our discussion of studying using an old joke. A visitor to
Manhattan stopped a New Yorker in the street to ask how to get to Carnegie
Hall, the famous concert hall. The New Yorker’s pithy response was “Practice!”
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The advice is undoubtedly sound, though perhaps a bit on the terse side. Effective
studying does require practice, but the quality of studying is as important as the
quantity. To maximize the chances of remembering what you read, you should
space your practice sessions, think about the material as you read, and review it
after you have finished. If anyone ever asks you how to get to Carnegie Hall (or
better grades), a better answer might be “Practice, Think, and Review!”

Memory and the law

How accurate are our memories? The material we discussed in previous chapters
points to seemingly opposite conclusions. On the one hand, we have seen that
our memories can be surprisingly good: In Wagenaar’s (1986) study of his own
memory, he proved able to recall a very large number of his experiences over a
5-year period, sometimes in impressive detail. On the other hand, we have also
seen that our memories are far from perfect. We don’t always take in as much
information as we think we do, and interference can make it hard for us to retrieve
the material that we do store. When retrieval is incomplete, we try to reconstruct
missing details, and these reconstructions can be inaccurate. In sum, we do retain
a surprising amount of information, but the precise amount depends on factors
such as how long we are exposed to a situation, the aspects to which we attend,
and our experiences before and after the event.

We turn now to an area in which the question of accuracy is particularly
important, the criminal justice system. To what extent should juries trust the
memories of eyewitnesses?

Eyewitness testimony

Eyewitness testimony plays a crucial role in jury trials. In a study carried out in
England and Wales in 1973, the authors identified approximately 900 cases in
which police lineups led to the identification of a suspect. Of these, 82% even-
tually led to a criminal conviction. In almost 350 of these cases, the eyewitness
identification provided the only evidence against the accused, but even here the
conviction rate was 74% (Devlin, 1976). Clearly, juries put very great weight on
the evidence of eyewitnesses. Are they right to do so?

The effect of emotion on memory

In addition to the potential for error present in any memory, particular problems
arise when strong emotions are involved. Witnessing a crime, especially a violent
crime, will normally produce a strong state of arousal – how does this affect
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the accuracy of a witness’s memory? Does strong emotion enhance memory, by
essentially burning the witnessed event into memory, or on the contrary do these
emotions interfere with the witness’s ability to take in what they are seeing and
form a coherent record?

One way to try to answer this question would be to compare crimes involving
different levels of stress and see which produce more accurate accounts. For most
crimes, however, no other evidence is available to corroborate eyewitness identifi-
cations of the perpetrator, making it difficult or impossible to assess the accuracy
of these identifications. A witness may confidently report that the criminal was 6
feet tall or had brown hair, but, their confidence notwithstanding, such accounts
can be wrong. In one striking case, a man named Herbert Andrews was accused
of passing bad checks, and 17 witnesses took the stand to confirm that he was
the man who gave them the check. However, subsequent investigations suggested
that a second man had actually been responsible, and this second man eventually
confessed. Even though many of the witnesses had been completely confident in
their identifications, and the two men differed substantially in appearance (the
assistant district attorney later said that they “were as dissimilar in appearance as
could be”), 17 witnesses had all identified the wrong man (Leach, Cutler, and van
Wallendael, 2009).

Because of problems like this, most of the research on the relationship between
emotion and memory has been carried out in the laboratory. Literally hun-
dreds of studies have been reported – a review published in 2004 identified 450
(Deffenbacher et al., 2004) – but their results have varied widely, with some find-
ing that emotion enhances memory, some that it hurts, and some that it has no
effect. Making sense of this variation has been difficult because of the many ways
in which these studies have differed. One obvious difference has been in the meth-
ods used to generate emotion. Some have presented arousing stimuli such as loud
noises while participants were memorizing a list of words, others had participants
view slides of potentially upsetting scenes and then try to recall them, while still
others have simulated real crimes (for example, having an actor enter a room
during a lecture, steal a bit of equipment and then quickly leave). Studies have
also differed in factors such as the population studied, the amount of time the
perpetrator was visible, and whether a weapon was present (Neuschatz and Cutler,
2008).

These differences make it difficult to reach unequivocal conclusions, but at
present it looks as if two variables might account for much of the variance in
the reported outcomes. One is the scope of the questions asked when testing
memory, and in particular the extent to which these questions focused on central
or peripheral aspects of the witnessed scenes. As we saw in our discussion of
punishment, Easterbrook (1959) proposed that arousal narrows attention, resulting
in heightened attention to central aspects of a scene but reduced attention to more
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peripheral aspects, and this pattern has also been observed in studies of emotion
and memory. In a study by Wessel and Merckelbach (1998), for example, spider
phobics were shown a bulletin board containing material related to spiders, such as
a picture of a spider, and also unrelated material, such as a picture of a baby. On a
later memory test, the spider phobics were better than a control group at recalling
the material concerning the spider, but worse at recalling the other material. One
reason for the divergent results of research on memory and emotion, therefore,
could be that studies which assess memory for central details are more likely to find
that emotion helps memory, while those that include more questions on peripheral
details find the opposite (Reisberg and Heuer, 2007).

A second potentially important factor could be differences in intensity of emo-
tion. Deffenbacher et al. (2004) have proposed a distinction between a relatively
mild form of emotion that they term arousal, and a more intense form that they
call activation. In arousal, we orient to a novel or potentially dangerous stimulus
in order to investigate it; this orienting causes decreases in heart rate, blood pres-
sure, and muscle tone. In activation, on the other hand, we identify the danger as
more pressing and prepare for fight or flight; in contrast to arousal, this involves
increases in heart rate, blood pressure, and general muscle tone. Deffenbacher and
his colleagues analyzed experiments which produced this more intense form of
emotion and found that stress impaired memory for all aspects of an experience,
central as well as peripheral.

Among the studies they reviewed was one by Morgan et al. (2004), which
produced perhaps the highest level of stress ever seen in an experiment. The
investigation was carried out at a US Army survival school that trained soldiers
to withstand interrogation. One component of this training involved placement in
a mock prisoner of war camp where the soldiers were deprived of sleep and food
for 48 hours. They were then subjected to two 40-minute interrogation sessions
during which they had to stand while being questioned. One session was conducted
under low-stress conditions, and a second under high-stress conditions in which
the interrogator stood within 2–5 feet of the soldiers and physically punished
them if they did not maintain eye contact with him or answer his questions. (The
order in which the sessions were conducted was counterbalanced.) One day later
the soldiers were tested to see if they could identify their interrogators. Those
who had been interrogated under conditions of high stress performed significantly
worse: When asked to identify their interrogator in a line-up, only 30% could
do so, compared to 62% in the low-stress condition. Moreover, they were also
more likely to mistakenly identify an innocent person as their interrogator, as
they chose the wrong person 56% of the time, despite having the option of saying
the interrogator was not present. This inability to identify the interrogator was
particularly striking given that the interrogation session had lasted for 40 minutes.
Under highly stressful conditions involving fears for our personal safety, memory
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can be remarkably poor.2 (For a summary of other studies along these lines, see
Valentine and Mesout, 2009.)

In summary, while there is still some uncertainty about the precise relationship
between emotion and memory, two variables currently seem to play an important
role, the intensity of the emotion and the way in which memory is assessed.
Milder forms of emotion seem to enhance memory for central aspects of scenes
while simultaneously impairing memory for more peripheral aspects, but stronger
emotions can have a more uniformly harmful impact. In the context of witnesses
to a crime, this suggests that we need to be particularly careful in judging the
accuracy of eyewitness testimony if the crime was violent, or for other reasons
produced high levels of stress.

Flashbulb memories

Simulations of crime in a laboratory setting have the advantage of allowing us to
assess the accuracy of witness’s memories, but are the levels of emotion in these
studies really equivalent to those produced by witnessing real crimes, especially
ones involving violence? In the Morgan study, the answer is almost certainly yes,
but very few experiments even approach the level of stress generated in this study.
It is difficult to be certain, therefore, whether the results of laboratory studies
provide a realistic guide to what happens when someone witnesses a crime in real
life.

An alternative method for assessing the effects of powerful emotion on memory
was developed by Brown and Kulik (1977). Instead of crime, they asked participants
to recall public events that were known to have generated intense emotions. For
example, they asked participants what they had been doing when they heard the
news of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy 13 years earlier. Despite
the long period that had elapsed, they found that 79 of the 80 participants could
still remember their experiences vividly – where they were, whom they were with,
even what their companions were wearing and precisely what they had said.
Given the remarkable detail of these memories, Brown and Kulik compared them
to photographs and dubbed them flashbulb memories. It was as if the powerful

2 Our analysis of how emotion may influence memory has largely focused on the role of attention,
with the implicit suggestion that it is changes in the focus of attention that determine whether
emotion helps or hurts memory. Emotion, however, can also affect how memories are consolidated
during the time following encoding. In an experiment by Nielson, Yee, and Erickson (2005),
participants learned a list of nouns and then later viewed an arousing or nonarousing video; those
who saw the arousing video remembered significantly more of the words when tested one day
later. Because the video was seen only after the list was learned, it could not have affected
attention; instead, it seemed to be influencing how the memory record that had been formed was
consolidated. (See also McGaugh, 2004, and Mather, 2007.)
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emotions triggered by the shocking news had burned participants’ experiences into
memory, producing detailed, permanent records.

Subsequent studies have largely confirmed these findings. People do have vivid
memories of what they were doing when they heard the news of events that shocked
them, such as John Lennon’s assassination or the destruction of the Twin Towers on
9/11. But are these memories accurate? Because the studies were retrospective –
there was no independent evidence about where people really were when they
heard, and exactly what was said – it is difficult to say. To provide clearer evidence,
Neisser and Harsch (1992) interviewed 44 college students in January 1986, the
day after the American space shuttle Challenger exploded shortly after takeoff,
with the loss of seven lives. The researchers asked the students detailed questions
about their experiences when they heard the news. Then, 3 years later, Neisser and
Harsch interviewed the students again and asked the same questions.

As in the Brown and Kulik study, the students had vivid memories of what
they had been doing when they heard the news. However, when the experimenters
compared the students’ accounts with those given at the time, Neisser and Harsch
found that their recollections were often wrong. One student, for example, recalled
hearing the news while in her dorm room with a roommate, watching television.
When asked to rate her confidence that this memory was accurate, she gave it the
highest possible rating. In fact, her original account showed that she had been in
a religion class when she heard the news and had watched TV only later. Neisser
and Harsch assessed the accuracy of the students’ reports on a 7-point scale; the
average score was only 3, and 25% of the participants were wrong on every single
detail. Interestingly, there was no relationship between how confident people were
in their memories and whether these memories were accurate, a surprising result,
but one that has been confirmed repeatedly. (See Shaw, McClure, and Dykstra,
2007, for an excellent review.)

Other studies have produced roughly similar results – in some cases, memories
have been more accurate (for example, Conway et al., 1994), in others less (for
example, McCloskey, Wible, and Cohen, 1988). Surprising and emotionally pow-
erful events do often produce exceptionally strong memories, but rarely of the
photographic quality hypothesized by Brown and Kulik (Talarico and Rubin, 2007;
Conway et al., 2009).

We began this section with the suggestion that flashbulb memories make it
possible to study the effects of emotions that are stronger than those produced in
laboratory studies. It could be objected, however, that even events such as hearing
about Kennedy’s assassination, or 9/11, do not produce the kinds of stress involved
in witnessing a violent crime. When emotions are truly intense, according to this
argument, our memories will be exceptionally accurate. Other evidence, however,
suggests that witnesses to crimes can make exactly the same kinds of mistakes that
we have encountered in other settings. One example we have already discussed
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involved Donald Thomson, the psychologist who was picked out of a police lineup
as a rapist because at the time of the rape the victim had been watching a program
in which Thomson was being interviewed. The victim had correctly remembered
seeing Thomson’s face, but unfortunately had become confused about the source
of this memory.

Thomson’s case is not an isolated one: Studies indicate that eyewitness testimony
is often mistaken. One source of evidence has come from studies of police lineups.
These lineups usually include individuals known to be innocent, known as fillers,
as well as the suspect. In almost 20% of such lineups, eyewitnesses mistakenly
identify one of the fillers as the culprit (Wright and McDaid, 1996). Additional
evidence has come from cases in which individuals have been convicted of crimes
but later shown to be innocent on the basis of DNA tests. In a review published in
2000, Scheck, Neufield, and Dwyer (2000) examined 62 cases in which innocent
people were later exonerated on the basis of DNA evidence, including 8 in which
the person had been sentenced to death. In 84%, the crucial evidence leading to
conviction had come from eyewitnesses. By 2010, the number of cases in which
innocent people were later exonerated had grown to 255, and mistaken eyewitness
identifications were a factor in 75%. In addition, there were tens of thousands of
cases in which DNA evidence led to suspects being cleared before the case came
to trial (Innocence Project, 2010).

It would be misleading to leave the impression that eyewitness accounts are
always wrong – on the contrary, they are often right. Yuille and Cutshall (1986),
for example, interviewed 13 witnesses to a robbery that ended with the thief
being shot and killed. Because the thief was shot, considerable forensic evidence
was available about his appearance, the car he used, and so on. Witnesses were
interviewed at the time of the crime, and then again 4 to 5 months later; they
were asked about details such as the robber’s appearance, the weapon used, and the
sequence of events. The experimenters found that the witnesses recalled between
80% and 90% of the details accurately even months later – they remembered the
exact number of shots fired, they could estimate the age of the attacker to within 2
years, and so on (see also Fisher, Geiselman, and Amador, 1989; Odinot, Wolters,
and van Koppen, 2009). The point is not that eyewitness accounts are invariably
wrong, but rather that the possibility of error has to be taken seriously.

Sources of error

Why are eyewitnesses’ memories sometimes flawed? One possible source of errors
lies in how events are coded at the time they occur. As we saw in our discussion of
attention, we have only a limited capacity for processing information, and we often
process and store much less information than we think we do. In the Simons and
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Levin (1998) experiment on change blindness, for example, participants engaged
in a conversation with one of the experimenters did not notice when a second
experimenter took his place while two workmen carried a door in between them.
We take in far less information than we realize, especially during brief encounters.
Moreover, this problem is likely to be exacerbated if a weapon is used in the
commission of a crime. Research on the weapon focus effect has shown that
people’s ability to identify a criminal is impaired if a weapon is present during
the crime. There is a natural tendency to focus on the weapon, and this can
reduce attention to other aspects such as the criminal’s face. (For reviews, and
also discussion of other possible explanations, see Pickel, 2007, and Levine and
Edelstein, 2009.)

Problems can also arise when the time comes for witnesses to remember what
they witnessed. One such problem we have already encountered is the misinfor-
mation effect. If the police ask a witness questions that imply certain facts – for
example, “Did the thief have a scar?” – this can lead witnesses to later become
confused about where they acquired this information, and to honestly believe that
they saw it themselves.

Source confusion can also occur if witnesses are shown mug shots to identify
the criminal. In one study by Brown et al. (1977), participants saw a staged crime
and then looked at mug shots of possible perpetrators. Several days later, they were
asked to identify the criminal in a lineup, and 29% identified innocent individuals
whose faces they had seen only in the mug shots. As in the Thomson rape case,
witnesses knew they had seen the face before but were confused about where.

If at the conclusion of a lineup a witness is congratulated on having chosen the
right person, this can substantially increase the witness’s confidence in his or her
identification (Wells and Bradfield, 1999). This might at first seem unimportant, but
numerous studies have shown that juries put considerable weight on how confident
witnesses are when they present their evidence (for example, Wells, Lindsay, and
Ferguson, 1979). This is almost certainly a mistake – as we noted earlier, confidence
is a very poor predictor of whether a memory is accurate. Nevertheless, juries are
strongly influenced by confidence. If the police believe that they have found the
right person, their behavior can strongly affect the confidence of witnesses, and
this in turn can lead to the conviction of innocent people.

Improving testimony

The research on lineups emphasizes the dangers in accepting eyewitness testi-
mony at face value. As these dangers became more apparent, researchers began to
examine whether anything could be done to improve the accuracy of eyewitness
accounts, and in this section we will look at some of their findings.
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Hypnosis?

One technique that police sometimes use to obtain more accurate information from
witnesses is hypnosis. Unfortunately, research has shown that the main effect of
hypnosis is not on memory per se, but rather on participants’ willingness to talk.
In some cases, this can lead to participants volunteering useful information, but
it also produces increased output of false memories, and there is no easy way
to know which is which (Dywan, 1995; Scoboria et al., 2002). This problem is
compounded by the fact that hypnotized individuals are highly suggestible, and
will pick up on suggestions made or implied by the person who hypnotized them.
In one study by Laurence and Perry (1983), participants were first asked if they
had been awakened on any of the nights during the previous week. None had, but
when they were then asked under hypnosis whether they had been awoken by loud
noises during this period, most said that they had. When interviewed a week later
by a different experimenter, 48% repeated they had heard the noises, and even
when told that the hypnotist had planted this suggestion, almost half still insisted
that their memories of being woken were accurate.

In another investigation of suggestibility, Spanos et al. (1991) told participants
that under hypnosis they would be returning to a past life. When they were then
hypnotized, 83% acted as if they were reliving a past life – when asked their name,
for example, giving a name that was not their own, and also specifying a different
country of residence. When asked historical questions about the period, however,
their answers were almost always wrong – they could not name the country’s
leader, say whether the country was at peace or at war, or name the currency.
In a typical error, one participant said that the year was 1866 and they were
living in Germany, even though Germany had not yet become a country at the
time.

Because the memories produced by hypnosis tend to be vivid, participants are
often confident that they are remembering real events, and this in turn makes
their testimony convincing to both police and juries. Nevertheless, evidence now
suggests that hypnosis does not increase the accuracy of memory, and in some
cases can produce totally spurious results. Summarizing this evidence, one review
concluded:

The data clearly indicate that hypnosis is not an aid to memory. On the contrary, hypnosis
can reduce the accuracy of eyewitness testimony and create an unjustified increase in
confidence in what is remembered. (Mazzoni and Lynn, 2007, p. 33)

Throughout this text, when summarizing evidence we have often had to use qual-
ifiers and warnings of the need for caution, but this is one case where this bur-
den can be shed: Hypnosis is not a reliable technique for improving eyewitness
memory.
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The cognitive interview

A much more promising technique for improving an eyewitness’s memory was
developed by Fisher and Geiselman (1992). They used principles of memory derived
from laboratory research to develop a new interviewing procedure that they called
the cognitive interview. The techniques they recommended for improving witness
recall included the following:

1 Reinstate the physical and emotional context of the crime as fully as possible,
including, where possible, returning to the scene of the crime for the interview.

2 Have witnesses recall events from different perspectives (for example, from that
of the victim) and in different orders (for example, backward as well as forward).

3 Have witnesses recall all details, no matter how trivial they might seem.

The common goal of these techniques was to reinstate as many aspects of the
original experience as possible. As we saw in our discussion of retrieval cues, the
more the environment at retrieval matches that during coding, the greater the
likelihood of activating the original memory.

Another important aspect of this method is asking open-ended questions (for
example, “What did you see?”) and giving witnesses time to answer fully. Although
the police do ask some open-ended questions, they are often under time pressure
and searching for specific information. In one study of real-life police interviews,
when witnesses began to give narrative accounts of what they had witnessed,
the police interrupted them, on average, within 8 seconds (Fisher, Geiselman, and
Raymond, 1987). This cuts off what could prove to be valuable information and
prevents witnesses from remembering aspects that, even though unimportant in
themselves, could act as retrieval cues to elicit more critical information.

To test the effectiveness of the cognitive interview, Fisher and Geiselman (1992)
showed participants films of real crimes, provided by the Los Angeles Police
Department. Then, 2 days later, genuine law enforcement officials interviewed
these witnesses. One group was interviewed using standard police procedures, the
other using the cognitive interview. Fisher and Geiselman found that witnesses
recalled 30 to 35% more detail when the cognitive interview was used, without
any increase in erroneous recall. Köhnken et al. (1999) reviewed 55 similar stud-
ies, and in 53 of the 55 the cognitive interview was more effective, producing, on
average, 34% more information. Again, it could be argued that simulation studies
in a laboratory do not provide a realistic analogue to what happens in real life, but
two studies have been reported in which the police used the cognitive interview in
questioning witnesses to real crimes. If anything the results were even better, as
the cognitive interview produced 35% more information than standard interviews
in one study and 55% more in the other (Fisher, Geiselman, and Amador, 1989;
Clifford and George, 1996).
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More recent research has focused on ways in which the cognitive interview can
be improved so as to produce comparable amounts of information in a shorter
time, and the results of these studies have also been promising (Gabbert, Hope,
and Fisher, 2009; Dando et al., 2009). On the basis of all this research, versions
of the cognitive interview are now widely used by police in Britain, and have also
been adopted by the FBI in America (Fisher and Schreiber, 2007).

Improving lineups

Researchers have also explored ways of improving the use of lineups, because
they are often critical in determining whether a suspect is brought to trial and
then convicted. We cannot cover all the issues raised by the use of lineups here –
excellent reviews are available in Wells et al. (2000), and Neuschatz and Cutler
(2008) – but we will touch on one because of its importance. When witnesses
are asked to view a lineup, they typically assume that the police would only
have arranged a lineup if they were convinced that they had apprehended the
guilty party. On the assumption that the culprit is present, the witness might then
identify whichever participant in the lineup most closely resembles their memory
of the perpetrator, rather than using the absolute standard of whether they are sure
that this is the person.

To minimize this possibility, researchers have tried two techniques. The first
is to explicitly warn witnesses before the lineup that the perpetrator might not
be present. Steblay (1997) summarized the results of 22 simulation experiments
that compared lineups where a warning was given with lineups where it was not.
She found that giving a warning reduced the number of innocent people who
were identified incorrectly by 42%, while having virtually no effect on identifica-
tions of the real culprit. A seemingly trivial change in procedure was enough to
dramatically reduce false identifications, without impairing correct ones.

The second technique is to present members of the lineup sequentially instead of
simultaneously. Witnesses see one person at a time and must make a decision after
each one as to whether he or she is the perpetrator; once they identify someone, no
other candidates are presented. The rationale for this approach is that if witnesses
see only one person at a time, they have to base their decisions on an absolute
criterion (“Is this the perpetrator?”) rather than a relative one in which they choose
whoever resembles the perpetrator the most.

Sequential lineups have been found to be effective in many studies. In one,
sequential presentation reduced the rate of mistaken identifications from 43% to
17%, without any decrease in the number of correct identifications (Lindsay and
Wells, 1985). Steblay et al. (2001) performed a meta-analysis on 23 studies which
compared simultaneous and sequential lineups, and found that sequential lineups
produced more correct decisions. However, the difference was relatively small (56%
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versus 48%), and some researchers have argued that the evidence is not yet strong
enough to support its adoption. (For articulate, not to say impassioned, statements
of the opposing views, see Malpass, Tredoux, and McQuiston-Surrett, 2009, and
Lindsay et al., 2009.) It is clear that warning witnesses that the criminal may not
be present substantially reduces false accusations without undermining correct
identifications; whether sequential lineups achieve this is not yet clear.

Taken together, the research we have been reviewing showed that eyewitness
testimony could be made substantially more accurate with some relatively small
changes in procedure, and this success led Janet Reno, then US Attorney Gen-
eral, to convene a special panel to develop national guidelines for the collection
of eyewitness testimony. The panel consisted of psychologists, police and prose-
cutors, and their report was published as Eyewitness Evidence: A Guide for Law
Enforcement (Technical Working Group for Eyewitness Evidence, 1999). The guide
was based almost entirely on psychological research on memory, and it consti-
tuted the first-ever national guidelines in the USA for how eyewitness testimony
should be collected. Only 25 years had elapsed from the appearance of Elizabeth
Loftus’s influential paper on the misinformation effect (Loftus and Palmer, 1974),
almost certainly the fastest-ever route from the initiation of psychological research
on a topic to its acceptance as official government policy. (For an exceptionally
interesting account, see Wells et al., 2000.)

Recovered memories

The number of reported cases of child abuse has increased dramatically in recent
years, triggering a sometimes fierce debate about whether the incidence of this
abuse could really be as great as these reports suggested. Within this broader
controversy, there has been an even more impassioned debate about recovered
memories, cases in which adults have suddenly remembered being abused when
they were children, even though they had no recollection of this abuse during
the intervening years. Was it really possible for individuals to forget such trau-
matic and horrifying experiences, and then suddenly remember them many years
later?

Two polarized positions rapidly emerged. On one side, some argued that children
and adults would not invent such crimes, and to reject their claims – and thus
implicitly call them liars – would be to undermine and humiliate individuals
who had already suffered too much. On the other side were those who questioned
whether it was really possible for such painful and traumatic events to be forgotten.
They noted the evidence that false memories can be implanted, as in experiments
where detailed and convincing memories were created for invented events such as
being lost at a mall and spilling a bowl of punch at a wedding. Given the ease
with which such memories can be induced, and the implausibility of the claim that
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horrific events of abuse could be forgotten for years, was it not more likely that
the memories were false? If so, it would clearly be unfair to destroy the lives of
decent and loving parents by accepting false accusations.

The conflict between these two views triggered one of the most impassioned
controversies in the history of psychology – what the distinguished Harvard psy-
chologist Daniel Schacter called “The Memory Wars” (Schacter, 1996). This con-
flict continues, but over time a considerable degree of consensus has emerged (for
example, American Psychological Association, 1995), and in this section we will
outline some of its main elements.

Recovered memories can be real

It has gradually become clear that at least some cases involving recovered mem-
ories are genuine. Schacter (1996) describes one such case involving a college
professor, Ross Cheit, who entered therapy because of a general sense of dissat-
isfaction with his life. During this period, he had a dream that reminded him
of a counselor at a camp he attended as a child. When he awoke, he suddenly
remembered having been molested by this counselor. Distressed, he employed a
private detective to help locate the counselor, and eventually they succeeded. Cheit
then spoke to his former counselor by phone, a conversation he recorded. In the
course of this conversation, the counselor admitted having molested boys, and
he said that he had had to leave several jobs because of his activities. Given
these admissions, it seems very likely that Cheit’s recollection of being abused was
accurate.

In most cases of recovered memory, it is difficult to prove whether the abuse
really occurred: It is usually the word of the accuser against that of the accused.
The strongest evidence has come from a study by L. M. Williams (1994a), who
reversed the normal chain of inquiry: Instead of starting from the allegation of
abuse and trying to work backward, she started from evidence in childhood that
abuse had occurred and then worked forward. She examined hospital records to
identify children who had been treated for abuse during the 1970s. She then
managed to contact 129 of the women who had been abused 17 years earlier. She
discovered that 38% did not remember the particular incident for which they had
been hospitalized, and 12% did not remember ever having been abused. Maria,
for example, had been abused by her father at least six times when she was 2,
but had no memory of it; June had been abused by three cousins over a 2-year
period when she was 7, but again as an adult had no memory of it (Williams,
1994b).

The forgetting of abuse in this study was particularly surprising in that most of
the women had been between 7 and 12 years old when the abuse occurred, 60%
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of the cases had involved vaginal penetration, and 62% had involved violence
or physical force. Moreover, the children had been extensively interviewed at the
time: They were interviewed by the police for up to 3 hours, they were later referred
for a second medical exam, and this was followed by between 1 and 4 visits from
a social worker. Despite all this, 38% had no memory of being abused.

In a follow-up study, Williams (1995) interviewed 75 women from her sample
who did remember being abused and found that 16% reported long periods during
which they had forgotten the abuse. One of these cases involved a woman iden-
tified as Kim. When Kim was 7, she was sexually abused by her brother. When
interviewed at age 24, she did remember the incident, but reported

that she forgot about what happened when she was about 12 or 13 and didn’t remember
again until she was 22. She said that a boyfriend asked if she had been sexually abused,
and said her cousin said she had been abused. Kim said, “I don’t know.” Kim told the
interviewer, “that made me start to remember. Then a couple days later I saw [a TV talk
show] on sexual abuse and it all came back to me.”

(Williams, 1995, p. 665)

Other studies have confirmed Williams’ findings. Ghetti et al. (2006) interviewed
adults who, as children, had testified in trials of their abusers. They had been
between 4 and 17 years of age at the time they were abused, and when they were
interviewed approximately 13 years later 15% reported a prior period in which
they had had no memory of the abuse. When asked about why they had forgotten,
typical comments were “I felt afraid, and I did not want to think about it,” and
“It was so horrible that I pushed it out of my mind” (p. 1017). Similar findings
were reported by Geraerts et al. (2007). They used newspaper advertisements to
recruit women who believed that they had been abused as children, and they then
used investigators to search for corroborative evidence of the abuse (for example,
someone who had been told about the abuse within a week of its occurrence, or
who had been abused by the same person). Of the women who reported that there
had been a period in which they had not remembered the abuse, and who had
recovered the memory of this abuse on their own – that is, outside of therapy –
the investigators were able to corroborate 37% of the accounts. Taken together
with the reports by Williams and Ghetti, it seems clear that in at least some cases
children do forget serious instances of abuse, only for this memory to return when
they become adults.

Recovered memories can be false

It is now also clear that some memories of abuse are false. In one case, a woman
who was being counseled recovered memories of being repeatedly raped by her
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father and then becoming pregnant, only to have her father perform an abortion
with a coat-hanger. However, subsequent evidence revealed that the woman was
a virgin, and that her father had had a vasectomy before the time of the alleged
pregnancy (Testa, 1996, cited in Weiten, 1998). In another case, children at the
Little Rascals preschool in North Carolina accused several members of staff of
having abused them. One child remembered staff members releasing sharks into
a nearby lake to attack the children; another remembered being abducted in a
spaceship. Despite the extreme implausibility of some of the accusations, and the
fact that some of the accused were mothers of children at the school, two members
of staff were convicted of abuse and sent to prison (see Schacter, 1996; Robinson,
2003; and PBS, 1997).

Many cases of recovered memory have involved allegations of satanic rituals (see
Nathan and Snedeker, 1995). Despite many thousands of such reports, sometimes
involving murder and cannibalism, extensive investigations by law enforcement
officials have failed to confirm a single case. One FBI agent investigated 300
cases without finding any corroboration, and the National Center for Child Abuse
reported similar results in a survey of thousands of professionals in this area
(see Ofshe and Watters, 1994; Schacter, 1996). We cannot conclude that satanic
abuse never happens, but it is difficult to believe that so many cases of murder
and torture could occur without bodies or other physical evidence ever being
found.

Why do so many people remember abuse that never occurred? The most likely
explanation lies in our earlier discussion of source confusion and reality monitor-
ing. As we have seen, it is surprisingly easy to become confused about whether an
event we remember was real, imaginary, or, perhaps, described to us by others. In
the Little Rascals case, for example, it is not difficult to imagine that it all began
with one child becoming confused or simply making up a story. This story could
have spurred other children to create their own stories, perhaps competing for the
story that would create the most excitement, until eventually the children began to
genuinely believe that the events they were describing were real. Support for this
interpretation has come from evidence that children are particularly susceptible to
suggestion. Ceci (1995), for example, reported a variant of the “lost in the mall”
procedure in which he and his colleagues interviewed children once a week for
10 weeks. In each session they asked the children if they could remember various
incidents, including one false one in which they were taken to hospital because
their finger had been caught in a mousetrap. At the end of the 10 weeks, 58%
of the children were able to recall the incident, often in great detail. Ceci later
showed videotapes of the children’s description of this manufactured incident and
other, real incidents to psychologists with experience in interviewing children. The
children’s accounts of the mousetrap incident were so vivid, and described with
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such confidence, that the psychologists were unable to tell which accounts were
true and which were false.

False memories can also arise in the course of therapy, as in the case of the
virgin who remembered being raped by her father. If therapists believe that child
abuse is a common problem, as many do, then their behavior could unintentionally
encourage clients to believe that they were abused, despite the fact that these clients
initially had no memory of this abuse (Lindsay and Poole, 1995). This danger could
then be increased by therapists’ use of hypnosis to help their clients to remember,
because hypnotized subjects are particularly susceptible to suggestions made by the
hypnotist (Lynn et al., 1997). One example is the phenomenon of age regression,
in which hypnotized subjects are asked to become children again and relive their
experiences. Subjects then begin to talk as if they were children and produce vivid
accounts of what happened to them. Their behavior is very convincing, but studies
have shown that their regression is not genuine: They behave in ways they think
children would behave at that age, rather than the way children actually behave. If
they are asked to write, for example, regressed subjects do so in a childlike manner,
but their spelling is often too sophisticated (for example, Silverman and Retzlaff,
1986). In a study more directly related to the issue of recovered memories, subjects
were asked to regress to an earlier life (Spanos et al., 1991). Roughly half came
to believe that they had genuinely had an earlier life, and when they were further
told that they had been abused during this earlier existence, many also formed
clear memories of this abuse.

Another potentially dangerous technique used by some therapists is guided
imagery, or visualization, in which clients are encouraged to imagine being
abused to help them retrieve genuine memories. As we saw in our discussion of
reality monitoring, however, when we create detailed images of an imaginary
event, when we later retrieve these images it can be very difficult to distinguish
them from memories of real events.

It is very difficult to know how many false memories of childhood abuse have
been created using techniques such as hypnosis and visualization. One review
concluded that there were “good grounds to fear that tens of thousands of people
have developed illusory memories” because of therapy (Lindsay and Poole, 1995),
though others have disputed this (for example, Pope, 1996). It is worth noting,
however, that in the Geraerts study cited earlier in which attempts were made to
corroborate reports of abuse, the authors were able to confirm abuse in 37% of the
cases where the women had recovered the memory of abuse on their own; of the
16 cases in which memories of abuse had been recovered in therapy, the authors
were unable to confirm a single one (Eich et al., 2008). This does not mean that
memories recovered in therapy should never be believed, but it does suggest that the
techniques used by some therapists pose serious risks of implanting false memories.
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Evaluation

As often happens in psychology and other sciences, what start as substantial dif-
ferences in expert opinion are often bridged as evidence accumulates. That has
certainly been the case concerning recovered memories. There is now substantial
agreement that women who have been abused may have long periods in which
they do not remember this abuse, though differences remain as to prevalence –
how common is such forgetting? – and, even more contentious, the nature of
the underlying mechanism. In essence, the debate is whether the forgetting of
childhood abuse can be explained in terms of “normal” principles of forgetting,
or whether some special mechanism, unique to painful or traumatic memories,
must be invoked. Concerning the possibility of normal forgetting, Loftus et al.
(1994) have written that “there are many reasons why [abuse] might not be
recalled . . . Normal forgetting of all sorts of events is a fact of life, but is not thought
to involve some special repression mechanism” (Loftus et al., 1994, p. 1178).
Similarly, Kihlstrom et al. (2005) wrote that “any forgetting is easily accounted
for by . . . normal memory processes such as ordinary forgetting” (Kihlstrom et al.,
2005, p. 1182).

Against this, proponents of special mechanisms such as Williams (1994b) believe
that the pain produced by remembering abuse leads to the active suppression of
such memories, rather than simply passive forgetting. In Williams’s words:

Likening having no memory of a severe trauma such as child sexual abuse to forgetting
to buy a bottle of aspirin on a shopping trip (Loftus et al., 1994) seems to ignore the
psychological significance of such events and the resulting distress often experienced by
many victims . . . in my view the most reasonable theory suggests that being sexually abused
is a qualitatively different life experience from thinking about purchasing a bottle of aspirin,
and forgetting is likely to involve different psychological mechanisms.

(Williams, 1994b, p. 1183)

As to the nature of these mechanisms, several theories have been proposed. One
is what Freud called repression. Although Freud’s views of repression changed
over time, his initial belief was that when an experience is deeply traumatic or
painful, we may protect ourselves from it by banishing all memories of it to
the unconscious, and his daughter Anna further proposed that this suppression
is itself an unconscious process that takes place without our awareness (Erdelyi,
2006). Another possibility is what is sometimes called cognitive avoidance. In
contrast to what is now cited as Freud’s theory of repression, the claim here is
that memories are sometimes consciously inhibited or suppressed, to avoid the
pain they cause. Just as we can learn not to touch a hot pan because avoid-
ing it prevents pain, so too we can learn to avoid thoughts that are painful.
In Chapter 11 we discussed Anderson’s research showing that our brains will
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automatically inhibit some memories in order to aid in the retrieval of others,
and that this inhibitory process can also be initiated voluntarily. If so, inhibition
could play a role in recovered memories, as children who have been abused learn
to inhibit memories of this abuse in order to avoid the feelings of distress and
anxiety that these memories engender (Smith and Moynan, 2008; Anderson and
Levy, 2009).

Many of the comments made by women who have recovered memories are
consistent with this idea of voluntary suppression. We quoted two such comments
earlier, from women who talked about pushing aside painful memories or not
wanting to think about them. Williams (1994b, 1995) has provided similar quotes.
One woman said, “I used to think about it for the first two years, then I just blocked
it out.” And a child, in an especially poignant comment, said, “When I remember
about it [the rape] I keep trying to think about good things like Christmas and it
goes away” (original in McCahill et al., 1979, p. 44; quoted by Williams, 1994b).
The common theme in all these quotes is that the abused children deliberately and
consciously suppressed the memories that they found painful.

Whatever the precise mechanisms, there is now substantial consensus that chil-
dren who have been abused can forget the abuse for long periods, only to recover
those memories as adults. There is also growing agreement that active suppression
of memories may be one of the causes of this forgetting, even among researchers
who have been critical of many of the other claims made about recovered memo-
ries (for example, McNally, 2007). However, we have also seen that some recovered
memories, perhaps especially those recovered in the course of therapy, are false.
The dilemma – and one that has caused heartbreak to tens of thousands of fami-
lies – lies in knowing whether any particular memory of abuse is accurate. Research
on memory has played a vital role in establishing the validity of some recovered
memories and in identifying therapeutic techniques that can implant false ones,
but we do not yet have a reliable method for determining whether any particular
memory is true or false.

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
� A variety of mnemonic techniques have been developed to help people remem-

ber lists of unrelated facts. The method of loci and the pegword system are
particularly effective.

� This effectiveness derives from several memory principles, including providing a
structure to link material (organization), the active role of the person in finding
connections (the generation effect), and the use of imagery.

� The effectiveness of studying depends not only on the amount of time spent
studying but on how this studying is spread over time (spacing); on thinking
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actively and deeply about the material while studying it; and on reviewing that
material afterwards. Practice, Think, and Review: All have a substantial impact
on how much is remembered.

� The principles of memory discovered in the laboratory have also been applied
in the criminal justice system. One application has concerned the role of emo-
tion in memory. Early research suggested that strong emotion produces detailed
and accurate memories – “flashbulb memories” – but while these memories are
vivid, they are not necessarily accurate. Emotion tends to narrow attention, and
while this can enhance recall of some details, it can impair recall of others – if
a robber uses a gun, attention to the gun can reduce attention to his appear-
ance. Intense emotion is a particular problem, as it can severely impair later
recall.

� Hypnosis is of little or no value in improving a witness’s memory, but a technique
based on memory research has proven very effective. In the cognitive interview,
witnesses are questioned in a manner designed to re-create the original scene as
fully as possible, thereby maximizing possible retrieval cues.

� Memory research has also been used to improve the effectiveness of lineups.
One simple but effective technique is to warn witnesses that the perpetrator may
not be present; this substantially reduces false identifications without reduc-
ing correct ones. Another, more controversial, technique is to present suspects
sequentially rather than simultaneously.

� Research on recovered memories (where adults suddenly recall having been
abused as children) has confirmed that some are genuine but also shown that
some are false. Techniques such as hypnosis and guided imagery can make it
hard for people to tell whether a memory is based on a real event or one that
they imagined or heard described.

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 What are the method of loci and the pegword systems? What are the three
factors that the text suggests may contribute to their effectiveness?

2 According to the text, four factors play a key role in determining the
effectiveness of studying. What are they? What evidence points to their
importance?

3 Does emotional arousal help or hurt people’s ability to remember an
experience? What factors seem to influence the outcome?

4 What are flashbulb memories? How accurate are they?

5 Why are eyewitnesses’ memories sometimes inaccurate?
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6 How effective are hypnosis and the cognitive interview in improving the
accuracy of eyewitnesses’ memories?

7 What are the two main methods that have been tried to improve lineups? How
effective have they been?

8 What are recovered memories? What evidence suggests that some recovered
memories are true? What evidence suggests that some are false?
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In previous chapters we encountered examples of learning and memory that varied
widely in complexity, from rats learning to press a bar at one end, to humans trying
to remember lessons in physics at the other. Ideally, we would like a theory that
could encompass all these forms of learning, from rats to humans, from classical
conditioning to language learning. In short, a theory of everything.

This might at first seem an outrageous requirement – or, at any rate, one exceed-
ingly unlikely to be fulfilled – but a theory has recently emerged that supporters
claim has the potential to meet it. The new theory sets out to explain virtually every
aspect of learning, from classical conditioning in animals to language learning in
humans. And it does all this using just a single, almost unbelievably simple prin-
ciple, that when two neurons are active at the same time, the connection between
them will be strengthened.

A variety of terms have been suggested to describe this new approach: connec-
tionist, parallel-and-distributed processing, and neural network. We will use the
term neural network because it conveys a clearer sense of the assumption at the
heart of the model, and in this chapter we will be looking at what this approach
is, and how close it has come to achieving its extraordinary goal.
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A conceptual introduction

At the heart of this new approach is a belief that psychological theories should be
modeled as closely as possible on the known properties of the brain. To understand
this view, it may be helpful to begin by contrasting it with the computer or
information-processing metaphor that has dominated cognitive psychology for
the past few decades.

Brains and computers

As we saw in Chapter 8, the basic structure of a digital computer consists of a
central processing unit (CPU) and a memory store: The CPU retrieves items from
memory, carries out a sequence of operations, such as addition and subtraction, and
then transfers the result back to memory. The computer is capable of carrying out
only very simple operations, but by performing them in an appropriate sequence
and at extraordinarily high speeds – more than a million operations in a single
second – it can solve highly complex problems.

The brain, however, is organized very differently. For one thing, there is no
obvious distinction in the brain between the processing of information and its
storage; there is only one unit, the neuron, that must somehow carry out both
functions. As we saw in Chapter 2, when a neuron is stimulated, it produces an
electrical impulse that is transmitted along the long part of the cell called the axon.
When this impulse arrives at the axon terminal, it causes the release of neuro-
transmitter chemicals that move across the synaptic gap to the next neuron in the
chain; the arrival of these neurotransmitters causes the second neuron to produce
an electrical impulse, and so on. The brain consists of an almost unimaginably
large number of such neurons – between 10,000,000,000 and 100,000,000,000 –
and each of these neurons receives inputs from as many as 100,000 other neurons
(McClelland, 1999). A densely interconnected network of this kind is called a
neural network. Figure 13.1 shows a small section of the brain, with some of
the connections between the neurons. The complexity of the interconnections is
apparent.

In contrast with most computers, then, which carry out only a single operation at
a time, the brain contains a vast array of neurons of which many millions or even
billions are active at a given moment. In the terminology of electrical circuitry,
the brain is a massive parallel system in which an enormous number of circuits
operate simultaneously. Unlike most computers, then, the brain is characterized by
parallel processing.

This difference in architecture has important implications for function: The
structure of the brain allows it to easily solve problems that computers find diffi-
cult, if not impossible. For example, most people find it easy to read other people’s
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Figure 13.1 An array of cortical neurons, illustrating the dense network of interconections.
C© Karl Dolenc/iStockphoto.

handwriting, but this trivial skill is beyond the power of most current computers.
Neural network theorists believe that the computer has thus been a partially mis-
leading model for the functioning of the brain and that psychological models
should be based instead on the architecture of the brain – that is, they should
incorporate neuron-like units that can assume only a limited range of firing states
and that are interconnected in dense networks.

Neural networks

In outline, neural network models are surprisingly simple and rest on three basic
assumptions:

� Neural network. A network consists of a set of interconnected units that we will
call neurons. In the simplest form, every neuron is connected to every other
neuron.

� Transmission. When one neuron in a network becomes active, this activity is
transmitted to all the other neurons with which it is connected; how much
excitation is transmitted between any two neurons depends on the strength of
their connection.

� Learning. If two neurons within the network are active at the same time, the
connection between them will be strengthened, so that future activity in one
will be more likely to produce activity in the other.
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Figure 13.2 Neural connections in a network. (a) A simplified, two-neuron representation of classical
conditioning. Neurotransmitters released by the CS neuron stimulate the US neuron. (b) An expanded
representation, showing connections between neurons within the network together with sensory input
from outside the network.

In essence, these assumptions are virtually identical to those made by Pavlov
almost 100 years ago: When two cortical centers are active at the same time, the
connection between them will be strengthened. Neural network models, however,
incorporate two changes in Pavlov’s ideas that have far-reaching implications for
these models’ ability to predict behavior. First, they assume that the networks
involved are quite massive, so that associations will be formed simultaneously
among very large numbers of active neurons. Second, they provide a mathematical
formula that allows us to calculate exactly how much these connections will be
strengthened. Together, these assumptions allow us to make predictions about the
brain’s functioning in a way that goes far beyond anything Pavlov ever attempted
or could have attempted – because of the large number of connections, the model’s
predictions can be calculated only with the aid of computers.

The delta rule

The predictions of neural network models depend critically on the formula used
for calculating how connections are strengthened. A number of formulas or rules
have been suggested, but one of the most influential has been the delta rule.

To introduce this rule, let us first focus on just two neurons within a network,
which we will call the CS neuron and the US neuron (Figure 13.2a). As we discussed
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in Chapter 2, stimulation of the CS neuron would generate an electrical impulse
that would be transmitted down its axon. When this impulse reached the neuron’s
terminals, it would cause the release of chemical neurotransmitters that would
flow across the synaptic gap to the US neuron. And if a sufficient quantity of
neurotransmitters reached the US neuron, then it too would fire.

Of course, these neurons would not exist in isolation. For the CS neuron to fire,
for example, it would need to receive input from one or more other neurons. To
represent this situation, let us now expand our picture of the network and assume
that every neuron in our network also receives inputs from sensory neurons lying
outside the network. Suppose, for example, that whenever a tone is presented, a
sensory neuron transmits electrical activity from the ear to the CS neuron. Simi-
larly, suppose that whenever food is presented, another sensory neuron transmits
activity from receptors in the mouth to the US neuron (Figure 13.2b). If so, the
US neuron in the network would receive inputs from two neurons, the CS neuron
that lies within the network and a sensory neuron that lies outside it. We will call
the excitation that the US neuron receives from within the network the internal
input – that is, the input from within the network. We will call the excitation that
it receives from outside the network the external input.

According to neural network models, if the CS neuron is active at the same time
as the US neuron, then the connection between them will be strengthened. As to
how much it will be strengthened, the delta rule says that the outcome will depend
on the relationship between the internal and external inputs. Ignoring some of
the complexities of the actual formula, the delta rule in essence states that the
change in the internal connection between two neurons (we’ll use �Internal input
to represent this change) is proportional to the difference between the internal and
external inputs:

�Internal c=input

(
External Internal−input input

)

where c is some constant. The greater the difference between the internal and
external inputs, the more the interval connection would be strengthened. (This
formula is called the delta rule because delta is the name in Greek for �, the
symbol used in mathematics to represent the change in some quantity. In this
case, the change in the strength of the internal connection is determined by the
difference between the external and internal inputs.)

This formula has the effect of increasing the internal input to a neuron until
it matches the external input. To illustrate this in concrete terms, suppose that
in our classical conditioning example the presentation of food results in strong
activation of the US neuron. Before conditioning, the connection between the CS
and the US neurons is assumed to be weak, so that presentation of the tone does
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not induce any activity in the US neuron. For purposes of illustration, suppose that
the external input to the US neuron has a value of 10 (you can think of this as the
release of 10 neurotransmitters), that the internal input has a value of 0, and that
the constant c has a value of 0.5. If the tone and food were presented together, the
change in the strength of the CS–US connection would be as follows:

�Internal c=input

(
External Internal−input input

) = 0.5(10 − 0) = 0.5(10) = 5

In other words, the connection between the CS and the US neurons would be
substantially strengthened, increasing from its initial value of 0 to 5.

If the tone and food were now presented together for a second trial, the strength
of the connection would be increased again, though not by quite as much. Over
a series of trials, the strength of the CS–US connection would continue to be
adjusted toward that of the Food–US connection, until eventually the CS neuron
would activate the US neuron just as strongly as did the presentation of food. In
the case of salivary conditioning, this means that the CS would eventually trigger
as much salivation as the US.

The Rescorla–Wagner model

Does any of this seem familiar? As you perhaps have realized already, the delta
rule achieves at the neural level exactly what the Rescorla–Wagner model achieves
at the associative or behavioral level. Both formulas have the effect of changing
an association or connection so as to move it closer to a target value

Rescorla–Wagner: �V = c(Vmax − V )

Delta rule: �Internal c=input

(
External Internal−input input

)

The symbols used are different, but both say that the change in the strength of a
connection is determined by the difference between its current value and a target
value (Vmax or External input). This can perhaps be seen more clearly if we change
the symbols in the two formulas a bit. First, we’ve said that both formulas involve
a change in the strength of an association, so if we use A to represent the initial
strength of the association, and �A to represent the change in that association,
then the two formulas become:

Rescorla–Wagner: �A = c(Vmax − A)

Delta rule: �A = c
(

External − A
input

)
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The two formulas use different names to represent the target value (Vmax, External
input), but if we use the same symbol to represent the target, namely T, then the
two formulas become:

Rescorla–Wagner: �A = c(T − A)
Delta rule: �A = c(T − A)

As you can see, in essence the two formulas are identical. In the Rescorla–Wagner
model, that target is called Vmax, in the delta rule it is called the External input, but
the difference is purely in the names used. Functionally, the two formulas have
exactly the same effect: They change the strength of an associative connection
so as to move it closer to a target that is determined by the US used. In practical
terms, they both say that pairing of a CS with a US will eventually result in the
CS producing the same response as the US.

Indeed, not only is the logic of the two approaches the same, it turns out the
formulas used are mathematically identical (see Sutton and Barto, 1981), even
though they were developed independently. (The delta rule was developed by
Widrow and Hoff, 1960, for use in designing optimal electrical circuits.) That
workers in different areas have independently converged on the same rule might
just be coincidence. But it could also be an indication that this rule is an optimal
solution to the problem of how to modify electrical circuits to make them more
adaptive – a solution that not only has been discovered by engineers for the design
of electrical circuits, but also has emerged in the course of evolution as the basis
for the operation of the brain’s neural circuits.

Explaining concept learning

In one sense, then, neural network models are little more than the Rescorla–
Wagner model applied not just to two neurons but to many thousands of neurons
in a vast, interconnected network. Because the basic principle of the network is
that units that are active at the same time have their connections strengthened,
it is relatively easy to see how neural networks could account for conditioning:
If a CS and a US are presented at the same time, the connection between their
cortical representations will be strengthened. But what about more complex forms
of learning – could a simple network also account for more sophisticated forms
such as the formation of concepts?

Concepts

A concept is a remarkably difficult term to define, but a simple starting point is
to view it as a set of objects or events sharing common features. Triangles, for
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example, are enclosed shapes formed by the meeting of three straight lines; squares
are four lines of equal length joined at right angles, and so on. A person is said
to understand concepts like these if they can correctly identify which objects are
members. Thus, a child is assumed to understand the concept triangle if she can
distinguish shapes that are triangles from those that are not.

Our ability to form concepts is what makes thought and language possible. Lan-
guage is created by combining words, but words are simply arbitrary sets of sounds
which point to or denote a concept. English, French, and Spanish, for example,
use different words to represent the color red (red, rouge, and rojo), but while the
sounds are different, they all denote the identical color. Similarly, concepts form
the raw material for thought – it is by combining concepts appropriately that
we are able to think and reason. (“My new pet is a dog; dogs need food to live,
so my dog needs to be fed.”) But the fundamental importance of concepts goes
even deeper, forming the basis not only of intelligent thought but of our ability
to function at all. Imagine a child born without the ability to group objects into
conceptual categories. She would have to react to every new stimulus as if it was
unique, without any relationship to objects she had encountered previously. If she
encountered a dog, for example, she would not recognize it as similar to dogs she
had encountered in the past, and thus would have no basis for anticipating how it
might behave. Indeed, she would not even be able to recognize this dog as one she
had seen just moments earlier because its perceptual properties would be different
every time she encountered it – its limbs would be in a different position, it would
be at a different distance and angle, and so on. If every stimulus is unique, this
child would have no basis for bringing past experience to bear on present prob-
lems; the stimulus would be lost in a sea of unique events. The ability to group
similar events together in concepts allows us to impose coherence on the turbulent
stream of our perceptions.

Concepts are thus at the heart of perception, thought, and language, and for
this reason the study of concepts has been one of the most important areas in
cognitive psychology. And it has also proven to be one of the most difficult, as
even the question of how to define a concept has proven controversial. We said
before that a concept could be viewed as a set of objects sharing common features
defined by a rule – a rectangle, for example, is four lines whose ends intersect at
right angles. Many of the concepts that we learn in real life, however, are not so
easily defined. Consider the concept dog. This might at first seem easy to define –
“A dog is a four-legged animal with a tail, fur, and so on.” As you think more
about such definitions, however, they quickly begin to break down. Most dogs have
four legs, but some may be born deformed, with only three; although some dogs
have tails, others do not; and so on. Another way to see this difficulty is to form
mental images of different breeds such as dachshunds, Saint Bernards, poodles,
and bulldogs. What is it that unites these very different animals, yet distinguishes
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1

Figure 13.3 Simulating the effects of wind on airplane wing. If air molecule 1 struck the wing, the
computer would calculate the precise force it would exert, and the computer would perform similar
calculations for all the other air molecules striking the wing at that moment. By summing the effects of all
these molecules, the computer could calculate the overall effect of the wind moment by moment, and
how it would change the position of the wing.

them from similar species such as a cat or a fox? There does not seem to be any
clear rule that defines category membership.

Given the centrality of concepts to sophisticated human thought, and their
complex and elusive nature, it is difficult to imagine how a network consisting
of a large assemblage of neurons passing signals back and forth to each other,
without any intelligence or purpose, could even begin to form such sophisticated
ideas. Moreover, it is difficult to see how we could determine if they were capable
of such feats. We could construct a network to see what it could do, but that
is easier said than done. Even assuming that we could assemble a collection of
neurons and somehow encourage them to form connections with each other, we
would still need to provide this network with sensory input to allow it to interact
with the outside world. In effect, we would have to build a brain, something far
beyond our current ability.

Computer simulation

Two psychologists, Jay McClelland and Donald Rumelhart, came up with a clever
way to bypass this problem. Their approach was similar to that adopted by engi-
neers when they want to understand a complex system but are unable to study
the system in a laboratory. Suppose you were an aeronautical engineer charged
with developing the wing for a new airplane. You wanted to be sure that the wing
you were designing would be able to function in difficult conditions such as a
thunderstorm, but it would be prohibitively expensive to build an entire airplane
just to test if the wing you were designing would really work. One solution would
be to build a model of the wing and then test the model in a wind tunnel – you
could then simulate a storm (create wind conditions that mimic those of a real
storm) and see how the wing functioned. Building a physical model, however, can
also be expensive, and a possible alternative is to instead create a computer model
of the wing, and calculate how the wing would react to different wind conditions.
Figure 13.3 shows a simplified illustration of how this might work. Suppose that
you wanted to test how a particular wing would react in a storm, where the wind
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was blowing in the direction shown by the arrow. The wind would consist of a
huge number of air molecules, but to illustrate how the computer model might
work, let’s consider what happens when a single air molecule, molecule 1, hits the
wing.

If we know the velocity at which the molecule is travelling, we can use Newton’s
laws of motion to calculate the force with which it would hit the wing, and, also
knowing the angle at which it strikes the wing, we can compute the direction in
which it would push the wing. (A possible outcome is indicated by the dashed
line.) If we repeated the calculations for all the air molecules that were striking the
wing simultaneously, we could calculate the overall effect. As the wind continued,
we could calculate what the effect would be in the next instant, and the next, as
each new wave of molecules struck the wing. In the end we could predict precisely
how the wing (and thus the airplane) would move as it passed through the storm.
If we know enough about the mathematical laws that govern a phenomenon, in
other words, then we can simulate the effects of certain environmental conditions
without building a model, by just using a computer to calculate what would
happen.

The concept of dog

McClelland and Rumelhart took exactly this approach in order to explore the
properties of neural networks. They couldn’t construct a real network, so instead
they created a model of a network, using a computer to calculate how the network
would behave. In one of their studies, they looked at whether a network could
form a concept, in particular the concept dog (McClelland and Rumelhart, 1985).
Using a computer program, they effectively instructed the computer to assume the
existence of a very simple network, but to introduce their method we will begin
with an even simpler version.

Suppose that there was an exceedingly simple organism whose brain consisted
of just 4 neurons, all connected to each other in a primitive neural network. Further
suppose that this primitive organism also had 4 receptors in its eye, each of which
detected the presence of a single feature in the environment (Figure 13.4). Perhaps
one of these receptors was specialized to detect the presence of a tail – anytime
a tail was visible in the surrounding environment, the receptor would become
active. It would then stimulate neuron 1 in the neural network, which would in
turn transmit electrical signals to the other members of the network. Similarly,
suppose that receptor 2 (and thus network neuron 2) was sensitive to the presence
of 4 legs, so that it would fire whenever it detected the presence of 4 legs, and
so on.

Now suppose that a dog walked by. The presence of 4 legs and a tail would
cause receptors 1 and 2 to become active, which would in turn activate neurons 1
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Figure 13.4 A very simple (and hypothetical) animal, with 4 receptors in its eye and 4 neurons in its brain.

and 2 in the network. The fact that these units were active simultaneously would
mean that the connection between them would be strengthened, and we could
use the delta rule to calculate how much. We could then expose the network to
a second dog, again calculate the changes, and so on. In other words, instead of
building a real network, we could use a computer to calculate how such a network
would respond if exposed to a series of dogs. Would the network somehow form
the concept of dog?

To find out, McClelland and Rumelhart ran a computer simulation just like the
one we have been describing. A network in a real brain would contain many
thousands of neurons, but to simplify their calculations McClelland and Rumelhart
assumed a much smaller network containing 24 units. To explain their approach,
we will simplify the situation still further and talk about a system with just 8 units.

As in our earlier example, suppose that each unit in this small network responds
to the presence of a single visual feature. To explore the behavior of the network,
we need to expose it to dogs, and so the first step in running the simulation
is to create some hypothetical dogs. In real life, dogs share many properties in
common – for example, most dogs have 4 legs and a tail – but each dog is also
unique. We would thus want our imaginary dogs to also have this property, sharing
many features but each also having unique characteristics.

To achieve this, McClelland and Rumelhart assumed that some units in the
network would be sensitive to features that are typical of dogs, but others
would respond to features that are atypical. In our simplified version, shown
in Figure 13.5a, 4 units would respond to features that are typical of dogs: Unit
Legs would respond to the presence of four legs, unit Tail to the presence of a tail,
unit Fur to the presence of fur, and unit Ears to the presence of floppy ears. The
other 4 units (N1, N2, N3, and N4) would be sensitive to features that are less typical
of dogs, though some dogs might have them, nevertheless. (Unit N1, for example,
might respond to the presence of a scar.) Thus, if our miniature organism was
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Figure 13.5 A simplified representation of the McClelland and Rumelhart (1985) model. (a) An 8-unit
neural network, showing all possible interconnections. Each circle represents a single neuron in the
network. (b) The same network after exposure to many exemplars of the concept dog. Strong connections
involving the prototypical features are shown in heavy lines so that it is clear that these features have
become strongly interconnected.

exposed to an animal with a tail, the Tail unit in the network would be activated;
if the animal had 4 legs, the Legs unit would be activated; and so on.

To create different dogs, McClelland and Rumelhart first created a prototypical
dog that would have all the typical features of a dog – in our simplified model,
4 legs, a tail, fur, and ears. Real dogs, of course, do not have all the features of the
prototype: Some have only three legs, some have no tails, and so on. McClelland
and Rumelhart therefore created individual dogs by assigning each dog a different
combination of these prototypical features. For example, one dog might be assigned
the features Legs Fur Ears N1. It would thus have had three features typical of dogs
but also one atypical feature, in the same way that a dachshund has many typical
dog features but also unusually short legs. A second dog might have the features
Legs Tail Fur N2, and so on. McClelland and Rumelhart created a total of 50
individual dogs in this way, and then calculated the effect that exposure to each
of these dogs would have on connections within the neural network.

One note on terminology before we proceed. We will sometimes say, as a form of
shorthand, that a dog was “presented” to the network. It is important to remember
that there is no dog, no network, and no presentation! A fuller version of “a
dog was presented” would be that the computer was instructed that the units
representing this dog’s features had been activated, and it was now to use the delta
rule to calculate how this would affect the connections between these units. We
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will sometimes spell this out more fully, but when the shorthand form is used (“a
dog was presented”) it is important to remember that this simply means that the
computer was instructed to calculate changes as if a network existed, and a subset
of the units within this network had been activated.

Consider now what happens when the first dog is presented. Because this par-
ticular dog possessed legs, fur, ears, and one atypical feature, N1, McClelland and
Rumelhart instructed the computer to assume that the corresponding units in the
network had been activated, and to calculate how this would affect the strength of
the connections between them. For example, because the Legs and Fur units in the
network would be activated simultaneously, the connection between them would
be strengthened:

Legs → Fur

Similarly, the connection from Legs to Ears would be strengthened,

Legs → Ears

and the connection between Fur and Ears,

Fur → Ears

and so on. Using the delta rule, McClelland and Rumelhart had the computer
calculate the changes in each of these connections. They then had the computer
calculate the further changes that would occur as a result of exposure to the second
dog, and the third, until all 50 of the imaginary dogs had been presented.

The result is shown in Figure 13.5b, in which heavy lines have been drawn only
between those units in the network that have become strongly connected. (Because
nontypical features also occurred together many times, some of these features also
became associated with one another, but these connections were not nearly as
strong.) The crucial result stands out clearly: The features that are typical of dogs
have all become strongly interconnected, with the result that activation of any
subset of these features would be likely to activate the remainder.

This outcome might sound trivial, but it has surprisingly powerful implications.
One is that the network can recognize new dogs. Suppose, for example, that the
network were presented with a new dog that it had never seen before. Because this
new dog would have many typical dog features, these features would activate the
entire set of dog features in the network. As a result, the network would respond
to this new dog in exactly the same way as it responded to old ones. One way to
see this is to imagine that all the dog features in the network were connected to
a single output unit – for example, a unit that controls the creature’s vocal cords
and produces the word dog. Whenever a new dog was presented, its features would
activate all the typical dog features, which would in turn activate the unit that
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controls saying “dog.” Whether our creature saw an old dog or a new one, it would
produce exactly the same response: It would say “dog.”

Cats, dogs, and bagels

It is encouraging to see that the network would respond to any dog, old or new,
in the same way, but what would happen if it encountered another animal such as
a cat? Cats and dogs share many similar features, so would the network call both
dogs, or would it be able to discriminate between these concepts and produce the
appropriate name for each?

To find out, McClelland and Rumelhart ran a second simulation in which they
presented the network with stimuli derived from three prototypes: one of a dog,
another of a cat, and a third of an object sharing very few of the dog and cat
features, a bagel! The first step, as before, was to create the prototypes for each
category. To reflect the similarity of real-life cats and dogs, they made the proto-
types for these categories very similar. (Of the 16 features used to represent cats
and dogs, 12 were identical.) Because bagels are clearly less similar, the proto-
type bagel shared only a few features with the prototype dog. They then created
50 exemplars of each category by combining prototypical and atypical features
in slightly different ways. Finally, to assess the network’s success in categoriz-
ing these stimuli, they added units to the network to represent the names of the
categories – cat, dog, or bagel.

If a dog was presented on a trial, for example, its presence would be assumed
to activate units representing its name as well as its appearance.

The experiment then consisted simply of exposing the network to 50 exemplars
drawn from each of the three categories, accompanied in each case by its name.
As before, the authors told the computer which units would be activated on each
trial and had the computer calculate how this would affect the strength of the
connections between these units.

Finally, to find out what the network had learned, McClelland and Rumelhart
ran test trials in which they presented the network with new exemplars from the
three categories. In each case, they found that the exemplars activated the correct
name – if they presented features typical of a dog, for example, activation would
spread from the units representing its appearance to those representing its name.
Conversely, when they tested the network by activating the features representing
the name dog, they found that this activity spread through the network’s con-
nections to activate the typical visual features of a dog – in effect, the network
produced an image of a typical dog, as it activated the same units that would have
been activated had a real dog been present. The network thus behaved remarkably
like a child learning the concept dog: When presented with a dog, it said “dog”;
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when presented with the word dog, it generated an image of a typical dog. The
response to cats and bagels was similarly accurate.

Summarizing the evidence to this point, we have seen that when a network
is exposed to exemplars from a category, it forms strong associations between
the features that occur together frequently. This has the important effect that
activating just some of these features will result in activation of all of them. And
this in turn means that the network can respond appropriately to an incomplete
or distorted version of a familiar stimulus. If part of a dog is obscured by a
tree, for example, the remaining features can still activate the full prototype and
thus produce recognition. Similarly, the network can respond appropriately to
exemplars that it has never seen before: As long as enough features of the prototype
are present, the entire prototype will be activated.

Explaining Life, the Universe and Everything

In The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, a humorous science fiction novel by
Douglas Adams, a giant computer was set the task of determining the meaning of
Life, the Universe and Everything. After seven and a half million years, it finally
solved the problem (the answer, a bit on the terse side, was 42). The goal of
neural network theorists is not quite this audacious, but it doesn’t fall far short –
to explain virtually every aspect of human thought in terms of the operation of
simple neural networks. We have already seen how neural networks account for
the formation of concepts, long thought to be one of the highest achievements
of the human mind. In this section we’ll look at some of the other behaviors that
network theorists have tried to explain, and their initial findings.

Conditioning

Because the delta rule is effectively identical to the formula at the heart of the
Rescorla–Wagner model, neural network models can account for all the condi-
tioning phenomena that this model explains. Moreover, theorists have developed
neural network models that can also explain many of the phenomena that created
problems for the Rescorla–Wagner model, such as latent inhibition and occasion
setting (see Schmajuk, Lam, and Gray, 1996; Schmajuk, Lamoureux, and Holland,
1998). In short, these models seem to be able to account for almost every aspect
of classical conditioning.

As yet there have been fewer attempts to develop neural network models for
reinforcement and punishment, but models have been proposed to account not
only for basic properties of reinforcement but also for more sophisticated aspects
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such as the formation of cognitive maps (for example, Brown and Sharp, 1995;
Donahoe and Dorsel, 1997; Donahoe, 2002).

Memory

We’ve seen that neural network models can account for the formation of concepts,
but what about remembering experiences with individual dogs? Can a single net-
work not only store common characteristics of dogs but also remember individual
dogs?

Episodic and semantic memory

In one test, McClelland and Rumelhart used a computer to simulate the effects
of exposing their network to two particular dogs – one named Rover, the other
named Fido – as well as other dogs that were simply called dog. When they tested
the network by activating the features representing the name dog, they found that
this activity spread through the network to all the typical visual features of a
dog – in effect, the network activated an image of a typical dog. Similarly, when
McClelland and Rumelhart activated the features corresponding to the names Rover
or Fido, the network responded by activating the neurons representing the visual
characteristics of those dogs. And the network was equally effective in producing
names when shown pictures: If, for example, the network was shown a picture
of Fido (that is, the network units that represented the appropriate visual features
was assumed to be activated), the network responded by activating the features
representing its name. The network could thus remember the names of individual
dogs as well as the generic term dog. (For a more comprehensive model of memory
based on a neural network, see McClelland and Chappell, 1998.) In this sense, the
network was forming not only semantic memories (the general meaning of the
word dog) but also episodic memories (representations of specific dogs).

Semantic networks

In addition to remembering the characteristics of individual dogs, networks can
also account for some more general aspects of semantic memory. In Chapter 10
we saw that conceptual knowledge is organized in a variety of formats, one of
which is called a semantic network (see Figure 10.6). The concept canary, for
example, is linked to the higher-order concept bird, which is in turn connected to
the superordinate concept animal. Each of these conceptual nodes is also linked to
properties of the concept: The node for bird, for example, is assumed to be linked
to nodes representing the properties flies and has feathers. Collins and Quillian
(1969) showed that semantic networks of this kind could account for the time
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Figure 13.6 Hidden units and back propagation. (a) A neural network in which several input units are
connected to a single output unit. (b) A network in which a layer of hidden units intervenes between the
input and output units. (c) Back propagation: connections from the output units back to the hidden units,
allowing the transmission of information about errors.

subjects required to verify sentences such as “A canary is an animal” and “A
canary has wings.”

Rumelhart and Todd (1993) developed a neural network model that can account
for these results. Their model incorporates two features that we have not yet
discussed: hidden units and back propagation. Figure 13.6a illustrates a very simple
form of neural network in which several input units converge on a single output
unit. Simple networks of this kind can be surprisingly powerful, but they cannot
solve some problems, and one way to overcome this weakness is to incorporate
so-called hidden units (Figure 13.6b). A layer of hidden units intervenes between
the input and output units, and though the advantage of having such units might
not be immediately obvious, they do substantially increase the power of neural
networks to form concepts.

In our discussion of the McClelland and Rumelhart model, we saw that the delta
rule is used to adjust the strength of the connections between units: If the input is
too high or too low, relative to some target value, then the strength of the neural
connection is adjusted accordingly. When hidden units are used, any error at the
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output level is used not only to adjust connections to these units but also to adjust
inputs to the hidden units. Suppose, for example, that the input from hidden unit
H1 to the output unit O is too great; as we saw earlier, this error information would
be used to reduce the strength of the connection between H1 and O. In addition,
feedback about this error would be fed back to the H1 unit (via the gray line in
Figure 13.6c) and would then be used to reduce the strength of the connections to
this hidden unit. In other words, if too much excitation is reaching the final unit
in the network, then connections are modified not only at this level but also at
lower levels, and this feedback of information back through the network is called
back propagation.

Rumelhart and Todd developed a three-layer neural network of this kind to
account for behavior on sentence verification tasks. The input units were used to
represent concepts such as robin and animal, as well as relationships such as isa
and can, and the output units were used to represent concepts such as fly. If the
network was given the sentence “A canary can fly,” for example, then the input
units representing canary and can would be activated, as would the output unit
fly; and the connections between the various units would then be adjusted using
the delta rule. The network was given a series of such sentences and then tested
on its ability to verify new sentences. The results proved to be similar to those of
real subjects. For example, during training the only information provided to the
network about sparrows was that they were birds, but during the test phase the
network correctly inferred that sparrows have feathers and can fly. The network
had absorbed the information in individual sentences and used it to detect common
properties – for example, that all birds can fly – and it was then able to use these
common properties in evaluating statements about other birds.

Language

In the brief time that neural network models have been in existence, they have
proven able to account for a wide range of phenomena in classical and operant
conditioning, as well as in the very different domains of memory and concept
learning. If this were all these models could do, it would be remarkable enough,
but other evidence suggests that they may be able to do much more. The final
example we will consider involves their ability to account for many aspects of
linguistic behavior. We’ll look at two examples, involving the grammatical rules
governing pronunciation and formation of the past tense.

Past tense

The most common method of forming the past tense of a verb in English is to add
the letters ed to the end of the present tense form (jump – jumped, open – opened,
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and so on). However, many verbs follow different patterns (run – ran, send – sent,
and so on). At first, children learn the correct form for all the verbs they know,
but then, as their vocabulary grows, they begin to use the ed form for all verbs,
even ones for which it is inappropriate (runned, sended, and so on), and for which
they previously used the correct form. Finally, they return to using the correct
form for all verbs. As complex as this developmental sequence is, Rumelhart and
McClelland (1986) have shown that a neural network analysis predicts not only
the sequence but also some of its finer details, including which forms are most
likely to be confused.

McClelland and Rumelhart’s work posed a powerful challenge to existing
theories of tense learning, which assumed that children start by learning past
tenses essentially by rote, simply memorizing individual forms, but then gradually
learn rules such as the use of ed. In McClelland and Rumelhart’s model, however,
there are no rules; the network is able to learn how to form past tenses without
using rules, simply by forming neural connections. One advantage of this
approach is that it fits with our subjective experiences, as most of us would be
hard pressed to verbalize the rules that govern English grammar. (Even in the
case of past tenses, this is difficult if not impossible – you may know that cook
becomes cooked, but can you state the rule which says that run should become
ran?) However, as we’ve seen at many points, our conscious experiences are not
necessarily a reliable guide to what is happening at an unconscious level, so the
fact that we cannot verbalize grammatical rules does not necessarily mean that
they do not exist at some deeper level. In any case, this challenge to existing
theories provoked intense controversy, one that is by no means settled. If you’d
like to learn more about the issues involved, you can find a readable introduction
in a short paper by McClelland and Seidenberg (2000), and contrasting views in
papers by Pinker and Ullman (2002) and McClelland and Patterson (2002). A more
recent paper by Thomas and McClelland (2008) has argued that the controversy
has led to some convergence of the two views: As each side modified their views
in response to the other’s criticisms, their views moved closer together.

Pronunciation

Network theorists have also addressed how people learn the complex rules that
govern English pronunciation. We tend to take our ability to read and pronounce
English words for granted, but children, and adults who learn English as a for-
eign language, can testify to the baffling complexity of the rules governing its
pronunciation. Nevertheless, Sejnowski and Rosenberg (1987) explored whether a
neural network could learn how to read, in the sense that if shown the spelling of
a word, it could instruct a voice synthesizer how to pronounce it correctly. They
exposed a neural network to the spelling of 1,000 English words, together with
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information on how each one should be pronounced. By the conclusion of training
it was able to pronounce 95% correctly. And when tested on 20,000 other words
that it had never seen before, it was able to pronounce 90% correctly. Given the
primitive nature of the network used, and the extraordinary variability of English
spelling rules – George Bernard Shaw once pointed out that, on the basis of how
its components were sometimes pronounced, the made-up word ghoti could be
pronounced “fish” – this is a remarkable feat.1

Flying!

Perhaps the most striking demonstration of the potential of neural networks to
perform sophisticated tasks has come not from computer modeling but from a
study of a real network. In order to create it, DeMarse and Dockendorf (2005)
began by taking a glass Petri dish and placing a mesh of electrodes along its
bottom. Then, on top of the electrodes, they added 25,000 neurons taken from
a rat brain. The neurons had been separated from each other, but once in the
dish (and kept alive by nutrients) they began to form connections. They would
literally reach out, pull back, reach out again, and continue in this way until they
made contact with other neurons and established connections. (You can see this
happening at http://neural.bme.ufl.edu/page12/page12.html.)

In order to explore the network’s capabilities, they decided to see if it could fly
a jet plane! They connected two of the electrodes in the dish to a flight simulator
for an F-22 jetfighter; one of these electrodes transmitted information from the
simulator on the plane’s pitch, the other on its roll. (Pitch refers to movements of
the plane’s nose up or down; roll to movements of the wings which would tilt the
plane to the left or right.) The remaining electrodes measured electrical activity
in the network and communicated it to a computer which, in turn, processed
it into a form which could instruct the simulator to alter the plane’s position.
If these instructions produced an error – the plane was placed on a trajectory
that would have made it crash – then corrective information was fed back to the
network.

With practice, the neurons within the network changed their connections in
such a way that the network was able to keep the plane level: “The typical per-
formance . . . was within 10 degrees of desired for both pitch and roll” (DeMarse
and Dockendorf, 2005, p. 1550). The network’s control of pitch was particularly
impressive. Figure 13.7 shows the jet’s deviation in pitch from the target of zero
degrees, which would keep the plane level. As you can see, the network kept the
jet remarkably steady, with minimal deviations up or down from the target of level
flight. Moreover, the network was able to do this even in conditions simulating

1 “gh” as in enough; “o” as in women; and “ti” as in action.
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Figure 13.7 Rat neurons flying a jet plane. Neurons from a rat’s brain were placed in a Petri dish where
they formed connections. When connected to a flight simulator, they learned to fly it. The pitch of a plane
refers to the movement of its nose up and down relative to its center; smooth flight requires maintaining
pitch at 0 degrees. After training, the neural network learned to maintain pitch almost exactly at 0.
(Adapted from DeMarse and Dockendorf, 2005.)

flying through a hurricane! The almost breathtaking conclusion is that a bunch of
neurons from a rat’s brain, jumbled together in a Petri dish without any pattern or
organization, had managed to organize itself into a network which could fly a jet
plane.

Evaluation

We have seen that neural network models can account for a wide range of human
learning, from classical conditioning at one end to thought and language at the
other. The fact that neural network models can account for many aspects of
behavior, however, does not mean that it can account for all aspects, nor even
that those explanations it can provide are correct. There are other theories which
can also account for these behaviors, so the network account is not necessarily
correct.

Problems

In addition to these general cautionary notes, there are some specific problems
with neural network models in their current form. They have been criticized on
several grounds, and we will briefly discuss some of the most important.
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Slow learning

In many network models, learning is very, very slow – in the case of concept
learning, for example, a simulated network may need to be exposed to exemplars
of the concept to be learned many hundreds of times before it really learns them and
can categorize new examples correctly. Though slow learning is realistic in some
situations – think of someone learning a sport such as basketball or tennis, where
thousands of hours of practice can be required – there are also many situations
where learning is impressively rapid, sometimes requiring only a single trial. The
kinds of network models that we have been discussing cannot handle such rapid
learning. This also means that neural network models have difficulty in accounting
for episodic memory, in which we remember unique experiences such as what you
ate for breakfast this morning. Although we saw earlier that network models can
account for the learning of individual facts such as a dog’s name, their ability to
do so depends on repeated experiences with that name.

To deal with this problem, McClelland, McNaughton, and O’Reilly (1995) sug-
gested that it might be necessary to assume two fundamentally different kinds of
brain mechanisms for dealing with episodic and semantic memories. One, based
in the medial temporal lobes of the brain, would form memories very quickly,
by tying together or binding information arriving from the various senses. (If you
heard someone saying your name, for example, this auditory input would be bound
together with the visual input of what the person looked like, the appearance of
the room, etc.) The other system, residing in the neocortex, would involve the
more gradual form of learning featured in earlier neural models, in which associ-
ations were strengthened gradually. (For a more recent version of this synthesis,
see McClelland, 2011.)

Catastrophic interference

A further problem concerns situations in which we learn new material which is
similar to material we have learned before. In one experimental procedure used to
study this, participants learn one list of paired associates and then learn a second
list that uses the same stimuli but different responses – for example, learning a
list containing the pair table–orange and then learning a second list containing
the pair table–cotton. Learning the second list does cause some forgetting of the
first list, but people can usually still remember about half of the responses from
the first list. When neural network models have been used to simulate this task,
however, learning the second list produces almost total forgetting of the first list,
a phenomenon that has been called catastrophic interference. At this point it is
not clear whether catastrophic interference represents a fundamental problem for
neural network models or simply one that needs to be addressed by appropriate
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revisions, but we can note that several possible solutions have already been pro-
posed (for example, Kruschke, 1992; McClelland et al., 1995).

Grandmother cells

One of the cornerstones of the neural network model approach is that concepts
are represented by the pattern of activity across many neurons, rather than by
any one neuron. If a dog were present, for example, it would produce activity in
a large number of neurons. There is no one neuron that represents or signals the
presence of a dog; you would need to examine the pattern of activity across the
entire network to know. This can also be seen in the model’s representation of
the concepts dog, cat, and bagel: all three are stored in the same network, and if
you recorded activity from just one neuron you would have no way of knowing
which was present.

However, there is evidence that in some situations concepts may be represented
by individual neurons. In Chapter 9 we discussed evidence for the existence of
“grandmother cells,” neurons which would fire when and only when a particular
object or person – your grandmother – was present. One example we discussed
came from a study by Quian Quiroga et al. (2005) in which recordings were made
from individual neurons in the human brain. Participants were epileptics who
had recording electrodes placed in their brains to determine the locus of their
seizures. In the course of their treatment they were shown photographs of famous
individuals, and the authors discovered that some cells responded selectively to
particular people. One cell, for example, responded almost exclusively to pictures
of Halle Berry: It fired when shown each of 7 different photographs of her face,
but not when shown photos of other actresses. In a follow-up experiment, Quian
Quiroga et al. (2009) found similar results using pictures of other famous people.
One cell, for example, was found to respond almost exclusively to pictures of
Oprah Winfrey, increasing its normal rate of firing more than a thousandfold
when a picture of her was shown, but not to pictures of other famous individuals
such as Whoopi Goldberg. And this cell also fired when the participant saw or
heard Oprah’s name! This seemed compelling evidence for the grandmother cell
hypothesis, as this one cell in the brain really did seem to represent this actress.

However, a reply by Plaut and McClelland (2010) argued that this evidence
was far from conclusive. Although this cell and others like it did seem highly
specialized, most of the cells recorded in this and similar studies responded to many
faces, not just one. And even this cell may not have been responding to “Oprah
Winfrey”; there may have been some specific feature that happened to be present
in these pictures that wasn’t present in others; had a broader range of photographs
been used, it might have revealed that this cell was not really responding to Oprah
Winfrey at all! The issues raised by the Bowers article are important, but as the
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exchange of views between the two sides continued, it became clear that the two
views – distributed representations versus single-cell representations – were not
as far apart as their names would suggest, as both assume that multiple neurons
must be involved in representing any object. (If you really had only one cell to
represent your grandmother, any damage to this cell would result in your losing
your ability to recognize this sweet old lady, a position no theorist finds plausible.)
The two views differ in precisely how all these cells are organized, but the views
are sufficiently similar that it is currently difficult to marshal evidence that would
clearly favor one over the other. The issues are too technical for us to pursue here,
but if you’d like to follow a vigorous-but-mutually-respectful exchange of views
on the subject, you can consult papers by Plaut and McClelland (2010), Quian
Quiroga and Kreiman (2010), and Bowers (2010); they raise deep and important
issues about how the brain manages to represent different entities.

But . . .

Together, the challenges we have reviewed have posed real problems for current
neural network models. These models may not be able to explain all aspects of
behavior, and even those explanations that they can offer are not necessarily
superior to those of other available theories. In one sense, the problems that have
been identified are critical: If neural network models cannot handle some of the
tasks that the brain does almost effortlessly (rapid learning, the ability to preserve
old information in the face of new), then the claim that these models tell us
something about how the brain actually works is clearly undermined. There is
another sense, though, in which the outcome of this debate is almost irrelevant.
It could be argued – and will be here – that of course current network models
are wrong; it could not be otherwise. The networks posited by these models are
ridiculously simple, with each neuron connected to every other neuron, and they
are trying to explain brains whose structure has been evolving for millions of years.
Our brains do not consist of a single, giant network. Instead, evolution has created
multiple, highly structured areas which each process certain kinds of information,
and information is transmitted in sequence, from one processing area to another,
as well as in parallel, with millions of neurons firing simultaneously. It would thus
be extraordinary if any of the current models postulating simple, undifferentiated
networks were even remotely like our brains.

Your immediate reaction to this declaration could fairly be, “Then what is the
point? If these models are almost certainly wrong, why bother with them?” And the
answer is, because they have revealed how even simple networks can perform tasks
of astonishing sophistication. The importance of current neural network models is
not that they are right, but that they suggest how the wonders of the human mind
could arise from the operations of massive numbers of neurons acting in concert.
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All neurons can do is receive signals from other neurons and then pass them on
to yet other neurons. They are either on or off, firing or not firing, and it requires
a real leap of imagination to believe that these simple units could give rise to the
richness and complexity of human thought. Neural network models provide the
first persuasive evidence that such a leap might someday prove justified. They do
not tell us how our brains work, but suggest that our brains really could work!

The current situation is analogous in some ways to the first flight of an air-
plane more than 100 years ago. There is only a minimal resemblance between
the primitive plane flown by the Wright brothers and the sophisticated planes
of today, and in the same way neural network models in 100 years will be far
more sophisticated than the primitive models of today. Nevertheless, just as the
Wright brothers showed that human flight was possible, so in the future we may
feel that McClelland and Rumelhart’s work was the first convincing demonstration
that human thought could be explained in terms of simple connections between
neurons. The brain as a whole is extraordinarily complex, but the basic mechanism
might be the simple associative process proposed by Pavlov, that when two areas
of the brain are active at the same time, the connection between them will be
strengthened.

More than 100 years ago, Pavlov wrote that “Since education and training
are really nothing more than the results of an establishment of new nervous
connections,” then by studying salivary conditioning in dogs we could uncover
the key to understanding human thought. It was an extraordinary claim, but his
research eventually led to the development of the Rescorla–Wagner model, and
their fundamental equation, in the guise of the delta rule, is now at the heart of
neural network models. Is it possible that Pavlov was right, and that the study of
conditioning did reveal the associative processes that provide the foundation for
learning and memory?

It is too soon to say whether the promise of neural network models will be
fulfilled, but their solid grounding in the known structure of the brain gives
them an inherent plausibility. If they do succeed, the emergence of these models
might someday be seen as the single most important step in the evolution of
psychology.

Summary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
� Neural network models were developed in the belief that theories of cognition

should be based as closely as possible on what we know of the actual physiol-
ogy of the brain. In contrast to the information-processing approach, with its
emphasis on sequential processing, neural network models are based on many
units being active simultaneously (parallel processing).
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� These models assume networks of interconnected units; activity in one unit
spreads to all the others, with the spread depending on the strength of their
connections.

� Whenever two units are active simultaneously, the connection between them is
strengthened. One formula used to calculate such changes is the delta rule; it
turns out to be almost identical to the central formula of the Rescorla–Wagner
model.

� To explore the capabilities of neural networks, theorists have used computer
simulations in which a network is assumed to exist and changes in the strength
of all the connections are calculated using a computer.

� These simulations have shown that if networks are exposed to exemplars of
a concept, the units representing typical features become very strongly con-
nected. This seemingly simple outcome allows neural networks to form concepts,
responding if and only if a member of the concept is present.

� Neural network models can also explain a very wide range of other phenom-
ena, including classical conditioning, the organization of semantic memory, and
the learning of grammatical rules governing the formation of past tenses and
pronunciation. These achievements are particularly impressive given that the
networks that have been studied are simply large sets of units which are all
connected to each other, without any kind of structure or intelligence.

� Notwithstanding these successes, neural network models have also encountered
problems. Learning is very slow, and the storage of new information can result
in serious loss of older information (catastrophic interference).

� Network models are being modified to tackle such problems – past modifica-
tions include the inclusion of hidden units and back propagation. Whatever the
ultimate fate of these models, they have demonstrated the power of even simple
networks to perform tasks of astonishing sophistication.

Review questions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 How do brains differ from computers in the way that they process
information?

2 What are the fundamental assumptions of neural network models? How do
these assumptions differ from those of Pavlov?

3 What is the delta rule? In what way is it similar to the formula used in the
Rescorla–Wagner model?

4 What is a concept? Why is the ability to form concepts critical to human
thought and behavior?
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5 What is computer simulation? Why do engineers sometimes use this
technique to test theoretical models?

6 How did McClelland and Rumelhart assess the capacity of neural networks to
form concepts such as dog? What did they find?

7 What is the distinction between episodic and semantic memory? Can neural
network models account for both?

8 In order to account for the development of semantic networks, Rumelhart and
Todd (1993) had to use a neural network model which incorporated two
features not required by McClelland and Rumelhart’s model. What were they?

9 How have neural network theorists tried to account for features of language
learning such as the ability to master the rules underlying pronunciation and
the formation of past tenses of verbs? How have they done?

10 DeMarse and Dockendorf (2005) explored the ability of neural networks to
solve difficult problems by assembling a real network, rather than relying on
computer simulation. What did they do and what did they find?

11 Neural network models have not been without their problems; what are the
three discussed in the text?

12 The text says that the neural network models proposed to date are almost
certainly far too simple to account for the complexity of human cognition.
Why does it say this? And why does it nevertheless go on to argue that neural
network models might someday be seen as one of the most important
developments in the history of psychology?
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accessibility Material in memory is said to be accessible if it can be retrieved.
Forgetting can occur because a memory is not available – it is simply not there –
or because it is there but not currently accessible.

amnesia An impairment in memory caused by brain damage. In retrograde amne-
sia, patients have difficulty remembering events that occurred before the onset of
their condition; in anterograde amnesia, patients have difficulty in forming new
memories.

associative learning Learning about the association or relationship between two
events that occur together.

asymptote In mathematics, a stable value that a curve on a graph approaches
but never quite reaches. As used in learning, it generally describes the level of
performance at which improvement ceases, so that further training would produce
no additional improvement.

attention A limited mental resource that is needed for processing some kinds of
information. We can control the allocation of attention between competing tasks
and also the amount of attention that goes to any one task.

automatic process A process that occurs rapidly, without any need for attention.
Because conscious attention is not required, numerous automatic processes can be
carried out simultaneously.

automatization The process by which a controlled process becomes automatic
and thus no longer requires attention for its execution. Automatization usually
requires extensive practice, and one result is that an automated task can be carried
out at the same time as other tasks without interfering with them.

autonomic responses Glandular and smooth muscle activities controlled by the
autonomic nervous system.

availability Material is said to be available in memory if it is still in storage, and
therefore there is at least the possibility of retrieving it.
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availability heuristic A strategy for estimating the frequency of an event by
seeing how easily you can think of examples.

aversion therapy A procedure for eliminating an unwanted behavior by condi-
tioning fear to stimuli associated with that behavior.

avoidance A procedure in which an aversive event such as shock can be pre-
vented by a response. This can be distinguished from escape, in which a response
terminates an aversive event after it has already commenced.

avoidance response A response that postpones or prevents an aversive event.

back propagation The transmission of information about errors at one level in
a network back to earlier levels. This backward transmission of information helps
the network to adjust the strength of connections more effectively, resulting in a
closer approximation to the ideal output.

backward conditioning A procedure in which first a US is presented, then a CS.

behaviorism The view that the basic datum of psychology should be visible
behavior, rather than mental states. There are several different forms of behav-
iorism, but a common theme is a distrust of introspection as a tool for scientific
investigation and a consequent emphasis on explaining behavior in terms of envi-
ronmental causes rather than mental states.

blocking A phenomenon in which prior conditioning to one element of a com-
pound reduces conditioning to other elements.

bottom-up processing Processing of sensory input that is based entirely on the
physical characteristics of the stimulus. Also called data-driven processing.

catastrophic interference A problem encountered in some network models in
which the learning of new associations results in the almost complete loss of
associations learned earlier.

causal learning Learning that one event is the cause of another. Causal learning
can be viewed as a subtype of associative learning. In associative learning, we
learn that there is a relationship between the times at which two events occur; in
causal learning we learn not simply that there is a relationship but that one event
is the cause of the other.

central executive The component of working memory that controls the alloca-
tion of processing capacity to different tasks; it also integrates information held
in its slave systems and in long-term memory.

change blindness A failure to detect a seemingly obvious change in a visual
scene.
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chunking The development of a single code to represent several items. One result
is that holding all these items in short-term memory uses up no more storage
capacity than was originally required to remember just one item.

classical or Pavlovian conditioning An increase in responding to a stimulus
because of its pairing with a biologically important event. The first stimulus is
known as a conditioned stimulus, or CS; the second is known as an unconditioned
stimulus, or US.

clustering A tendency to recall related words from a list together, in clusters,
even though they were presented separately.

coding Assigning a code to an event to represent it in memory.

cognitive interview A set of interviewing procedures designed to increase the
accuracy of eyewitness memories and based on principles derived from cognitive
research on memory.

concept A remarkably difficult term to define. One definition is a set of objects
or events sharing common features; another is a mental representation of these
events, as in a mental representation of a dog. The second definition comes closer
to capturing the sense in which we ordinarily use the term concept, but it raises
the difficult problem of how to define a mental representation.

conditioned emotional response (CER) A procedure for measuring fear based on
the observation that frightened animals generally freeze. The stimulus to be tested
is presented while subjects are responding to obtain a reward such as food. The
reduction in their rate of responding to obtain food can be used as an indirect
measure of their freezing, and thus of their fear.

conditioned inhibition A learned tendency for a stimulus to inhibit, or block,
the response normally elicited by a CS.

conditioned response (CR) The response to a conditioned stimulus caused by
pairings of that stimulus with a US.

conditioned stimulus (CS) A stimulus that, through pairing with an uncondi-
tioned stimulus, elicits a response.

configural learning Learning to respond to a compound stimulus in a manner
sharply different than to its components – for example, responding much more to
the compound than to its elements presented separately. Subjects behave as if they
have learned to perceive the compound as a unique stimulus, or configuration,
that is more than the sum of its components.
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consolidation theory Assumes that the formation of a permanent memory trace
depends on the strengthening of synaptic connections between neurons, and that
this process requires time. The more a memory is consolidated, the more resistant
it will be to disruption by events such as brain damage.

contiguity Literally, proximity or closeness. In learning, the principle of conti-
guity says that the formation of an association between two events depends on
their closeness in time. A stronger version is that contiguity is both necessary for
the formation of an association (the events must be contiguous to be associated)
and sufficient (any events that are contiguous will be associated).

contingency A measure of the extent to which two events occur together, or
covary, over time. A contingency coefficient is a mathematical statistic determined
by two probabilities – the probability that a US will occur in the presence of a CS,
and the probability that it will occur in the absence of the CS.

continuous reinforcement (CRF) schedule Every response is reinforced.

contrast effect A change in a reinforcer’s effectiveness caused by prior experi-
ence with other reinforcers.

control processes In the Atkinson–Shiffrin model, processes that regulate the
flow of information and that are under an individual’s voluntary control. The
main control processes are rehearsal, coding, and retrieval.

controlled process A process that requires attention to be carried out. Controlled
processes are relatively slow, and only a limited number can be carried out at one
time. With practice, however, controlled processes can become automatic.

counterconditioning A technique for eliminating a conditioned response that
involves pairing a CS with another US to condition a new response. If the new
response is incompatible with the old response, so that only one response can
occur at a time, then the new response can replace the old one.

CS preexposure effect See latent inhibition.

cue overload A reduction in the effectiveness of a retrieval cue in activating an
associated memory caused by the cue’s association with other memories.

decay The theory that forgetting is caused by the passage of time.

declarative memory Memories that can be accessed consciously and described
verbally. Episodic and semantic memories are both examples of declarative
memory.

delay conditioning A procedure in which a CS is presented and then continues
until a US is presented. (In some experiments the CS terminates when the US starts;
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in others, the two overlap.) Some definitions further restrict this term, confining it
to situations in which there is also a long interval between CS onset and US onset.

delta rule A mathematical formula used in neural network models for calculating
the change in the strength of the connection between two neurons when these
neurons are activated simultaneously. The formula is very similar to the one used
in the Rescorla–Wagner model.

dependent variable The observable behavior that occurs as a result of manipu-
lation of the independent variable during an experiment.

determinism The belief that all behavior is caused by a combination of environ-
mental and genetic factors.

dichotic listening A task in which participants listen to two messages simulta-
neously, one in each ear.

discrimination Differential responding to two stimuli. In classical conditioning,
this can be achieved by discrimination training, in which one stimulus (CS+) is
followed by a US but the second stimulus (CS–) is not.

discrimination training In reinforcement, differential responding to two stimuli
can be encouraged by presenting both stimuli but reinforcing responding only
in the presence of one. The stimulus that signals that responding will be rein-
forced is called a discriminative stimulus (SD), or S+; the stimulus that signals
nonreinforcement is called S–.

disruption A term used by Tolman to describe disturbances of behavior when an
expected outcome does not occur.

dissociation A sharp split in the effect of a variable on two aspects of behav-
ior; dissociations provide suggestive evidence that the behaviors are produced by
different processes.

encoding specificity The code that we assign to a word or other event depends on
the context in which we encounter it – jam, for example, will be coded differently
in the phrases strawberry jam and traffic jam. This in turn means that our ability
to retrieve this word will depend on whether the cues present during retrieval are
similar to those present during coding, and thus likely to activate the specific code
that was stored.

endowment effect The hypothesis that we value goods we own more than those
we don’t. One consequence is that once we acquire something, its value for us
immediately increases, so that we become disproportionately reluctant to then
relinquish it.
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episodic buffer A recent addition to Alan Baddeley’s theory of working memory,
it is postulated to integrate information from different sensory modalities and
different sources. Within vision, for example, the episodic buffer is where sensory
information about color and shape would be combined to form an integrated image
of an object.

episodic memory Memory for autobiographical experiences, including when and
where they occurred.

escape response A response that terminates an aversive stimulus that is already
present.

evaluative conditioning A change in the attractiveness or hedonic value of a
stimulus due simply to its pairing with another stimulus. In a typical classical
conditioning procedure, a light paired with food will come to elicit salivation; in
evaluative conditioning the focus is on changes in our positive or negative feelings
about the light.

exemplar theory A theory of concept learning that assumes that a mental rep-
resentation of a concept consists of examples or exemplars, and that we decide
whether something is a member of this concept by assessing its resemblance to
known exemplars. Exemplar theories can be contrasted with prototype theories
that assume that concepts are based around prototypes, which are formed by aver-
aging together known exemplars. In exemplar theory, a concept consists of a large
number of exemplars; in prototype theory, it consists of a single prototype.

expectation A belief in the present that some event will occur in the future.
In everyday usage, expectations are normally assumed to be conscious, but in
learning theory the term is typically used when subjects behave as if they knew
that some event was coming, without assuming that this expectation exists in
conscious form.

explicit and implicit tests of memory In an explicit test, people are explicitly
asked to remember an experience – recognition and recall tests are examples. In
an implicit test, by contrast, memory is inferred from performance on a task that,
on the surface, has nothing to do with memory – an example is a word-fragment
completion test in which people are asked to think of the first word that comes to
mind when shown some letters.

exposure therapy A treatment for phobias in which phobics are exposed to fear-
eliciting stimuli and given an opportunity to learn that these stimuli are no longer
followed by traumatic events (extinction). Exposure starts with stimuli that elicit
low levels of fear and gradually progresses to more frightening situations.
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extinction In classical conditioning, the weakening of a previously conditioned
response when the CS is presented by itself. In reinforcement, the weakening
of a previously reinforced response when the response no longer produces the
reinforcer. The term extinction can refer either to the procedure (omission of the
US or reinforcer) or to the outcome (weakening of the response).

filter theory A theory of attention that assumes that all aspects of sensory input
receive preliminary processing but that only some stimuli can be given enough
attention to allow full recognition. Information that is not allowed through the
filter will quickly decay and be forgotten.

flashbulb memories Vivid memories produced by unexpected and emotionally
powerful experiences. At one time these memories were thought to resemble pho-
tographs in their clarity and accuracy, but this claim is now thought to be exag-
gerated.

framing The finding that decisions can be affected by the way in which alterna-
tive options are worded or framed.

free recall In a free recall test, participants are allowed to recall material in any
order, rather than being asked to recall it in the order in which it was presented.

free will The belief that people have the power to determine their own actions,
regardless of any external pressures.

galvanic skin response (GSR) A measure of arousal in which electrodes are
placed on the skin, and an electrical current is passed between them. The greater
a person’s arousal, the more he or she perspires and thus the stronger the current
that will be conducted. Also known as the skin conductance response (SCR).

generalization Responding to a stimulus because of training involving another
stimulus. The strength of responding usually depends on the similarity of the two
stimuli – the greater the similarity, the greater the generalization.

generalization gradient The pattern of responding observed when a stimulus is
changed along a continuous dimension such as hue or brightness. Responding
usually changes gradually, hence the term gradient.

generation effect Enhanced memory for an item that was generated by the mem-
orizer during the study phase rather than provided by someone else.

GSR See galvanic skin response.

habituation A decrease in the strength of a reflex as a result of repeated presen-
tations of the stimulus by itself.
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heuristic A short cut or rule of thumb that usually leads to a satisfactory decision
or solution to a problem. The use of such mental short cuts allows much faster
decision making, but it can sometimes lead to decisions that are not optimal.

hidden units A layer of units in a neural network that intervene between input
units and output units. They help networks to extract information about the rela-
tionship between features.

hindsight bias A tendency to recall our earlier feelings and beliefs as being more
similar to our current ones than they actually were.

homeostasis The body’s attempts to maintain a stable internal environment.

implicit learning Acquisition of knowledge that occurs without our awareness.
We do not realize at the time that we have learned anything, and the knowledge
that we have acquired can later influence our behavior without ever appearing
in consciousness. We feel that a certain behavior is appropriate, without knowing
why.

implicit memory A memory that influences us even though it is not present in
consciousness.

incentive The attractiveness of a reinforcer, as measured by how hard we will
work to obtain it. The incentive value of a reinforcer is determined by both its
quality (ice cream, for example, is widely regarded as more desirable than cod
liver oil) and quantity.

independent variable The aspect of the environment that an experimenter
manipulates during an experiment.

information processing A theoretical framework that views the operations of the
brain as analogous to those of a computer, with information being processed in a
sequence of simple operations. The main processing stages of memory are coding,
storage, and retrieval.

instrumental conditioning A change in the probability of a response due to the
consequence that follows it. Historically, the term instrumental conditioning arose
in the context of discrete-trial procedures in which the trial terminated as soon as a
subject made a response, and the term operant conditioning arose in studies where
participants were allowed to respond repeatedly without being removed from the
apparatus. (An example of a discrete-trial procedure is a rat running down an
alley to a goal box to obtain food, and then being removed; an example of the
latter is a rat pressing a bar repeatedly to obtain food.) The terms arose in different
contexts, but their essential meaning is the same, as both refer to the strengthening
of behavior by its consequences.
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interference The theory that forgetting is caused by memories for events that
occurred either before or after the event we are trying to remember.

interval schedule A schedule in which reinforcement of a response depends on
how much time has elapsed since the last reinforcement. Note that the requirement
for reinforcement is not simply the passage of time but the occurrence of a response
after this time.

intervening variable A variable used in a theory to represent a hypothesized
internal state. This state is elicited by a stimulus and helps to determine the
eventual response; the state thus intervenes between the independent variable
(environment) and the dependent variable (behavior).

intrinsic motivation Motivation to perform an activity that derives from the
attractiveness of the activity itself, rather than from any consequences that might
follow the activity.

introspection A person’s examination of his or her own thoughts or feelings.

latency The time from when a response becomes possible until it actually occurs.
In a puzzle box, for example, the latency of the escape response is the time from
when the animal is placed in the box until it escapes.

latent inhibition Slower conditioning to a CS because of previous presentations
of the CS by itself. Also known as the CS preexposure effect.

law A consistent relationship between the independent and dependent variables
in which the occurrence of some condition A always leads to outcome B.

Law of Effect Thorndike’s statement that the presentation of a reward would
strengthen the connection between the response that preceded it and the stimuli
present at the time.

learned helplessness An impairment in learning to escape or avoid an aver-
sive stimulus such as shock, caused by previous experiences in which the sub-
ject could not control the shock. The learned helplessness hypothesis attributes
this impairment to subjects’ learned belief that they are helpless to prevent the
shock.

learning A term devised to embarrass learning psychologists, who tie themselves
into knots trying to define it. We have defined it as a change in our capacity for
behavior as the result of particular kinds of experience.

levels of processing A theory that assumes that the more deeply a stimulus is
processed during coding – for example, the more attention is paid to its meaning –
the better it will be remembered.
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long-term memory (LTM) Memory for experiences that occurred much earlier,
or, alternatively, the memory system in which these enduring memories are
believed to be stored. (Atkinson and Shiffrin referred to this storage system as
the long-term store.) There is no agreement about precisely how much time must
elapse before a memory is considered to be long-term, but it is often thought to
be about 20 to 30 seconds.

memory The records that we form of our experiences. Or, more broadly, the
processes involved in coding, storing, and retrieving those experiences.

memory span The number of items that can be accurately recalled, in the correct
order, immediately after exposure.

method of loci A technique for remembering a set of items by imagining follow-
ing a familiar path and encountering the items in successive locations along the
way.

misinformation effect An error in remembering an event caused by subsequently
receiving misleading information about it.

mnemonic devices Techniques for making unrelated facts easier to remember.

modeling The learning of new behaviors by observing the behavior of others. The
individual exhibiting the behavior is called a model, and observational learning is
sometimes referred to as imitation (which emphasizes the behavior of the observer)
or modeling (which emphasizes the behavior of the model).

motivation Subjectively, the desire to obtain a goal. More objectively, a motive
is an internal state that influences which goals we try to attain; the stronger the
motive to obtain a goal, the harder we will work to obtain it.

negative contrast A decrease in a reinforcer’s effectiveness caused by previous
experience with more attractive reinforcers.

negative reinforcement A procedure in which a response is strengthened by
removing an aversive stimulus – for example, by terminating an electric shock. In
positive reinforcement, by contrast, a response is strengthened by presenting a stim-
ulus such as food. Note that positive and negative reinforcement are both examples
of reinforcement, as both strengthen behavior; the difference lies in whether this
is achieved by presenting a stimulus (positive reinforcement) or removing one
(negative reinforcement).

negative reinforcer A stimulus (usually aversive) whose termination can rein-
force preceding behavior.
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neural network A densely interconnected set of neurons in the brain. Activity
in one neuron is transmitted to other neurons within the net.

node A neuron or set of neurons in the brain that represents a concept or idea,
in the sense that the node becomes active when and only when we think of this
concept.

operant or instrumental conditioning These terms refer to a change in the prob-
ability of a response as a result of the consequences that follow it.

overexpectation effect A decrease in the strength of conditioning on compound
trials, where the elements of the compound have previously been strongly condi-
tioned separately.

paired-associate learning In a paired-associate task, items such as words are
presented in pairs. At the conclusion of the study period, memory is usually tested
by showing participants the first item in each pair and asking them to recall the
second.

parallel processing In the brain, any processes that occur simultaneously. Many
of the brain’s processes operate in parallel, and neural network theorists believe
that this is an important factor in the brain’s ability to solve problems, such as
reading handwriting, that even the most powerful of modern computers cannot
solve. Compare sequential processing.

parameter A constant used in a mathematical formula. The value of a parameter
remains the same in successive applications of the equation to the same situation,
but different values can be used when the equation is applied to different situations.
By assigning different values to parameters, researchers can use the same basic
equation to predict a range of experimental results. In the case of the Rescorla–
Wagner model, the parameters c and Vmax determine the speed and asymptotic
level of conditioning.

parsimony A criterion for evaluating theories which states that, where several
explanations are possible, we should prefer whichever is the simplest. A theory
might be simpler because it involves fewer assumptions, or because those assump-
tions postulate simpler processes.

partial reinforcement effect (PRE) The lower the proportion of responses that
are reinforced during training, the more persistent responding is during extinction.

Pavlovian conditioning See classical conditioning.

pegword system A technique for memorizing unrelated words by linking them
to pegwords such as “one is a bun” and “two is a shoe.” If the first word on the list
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to be remembered is elephant, for example, the memorizer might form an image
of an elephant sitting on a hamburger bun.

perceptual learning An improvement in the ability to differentiate or discrimi-
nate stimuli due to previous experience with those stimuli.

perceptual memory Improved perception of a word because of previous expo-
sures to that word.

phonological loop The component of working memory that holds acoustically
coded information. Information held on the loop decays rapidly, but it can be
refreshed if it is repeated in subvocal speech – in effect, talking to yourself.

positive contrast An increase in a reinforcer’s effectiveness caused by previous
experience with less attractive reinforcers.

positive reinforcer A stimulus whose occurrence can strengthen the behavior
that precedes it.

Premack principle If we assess the probability of activities by the time spent
performing them when they are freely available, then the Premack principle says
that access to an activity can be used to reinforce any activity of lower probability.
If, for example, a child spends more time playing computer games than studying
when given a free choice, then access to computer games can be used to reinforce
studying.

preparedness The tendency to associate some CS–US combinations more readily
than others. Other terms for this phenomenon include relevance, selective associ-
ation, and associative bias.

primacy Improved recall for items from the beginning of a list compared with
items from the middle.

primary reinforcer A reinforcer that requires no special training to be effective;
a primary reinforcer will thus be effective for all members of a species from birth.

priming A temporary improvement in the processing of a word because of an
earlier presentation. See also repetition priming and semantic priming.

proactive interference (PI) Interference caused by memories for earlier events.

procedural memory Memory for how to perform actions. Examples include clas-
sical conditioning and riding a bicycle.

proposition The smallest unit of knowledge that can be meaningfully regarded
as true or false. In theoretical terms, the abstract format in which this proposition
is held in semantic memory.
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prospect theory A theory developed by Kahneman and Tversky to explain how
people decide between possible courses of action. It assumes that people evaluate
outcomes in terms of gains or losses relative to a reference point, and that in
making decisions we put greater weight on avoiding losses than on making gains
of equivalent value.

prototype A typical or average instance of a concept. A robin, for example, is
considered a prototypical bird; an ostrich is not.

pseudoconditioning An increase in responding to a CS as a result of presenta-
tions of the US by itself.

punishment A decrease in the probability of a response because of its being fol-
lowed by an aversive consequence. Also sometimes used to describe the procedure
(attempting to reduce the likelihood of a behavior by following it with an aversive
consequence).

random control A control procedure for classical conditioning in which the CS
and US are presented randomly in relation to each other, so that the occurrence of
one does not allow an improved prediction about when the other will occur.

ratio schedule A schedule in which reinforcement of a response depends on the
number of responses that have been emitted.

reality monitoring The processes involved in deciding whether a remembered
event really occurred or was only imagined.

recall In a recall test, people are asked to remember material they have seen
without further prompting. See also free recall.

recency Improved recall for items from the end of a list compared with items
from the middle.

recognition In a recognition test, participants are shown material and asked if it
is the same as material they were shown earlier. If a participant correctly recognizes
a stimulus that was seen earlier, it is called a hit; if the participant claims to have
seen a stimulus that was not presented, it is called a false alarm.

recovered memories Memories for childhood abuse that are retrieved after a long
period in which the individual had no conscious memory of the abuse.

reflex A stimulus–response relationship in which a stimulus reliably elicits the
same response innately, without prior experience.

reinforcement Presenting a reinforcer following a response, or, alternatively, the
typical outcome of this procedure, an increase in response probability as a result
of the presentation.
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reinforcement schedules Rules that determine when a response will be rein-
forced.

reinforcer An event that increases the probability of a response when presented
after it.

release from proactive interference (PI) A reduction in proactive interference
caused by a change in the characteristics of the material being memorized. Inter-
ference is greatest when memories are similar, so that if the material currently
being learned is not similar to the material learned earlier, the earlier material will
be less likely to interfere.

renewal effect The recovery of an extinguished response due to a return to the
training context, when extinction had taken place in a different context.

repetition priming A temporary improvement in processing of a stimulus such
as a word because of an earlier encounter. This improvement can take the form of
faster recognition of the word, a faster decision that it is a word (lexical decision),
or an increased likelihood of thinking of the word when given clues such as some
of its letters (word-fragment completion).

representativeness heuristic A strategy for assessing the likelihood that some-
thing is a member of a category by assessing its similarity to typical (representative)
members.

response cost This is a form of punishment in which a reinforcer is taken away
following a response. Typically, the reinforcer that is lost is points or tokens.

retrieval The process of finding a code when it is needed for further processing.

retrieval cue A stimulus that helps us to recall an earlier experience, usually
because the stimulus was present during the experience, or because it resembles
another stimulus that was present.

retrieval-induced forgetting In trying to retrieve one memory, we typically also
retrieve others, and to prevent them all flooding into consciousness we inhibit the
weaker ones. One result is that for a period thereafter it will be more difficult to
retrieve the memories that have been inhibited.

retroactive interference (RI) Interference caused by memories for later events.

retrospective revaluation Broadly, a change in the response to a stimulus due to
subsequent experience with other stimuli. One use of the term is in the context of
causal learning, where it refers to a change in the belief that one event has been
the cause of another because of subsequent experiences involving other possible
causes.
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SAM A theory of retrieval developed by Raaijmakers and Shiffrin (1980, 1981);
SAM stands for search of associative memory. The theory assumes that contextual
cues become associated with a representation of an event during coding (the con-
text and the associated representation are together called an image), and retrieval
occurs when one or more of these cues later activates the image.

schema A knowledge structure that holds information about the common char-
acteristics of a set of objects or events. A schema of a department store might
include features such as bright lights and counters with sales assistants behind
them.

script A form of schema containing information about a stereotypical sequence
of actions – for example, eating in a restaurant or studying for an exam.

secondary or conditioned reinforcer A stimulus that acquires its reinforcing
properties through experience. In most cases, secondary reinforcers are established
by pairing a stimulus with a primary reinforcer.

second-order conditioning Learning that takes place as a result of pairing a
stimulus with a previously conditioned stimulus.

self-control According to Skinner, the performing of one response to alter the
probability of some subsequent response.

semantic memory Memory for general knowledge, including the meaning of
words. Semantic memories are not tied to particular moments – we know the capital
of France without necessarily remembering when we acquired the information.

semantic network A theory of semantic memory that assumes that words are
linked in a web of connections based on their meanings.

semantic priming An improvement in the processing of a word because of an
earlier presentation of a word with a similar meaning. This improvement supports
the view that words are associated in semantic networks, and that activation of
one word in a network spreads to words that have similar meanings.

sensitization An increase in the strength of a reflex caused by repeated presen-
tations of the stimulus by itself.

sensory memory A store in which sensory input is held very briefly to allow
time to identify it. There are separate stores for holding auditory input (echoic
memory) and visual input (iconic memory); both are thought to hold material for
at most a few seconds.

shadowing Repeating out loud a message heard in one ear while a different
message is being presented in the other ear.
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shaping A technique for training responses that are initially unlikely to occur.
The first step is to reinforce whatever aspect of an individual’s behavior is closest
to the desired response. As this behavior begins to occur more often, the trainer
withholds reinforcement until some closer approximation to the desired response
occurs, and so on.

short-term memory (STM) Memory for material presented recently, or, alterna-
tively, the temporary system in which these memories are believed to be held while
they are processed. (Atkinson and Shiffrin referred to this temporary system as the
short-term store.)

simultaneous conditioning A procedure in which a CS and a US are presented
at the same time.

skeletal responses Bodily movements controlled by the skeletal nervous system.

source confusion Recalling information correctly but erroneously remembering
the context in which this information was acquired.

spacing effect The finding that we remember material better if we distribute or
spread our practice of this material over time.

spontaneous recovery An increase in the strength of an extinguished response
after a period following the last extinction trial.

spreading activation The theoretical assumption that activation of one node in
semantic memory will spread to nodes that are linked to it.

S–R theory A theory that assumes that learning involves the formation of asso-
ciations between environmental stimuli and the responses made in their presence.

state-dependent memory An improvement in memory that occurs because a
person’s internal state during retrieval is similar to his or her state during coding.

stimulus control Exists when the probability of a response’s occurrence varies
depending on what stimuli are present.

stimulus substitution Pavlov’s interpretation of the process that occurs during
conditioning. He believed that activation of the CS center of the brain would be
transferred to the US center and the CS would therefore elicit the same behaviors
as the US. To the extent that they elicit the same response, the CS in effect becomes
the US.

storage Maintaining a code in memory over time.

Stroop effect The finding that it takes longer to name the color in which a word
is printed when the word itself is the name of a different color. The color elicits
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one response and the written word automatically elicits another, even when we
try to ignore it; the competition between them slows responding.

superstition In Skinner’s usage, a behavior that is strengthened because it hap-
pens to be followed by a reinforcer, even though it did not actually produce that
reinforcer.

suppression ratio A statistical index used to measure the reduction in responding
during a CER test. The index is B/(A + B), where B is the number of responses
during the test stimulus and A is the number of responses during an equivalent
period immediately before the test stimulus.

systematic desensitization A therapy for phobias based on counterconditioning.
Patients visualize fear-evoking stimuli while relaxing, to associate the stimuli with
relaxation instead of fear.

taste-aversion learning A form of classical conditioning in which a subject
develops an aversion for the taste or odor of a food because that food was followed
by illness.

temporal discounting A reduction in the value we assign to an outcome if there
is going to be a delay until we receive it.

think/no think paradigm A procedure in which participants first learn a set of
word pairs and are then shown the first words. They are asked to think about the
second word for some pairs but to avoid thinking about the second word for others.
When later tested on their ability to recall the second words, they are poorer at
recalling the words they were encouraged to suppress.

time-out A form of punishment in which misbehavior results in removal to a
less reinforcing environment for a specified period (time-out from reinforcement).
Commonly used forms of time-out for children include having to sit in a chair in
a corner or having to stay in a bare room.

tip of the tongue (TOT) An inability to recall something accompanied by the
tantalizing feeling that you really do know it and it is just beyond your grasp.

token economy A systematic procedure for reinforcing behavior in which tokens
are made contingent on the performance of desired behaviors; the tokens can later
be exchanged for backup reinforcers such as candy. In early applications in mental
hospitals, access to the backup reinforcers was restricted so that they could be
obtained only with the tokens; this was the basis for the term economy.

top-down processing Processing of sensory input that is based on existing
knowledge and expectations. Also called conceptually driven processing.
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trace conditioning A technique that involves presenting the CS and terminating
it before presenting the US.

trial In a learning experiment, a discrete opportunity for a subject to learn. In
classical conditioning, a single pairing of a CS and a US is called a trial.

two-system hypothesis A proposal that two different learning systems can be
involved when we learn about the relationship between two events: A relatively
primitive system that forms an association between the events, and a cognitive
system that forms an expectation that the first event will be followed by the
second.

typicality effect The finding that people are faster at deciding if a word is a
member of a category if the word is generally regarded as a typical rather than an
atypical example.

unconditioned response (UR) The response elicited by an unconditioned
stimulus.

unconditioned stimulus (US) A stimulus that elicits a response without training.

unpaired control A control group in which the CS and the US are presented
at widely separated times. An unpaired control is sometimes referred to as an
explicitly unpaired control.

V In the Rescorla–Wagner model, the strength of the association that is formed
when a CS and a US are paired.

visuo-spatial sketchpad The component of working memory that holds visual
material during initial processing and also when it is retrieved from long-term
memory in the form of an image. It also holds spatial information about the
location of objects in the environment.

weapon-focus effect The presence of a weapon during the commission of a crime
tends to attract attention, and this reduces attention to other elements of the scene
such as the perpetrator’s face.

working memory A temporary store in which information is held during initial
processing; it is also used for combining and elaborating information already in
long-term storage. Baddeley has proposed that working memory has three main
components: phonological loop, visuo-spatial sketchpad, and central executive.

Yerkes–Dodson law An inverse relationship between task difficulty and opti-
mum motivation: the more difficult the problem, the lower the optimum
motivation.
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